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Sillery  670  Stringham, Charles:
Simon  674  a) episodes involving  703
Simson  675  b) character  704
Skerrett  676  c) relationships  708
Skerrett, Mrs  677  d) comments by  713
Slade  678  Stripling, Babs  715
Slater, Mrs  679  Stripling, Jimmy  716
Sleaford, Earls of  680  Summers-Miller  718
Sleaford, Marchioness of (Alice)  681  Suzette  719
Sleaford, Marquess of (Geoffrey)  682  Szczepanowski, Dr  720
Sleaford, Marquess of (John)  683  Szymanski  721
Taylor (or Porter), Betty 722
Telford, Mrs 723
Templer, Babs 724
Templer, Betty 725
Templer, Jean 726
Templer, Mona 731
Templer, Mr 732
Templer, Peter:
  a) episodes involving 733
  b) character 734
  c) relationships 737
  d) comments by 742
Templer’s uncle 743
Tessa 744
Theodoric, Prince 745
Thwaites, Alan 748
Todman, Mr 749
Tokenhouse, Daniel 750
Tolland, Hon. Alfred 753
Tollands, the 755
Tolland, Lady Blanche 756
Tolland, Hon. George 758
Tolland, Hon. Hugo 760
Tolland, Lady Isobel 763
Tolland, Lady Norah 767
Tolland, Lady Priscilla 769
Tolland, Hon. Robert 772
Tolland, Lady Susan 774
Tolland, Veronica 776
Tomsitt 777
Tomsitt, Mrs 779
Transport:
  a) air, rail, and water 780
  b) road 782
Trapnel, X. (Francis Xavier) 787
Treadwell, Corporal 793
Trelawney, Dr 794
Truscott, Bill 797
Tudor, Mr 799
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Udall, Jock 800
Udney, Jack 801
Umfraville, Lady Anne 802
Umfraville, Dicky 803
Umfraville, Lady Frederica 807
Umfraville, R.H.J. 808
Updike, Betty 809
Upjohn, Victor 810

Vaalkipaa 811
Van der Voort 812
van Strydonck der Burkel 813
Vaughan, Richard 814
Vavassor 815
Vera 816

Visual Arts:

a) painters 817
b) pictures 821
c) sculpture 824

Vowchurch, Jack 825
Vowchurch, Lord (1) 826
Vowchurch, Lord (2) 827
Walpole-Wilson, Lady (Daisy) 828
Walpole-Wilson, Eleanor 830
Walpole-Wilson, Sir Gavin 833
Walpole-Wilson, Miss Janet 835
Warminster, Earl of (Alfred) 837
Warminster, Earl of (the Chemist-Earl) 838
Warminster, Earl of (grandfather) 839
Warminster, Earl of (Henry Lucius) 840
Warminster, Earl of (Hugo) 841
Warminster, Earl of (Jeremy) 842
Warminster, Countess of (Katherine) 843
Warrington, Earl of 845
Wartstone, Miss 846
Wauthier 847
Weedon, Geraldine (Tuffy) 848
Wentworth, Baby 850
Wentworth, Lord and Lady 852
Westmacott twins, the 853
Whitney 854
Whitneys, the 855
Wideman, Dwight 856
Widmerpool, Kenneth:
  a) episodes involving 857
  b) career 859
  c) character 861
  d) relationship with NJ 867
  e) relationships with women 870
  f) other relationships 872
  g) opinions expressed by 879
Widmerpool, Lady 881
Widmerpool, Mr 882
Widmerpool, Mrs 883
Willi 885
Williams, G. 886
Williams, G.E. 887
Williams, H. 888
Williams, I.G. 889
Williams, T. 890
Williams, W.H. 891
Wilson, Matilda 892
Wise, Rupert 896
Wisebite, Flavia 897
Wisebite, Harrison F. 899
Wisebite, Milton 900
Aberavon, Lord

father of Lady Walpole-Wilson – BM 25

family:
ancestors:
  traceable back to Vortigern VB 197-8
  family name Gwatkin BM 87-8; VB 196
descendants:
daughters:
  Lady Goring BM 25, 87-8
  Lady Walpole-Wilson BM 25, 56; HSH 231
grandchildren:
  the Goring children BM 275; VB 196, 198
  Eleanor Walpole-Wilson VB 196, 198
possible connection to Captain Rowland Gwatkin:
  shared name VB 196-7
  grandfather's farm on estate VB 195, 197-8
achievements in life:
  modest beginning VB 197
  wealth:
    made from shipping BM 25; AW 116; VB 197
    considerable BM 87; VB 197
    sustains the Gorings BM 87
  estate:
    on borders of Shropshire BM 56; VB 195-6
    Gwatkin's grandfather tenant of VB 195, 197
    sold on death BM 56
peerage:
  one of last created by Queen Victoria BM 87-8
  expires without heir VB 196
deputy-lieutenant
  commented on by:
    Widmerpool BM 87-8
    Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson AW 116
as patron of the arts:
  sometime owner of "The Boyhood of Cyrus" BM 25, 92; AW 116; VB 196; HSH 231-2
taste:
  approved of by:
    Mr Deacon BM 92
    Barnabas Henderson HSH 232
  accepted as honest ignorance by Sir Gavin AW 115-6
portrait by Isbister:
  hangs at Hinton Hoo BM 186-7; AW 116
  borrowed for Isbister exhibition AW 115-6
death in early 20th century BM 25, 56, 92; HSH 231
**Ablett, Sergeant**

NCO attached to the Mobile Laundry – SA 12

described

and the Army:

unusually efficient NCO:

rank:

Sergeant SA 12, 176-7, 211-2
Sergeant-Major TK 212
practically runs laundry in Bithel's time SA 12, 176-7, 211; TK 212
and Cheesman:

quickly on good terms with SA 211-2, 216; TK 212
rescued with from Japanese POW ship TK 212, 215

performance in Divisional Concerts:

famous for Edwardian music-hall turns SA 176-7, 211-3, 217
impression made on Bithel SA 176-7
and Stringham:

great favourite of SA 212-3
hoped to involve SA 216-7

post-War prosperity TK 215
Akworth

a junior pupil at NJ's old school – BFR 249

seen by NJ on visit to old school library:
  searching for "Brewer's Dictionary" BFR 250-1
  apparently involved in elaborate ragging of Le Bas BFR 249, 251

described:
  in appearance BFR 249-50
  in excellence of manners BFR 249, 251
  possibly one of Sir Bertram's sons, but unnamed HSH 177
Akworth, Sir Bertram

grandfather of Clare, a former pupil in Le Bas's house – QU 16

described:
  as remembered at school HSH 175
  at Clare's wedding HSH 178, 212
  voice HSH 175, 179, 210

family: Clare:
  grandfather of HSH 174, 205, 207, 211
  responsible for education of HSH 174
  and wedding of:
    reads lesson HSH 178-9, 206, 210
    deals with crises HSH 209-10, 214
    otherwise mentioned as present at HSH 174-5, 181, 205-6, 208-14
  wife HSH 175
  several sons, including Rupert (BFR 249-51?); HSH 174, 177
  connection to Fettiplace-Joneses HSH 181

at school:
  in Le Bas's house QU 16, 216; HSH 175, 179, 181, 205
  dubious behaviour:
    general reputation QU 128
    rumours of:
      setting fire to room QU 16
      serial theft QU 16
    expelled:
      for note propositioning Templer QU 16; HSH 175, 178, 208, 212
      shortly after NJ's arrival QU 16
    Stringham's jokes concerning QU 16; HSH 175

as public figure "of almost sanctified respectability":
  governor of Stourwater school HSH 174
  multiple directorships HSH 174, 206
  membership of influential committees HSH 174-5
  charitable work HSH 175
  knighthood HSH 175, 179
  hunting HSH 210-11

and Widmerpool:
  and the expulsion:
    responsibility of for:
      interception of note QU 16
      report to Le Bas QU 16, 216; HSH 175, 207-8
      lasting embarrassment at memory of QU 128-9; HSH 205
      abject penitence of for HSH 207-8, 211-4
  as business acquaintance:
    of long standing HSH 206, 211
    engineers sacking of from board:
      as expression of lasting resentment HSH 206
      in alliance with Sunny Farebrother HSH 206
    calm reaction to bizarre penitence of HSH 211-3

and other characters:
  the Alford-Greens HSH 210-11, 213
  Sir Magnus Donners HSH 178
  Flavia Wisebite HSH 210, 213-4
Akworth, Clare

bride of Sebastian Cutts – HSH 174

described as attractive:
  in looks
  in character

background:
  educated at Stourwater
  secretary in advertising agency

family relationships:
  grand-daughter of Sir Bertram Akworth
  parents:
    father died early
    mother
  niece of Rupert Akworth

and Sebastian Cutts:
  ability to handle
  marriage to:
    climactic set-piece of HSH
    mentioned in context of
    links to Isobel's family

and other characters:
  Chuck – work colleague of
  Flavia Wisebite – god-daughter of
Akworth, Lady
wife of Sir Bertram – HSH 176

at Clare's wedding:

described … HSH 176
animated character … HSH 176-7
discussed by Frederica and Dicky … HSH 177
Akworth, Mrs

mother of Clare — HSH 174

family:
  by birth:
    née Jamieson HSH 177
    Ardglass connection HSH 177
  by marriage:
    widowed early HSH 174, 177
    helped by Sir Bertram as father-in-law HSH 174
    mother of Clare HSH 174, 177, 186

home near Stourwater HSH 174, 186

and other characters:
  Lady Frederica Budd – family background analysed by HSH 177
  Dicky Umfraville – admired by HSH 176-7
  Flavia Wisebite:
    close friendship with HSH 186
    lives close to HSH 174, 186
Akworth, Rupert

uncle of Clare – HSH 177

family:
  one of several sons of Sir Bertram uncle of Clare HSH 177
  HSH 177, 191

work:
  in firm of art auctioneers rival of Jonathan Cutts HSH 177-8
  HSH 177-8

at Clare’s wedding:
  gives bride away HSH 177-8, 191
  directs NJ to gents HSH 191
Aldredge

a director of the quarry near NJ’s home – HSH 140

described HSH 140
quarry director:
  present at the demonstration HSH 140-1, 149-50
  conciliatory approach to locals HSH 140-1
Alfords, the

maternal family of the Tolland – LM 139

and the Tolland family:
maternal grandparents of LM 207; BFR 50
represented at:
Erridge's funeral BFR 50, 68
Sebastian Cutts's wedding HSH 184, 215
disapproved of by:
Lord Warminster LM 207
Norah HSH 184
liked by:
Susan:
announces engagement to LM 139
always close to HSH 184
Hugo in reaction to Norah HSH 184
Albert once worked for KO 13-14
Lord Vowchurch pursues Lady KO 13-14
Alford-Green, Colonel Gerald

a relation of the Tolland family – HSH 210

at wedding of Clare and Sebastian:
  confirms old friendship with:
  Sir Bertram Akworth HSH 210-11
  Flavia Wisebite HSH 210
  helps to deal with Flavia’s collapse HSH 213
  retired regular soldier HSH 210
husband of Rosamund HSH 210
involvement in local hunt HSH 210-11
Alford-Green, Rosamund
wife of Colonel Alford-Green – HSH 210

at wedding of Clare and Sebastian:
confirms old friendship with:
   Sir Bertram Akworth   HSH 210-11
   Flavia Wisebite      HSH 210
comments on reading HSH 210
wife of Colonel Alford-Green HSH 210
involvement in local hunt HSH 210-11
Al Sharqui, Major

a military attaché – MP 161

military attaché of an Arab country
on trip to Brussels
rank:
   Major
overawed by predominance of higher
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Amesbury, Lord

a friend of Lady Molly – LM 165

offered by Miss Weedon as proof of Lady Molly's eclectic guest list

noble yet unpretentious:

KG

happy to take:

the Jeavons' place as he finds it

Ted's advice on farming
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Amesbury, Sybil, Lady

a relation of Mrs Conyers – LM 13

society figure:
  - introduces the young Mrs Foxe to London
    - CCR 89
  - author of "scurrilous" memoirs
    - LM 13, 26

association with Dogdene:
  - stories about, including Lord Vowchurch and monkeys
    - LM 13, 26
  - looked after in old age by the unmarried Bertha Blaides
    - LM 26

difficult character

- LM 26
Andriadis, Milly, Mrs

a Bohemian society hostess – BM 101

episodes involving:

hostess of party attended by NJ after Huntercombes' ball:

Stringham issues general invitations to
the party itself
BM 101-2, 174
BM 105-60

subsequently mentioned:

Barnby on Mr Deacon's reaction
BM 174, 239-40
Stringham issues general invitations to
the party itself
BM 105-60

sporadic reappearance of guests:

Barnby on Mr Deacon's reaction
BM 174, 239-40
Stringham issues general invitations to
the party itself
BM 105-60

as part of the Dance
BM 183; CCR 20

Bijou Ardglass
AW 41

Sir Magnus Donners
BM 183; KO 82

David Pennistone
VB 117, 132-3; and qv

Max Pilgrim
BM 262; LM 182-3

Sillery
AW 118

Prince Theodoric
BM 196, 205, 221; MP 54

Baby Wentworth
BM 183, 197, 205

NJ's memories concerning:

Mr Deacon
BM 174-6, 239-40, 262; AW 172; LM 183

Stringham
BM 169, 285; CCR 167-8

the décor
VB 132-3

significant turning point in:

NJ's attitudes
BM 106-7, 136, 161-2, 168-9, 253; CCR 20

Widmerpool's career
BM 215

NJ's visit with Dicky Umfraville et al:

account of
AW 165-77

as part of the Dance
AW 173

described
BM 113-4; AW 170-1

currently married to Manchester businessman
BM 124

residences:

tenant of the Duports' house in Hill Street
BM 101, 105, 149, 203; AW 168, 172; VB 132-3

flat in Park Lane
AW 168-70, 170

one room in Bloomsbury
MP 54

Bohemian lifestyle:

inter temperate character:

loudness
BM 122

outbursts of temper
BM 155-7, 160; VB 117

exacting demands
AW 165; CCR 169

damage to the Duports' house
BM 203; AW 168, 171-2

several husbands
BM 124

reputation:

opinions of by:

Barnby
BM 114, 123-5, 155, 174-5; AW 167-8

Mr Deacon
BM 101-2, 114, 123-5; MP 226

Jean Duport
BM 203-4

Sillery
BM 131

Stringham
BM 101-2

Dicky Umfraville
AW 165, 169

relationship with "The Royal Personage":

hinted at
BM 114, 123-5, 131, 155; AW 165, 167; MP 226

(dubious) story of the necklace
BM 123-5

other past escapades:

in:

Havana
AW 168-9

Paris
BM 101-2
Andriadis, Milly (cont'd)

with:

Lord Bridgnorth  AW 17
Dicky Umfraville  AW 168-9, 171; LM 198

parties:

famous for  BM 101; AW 167, 172
accomplished hostess  AW 176-7
at Cannes  LM 198
attended by:

- cosmopolitan clientèle  BM 106-8, 112-3, 148; CCR 162
- particular individuals:
  - the anonymous negro  BM 107, 117, 126, 132, 157-9, 240
  - Mildred Blaides  LM 198
  - Colonel Budd  BM 117-20, 129
  - Glober  TK 154
  - Gypsy Jones  BM 106, 108-9, 114-5, 134-8, 155-6, 159, 162, 179
  - Quiggin and Erridge  CCR 66
  - Dicky Umfraville  LM 198

and see above – episodes involving

patroness of the arts:

Barbny  AW 167-8, 171
Carolo  CCR 29

left-wing politics:

- conversion effected by Guggenbühl  AW 176
- obsession with Spanish Civil War  CCR 66
- campaign for Second Front  MP 54, 231
friendship with:

  - Howard Craggs  TK 154
  - Erridge  CCR 66
  - Quiggin  CCR 66

- treated in illness by CP member  TK 154
- possible association with Gypsy Jones  MP 231

decline:

beginning of  AW 169
drink and drugs  MP 54
psychiatric treatment  TK 154
death in Paris  TK 154

and Stringham:

evidence of affair with:

  - names "intimately linked"  BM 102; AW 165
  - effusive greeting  BM 113-4
  - planned holiday together in Deauville  BM 114, 197
  - Dicky Umfraville on  AW 165

attempt to arouse jaded interest of:

  - desperate solicitude  BM 152-5
  - obvious vexation at failure  BM 155-7; AW 169

end of affair:

- the fatal quarrel  BM 152-5, 197-8; VB 117
- subsequent references to  BM 285; AW 171-2; CCR 162, 167, 169

bitter-sweet memory of

remembered by  CCR 162, 169

NJ considers significance of relationship as:

  - example of an "affair"  BM 169-70
  - behaviour like that of Tuffy and Mrs Foxe  BM 285; CCR 167
  - indication of Stringham’s instability  BM 197-8, 222; CCR 167-8
and other characters:

**Mr Deacon:**
- shows no interest in claim to acquaintance: BM 102, 115
- ejects after quarrel with Max Pilgrim: BM 160, 240

**Ethel:**
- AW 169-70

**Guggenbühl:**
- infatuation with:
  - solicitude for: AW 173
  - other company sacrificed for: AW 170, 172, 177
  - political conversion by: AW 176
  - doubt over future of relationship with: AW 182-3
  - recalled by NJ: BFR 78

**Ada Leintwardine:**
- TK 154

**Lady Anne Stepney:**
- AW 167, 171, 174-5
Andriadis, Mr

current husband of Milly – BM 124

business interests:
considerable BM 124
based in Manchester BM 124
husband of Milly BM 124
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>military service:</th>
<th>BFR 109</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>at Polish GHQ in London</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remains only 2nd Lieutenant</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and marriage to Rosie Manasch:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as second husband</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not young at</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>death from incurable disease within months of</td>
<td>BFR 109</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Animals

cats:
Moreland's:

Farinelli
KO 101, 233, 239-40

Hardicanute
TK 160

Lady Molly's attachment to:
keeps several
LM 160; KO 148, 237
takes pity on Farinelli
KO 233, 239-40

midnight chorus of ends evening with Trapnel & Bagshaw
BFR 244

stuffed in window of Bates of Jermyn Street
MP 204

crayfish:
catching of
HSH 6-7, 19-20, 23-6, 31, 192, 196, 218, 231

used in Murlock's ritual sacrifice
HSH 16-19, 30

dogs:
General Conyers' poodles:

tries to train as gun-dogs
LM 8, 10, 225-6; KO 42

cause of accident
LM 41-2

and the "best Christmas ever"
LM 78

dispersed after Mrs Conyers's death
KO 210

Mr Gauntlett's:

Daisy:
lost
HSH 22-4

Murlock's prophecy concerning
HSH 24-5, 143, 145

found as foretold
HSH 143

death of
HSH 142, 161

new Labrador
HSH 161

at La Grenadière:

Burn
QU 119-20, 147, 150, 160

Charley
QU 110, 119-20, 147

General Liddament's two
VB 100; SA 28-30; MP 186

Lady Molly's several
LM 160; KO 148, 237

Field-Marshal (Montgomery)'s two:
undisciplined behaviour of
MP 186

NJ's ironic comments on
MP 188

Templer's sister's white Pekinese
QU 17

Eleanor Walpole-Wilson's:

labradors:
in general
AW 115; SA 159-60

Sultan
BM 22, 32; AW 115

pugs left in will to Norah
HSH 14

the Belgian draught-dog
MP 188

at Edward VII's funeral
KO 85

possible involvement of in Sergeant Pendry's death
SA 106

duck – flight of over NJ's home:

as element in the "Dance" theme
HSH 5, 21-2, 34

as example of Murlock's occult ideas
HSH 21-2

related to Ariosto
HSH 34

fox:

lurks round NJ's home
HSH 6, 20, 23, 34

related to Ariosto
HSH 34

hawk:

and NJ's pond
HSH 20

related to Ariosto
HSH 34
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Animals (cont’d)

horses:

Amour Piquant:
- wins race in 1920’s Cairo:
  - ridden by Trapnel's father
  - profitably backed by Dicky Umfraville
- name provides significant last words of BFR

Faithful Girl – Isbister’s portrait of Bijou Ardglass

Middlemarch – Jo Breen suspended for pulling

The Pharisee and Trimalchio – Stringham's prints of

problem of the Haig statue and

used to pull Murtlock's caravan

falls from cause:
- death of Robin Budd
- fitting end to Captain Jenkins’ bad day
- delay in Stringham's return from Kenya

Lord Bridgnorth and:
- owner of Yellow Jack – Derby winner
- memory of Red Eye and Cypria in Cesarewitch

Dicky Umfraville and:
- father bred
- successful gentleman rider of
- trotting
- encyclopaedic knowledge of
- stories of:
  - Lord Bridgnorth
  - X. Trapnel's father ends BFR
  - Buster Foxe's death at Lingfield
- abiding love of

other characters involved with:
- Private Bracey loses money on
- Colonel Flores looks forward to retirement with
- Lord Vowchurch rides upstairs
- Lord Warrington keeps at the Curragh

monkeys:

Lady Molly’s Maisky:
- great attraction to visitors
- named after Soviet Ambassador
- disliked by Tuffy Weedon
- photograph of with Molly remains in house
- responsible for death of Smith:
  - the fatal bite
  - the capital punishment
- compared to:
  - Quiggin in self-absorption
  - Sillery as quintessentially simian

Brueghel’s picture of:
- loved by Pennistone
- resembled by Sillery

owls – Ernie Dunch's fear of after incident at Devil's Fingers
Ardglass, Countess of (Bijou)

a society beauty – BM 118

seen by NJ at:
Mrs Andriadis's party:
first sight accompanied by pang of desire BM 118-20; AW 41
described in contrast to Baby Wentworth BM 119-20, 133-4
attempts to attract Prince Theodoric BM 118-20, 129, 133, 174
the Ritz:
described:
as older in contrast to Margaret Budd AW 41
as like Mona AW 62-3
the Isbister exhibition:
with "Jack" (Vowchurch?) AW 121
admiring her portrait AW 120-1
lifestyle:
and the theatre:
parents both in SA 153-4
failure with SA 153-4
ex-mannequin BM 133; AW 184; SA 110, 154
liking for luxury AW 121, 143; LM 20, 32; SA 154
reputation for promiscuity LM 19-20, 71; SA 154
exhibitionism LM 71
fatal party at the Café Madrid:
celebration of 40th birthday SA 110, 122, 129, 153
the bomb SA 153-4; MP 193; HSH 237
relationships with men:
Jumbo Ardglass:
second wife of AW 184; LM 19
resents poverty of AW 121, 143
divorced from LM 19, 45
left poor by death of AW 184
Donners:
offered position of mistress of AW 143
refused on account of:
Donners':
sexual behaviour AW 143
lack of smartness CCR 154
preference for Bob Duport AW 143
Bob Duport – affair with:
cause of separation from Jean AW 63, 121, 143, 184; KO 111
common gossip AW 163
now over AW 143, 184; MP 193; HSH 237
NJ's thoughts on AW 121
Jack (Vowchurch?) AW 41, 120-1
Prince Theodoric:
competition with Baby Wentworth for BM 118-20, 129, 133, 174
ultimate success with:
Baby's loss of interest BM 208
Stringham's prophecy BM 208
NJ sees picture in society magazine BM 245-6
now parted from AW 41, 184; LM 20, 45; SA 110, 114; MP 107, 193
and other characters:
Lady Molly:
one-time sister-in-law of LM 19, 45; MP 107
meets Priscilla at home of SA 110
Chips Lovell:
  gossip of SA 110, 129, 153
  and the final birthday party LM 19-20; SA 110
Lady McReith:
  drives with SA 110
  full of gossip concerning SA 110
Max Pilgrim:
  performing at party SA 114, 153-4
  gives news of death to NJ SA 153
  memories of childhood SA 153-4
Priscilla Tolland
  SA 110, 122, 129-20
Ardglass, Earl of (Jumbo)

husband of Bijou – AW 121

family:
brother of:
Lady Molly
Lady Katherine

names and titles:
Lord (Earl of) Ardglass
courtesy title Viscount Kilkeel
universally known as Jumbo
title and estate passed to distant cousin
Clare Akworth's mother a distant relation
general eccentricity of

lack of money
behaviour as undergraduate
and Bijou:
second marriage
money wasted by
left by
divorce from
death
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Asbjørnsen, General

a Norwegian military attaché – MP 53

episodes involving:
  performance of “The Bartered Bride” MP 106
  trip to Brussels:
    under NJ’s charge at La Petite Auberge MP 163-9, 171
      the incident of the bath:
        possession established: MP 164
          by rank and conquest MP 165-6
          to NJ’s satisfaction MP 165-7
        attitude to Prasad’s request: MP 169
          strong objection
          eventual agreement
    Victory Day Service MP 226, 229

details of character:
  excellent English MP 167
  lack of humour MP 60
  fine singing voice MP 226, 229
  wisdom to withdraw from damaging confrontation MP 169

and NJ:
  seen by as typically Scandinavian:
    reminiscent of Ørn:
      in appearance MP 60, 166
      in potential for embarrassing quarrel MP 166-7
      enthusiasm for skiing MP 164, 166
      like converted Viking MP 229
      holds rankling bitterness towards over bath incident MP 169-70

and other characters:
  Blackhead MP 47
  Bobrowski MP 164, 166
  Finn:
    appointment a cause of anxiety to MP 53, 59-60
    behaviour over bath incident approved by MP 171
  Prince Theodoric MP 106
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Audrey

maid to Lady Frederica Budd – VB 154

described by Isobel

position within family:

Lady Frederica's maid

mother of Caroline's playmate

chaotic relationships:

illegitimacy of Barry

second pregnancy by different man

possibility of marriage

VB 154

VB 155

VB 154

VB 154

VB 154-5

VB 155

VB 155
Avril

one of Bagshaw's stepdaughters – TK 187

described and Bagshaw:

stepdaughter of

troublesome to:

slightly dotty

pregnant

as possible part of the peripatetic lodging system

and the incident with Pamela:

possibly opens door to admit

takes no part in row with sisters

TK 187, 192

TK 187, 192, 199, 201

TK 187-9, 199

TK 187, 189, 199

HSH 114

TK 199

TK 201
Bagshaw, Lindsay ("Books")

a literary hack and eponymous figure in BFR – BFR 34

episodes involving:
- train journey from college to London: BFR 34-43
- NJ's first meeting with Trapnel: BFR 111-22
- the night of the destruction of "Profiles in String": BFR 224-44; TK 179, 224
- at Quiggin & Craggs:
  - the party for the launch of "Fission": BFR 130, 132, 147-8
  - sundry publishing business: BFR 151-3, 178-80, 220-5; TK 15-16
- NJ's visit to home: TK 186-94
- Pamela's nocturnal intrusion: TK 196-202, 205, 220, 227, 256

described

names:
- "Books-do-furnish-a-room" nickname: use of by other characters: BFR 34, 125, 127, 149, 199, 206, 215, 225, 228-30, 237; TK 186
  - possible origins of: BFR 34, 38-9
- Lindsay:
  - lately discovered by NJ: TK 30
  - associated with:
    - TV work: TK 30; HSH 121-2
    - domestication: TK 205

career:
- the university of life: BFR 39
- wartime service:
  - with RAF:
    - Public Relations in India: BFR 35, 39, 112-3, 114, 128; HSH 53
    - ranked Squadron-Leader: HSH 53
    - effect of on character: BFR 35
- in the literary world:
  - BBC:
    - early radio: BFR 34, 37, 112
    - television: BFR 221, 252; TK 30, 186, 188-9, 193; HSH 121-2
  - journalism:
    - wide range of: BFR 34-9, 119-20
    - sound quality of: BFR 37-8
  - Editor of "Fission":
  - and backers:
    - Erridge: BFR 40-2, 68, 83-4
    - Rosie Manasch: BFR 101, 111, 130, 153, 223
    - Widmerpool: see below
  - and Quiggin & Craggs:
    - personalities involved:
      - Howard Craggs: BFR 41, 52, 68, 84, 101, 126-7, 152, 223
      - Gypsy Jones: see below
      - Judy: BFR (124?); 196; TK 18
      - Ada Leintwardine: BFR 42-3, 124-5, 147-8, 221, 223-4
      - Quiggin: BFR 36, 40-1, 43, 68, 83-4, 86, 101, 119, 152, 165-6, 179, 199-200, 223-4

controversies involving:
- Ada's novel: BFR 197
- "Sad Majors": BFR 179-80, 220-3
- "Sweetskin": BFR 166, 178-9, 198
- the W'pool parody: BFR 197-200, 206, 214-5, 221, 223; TK 193
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and contributors:

Evadne Clapham  BFR 148, 198, 206
Gibson Delavacquerie  HSH 53

NJ:

slightly older than  BFR 34
past acquaintance  BFR 34, 81
use of at "Fission"  BFR 83-4, 86, 101, 111, 120-1, 130, 166; TK 15-16, 18
admired by  TK 16
loses touch with  HSH 98

Moreland:

long friends with  BFR 34, 36, 39, 127-8
commissions  BFR 127-9
NJ compares to  TK 232

Len Pugsley  TK 143
L.O. Salvidge  BFR 84
Nathaniel Sheldon  BFR 132-5
Bernard Shernmaker  BFR 132-5
X. Trapnel  see below
Widmerpool  see below

absenteeism:

irregular attendance  BFR 124, 198
bout of flu at critical time  BFR 196, 200-1, 206, 220-1
and the demise of  BFR 220-1, 224-5; TK 30, 187

character:

as revealed in conversational style:

unstopable garrulity  BFR 36, 39, 121, 225, 228-31; TK 20, 186

diffidence:

in personal matters  BFR 43, 50, 151, 239; TK 186-7
in expressing direct opinion  BFR 101, 151, 246
predictable joke  BFR 127

drink:

the worse for  BFR 34, 36-8, 127-8, 132, 147-9, 221, 232-3, 244

taste for obscure pubs  BFR 111-2, 122, 227; TK 37, 186
largely gives up in later years  BFR 186, 189

as "professional rebel":

history of problems with employers  BFR 35-8, 42, 151, 221
unpublishable libellous novel  BFR 119, 151
enjoyment of trouble  BFR 35-6, 198, 221-2

politics:

past involvement in revolutionary movements  BFR 36, 40, 113; TK 19-20, 191
Spanish Civil War:

involvement with  BFR 36-7, 127-8, 242
effect of on opinions  BFR 36

and left-wing factions:

fascinated by ramifications of  BFR 36-7, 39, 42, 75, 148; TK 15, 19-20, 193, 232
identification of characters with  BFR 41-2, 101-2, 112-3, 152-3, 242, 254; TK 194
and literature  BFR 229-30

and money  BFR 161
interest in prostitutes  BFR 234
domestic life:

family:

father:

good relationship with  TK 188, 197
and Pamela's intrusion  TK 197-201

wives:

past  BFR 38; TK 37, 186
current – May  BFR 43, 151; TK 188-90, 201; HSH 114
Bagshaw, “Books” (cont’d)

children TK 187-9
stepdaughters TK 187-9, 192, 194, 199-201; HSH 114
widower
as “a satisfied Lear” in old age HSH 114
harassed by TK 186-94, 198, 200-1
paying guests TK 190-2, 197, 199-201, 203

and Gypsy Jones:

and sex-life of:

own engagement to BFR 36, 42
gossip concerning:
Craggs BFR 41, 52
Erridge BFR 41
Len Pugsley TK 143
Widmerpool BFR 153; TK 193

and Quiggin & Craggs:

dislike of power over BFR 41-2, 52, 151-3, 180; TK 143
opposition from BFR 42
and “Sad Majors” BFR 180, 222
and Gainsborough’s rejection of Trotskyism BFR 254

and X.Trapnel:

understanding of:
acquaintance with in wartime India BFR 39-40, 112-3; HSH 53
knowledge of family history BFR 243-4
assessment of character:
politically BFR 112-3
effect of on writing BFR 156
on the unlikelihood of suicide BFR 242-3
ability to influence BFR 120-1, 160-1, 178, 232-4

and image of:

source of RAF greatcoat BFR 114
appreciation of swordstick BFR 116-7, 236-8
desire to see maintained:
proposes documentary film BFR 119-20, 227-31
favours Gwinnett’s biography

critical opinion of
literary arguments with
and Quiggin & Craggs:
desire to recruit for BFR 41, 113, 119-21
skill in handling payments demanded from BFR 160-1, 178
controversies affecting:
the “Sweetskin” review BFR 166, 178-9, 198
the Widmerpool parody BFR 197-200, 206, 214-5, 221

attitude to the affair with Pamela:
failure to appreciate significance BFR 225
irritation at effect of infatuation BFR 233, 239-40; TK 18
and the loss of “Profiles” BFR 225-6, 233-8, 241-2
avoided by in later months TK 29-30

and Widmerpool:

as fellow-traveller:
delight in analysing the subtleties of BFR 101-2, 152; TK 19-21, 43, 194
the image of the balcony spitter TK 19-20
and the spy scandal TK 192-4, 205, 252

as backer of “Fission”: regards with approval as source of:
bFR 113; TK 16
articles
paper BFR 127
at party for launch BFR 147
Bagshaw, “Books” (cont’d)

regarded by:

with distrust
BFR 101, 111, 149, 152-3, 198, 200, 206, 221, 214-5;
TK 19

with grudging satisfaction
BFR 138

and the Trapnel parody
BFR 197-200, 214-5, 221

later mentioned
TK 193

as sexual deviant
TK 18-19, 194

on relationships with:

Gypsy Jones
BFR 153; TK 193

Pamela
BFR 225, 239-40; TK 194

Ferrand-Sénéschal
TK 17-19, 194

and other characters:

Dr Brightman
TK 220

Canon Fenneau
HSH 121-2

Ferrand-Sénéschal
TK 15-19, 194

Pamela
BFR 201, 225-6, 233-4, 239-40; TK 194, 198, 201, 227

Vernon Gainsborough
BFR 253-4

Gwinnett:

interest in the Trapnel biography
TK 183, 186-7, 190-1

takes as paying guest
TK 190-1, 197, 199-201, 205, 220, 256

and Pamela’s nocturnal intrusion
TK 199-201, 205, 220, 227, 256

Mark Members
HSH 114

Scorpio Murtlock
HSH 121-2

Sillery
BFR 42, 223-4

Odo Stevens
BFR 153, 179-80, 220-3
Bagshaw, May

wife of "Books" – TK 187

described TK 189
poor health:
  migraine TK 189, 201
  lameness TK 189
daughters from previous marriage TK 187-9, 192, 199-201; HSH 114
as wife of Bagshaw:
  wedding to BFR 43
  kept in the background by BFR 151
  sobering effect on TK 186, 189
  children TK 187-9
  disorganised life with TK 188-90, 194
and the incident of Pamela's intrusion TK 201
death HSH 114
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bagshaw, Mr</td>
<td>TK 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>father of &quot;Books&quot;</td>
<td>TK 187</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>described</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>retired from insurance business</td>
<td>TK 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>character:</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>short-sighted</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good-natured</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>effect on business career</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>acceptance:</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Bagshaw's early years</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the present family's vagaries</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of Pamela's appearance</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>good relationship with Bagshaw:</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tolerant of early indiscretions</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lives with happily in retirement</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>praised by for reaction to Pamela</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prime witness of the incident of Pamela's nocturnal intrusion</td>
<td>TK 187-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Baldwyn Hodges, Mrs

a fashionable interior designer – CCR 194

business:
- as antique dealer and interior decorator CCR 194; KO 147-8
- success in CCR 194
- antithesis of Mr Deacon's CCR 194

and Hugo Tolland:
- meets at Lady Molly's CCR 194
- adopts as:
  - employee CCR 194; KO 147, 199
  - surrogate son CCR 194
- Chips Lovell on relationship with CCR 194

and other characters:
- Mrs Erdleigh KO 199
- Max Pilgrim KO 147-8
Barber, Mary

a contemporary of NJ at Aldershot – KO 54

taught by Miss Orchard
father:
in Queen's Regiment
killed in World War 1
Barker-Shaw

an officer at Div HQ – SA 21

a don in civilian life:
  admired by Bithel as a ‘varsity man
  respected by NJ as man of intelligence

military career:
  at Div HQ:
    Field Security Officer
    member of G mess
  with MI5

on dangers to society posed by:
  an educated Diplock
  Pamela Flitton
Barnby, Ralph

an artist and friend of NJ – BM 12

episodes involving:

- first meeting at Mr Deacon's shop
- Mr Deacon's party, death and funeral
- conversations with NJ:
  - before dining at Foppa's
  - mentioned in flashback
- evenings out at:
  - Foppa's and Mrs Andriadis's
  - the Mortimer and Casanova's Chinese Restaurant
- chance meeting in wartime London
- described
  - as artist:
    - pedigree
    - typical characteristics of:
      - untidiness
      - vagueness
    - style described
    - Mr Deacon's view of
    - own view of
    - contempt for the traditional:
      - St John Clarke
      - Isbister
  - portraits by:
    - completed of:
      - Conchita
      - Norma
      - Lady Anne Stepney
      - Baby Wentworth
    - projected of St John Clarke
  - patronage given by:
    - Mrs Andriadis
    - Sir Magnus Donners:
      - generally
      - pictures sold to privately
      - mural for Donners-Brebner building
    - personal attitude to:
      - coins "Great Industrialist" tag
      - in relation to Baby Wentworth
  - Sir Herbert Manasch
  - reputation:
    - rising
    - cited by Smethyck as exemplar of the modern
    - still not in first rank
    - in the war:
      - war artist
      - on camouflage:
        - painter of for RAF
        - killed in reconnaissance of enemy
  - and NJ:
    - first heard of by
    - first meeting with
    - introduces:
      - to Foppa's
      - to the Mortimer
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relationship assessed:
in degree of intimacy BM 202
as influence towards Bohemian society CCR 20

compared by to:
Erridge BFR 58, 60
Charles Stringham BM 170; BFR 58, 60
Peter Templer BM 170; AW 20, 184; BFR 58, 60
George Tolland BFR 58, 60

fund of gnomic comments remembered by on:
art:
collecting of by the rich BM 211
contemptuous alliterative contrasts on artists' ignorance of predecessors BM 182
Moreland's music CCR 30

characters:
St John Clarke AW 34
Mr Deacon BM 241

idosyncrasies of the social classes:
melancholy and the upper LM 35
upbringing of daughters in the middle BM 243

sex:
affairs:
the cuckold's wilful ignorance BFR 80
dangers of:
assuming all well in AW 78-9; KO 245; VB 133; TK 179
complaining after TK 264
impossibility of generalising on CCR 144; BFR 64
jealousy of rivals in BM 280
priority of over duty VB 95
relative advantages in:
of sizes BM 185
of wealth BM 181

marriage BM 197; KO 82

women:
characteristics of:
forwardness BM 30; KO 82
emotional acuity AW 143, 147
redeeming instinct TK 31

varying ideals of:
artistic BM 114; AW 74-6
Victorian VB 192

seen by as:
link between worlds of power and imagination BM 264-5; CCR 20
embodiment of freedom from platoon affairs VB 119
touchstone in matters of sex BM 170, 263, 265; CCR 20, 32; KO 79, 245; VB 192
strangely strict on morals of others AW 156, 184; CCR 133

man of action:
as lover BM 264; CCR 13, 30, 38, 42; KO 79; VB 17
on operational flights VB 120
dying from duty rather than idealism BFR 58, 60

and Mr Deacon:

relationship with:
father at Slade with BM 75
lodges with BM 118, 121, 170, 173, 177, 241; CCR 14, 19-20; HSH 229

affectionate towards in:
guardianship BM 173-5, 242, 266
understanding BM 12-13, 94, 175-6, 180, 240-41, 249; CCR 17
attitude to paintings of BM 13, 176; HSH 229
frequently spoken of by BM 118, 121-5; CCR 16, 20
tells NJ of death of BM 237, 241
at birthday party of BM 244, 249, 252, 258
and funeral of BM 242, 261-2, 267
and Moreland:
friendship with CCR 19-20, 30-1, 34; KO 250; TK 235
as fellow artists:
  comparison of childhood influences CCR 10
  methods of work:
    CCR 13-14
  mutual opinions of CCR 30
contrast with in approach to girls:
  mockery of CCR 12-13, 32-3
  contrast in:
    methods CCR 13-14, 30, 32, 34, 36-8, 42, 208; KO 250; VB 95
    tastes CCR 34-5, 41, 48-9
  exemplified in:
    conquest of Norma CCR 9, 38-42
    reference to Conchita HSH 191
and women:
in general:
  considerable experience of generally BM 118, 225, 244, 263-5; AW 20, 30; CCR 32; VB 118
  remains unmarried AW 30
  claims never to be in “love” AW 30; LM 70
  assessed as a classical seducer CCR 36-8
  taste for coarseness in CCR 48; VB 192
Mrs Andriadis:
  acquaintance with BM 123, 174-5; AW 167-8, 171
  sold drawing to BM 167-8
  stories of the Royal Personage and BM 114, 124-5, 155
Gypsy Jones
  dislike of BM 118, 121, 177, 242, 262, 266
  on political views of BM 176, 243
  on morals of BM 243, 252, 258-9
  on relation to Widmerpool BM 177-8, 183, 217-8, 242
  on refusal to attend Mr D’s funeral BM 262
Rosie Manasch
  BFR 108
Mopsy Pontner – turned down by TK 78
Lady Anne Stepney:
  first meeting with described: AW 76-9
  drawing of AW 76-7
  affair with:
    unusually lengthy AW 156, 221
    Stringham on AW 208
    end of:
      signs of quarrel foretell AW 164, 165-7, 177, 180
      confirmation of AW 180
      remembered by:
        Umfraville LM 180
        NJ KO 115
Baby Wentworth:
  in process of painting BM 180-1
  jealous desire for BM 174, 180-1, 183, 199, 212, 246; CCR 129
  affair with:
    NJ attempts to promote BM 225
    success with BM 263-4; AW 31, 78, 161; CCR 14, 155; TK 111, 120
    used by Donners to drop AW 31
Barnby, Ralph (cont’d)

ended

Mona  BM 252-4, 258; AW 61, 80
Norma:

  initial disparagement of  CCR 34-5, 39, 41
  approach to  CCR 9, 39-41, 208
  painting of  CCR 41; KO 112
  affair with  CCR 41-2
  subsequent friendship with  CCR 42

and other characters:

St John Clarke  AW 31-5
Howard Craggs  BM 243, 258-9
Jean Duport  AW 161
Mrs Foxe  AW 78
Maclintick  CCR 31, 34, 39-41
Mark Members  AW 34
Charles Stringham  BM 181; AW 78
Prince Theodoric  BM 174, 246, 264
Dicky Umfraville  AW 166-8, 221
Barry

son of Audrey – VB 147

illegitimate son of Lady Frederica's maid VB 154-5
playmate of Caroline Lovell VB 147, 150, 154
Basset, Sergeant

NJ's platoon sergeant – VB 220

described

NJ's platoon sergeant:

promoted in place of Pendry

dubious qualities as

and the incident of Sayce's helmet
Belkin, Dr

a Communist agent – TK 114

political status:
  citizen of East European country TK 114
  Stalinist TK 116, 133
downfall of:
  shown in failure to attend Venice conference TK 116, 133, 153, 229
  explained by:
    Pamela as part of collapse of Stalinism TK 115-6
    Farebrother as possible defection TK 217
  unheard of by Bagshaw TK 193
work as agent:
  regular use made of:
    cultural connections TK 114, 132-3
    Venice TK 132-3
contacts:
  Ferrand-Sénéschal TK 114-6
  Tokenhouse:
    much admired by TK 132-3
    dealings with TK 132-3, 148, 152-3, 182, 229
    buys picture by TK 152
Widmerpool:
  mutual membership of cultural societies TK 114
  anxiety of concerning Venice meeting TK 114-9, 148, 153, 182-3
  and the scandal involving TK 193, 217, 229
Berthe

a niece of Mme Leroy at La Grenadière – QU 112

described:
appearance QU 112
older than Suzette QU 112
engaged to a civil servant QU 112, 145

character:
animation of:
talkative at table QU 120
given to:
gossip QU 121-2, 139
teasing the young boys QU 121

pastimes:
tennis QU 135-6
painting QU 156

and other characters:
Mme Dubuisson QU 121-2, 139
Örn and Lundquist:
tennis with QU 135-6, 138
and the quarrel between:
warns NJ of QU 124
favours Örn in QU 124, 145
excited by QU 138-9

Suzette:
gossip with about:
Mme Dubuisson QU 121-2
the Örn / Lundquist quarrel QU 139
shared weakness at tennis QU 135-6
also mentioned QU 112, 135-6, 138-9, 145

Widmerpool:
NJ muses on possible feelings of for QU 148
touch on arm of causes reaction of horror QU 148; BM 76
Biggs, Captain

an officer at Div HQ – SA 8

described

and the Army:

veteran of WW1

Staff Officer Physical Training at Div HQ:

position suits:

description

civilian job

and the cricket pavilion key

organisation of boxing tournament

subsequent reference to

member of F mess

character:

given to complaints about:

aggressive:

loud horseplay

bullying of:

Soper

Stringham

use of verboten

table manners

morose:

given to complaints about:

NJ’s arrival

lack of administrative assistance

F Mess:

accommodation

food

depressive moods

persecution mania:

senior officers

the divorce lawyers

inferiority complex

suicide by hanging in cricket pavilion

and NJ:

objects to arrival of

commiserates with over life as 2nd lieutenant

seen by as typifying life at Div HQ

thoughts of on suicide

and other characters:

Bithel

Gwither

Hogbourne-Johnson

Macfie

Pedlar

Soper:

relationship with compared to that between Hogbourne-Johnson and Pedlar:

persecution of

sense of social inferiority to

reaction of to news of suicide

Stringham:

hatred of:

based in sense of social inferiority

expressed in persecution

the incident of Gen. Fauncefoot-Fritwell’s ADC

Widmerpool
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Bill

a guest at Glober's London party – TK 75

character:
lesbian TK 75
regular party-goer TK 75

and the Glober party:
unsure of invitation TK 76
sits silent throughout TK 77
Billson, Doreen (?)  

parlourmaid at Stonehurst and a key figure in the theme of KO – KO 8

described:

appearance  KO 19  
estimates of "ageless" age  KO 19, 74-5
family in Suffolk:

pride in  KO 19  
return to after breakdown  KO 74
work as parlourmaid at:

"good" houses in London  KO 19  
Stonehurst  KO 8-9, 19, 31, 35-7, 56, 60-1, 74-5, 155; TK 202
(probably) Regent's Park for Rosie Manasch  KO 74-5
hysterical temperament:

generally recognised  KO 17, 19-20, 35-8, 45-6, 56, 60-2, 74  
reason for working in seclusion of Stonehurst  KO 19-20  
and the Stonehurst ghosts:

inherited from predecessor  KO 8, 56, 77  
exacerbate nervous disposition  KO 38, 63  
claims to have seen:

at various times  KO 7-10, 36, 52, 55-6, 77  
in early hours of crucial Sunday  KO 45-6, 61  
tells stories of years later  KO 75  
and the incident of the cake  KO 31, 35-6, 155  
the final breakdown:

happens on a fateful day  KO 38, 45  
presaged by distraction in serving  KO 60  
occasioned by Albert's giving of notice  KO 52-3, 61, 63  
consists of:

naked appearance in drawing-room  KO 60, 62, 64, 219; TK 202  
giving of notice herself  KO 63  
part played in by General Conyers:

as possible trigger of fear  KO 61  
as decisive controller of hysteria  KO 63-5, 135, 154, 219  
followed by:

lack of any memory of event  KO 74  
medical order to rest:

departure from Stonehurst  KO 74  
time spent with family  KO 74  
compared to Betty Templer's  KO 135  
other traits of character:

pessimism  KO 20-1  
clumsiness  KO 20, 60-1  
distrust of men:

possibly related to past "disappointment"  KO 19, 75  
in general  KO 17, 19-20  
particular objection to soldiers  KO 22, 29  

and NJ:

part in childhood thought of:

the image of Noah's Ark  KO 9  
the kitchen triangle of love  KO 18-20, 22, 47  
imaginative fantasies  KO 61-2  
recurrence in adult thought:

the Templer triangle of love  KO 135  
General Conyers' engagement to Tuffy Weedon  KO 219  
bizarre dream concerning Dr Trelawney  KO 201  
the story of Pamela at the Bagshaws'  TK 202  
as harbinger of the Furies  KO 38, 45, 61-2, 74, 77, 135-6
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Billson, Doreen (cont’d)

and staff at Stonehurst:

Albert:

loves KO 18-20, 37, 65, 135

teases KO 20-1

regarded as mad by KO 9-10, 20, 22, 75

supported by over incident of the cake KO 35-7

grief at imminent departure of KO 52, 61, 63

conflates into the "disappointment" KO 75

forgotten by KO 154-5

Bracey:

loved by KO 16-19, 22-3, 52

teases KO 16-17, 20-1

attacked by over incident of the cake KO 31, 35-7

on background of KO 15

Edith:

gossips with KO 15

shares similar prejudices with KO 23-4, 29

escorted home by KO 74

Mrs Gullick:

supported by in times of distress KO 36, 45, 64

advised by to reject notions of haunting KO 45-6

Mercy:

comments on religion of KO 23-4

helped by after breakdown KO 64
Bischoffsheim

an old boy of Le Bas's house – BFR 247

remembered as contemporary by NJ

BFR 247
Bithel, Lieutenant

a drunken officer in NJ's battalion – VB 19

episodes involving:

- at base in Wales: VB 19, 23-41, 46, 54, 75, 183, 211
- at Battalion training in N.Ireland: VB 52, 54-5, 74-9, 107
- at Castlemallock: VB 203-5, 208-16, 223-5, 231-2; SA 13, 182-3
- at Div HQ:
  - meets NJ during the blitz: SA 11-21; TK 142
  - found drunk in street: SA 172-80, 181-5, 187, 211-2; BFR 227
  - also mentioned: TK 211-2; HSH 133, 201-2
- at the Cutts / Akworth wedding reception: HSH 195-221, 239, 243
- at Barnabas Henderson's gallery: HSH 243-50

described

- early background:
  - family:
    - father: auctioneer VB 28, 37
    - dubious reputation VB 28
    - death VB 28
  - mother: the green dressing case VB 46
    - death VB 46
    - shortage of money VB 28; SA 174

-desultory employment:
- abortive training as auctioneer VB 37

-the theatre:
- attempt to join VB 37
- commissionaire VB 37, 75; SA 12; TK 142
- unemployed VB 38

and the Army:

-career:
  - gaining of commission: VB 38; SA 12
  - past service in TA VB 40, 54
  - lies about identity

-with the Battalion:
  - in different company from NJ VB 54, 85-6
  - Musketry Officer VB 75-9
  - Anti-Gas course:
    - attendance at VB 203-16, 223-4
    - arrest by Gwatkin VB 213-4, 222-3
    - acquittal by CO VB 224-5
  - dismissal from:
    - seen as inevitable VB 203
    - Emmot incident offers reason VB 224
  - memories of:
    - conscious SA 12
    - in drunken songs SA 175-6; HSH 200, 203, 245

-with Mobile Laundry at Div HQ:
- move to VB 204, 224, 234, 253
- position as CO SA 11-13, 68, 165-6, 172-4, 176-8, 209; HSH 133, 201
- member of G mess SA 21, 172-5, 178-9, 181
- love of SA 173, 182
- dismissal from:
  - regarded as inevitable SA 12-13, 16, 173; HSH 133
  - engineered by Widmerpool SA 173, 181-5, 209, 212; HSH 133, 201-2
  - occasioned by drunkenness SA 181-5, 212; TK 212
  - effect of SA 182; HSH 133, 202
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Bithel, Lieutenant (cont’d)

ended failure as officer:
appearance marred by:
incongruous kit VB 36-7, 46; SA 11
scruffiness VB 24-5, 54; SA 12
age VB 19, 25, 52; HSH 243
lack of fitness VB 25, 41, 55, 85-6; SA 14
behaviour prejudicial to good discipline VB 34-6, 55, 76-7, 211-3, 231-2; SA 15-16, 175, 182, 184-5
unpunctuality VB 19, 24-5, 34-6
squeamishness as to coarse behaviour VB 26-8, 41

successes:
liked:
by fellow-officers:
sporting response to rag VB 29, 31-3, 41
defended sympathetically by VB 74, 79, 214, 224-5
possibly by men VB 74
the Divisional Concert party SA 12, 166, 176-7, 211
aspects of the Mobile Laundry SA 173
opinion of Italy’s joining the War VB 225-6
otherwise mentioned HSH 243-4, 246

later life:
alcoholic drop-out HSH 201, 239
with Murtlock’s community HSH 195-8, 201-3, 205, 208-9, 214, 216, 239-40, 243-50

caracter:
pathetic egoism:
recognised by NJ as dominant characteristic VB 75-6; SA 17-18; HSH 200, 202
self-advertisement as:
brother of the battalion VC VB 19, 39-40, 54-5, 209, 253; SA 13
rugger international VB 19, 25, 39-40, 253
perfect choice to run:
Boy Scouts VB 75
mobile laundry VB 204
expert on artillery SA 11-12
fantasy of the hero SA 17-20, 58, 176
guilty embarrassment:
general air VB 23-5, 36, 75; SA 12, 18
sympathy-seeking confessions on:
fabrications of fame VB 39-40
lack of money:
affected education VB 28
from employment VB 37-8
mess bill VB 210
bounced cheque SA 15-16, 20, 173
the dressing-case VB 46
nonchalance re more serious failures:
missing parade VB 41
the incidents of:
Deafy Morgan VB 78
Emmot VB 210, 225-6
namelessness amongst fellows VB 210

drink:
in general VB 25, 27-8, 40, 75, 203, 210-11; SA 21, 68; HSH 133, 202-5, 239-40, 244-5
particular incidents:
the bizarre love-dance VB 30-2, 41, 75, 183, 211
failure to turn up for duty on first day VB 34-6
after the gas-chamber:
  overdoses "remedial" therapy   VB 210, 213; SA 13
  the incident with Emmot     VB 212-6, 224-5
at Div HQ:
  found by Stringham         SA 170-84, 212
  maudlin behaviour           SA 174-80
  found by Widmerpool        SA 178-80
  repercussions              SA 181-5, 212
  at the Stourwater wedding  HSH 200-6, 209, 220-1
  at Barnabas Henderson's gallery   HSH 243-50
degeneration resulting from:
  almost causes death        HSH 201, 239
  mental and physical wreckage HSH 243-6
pills                       VB 28, 35, 85-6; SA 11, 15
cigars                      VB 28, 30-1, 33-5
homosexuality:
  hints revealed in:
    amorous reaction to the dummy VB 30-2
    dubious attitude to marriage  VB 38
    interest in sexual psychology VB 38-9, 64
    the court case                SA 19
    the young men at the wedding  HSH 209
    attitude to Scorpio Murtlock   HSH 246
dubious attitudes to:
  Boy Scouts                  VB 75
  Other Ranks:
    generally                   SA 175
    Daniels                     VB 36, 55, 76-7, 205
reading habits:
  digests                     VB 38-9, 64
  St John Clarke              SA 16; TK 142
  boys' adventure stories     SA 17-20, 58, 176
and NJ:
  first meeting with          VB 24, 27-8
  attempts to ingratiate himself with:
    as respecter of "varsity men" VB 27-8, 33, 37; SA 21, 176-8; HSH 246
    as reader                   VB 38-9; SA 16-19; TK 141
  strange intimacy of conversations with
  and the attempted rescue    SA 172-80; BFR 227
considered by:
  in comparison to:
    Erridge                    SA 17
    Gwatkin                    SA 18
    on the nature of fear      SA 19-20
    as a "wayfaring man"        MP 228
and other characters:
  Ablett                      SA 12, 176-7, 211
  Barker-Shaw                 SA 21, 60, 185
  Biggs                       SA 68
  Breeze                     VB 29, 31, 33, 79
  Chuck                       HSH 250
  Fiona Cutts                 HSH 203-4, 208-9, 214, 240
  Canon Fenneau               HSH 240, 249
  Greening                    HSH 133, 202
  Gwatkin:
    attempts to befriend      VB 209-12
    detested by               VB 54-5, 74, 79, 203, 208, 211-12, 215, 224
causes trouble to in incidents of:
  Deafy Morgan
  Emmot and the arrest
  own assessment of
  different views of romantic heroism
Barnabas Henderson – usefulness to:
  generally
  over the Modigliani drawing
Jones D.
Kedward
Maelgwyn-Jones
Scorpio Murtlock:
  saved from imminent death by
  worships
  regarded with special favour by
  usefulness to in:
  practical chores
  ritual
  describes as murderer of Widmerpool
  determination to leave
Max Pilgrim
Pumphrey
Stringham:
  and suitability of for mobile laundry
  and the attempted rescue by
  regard for as ‘varsity man
Widmerpool:
  and the VC story:
    enthusiastically believed by
    cause of bitterness to
    enmity of leads to dismissal from Army
    found drunk by
    naïve gratitude to for Stringham's posting
    as fellow member of Murtlock's community:
      penance performed by
      attempts by to discipline
      instrumental in final collapse of
      deference to as Lord
    tells story of death of
Williams, I.G.
Blackhead, Mr

a clerk in the War Office – MP 36

described position in the War Office: difficult to define exile to remote floor: described history of gives birth to catch-phrase

the ultimate obstructive bureaucrat: in general: secretive

inhabits a world of files production of abstract minutes compared to:

Diplock
Tsarist officials
Short

particular examples:

straw for Polish palliasses soap for Polish Women’s Corps supplies for the Belgian resistance

and NJ:

obstructive power dreaded by lives on in mind of: at Victory Day Service when encountering:

a former colleague Short

and other characters:

Finn
Pennistone:
tactics described by subtly challenged by:

permanently

the soap minute
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Blaides, Hon. Mildred

one-time fiancée of Widmerpool – LM 10

episodes involving:
- at the Conyers’ during NJ’s childhood
- at Lady Molly’s
- at Dicky Umfraville’s club

families:
- youngest daughter of Lord Vowchurch
- sister of: Mrs Conyers
- another unmarried
distant cousin of:
  - Jack Vowchurch
  - Baby Wentworth
- twice widowed after marriages to:
  - M’Cracken
  - Haycock
two Haycock children

lifestyles:
- V.A.D. nurse at Dogdene in World War 1
- between marriages
- south of France
- left well off

character:
formed by:
- war
- lack of discipline
- "rackety" behaviour:
  - desire to shock:
    - smoking
    - affected speech
    - dress
  - general reputation
  - past affairs with:
    - Buster Foxe
    - Ted Jeavons
    - Dicky Umfraville
    - a great many others
  - flirtatious treatment of Templer
  - Widmerpool circulates rumour of
  - effect of on health and looks
- impulsive rashness

and NJ:
- powerful impression on as a child
- mother's disapproval felt by
- place in the "Dance" theme
- place in efforts of to understand:
  - the nature of love
  - Widmerpool

and the Jeavoness:
- Lady Molly:
  - acquaintance with from Dogdene days
  - object of comments by
Ted:
weekend affair with in 1917
no recognition of at subsequent meetings
reunion with at Dicky Umfraville's club

and Widmerpool:
engagement to:
as yet unannounced
established
over

ill-suited to:
much older than
noticeably different from in character
too self-willed for
insensitive towards concerning:
ilness
sexual failure
future plans different from
problems with over:
children
Mrs Widmerpool

weekend at Dogdene:
Widmerpool's plans for
manufactured invitation to
disastrous outcome of:
strained atmosphere
Widmerpool's early departure
Mildred's blunt narrative

later mentions of

and other characters:
friendships with:
Mrs Andriadis
Alice, Lady Sleaford

object of comments by:
Frederica Budd
General Conyers:
on problems of character
on the weekend at Dogdene
Mrs Jenkins
Chips Lovell
Susan Cutts
Tuffy Weedon
Bobrowski, General

a Polish military attaché – MP 21

Polish military attaché:

history of military service:

WW1 – in Russian infantry MP 30

WW2:

in France at start of MP 30-1
orchestrates evacuation to England MP 30
major-general MP 30

and particular episodes:

news of:

the release of Poles into Persia MP 21
the Katyn massacre MP 108
the Szymanski affair MP 95-6
the trip to Europe MP 157, 163-9, 183-4, 186; HSH 5, 21-2

attitude to expressed by:

Pennistone MP 30, 37, 69
Widmerpool MP 21

after the War:

missing from Victory Day Service MP 219
exiled HSH 22
otherwise mentioned MP 69

death by taxi HSH 22

current: impatient and excitable MP 30, 69, 95-6, 98; HSH 5, 22

interest in:

country pursuits:

sporting prints MP 37
shooting MP 164; HSH 5, 21-2

skiing MP 164, 166

sense of humour:

ironic attitude to Lebedev MP 157
the incident of the bath MP 165, 167-9

desire to be noticed with Field-Marshal:

abortive attempt to follow mode of dress MP 183-4
jockeying for position in photograph MP 186

man of action HSH 22

and General Philidor:

the duck-shooting argument MP 164; HSH 5, 21-2
similar deaths HSH 22
and the themes of:

mortality HSH 22
the "Dance" HSH 5, 21-2
Borda

a Free French liaison officer – MP 243

Kernével’s assistant
from Roussillon
service in North Africa
on the issue of demob outfits
engaged to English girl:
  later marries
  embarrassed by Kernéval’s story

MP 243-4
MP 244
MP 244
MP 244
MP 244
Borrit

a British liaison officer – MP 34

described MP 34
career:

as civilian:

wholesale fruit trader MP 34-5, 38, 203
acquires good knowledge of the Spanish MP 34, 228-9; BFR 205

in army:

at Intelligence HQ on Gold Coast MP 34, 243; TK 157
at War Office:

with Neutrals MP 34, 224
with Netherlands MP 34-5
remembered by NJ MP 228, 243; BFR 205; TK 157
demob MP 203

character:

sense of humour MP 38, 89, 203, 228-9; BFR 205
melancholy MP 38, 203

and women:

family life:

widower of Canadian wife MP 35, 38
children in Canada MP 38
to remarry a wealthy widow MP 204

the "amatory twilight":

longing for "a free poke" MP 38, 74, 204
use of prostitutes MP 114

Pamela Flitton:

fascinated by MP 37-8, 61-2, 64, 79, 203, 228
story of honeymoon couples fits Trapnel and BFR 205

and other characters:

Finn:

work with Latin Americans admired by MP 224
views on bureaucracy shared by MP 243

Masham MP 89

NJ:

considered by as a "wayfaring man" MP 228
compared by to:

Widmerpool MP 114, 204
Farebrother MP 204
recalled by in respect of Ada's attitude to gossip TK 157-8

Pennistone and rivalry over the staff car MP 34-6, 38-9

Stebbings:

succeeded by MP 34
shares interest in fruit trade with MP 35, 203
tells NJ of death of MP 203-4

death MP 204
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Bracey, Private

Captain Jenkins's soldier servant – KO 7

described

family:
- dislike of brothers KO 15, 19
- suicide of sister KO 15
- preference for widowed sister-in-law KO 14, 52

military career:
- as soldier servant KO 9, 14-18, 30-1, 73, 75-6, 154; VB 73
- no action before World War 1 KO 27
- to France with B.E.F. KO 76, 154
- killed in retreat from Mons KO 77, 154

character:
- uneducated KO 15, 154
- fanatically smart:
  - in himself KO 14-15, 26
  - in valeting work KO 17-18, 30-1, 161
- melancholic:
  - "funny days" KO 15-18, 22, 24, 29, 35, 37, 41, 52, 64, 75, 77, 154
  - occasionally varied by high spirits KO 24
- stolid and unflappable KO 15, 17, 30-1

and Captain Jenkins:
- worship of KO 18
- favoured by because of:
  - excellent work:
    - in general KO 15, 17-18, 161
    - in episode of the hunting breeches KO 30-1
  - similarity in character KO 17, 41
- occasionally reprimanded by KO 14, 17-18
- the mystic bond VB 77

and NJ:
- introduces to military life in the football excursion KO 24-37
- helps feed imaginative fantasies of with respect to:
  - human relationships:
    - Noah's Ark KO 9
    - the triangle of love KO 18-19
    - the story of the cake KO 31, 35-7
  - military life:
    - the meaning of comradeship KO 28-7, 29; VB 73
    - the seamy side:
      - the Military Policeman KO 25, 67
      - the bandaged malingerer KO 28-9, 31

figures in memory as:
- compared to:
  - Daniels VB 77
  - Sunny Farebrother KO 27
  - Uncle Giles KO 161
- one pursued by the Furies KO 75, 161
- example of the bond joining officer and servant VB 77

and the staff at Stonehurst:
- Albert:
  - shares quarters in stables KO 7, 14; VB 203
  - difficult relationship KO 14-15, 18-19, 24, 29-31, 37
  - disagreement over the incident of the cake KO 31, 35-7
  - unmoved by announcement of departure KO 52
  - barely remembered by KO 154
Billson:

loves

opposes over the cake

treatment by:

   teasing

   rejection as suitor

   misses breakdown of

Mercy

opinions of on:

   Military Police

   bayonet and rifle as a man’s best friend

   the Germans and the likelihood of war

   malingerers

   the cake
Braddock alias Thorne

a petty fraudster – QU 38

described from police poster as similar to Le Bas
incident of:

a schoolboy jape:
  Stringham informs police of "sighting" QU 47
  Le Bas arrested as QU 48-52
  remembered by:
    NJ QU 127-9, 217, 219
    Templer AW 193

lasting effect of on Le Bas QU 71-2

significance of to portrait of Stringham:
  example of skill as mimic QU 52

touchstone of relationships:
  in the episode itself with Le Bas QU 38, 72
  in later attitude to it with NJ QU 219; AW 193
  occasion of the prescient remark re Widmerpool QU 51

Widmerpool's horror at QU 48-50, 127, 129
Bragadin, Jacky

a member of wealthy international society — TK 46

episodes involving:
the Conference delegates visit to the Palazzo TK 81, 119-20, 122-3
dinner that evening TK 157-9, 202
described TK 81
position in wealthy society:
family:
ancestry:
Venetian:
traced to patron of Casanova TK 46
and the Council of Ten TK 48, 89
visible in appearance TK 81
American:
mother from Philadelphia TK 47, 81
the Macwatter fortune TK 47
unmarried TK 47
ownership of the Bragadin Palazzo:
bought just after the war TK 47
guests:
staying:
Baby Wentworth TK 120, 157-8, 169, 247
the Widmerpools TK 84-5, 99-100, 106, 112, 114, 119-20, 149, 157-9, 168-9, 173-6, 202, 247, 251, 260
visiting:
the Conference delegates TK 46-8, 66, 81, 85, 99-100, 112-3, 118-9, 122-3, 135, 149; HSH 55
for dinner TK 157-8
and the Tiepolo ceiling:
anxious secrecy concerning TK 47-8, 81, 119, 122
eponymous mention of TK 273
philanthropic Foundation TK 47, 122
membership of the smart international set:
appearance in gossip columns TK 14, 114
frequent entertainment of TK 47, 114
involvement of in the spying scandal TK 174-5
friend of Sir Herbert Manasch TK 168
delicate health:
nervous disposition TK 48, 81, 119-20, 122-3
heart and chest problems TK 158, 168, 173-4
death HSH 55
and other characters:
Dr Brightman TK 46-8, 119-20, 122; HSH 55
Gwinnett:
on American connections TK 47
as possible beneficiary of the Foundation TK 122
Rosie Manasch TK 168-9, 173
Odo Stevens TK 168
Daniel Tokenhouse TK 114
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Brandreth, Dr

a doctor and old boy of Le Bas’s house – AW 184

episodes involving:
  the Le Bas Old boys’ dinner
  at the nursing home
  described
remembered from school:
  as slightly older than NJ
  otherwise mentioned
in the world of medicine:
  father received baronetcy for
  as practising doctor:
    takes charge of Le Bas after stroke
    personal physician to:
      St John Clarke
      the Morelands
      Widmerpool
  character:
    love of:
      gossip
      music
      pomposity
      obsequiousness
and other characters:
  Fettiplace-Jones
  Ghika
  Maiden
  Mark Members
  Moreland:
    and treatment of Matilda
    disliked by
    lionises
  Alfred Tolland
  Simson
  Stringham
  Whitney
  Widmerpool:
    reaction to speech of at Old Boys’ dinner
    impresses by firm control of Le Bas situation
    becomes personal physician to
    feeds self-importance of
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Braybrook, Dolly

first wife of Dicky Umfraville – VB 160

beauty

tragic story of:

daughter of regimental colonel

and men:

Dicky Umfraville:

long courted by

short but happy marriage to

divorce from

and hatred of Buster

Buster Foxe:

seduced by

abandoned by for Mrs Stringham

suicide by overdose of sleeping pills
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Breen, Jo

as jockey – suspension for cheating
as part of Dicky Umfraville's life story – husband of Joy Grant:
seduces from Lord Castlemallock
keeps pub with in Thames Valley
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Breeze, Lieutenant Evan (Yanto)

a fellow-officer in NJ's company – VB 20

personal details:

age VB 20
married VB 20, 201
work as accountant VB 21
sister rejected Gwatkin VB 22, 201, 231

and the Army:

platoon commander:
in Gwatkin's company VB 20, 46, 50, 56, 84, 86, 99, 106-7; SA 32-3
already full lieutenant VB 21
liked by men VB 22
careless about:
ambition VB 21
tidiness VB 21-2, 51; SA 33
and Sergeant Pendry:
low opinion of as sergeant VB 22-3, 80, 88
suicide of :
involved with VB 82, 105-7; SA 32-3
affected by Court of Inquiry on VB 107; SA 32-3

promotion to Captain in:
Traffic Control Company VB 230
Anti-tank Company SA 32-3

opinions on:
military strategy VB 21
General Liddament VB 99, 104

relationships with:

Bithel:
the rag:
reluctance to cause distress to VB 29
pleasure at response of VB 31, 33
defends against Gwatkin VB 74, 79

Gwatkin:
mutual animosity VB 21-2, 50, 54, 74, 82, 107, 230-1
takes opposite view to VB 74, 79, 86, 107
blamed by for Pendry's death VB 107

Kedward
VB 21-2, 24, 28, 31, 33, 46, 51, 56, 82, 104, 230-1

NJ:
shares room with at base VB 28, 33, 51, 56
introduces to fellow officers VB 22-4
well regarded by VB 22-3; SA 33
seen by as illustrating debate over Recce Corps SA 32-3

Pumphrey VB 28-9, 31, 33, 51, 56
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Breeze, Gwenllian

sister of Yanto – VB 22

and Rowland Gwatkin:
  deeply loved by VB 22, 201
  rejection of VB 22
  possible cause of animosity felt by towards Yanto VB 231
  married to Swansea professor VB 22
Brent, Jimmy

a businessman and friend of Peter Templer – QU 185

episodes involving:
  incident with girls in Templer’s car QU 185-93; BM 150; KO 167-8, 181; VB 125-6
  training course at Aldershot VB 125-41, 178-9; BFR 107
described:
  appearance QU 185; VB 125
  unpleasant voice QU 187, 189-90
career:
  business:
    in the City QU 185
    oil VB 126,137-40; BFR 107
  the Army:
    good fortune in contriving commission into VB 127
    lack of enthusiasm for VB 131
    to ITC for posting VB 179
  and women:
    in general:
      obsession with QU 187-8; KO 181
      regarded concerning:
        by Templer:
          knowledgeable re lesbians AW 48
          something of a joke VB 131
        by Duport as a failure QU 187; KO 181-2, 184; VB 131, 141
      preference for socially inferior:
        Flora QU 187-8
        Pauline:
          responsible for idea of picking up QU 188
          behaviour with QU 189-93
        club girls:
          at the Cabaret QU 187
          cigarette seller at the Old Plantation VB 139
          frequently ditched by KO 181; VB 139
          uncomfortable with Jean VB 139
    Jean Duport:
      affair with recounted:
        by Duport KO 179-83; VB 133-4; MP 239
        by Brent himself:
          first meeting VB 136-8
          S. America & Duport reunion VB 126, 136, 138-9
          decision to end VB 139-41
          wish for discretion over VB 133, 178
          remembered by NJ BFR 107
          remembered by with affection BFR 107
      marriage to widow with two grown-up sons BFR 107
    and NJ:
      regarded by as:
        unpleasant QU 185; KO 167; VB 125
        preferable to Duport QU 185, 187
        welcome acquaintance amongst the unknown VB 125, 129-30
        affects attitude of to Jean through story of affair KO 181-4; VB 126, 133-41
    and Duport:
      despised by KO 168, 179-82, 184; VB 131, 141
      business associate of QU 185; KO 181-2; BFR 107
      in South America with KO 181-2; VB 126-7, 138-40
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attitude to:
  - great admiration
  - awareness of weakness in loose talk
  - understanding in:
    - relationship with Jean
    - love for Polly
  - help in restoration of BFR 107
and Templer:
  - friendship with QU 185, 187, 193, 195; BM 150; AW 48; KO 167;
    VB 125-6, 131, 136-8; BFR 107
  - respect for shrewdness of VB 126
  - and beginning of affair with Betty VB 136-8
and other characters:
  - Sir Magnus Donners VB 126
  - Macfaddean VB 130-1
  - Lady McReith VB 136-7
  - Stevens VB 129, 178
  - Stringham QU 185, 192-4
  - Widmerpool VB 126-7
Brian

a military friend of Odo Stevens – SA 145

described

Captain

and Stevens at the Café Royal:

boisterous jocularity towards

provides opportunity for to leave

SA 145-7

SA 145

SA 146-7

SA 146-7
**Bridgnorth, Countess of**

as half of "the Bridgnorths";

houses:

- London: Cavendish Square BM 234
- Grosvenor Square QU 221
- country seat Mountfichet AW 207-8; CCR 170

mother of:

- John, Viscount Mountfichet AW 157; LM 37; CCR 90
- Lady Peggy Stepney: mentioned QU 220; AW 171
  and Stringham:
    - invitation to causes his breach with NJ QU 220, 222; BM 50; MP 118
    - unhappiness at marriage between: doubts by NJ BM 222
    - gossip by Rosie Manasch BM 232
    - evident at wedding BM 235-6
    - relief at remarriage of AW 157
- Lady Anne Stepney: mentioned BM 49-50; AW 78, 158-9, 171; LM 182
  resigned acceptance of:
    - rebellious behaviour AW 157
    - marriage to Dicky Umfraville AW 195

and other characters:

- related to the Tollands AW 194-5
- Duke of Connaught entertained by SA 77
  regarded by:
    - Rosie Manasch as "stuffy" BM 232
    - Stringham as insufferable AW 207-8; CCR 170-22

as individual:

- personal name Mary LM 12
- described BM 236
- ancestry BM 236
- distantly related to Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson BM 236

work on hospital committees:

- in World War 1 LM 12
  commented on by:
    - Mrs Conyers LM 12
    - Lady Warminster CCR 88
  partisanship concerning:
    - favours St John's LM 12
    - in opposition to Mrs Foxe BM 236; CCR 88
- main interest in life AW 157
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Bridgnorth, Earl of

father of the Stepney girls – QU 220

as half of "the Bridgnorths":
houses

London:
- Cavendish Square: BM 234
- Grosvenor Square: QU 221
country seat Mountfichet: AW 207-8; CCR 170

father of:
- John, Viscount Mountfichet: AW 157; LM 37; CCR 90
- Lady Peggy Stepney: mentioned and Stringham: invitation to causes his breach with NJ: QU 220; BM 50; MP 118
- Unhappiness at marriage between:
  - doubts by NJ: BM 222
  - gossip by Rosie Manasch: BM 232
  - evident at wedding: BM 235-6
- Relief at remarriage of Lady Anne Stepney: mentioned: BM 49-50; AW 78, 157-9, 171; LM 182
- Resigned acceptance of:
  - rebellious behaviour: AW 157
  - marriage to Dicky Umfraville: AW 195

and other characters:
- related to the Tollands: AW 194-5
- Duke of Connaught entertained: SA 77
- Regarded by:
  - Rosie Manasch as "stuffy": BM 232
  - Stringham as insufferable: AW 207-8; CCR 170-22

as individual:

family names

known as "Eddie": AW 158-9, 171; KO 235
described: BM 236
past history:
- Major in Royal Horse Guards: CCR 172
- Dubious reputation:
  - friendship with:
    - Dicky Umfraville: AW 158-9, 171
    - Mrs Andriadis: AW 171
  - put behind him: AW 171
interests:
- horse-racing: QU 220; BM 236; AW 157, 159, 171, 208; LM 165;
  - CCR 172
- Politics: AW 157

and other characters:
- Stringham:
  - Hated by: AW 207-8; LM 165; CCR 170-2; SA 77
  - Butt of stories told by: SA 77
- Ted Jeavons:
  - Sympathy felt by over Lady Anne: LM 182
  - Sees selling of home-farm as unwise: KO 235
- Lady Molly – great affection for: LM 165
- Harrison Wisebite – comments by: SA 77
**Brightman, Dr Emily**

a distinguished academic – TK 7

episodes involving:
in Venice:

  * various conversations with NJ
  * at the Bragadin Palazzo
  * at the Soviet embassy

the Magnus Donners Memorial Prize:

  * at committee meetings
  * at the presentation

described

Brightman family relationship to:

  * Harold
  * Rev Salathiel

character:

academic brilliance:

  * wide ranging erudition:
    * the Tiepolo ceiling
    * NJ's study of Burton
    * various other subjects
    * combative pedantry

career:

reputation:

  * as formidable tutor
  * as distinguished scholar
  * American professorial exchange

books on:

  * The Triads
  * Boethius
  * read by NJ

otherwise mentioned

awarded DBE

on the Donners prize committee

sharp wit

on the confusion of taste and morals

and sex:

spinster

deliberate avoidance of spinsterish prudery

the incident at Pompeii

hints of lesbianism

and other characters:

Jacky Bragadin:

  * on the character of
  * attempt to persuade re foundation and Gwinnett

Gibson Delavacquerie

Ferrand-Sénéschal:

  * contempt for
  * fascinated by story of Pamela and
  * and the concept of courts and harems

Pamela:

  * fascinated by
  * comments concerning:
    * and the Ferrand-Sénéschal scandal
    * in relation to Gwinnett
    * meeting with beneath Tiepolo ceiling
Brightman, Dr Emily (cont’d)

Glober:  
and the Tiepolo ceiling  TK 92-6, 103  
and the concept of courts and harems  TK 106, 139

Gwinnett:  
sometime colleague of  TK 23-5, 46, 162-3, 220; HSH 56-7, 94, 106  
relationship with:  
described  TK 46; HSH 86, 93-4  
illustrated in conversation in Venice  TK 46-53  
one of mutual admiration  TK 54, 162-3; HSH 66, 93, 100, 106  
attempt to analyse character of  TK 53-6, 66, 70, 87, 104-5, 145, 163, 181-2, 202;  
HSH 73  
and the Bragadin Foundation  TK 122  
and the Trapnel biography  HSH 57, 65-7, 69-70, 82, 93

Ada Leintwardine  TK 155, 181, 184, 220  
Mark Members  TK 9-10; HSH 54-6, 63-7, 69, 88, 92  
Matilda  HSH 55, 57  
the Quiggin twins  HSH 106  
Quentin Shuckerly  TK 99, 102  
Sillery  TK 9, 99  
X. Trapnel  TK 54; HSH 57, 64  
Widmerpool  HSH 55, 69, 106
Brightman, Harold

a university don – QU 165

academic life:
don
lectures attended by:
  Quiggin QU 173, 195, 205-6
  NJ QU 195, 205-6; TK 9
  Paul (Canon Fenneau) TK 173
early reputation QU 206
involved in archaeological dig in Near East QU 165
and Sillery:
  relationship with:
    perennial friction in QU 165, 202, 205-6; AW 119; CCR 193
    eventually smoothed in friendship BFR 13; TK 9
    enjoys Hugo's discomfiture of CCR 193
    on peerage of BFR 32
    ninetieth birthday dinner for TK 9
barbed wit BM 249; BFR 13, 32
Brightman family relationship to:
  Dr Emily TK 9
  Rev Salathiel TK 9
and other characters:
  Humble QU 204
  Members QU 204
  Short QU 203-4; CCR 193
  Quiggin:
    don at college of QU 203; BM 249
    cutting comments on concerning:
      myth of poverty and low origins QU 203-4
      demise of undergraduate career BM 249
      clothes BFR 13
### Brightman, Rev. Salathiel

an Augustan pedant – TK 9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pedantry:</th>
<th>TK 9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>work on ludicrously abstruse weights and measures</td>
<td>TK 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mentioned in &quot;The Dunciad&quot;</td>
<td>TK 9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Broadbent

a Civil Servant – MP 22

colleague of Templer at MEW
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Bruylant

a Belgian military attaché – MP 220

Belgian military attaché:
  successor to Kucherman
  professional soldier
  at Victory Day Service

character:
  quiet
  fond of music
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**Budd**

a pupil in Le Bas's house – QU 14

cousin of Margaret

at school:

heroic and handsome

Captain of the Eleven

member of Musical Society

and Widmerpool:

slavishly adored by

the incident of the banana:

recounted by Stringham

recalled by NJ:

upon seeing Margaret

in the incident of the sugar

during H-Johnson's tirade

in relation to Glober's peach

symbolic significance of seen by:

Stringham

NJ
Budd, Christopher

older son of Lady Frederica – VB 147

- reason for mother's move to country cottage: LM 95; KO 206; VB 143
- aged about 12 at outbreak of war: VB 147
- at Lady Frederica's when NJ visits on leave: VB 146-7
- otherwise mentioned: LM 77-8
Budd, Colonel

father of Margaret – BM 23

described
family:
  father of Margaret  BM 117
  related by marriage to Lady Frederica  LM 33
  house in Sussex Square  BM 23
position at Court:
  holder of minor appointment  BM 117; LM 9
at Victory Day Service  MP 226
at Mrs Andriadis's party:
  goes on to after Huntercombes' dance  BM 117
  with Sillery at:
    contrast with  BM 117
    conversation with  BM 117-20, 129
    introduces to Prince Theodoric  BM 120
and other characters:
  Bijou Ardglass and Baby Wentworth  BM 118-20, 122
  General Conyers  LM 9
  Barbara Goring and Eleanor Walpole-Wilson  BM 23
## Budd, Edward

older son of Lady Frederica – VB 147

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reason</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reason for mother's move to country cottage</td>
<td>LM 95; KO 206; VB 143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>aged about 12 at outbreak of war</td>
<td>VB 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at Lady Frederica's when NJ visits on leave</td>
<td>VB 146-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>otherwise mentioned</td>
<td>LM 77-8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Budd, Lady Frederica

sister-in-law of NJ – LM 33

episodes involving:
- at Mrs Conyers' | LM 77-91, 118, 124
- at Eleanor and Norah's | LM 91-99, 118
- at NJ and Isobel's | CCR 213-219
- NJ's leave | VB 117, 142-3, 144-52, 166-71, 175-6; SA 106-7, 123, 145; HSH 186-7
- Erridge's funeral | BFR 44, 68-70, 79, 86, 88-9, 93-4, 97-8
- Clare and Sebastian's wedding | HSH 175-7, 215
- described | LM 77; VB 144
- and the Court:
  - position as Extra Woman of the Bedchamber | LM 33-4; CCR 214; VB 157
  - distress caused by Abdication crisis | CCR 133, 150
- character:
  - severe self-discipline and formality:
    - concomitant of job | LM 33-4, 77; CCR 213-4; VB 157
    - affects all opinions and relationships | LM 78, 86, 88-90; CCR 61, 191, 213-4; VB 144-5, 149, 157; BFR 68-70, 94; TK 7; HSH 176
  - shown in love of organising and tidying up | BFR 68-9, 75-6, 98
  - distrust of "artiness" | CCR 214-5
  - curiosity:
    - Mildred and Widmerpool | LM 83-6
    - Norah and Eleanor | LM 91
  - occasional unbending:
    - fascinated by Mildred in youth | LM 84-5
    - rendered vulnerable by car problem | LM 88
    - tells stories of Lord Vowchurch | LM 89-90
    - with Norah | LM 92
    - over story of St John Clarke's will | CCR 213-4, 218
    - over engagement to Dicky | VB 144-50, 152
  - late-found interest in cooking | VB 154
  - fitted by country vicarage | VB 143-4
- and the Tolland family:
  - position in:
    - eldest of the girls | LM 77; CCR 213; KO 206; HSH 175
    - named after the Empress Frederick | LM 210
    - the "ordinary" sister | LM 33
    - moral and social custodian | LM 91; KO 91; VB 145-52, 166, 168-75, 178
  - Erridge:
    - next in age to | LM 82; BFR 69
    - similarity to:
      - in looks | LM 117, 136
      - in character | BFR 68-9
    - ambivalent attitude to:
      - understanding of as opposites | LM 81-2; CCR 191; BFR 69
      - concerned for over:
        - disregard of business | LM 95; CCR 219; KO 206
        - general behaviour | VB 175
      - defence of over:
        - the window | BFR 94-5
        - the St John Clarke legacy | CCR 217-9
        - dislike of affair with Mona | CCR 67
        - organises nursing home for | CCR 191
        - co-executor of will of | BFR 44, 67-9, 82, 88, 183
  - other siblings:
    - Blanche | LM 77; BFR 68, 94-5
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George:

- similarity to:
  - in character: LM 34
  - in views on:
    - Erridge: CCR 67
    - Lady Katherine: CCR 61
    - intended co-executor of Erridge's will: BFR 44
    - and the window: BFR 95

Hugo:

- as co-executor of Erridge's will: BFR 44, 67, 183
- irritated by flippancy of: BFR 94
- understood by: BFR 95

Isobel:

- tolerable relationship with: KO 206
- visits to tell of Erridge's legacy: CCR 213-9
- takes as lodger during pregnancy: KO 206, 215, 225, 240; VB 20, 117, 143, 145, 152-6, 175-6, 178; SA 106

Norah:

- conflict with:
  - temperamentally: LM 91, 93-4; CCR 213; KO 206; BFR 94-5
  - over specific matters:
    - Eleanor: LM 86
    - Lady Katherine: CCR 61
    - Thurbworth:
      - visits to window: LM 95-6, 99
      - visits with NJ: LM 91-99
      - and Pamela: BFR 70
      - at the Cutts wedding with: HSH 215

Priscilla:

- family resemblance to: LM 77
- reaction to news of engagement of: CCR 216-7
- pleased by success of marriage of: KO 91
- source of rumour re Jack Udney: VB 144-5
- gives lodging to during war: VB 145, 147, 166-7; SA 106-7, 123, 145
- suspects of dalliance with Odo: VB 167

Robert:

- friendly relationship with: CCR 213, 216-9
- and the Abdication crisis: CCR 133, 150
- lodges on embarkation leave: VB 145-7, 155, 166-171, 175

Susan

- and see: Tollands, the

Thurbworth:

- desire to keep in touch with:
  - wish to visit with children: LM 95, 99
  - move to old vicarage near: KO 206; VB 159, 168, 173
  - hope for restoration of fortunes of: CCR 219

- and NJ:
  - approval of, resulting from:
    - help with car: LM 88-9
    - grasp of abstruse society references: LM 90
    - alliance with: LM 91, 99
    - and a possible wife for General Conyers: KO 214-5
    - and thoughts of what it means to grow old: TK 7

Other relations:

- the Alfords: BFR 68; HSH 215
- Margaret Budd: LM 33
- Roddy Cutts: BFR 86, 183
Lady Molly:
- mocked by for social rigidity: LM 33, 78-81; VB 145; BFR 70
- distaste for laxity of: LM 78-81

Ted Jeavons: KO 240; BFR 97-8

Chips Lovell: LM 80, 91; CCR 213-4, 216-7; KO 91

Uncle Alfred:
- mutual sympathy with: LM 33, 77, 81, 90; BFR 68
- awareness of foibles of: LM 79, 81, 90
- and marriage to Dicky: BFR 70-1

Lady Katherine:
- source of story of name: LM 210
- finds too eccentric for comfort: CCR 61

Husbands:
1) Robin Budd:
- widow of: LM 33-4; CCR 214; KO 206; VB 144, 153
- several children: LM 95; KO 206; VB 143
- reason for move to country cottage: Christopher and Edward: VB 143, 146-7
- otherwise mentioned: LM 77-8; TK 6

2) Dicky Umfraville:
- meets: VB 153
- engagement to: VB 150, 157, 164, 166; HSH 185
- married to: BFR 44-5, 69-71, 98; TK 6-7; HSH 175-7, 185-6
- love for:
  - behaviour affected by: VB 144-50, 152; BFR 70
  - obviously mad about: VB 152
  - continues into old age: TK 7; HSH 176-7

And other characters:
- Lady Akworth: HSH 177
- Mrs Akworth: HSH 177
- Audrey: VB 154-5
- Mildred Blaides: LM 84-7
- General Conyers:
  - knows at court: LM 77-8
  - rivalry with: LM 78-9, 81-2; KO 214-5
- Mrs Conyers: LM 34, 77-88
- Howard Craggs: BFR 82
- Pamela Flitton: BFR 68-70, 86, 92-4
- Buster Foxe: VB 169-70, 175
- the Gorings: LM 86-7
- Heather Hopkins: LM 97-9
- Moreland: CCR 216-7
- J.G. Quiggin: BFR 82
- Siegfried: BFR 86
- Odo Stevens: VB 143-4, 152, 167, 175, 178; SA 106
- Jack Udney: VB 144-5
- Eleanor Walpole-Wilson: LM 86, 92
- Widmerpool:
  - and Mildred: LM 84-7
  - and Erridge’s will: BFR 67-9, 88-9, 183
  - and Pamela’s disruption of the funeral: BFR 68-70, 79, 86
- Flavia Wisebite:
  - as youthful contemporaries: VB 145-6; HSH 186
  - responsibility of for introduction to Dicky: VB 153
  - facilitates relationship of with Robert: VB 145-7, 155, 166, 175
**Budd, Margaret**

a society beauty – BM 38

described as the perfect English beauty

family:

- daughter of Colonel Budd
- cousin of the banana thrower
- relationship by marriage to Lady Frederica

social life:

NJ sees at:

- the Walpole-Wilsons' dinner in Eaton Square
- the Huntercombes' ball
- the Ritz
- ever-present at dances

marriages:

first:

- Scots whisky distiller older than herself
- two equally doll-like children

second to Horaczko

opinions of expressed by:

- Archie Gilbert – "what a beauty"
- Barbara Goring – a "guarder's girl"
- NJ – a "female ... Archie Gilbert"
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Budd, Robin

first husband of Lady Frederica – LM 33

described as similar to Dicky Umfraville

VL 153

close relation of Margaret

LM 33

and Lady Frederica:

husband of

LM 33, 79; VL 144, 153

children

LM 77-8, 95; VL 143, 146-7

death in hunting accident

LM 33-4; VL 144
Burden, Mr and Mrs

the Templers' servants – AW 147

Mr Burden:
- competence as chauffeur and mechanic
- failure as valet

Mrs Burden:
- as cook
- and Mona's elopement:
  - rung by Jean for news of
  - shows suspicion about

AW 46
AW 147
Businesses and Companies

Boggis & Stone:

business history:
Vox Populi subsumed in AW 55, 125
Howard Craggs as director of AW 55; LM 111; BFR 29
subsumed in Quiggin & Craggs BFR 29, 41-2

and publications:
revolutionary politics AW 125; LM 111; BFR 29, 41-2
on Spanish situation CCR 191
Quiggin's possible magazine LM 111

and other characters:
Mark Members AW 125-6, 129
Gypsy Jones AW 126
Quiggin:
chosen by for magazine LM 111
rejected by for autobiography LM 111
as wartime caretaker BFR 13

Clapham's publishing firm:
Clapham's position in :
one of directors AW 116-7
chairman BFR 185, 220

and Quiggin & Craggs:
conveniently loses Alaric Kydd to BFR 166
takeover of:
after collapse of BFR 220
Quiggin as director then Chairman BFR 224; TK 98, 138, 142, 144, 226-7, 229-30;
HSH 37-8, 47, 89

Ada as promoter of authors:
St John Clarke AW 117-8; TK 142, 185, 226; HSH 37-8
Alaric Kydd BFR 166
Tory elder statesman TK 144
Russell Gwinnett rejected TK 227; HSH 89

and Tokenhouse's Cubist blocks TK 138, 229-30

Mr Deacon's antique shop:
premises in Charlotte Street:
described BM 171-2
scene of NJ's coupling with Gypsy Jones BM 265-71
otherwise mentioned BM 98, 246-7, 262; AW 60-1; LM 106; CCR 11, 14-15,
19, 26, 141; KO 34-5, 229; TK 73; HSH 229

success of particular lines:
musical boxes BM 98-9, 176; CCR 17
classical themes:
in general CCR 17
the Bernini model CCR 18, 25-6, 28, 37, 47, 141; HSH 234
erotica CCR 17; TK 73
dealings:
travels concerning BM 17
possible dubious practices in CCR 17, 21-3, 47; TK 73
with individuals:
Norman Chandler CCR 18, 25-6, 28, 37, 47, 141; HSH 234
Lady Huntercombe CCR 17
the Lilienthals TK 73

and see Places – b) London: fictional settings
Donners-Brebner:
Sir Magnus Donners as head of headquarters of – the Donners-Brebner building:
  situation of:
  opposite Millbank
  visible from War Office roof
  NJ visits Stringham's office in
  Bamby's frescoes in entrance to
  in wartime:
  destroyed in blitz
  houses Czech liaison offices
and non-ferrous metals in the Balkans:
  expansion in during 1920’s
  attempt to corner the chromite market pre-WW2
charitable benefactions:
  Donners-Brebner Fellowships:
    involvement in the project for:
      Sillery
      Prince Theodoric
      Gibson Delavacquerie beneficiary of collapse of
the Magnus Donners Memorial Prize:
  Matilda and the genesis of qualifications for
  discussions of committee deciding
  Widmerpool trustee of fund for
  winners of:
    past
    Gwinnett's Trapnel biography
  presentation dinner:
    the episode itself
    subsequently mentioned
employment of:
  Gibson Delavacquerie
  Stringham:
    recruitment
    position as secretary
    departure
  Bill Truscott:
    work as secretary:
      involved in recruitment of:
        Stringham
        Widmerpool
      personal care of Sir Magnus
      otherwise mentioned
    sacked
  Widmerpool:
    as part of the firm
    as financial consultant
dealings with:
  Bob Duport
  Templer
the Manasches:
  Sir Herbert  BM 49
  Jimmy Klein  BFR 109
  George Tolland  BFR 51
director's wife  HSH 86, 96-9, 106

Barnabas Henderson's gallery

described  HSH 228, 238
personnel:
  Henderson as proprietor  HSH 230-3, 238-9, 243, 250
  Chuck as employee  HSH 232-3, 238-9, 250
exhibitions:
  the Bosworth Deacon Centenary  HSH 225-34, 236
  Victorian Seascapes  HSH 225-8, 230, 233, 236-8
acquisition of the Modigliani drawing:
  the desire  HSH 240, 243-5
  the fulfilment  HSH 249-50
scene of:
  NJ's last meeting with the Duports  HSH 233-8
  Bithel's account of the death of Widmerpool  HSH 243-50

Lilienthals' bookshop:

rare books:
  Moreland searches for  TK 73
  Conrad first edition  TK 75
and Mr Deacon:
  premises close to  TK 73
  business dealings with  TK 73
and the Pontners:
  Augustus John drawing sold for to Glober  TK 73-6
  Mopsy joins business  TK 86-7

Quiggin & Craggs:

business history:
  subsumes Boggis & Stone  BFR 29, 41-2
directors:
  as co-founders and partners  BFR 13, 28-9, 41, 52, 66-7, 82, 88, 101, 124-7, 132, 151-2, 156, 168-9; TK 142
  as individuals:
    Howard Craggs  BFR 133, 140, 180, 222, 224
    J.G.Quiggin  BFR 43, 83-4, 86, 119, 133-6, 138, 143, 148-9, 165, 168, 197, 224, 253; TK 15
collapse:
  reasons for  BFR 220-4
  takeover by Clapham's firm  BFR 220, 224-5, 253; TK 142
premises in Bloomsbury:
  described  BFR 123-4, 130
  scene of party for launch of "Fission"  BFR 130-50, 185
  otherwise mentioned  BFR 127, 160, 162, 166, 196, 221
with reference to:
  backers:
    Erridge  BFR 40-2, 67-8, 83-4, 88, 141, 183, 188-9; TK 142
    Rosie Manasch  BFR 101, 109-11, 130, 140, 153, 221, 223
    Gypsy Jones  BFR 42, 152-3, 180, 222, 254; TK 143
Businesses and Companies (cont’d)

staff:

Bagshaw
TK 15-19, 29-30, 143, 187, 194; HSH 53

Judy
BFR 196, 199, 201; TK 18

Ada Leintwardine
BFR 29-30, 42-3, 79, 124-5, 151, 168-9, 196-9, 223-4;
TK 142-4, 147

NJ
BFR 84, 86, 111, 120-1, 127, 196, 201-2, 211, 252;
TK 15, 20

authors & contributors:

Evdane Clapham
BFR 148, 197-8, 253

Malcolm Crowding
BFR 137

Gibson Delavacquerie
HSN 53

Vernon Gainsborough
BFR 253-4; HSH 39

Ferrand-Sénéchal
TK 15-16

Alaric Kydd
BFR 127, 134-5, 143, 165-7, 178-9

Hugh Moreland
BFR 127, 129

Len Pugsley
BFR 222; TK 143, 147

Nathaniel Sheldon
BFR 125

Bernard Shernmaker
BFR 84, 133

Sillery
BFR 13, 29-30, 223-4, 253

Odo Stevens
BFR 139-41, 179-80, 200, 220-3, 254

X.Trapnel
BFR 41, 43, 113, 116-7, 119-21, 123, 143, 146-7, 149, 153, 160-1, 165-9, 177, 196, 201-2, 206-7, 211, 227, 243; TK 18, 40

Tokenhouse’s publishing firm:

Tokenhouse’s partnership in specialises in art books:

"The Art of Horace Isbister":

AW 22, 25, 86, 122

AW 36, 114, 117; TK 61, 141

AW 25, 29, 31, 36, 39, 45, 60, 123-5; MP 66; TK 71, 74, 141-2

the Cubist series:

Glober and
TK 67, 70-1, 77, 85, 136-8

Ada and the blocks for
TK 138, 229-30

otherwise mentioned
BM 52, 85-6; AW 14-15, 187; LM 16, 54-5; TK 60-1, 126

output:

generally of a Leftward tendency
BFR 41-2, 139, 152, 188, 253-4; TK 143-4

"Fission":

birth of
BFR 40-2, 83-4, 101, 105, 122, 130, 134, 143

ideal of
BFR 41, 105

separateness of
BFR 43, 124, 152, 166, 196, 224; TK 15-16

demise of
BFR 220, 224-5, 252; TK 30

titles:

"Bin Ends"
BFR 116, 123, 165, 169, 207

"Bronstein ..."
BFR 253-4; HSH 39

"Camel Ride to the Tomb"
BFR 117, 123, 168

"Engine Melody"
BFR 152, 253

"Garnered at Sunset"
BFR 29, 223-4, 253

"I Stopped at the Chemist"
BFR 197, 253

"Sweetskin"
BFR 143-5, 143, 165-8, 178-9, 197, 206, 220, 254

not brought to publication:

"Profiles in String"
BFR 123, 169, 178, 207

"Sad Majors"
BFR 139-40, 179-80, 200, 220-3, 254
Businesses and Companies (cont’d)

premises:
  spartan nature of TK 71-2
  otherwise mentioned BM 29, 171; TK 74
  other mentions of NJ’s employment in BM 70, 143, 162, 165-6, 276; TK 67, 125

**Turnbull, Welford & Puckering:**
premises in Lincoln’s Inn BFR 141
Widmerpool and:
  articed to QU 130; BM 37; BFR 141; TK 149
uses to take over Erridge’s will BFR 141, 183
imagined connection with Tokenhouse TK 149

**Vox Populi Press:**
Howard Craggs managing director of BM 243-4, 270; AW 55, 125; KO 229; BFR 152
premises next door to Mr Deacon BM 172, 243, 270
Gypsy Jones employed by BM 243; AW 126; KO 229
and publications:
  revolutionary politics BM 244; BFR 152
  theoretically Quiggin’s autobiography BM 256-7
subsumed in Boggis & Stone AW 55, 125-6

**others:**
Baldwyn Hodges, Ltd – antiques and interior decorations CCR 194; KO 147-8, 199
ITV – Sir Bertram Akworth on board of HSH 174
Shell or BP – Clare Akworth’s father worked for HSH 177
Hugo Tolland – antiques BFR 45, 88, 139; TK 230; HSH 11
Norah Tolland – car-hire HSH 13
nameless:
  film company:
    American ownership of LM 17, 55
    employment by of:
      Feingold LM 17-18, 168, 211
      Hegarty LM 17-18, 211
      NJ LM 14-18, 23, 25, 39-40, 52, 55, 80, 101-2, 122, 201, 210-11, 215; CCR 61, 103, 188; SA 91, 107, 162
      Chips Lovell LM 15-18, 23, 25, 39, 52, 80, 210-11, 215; CCR 61, 188; SA 91, 107, 162
    shipping company employers of Gibson Delavacquerie HSH 52
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Cadwallader, Company Sergeant-Major

Gwatkin's CSM – VB 5

described VB 10
background:
miner VB 10, 48-9, 57
brother-in-law of L-Cpl Gittins VB 57
long service in TA VB 10
as Company Sergeant-Major:
excellence as VB 48-9
general references to VB 5, 50, 105, 119, 220
particular occasions:
settling into billets:
- folding of blankets VB 9-10, 12-14
- report on Company rifles VB 14
- Company roll VB 14
problem of authority with Gittins VB 57
escort for Sayce VB 67, 70
and Gwatkin's stirring speech:
- organisation of men for VB 71-2
  appreciation of VB 73
the Pendry affair:
- brings problem to Gwatkin's notice VB 82
  discretion over VB 108
on poor conditions at Castlemallock VB 181, 183-4
embarrassment over ribald words to the Alarm VB 186-8
news of death of Jones, D VB 205
the stolen butter VB 241-2
retirement:
- known to be impending VB 105
  announced VB 234
  parting from NJ VB 241-2
and girls:
- banter with Gwylt concerning VB 49
  hints of quiet involvement with VB 10, 184, 246
Calthorpe

a pupil at NJ's old school in the 1940's – BFR 252

son or nephew of one of Calthorpes of NJ's day
stays on at school to captain a team
affair with Pamela:
  begins with holiday meeting
  conducted under guise of tea in rooms at school
  Widmerpool on

BFR 252
BFR 252
BFR 252
BFR 252
BFR 252-3
Calthorpe Major

a pupil in Le Bas's house – QU 50

friend of F.F. Fletcher
concerning Le Bas:
  father a rower who disliked
  and arrest of:
  met by Widmerpool and told of
  quick to write home with news of
NJ remembers
brother(s?)
son or nephew in affair with Pamela
Carolo

a professional musician – CCR 10

episodes involving:
  evening at the Mortimer CCR 19-20, 24-5, 27-8, 29, 116
  supper at the Maclinticks' CCR 113-4, 116, 119-20
  Mrs Foxe's party CCR 139, 152-3, 180-2
  performance of the "Seraglio" TK 242-6
  described CCR 24-5, 116; TK 245

musical career:
  violinist CCR 20, 29, 35; KO 81; SA 115; TK 236, 242-6
  child prodigy CCR 10, 24, 29, 155; TK 244
  diminishing reputation:
    difficulty in finding work CCR 25, 29, 110; TK 244
    possibility of Mrs Andriadis' attempting to restore Maclintick on CCR 111
  dislike of teaching CCR 29, 110, 199
  attempt at composition CCR 110-14

character:
  low social class:
    common real name CCR 24
    north-country accent CCR 28, 116, 119
    boorish manners CCR 24, 27-9, 116; TK 245
  lack of intelligence beyond music CCR 10, 25, 154
  egocentricity CCR 24, 119, 154
  air of the melancholy artist CCR 29, 152, 180; TK 245
  attitude to money:
    love of CCR 25
    shortage of CCR 25, 110, 120, 199; TK 244
  attitude to women:
    desire for CCR 25, 155, 203
    decreasing success with CCR 29, 154
    contrasted with Casanova CCR 203-4

and the Maclinticks:
  as a couple:
    lodges with CCR 110-20, 147, 153, 199, 206; TK 245
    catalyst of disaster between CCR 110-4, 116, 147-8, 155, 180-1, 196

Audrey:
  used as goad by CCR 110-4, 116, 147-8
  elopement with:
    foreseen by Matilda CCR 155
    hinted at CCR 180-2
    fait accompli CCR 196-7, 199, 209
    otherwise mentioned SA 115-7
    relationship with lasts three years TK 243-4
    leaves for actress SA 117

Maclintick:
  as fellow habitué of the Mortimer CCR 19-20, 29
  career assessed by CCR 29, 111, 199
  reaction of to elopement with Audrey CCR 199, 203
  response to suicide of CCR 210

and the Morelands:
  Hugh:
    as fellow:
      habitué of the Mortimer CCR 19, 24-5
      musician CCR 24-5, 152-3, 210
    poorly regarded by CCR 25, 29, 120, 152, 203; SA 116-7
    traumatic effect on as reminder of the past TK 243-4, 253
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Matilda: first husband of:  
  brevity of marriage  
  otherwise mentioned  
  character assessed by  
and other characters:  
  Norman Chandler  
  Mr Deacon  
  Gossage  
  Isobel  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norman Chandler</td>
<td>TK 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr Deacon</td>
<td>CCR 19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gossage</td>
<td>CCR 19-20, 28-9, 139; TK 244</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isobel</td>
<td>TK 245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCR 154; KO 81-2; TK 244; HSH 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCR 155, 198, 203; TK 245-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CCR 154-5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Carteret-Owen

an ex-student of Sillery's – BFR 10

part of Sillery's list of attempts to remember NJ  

BFR 10
**Castlemallock, Marquis of**

A detested acquaintance of Dicky Umfraville – VB 163

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Background:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ancestry</td>
<td>VB 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marquess</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seat at Castlemallock</td>
<td>VB 163, 179-80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ardglass connection</td>
<td>VB 179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>and Joy Grant:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>seduction of</td>
<td>VB 163, 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sexual failure with</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loss of to Jo Breen</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>and Dicky Umfraville:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>known by in Kenya</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hated by for seduction of wife</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unflatteringly described by</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cattle

the porter in Le Bas's house — QU 27-8

disagreeable grouser QU 27-8
disappointed by Uncle Giles's parsimony QU 28
Cavendish, Mr

a guest at the Huntercombes’ dance – BM 63

introduced together with NJ’s party

BM 63
Chandler, Norman

a theatrical performer and director – CCR 18

episodes involving:
- evening at the Mortimer
- "The Duchess of Malfi"
- Mrs Foxe’s party
- performance of the "Seraglio"
- discussion of the "Seven Deadly Sins" photographs
- the exhibition at Barnabas Henderson’s gallery

described
as a performer:
- ballet dancer
- saxophonist
- theatre:
  - early experiences in
  - actor:
    - general references to
    - as Bosola in "The Duchess of Malfi"
  - director
- in the Army:
  - enlistment
  - posting to Essex
  - commissioned and posted to OCTU
  - officer
- ambivalent sexuality:
  - androgynous appearance
  - homosexuality:
    - suggested in relationship to:
      - Mr Deacon
      - Gossage
      - Max Pilgrim
      - Rupert Wise
    - behaviour:
      - camp speech
        with Barnabas and Chuck
      - recognised by acquaintances
  - relationship with Mrs Foxe:
    - "fascinating mutual attraction"
    - recognised by acquaintances:
      - at "The Duchess of Malfi"
      - at the Berkeley Square party
    - later developments in:
      - after posting to Essex
      - Buster’s divorce proceedings
  - as man of culture:
    - objets d’art:
      - the Bernini statuette:
        - finding of in Caledonian Market
        - and Mr Deacon:
          - sale to
          - reclamation of after death
        - in place of honour at Berkeley Square
        - discussion of with Lord Huntercombe
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reading:
  "Time and Western Man" CCR 48, 50
  NJ's novels CCR 139
  artistic adviser to Stringham CCR 138-9, 160
  opinion of the Donners Memorial Prize HSH 62
vegetarianism CCR 19, 43
and other characters:
mother CCR 19
Carolo TK 244
Mr Deacon:
  first meeting with CCR 19, 43
  and the Bernini statuette CCR 18-19, 21, 25-6, 28, 37, 141; HSH 234, 236-7
  object of homosexual interest by CCR 18-19, 21, 25-7, 37, 43
  fond memories of HSH 234, 236
Sir Magnus Donners HSH 49
Bob Duport HSH 234
Jean Duport HSH 234
Polly Duport HSH 58, 115, 234, 236
Buster Foxe CCR 141-4; VB 173-4
Gossage CCR 27, 56, 143, 145; TK 231, 242, 244; HSH 62
Heather Hopkins CCR 130
Ted Jeavons TK 231; HSH 58-9
NJ and Isobel CCR 139, 142-3, 166-8, 182; HSH 58, 62
Maclintick CCR 27, 145
Hugh Moreland:
  friendship with CCR 25-8, 43, 48, 90, 130; SA 112; TK 244; HSH 57
  shared passion with for mechanical pianos CCR 43
  arouses suspicions with of spying at Foppa's SA 112
  and illness of after the "Seraglio" TK 252-3
Matilda Moreland:
  first meeting with CCR 130
  influence in career of CCR 130
  friendship with:
    easily professional CCR 48-51
    long lasting HSH 49, 57-8, 61-2
Stringham:
  aid in handling of:
    as artistic adviser CCR 138-9, 160
    as guardian CCR 142, 166-8
    satirically regarded by CCR 160-1; SA 79
Robert Tolland CCR 90
Rupert Wise CCR 140
Dicky Umfraville HSH 58-9
Lady Warminster CCR 89
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Cheesman, Lieutenant

Bithel’s successor at the Mobile Laundry – SA 209

episodes involving:

NJ’s visit to the Mobile laundry
the army reunion
described

character:

firm opinions:

argumentative
idiosyncratic:

the waistcoat
refusal to defer to military ways

NJ sees as that of loyal retainer:
lack of humour
sexlessness
devotion to duty

accountant in civilian life
and the Army:

options available after OCTU
commands the Mobile Laundry:
replaces Bithel
enthusiasm for the job:
actually requested the position
desire to command men
efficiency noticeable:
on first meeting
in dealings with Ablett
still evident years later

token of G Mess

Japanese POW:
capture at Singapore
fortuitous rescue
memories of experience as:

the lingering horror
love of comrades

Intelligence Corps

and other characters:

Ablett
Colonel Hogbourne-Johnson
NJ
Lintot

Stringham:

commands in Mobile Laundry
puzzled by incongruity of
admires for demeanour in prison camp

Tokenhouse

Widmerpool
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Chu, Colonel

a Chinese military attaché – MP 59

described

and the Chinese army:

military attaché in London:
  meeting with Finn
  attachment at Sandhurst
  on trip to Brussels
  promotion to Major-General
  death at Mukden in Revolutionary War

character:
  demanding
  essentially childish:
    wish to attend Eton
    love of teasing
  vain:
    self-complacency
    grasp of prime position in photograph

and other characters:
  disliked:
    generally
    especially by:
      Finn
      Kucherman
  Ramos
  Van der Voort
Chuck

a friend of Barnabas Henderson – HSH 197

episodes involving:
  Clare and Sebastian's wedding at Barnabas Henderson's gallery
  described
and Barnabas Henderson:
  homosexual relationship with:
    from before the Murtlock era
    restored
  instrumental in decision of to leave Murtlock in business with
  attends Canon Fenneau's church with
  treated as dogsbody by
work:
  possibly sailor
  as driver for advertising agency
  at gallery
  uncomplicated character
and other characters:
  Clare Akworth
  Bithel
  Norman Chandler
  Fiona Cutts
  Bob Duport
  Russell Gwinnett
  Sam
  Widmerpool
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Clanwaert

a Belgian liaison officer – MP 95

described

military career:

WW1 with Premier Régiment des Guides
and the Congo:

- elephant officer with La Force Publique
- liaison officer concerned with

character:

- romantic
- humorous
- unmarried

opinions on:

- blacks
- Brussels
- the V-1

lives in same block of flats as NJ

and other characters:

- Pamela Flitton
- Kucherman
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**Clapham**

a publisher – AW 116

at Isbister exhibition

publisher:

position in firm: AW 116-9

- one of directors AW 116-7
- chairman BFR 220

and St John Clarke:

- publishes AW 117, 185; TK 142
- defence of:
  - against modernist criticism AW 117-8; BFR 185
  - moving effect of "Fields of Amaranth" AW 118
  - visits in illness AW 117
  - interest in the Isbister introduction AW 117

and Quiggin & Craggs:

- conveniently loses Alaric Kydd to BFR 166
- takes over after collapse of BFR 220
- gives directorship to Quiggin BFR 224

death TK 98, 142

and other characters:

- Evadne Clapham – uncle of BFR 125
- Ada Leintwardine TK 142
- Smethyck AW 116-8
- Widmerpool:
  - lives in same block of flats as BFR 185
  - regarded as sound by BFR 185
  - offers directorship to BFR 253
Clapham, Evadne

a novelist -- BFR 125

episodes involving:
  the "Fission" launch-party BFR 137, 148
  the Donners Memorial Prize dinner HSH 89-91, 95, 107
described BFR 148, 155
character:
  bisexual BFR 125, 148
  excitable BFR 198
  frenetic social schedule TK 220
desire for the memorable bon mot:
  on Blake and the international writers' movement BFR 137
  on Gissing and poverty BFR 155
  on the death of Ferrand-Sénéschal TK 21
  on the Hero of Acre TK 35
  on Trapnel's return TK 35-6
  on Quiggin and Ada TK 98
as writer:
  novels:
    in general BFR 125, 155
    "Golden Grime":
      pre-publication extract in "Fission" BFR 197
      marks change of style BFR 253
      influenced by Ada Leintwardine BFR 253
    "Cain's Jawbone":
      35th published title HSH 90
      successful return to original style HSH 90-1
  and Quiggin & Craggs:
    "Fission":
      short story in first number of BFR 148, 198
      parodied by Trapnel in BFR 198, 206
      extract of "Golden Grime" aired in BFR 197
      figures on final list of BFR 253
  and other characters:
    Bagshaw BFR 148, 197, 206
    Clapham – niece of BFR 125
    Malcolm Crowding BFR 125, 137; TK 35-6
    Gibson Delavacquerie HSH 95
    Russell Gwinnett HSH 90, 95, 107
    Heather Hopkins TK 35
    Ada Leintwardine:
      possible affair with BFR 125
      spoken of dryly by BFR 148; HSH 91
      on marriage of TK 98
      style influenced by BFR 253
    Mark Members BFR 137, 157
    J.G. Quiggin TK 98; HSH 89-90
    Odo Stevens BFR 137
    X. Trapnel:
      threatens with libel after parody BFR 198, 206
      asked for money by BFR 162
      regards lifestyle of as temporary immaturity BFR 157, 159
      argument with:
        defeat in BFR 155
        use of in novel BFR 155
        and the last night of TK 35-6, 39
        confidential story of HSH 90, 95, 107
**Clarini, Signor**

a film director and sometime husband of Baby Wentworth – AW 31

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>work as film director:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>fame in</td>
<td>TK 120, 157, 272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and the Duports:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jean's secrecy concerning</td>
<td>AW 64-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Polly's career advanced by significant role</td>
<td>TK 273</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Baby Wentworth:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mentioned:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anonymously as &quot;Italian&quot; husband of</td>
<td>AW 31, 64; LM 198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as a famous name</td>
<td>TK 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marriage:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>originally happy</td>
<td>AW 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>estrangement</td>
<td>TK 157, 272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and other characters:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glober</td>
<td>TK 120, 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ada Leintwardine</td>
<td>TK 157</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Clarini, Signora

see Wentworth, Baby
Clarke, St John

a famous novelist – BM 45

rare appearances in NJ’s life:
- in Bond Street
- the Hunger March
- at Lady Katherine’s Sunday lunch

described

character:
- egotism
- meanness with money
- indulgence in the clichéd bon mot
- love of the easy life
- sexuality:
  - absence of: dislike of women
  - subordinate to love of self
  - leads to rumours of dubious orientation

- snobbery:
  - cultivation of:
    - the aristocracy
    - hostesses
    - rich patrons
    - reputation as pundit:
      - on the arts
      - in general
    - desire for Nobel Prize
    - pretense at oenophilia
    - personal myth

ill health:
- noticeable on sight
- issue in battle between Members and Quiggin
- referred to by the planchette
- said to be improving
- death

as writer:
- and his generation
- opinions of:
  - critical reputation
  - artistic similarity to Isbister

praised by:
- Bithel
- Clapham
- Mrs Conyers
- Jean Duport in the past
- NJ at school
- Ada Leintwardine
- Lady Anne Stepney
- Mona
- Isobel in youth
- Veronica Tolland
- Trapnel
- Lady Katherine Warminster

disparaged by:
- NJ now
Jean Duport now
Barnby
Le Bas
Moreland

ambivalence towards expressed by:
Members and Quiggin
Guggenbühl

read for social purposes by Widmerpool

"Dust Thou Art"
"E'en the Longest River"
"Fields of Amaranth"
"The Heart is Highland"
"Match Me Such Marvel"

"Mimosa"
"Never to the Philistines"

unspecified apart from being:
about Renaissance Italy
set at Mountfichet

the introduction to "The Art of Horace Isbister":

insistence on writing
problems in delivering:

published by:

beliefs and opinions:

originally traditional:

expressed in writing
mainstream in art:

sculpture:
letter on the Haig statue
in Kensington Gardens:
love of Peter Pan
objection to Rima
painting – dislike of Post-Impressionism
liberal in politics
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believer in the artist's Ivory Tower
scepticism concerning Freud
conversions to:
    modernism:
        indications of:
            approves of Quiggin
            likes NJ's novel
            changed artistic tastes
            influence of Members

        Marxism:
            indications of:
                politicisation of all art
                repetition of "bourgeois"
                association with:
                    Howard Craggs
                    Erridge
                    Ferrand-Sénéschal
                standard left-wing causes:
                    League of Nations
                    Hunger March
                    Spanish Civil War
                general flavour of punditry

        posthumously discussed:
            in obituary
            re possible legatees

        influence of:
            Erridge
            Quiggin
            disenchantment with:
                effect on social life
                swift movement of trends

        Trotskyism under influence of Guggenbühl

and NJ:
and the introduction to “The Art of Horace Isbister” see above
compared by to:
    Mr Deacon
    Erridge
    Uncle Giles
    Sillery
    Widmerpool
as part of the Dance
and secretaries:
    early occupants of the position
the battle for succession to the post, involving:

Members:
    originally held by
    account of loss by
    unsuccessful counter-coup by

Quiggin:
    envious desire of
    coup engineered by:
        account of
        anxiety over permanence of
        account of loss by

Guggenbühl
also mentioned
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other references to work as by:

Members

Quiggin

attitude to in later life:

embarrassment

revenge

and other characters:

Brandreth as personal physician

Lady Frederica Budd

Clapham

Roddy Cutts

Erridge:

NJ compares to

meetings with:

in Marxist bookshop

at Lady Molly's

at Thrubworth

snobbish pride in calling "Alfred"

literary executor of during absence in Spain

leaves estate to in will

Mrs Erdleigh

Ferrand-Sénéschal

Pamela Flitton:

NJ quotes concerning

hopes for starring role in film

the Huntercombes

Isbister:

old friendship with

artistic similarity to

bitter envy of

portraits by

Ada Leintwardine:

film of novel championed by

TV biography produced by

Lady Molly

Mona:

at Hunger March with

jealous of in respect of Quiggin

L.O.Salvidge

the Seafords

Peter Templer

Daniel Tokenhouse

the Tollands:

Blanche

George

Hugo sick on

Priscilla

Robert

Lady Katherine Warminster:

guest of

flatters as:

fellow-writer

Erridge's stepmother

regarded as "old humbug" by

Widmerpool

AW 28, 125, 127-8; LM 126; CCR 76, 82, 103-4, 184-6; HSH 38-40

AW 60, 86, 176; LM 117, 125-6; CCR 94, 185-6, 189; BFR 52; HSH 38-40

CCR 81, 92-3

CCR 220

CCR 103-4

CCR 214-9

CCR 95

LM 117

LM 125-6

LM 126

CCR 92

CCR 91-2, 189

CCR 78, 91-4

CCR 218-20; KO 205; BFR 72; TK 142

AW 22; MP 66

TK 13

BFR 204

TK 156-7, 226-7

AW 128, 133, 223

AW 25, 29, 31, 54, 125; HSH 40

AW 29; CCR 101, 184

CCR 184-5

AW 25; HSH 39

TK 141-2, 156, 225-6; HSH 37

HSH 36-40

LM 126; CCR 69, 74, 81, 215

AW 136-9, 146, 173; CCR 80

AW 182

HSH 39-40, 47

LM 213

AW 45-6

TK 60-1, 71, 74, 140-3

CCR 83, 96

CCR 94

CCR 69, 215

CCR 95

CCR 69

CCR 69, 73, 78-84, 90-6, 186, 215

CCR 74-5, 81-4

CCR 78, 91-4

CCR 76

BM 45; CCR 80, 101; BFR 185
Clay

a protégé of Sillery – QU 165

son of consul in Levant
protégé of Sillery, useful in his antagonism to Brightman
Clements, Private

a soldier in NJ's platoon – VB 103

as part of General Liddament's investigation into porridge

VB 103
Clinton, Mrs Arthur

a society hostess – BM 84

sharing dance with Lady Drum

Widmerpool and NJ expect to attend
Clithorpe, Tim

da drunken ex-solicitor – BFR 169

described
an habitué of the Hero of Acre
and the legal profession:
  struck off roll in 1912
  Trapnel's "consultant"
Cobb, Colonel

an assistant US military attaché – MP 75

and the army:

- historical family connections with assistant US military attaché: MP 75-6
- ranked:
  - Colonel MP 75
  - Brigadier-General MP 164
- at Section HQ MP 75-7
- on trip to Brussels MP 164, 171-3
- at Victory day Service MP 223
- reputation in MP 76-7

character:

- assiduous in:
  - concern with details of British army MP 75, 173
  - note-taking MP 172-3
  - given to self-dramatisation MP 76
  - severe attitude to discipline:
    - "Courthouse Cobb" MP 77, 223
  - remarks on:
    - Pearl Harbour MP 76-7
    - surrender of Paulus MP 77
- American humour MP 76; TK 120
- compared to Louis Glober TK 120
- inadvertently draws Cabourg to NJ's attention MP 172

and other characters:

- Finn MP 75-6
- Milton Wisebite MP 76-7
Cobberton, Rev.

a clergyman housemaster at NJ's school – QU 52

described

and Le Bas:

strained relations with QU 52; BFR 246

identifies to police in Braddock alias Thorne QU 53

reports Templer's tobacco pouch to QU 72

addresses as "Le B." BFR 246
Cocksidge, Captain Jack

an officer at Div HQ – SA 31

described as part of the Egyptian fantasy
captain responsible for Intelligence duties at Div HQ
character:
  love of his rank
  obsequious servility:
    examples of
    compared to that of:
      Diplock
      NJ himself
  excessive punctuality
and NJ
and Widmerpool
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Collins, Angus

son of Veronica Tolland – CCR 76

and Veronica:

- son of first marriage to Fred Collins  
  CCR 72-3, 76; HSH 178
- causes concern to over:  
  CCR 73, 76
  - childish ailments
  - school
  - influence of Collins grandparents  
    CCR 76
  - childhood with at Thrubworth  
    HSH 178
- stepbrother to Jeremy Warminster  
  HSH 178
- journalist:  
  HSH 178, 180
  - specialising in industrial relations
  - work causes to miss Sebastian's wedding  
    HSH 180
- married with children  
  HSH 178
Collins, Fred

first husband of Veronica Tolland – CCR 72

lifestyle:
  business in Lagos
unsavoury character of:
  gossip concerning
  described as drunk
  compared to Harrison Wisebite
early death
and Veronica:
  divorced by
  children
Chips Lovell on
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Collins, Iris

daughter of Veronica Tolland – CCR 76

and Veronica:

| daughter of first marriage to Fred Collins | CCR 72-3, 76; HSH 178 |
| causes concern to over:                  |                         |
| childish ailments                        | CCR 73, 76              |
| influence of Collins grandparents        | CCR 76                  |
| childhood with at Thrubworth             | HSH 178                 |

stepsister to Jeremy Warminster           | HSH 178                 |

family:

| husband:                                 | HSH 178                 |
| of the Vowchurch connection              |                         |
| architect                               | HSH 178                 |
| children                                | HSH 178                 |

attends reception after Sebastian's wedding | HSH 178
Conyers, General Aylmer

an old friend of NJ's family – LM 5

episodes involving:
- visit by NJ and Lady Frederica
- engagement party at Lady Molly's
- visit to Stonehurst
NJ visits for advice about wartime commission

described:
- in photograph
- in life
- in motorist's gear

homes:
- house in Hampshire: scene of country pursuits
- sold at Bertha's death
- flat near Sloane Square

character:
- broad-minded tolerance
- embodiment of old traditions
- strong awareness of the new
- analytical intelligence
- energy and power of will
- heterodoxy
- polyathic interests: "restless curiosity about things"
- examples see below
- love of food
- panache
- tendency to reverie

and the army:
career:
- regarded as brilliant
- at Sandhurst
- ranks mentioned:
- subaltern
- brigadier
- major-general on return in WW1
- premature retirement
- long experience

particular fields of action:
- Soudan and the jewelled scimitar
- South Africa and the Boer War
- others
- revolutionary views on reform of
- involvement in steeplechasing

post-retirement:
- interest in:
- keen before WW1
- evaporated by outbreak of WW2
- traces of remain in "sense of style"

other occupations:
at Court:
- member of the royal Body Guard
- friendship with Budds and Udneys
- rivalry with Lady Frederica
- retired from
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Conyers, General Aylmer (cont'd)

air-raid warden:
work as MP 82
dies on duty pursuing looter MP 82

varied interests:
comparative religion SA 47
foreign affairs:
in general KO 70
on the imminence of World War 1:
opinions of German:
influence in Turkey KO 56, 59, 63
domestic affairs KO 56-7
military efficiency KO 57
the assassination in Sarajevo KO 72-3, 75
on the likely development of World War 2 VB 167

motoring KO 12, 44-5, 51, 53-4, 65-6, 71-3; TK 281

music:
effort to play the cello LM 8, 10, 72, 74-5, 80, 88; KO 42, 210; VB 167; SA 9
argument with Sir Gavin over Puccini LM 86-7
appreciation of Moreland KO 212-3

modern literature LM 82-3; SA 47

the occult:
ghosts:
at Windsor KO 55
at Stonehurst KO 55-7, 61
other paranormal manifestations in India KO 55, 68, 209
Society for Psychical Research KO 55, 209
Dr Trelawney:
long acquaintance with KO 72, 75
shares with:
the mantra KO 67, 71, 218
aura of ritual KO 53, 67
sense of the ominous KO 68
attitude to:
takes ideas seriously KO 67-9, 71, 218
dismisses man as:
impostor KO 72, 217
degenerate KO 72

poodles:

attempts to train as gun-dogs LM 8, 10, 225-6; KO 42
suffers accident feeding LM 41-2, 73, 75, 78, 224, 234; KO 212
has "best Christmas ever" cleaning out LM 78
gives up after Bertha's death KO 210

psychoanalysis:
reading of the theory:
preference for Jung and Freud LM 83, 225
dislike of Adler LM 83
application to:
self LM 234
Erridge KO 213
NJ LM 233-4
Peploe-Gordon LM 232-3
Widmerpool LM 224-34; MP 236; TK 21

published article on VB 167

NJ's thoughts concerning:
the concept of the "personal myth":
Gwatkin VB 76
Trapnel BFR 157
Orlando HSH 32
Conyers, General Aylmer (cont’d)

Diplock’s repressed criminality
Tokenhouse’s sexuality
thinking and feeling in art
also mentioned

and the Jenkins family:
long acquaintance with
NJ’s parents:
mother:
acquaintance with parents of
possibly:
suitor for aunt of
distant cousin of
father:
enved by for vigorous life
oversaw in discussion
nature of friendship with:
ever particularly close
touch lost eventually
reactions of to engagement
Uncle Giles:
mutual dislike
disparaged by
hears news of Sarajevo from
NJ:
remembered by from childhood:
fascination with:
photograph as body guard
the jewelled scimitar
military exploits
handling of Billson
with appreciation of treatment as equal
on:
hearing air-raid siren
seeing vintage car rally
use of as sounding board re Widmerpool
psychoanalysis of
compared by to:
Finn
Ted Jeavons
Mr Gauntlett
Uncle Giles
General Liddament
Alfred Tolland
Lady Warminster
Widmerpool
considered by as:
harbinger of the Furies
man of action
romantic adventurer
sought by for advice on wartime commission
and women:
early reputation
belief in celibate corps of officers
bachelor until late 40’s
Bertha:
considerably older than
Conyers, General Aylmer (cont’d)

marriage to:

- surprises acquaintances
  - devoted to
  - daughter Charlotte
  - reaction to death of
  - KO 209-11, 219

Mildred Blaides:

- brother-in-law of
- acute understanding of
  - KO 209-11, 219

Frederica Budd:

- Court rivalry with
- NJ fantasises about as possible fiancée
  - KO 214-5

Billson:

- interested in ghostly experiences of
- frightens at lunch
  - KO 61
- takes responsibility for in breakdown
  - KO 63-5, 135, 154, 219; MP 224

Mrs Erdleigh – NJ fantasises about as possible fiancée
  - KO 214-5

Miss Weedon:

- passes incognito at Lady Molly's
- meeting with
- engagement to
- obvious happiness with
- married to
  - VB 167; SA 80; MP 82, 156, 205

and other characters:

Albert:

- revered by
  - KO 13-14
- loves cooking of
  - KO 13, 58, 217
- contemplates honeymoon at Bellevue
  - KO 217

Erridge
  - KO 213

Sunny Farebrother
  - MP 205

Ted Jeavons
  - LM 80-1; KO 215, 232

Lady Molly
  - KO 215-6

Alice, Lady Sleaford
  - LM 226; KO 216

Marquesses of Sleaford:

- Geoffrey
  - LM 225-7
- John
  - KO 216

Smethyck
  - LM 226; KO 211; TK 26

Stringham
  - KO 216-7; SA 80

Truscott:

- knowledge of in business
  - LM 76
- learns of Widmerpool from
  - LM 76

Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson
  - LM 86

Widmerpool:

- incongruity of as brother-in-law
  - LM 50, 68-9
- similarities to
  - LM 69
- opinion of in relation to:
  - Truscott
  - LM 76
  - Mildred
  - LM 75-7, 87, 227-30
- psychoanalysis of
  - LM 224-34; MP 236; TK 21

Flavia Wisebite
  - VB 167
Conyers, Mrs (Hon. Bertha)

first wife of General Conyers – LM 8

episodes involving:
NJ's visits to tea with:
in boyhood  
LM 10-13, 25, 42, 50, 71, 87, 89; KO 210
as adult  
LM 45, 68, 71-9
at Lady Molly's:
NJ's first visit to  
LM 25-30, 36-7, 41-7, 50, 61, 79, 210
the engagement party  
LM 223
visit to Stonehurst  
described
family:
eldest daughter of Lord Vowchurch  
LM 8, 26, 62, 69; KO 13-14, 39, 43
sister of:
Mildred Blaides:
large age gap between  
LM 10-11, 68
contrast in character between  
LM 190, 199
anxiety over:  
behaviour of  
LM 11-12, 42-3, 73
welfare of  
LM 42-4, 46-7, 61, 73, 83-5
other mentions of  
LM 50, 62, 77
wife of Lancer commander near Aldershot  
KO 44
one unmarried  
LM 68-9
companion to Lady Amesbury  
LM 26
marriage to General Conyers:
at fairly ripe age  
LM 7-9, 11, 26
much younger than  
LM 7, 68-9; KO 39
relationship with  
LM 72, 74-5, 190; KO 39
effect on  
LM 7-8, 26, 69; KO 39, 210
daughter Charlotte  
LM 9-10, 25, 88; KO 211, 219
death
activities:
voluntary work in World War  
LM 10, 12
accomplished in French  
LM 44
social circle:
based around Court  
LM 9, 30, 210; KO 43
friendship with Lady Frederica  
LM 33-4, 77-91, 210
at Lady Molly’s  
LM 25-30, 37-8, 41-6, 79-80, 223
acquaintance with Jenkins family:
long acquaintance with  
LM 8-9, 14, 26, 34, 50, 61-2, 71-2, 79-80
warm relationship with NJ's mother  
KO 39, 43, 45, 55, 59, 75
visit to Stonehurst  
KO 13, 38, 43, 50-73
NJ himself:
remembered by  
LM 10-13, 25, 50, 71-2, 89; KO 210
provides first sight of Mildred  
LM 10-13, 50, 89
later contacts  
LM 25-30, 36-7, 45, 61-2, 68, 71-91, 223
character:
nervousness:
appearance  
KO 39
consequence of father's behaviour  
LM 26; KO 39, 60
examples of in reaction to:  
Mildred's:  
brashness  
LM 11-12
engagement  
LM 25-9, 43-4, 46-7, 61, 73
Billson's clumsiness  
KO 60
Trelawney's disciples  
KO 67, 70
news of Sarajevo  
KO 73
strength of will
consciously old-fashioned
tolerance of the young
accomplishments:
  limited as linguist
  impressive as raconteur
and other characters:
  Lady Bridgnorth
  Lady Molly:
    in days as Lady Sleaford
    uncomfortable with
    opinion of as:
      "odd":
        in domestic economy
        like all Ardglasses
        a gossip
        puzzled by marriage of to Ted Jeavons
  Ted Jeavons
  Alice, Lady Sleaford
  Smith
  Prince Theodoric
  Alfred Tolland
  Hugo Tolland
  the Walpole-Wilsons
Widmerpool:
  agitation at prospect of meeting
  relief upon first sight of
  curiosity over
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Conyers, Charlotte

dughter of General and Mrs Conyers – LM 9

family:
  daughter of General and Mrs Conyers  
  married to naval officer  
  children:
    baby born in Malta
    other(s) mentioned
*colourless* character
and the Jenkins family:
  Mrs J on the awkwardness for of General's engagement
  NJ:
    occasional childhood companion of
    not liked by
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Conyers, Geraldine

see Weedon, Geraldine
**Corderey**

one-time master of Le Bas’s house – AW 163

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Le Bas's predecessor</td>
<td>AW 162, 190, 193; BFR 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>housemaster in time of:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alfred Tolland</td>
<td>AW 190, 193; BFR 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Umfravilles:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dicky</td>
<td>AW 162</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>elder brother</td>
<td>AW 193-4; BFR 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mentioned by Maiden</td>
<td>AW 190</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Craddock, Lieutenant Lyn

an officer in NJ's battalion – VB 16

background:
- son of manager of Gwatkin's bank VB 16
- brother of Kedward's fiancée VB 51

described VB 51

and the army:
- as NJ's fellow officer:
  - shares room with VB 51, 56
  - Messing Officer VB 51
- promotion above as senior subaltern:
  - part of post-Gwatkin reorganisation VB 230
  - Kedward's high hopes of VB 230
  - may have taken over platoon from MP 180
  - promotion to company commander MP 180
  - killed at Caen MP 180
Craggs, Howard

a left-wing publisher – BM 243

episodes involving:
  Mr Deacon's party  BM 258-9, 260-1; BFR 66-7
  Erridge's funeral  BFR 51-2, 54-6, 66-8, 79, 81-2, 88, 91, 125, 127
  the launch-party for "Fission"  BFR 132-3, 139-40, 146

described:
  appearance  BM 258; BFR 51-2, 55-6
  obnoxious voice  BM 258, 261; LM 111, 138; VB 222; BFR 82
  affectation of vagueness  BFR 55-6, 127

as publisher:
  the Vox Populi Press:
    managing director of  BM 243-4, 256-7; AW 55, 125; KO 229; BFR 152
    other references to Businesses and Companies
  Boggis and Stone:
    director of  AW 55; LM 111, 138; BFR 29
    other references to Businesses and Companies
  Quiggin & Craggs:
    and J.G.Quiggin:
      co-founder with  BFR 13, 28-9, 41, 52,
      co-director with  BFR 82, 88, 101, 124-5, 132-3, 139, 156, 168-9, 223;
        TK 142
      differences of opinion with  BFR 101, 126, 152, 180
      personal involvement in:
        attitude to publishing  BFR 126-7
        commercial shrewdness  BFR 126-7
        controversial publications  BFR 126-7, 152, 168-9, 179-80, 222, 224
        at "Fission" party  BFR 133, 139-40, 146
      retirement from  BFR 224
      other references to Businesses and Companies
  temporary Civil Servant during War:
    Ministry of Information  KO 229; MP 78, 118
    involved in rationing of paper  BFR 13, 127
  knighthood  MP 118; BFR 66-7, 141; HSH 98
  death  TK 142; HSH 98

left-wing politics:
  long-standing fellow-traveller  BFR 41, 152
  tendency to follow standard socialist causes of the moment:
    examples  LM 115, 120; BFR 13, 57, 224
    criticised by Erridge for  LM 120
    nephew killed in Spain  CCR 191
    anti-religious views  BFR 55-6, 82
    reflected in:
      conversation  BM 260; BFR 141
      involvement in committees  LM 115, 120; BFR 13, 57
      publishing policy  BM 244, 256-7; AW 125; LM 111, 203; VB 222; MP 78;
        BFR 29, 42, 152

and women:
  promiscuous philandering  BFR 31, 79, 126, 152
  Gypsy Jones:
    early association with:
      occasional employer of  BM 243; KO 229
      said by Barnby to sleep with  BM 243-4, 258-9; KO 229
      at Mr Deacon's party with  BM 258-9, 260-1; BFR 66-7
      Adam to Eve at fancy dress  BM 270-1; KO 229
      long cohabitation with  BFR 52
      marriage to  BFR 41, 52, 56, 66-7, 88, 133, 142; HSH 98
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fearful subservience to BFR 88, 142, 152, 180
also mentioned BFR 87

Pamela Flitton:
  attempt to seduce:
    gives expensive dinner to MP 78
    suffers wine thrown by MP 78; BFR 79
described by as "randy as a stoat" BFR 79

and other characters:
  Milly Andriadis TK 154
  Bagshaw BFR 41, 101, 126-7, 152, 180, 222
  Frederica Budd BFR 82
  Mr Deacon:
    reminds NJ of BFR 52
    at birthday party of BM 258-61; BFR 66-7
  Erridge:
    as source of money LM 154; BFR 41, 67-8, 82
    political association with LM 115, 120, 203; BFR 41, 57, 76, 87
    doubts expressed by LM 120
    at funeral of BFR 51-2, 54-6, 66-8, 79, 81-2, 88, 91, 125, 127
  Guggenbühl BFR 142
  Ada Leintwardine BFR 29, 31, 79, 224; TK 142, 154
  Rosie Manasch BFR 140
  Mark Members AW 125, 129
  Pinkus – voice compared to VB 222
  Len Pugsley BFR 222
  Quiggin:
    assessed by BM 257; LM 111
    "Unburnt Boats" BM 256-7; LM 111
    and the running of the war KO 252
    not asked to wedding of BFR 224
    as business partner of see above
  Nathaniel Sheldon BFR 125
  Sillery:
    well-known by:
      shared involvement in left-wing causes LM 120; BFR 13
      gossip by re philandering BFR 31
      publication of diaries of BFR 223, 253
  Odo Stevens BFR 222
  Alfred Tolland BFR 66, 91
  Norah Tolland BFR 81-2
  X. Trapnel BFR 156, 168-9
  Widmerpool MP 78; BFR 51-2, 54, 56, 66-7, 79, 91, 139, 141-2, 146
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Craggs, Lady

see Jones, Gypsy
Creech, Albert

the cook at Stonehurst – KO 5

episodes involving:

stories of NJ’s childhood at Stonehurst:
  directly
  by reference

events surrounding the death of Uncle Giles described

history of employment:

NJ’s mother’s family
  geographically various houses, including the Alfords’ as cook at Stonehurst:
    appointment after suggestion to Mrs Jenkins
    lives in stable-block
    excellence as:
      apparently natural gift
      appreciation of:
        lacking in the Jenkinses
        enthusiastic in Gen Conyers
      examples of
      other references to
      gives notice on the fateful day
      keeps in touch with Mrs Jenkins afterwards:
        early visits
        well-written annual letters

war years spent in a canteen

good hotels

the Bellevue

death

character:

nervousness about:
  women:
    in general
    suffragettes
    at the Bellevue:
      Mrs Creech
      the staff
      the old residents
  ghosts
  the police
  violence:
    in all forms
    the approach of wars:
      Kitchener’s army
    requisitioning of the Bellevue
    delicate culinary operations
    Dr Trelawney

melancholia:

  general dissatisfaction with life
  difficult moods
  hatred of all work but cooking
  tender feet
  dislike of Stonehurst as:
    a place
    giving little scope for his art

KO 5-10, 13-14, 22, 46-7, 76-7
KO 24, 29-30, 36-7, 48, 52-3, 58, 61, 63-4, 75, 135, 154-5, 194
KO 152-8, 165, 168, 186-88, 189-92, 204
KO 10, 10-11
KO 7, 13, 64; VB 203
KO 38, 145
KO 13, 43, 58-60, 165, 168 , 217
KO 16, 37, 52, 73, 143, 153-5, 165, 168
KO 46-9, 52, 56, 61, 63
KO 143
KO 143, 162-3
KO 76
KO 144
KO 144, 150-2, 155-7, 165-6, 168, 170-1, 186-8, 190-2, 204, 217; MP 142
KO 10, 17, 19, 37, 43
KO 6, 10, 30, 77, 153, 204
KO 153, 156, 186-7, 190, 204
KO 156-7, 186
KO 156-7
KO 7-8
KO 21, 204
KO 29-30
KO 76
KO 204
KO 37, 52
KO 155-6, 186-7, 190-2, 204
KO 17, 143
KO 11, 15, 145
KO 5, 11, 152-3, 190-1
KO 5, 10, 76, 143-4, 153, 157-8, 186
KO 11
KO 38, 43
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assessment of married life

egotism:
- artistic narcissism  KO 18, 153
- lack of interest in his children  KO 144
- tendency to forget what does not affect him  KO 151, 154-5, 157

miscellaneous characteristics:
- gambling  KO 21
- speaking in riddles  KO 6, 48
- longing for quiet life  KO 75
- admiration for Lloyd George's insurance scheme  KO 5, 33

and NJ:
- liked by:
  - mutual affection  KO 5, 153, 204
  - story of Lord Vowchurch's mouse amuses  KO 13-14, 39, 43
  - occasionally seen by over the years  KO 143
- importance to:
  - abiding power of childhood memories:
    - the triangle of love  KO 18-20, 135
    - imaginative fantasies  KO 7-8
  - as harbinger of the Furies:
    - image of the suffragettes  KO 6-7, 77
    - symbol of impending doom  KO 47, 49, 52-3, 204
- seen by as like:
  - Sisyphus and Charon  KO 151
  - Prince Theodoric  KO 144

and the staff at Stonehurst:
Billson:
- loved by  KO 10, 18-20, 37, 65, 135
- teased by  KO 20-1
- regards as mad  KO 9-10, 20, 22, 75
- supports over incident of the cake  KO 35-7, 155
- and the breakdown of:
  - unwitting cause of  KO 52, 61, 63, 65
  - sleeps through  KO 64
  - angry at disturbance caused by  KO 75
- becomes part of the mythical "disappointment" of  KO 75
- has virtually forgotten  KO 154-5

Bracey:
- difficult relationship with  KO 14-15, 18-19, 24, 29-31, 37
- the incident of the cake  KO 31, 35-7
- has virtually forgotten  KO 155

Mercy
- KO 24

and wife:
- persecution by as "the girl from Bristol"  KO 10, 47, 53, 144, 151

marriage to:
- announcement of  KO 47, 49, 52, 61
- assessment of  KO 76-7, 144
- children  KO 144
- business partnership with  KO 144, 155-6

and other characters:
- General Conyers  KO 13, 58-9, 217
- Bob Duport  KO 171, 186-7, 190-1
- Mrs Erdleigh  KO 187-8, 190, 192, 199; MP 142-3
- Uncle Giles  KO 73, 144-5, 150-1, 153, 156-7, 165, 170, 187, 194
- Gullick  KO 76
- Dr Trelawney  KO 155-6, 186-8, 190-2, 204
- Lord Vowchurch  KO 14
Creech, Mrs

wife of Albert – KO 10

and Albert:

as "the girl from Bristol": KO 10, 47, 53, 144, 151

marriage:

announcement of KO 47

success of KO 76-7, 144

children KO 144

also mentioned KO 153, 157, 186, 204

business partnership with KO 144, 155-6, 187, 190

after death of:

marriage to a Pole MP 142-3

keeps boarding-house at Weston-super-Mare MP 143

and NJ:

subject of imaginative fantasies by KO 151

remains unseen during visit because of influenza KO 153, 157, 186, 204

dislike of Dr Trelawney KO 155
Crowding, Malcolm

a poet – BFR 125

and the literary scene:

“Fission”:
- at party for launch of BFR 137, 147
- published in first edition of BFR 137

poetry:
- writer of BFR 125, 137
- argument with Shernmaker on BFR 147
- NJ’s poor opinion of TK 35
- gives up TK 35
- use of as means to international travel BFR 137

as an academic:
- lecturer in English at (Widmerpool’s) redbrick university TK 35, 39-40; HSH 43
- editing text-book TK 35

bisexuality:
- claimed affair with Ada Leintwardine BFR 125
- suggestions of homosexuality TK 35, 97-8

and other characters:

Evadne Clapham:
- agrees with BFR 137

battles with:
- verbal sparring TK 35-6, 39
- mutual scandal-mongering BFR 125; TK 35

Ada Leintwardine BFR 125
Mark Members BFR 137
L.O.Salvidge BFR 137
Quentin Shuckerly TK 97-8

Trapnel:
- stories of:
  - attempts to borrow by BFR 162
  - the last night in "The Hero of Acre" TK 33-40; HSH 43
  - opinion of as novelist TK 39-40
Croxton

an officer on the Aldershot course – VB 128

boisterous behaviour:
  permanent feature of character VB 128
  exemplified in incident with Stevens:
    annoys with horseplay VB 128
    summarily dealt with by VB 128-9
Curtis, Corporal

a military clerk at Finn's Section HQ – MP 32

described at War Office:

| work as clerk to Pennistone and NJ: | MP 32 |
| enforcement by bad eyesight | MP 32, 60 |
| efficiency in Fire Duty during V-1 raid | MP 152-4 |

intellectual character:

| nicety of language | MP 32-3, 152-4 |
| reading of: Grote's "History of Greece" right through | MP 32 |
| "Adam Bede" on Fire Duty | MP 152, 154 |
| reference to "The Waste Land" | MP 154 |
| wide interests | MP 32 |
| knowledge of London | MP 154 |
Cutts, Lady Augusta

mother of Roddy – BM 64

family:
- daughter of successful business family  
  CCR 73-4
- married into banking family  
  CCR 74
- mother of:
  - an older daughter  
    BM 64
  - Mercy  
    BM 64
  - Roddy  
    LM 140; CCR 73
- mother-in-law of Susan Tolland  
  LM 140

formidable character  
LM 140

society figure:
- involvement with debutantes' balls:
  - at the Huntercombes'  
    BM 64
  - gives dinner before the Drum-Clinton  
    BM 84
  - remembered by Erridge as giving  
    LM 140
- as hostess:
  - Widmerpool dines with  
    BM 84
  - reputation for good dinners  
    BM 84
Cutts, Fiona

daughter of Roddy and Susan – BFR 194

episodes involving:
- crayfishing with Murtlock
- Sebastian's wedding reception

described
- HSH 9-10, 192

family:
- daughter of Roddy and Susan:
  - represents reconciliation after Roddy's affair
  - similarities to
  - lifestyle viewed with concern by
  - BFR 180-1, 192, 194; HSH 10
  - HSH 10-11, 13, 38, 74, 111, 170, 172, 179-80, 182-3, 240

- similar to

sister of:
- Jonathan
- Sebastian

and the wider Tolland clan:
- Blanche:
  - sympathetically understood by
  - given accommodation by
  - Hugo
  - Isobel and NJ
  - Norah
  - Jeremy Warminster

character and lifestyle:
- problem child:
  - rebellious tomboy
  - schools:
    - hatred of
    - successive abscondings & expulsions
  - affair with electrician
  - drugs
  - involvement with the Murtlock commune:
    - the crayfishing episode
    - the orgiastic ritual at the Devil's Fingers
    - decision to leave
    - otherwise mentioned
  - teenage attack of typhoid
  - instability:
    - bouts of lugubrious depression
    - continuing instinct for mischief
    - refusal to discuss problems
  - work:
    - on the fringes of glossy journalism
    - research assistant to Gwinnett

relationships with men:
- early affair with electrician
- Etienne Delavacquerie
- Gibson Delavacquerie:
  - interest of expressed
  - and freedom from Murtlock:
    - the Gwinnett bargain
    - use of flat as sanctuary from
  - NJ's thoughts on:
    - the platonic enigma
    - momentary assumption of marriage
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Russell Gwinnett:

- and the Devil’s Fingers
  - works as research assistant to
  - marriage to:
    - in relation to Sebastian’s wedding:
      - takes place the day before
        - together at reception for
      - reactions to
    - relationship with

Scorpio Murtlock:

- speculations concerning by:
  - the Tollands
  - Gibson Delavacquerie
- subservience to
- continuing fear of
- used by to entrap Gwinnett

and other characters:

- Chuck
- Clare Akworth
- Bithel
- Barnabas Henderson
- Rusty
- Widmerpool
- Flavia Wisebite
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Cutts, Jonathan

elder son of Roddy and Susan – HSH 10

family:

like father Roddy:

in appearance HSH 177
in conversation HSH 10, 177

brother of:

Fiona HSH 10
Sebastian:

similar to HSH 10, 177
at wedding of HSH 177, 209
married with children HSH 10

work:

ambitious in HSH 10
with firm of art auctioneers HSH 10, 177-8, 209
**Cutts, Mercy**

sister of Roddy  –  BM 64

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>and family:</th>
<th>CCR 85; BFR 81</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>sister of Roddy</td>
<td>BFR 81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with older sister at Huntercombes' ball</td>
<td>BM 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Widmerpool:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remembers as something of a joke</td>
<td>CCR 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>remembered by as rather plain</td>
<td>BFR 81</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Cutts, Miss

presumed elder sister of Roddy — BM 64

at the Huntercombes' ball — BM 64
Cutts, Roddy

a politician, husband of Susan Tolland – LM 140

episodes involving:
- Sunday lunch at Lady Katherine's dinner at Westminster flat
- Erridge's funeral
- evening with NJ:
  - dinner at the House of Commons
  - at Widmerpool's flat
- Sebastian's wedding

described
- career:
  - in the City politics:
  - at Conservative Central Office
    - Conservative M.P.:
      - status as:
        - regarded as the coming man
        - opposition to Munich affects
        - backbencher
        - minor office in Government
      - seat:
        - northern constituency
        - just retained in 1945
      - and the House of Commons:
        - flat close to
        - gives NJ dinner at
        - love of
      - fellow of:
        - Fettiplace-Jones
        - Widmerpool
      - usefulness of in obtaining commission
      - retired from
        - interest in:
          - the Abdication
          - the American presidential election
          - Germany:
            - growing strength of
            - the approach of war with
            - the Spanish Civil War
          - also mentioned
        - army:
          - commission as officer
          - Major of Yeomanry
          - Reconnaissance Corps
          - at HQ Persia / Iraq Force
        - character:
          - manners:
            - over-assiduous charm
            - politician's habits of speech
            - forgetful
            - opposed to drink
            - impatient
            - stolid lack of:
              - adventure
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imagination:
   concerning human relations CCR 77; BFR 192; TK 44
   uninterested in poetry HSH 180

anxiety:
   distaste for talk of death BFR 96
   pessimism concerning money BFR 181
   over Fiona HSH 10-11, 13, 38, 74, 111, 172, 179-80, 182-3, 240

family:
   son of:
      Lady Augusta LM 140; CCR 73
   line of successful bankers on father's side CCR 73-4
   brother of Mercy CCR 85; BFR 81
   and Susan Tolland:
      engagement to LM 139-47, 153
      car borrowed by LM 138, 146, 153
      subservience to LM 146; BFR 45-6, 53, 88, 192
      marriage to:
         supported by in political career KO 93; BFR 45-6; HSH 9
         jealousy concerning CCR 74, 86-7; BFR 95-6
         and the affair with cipher-clerk:
            desire for divorce MP 73; BFR 45
            causes family:
               surprise MP 73
               dismay MP 73
               humiliating failure of BFR 45
               reconciliation after BFR 45; HSH 10
      otherwise mentioned CCR 69, 73-4, 77; VB 119; MP 73; BFR 44, 192;
                       HSH 10-11, 13, 74, 111, 172, 179-83, 240

father of:
   Jonathan HSH 10, 177
   Sebastian HSH 10, 177, 209
   Fiona:
      result of reconciliation with Susan BFR 180-1, 192, 194; HSH 10
      similarities to HSH 9
      attitude to lifestyle of:
         anxious resignation HSH 10-11, 13, 38, 74, 182-3, 240
      attempt to:
      avoid reference to HSH 111, 170, 179-80
      find optimism about HSH 13, 172, 182, 240

and other Tollands:
   Erridge:
      little contact with CCR 77
      generally disturbed by CCR 77
      appalled at Spanish escapade of CCR 77-8
      and will of BFR 183-4, 189
   Frederica BFR 183
   George:
      different opinions on shared experiences CCR 77-8, 84-5
      tension with resulting from:
         status as experts CCR 73-4
         jealousy re Susan CCR 74; BFR 95-6
         habits BFR 181
   Hugo BFR 80, 96, 180, 183
   Isobel BFR 181
   Norah HSH 12

and other characters:
   St John Clarke CCR 95

Cutts, Roddy (cont’d)
the cipher-clerk:  
desire to marry MP 73; BFR 45  
abandoned by for rich Persian BFR 45, 186
Sir Magnus Donners KO 94-6, 113, 116-7
Fettiplace-Jones CCR 85; KO 93-6, 113, 116-7
Pamela Flitton:  
strongly attracted by BFR 53, 85-6, 88, 188  
continued interest in BFR 186, 193-4  
despised by BFR 88, 207  
shocked by sick-in-vase incident BFR 92  
in relation to Widmerpool's peerage TK 44
Russell Gwinnett HSH 182-3
the Jeavoneses CCR 86; KO 241
Scorpio Murtlock HSH 10-11, 180
Siegfried BFR 93-4, 180
Stringham CCR 86-7
X. Trapnel BFR 193
Dicky Umfraville BFR 96
Widmerpool:  
memories of from:  
   debutante balls CCR 85  
   the city CCR 85
   as MP:  
      putative CCR 85  
      in reality BFR 80-1, 84-5, 96, 182-5, 189, 192-3, 207;  
                 HSH 182-3, 209
and Erridge's will BFR 183-4, 189  
defence of against:  
   rumours about peerage TK 43-5  
   accusations of fellow-travelling TK 43
Flavia Wisebite HSH 209
Cutts, Sebastian

younger son of Roddy and Susan – HSH 10

described
family:
  son of Roddy:
    similarity to:
      in appearance HSH 177
      in conversation HSH 10, 177
      in political ambitions HSH 177
    and the wedding HSH 181-3, 209
  brother of:
    Fiona HSH 10, 179, 193, 199, 205, 207, 209
    Jonathan HSH 10, 177
  and girls:
    succession of love affairs HSH 10, 177
    Clare Akworth:
      marriage to:
        as climactic set-piece of HSH HSH 174-221
        mentioned in regard to HSH 177, 179, 181, 185-6, 190, 193, 197, 199, 202, 205, 207, 209, 211, 213
        tamed by HSH 177
  work:
    ambitious in HSH 10
    in computers HSH 10, 177, 190
  and other characters:
    Isobel and NJ's nephew HSH 174
    Flavia Wisebite HSH 190, 209
Cutts, Lady Susan

see Tolland, Lady Susan
Daniels, Private

Bithel's batman – VB 55

generally regarded as untrustworthy  
and Bithel:  
known from home town  
servant to  
intensely admired by  
hint of homosexuality in relationship:  
Gwatkin suspicious of  
NJ's opinion of  
possibly contributory to incident of Deafy Morgan  
brings news of deaths of Company members in France
Dates

1. A Question of Upbringing

7: the first episode is set in December "in, I suppose, the year of 1921".
38: Braddock alias Thorne takes place "the following summer" – Summer 1922.
55: Stringham leaves school at Christmas of that year – December 1922.
73: NJ leaves school, visits Stringham and Templer and spends summer at La Grenadière – Summer 1923.
83-4: while NJ is at the Templers', the French re-occupation of the Ruhr (January, 1923) is discussed; it "had taken place earlier in the year".
166: Stringham arrives late at university; the university scenes are therefore the Summer of 1924. See also:
    KO 167 – set in Summer 1939 – refers to the episodes in Templer's car as "fourteen of fifteen years ago";
    HSH 88, which says that "Iron Aspidistra" (171, 180-1) was published in 1923;
    HSH 116, where Canon Fenneau dates the meeting at Sillery's as 1924.

2. A Buyer's Market

20: NJ is first in love with Barbara when he is 21 or 22 (1926 or 1927). It is some time later that they meet in Hyde Park.
50 & 57: the night of the Huntercombes' dance is in the following June, "four or five years" after end of QU. At Eaton Square there is discussion of Chinese politics: the Nationalists have recently reached Peking (1928). Therefore this is June 1928. In VB 117 – set in 1940 – NJ thinks back to the party "ten or twelve years ago".
45-7: discussion at Eaton square about the Haig statue; and
276: in October of the following year, Mrs Widmerpool talks about Thomas Hardy's widow; both Haig and Hardy died in January 1928. This also suggests 1928 for the Huntercombes' dance.
234: Mr Deacon's death and Stringham's wedding take place in October "eighteen months or so" after the meeting in Hyde Park with Barbara, and will thus be October 1929; this is proved by the references in CCR (see below).
245: Jean Duport is pregnant with Polly. As – see below – AW 49 and 165 are set in the Spring of (probably) 1933, these events are over three years in the past. Therefore they are likely to be October 1929. The birth of Polly is a problem:
    MP 239 (the Victory Day celebrations in 1945) gives her age as "seventeen or eighteen", placing her birth in 1927 or 1928.
    See also:
    TK 72, 77: NJ is 22 or 23 when he meets Glober; he is then working for Tokenhouse. The following year several American publishers go bankrupt, suggesting that this meeting takes place in 1928;
    CCR 15, 27: the 1929 date for the end of BM is proved decisively by Gossage and Maclintick moving on to the Delius Festival at the Queen's Hall, which was in late October, 1929 – a week before Mr Deacon's death.

3. The Acceptance World

11: Uncle Giles dislike of the National Government (August 1931) and the abandonment of the Gold Standard (September 1931) "at about this time" fixes the beginning of the book in late 1931 or early 1932. However, the episode at the Ufford is an indeterminate time before this, probably late 1930 or early 1931, as
36: Isbister dies a year later; and
70-2: it is snowing over the weekend at the Templers' – Winter of 1932-3.
CCR 80 speaks of Members having been St John Clarke's secretary "five or six years earlier" than 1936.
49: at this time, Polly is 3 years old – a problem (see above).
120: the Chaco War between Bolivia and Paraguay (1932-5) has begun.
165: by early Spring, Stringham's wedding is about "three years ago". Thus, the end of BM being late 1929, this is probably Spring 1933.
193: Le Bas's dinner (which should be July 4th) takes place in Summer around the time a test match is being played. The Lords test was played in the last week of June. The end of the book would thus be Summer 1933.
4. At Lady Molly's

11, 46: NJ's childhood visit to the Conyers' is in 1916, towards Christmas; Mildred was then "about 20" and is now "in the neighbourhood of 40".

23: NJ is 28 or 29 at the beginning of the book (probably 1934).

27-8: Uncle Alfred speaks of the Le Bas dinner, which is in early July, and is probably the year after that attended by NJ.

58, 65-6: the French diplomats are talking about:

- Hitler's renunciation of an Austrian takeover – June 1934, and
- Dollfuss and the problems of parliamentary government: he abolished Parliament in March 1934 and was assassinated in July 1934.

This places the meeting at Widmerpool's club fairly certainly in Summer 1934.

103: NJ is queuing to see "Man of Aran" (1934) when Quiggin invites him to visit.

120: in world affairs:

- the Chaco War is still going on;
- the independence of Catalonia is an issue – crushed in October 1934.

163, 180: in the second half of the book, NJ meets

- Tuffy at Lady Molly's "two or three years ... at least" since the Le Bas dinner;
- Dicky Umfraville "two or three years" since the evening at Foppa's.

202: NJ must also have time to become engaged to Isobel after the first meeting at Thrubworth.

204: Quiggin and Mona have been together "some years" when she leaves him. All these things suggest late 1934 for the end for the end of the book, in view of the dates of CCR (see below).

(Anthony Powell was married in December 1934)

5. Casanova's Chinese Restaurant

64-5: first mention of the Spanish Civil War; the relief of the Alcazar is September 1936.

84: George has heard Widmerpool talk knowledgeably about Zinoviev and Kamenev; the trial was in August 1936.

133-4: the Abdication (December 1936) takes place just before the first performance of Moreland's symphony.

77: Susan and Roddy have been married "a couple of years".

129-30: Isobel and NJ have been married "about two years".

46, 58: the performance of "the Duchess of Malfi" takes place:

- "perhaps a year" before NJ's marriage;
- "ten years" after NJ saw Mrs Foxe at the university;
- "five or six" years after NJ's meeting with Moreland in the Mortimer, which in turn (15) was "a week" before Mr Deacon's death.

Thus the opening episodes of the book take place in 1929.

6. The Kindly Ones

38, 72: Uncle Giles's news of the assassination of Franz-Ferdinand dates the events of chapter 1 exactly – Sunday, June 28th, 1914.

91, 93: the Munich agreement (30th September 1938) is just before the dinner-party at the Cutts' and Isobel's meeting with Matilda which leads to

103, 116: the visit to Stourwater is on "a warm autumnal evening" – probably October 1938. HSH 54 says that it is 1938. Hitler invades the Sudetenland on October 5th, 1938.

149, 202: Uncle Giles dies "the summer after Munich" – in fact, his funeral is the day after the announcement of the Molotov / Ribbentrop pact (23rd August 1939).

7. The Valley of Bones

21, 24: The Russo-Finnish campaign is still going on (30th November 1939 – 13th March 1940).

104, 167: Germany invasion of Denmark and Norway (April 9th 1940).

188: German invasion of the Netherlands; Churchill becomes PM (both 10th May 1940).

204: surrender of Belgium (28th May, 1940).

205: the week leading up to Dunkirk (last week in May 1940).
8. The Soldier's Art

8: the beginning of SA is 14 months after NJ's enlistment (marked by the buying of the greatcoat).
8-9: the defeat of France (June 1940), the beginning of the Blitz (September 1940) and an improvement in the Western Desert (January 1941) have all taken place.
88: British withdrawal from Greece (April 1941).
168: German attack on Crete (May 1941).
219-20: the book ends with the news of the German invasion of Russia (30th June 1941).

9. The Military Philosophers

5, 7-8 ... the release of Polish prisoners takes place throughout 1942, especially in the Summer months.
8: the fall of Singapore (15th February 1942) was "five or six weeks before", putting the opening of the book at the beginning of April 1942. This is "nine or ten months" after NJ's posting to the War office, which was at the end of SA – end of June, 1941.
29: it is "early spring".
41: it is "four or five months before the siege of Stalingrad" (begun September 1942 and ended 31st January 1943).
73, 75: the campaign in the North African desert is over (El Alamein is late October – early November, 1942), and the German generals have surrendered at Stalingrad (Paulus captured on January 31st 1943).
107-8: NJ attends Widmerpool's committee to discuss news of the massacre at Katyn (discovered 26th April 1943).
118, 143: the episode involving Pamela Flitton and Mrs Erdleigh is "several weeks after" D-Day (6th June 1944) and around the opening of the V-1 campaign (mid-June 1944) – therefore July 1944.
154: "a month later the Allies entered Paris" (25th August 1944).
155: a V-2 falls (begun early September 1944) as Finn tells NJ of the trip to Brussels.
176: the allies have just entered Germany (October, 1944) when NJ is on the Brussels trip.
201: Widmerpool's engagement to Pamela Flitton is announced between the Potsdam Conference (late July 1945) and the dropping of the Atom Bombs (6th and 9th August 1945).
204, 218: the party at Prasad's embassy takes place in the weeks before the Victory Day Service.
218-44: the last major episode of the book is the Victory Day Service at St Paul's, which is on "a Sunday in the second half of August".

10. Books Do Furnish a Room

5, 8 NJ is now 40, and the war is recent; at the university it is during a vacation and the room is "arctic".
16, 18 the Labour Government is in power (July 1945); Widmerpool has been elected at a by-election "some months ago"; he was not in Parliament at the end of the war. This all suggests the winter of 1945-6.
130: Fission is published in mid-October – almost certainly of 1946.
151: the "new year" brings the Big Freeze (February 1947).
153: the Greek civil war is in progress (1944-9).
180: Pamela's elopement is "a couple of months" after the beginning of the freeze – April 1947.
220, 224: Fission folds "after a two year run", and Quiggin and Ada are married in August 1948.
251: Widmerpool is promoted in the Government reshuffle of October 1948.
253-5: Quiggin and Craggs publish last Autumn list, and in December "Borage and Hellebore" is published. HSH 31 (set in 1968) says that this is 20 years previously.
TK 28 late summer of 1958 is "best part of ten years" since NJ last spoke to Trapnel.
11. Temporary Kings

ONE: is set in Venice, in late summer (5) just before the Film Festival (56, 175), which takes place in early September; the “German picture” (56, 175) is surely “Das Mädchen Rosemarie”, which was shown at Venice in 1958. The Biennale (131, 134) also took place in 1958. Pasternak won the Nobel Prize in December 1958, and this is already regarded as settled, but the book was published in late 1957. HSH 37 (1968) is ten years after this. 

28: it is four or five years since Trapnel's death, which was therefore 1954-ish. 

43: Widmerpool has been made a Life Peer. The Life Peerages Act was passed in 1958, and the first Life Peers were announced on 24 July that year. 

77: Glober's party takes place about a year before "several publishing houses went bust" – suggesting 1928 or soon thereafter. 

194: the trial of Imre Nagy (June, 1958) took place "earlier in the year". 

197-8: Pamela's intrusion into the Bagshaws' is at Christmas-time. 

202: Gwinnett's reappearance is in January or February – 1959 by now. 

230: NJ hears from Gwinnett of Glober's death "about a year later"; in NJ's reply, the rally is referred to as "the autumn of the previous year", so this exchange of letters is in Autumn 1960. 

273, 279: the book ends on the first Sunday of November – the London to Brighton rally. Glober takes part and NJ has just seen Moreland for the last time – “months” after the Seraglio – i.e., November, 1959. HSH 40-1 says that it is nearly ten years since NJ has seen Widmerpool.

12. Hearing Secret Harmonies

5, 21 the beginning of the book is Spring; 

31, 33 Widmerpool's paint episode is during the Summer of the same year, 1968 "about a year before the astronauts actually landed" on the Moon (1969). 

37, 41 it is ten years since the Venice conference, and nearly ten years since NJ has seen Widmerpool – at the vintage-car rally. 

49 it is "best part of fifteen years" since the death of Donners – which must therefore be about 1953 or 1954. 

99 at the Donners Prizé dinner, the director's wife talks about "Enoch"; the "rivers of blood" speech was April 1968. 

111 the Royal Academy banquet is "later that Spring", which suggests that the Donners prize dinner was early. 

132 it is December "about a year later" (1970) when NJ meets Greening Christmas shopping. 

134 it is "well into the new year" of 1971 when NJ meets Delavacquerie. 

141 the episode at the quarry is Midsummer's Day – and, of course, Murtlock's orgy at the Devil's Fingers was the night before. The year must be 1971 (see below). 

161 NJ again meets Delavacquerie in the early autumn – 1971. 

181, 183 Clare and Sebastian's wedding is in April "of the following year"; it must be 1972 because of the approaching U.S. Presidential election. 

225, 229 the book ends in Autumn of the same year – 1972. 

252 we realise that this is the date of QU 5-6 – the workers and the brazier.
Davies, Blodwen

see Gwatkin, Blodwen
**Davies, Colonel**

Commanding Officer of NJ's Battalion – SA 175

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Battalion CO and Bithel:</th>
<th>(VB 234); SA 176; HSH 245</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>part in transfer of to Mobile Laundry</td>
<td>VB 234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mess Christmas game remembered by</td>
<td>SA 175-6, 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confused by with Gwatkin</td>
<td>HSH 245</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Davies, E., Private

a soldier in NJ's platoon – VB 103

as part of General Liddament's investigation into porridge
Davies, G.

a soldier in Gwatkin's company – VB 119

debate concerning possible promotion of epitomises NJ's boredom 

VB 119
Davies, J., Private

a soldier in NJ's platoon – VB 103

as part of General Liddament's investigation into porridge  

VB 103
Davies, L.

a soldier in Gwatkin's company – VB 119

debate concerning possible demotion of epitomises NJ's boredom VB 119
Davies, Mr

father-in-law of Rowland Gwatkin – VB 108

- bank employee
- ill-health
- death
Davies, Mrs

mother-in-law of Rowland Gwatkin – VB 243

and Gwatkin:
  well-liked by VB 243
  moves in with after death of husband VB 243; MP 181
Deacon, Edgar Bosworth

an artist and central character of BM – BM 5

episodes involving:

before the cycle begins:
- pre-war visits to the Jenkins home: BM 8, 11-12
- met in the Louvre at time of Peace Conference: BM 14-18, 18-19, 23, 91, 100, 183

Mrs Andriadis’s party:
- meeting with NJ at Hyde Park Corner leads to behaviour at:
  - apparent incongruity no problem: BM 106, 108-9, 114-5, 134-6
  - conversation with NJ: BM 116-8, 120-28, 177, 180, 218; MP 226
  - quarrel with Max Pilgrim: BM 157-9, 171, 239-40, 262; AW 172; LM 182-3
- expulsion from: BM 160, 174, 240
- meeting in the Mortimer: CCR 14-28, 43; HSH 234
- birthday party: BM 244-61
  - desire for respectability of: BM 244
  - end of:
  - last time seen by NJ: BM 239, 261
  - offence at friends’ departure: BM 239
  - fatal visit to night club: BM 239-41

remembered
- accident and death: AW 60-1, 83; LM 106, 221; BFR 66-7; HSH 236
- funeral: BM 234, 237-241; CCR 15, 141; HSH 236
- described: BM 12, 14-15, 90-1; CCR 15; BFR 52

family:
- mother: BM 246; CCR 19
- none left save one married sister: BM 242, 261-2, 265-6

and art:
- his own work:
  - studied at Slade: BM 175
  - style:
    - possible influences: BM 6
    - theories of: BM 12, 41-2
    - old-fashioned: BM 6-7, 9, 12-14, 17, 25; CCR 39, 132; KO 83
    - classical themes: BM 6, 8, 13, 147; LM 168; CCR 17; KO 83, 151; TK 62; HSH 226, 228-9, 231, 234
  - critical comparisons with:
  - importance of frames in: BM 8; HSH 228

and the public:
- patrons: BM 8
- opinions of expressed by:
  - Bamby: BM 13, 120-1, 176; HSH 229
  - Bob Duport: HSH 234
  - Barnabas Henderson: HSH 230-2
  - NJ: BM 12-13; KO 83; TK 62; HSH 231
  - Moreland: CCR 132
  - Sickert: BM 176; HSH 229
  - the revisionist art critic: HSH 225-7
- reputation:
  - very low after WW2: BM 5-8, 25, 93; HSH 227-9
  - rehabilitation of:
    - the Exhibition: HSH 225-32
    - new name: HSH 227, 230

individual works:

and see Visual Arts – b) pictures
"By the Will of Diocletian" "Pupils of Socrates"

seen at:

the Walpole-Wilsons’

the sale-room in Euston

birthday party covering walls

the Centenary Exhibition

retirement from

on other artists:
preferences
dislike of modern art
contempt for RA and Isbister
Barnby
Whistler

antique business:
roots of in personal collection
travels in pursuit of:

on the continent

in Cornwall

shop in Charlotte Street

success with
possible dubious practices in
contempt for Mrs Baldwyn Hodges
and particular interests:
musical boxes
classical objects:
in general
the Bernini model

places of residence:
Brighton
Paris
Charlotte Street:
described
scene of:
NJ's:

first meeting with Barnby
birthday party
coupling with Gypsy Jones

otherwise mentioned:
as premises

as business

opinions and lifestyle:
personal idiosyncrasies:

secrecy concerning:
age
friends
name
pedantry
hypochondria:
generally
hygiene
 abstemious diet:
drink
vegetarianism
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Deacon, Edgar Bosworth (cont’d)

independence of mind
admiration for Walt Whitman
period of Roman Catholicism
manners:
  formal niceness of
despair at modern decline of
dislike of:
young drones
the cinema
"gin palaces"
belief in the opinions of youth
sententious pretence of unworldliness
homosexuality:
hinted at by:
  interest in "Martyrdom of St Sebastian"
  attitude to Stringham
paintings:
  subject matter of
  recognised by viewers
young man at Glober’s dinner
incident in Battersea Park leading to Parisian exile
"equivocal reputation"
quarrel with Max Pilgrim
cultivation of Norman Chandler
disreputable:
wares:
  books and papers
  objects of art
associates
blackmailers
advocacy of standard progressive causes
politics:
pacifism:
  "War Never Pays!"
comment on Verdun
revolutionary views
significance to NJ:
provides Proustian moments in the Dance:
  the Walpole-Wilsons’ dinner
  the meeting at Hyde Park corner
  the Exhibition
born one hundred years before the final episode
introduces to:
  art:
    buys box of paints
    speaks to seriously concerning
the Bohemian world:
  Barnby
  Mona
  Moreland and his circle
reacquaintance with:
  Quiggin
  Members
compared by to:
  St John Clarke

© B.J.Moule, 2007

192
Howard Craggs | BFR 52  
Uncle Giles | BM 10-11, 104, 240; TK 63  
Le Bas | BM 13-14  
Sillery | BM 237-8  
Daniel Tokenhouse | TK 63-3  
assessment of relationship with | BM 202  

and other characters:

Mrs Andriadis | BM 101-2, 114-5, 123-5; MP 226  
Barnby:  
at Slade with father of | BM 175  
landlord of | BM 118, 120-1, 173, 241; AW 30  
close friendship with | BM 12, 175, 240-1, 263; CCR 15-17  
on lifestyle of | BM 118, 121, 123, 170; AW 76; CCR 20, 132  
work assessed by | BM 13, 120-1, 176; HSH 229  
Norman Chandler | CCR 18-19, 21, 25-7, 37-8, 43; HSH 234, 236  
Howard Craggs | BFR 52  
Barnabas Henderson:  
as instrument of rehabilitation: | HSH 227-32  
proprietor of the Exhibition | HSH 229  
seen by NJ as Astolpho | HSH 230-1  
admiried by | CCR 17  
Lady Huntercombe | BM 8, 11, 14-18; KO 83  
Captain Jenkins | BM 11; KO 34  
Mrs Jenkins | Gypsy Jones:  
friendship with as: |  
coyly innocent squire | BM 92, 95, 96, 106, 134-6  
landlord | BM 116-8, 120-1, 241; KO 229  
political activist | BM 95, 116, 176; AW 135-6; BFR 56; and see above  
on behaviour of | BM 118, 121, 243-4  
solicitude for | BM 121, 180  
the Lilienthals | TK 73, 75  
Maclintick | CCR 22-3, 28, 31, 34  
Mark Members | BM 253, 257  
Moreland:  
friendship with | CCR 17-19, 21-8; KO 220  
artistic tastes: |  
agreement on | CCR 39  
dissent concerning | CCR 18-19, 132  
Max Pilgrim | BM 122-3, 126, 157-9, 171, 239-40, 262; AW 172; LM 182-3  
Sillery:  
disapproved of by | BM 130, 238  
comparison with | BM 237-8  
Stringham:  
attracted to | BM 111  
regarded by as "extraordinary old puss" | BM 109  
Quiggin | BM 248-9, 253; AW 60-1  
Dr Trelawney:  
acquainted with | KO 34  
opinion of:  
regards as charlatan | KO 34  
agrees only with vegetarianism | KO 34-5  
bracketed with by Mrs Jenkins | KO 34
Widmerpool:

- meeting with BM 90, 94-5; AW 218
- NJ imagines genre painting of BM 34-5
- warns NJ against "all that set" BM 284

Willi AW 173
née Deacon

married sister of Mr Deacon – BM 242

clergyman's wife
lives in Norfolk
concerned with the death of Mr Deacon:
  organization of funeral
  disposal of property
Barnby on
quarrels with Gypsy Jones
Deanery. Major Ivo

an officer at Divisional Command – SA 196

military career:
cavalryman SA 205
MC in pre-war Palestine SA 197
adjutant in TA SA 197
command of Recce Unit:
  appointment SA 196-7, 200, 205-6
  promotion to Lieutenant-Colonel SA 205
  does good job SA 200
injured just before end of War SA 200
post-war promotion to Major-General TK 210, 216, 218-9

innocent involvement in devious intrigues of:
Sunny Farebrother:
  preferred candidate of SA 197, 200
  used by to annoy Widmerpool SA 196-8, 200
  buttonholed by at Army reunion TK 210, 216, 218-9
Widmerpool:
  appointment causes serious trouble to SA 196-201
  used by to annoy Hogbourne-Johnson SA 205-6
Delavacquerie, Etienne

son of Gibson Delavacquerie – HSH 73

parents:
father Gibson HSH 73-5, 85, 134, 163-5, 169, 171
mother dies in early childhood HSH 73

as student:
attends university where Widmerpool is Chancellor HSH 73
reads economics HSH 73
gains scholarship to America HSH 163
steady character HSH 73-4

and girls:
Fiona Cutts:
meeting with HSH 74
love for HSH 74-5, 163-5, 169
regarded as dull by HSH 74
relationship with broken by Murtlock HSH 74-5, 163-5
new girlfriend HSH 163

source of gossip concerning Widmerpool HSH 85, 134
Delavacquerie, Gibson

a literary friend of NJ – HSH 50

episodes involving:

the Donners Memorial Prize:
  - committee meetings HSH 63-72
  - presentation dinner HSH 63-72
  - meetings with NJ HSH 52-4, 72-5, 84-6, 134-8, 161-73, 176, 221-3

described

family:
  - of French Caribbean extraction HSH 52, 138, 162
  - wife dead some years HSH 73, 224
  - son Etienne HSH 73-5, 85, 134, 163-5, 169, 171

career:
  - war service in Army HSH 52-3, 135
  - with shipping firm HSH 52
  - and Donners-Brebner:
    - beneficiary of Fellowship HSH 51-2, 70
    - employed in PR by HSH 50, 52-4 70, 84, 135, 162, 180, 222
    - the Magnus Donners Memorial Prize:
      - part in genesis of HSH 50-1
    - committee concerned with:
      - company representative on HSH 54, 71, 86
      - unofficial secretary to HSH 52, 54, 74, 82, 84-7
      - and the Widmerpool problem HSH 66-74, 70-1, 74-5, 82-3

character:

interest in literature:
  - poet HSH 52-3, 74, 76, 116, 135, 163-4, 180, 236
  - occasional reviews HSH 52
  - drama:
    - theatrical acquaintances HSH 116, 132, 135
    - knowledgeable discussion of HSH 116, 134-7, 164, 221-2

  toughness HSH 74-5, 169, 222-3

  tendency to:
    - secrecy HSH 63-4, 69, 103, 132, 135
    - dry formality HSH 52, 70, 82

and NJ:

  early casual acquaintance with HSH 51, 53

  friendship with develops through:
    - the Donners Prize committee HSH 51-2
    - regular meetings HSH 74, 84, 132, 134, 161, 176, 221, 236

  us of as confidant HSH 162-73, 223

  regarded by:
    - with professional admiration HSH 53, 65, 162
    - as personal enigma HSH 74, 76, 176, 224

and women:

Fiona Cutts:

  - meets as Etienne's girlfriend HSH 74, 163
  - increasing interest in HSH 75, 163-5, 171-2, 176, 179, 193

  - instrumental in liberation of from Murtlock:
    - understands desire for release HSH 165-9
    - the Gwinnett bargain HSH 168-72
    - gives sanctuary to HSH 171-73, 176, 179-80, 182, 192, 221

  - NJ's thoughts on:
    - the platonic enigma HSH 75-6, 165-6, 169, 171-2, 176, 224
    - momentary assumption of marriage HSH 182
Polly Duport:
- friendship with HSH 116, 132, 135-6
- the fruitless trip to the Caribbean HSH 138, 154, 162
- baneful effect of Fiona HSH 164, 166, 169, 173
- finally to marry HSH 236-7

Matilda Donners:
- close friendship with HSH 50, 176
- speculation concerning affair with HSH 50, 76
- as link with the company HSH 50, 54, 83

and other characters:
- Bagshaw HSH 53
- Dr Brightman HSH 54-5, 63-72, 86, 88, 168
- Susan Cutts HSH 182
- Bob Duport HSH 135-6
- Jean Duport HSH 135-6
- Flores HSH 136
- Gwinnett:
  - and the Donners Prize HSH 64-72, 82-3, 85-7, 91-5, 106
  - thoughts on character of HSH 72-3, 134, 137-8, 165, 167-73
  - takes to theatre HSH 134-5
  - liked by HSH 154
  - concerning Fiona:
    - the redemption bargain HSH 168-72
    - relationship with HSH 171-2, 221
- Mark Members HSH 54, 63-72, 86
- Moreland HSH 52-3, 135, 221-2
- Scorpio Murtlock HSH 75, 137, 154, 164-72
- Quentin Shuckerly HSH 75,
- X. Trapnel:
  - met once HSH 53-4, 65
  - opinion of:
    - as writer HSH 54, 65
    - as subject of Gwinnett's biography HSH 71-2
  - flat near haunts of HSH 165

Widmerpool:
- and Donners-Brebner:
  - company meetings HSH 70
  - the Prize HSH 66-74, 70-1, 74-5, 82-5, 87, 94-5, 103-4
  - interest in behaviour of HSH 69, 71-4, 98, 137-8, 154, 167, 169-70,
Dempster

a British Liaison Officer – MP 28

career:
   as civilian in timber business MP 28, 220; TK 208
   in the army:
      MC and bar in WW1 MP 28
      stayed on temporarily after 1918 MP 34
      Liaison Officer in charge of:
         Norwegians MP 28, 88
         whole Section during Brussels trip MP 155
      demob MP 202, 220
connections with Norway:
   Ibsen:
      family relationship to MP 28, TK 208
      stories of MP 28, TK 208
   skiing in childhood MP 28
   timber business MP 28, 220; TK 208
   lives in after retirement TK 208
character:
   love of fresh air MP 28-9
   music:
      excellent pianist MP 28-9
      duets with Hlava MP 28-9, 220
   at one of NJ’s army reunions TK 208
### Derwentwaters, the

**parties in a notorious divorce – QU 186**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>divorce case:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>notoriety of Sillery and:</td>
<td>BM 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>part played by in oiling the Vatican wheels</td>
<td>QU 186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gossip by concerning</td>
<td>BM 133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baby Wentworth witness in</td>
<td>BM 133, 197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Horrocks Rusby counsel in</td>
<td>BM 197</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Dickinson

a pupil in Le Bas's house – QU 13

the source of Stringham's story of W'pool's "contortions of the bottom" QU 13
Diplock, Mr, Warrant Officer Class 1

Colonel Hogbourne-Johnson's clerk at Div HQ – SA 31

described SA 60

military career:

  MM in WW1 SA 61, 207
  recalled reservist SA 60
  rank as Warrant Officer, Class 1 SA 60, 169; MP 43
  chief clerk to Colonel Hogbourne-Johnson:
    general references SA 31, 59-65, 85
    bureaucratic obscurantism SA 60-1, 85, 97, 207; MP 43, 146
    power SA 59-62
  deserts to Republic SA 206-8; MP 43

and the suspicion of fraudulent embezzlement:

  senior officers involved in:
    Widmerpool:
      suspected by SA 59, 62-5, 168-9, 204
      used by in war against H-Johnson SA 32, 59, 62-3, 85, 169, 206-8
      pursued by relentlessly SA 84-5, 97, 168-9
    Pedlar:
      initial scepticism of SA 63, 65
      increasing suspicions of SA 169, 205, 207
    Hogbourne-Johnson:
      strongly defended by SA 59-61, 85, 169, 203-4, 207
      grief of at desertion SA 207
    Keef:
      increasing involvement of in case SA 75, 204, 207
      brings news of desertion SA 206-7

  backed up by NJ's:
    enquiries SA 63-4
    psychological intuition SA 169
    proved true by desertion SA 206-8; MP 43

  and other characters:
    infuriates:
      Barker-Shaw SA 60
      Widmerpool SA 59-61
      only person not to detest Hogbourne-Johnson SA 31, 60-1
      comparison to Blackhead MP 43, 146
Donners, Sir Magnus

industrialist and owner of Stourwater – QU 181

episodes involving:

Mrs Andriadis’s party
NJ’s visits to Stourwater:
  with the Walpole-Wilsons
  with the Morelands

party at Prasad’s embassy
described
background:
  Teutonic extraction
  father knighted
  education:
    “quite decent school”
    the Sorbonne

costar and behaviour:
  dullness:
    referred to in general
    banal conversation
    unmoved in reaction to:
      Widmerpool’s demolition of S’water urn
      Baby Wentworth’s bad temper
      news of apparent terminal illness
      liking for privacy
  wealth:
    extent of
    ownership of Stourwater
    charitable use of:
      Donners-Brebner fellowships
      patronage of the arts
      bequests in will
      the Magnus Donners Memorial Prize
  shrewdness
  sexual idiosyncrasies:
    hints of:
      concerning mistresses
        by other characters:
        Chandler
        Gwinnett
        Moreland
        Veronica Tolland
        Widmerpool
      NJ’s dubious musings
      treatment of Betty Templer
      in artistic tastes
      rumours concerning
  bondage:
    the dungeons at Stourwater
    Victorian stays
    compared to Dr Trelawney
    Matilda on sado-masochism of
voyeurism:  
the school elves  
the sudden entry upon his guests  
photography and the pageant  
discussed by other characters:  
Bob Duport  
Pamela re Candaules  
Moreland  
Widmerpool  
NJ on:  
Stourwater as girls' school  
health:  
excellence of exuded in prime  
false alarm of early terminal illness  
evident decline in  
death  
no biography written  
and business:  
referred to as:  
"the Chief"  
"the Great Industrialist"  
early history in  
Freehold in  
characteristics as head of Donners-Brebner:  
"unconventional"  
seen by Widmerpool as:  
weak in policy making  
unreliable with respect to:  
timetables  
character  
useful to:  
the government re Germany  
himself as political contact  
personal involvement in with:  
Prince Theodoric:  
concerning non-ferrous metals  
invites to Stourwater lunch party  
usefulness to in war  
employees:  
Stringham  
Bill Truscott  
Widmerpool  
other businessmen:  
Bob Duport  
Peter Templer  
and politics:  
political views  
sometime MP
in government:

- during WW1
  - QU 184; BM 144; KO 81
- during WW2:
  - expected but not yet materialised VB 126
  - part of Churchill's new Cabinet VB 188; SA 93; MP 19, 94, 212

influence:

- with Churchill MP 55, 198-200
- in aid of:
  - Bob Duport MP 192
  - Kucherman MP 94, 198-200
  - Peter Templer MP 19, 192
  - Prince Theodoric MP 55

during the late 1930s:

- possibility of peerage KO 95
- suggested as industrial supremo KO 94-5, 227
- opposition to Chamberlain KO 95, 117

inspires:

- admiration LM 67; KO 94-5; MP 55
- doubts KO 227
- controversy MP 19, 94
- enmity of the Udall newspapers MP 19; BFR 108; TK 167

otherwise mentioned KO 113; TK 276

and culture:

ambivalent attitude to education:

- poor opinion of the value of academic QU 199; BM 282
- nostalgia for his own KO 114

immersion in during period of suspected illness TK 275; HSH 51

patronage of the arts:

- Barnby:
  - buys pictures from BM 182-3; CCR 41; KO 82, 112; HSH 191
  - commissions mural for D-B building BM 182-3; AW 31; CCR 14; SA 8; MP 118
  - Moreland for score of "Lysistrata" CCR 12-13, 20; KO 82, 112
  - Wyndham Lewis portrait HSH 49
  - otherwise mentioned HSH 51

- collection at Stourwater:
  - described BM 193, 195-6, 199-200, 210-11; KO 111-2; HSH 59, 181, 191
  - posthumous sale of BFR 109; HSH 57
  - uninterested in reading KO 95-6; HSH 50-51

and NJ:

- part of the crucial re-assessment of ideas by BM 145-7
  - seen by as a strange mixture of: BM 145, 206, 233, 264-5; KO 80-1, 95-6, 112-3, 124-5, 129; TK 159; HSH 178
  - repressed clerical dryness BM 145, 196, 206, 210-11; KO 113-4; SA 37; MP 93, 212; HSH 59, 178

compared by to:

- Sir Bertram Akworth HSH 178
- Archie Gilbert BM 145
- Glober TK 86
- Uncle Giles KO 159
- imaginary Kucherman MP 93
- General Liddament SA 37
- Dr Trelawney KO 87, 110
- the Castlemallock commandant VB 181
- thoughts of with respect to Peter Templer and Pamela TK 159
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and mistresses:

general treatment of:

unnatural sexual demands
AW 142-3; CCR 44-5, 154-6; KO 81; TK 160

generosity:
financial
CCR 45;
moral
CCR 155; TK 159
dullness
CCR 129, 154

individual holders of the office:
Bijou Ardglass refuses to be
Baby Wentworth:

with at:

Mrs Andriadis's party with
BM 141, 146-7, 174; HSH 98
Stourwater
BM 141, 146, 204, 208-9, 212, 223; AW 142-3

relationship with jeopardised by:
Prince Theodoric
BM 174, 181, 208, 246, 264; TK 111
Barnby
BM 174, 181-3, 246, 263-4; AW 31; CCR 155; TK 111

hatred of for:
the dungeons
BM 209, 221, 223
the cottage
KO 96
dullness
CCR 129, 154

planchette obtained for
AW 97
end of relationship with
AW 31, 64, 161; CCR 129, 154-5; KO 102
other references to
KO 112; TK 120, 157

Matilda Wilson:

first meeting with
CCR 129, 154; KO 92
first affair with
AW 31; CCR 43-5, 49, 128-9, 154-5; KO 81-2, 92-3, 98-9, 102, 106, 112; MP 213

continued friendship with:
lends cottage to
KO 92
visited by
KO 97-8, 100-103, 112-42, 246

reinstatement of:
as mistress
KO 244, 246-50
as wife
KO 247; SA 92-3; MP 199, 212-4; BFR 109; TK 276-7, 279; HSH 48-50, 55, 95-6

attitude of Moreland concerning
CCR 43-5; KO 82, 92-3, 98, 100, 106, 125, 244, 246-60; TK 160, 234, 274, 279

widow's memory:
left dormant for years
HSH 48-9, 57
suddenly resuscitated in:
conversation
HSH 49
decoration
HSH 49
the Memorial Prize
HSH 48-51, 62
the photographs
HSH 54, 57, 59-62

Lady Anne Stepney (Umfraville):
at Stourwater
KO 113, 115-7, 122, 125-35, 140; HSH 60
end of affair
KO 173, 251-2; HSH 60

and other characters:

opinions of expressed by:
Barnby
BM 181-3, 212; KO 82; TK 159
Jimmy Brent
VB 126
Bob Duport
KO 159, 173
Jean Duport
AW 64, 142-3
Roddy Cutts
KO 95-6, 116-7
Fettiplace-Jones
KO 94-6
Pamela
TK 157-9
Isobel
KO 99, 141
Kucherman
MP 94
Rosie Manasch
BFR 109
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Donners, Sir Magnus, (cont’d)

Moreland:

to friends  

CCR 98; KO 80-1, 87, 100, 109, 246, 249-50; TK 274-9; HSH 51

directly in teasing vein  

KO 125-7

Quiggin  

QU 182

Sillery  

QU 182; BM 131-2, 203; BFR 15

Lady Anne Stepney  

KO 252

Stringham  

QU 184; BM 208, 223

Prince Theodoric  

MP 55

Veronica Tolland  

CCR 128-9

Bill Truscott  

QU 181-2; BM 141

Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson  

BM 190-1

Widmerpool  

LM 67; CCR 121; KO 141, 227; TK 17; HSH 102-3, 188-9, 198-9, 208

also mentioned with reference to:

Mrs Andriadis  

BM 140-1

Mildred Blaides (Haycock)  

LM 199

Bob Duport  

MP 192

Mrs Foxe  

QU 184; BM 145-6

Lady Huntercombe  

BM 209, 213

Isobel  

KO 113, 121, 129, 132

Rosie Manasch  

BM 192, 212, 220; BFR 108, 111

Mark Members  

HSH 55, 70

Moreland  

KO 119-20, 129-30

Pardoe  

BM 192, 220, 223

Betty Templer  

KO 117-8, 128-9, 135-6; MP 19, 26; HSH 61

Peter Templer  

KO 101-3, 111-4, 126, 133-4; HSH 60

Eleanor Walpole-Wilson  

BM 213, 220, 223

Miss Janet Walpole-Wilson  

BM 213, 220

Widmerpool  

MP 211; HSH 62, 201
Donners, Lady

see Wilson, Matilda
## Dooley, Father Ambrose

RC chaplain to NJ's battalion – VB 24

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>described</th>
<th>VB 24</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RC Chaplain to the Battalion</td>
<td>VB 24, 27-9, 31-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>loud manner:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fund of stories</td>
<td>VB 24, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coarse conversation</td>
<td>VB 25-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the ragging of Bithel</td>
<td>VB 29, 31-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and other officers:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bithel</td>
<td>VB 26, 29, 31-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breeze</td>
<td>VB 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Popkiss</td>
<td>VB 24-9, 31-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pumphrey</td>
<td>VB 26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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### Doris

Odo Stephens's aunt – VB 142

- married to estate agent: VB 142
- lives near Thrubworth: VB 142
- anxious character: VB 145, 150
- aunt of Odo Stephens:
  - visited by on weekend off: VB 142, 145, 150
  - spoken of with affectionate humour: VB 145, 150
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Drum, Bertha, Lady

a society hostess – BM 84

sharing dance with Mrs Clinton  BM 84
Widmerpool and NJ expect to attend  BM 84
Dubuisson, Madame

a resident at La Grenadière – QU 114

described character:
garrulous QU 114
flirtatious:
generally QU 120, 124
with the boys QU 120-1
accepts NJ's misplaced attention to Suzette QU 122, 167
reminiscent of:
Lady McReith QU 122, 167
Peter Templer QU 114
lacking creative imagination QU 156

and M Dubuisson:
long mistress of QU 120-1
recently married to QU 114, 121
apparently neglected by QU 122-4
otherwise mentioned with QU 153, 162

and other characters:
Berthe QU 121
Mme Leroy QU 115-7, 153
Örn and Lundquist QU 153
Suzette QU 121
Dubuisson, Monsieur

a resident at La Grenadière – QU 114

described

employment:
in financial institution QU 122-3
journalism QU 123

character:
shrewdness QU 116, 141, 143
love of:
newspapers QU 121
foul-smelling tobacco pipe QU 140, 143, 145, 156, 160
Moroccan hydraulic scheme QU 139, 156

pride:
self conceit QU 121, 123, 142, 145
particular subjects of:
business and financial expertise QU 122-3, 144; AW 201
experience with women QU 144-5, 148
his pipe QU 140
linguistic proficiency:
in English QU 115, 125, 140, 159
in French QU 158
war record QU 122, 141-2
taxiurnity QU 121, 126, 154
attitude to Kipling QU 115-6

and NJ:
adoption of as protégé QU 122-3, 140-5
thought of by:
in comparison with:
  Sunny Farebrother QU 122
  Jimmy Stripling QU 142
  Peter Templer QU 140
  Widmerpool AW 201

as unlikely suspect for the Widmerpool graffito QU 156

and Mme Dubuisson:
  long possession of as mistress QU 121
  recently married to QU 114, 121
  apparent neglect of BM 122-4
  otherwise mentioned with QU 153, 162

and other characters:
  Sunny Farebrother QU 142-3
  Commandant Leroy QU 142
  Mme Leroy QU 116-7
  Paul-Marie BM 121, 126
  the Örn / Lundquist quarrel:
    amusement at QU 139
    understanding of QU 141,143-4
    reconciliation of QU 153-4
  Dr Szczepanowski QU 157
  Widmerpool QU 116, 126
  the boys’ father QU 158
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Dunch, Ernie

a farmer – HSH 143

family:
  grandfather Seth
  wife

age

farmer:

land:
  close to home of NJ
  Devil's Fingers situated on
  in relation to the quarry controversy

in habit of lamping for rabbits

and the orgy at the Devil's Fingers:

story of:

  told by:
    Mr Gauntlett
    Ernie himself

  response to by:
    Mrs Dunch
    Mr Gauntlett

petrified by sight of

otherwise mentioned
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Dunch, Mrs

wife of Ernie – HSH 147

and the orgy at the Devil's Fingers:

hears story of with Mr Gauntlett   HSH 147

and relationship with Ernie:

amazed at dreadful fear of   HSH 148

suffers from sleepless night of   HSH 148

vows never to let out after dark again   HSH 148
Duport, Bob

a businessman friend of Peter Templer – QU 185

episodess involving:

visit with Templer to the university:
  in Stringham's rooms and the restaurant QU 185-8
  incident with girls in Templer's car QU 188-93, 194; BM 149-50, 202; AW 48; LM 56;
  KO 166-8, 181; VB 125-6; BFR 106

at the Bellevue KO 165-204, 226-7, 248; VB 121, 126, 133-4; MP 157, 191-2, 239; BFR 104, 106, TK 159

in Brussels MP 190-6, 214; BFR 106-7; HSH 234-5

at Henderson's gallery HSH 229, 233-7

described QU 185; KO 165-6; MP 191; HSH 235

early life:

at school some years before NJ QU 185

university:
  contemporary of Pennistone at BM 149
  sent down from QU 187; BM 149

sometime notorious motor accident QU 185, 191

business affairs:

fluctuations in:
  frequent occurrences QU 186; KO 170-2; TK 79

particular examples:
  substantial inheritance BM 149
  very rich BM 149, 202
  ruin in the slump AW 49, 168, 184; KO 178
  improvement in prospects AW 223; LM 183; KO 138
  ruin: KO 170, 175-7, 202-3; KO 196, 203; BFR 107; TK 240; HSH 233

engineered by Widmerpool KO 202-3

exacerbated by Soviet pact

involved with:
  non-ferrous metals BM 149, 203-4; AW 49, 52; KO 110-1, 138-40, 169, 172-7, 175-7, 202-3; VB 126
  oil BFR 107; TK 240; HSH 233

and Widmerpool:
  as representative of Donners-Brebner AW 52; KO 110-1, 138-40, 169, 172, 175-7, 202-3
  dealings with arranged by Templer AW 52, 183-4, 206; LM 56, 183, 186; KO 110-1
  abandoned by over Turkish chromite deal KO 138-40, 169, 175-7, 226-7; VB 126-7
  loathing of KO 170-1, 175, 177, 203-4, 227; HSH 235
  assesses character of as: KO 196, 203
  seeking dominance KO 176-7
  lacking intelligence KO 226-7

abroad:
  the Balkans BM 149, 204; AW 52; KO 111, 139, 175-7, 202-3, 226
  South America BM 152; LM 56; KO 102, 111, 139, 172, 175, 177-8, 181-2; VB 127; MP 157, 192
  Egypt MP 192-5; BFR 106-7; HSH 235
  Canada TK 240
  unspecified BM 203, 226, 245

with Board of Trade VB 127

retirement enforced through ill health HSH 233

wartime service:
  commissioned in General service MP 191-2
  with Civil Affairs in Belgian department: MP 191
    Captain MP 190-6; HSH 234-5
    in Brussels MP 191-2
    equivalent to NJ MP 191-2
character:

unpleasantly brash: aggressive QU 187-8, 191-3; AW 168-72, 203; MP 194
materialistic QU 185; AW 119, 195-6, 198, 202-3
vulgar QU 185-7; KO 170-1, 174, 177-85, 196-7; VB 133-4;
MP 193, 195-6, 214; HSH 234-5
weak BFR 107

in later years:

more subdued MP 191
increasingly crotchety with illness TK 240; HSH 136, 233

love of the arts:

opera MP 195-6
paintings:

mundane attitude to Stringham's QU 185
collection of Victorian seascapes: AW 86-7; HSH 237-8
given lodging by Templer HSH 225-9, 233-4, 237-8
exhibited by Henderson HSH 233, 236-7

ill health:

stomach problems MP 192; BFR 106-7; TK 240; HSH 136, 235
reduced to wheelchair HSH 229, 233-5, 237
failure of memory HSH 234

and NJ:

disliked by QU 185, 187-8; BM 149-50, 152; AW 150; KO 102,
166-8, 171-2, 174, 184; MP 191; BFR 107;
HSH 235, 237

inspires thoughts in concerning:

relationship with Jean AW 49, 121, 142-3, 149-50, 222; LM 70; KO 166-7,
171, 183-4, 193; VB 141; MP 240; BFR 103
the conundrum of the "man of action" KO 187, 191
complex mixture of brutality and sensibility AW 149; KO 197; VB 132-3; MP 195-6
the appropriateness of career in "the crude" TK 240
generally MP 157

on literary career of KO 169
given "The Perfumed Garden" by KO 184-5, 201
considered by in comparison to:

Glober TK 79
Moreland KO 248
Peter Templer QU 185; BM 150-1; KO 171

and Peter Templer:

and the episode of the car QU 185-94; BM 149-50, 202; AW 48; LM 56; KO 166-8,
181; VB 125
dual relationship with:

as fellow businessman QU 185-6; AW 52, 183-4; LM 183; KO 110, 171-2;
TK 79

as brother-in-law (QU 188); AW 48-9, 184, 206; LM 186, 198, 206;
KO 110-1, 168, 177; MP 195; HSH 237

on sexual behaviour of:

treatment of Betty KO 173
possible deviance in KO 173; TK 159
and the water-colour collection (AW 86-7); HSH 237
tells story of death of MP 192-5
NJ sees similarity between QU 185; BM 150-1; KO 171
other references to connection with AW 63; LM 56, 70; KO 110, 168-9, 177

and women:

Jean:

early interest in QU 188
Duport, Bob (cont’d)

progress of marriage to:
  early references to daughter
  period of separation temporary restoration
  divorce

house let to Mrs Andriadis recounts affairs of to NJ incompatibility with:
  sexually not rich enough for relationship with restored in old age

others:
  habitual philandering

particular individuals:
  Ena in the incident of Templer’s car Bijou Ardglass
  Pamela Flitton:
  and Polly:

  and other characters:
  Mrs Andriadis Jimmy Brent:

Jean’s affair with much admired by as man of:
  high intelligence artistic taste sexual charisma

low opinion of job provided by

Norman Chandler Albert Creech Gibson Delavacquerie Sir Magnus Donners Mrs Erdleigh:

prophesies part in NJ’s affair with Jean at the Bellevue

Flores Fred Uncle Giles Barnabas Henderson Kucherman
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Duport, Bob (cont’d)

Pennistone BM 149, 151-2; VB 117, 191
Odo Stevens MP 192
Lady Anne Stepney KO 173
Stringham QU 185-93; BM 150
Babs Stripling KO 177
Jimmy Stripling:
  on relationship of with Mrs Erdleigh KO 177, 193
  on Jean’s affair with KO 178-2
Szymanski MP 194-5
Betty Templer KO 173
Prince Theodoric BM 204; MP 193-4
Dr Trelawney:
  extricates from Bellevue bathroom KO 186-92, 204; VB 121
  shows surprisingly close acquaintance with KO 188, 193-8
Dicky Umfraville AW 163
Widmerpool:
  business affairs see above
  disapproved of by LM 56, 70
  affair with Pamela Flitton MP 195, 201
Duport, Jean

see Templer, Jean
Duport, Polly

daughter of Jean and Bob Duport – AW 49

episodes involving:
- after the Victory Day Service MP 238-41; TK 56, 239; HSH 115
- the evening of the "Seraglio" TK 234, 238-41, 258-9, 261-4, 270; HSH 115, 235
- the vintage car rally TK 272, 282
- at Henderson's gallery HSH 229, 234-7

described:
- as teenager MP 238-9; TK 56
- at the height of her fame TK 239; HSH 235
- beauty VB 140; MP 238-9; TK 56, 227, 238

ages given (not with entire consistency) BM 245; AW 49; VB 140; MP 239; HSH

career as actress:
- theatre:
  - ambitions BFR 106
  - great success TK 57
  - stars in plays by:
    - Ibsen HSH 113, 115
    - Strindberg HSH 233-4
  - interest in "The Humorous Lieutenant" HSH 135
  - directed by Norman Chandler HSH 58, 234
  - Delavacquerie on HSH 135
- film:
  - the Venice Festival:
    - lead in Thomas Hardy adaptation at TK 56-7, 175, 226, 239
    - reputation rises as a result TK 57, 239
    - occasion of meeting Glober TK 226-8, 238-9
    - possible lead in "Match Me Such Marvel" TK 227, 234, 261-2, 272
    - Clarini's "international" production TK 272

opinions of:
- admired by:
  - Glober TK 226
  - Henderson TK 233
  - Ada Leintwardine TK 227
  - Rosie Manasch TK 175
  - Moreland TK 234
- NJ less impressed TK 57, 239-40

absorbed by:
- serious approach to TK 57, 227, 240; HSH 166, 235
- character formed by TK 240, 261-3; HSH 135
- life without scandal TK 57
- character unspoiled by TK 175; HSH 116, 138, 233

and parents:
- Bob Duport:
  - loving relationship with VB 140; MP 239; TK 240 ; HSH 235, 237
  - betrays affair between Jean and Brent to VB 140
  - stays with BFR 106
  - looks after in illness HSH 136, 233-5, 237
- NJ compares with:
  - increasingly resemblance: MP 239; TK 239
  - in looks TK 57
  - in devotion to career TK 57
  - difference in character HSH 236
- Jean Duport:
  - references to early part in life of: pregnancy BM 245
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effect as three-year-old on:
life after separation from Bob AW 49
conduct of affair with NJ AW 121, 140; KO 175

cause of pride to BFR 106
NJ compares with MP 238-9; TK 57, 239-40; HSH 235-6
otherwise mentioned HSH 58, 135-6

and other characters:
actor husband: TK 57
scandal-free relationship with TK 57, 228
separated from

Jimmy Brent
Norman Chandler HSH 58, 234, 236-7
Gibson Delavacquerie:
friendship with HSH 116, 132, 135-6
possibility of marriage to:
first mentioned HSH 138
the fruitless trip to the Caribbean HSH 138, 154, 162
baneful effect of Fiona on HSH 164, 166, 169, 173
finally settled HSH 236-7

Pamela:
displaces in Glober's:
affections TK 226-8, 241
film plans TK 226-8, 261-2
suffers hatred of TK 261-4

Flores
stepdaughter of MP 239; TK 56, 239-40; HSH 58, 136
good relationship with MP 239; TK 239

Glober:
instantly bowls over TK 226, 239-40
displaces Pamela in affections of TK 226-8
and the film of "Match Me Such Marvel" TK 226-7, 234, 261-2, 272
on the Bentley belonging to TK 259
together with:
at performance of the "Seraglio" TK 238-41, 258-9, 261-4, 270; HSH 235
in the vintage-car rally TK 272, 282

Barnabas Henderson HSH 233-4, 238
Ada Leintwardine TK 226-8
Rosie Manasch TK 175
Moreland TK 234, 261-4, 270
Matilda TK 234; HSH 58
Widmerpool HSH 234
Edith

NJ's childhood nurse – KO 7

place in NJ's life:

as nurse

as source of information concerning:

the kitchen triangle

other Stonehurst characters:

Albert’s:

visit from the police

mood on the fateful day

Billson’s family

Bracey’s sister

Mercy’s:

religion

idleness

the Gullicks

Dr Trelawney

frequent headaches allow time to explore the kitchen

other involvement in Stonehurst life:

housemaid before NJ's birth

gossips with:

Billson

Mrs Gullick

takes Billson back to Suffolk

opinions on:

the ghosts

the cake

soldiers

suffragettes

KO 8-9, 21, 31, 36, 47-8, 58, 65-6, 73-4

KO 16, 20, 36-7, 52, 61

KO 21

KO 58

KO 19

KO 15

KO 23-4

KO 46

KO 12, 46

KO 77

KO 21-2

KO 15, 19

KO 7, 77

KO 74

KO 8

KO 36

KO 22-3, 29

KO 7
Ellis

a soldier in NJ's platoon – VB 103

as part of General Liddament's investigation into porridge

VB 103
Elystan-Edwards

a soldier in NJ's regiment – MP 182

member of NJ's old regiment:
  joined after NJ's departure
  source of pride to
award of VC to:
  near end of war
reactions to by:
  Keward
  the Field-Marshal
  NJ
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Emmot

a Mess waiter at Castlemallock – VB 182

described as a soldier: VB 182, 212
private in another company VB 182
waiter in the Mess VB 182, 212-4, 231-2
feebleness:
dislike of work VB 182, 214
complains:
of persecution by Sergeant VB 182-3
of bad back VB 182
and officers:
general history of trouble to:
threatened with CB by Adj-QM VB 182
in black books of Commandant VB 225
Bithel:
major rôle in arrest of:
refusal to serve drink to VB 212
drunken embrace by VB 213, 215, 224
response to incident with:
sensible at time VB 213-4
greatly cheered by VB 231-2
Gwatkin – part in:
downfall of VB 224-5
disillusionment of VB 225
NJ – seen by as:
exemplifying misery of Castlemallock VB 181-3
possible alter ego of Bithel VB 214
Ena

a girl picked up in the episode of Templer's car – QU 188

described

and the episode of Templer's car:
picked up with Pauline
and other characters in:
Brent
Duport:
monopolised by

gives black eye to in crash

NJ:

character regarded by as:
dull
low
querulous

cause of:
discomfort to in seating
everal sexual frisson in
hurt nose in crash

Stringham:
attempt by to engage in flirtation
cause of:
discomfort to in seating
kicked face in crash

and epically embroidered narrative by

Templer
complaints about after crash
desire to meet again rejected

returned to base by bus after
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Episodes

1. A Question of Upbringing

the workmen round the brazier enact Poussin's "Dance" and HSH 228, 251

at school:

a winter afternoon involving:

sight of and discussion concerning Widmerpool and BM 39, 79; SA 57-8; TK 158

Uncle Giles's visit and QU 34-8, 45, 221

Templer's "unfortunate incident" and QU 12, 23-4, 146, 221

a Sunday afternoon involving Braddock alias Thorne 37-53

visits to homes of:

Stringham and QU 210; LM 161; CCR 88, 137-8, 181; KO 215; VB 168

Templer 74-105

and QU 122, 130, 167, 213; BM 63, 162, 187, 200-2; AW 43, 82, 88-9, 94, 97, 141-2;

LM 56, 199; CCR 72; KO 169, 177, 223; VB 137, 254; SA 25-6, 189;

191-2, 195; MP 238; TK 248-9; HSH 77, 79

at La Grenadière – NJ's stay whilst waiting to go up to university 105-162

and QU 73, 167, 201, 215-6; BM 30, 34-7, 76-7, 88, 225, 253, 273-4; AW 113, 201,

203, 212; SA 102; MP 60, 126, 146-7, 166-7; TK 18; HSH 205

including especially:

Widmerpool's involvement with:

the Örn / Lundquist quarrel 134-46, 50-4

and QU 167; MP 166-7

the cabinet graffito 155-7

and AW 113; MP 126

love for Suzette 112, 115, 145-8, 159-62

and QU 167; BM 30, 34, 201, 225

at university:

at Sillery's tea-party 170-84

and QU 162-4, 195-7; BM 112, 138, 140, 203; AW 54, 160; CCR 193; BFR 9;

HSH 116-8

Templer's car jaunt 185-94

and QU 222; BM 149-50, 202; AW 48; LM 56; KO 109, 166-7, 181; VB 125-6

lunch parties given by:

Short 203-5

Stringham 205-12

and QU 201-2; BM204; CCR 46; VB 168

visit from Le Bas 214-7

and QU 218-9

parting from Stringham 218-22

and BM 49-50; CCR 120; MP 118

2. A Buyer's Market

(retrospective):

chance family meeting with Mr Deacon in Paris 14-18

and BM 18-19, 23, 91, 100, 183

early meetings with Barbara Goring 21-3, 28-9

and BM 234; AW 127

the evening and night of the Huntercombes' dance:

dinner at Eaton Square before 30-61

and BM 68, 96, 109, 111, 198, 254, 260; AW 26, 78; VB 196
the dance itself (especially the incident of the sugar) 62-83 (70-81)
and BM 29, 60, 63, 67, 82-7, 97, 100-1, 104-7, 112, 117, 138, 159, 216, 229, 233, 269, 279; AW 186, 218; LM 32-3, 49, 86; CCR 85; SA 57-8; MP 78, 250; TK 165, 267-8; HSH 46
meeting with Mr Deacon et al at Hyde Park Corner afterwards 90-102
and BM 125, 171, 174; AW 218; BFR 52
Mrs Andriadis's party 105-160
BM 161-2, 174-6, 183, 196, 205, 215, 218, 239-40, 253, 262, 285; AW 41, 118, 172; LM 182-3; CCR 20, 167-8; KO 82; VB 117, 132-3; MP 54, 57, 226
meeting with Uncle Giles on the way home 163-7
NJ's first meeting with Barnby 170-83
and CCR 14
the Walpole-Wilsons' house-party, including visit to Stourwater 183-233
and BM 242, 245, 275, 283; AW 64-5, 141-2; CCR 14-5; KO 82, 98, 102, 110, 120; MP 54, 241; BFR 111; HSH 191-3
Stringham's wedding 234-7
and CCR 141; VB 146; MP 62-3; BFR 54-5; HSH 189-90
the last days of Mr Deacon 237-271
and CCR 15; HSH 236
including especially:
the birthday party at Charlotte Street 246-61
and BM 239, 241, 244-5; AW 60-1, 66, 83; LM 106; BFR 67
sordid encounter with Gypsy Jones 265-71
and BFR 67; KO 229
dinner at Widmerpool's flat 271-86
and BM 242, 259, 265; LM 49; VB 95; SA 41

3. The Acceptance World

tea at the Ufford with Uncle Giles and Mrs Erdleigh 7-24
and AW 29, 40, 87-8, 108, 191-2; KO 157, 159, 199; MP 66, 136; TK 248
at Barnby's studio 30-35
birth of the affair with Jean Duport:
at the Ritz – meeting with Templer et al 36-70
and AW 108, 121, 123, 137; MP 237
weekend at the Templers 70-112
and AW 122-3, 141, 144, 147, 193; KO 177-8, 199; MP 137-8, 157; TK 247-8; HSH 237-8
the day of the Hunger March:
private viewing of the Isbister exhibition 113-21
and AW 122, 137-8
in the park with Mark Members 129-39
and AW 143, 146, 173; LM 36; CCR 80
evening with Jean at: Rutland Gate 144-51
and AW 121; KO 178-9; VB 141; MP 240-1; TK 202
Foppa's 151-68
and AW 180, 185, 194, 214; LM 172, 179-80, 193; VB 148, 157
Mrs Andriadis' 168-77
Le Bas's Old Boys' dinner at the Ritz and its aftermath:
the dinner 178-206
and AW 208-9, 212; LM 27, 32, 89, 163; CCR 98, 122; BFR 71-2; HSH 101
NJ and Widmerpool put Stringham to bed 207-218
and LM 55, 163; CCR 46, 206; SA 72-3, 180, 184; BFR 227
with Jean at Rutland Gate 219-23
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4. At Lady Molly's
(retrospective) childhood visit to Mrs Conyers 10-13
and LM 14, 25, 42, 50, 71, 87, 89; KO 210
evening at Lady Molly's with Chips Lovell 23-52
and LM 18-19, 22, 54, 61, 77, 79-80, 90, 113, 119, 124, 131-2, 143, 152, 159, 174-6,
188, 210; SA 156, 162
lunch at Widmerpool's club 53-68
and LM 50; CCR 122
visits to:
the Conyers' flat 71-88
and LM 118, 124, 225; SA 47
Eleanor and Norah 91-99
and LM 118, 124, 183, 200
Thrubworth:
Quiggin at the cottage 105-27
and LM 100-2, 209; CCR 129
Erridge at the house 127-54
and LM 121-3, 125-6, 202, 204, 209; BFR 62, 82, 86
Lady Molly's 159-68
and CCR 88; KO 215
Lady Warminster 204-10
evening out with Ted Jeavons, including visit to Dicky Umfraville's club 168-201
and LM 215-6; CCR 177; KO 104, 108, 117, 195, 233; VB 148-9; MP 26; BFR 93
engagement party at Lady Molly's 216-36
and KO 225
5. Casanova's Chinese Restaurant
with Moreland in Gerrard Street 7-13
and KO 250; SA 8
evening with Moreland et al at:
the Mortimer 14-31
and CCR 43, 106, 208; KO 85; HSH 234
Casanova's Chinese Restaurant 32-42
and CCR 9, 203, 207-8, 210; TK 235
at "The Duchess of Malfi" 43-58
and CCR 89-90, 138; HSH 135
Tolland family lunch at Lady Katherine's 59-96
and CCR 186, 215
visits to:
Isobel in the nursing home 96-104
and CCR 108, 191; KO 137, 141, 243
the Maclinticks' 106-21
and CCR 103-5; SA 116; TK 245
lunch with Widmerpool at NJ's club 121-6
Moreland's symphony and the party at Mrs Foxe's 136-83
and CCR 131-2, 135, 186, 197; KO 107-8, 216, 248; VB 168, 172; SA 74, 116, 127,
215-6; MP 101; TK 232, 254
the last days of Maclintick 195-213
and CCR 23, 220; KO 248; SA 117; BFR 203, 242
Tolland family tea at NJ's flat 213-21
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6. The Kindly Ones

(retrospective) childhood at Stonehurst
including visits:

to the football match with Bracey and the story of the cake of General and Mrs Conyers and Billson's breakdown 24-37
and KO 13-14, 78, 83, 89, 109, 135, 153, 154-5, 158, 189, 192, 204, 217, 219, 256; VB 121, 203; MP 224; TK 202, 281; HSH 35, 120-1, 195

5-77

and KO 13-14, 78, 83, 89, 109, 135, 153, 154-5, 158, 189, 192, 204, 217, 219, 256; VB 121, 203; MP 224; TK 202, 281; HSH 35, 120-1, 195

and KO 116-7

and KO 91-2, 149, 169, 173, 175, 226-7, 246; VB 126, 181; MP 19, 25-6; TK 159; HSH 44, 54, 57, 59-62, 191

dinner at the Cutts' 93-6

and KO 91-2, 149, 169, 173, 175, 226-7, 246; VB 126, 181; MP 19, 25-6; TK 159; HSH 44, 54, 57, 59-62, 191

weekend with the Morelands, including dinner and tableaux at Stourwater 96-142 (122-35)

and KO 91-2, 149, 169, 173, 175, 226-7, 246; VB 126, 181; MP 19, 25-6; TK 159; HSH 44, 54, 57, 59-62, 191

events surrounding Uncle Giles's funeral 149-205

including:

dinner with Bob Duport 165-85

and KO 226; VB 126, 133-4; MP 157, 191-2, 239; BFR 104, 106; TK 159

and KO 202, 217-8; VB 121; SA 161; MP 142; HSH 110, 120-1

rescue of Dr Trelawney from the bathroom 186-201

and KO 202, 217-8; VB 121; SA 161; MP 142; HSH 110, 120-1

visits concerning the outbreak of war and NJ's search for a commission:

to General Conyers 210-18

to Widmerpool 220-32

and VB 252; SA 118

to Lady Molly's, including dinner with Moreland 232-56

and KO 224-5; SA 84, 90, 92

7. The Valley of Bones

with the Battalion:

in billets in Wales 5-43

and VB 44, 54, 59, 75, 183, 201, 208, 211; TK 92-3

posting in Northern Ireland 44-109, 222

and VB 186, 205, 220-1; SA 32-3

course at Aldershot, including meetings en route 110-43, 178-9

and VB 52, 156, 230, 243; SA 27, 39, 97-8, 104, 106, 108, 130-2; MP 194; BFR 107, 130

weekend leave with the family at Lady Frederica's 143-76

and VB 206, 237; SA 74, 79, 106-7; BFR 99-100; HSH 186-7

with the Company at Castlemallock 177-246

and SA 13, 182-3; MP 179-80; BFR 178

at Divisional HQ 248-54

and SA 9, 28
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8. The Soldier’s Art

(retrospective) buying an army greatcoat at Divisional HQ:

and MP 247

9-87, 163-221

and (generally) MP 189; TK 212-3

including especially:

an air-raid

Widmerpool’s feuds and intrigues

and MP 23, 116-7; TK 218; HSH 77

Bithel’s drunken collapse

and SA 181-5, 187, 212; BFR 227; HSH 133, 200-2

meetings with Stringham

and BM 170; MP 27, 209

Biggs’s suicide

MP 228

visit to Finn’s HQ

and SA 85-6, 89; MP 9

on leave in London:

with Moreland:

dinner at the Café Royal

and SA 89-90; MP 141

news of the blitz

and BFR 127

visit to the ruins of Lady Molly’s house

and MP 27, 129-30

9. The Military Philosophers

in and around the War Office

and (generally) AW 9; MP 249-50; BFR 205; TK 157-8, 208-9, 211; HSH 33

including especially:

attendance at official meetings with Widmerpool

and TK 238

talk with Templer

and MP 36-7, 42, 60

being driven by Pamela Flitton

and MP 87; BFR 20; TK 109

Fire Duty in the blitz

151-4

party at Ted Jeavons’s

80-87

performance of “The Bartered Bride”

and MP 124, 214

evening V1-raid on the block of flats

and BFR 138-9; TK 100, 171, 180, 246-7, 264

the military attachés’ trip to Brussels

156-96

and (generally) TK 223-4; HSH 5, 21-2

including especially:

the incident of the bath

and MP 196

meeting with the Field-Marshal

183-90

talk with Bob Duport

190-96

and MP 214; BFR 107; HSH 234-5

party at Prasad’s embassy

204-18

and MP 235-6; TK 109

Victory Day Service at St Paul’s and meeting with Jean Duport

218-41

and TK 56, 239; HSH 115, 234

demob

246-50
10. Books Do Furnish a Room

visit to the university, including call on Sillery 5-43
and BFR 52, 79, 124-5, 135, 247

Erridge's funeral:
the church 48-72
the house 73-99
and BFR 40, 44, 103, 114, 125, 127, 139, 146, 186

party at the Flores' 102-11
and HSH 235-6

evenings with Trapnel:
the first meeting 111-22
the confession of love 166-78
at home with Pam 202-18
and BFR 226, 251

the night of the destruction of "Profiles in String" 225-44
and BFR 253, 255; TK 37-8, 42, 177-80, 224-5; HSH 66-7, 104

at Quiggin & Craggs:
the party for the launch of "Fission" 130-150
and BFR 173, 176, 185, 214

discovery of the elopement of Pamela 180-94
and BFR 207

visit to school 219-20, 244-53

11. Temporary Kings

in Venice for the literary Conference 5-185
including especially:
conversations with Dr Brightman and Gwinnett 5-12, 22-33, 40-1, 45-56, 181-2, 184
and TK 66, 70, 83, 87, 99, 104-5, 145, 194, 203, 247; HSH 73, 91-2, 152, 192
the visit to the Bragadin Palazzo 66-70, 79-123
and TK 46-7, 56, 135, 139, 147, 149, 153-4, 157, 168, 202, 227, 247; HSH 55-6, 59, 95, 108

at the Biennale with Daniel Tokenhouse et al 124-59
and TK 162, 182-3, 229-30, 238-9, 260
evening with Gwinnett, Pamela et al 161-181
and TK 181, 183, 230; HSH 89

the close of the Conference 182-5
and (retrospective) narratives of:
Trapnel's last night 33-9
and TK 256; HSH 43
Glober's dinner for Mopsy Pontner 70-78
and TK 85-7, 106, 234-5; HSH 61

visit to Bagshaw's 186-94
Pamela's nocturnal intrusion 197-202
and TK 203, 205, 220, 227, 256

the Army reunion 207-19
TK 222-3, 248

luncheon-party at the Soviet Embassy 219-28
and TK 231

musical evening at the Stevenses' 230-56
performance of the "Seraglio"
the violent quarrel afterwards 256-70
and TK 273; HSH 46, 235
two visits to Moreland in hospital, including glimpse of the vintage-car rally 272-84
and HSH 40-1, 50-1
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12. Hearing Secret Harmonies
Murlock and his disciples at NJ's country home 5-10, 14-30
and HSH 31, 122, 125, 142-3, 192, 218, 230-1
Isobel and NJ watch TV, including Widmerpool's paint episode 36-46
and HSH 47, 73, 85, 87-8, 105
the Donners Prize:
meetings of the committee 55-7, 63-7, 69-72
the presentation dinner 84-109
and HSH 110-1, 113-5, 137, 141, 154, 192
occasional meetings with:
Matilda re the tableaux pictures 54, 57-62
Gibson Delavacquerie 52-4, 72-5, 84-6, 134-8, 161-73, 221-3
and HSH 176
Sunny Farebrother 76-9
Greening 133-4
the Royal Academy banquet 112-31
and HSH 132, 224
the quarry inquiry, including the story of the orgy at the Devil's Fingers 138-61
and HSH 162, 167-72, 176, 179, 197, 246
the Cutts-Akworth wedding 174-221
and HSH 229, 240, 243, 246
at Barnabas Henderson's gallery, including:
the Bosworth Deacon Centenary Exhibition 228-38
Bithel tells the story of the death of Widmerpool 243-51
the bonfire and the brazier 225-7, 250-1
and QU 5-6
Erdleigh, Myra (Mrs)

a clairvoyant – AW 12

episodes involving:

- tea with Uncle Giles at the Ufford
  AW 12-24, 29, 40, 87-8, 108, 191-2; KO 157, 159, 198-9; MP 66, 136; TK 248
- the planchette at the Templers
  AW 87-108, 109, 122, 147; KO 199; MP 137-8; TK 247
- with Dr Trelawney at the Bellevue
  KO 187-8, 190-2, 198-201; MP 142
- evening of the V-1 raid
  MP 134-43; TK 109, 246-7, 264
- after the "Seraglio"
  TK 246-51, 258-61, 264-6, 268-70; HSH 36, 125

described

and the occult:

- aura of unsubstantial mystery:
  in bearing and actions
  AW 12-16, 87, 90-1, 108; KO 199; MP 134-5, 137-40, 143; TK 246-7, 249, 260, 265-6, 268-9; HSH 119

- in address as:
  "la vieille souveraine du monde"
  KO 199
  priestess of Isis
  KO 199

aided by drugs

MP 142

philosophy:

- dialectical dynamics
  AW 96
- the mantra
  KO 198

expressed in reference to:

Cornelius Agrippa
TK 258

Desbarrolles
MP 139-40

Hermes Trismegistus
TK 250-1

Eliphas Lévy
MP 142-3

Thomas Vaughan
TK 247, 250; HSH 36, 125

shared with Dr Trelawney

KO 198-9; MP 142; TK 250-1; HSH 36, 119, 125

fortune-telling:

in general:

sometime professional in

AW 17

feigned reluctance to practice

AW 16, 18, 97-8, 105; KO 198

not always impressive in:

- hopeful vagueness
  AW 21-2
- flaws revealed
  TK 248

otherwise mentioned

AW 147; CCR 74; KO 156-7, 177; TK 121

practised by means of:

- astrology
  AW 15, 19, 90-1, 93, 164; KO 159; MP 136-7; TK 247-8, 251
- palmistry
  AW 15; MP 139-41; TK 264
- cards
  AW 16-23, 191-2; KO 157; MP 139; TK 248
- planchette
  AW 97-106

and particular characters:

Pamela Flitton:

foretells:

- marriage of
  MP 139
- appalling end of
  TK 251, 264-6

prophetically aware of:

- Ferrand-Sénéchal
  TK 265
- the fight
  TK 268-9

Uncle Giles

NJ:

- uncertain position of in world
  AW 13, 20-1, 40

in relation to:

Uncle Giles

AW 13
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Erdleigh, Myra (Mrs) (cont’d)  

St J Clarke et al  AW 22, 29; MP 66  
Bob & Jean Duport  AW 22, 108; KO 157; MP 66; TK 248

future meetings with:  
unspecified  AW 23, 87  
at the Bellevue  KO 199  
otherwise mentioned  AW 191-2  

Quiggin  AW 100-4  
Odo Stevens  MP 134-6, 138-9, 141-3; TK 247  
Lady Katherine Warminster  KO 200

dead death

Bob & Jean Duport  AW 22, 108; KO 157; MP 66; TK 248

future meetings with:  
unspecified  AW 23, 87  
at the Bellevue  KO 199  
otherwise mentioned  AW 191-2  

Quiggin  AW 100-4  
Odo Stevens  MP 134-6, 138-9, 141-3; TK 247  
Lady Katherine Warminster  KO 200

dead death

and NJ:  
awareness of power felt by  AW 13, 22-3; MP 137-40; TK 247  
prophecies concerning  see above

features in imaginative fantasies of:  
comparison of appearance to:  
Mrs Baldwyn Hodges  KO 199  
Longhi’s “Ridotto”  KO 199-200  
possibility as General Conyers’ fiancée  KO 214
lives in same block of flats as  MP 134-5, 142; TK 246-7  
recurrence in mind of  KO 218; HSH 36, 119, 125  
provides with source for title of HSH  TK 250; HSH 36, 125

and other characters:  
Albert Creech:  
the incident at the Bellevue  KO 187-8, 190, 192, 19  
reports death of  MP 142-3
Mrs Creech  MP 142-3
Bob Duport  KO 177, 187-8, 198, 200
Jean Duport  AW 97, 108
Mr Erdleigh:  
widow of  AW 16  
possibly in Far East with  AW 16, 191
Canon Fenneau:  
compared to  HSH 119  
disdained by  HSH 125
Pamela Flitton:  
expresses interest in  MP 136; TK 247  
recognises character:  
love of death  MP 136, 138; TK 109, 264-5  
vicious traits  MP 139-40; TK 265  
self-absorbed frigidity  MP 141  
prophecies concerning  see above
Glober  TK 121, 258, 260
Uncle Giles:  
regarded by with:  
enthusiasm:  
for skills as clairvoyant  AW 16-20, 24  
in relationship:  
as unusual friend  AW 12-24; CCR 74  
as possible wife  AW 19, 24; KO 156  
doubts as to family opinion  AW 23-5  
possible financial designs on  AW 24; KO 156, 205  
estrangement from:  
NJ curiosity concerning  AW 87-8, 191, 221-2; KO 157  
dismissive denial by  AW 191-2; KO 157  
later reconciliation with evident in:  
visits at Bellevue  KO 156-7, 177  
death of:  
attendance at funeral  KO 156-7, 201, 205
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Erdleigh, Myra (Mrs) (cont’d)

position as sole legatee
recalled in conversation
Isobel
Moreland:
called "the Sorceress" by
makes strong impression on
Quiggin
Odo Stevens:
lives in same block of flats as
makes strong impression on
prophecies concerning
Jimmy Stripling:
at the Templers' with
domination of
exploitation of
NJ's curiosity concerning
in Venice with
Mona
Peter Templer
Dr Trelawney:
visits at Bellevue:
introduced by Uncle Giles
and the incident in the bathroom
and the occult
control of drugs for
reports death of
Lady Katherine Warminster
Miss Wartstone
Baby Wentworth:
as source of the planchette
meets in Venice
on fortune of
compares to Pamela
KO 205; MP 135
MP 142
TK 248
TK 261, 264
TK 258-61, 264-5
AW 99, 107-8, 122
TK 261, 264
TK 258-61, 264-5
MP 134, 142; TK 246
MP 135, 138-9; TK 264-6
MP 134-6, 138, 141-3; TK 247
AW 81-2, 87, 109
AW 88-9, 93-4, 97, 105, 107-9; TK 248, 258, 268-9;
HSH 78
AW 190-1; KO 177
AW 222
TK 246
AW 90-3, 95, 106, 109; MP 137-8
AW 81, 99, 107, 190-1
KO 155-7, 177
KO 187-8, 190-2, 198-201
KO 198-9; MP 142; TK 250-1; HSH 36, 119, 125
KO 187-8, 200-1; MP 142
MP 142; HSH 36
CCR 74; KO 157, 200
MP 136
TK 247
TK 121, 247
TK 247-8
TK 247
Erridge, Viscount

the Earl of Warminster, NJ's brother-in-law – BM 64

episodes involving:
- call at Quiggin's cottage
- NJ's visit to Thrubworth
described

early life:
- childhood:
  - nightmares
  - probably spoilt during
- slightly above NJ at school

the social scene:
- at the Huntercombes' ball
- attends the Season
- aimless drifting
- succession to title (at age of 18 or 19)
described

death:
- from coronary thrombosis
- surprising suddenness of

obituaries

funeral:
- before
- the service
- after
- otherwise referred to

will

character:
"incurably odd":

family opinions see below
analysed by General Conyers
NJ sees as subject for Burton

egotism symptomised by:
- asceticism
- depressive moods
- diffidence
- dislike of noblesse oblige
- disregard for public opinion
- hypersensitivity
- hypochondria

indulgence of whims
interest in ideas rather than people

self-identification with heroic boys' stories
simple selfishness
unsociability:
  - lack of social life
  - hatred of London
  - social ineptitude
  - quarrel with family solicitor

contradictory traits of with regard to:
  - general demeanour:
    - diffidence
    - strength of will
    - desire to be centre of attention
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Erridge, Viscount (cont’d)

aristocratic position:
- known as "Alf" by political friends
- clumsy attempt to behave as a worker
- socialist shame over pride in

Thrubworth:
- general attitude to:
  - dislike of succession to distaste for expressed in:
    - shutting all but flat
    - frequent absences
  - pride in ownership of
    - militantly ignored
    - taken up on George's death
  - life at:
    - apparent austerity
    - touches of luxury
  - financial problems of:
    - disregard for
    - uses St J Clarke's legacy for
    - and wartime requisition of:
      - happiness with complaints about

use of wealth:
- parsimony
- charity
- care over will

ideas and behaviour:
- eccentricity
- intelligent realism

women:
- no apparent interest in affairs with:
  - Mona
  - Gypsy Jones possibly

given to travels:
- Europe:
  - early drifting around
  - Baedekers in his room
    - "jaunts" for "social research"
- China:
  - interest in journey to with Mona
- Spain:
  - travel to return from
- dislike of religion

left-wing political views:
- NJ's thoughts on genesis of collection of books on:
  - object of early studies
  - quickly outdated
  - sentimentality concerning
  - will provides for republication of
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Erridge, Viscount (cont’d)

"social research" on vagrancy
reflected in attitude to Thrubworth
standard socialist causes:
follows the fashion
supports the Popular Front
practically involved in:
committees:
on the Sedition Bill
other
anti-fascist propaganda
pacifism
Spanish Civil War:
and politics of
financial support towards
avoidance of actual conflict
disillusionment with
uselessness in
loss of interest in
naïvety of
and Communism:
ever member of Party
changing attitudes to Russia
interest in Anabaptists and medieval revolutionaries
patronage of a magazine:
putative during lifetime
posthumous reality in "Fission"
relationships with fellow-socialists
and the family:
names:
Alfred
Erridge
Lord Warminster
ancestors:
Henry Lucius, the 1st Earl
the Hugford heiress
the Chemist-Earl
grandfather
father
general relationship with:
as part of corporate life of
lack of interest in
regarded as "incurably odd" by

and see
physical similarities with
privileged position in
Tolland siblings:
Lady Frederica:
nearest in age to
similarities to:
in appearance
in character
ambivalent relationship with
appoints executor of will

LM 30-1, 33, 82, 116-7, 119, 124, 131, 138-9; CCR 61, 78
LM 41, 110, 117
CCR 68; BFR 57-8
LM 124; CCR 65
LM 115, 120
LM 203
LM 149; KO 145
CCR 65, 68; KO 146, 206-7; BFR 33, 58
CCR 65-6, 77, 92, 95, 165, 189-90, 219
CCR 65
CCR 65, 68, 77-8, 191; BFR 58
CCR 189-91, 219; KO 146
KO 208; BFR 58
VB 159
LM 122-3; CCR 190
BFR 41
BFR 58, 75
VB 159
LM 121-3, 134, 145, 220; CCR 190; BFR 40
BFR 40-2, 67-8, 83, 88, 141, 183, 188-9; TK 142
see references to relevant individuals below
LM 31; CCR 91
LM 31-2, 81, 117, 221; CCR 62, 91, 189; BFR 41;
and passim
LM 31-2, 81, 129; CCR 91, 189; VB 168; BFR 40-1, 67
LM 150; BFR 49-50, 54
BFR 49
BFR 48-9, 76
LM 41, 136; CCR 76; BFR 58, 95
LM 148, 207; BFR 33, 74-7
LM 118-9, 124, 132, 136, 139-40, 145, 152-3, 204, 216;
CCR 191, 195, 219; KO 146; VB 159; BFR 57
AW 196; LM 30, 32-3, 81-2, 203, 207; CCR 68-9, 71-2,
77, 192; BFR 33, 67, 72
Tollands, the
LM 117, 119, 136
LM 204; CCR 192-3, 195; KO 207; BFR 57, 65
CCR 191; BFR 69
LM 117
CCR 191; BFR 68-9
LM 81-2, 95, 118-9; CCR 67, 191, 218-9; VB 159, 175;
BFR 94-5
FR 44, 67-9, 82, 88, 183
Erridge, Viscount (cont’d)

Blanche:
- housekeeper at Thrubworth KO 146-7, 207; VB 158-9; BFR 33, 95
- local duties performed by BFR 33
- understood by BFR 47

George:
- family relationship with LM 31, 41; BFR 44
- disapproved of by CCR 67, 72, 76-8
- attitude to death of:
  - refusal to attend funeral BFR 46-7, 58
  - possibly contributes to own BFR 47
  - considered by NJ BFR 57-8, 60
- succeeded by son of BFR 45, 141; HSH 178

Hugo:
- compared with CCR 192-3
- lack of respect shown by:
  - the "alternative salon" tease CCR 192, 194-5
  - derogatory comments BFR 45, 87, 94-5
- appoints executor of will BFR 44, 183
- possibility of succession by BFR 45, 141

Isobel:
- during visit to Thrubworth LM 138-9, 145, 150-3
- elopement overshadows engagement of LM 204,
  - source of interesting gossip to CCR 96-7, 136, 191, 219; BFR 33
  - at funeral BFR 62, 65,

Norah:
- similarity to in opinions CCR 61, 67, 95, 191
- object of bitter comments by LM 95-6; CCR 191-2; KO 147, 208; BFR 44, 46-7, 94-5

Priscilla

Robert

Susan

other relations:
- Roddy Cutts CCR 77; BFR 183
- Chips Lovell LM 24, 30-1, 148; CCR 189
- Lady Molly LM 24, 30-3, 81, 124, 126, 131-2, 210, 216, 236

Uncle Alfred:
- a puzzlement to AW 196; LM 32-3, 41, 218; CCR 192; BFR 65, 70, 72
- contempt for LM 152
- upsets with respect to memorial window LM 41, 152; CCR 76-7
- compared to LM 119

Lady Katherine:
- as stepmother LM 35, 147, 207; CCR 60-1, 76-7, 81, 91-3; KO 146
- concerning Mona and China CCR 207-10

and St John Clarke:
- source of introduction to Quiggin LM 125-6
- shared political views LM 195-6; CCR 92, 220
- friendship with CCR 92, 94
- makes executor of literary estate CCR 78, 91-3
- inherits estate of CCR 218-20; KO 205; BFR 72TK 142

and Mona:
- found attractive by LM 113-4, 119, 121, 123-5, 146-7, 154
- innocence concerning:
  - flirting by LM 134, 204; BFR 76
  - power of LM 221
- affair with:
  - elopement to China LM 203-5, 216, 236, 207-9, 216; CCR 66-7, 78, 92, 220;
    BFR 56, 62-3
- end of CCR 67; KO 147
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family reactions to
and Quiggin:
  first meeting with
shares political sympathies with
patron of:
  as landlord
  as publisher
  as general provider
latent conflict of wills with:
  evident:
    at Quiggin’s cottage
    at Thribworth
    on return from Spain
NJ analyses sources as lying in:
  relationship of patron and client:
    landlord and tenant
    publisher and editor
  the problem of Mona
friendship with St John Clarke
remembered by NJ at funeral
and other characters:
  Bagshaw
  Bithel
  General Conyers
  Mrs Conyers
  Howard Craggs
  Lady Augusta Cutts
  Buster Foxe
  Uncle Giles
  Lord Huntercombe
  Dr Jodrill
  Gypsy Jones
  Mark Members
  Siegfried
  Sillery
  Lord Sleaford
  Smith
  Dicky Umfraville
  Widmerpool
compared to:
  literary figures:
    Don Quixote
    Prince Hal
    Prince Myshkin
    Bagshaw
    Bithel
    Uncle Giles
    Geoffrey, Lord Sleaford
    Widmerpool

Erridge, Viscount (cont’d)

LM 207-10, 216, 218; CCR 67, 72
LM 125-6
LM 110-1, 115, 117, 120-2, 132, 149, 154; CCR 62, 66;
BFR 40-1, 56-7, 76
LM 110, 117, 119, 209; CCR 129; BFR 82-3
LM 121-3, 134, 145, 220; CCR 190, 220; BFR 41-2,
67-8, 83-4, 125, 188-9
LM 117-9, 126, 135, 141; BFR 82-3
LM 121-3, 134, 145; CCR 220
LM 123-4, 203-5, 220-1; CCR 67-8, 220; BFR 56
CCR 92-4, 190, 220
BFR 40-2, 75, 83
SA 17
LM 82, 140; KO 213;
LM 82
LM 115, 120, 154, 203; BFR 41-2, 56-7, 67, 76, 82, 84,
125
LM 140
VB 168, 175
KO 145-6, 205
CCR 165
BFR 47
LM 124; BFR 41, 62, 76
LM 220-1
BFR 73, 87
LM 120
LM 212
LM 24, 31, 131-5, 142-5, 155, 236; CCR 195; KO 146-7;
MP 83
BFR 44-5
BFR 51, 56, 64, 66-8, 72, 84, 141, 183-4, 188-9
LM 136
CCR 192
LM 154; CCR 190
FR 75
SA 17
LM 204; KO 145-6
LM 212
LM 133
Ethel

Mrs Andriadis's maid – AW 169

Mrs Andriadis's trusted maid described fondness for Dicky Umfraville on Guggenbühl

AW 169-70, 172
AW 169
AW 169
AW 170
Evans

checkweighman at a Welsh colliery – VB 61

checkweighman at the colliery where men of NJ's company work
rumoured affair with Pendry's wife
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Evans, J., Private

a soldier in Gwatkin's company — VB 191

oddly shaped VB 191
problem of finding trousers for epitomises NJ's boredom VB 191
Farebrother, Geraldine

see Weedon, Geraldine
Farebrother, Sunderland (Sunny)

a businessman and soldier – QU 75

episodes involving:

NJ's first visit to the Templers' house QU 75-105, 130, 213; BM 63, 162; AW 43, 82, 88-9, 97; CCR 72; KO 223; VB 254; SA 25-6, 189-93, 195; TK 248-9; HSH 77, 79

wartime meetings with NJ:

undoing of Widmerpool at Div HQ SA 188-201, 202-3, 208; MP 23; HSH 77
liaison matters MP 16-22, 53-4, 118-24, 201
party at Prasad's embassy MP 205-6

later chance meetings:

at the army reunion TK 209-10, 216-9, 222-3, 248
on the tube train HSH 76-9

described QU 76-9; SA 189-91; MP 16, 22; TK 216; HSH 76-7

son of Amos Farebrother QU 96

career:

the Army:

World War 1:

Captain in Territorials QU 78, 142
in combat:

on the Somme QU 86
good record, including DSO QU 76, 86, 88, 122, 142-3; SA 191; MP 16

at Peace Conference:

enjoyment of QU 85-6; BM 162
success in evidenced by:

award of OBE QU 86; SA 191
M.Dubuisson QU 142

Brigade-Major with TA KO 223; VB 254; SA 25

World War 2:

at Divisional Command:

Territorial Unit of Yeomanry SA 190, 196, 199
staff officer ranked Major VB 253-4; SA 25-6, 188-9, 192; MP 23

in secret unit:

as Lt Col SA 192-3, 195-6; MP 13-14, 53-4
qualification as parachutist MP 16
at Cabinet Office meeting MP 13, 16-22, 54
at Section HQ MP 53-4

and the Szymanski affair:

part in MP 97-8, 116, 118-20
demoted over MP 116, 120, 132, 156
useful contacts deriving from TK 217
in Civil Affairs with rank restored MP 120, 132, 155
summarised TK 209-10

the city QU 77-9, 84, 87, 96, 104; BM 63; AW 43, 89; CCR 72; KO 223; SA 25, 190-1; TK 210, 216, 218; HSH 77, 206

character:

contrast within between::

old-fashioned romanticism:
gentlemanly charm QU 80, 82, 85, 91, 130; SA 25-26, 190, 194-9; MP 13, 17-18, 52-3, 155, 225; TK 85, 216, 222

sentimental attachment to:

Henty & military comradeship KO 27
"The Song of Bernadette" MP 123
respect for the dead QU 79; AW 43; MP 121; HSH 77, 79
growing of roses in retirement TK 218-9; HSH 79
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powerful ambition: 
careful cultivation of what is useful: 
contacts 
qu 87-8, 103-4, 142; sa 190; mp 17, 52, 119, 124,
205-6; tk 210, 216-7; sh 78-9 
cricket 
qu 102 
air of devotional compassion 
qu 78; sa 191, 197-8; mp 18, 22, 119, 123, 129;
sh 77 
funerals 
qu 76, 79; sh 78-9 
military demeanour 
cr 72; sa 189-91; mp 53, 121 
ruthless pursuit of own ends 
sa 198-201; mp 17, 52, 98, 119-20 
subtly expressed relish of: 
own success 
sa 192-3; mp 120, 123-4, 205 
enemies' discomfiture 
qu 90-1; sa 191, 194, 196-9; mp 121; tk 216-8, 223;
sh 77-9 
"puritan strain" evident in: 
whole demeanour 
qu 77; sa 190-1; mp 123; tk 217 
distaste for the Templer house-party 
qu 82-3, 85, 104 
work ethic 
qu 87, 91, 103-4, 130 
attention to detail 
qu 88; sa 189-90 
care with money: 
defining trait 
qu 79, 87, 213; sa 196; mp 17-18; tk 249 
hold up by as virtue: 
in general 
qu 102, 213; tk 218 
in tuffy's management 
tk 218; sh 79 
and clothes: 
well-cut but threadbare 
qu 78, 87; sa 190-1; mp 16-18, 190; sh 76 
episode of the collar-turner 
qu 89-91, 98; aw 97 
and arrangements for: 
accommodation 
mp 205; tk 218 
entertainment of friends 
qu 105; sa 189; tk 218-9; sh 79 
food and drink 
mp 17; tk 210, 216, 218; sh 79 
tips 
qu 101; bm 63 
travelling 
qu 95, 101-2, 105; sa 189; tk 249 
and nj: 
favourable impression on 
compared by to: 
borrit 
mp 204 
finn 
mp 98 
colonel flores 
mp 225 
buster foxe 
qu 76-8 
archie gilbert 
bm 63 
glober 
tk 85 
the field-marshall 
mp 190 
colonel newcome 
qu 78; sa 190 
ted jeavons 
cr 72 
uncle giles 
qu 213 
o do Stevens 
mp 129; tk 217 
george tolland 
cr 72 
bill truscott 
tk 222 
dicky umfraville 
mp 190 
tuffy weedon 
qu 78 
widmerpool 
wa 200-1; mp 22, 204 
as a great survivor in the "dance" 
tk 213, 222; sh 76-7, 79 
and the templers: 
Mr templer: 
business friend of 
qu 76-9, 83-6, 88, 100, 102-3; aw 43; cr 72; sa 192 
treated brusquely by 
qu 77, 80, 83-4 
writes obituary of for newspaper(s)? 
aw 43; sa 192
remembers with dislike SA 192
also mentions HSH 77
Mrs Templer – distant relation of QU 87
Babs:
uncomfortable with QU 84-5
on marriages of QU 103; MP 205-6; HSH 77
Jean:
attracted to QU 80
and the hat box QU 96
also mentioned QU 75, 95
Peter:
predicts good future for QU 102
regarded by with:
amusement QU 87
respect QU 76, 87-8; SA 191; HSH 79
censure MP 23
assists in wartime career SA 191-2; MP 18-19, 23
comments on MP 18, 206
butt of jokes from guests of:
generally QU 87, 93, 104
persecution by Jimmy Stripling see below
episode of the chamber pot / hat-box QU 96-9, 104; AW 89
and Widmerpool:
distrusted by as:
shrewd businessman QU 130; KO 223; VB 254
charming QU 130; SA 25
opposite number at Command VB 253-4; SA 25-6, 188-9, 192
feud with:
rooted in:
City past SA 25; HSH 206
utter difference in character SA 191
manifest in the Army:
developed in rivalry SA 25-6, 64, 189, 191, 193-6, 200
consummated in the Recce Unit affair SA 193, 197-201, 208; HSH 77
exacerbated by Szymanski affair MP 116, 120
enjoyment of potential disaster facing TK 216-8, 223
on Pamela in Egypt with MP 121, 201
and other characters:
Sir Bertram Akworth HSH 206
General Conyers MP 205
Ivo Deanery SA 196-7, 200; TK 218-9
M.Dubuisson QU 142-3
Mrs Erdleigh HSH 78
Finn MP 13-14, 17, 53-4, 59, 98, 118-9, 123-4, 155-6
Archie Gilbert BM 63
Captain Jenkins QU 85
Isobel TK 218-9; HSH 79
Lady McReith QU 82
Scorpio Murtlock HSH 78-9
Pennistone MP 17-18, 52, 97
Lord Perkins MP 206
Odo Stevens MP 97, 129, 132; TK 217
Jimmy Stripling:
strongly disliked by QU 81, 84, 86, 89-91, 95, 142; AW 82; HSH 77
systematically persecuted by:
generally QU 84, 87, 93; TK 248-9
the episode of the hat box QU 97-8, 103-4; AW 88-9, 105; HSH 77, 79
attitude to:
  - forbearance
  - subtly barbed disapproval

Szymanski
Prince Theodoric
Dicky Umfraville
Tuffy Weedon:
  - compared to
  - high opinion of
  - engagement to
  - marriage to
  - widower of

QU 84, 87-8, 91, 98, 103
QU 103-4; MP 206; HSH 77-9
MP 97-8, 116, 118-20, 124, 132, 156
MP 53-5, 116, 124, 132
MP 120, 190
QU 78
MP 205; TK 218; HSH 79
MP 155-6
MP 204-5; TK 218; HSH 79
HSH 79
Feingold

a colleague of NJ at the film studio – LM 17

described
lives near studio
character:
  strain of Jewish romanticism
  volubility
literary work:
  enthusiasm for
  currently as scriptwriter
  ambition as satirical novelist
and other characters:
  Erridge
  Hegarty
  Lovell:
    fantasy concerning company’s employment of
    little regard for society gossip of
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Felicity

one of Bagshaw's stepdaughters – TK 192

described as:
  good-looking TK 192
  moody TK 192

and Bagshaw:
  stepdaughter of TK 192, 200-1
  and Lear-conceit of:
    difficulty of character TK 192
    (presumably) part of peripatetic lodging system HSH 114

NJ meets TK 192

and Pamela:
  jealousy of fuelled by fancy for Gwinnett TK 200
  loud altercation with on night of intrusion TK 200-1
Fenneau, Rev. Canon Paul

a clergyman specialising in the occult – QU 171

episodes involving:
  Sillery's tea-party QU 171, 173, 184; HSH 116-8
  the Royal Academy banquet HSH 113, 115-31, 132, 224
described
  career: QU 171; HSH 116, 119

as undergraduate:
  one of Sillery's pupils QU 171
  at obscure college HSH 117
  attends Brightman's lectures QU 173

as clergyman:
  family connections with the Church HSH 118
  Canon HSH 113, 115-6, 118-9, 121, 126-8, 130
  incumbent of churches attended by:
    Murlock as choirboy HSH 121
    Henderson and Chuck HSH 232
  relationship with Bishop HSH 123
  Christmas bazaar HSH 131-2

character:
  in youth:
    nervousness QU 171; HSH 117
    depressive air QU 184
  unctuous priestliness HSH 118-9, 123, 126-7, 131

interest in the occult:
  lifelong fascination with alchemy HSH 119
  in relation to calling as clergyman HSH 119, 121-3
  regarded as authority on:
    articles and reviews HSH 119, 224
    consulted for TV programme HSH 121-2
    conversational reference to:
      Eugenius Philalethes HSH 125
      medieval heresy HSH 129
      Paracelsus v Nostradamus HSH 120, 125

and contemporary practitioners of:
  Mrs Erdleigh:
    compared to HSH 119
    contempt for HSH 125
  Scorpio Murlock see below
  Dr Trelawney:
    compared to HSH 119
    controversy with HSH 120-1
    Murlock as successor of HSH 121, 125
distaste for HSH 125

attitude of others to:
  opposition from:
    Sillery HSH 118
    Quiggin HSH 118-9
    ambiguity of Bishop HSH 123
discomfort of NJ at aura HSH 116, 119-20
  feeds arrogance HSH 124, 127, 224
  offers mystic concept of the "Dance" HSH 120, 130
  appetite for power HSH 116-7, 120, 123-4, 126, 128

and Scorpio Murlock:
  early acquaintance with HSH 121-5, 232
  on occult career of:
    recognises qualities of HSH 121-4, 129-31
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the cult of Harmony
as successor to Trelawney
and introduction to Widmerpool

Ambivalent attitude to:
- fascination with
- qualified disapproval of
- help to launder unpleasant incidents:
  - abortion
  - the death of Widmerpool

and other characters:
- Bagshaw
- Bithel
- Brightman
- Chuck
- Mr Deacon
- Barnabas Henderson

Mark Members:
- undergraduate awe of
- friendship from university days
- rescues in controversy with Trelawney

Quiggin

Sillery:
- pupil of
- introduced to NJ by
- family background thought useful by
- ultimately found wanting by

Smethyck

Widmerpool:
- and introduction of to Murtlock
- and death of
Fenwicks, the

contemporaries of NJ at Aldershot – KO 54

taught by Miss Orchard KO 54
father of:
in the Gloucesters KO 54
killed in World War 1 KO 77
Ferrand-Sénéschal, Léon-Joseph

a French intellectual and fellow-traveller – TK 12

described, especially the "blubber lips"
place in the literary scene:
  writings:
    summarised in obituaries TK 22, 29
    despised by:
      Dr Brightman TK 23, 48
      NJ TK 13
    translation of:
      published by Quiggin & Craggs TK 15
      reviewed in "Fission" TK 15-16
    Shermaker puffs TK 22
    involvement with cultural congresses TK 12-13, 15, 21-2, 51
political behaviour:
  analysed by Bagshaw TK 15-16, 19, 194
  of repute as Man of the Left TK 15
  and historical events:
    Spanish Civil War TK 13
    the Vichy regime:
      devious attitude to TK 13-15
      wartime exile from in USA TK 13-16
    Pasternak’s Nobel prize TK 12
    the post-Stalinist thaw TK 115-6, 267
  fellow-traveller

sexual deviance:
  Bagshaw on nature of scandal in:
    USA TK 16
    France TK 50-1
  involvement in orgies TK 17-18, 206, 267
  hinted at in innocent initial reports of death TK 21-2
  death in bed with Pamela:
    reports of TK 48-51, 66, 83, 100, 157, 160, 174, 194, 202, 206
    attested by Pamela herself TK 115-6, 165, 174, 265-7
    divined by Mrs Erdleigh TK 265
    as Gyges to Widmerpool’s Candaules TK 117, 266-7, 273-4

and Widmerpool:
  reviewed in "Fission" by TK 16
  rapport with based on:
    political views TK 16, 19
    appearance TK 17
    sexual deviance TK 17-19, 206, 266-7
  mutual entertainment in London and Paris TK 16-18
  as spy:
    closely involved with Belkin and ultimately betrayed by TK 114-7, 193-4
    TK 267

and other characters:
  Bagshaw TK 15-16, 18-19, 194
  Dr Brightman TK 23, 48-50
  Evadne Clapham TK 21
  St John Clarke TK 13
  Mrs Erdleigh TK 265
  Pamela see above
  Gwinnett TK 50, 66, 165, 202, 206
  Isobel TK 160
  Mark Members TK 12-13, 15, 22
Matilda
NJ:
  censored wartime letters read by
  curiosity of prompts attendance at Venice
  disliked by despite never meeting
Pauline

Ferrand-Sénéchal, Léon-Joseph (cont’d)

TK 21
TK 13-14
TK 12-13, 21
TK 12-14
TK 206, 267
Fettiplace-Jones

an Old Boy of Le Bas's house – AW 184

episodes involving:
  Le Bas's dinner                  AW 185, 187, 198, 203, 205
  dinner at the Cutts'            KO 93-5, 116-7

at school:
  Captain of the House when NJ arrives
  remembered by:
    NJ                            AW 185; BFR 247-8
    Le Bas                       BFR 250

family:
  wife (an Akworth?)              KO 93-4; HSH 180
  son Jocelyn (?)                 HSH 180

political career:
  boyhood roots of
  MP:
    for northern constituency    AW 185; KO 93-4
    mannerisms of                AW 203; KO 94-5, 113
    also mentioned               CCR 85; BFR 250

speeches:
  maiden parliamentary:
    attacks Ramsay MacDonald    AW 198
    creates considerable impact AW 198
    on Indian independence at Le Bas's dinner
    dwindles to committee work  AW 198
    interest in foreign affairs AW 187
    supports Chamberlain over Munich
    KO 93-4, 117

and other characters:
  Brandreth                      AW 184
  Roddy Cutts                    CCR 85; KO 93-5, 116-7
  Sir Magnus Donners:
    impressed by as boy          KO 94-5
    suggests as man to organise wartime Britain
    KO 94-6
  Ghika                         AW 184
  Le Bas:
    held in esteem by           AW 198; BFR 250
    helps after collapse        AW 205
  Maiden                        AW 184, 205
  Veronica Tolland              HSH 180
  Simson                        AW 184
  Whitney                       AW 184
  Widmerpool:
    at Le Bas's dinner:
      buttonholed by             AW 185-7
      puzzled by speech of       AW 203
      gives dinner to in House of Commons
      CCR 85
Fettiplace-Jones, Jocelyn

(presumably) son of the MP – HSH 180

and the Akworth family:
  mother from HSH 180
  at Clare's wedding HSH 180
  beautiful black wife HSH 180
  Veronica Tolland on HSH 180
Fettiplace-Jones, Mrs. senior

wife of the MP – KO 93

family (presumably):

née Akworth
husband the MP
son Jocelyn
daughter-in-law described

at the Cutts' dinner-party:

described
opinions confined to "safe" topics

Veronica Tolland on

HSH 180
KO 93-4, 116-7
HSH 180
HSH 180
KO 94
KO 94
HSH 180
Fettiplace-Jones, Mrs. junior

wife of Jocelyn – HSH 180

at the Cutts / Akworth wedding HSH 180

described by Veronica Tolland as a "beautiful black girl" HSH 180

family:

husband of Jocelyn Fettiplace-Jones HSH 180

mother-in-law née Akworth HSH 180

and other characters:

NJ HSH 180

Veronica Tolland HSH 180
Finn, Major Lysander

officer in charge of liaison with the Free French – SA 51

described

SA 98-9; MP 11-12, 99, 234

civilian background:

the City
SA 51; MP 10

cosmetics business in Paris
SA 51-2, 103; MP 10, 242; TK 208

family:

name
MP 10, 119

wife and daughter
SA 103-4; MP 11

son-in-law:

anti-Gaullist Frenchman
MP 11

killed
MP 234

retirement to Perpignan
TK 208

death
TK 208

military career:

World War 1:

served with General Liddament
SA 51

awarded VC
SA 51, 85-6, 99, 102-3; MP 9-10, 33, 119, 185, 233; TK 208

anecdotes concerning, especially that of the tooth
MP 11, 73

stays on temporarily after 1918
MP 34

World War 2 on General Staff:

Territorial regiment
SA 85

rank:

initially Major
SA 85-6, 89, 92, 99, 102-3, 167; MP 9, 34

possibility of promotion rejected
SA 103; MP 9-10

eventually Lt-Colonel
SA 103; MP 5, 8-10, 51, 53, 56-7, 105, 119

work with Free French
SA 52, 101, 103

head of Liaison Section:

generally mentioned
MP 14, 33-4, 71, 92, 98, 144, 155, 202-3; TK 208-9

as superior officer of:

Borrit
MP 224, 243

NJ

Hewetson
MP 77

Masham
SA 97, 100; MP 89-90

Pennistone
MP 9-13, 31, 33, 37, 61, 69, 77, 97-8, 155, 196

Slade
MP 77

Stebbings
MP 34-5

Vavassor
MP 56

and foreign representatives:

Asbjørnsen
MP 53, 59-60, 163, 171

Bobrowski
MP 95-6, 108, 163

Chu
MP 59-60

Cobb
MP 75-6

de Gaulle
SA 103

Flores
MP 223-5, 234

Gauthier de Graef
MO 184

Hiava
MP 13, 234

Kielkiewicz
MP 69

Kucherman
MP 92-3, 95, 199-200

Philidor
MP 144, 147, 163

Prasad
MP 163

Prince Theodoric
MP 24, 51-3, 55-7, 105, 219-20
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and specific incidents:

- news of Katyn: MP 108-9
- the Szymbanski affair: MP 95-8, 118-20, 155-6
- the trip to Brussels: MP 155, 160-1, 163, 169-71, 173, 175, 177, 182-5, 188
- Belgian affairs: MP 108-9, 199-200
- the Victory Day Service: MP 219-20, 223-5, 233-5

stays on temporarily after 1945: MP 202-3

character:

courtesy: SA 99-100, 102; MP 9, 33

approach to work:

- long hours: MP 6, 10
- preference for personal involvement: MP 34, 42, 59
- integrity: MP 52

bravery:

decorations:

- VC: SA 51, 85-6, 99, 102-3; MP 9-10, 33, 119, 185, 233; TK 208

French
in the V-2 explosion: MP 155

idiosyncrasies:

- French usage: SA 103; MP 10, 69
- obsessive secrecy:
  - concerning personal affairs: SA 103-4; MP 9-11, 119
- suspicion:
  - of clandestine organisations: MP 14, 61, 97-8, 155-6, 200
  - of military attachés: MP 160-1

strategic deafness: MP 9, 53, 59, 155, 200

tendency to the dramatic:

- easily agitated: MP 33-4, 59, 157, 160-1, 163, 223-5, 233
- seen by NJ as a character actor: MP 11-12, 76
- illustrated in behaviour re salmon: MP 233-4, 242

attitudes and opinions concerning:

- bureaucracy: MP 200, 243
- Churchill: MP 200
- the value of decorations: SA 102; MP 185, 234
- royalty: MP 52

analysed by:

- Farebrother: MP 119
- NJ: MP 33-4
- Pennistone: SA 103-4; MP 9-11, 33-4, 52

and NJ:

- powerful initial impression on: SA 89, 98-9
- liked by: SA 102-3
- the failed interview for French Liaison: SA 89, 92, 98-103, 105, 167; MP 9, 90, 144
- superior officer of: see above

compared by to:

- Cobb: MP 76
- General Conyers: MP 224
- Corporal Gittins: MP 10

and other characters:

- Blackhead: MP 200
- Sunny Farebrother:
  - suspicious of: MP 13-14, 17, 53-4, 59, 98, 118-20, 155-6
  - contrasted with: MP 52
  - assessed by: MP 119
General Liddament:

old friendship with SA 51-2, 99, 102, 167
and NJ's secondment SA 51-2, 85-6, 89, 101-2, 167
the Field-Marshal (Montgomery) MP 183-5

Pennistone:

and business in Paris:

known by before War SA 103-4; MP 10
joined by after War MP 242
succeeded by after death TK 208
close relationship with MP 10-11
superior officer of see above

Tuffy Weedon MP 156
Widmerpool SA 86; MP 13, 20
Fitzwith

an old boy of Le Bas's house – BFR 247

remembered as contemporary by NJ

BFR 247
Flannigan-Fitzgerald

a protégé of Sillery – QU 165

useful protégé of Sillery QU 165
brother of Papal chamberlain QU 165
Fletcher, F.F.

a pupil in Le Bas's house – QU 50

friend of Calthorpe Major QU 50
Widmerpool tells of Le Bas's arrest QU 50
Flitton, Cosmo

first husband of Flavia Wisebite and father of Pamela – QU 13

described from photograph in Stringham’s room
family:
  first husband of Flavia
  father of Pamela:
    assumed
    doubt concerning:
      cast by Dicky Umfraville’s claim
      rejected by NJ
    remarried to American
service in WW1:
  Captain
  lost arm
subsequently farmer in:
  Kenya
  Montana – the dude ranch:
    first rumours of
    and Louis Glober:
      "The Western of the Playboy World"
    first meeting of with Pamela
character:
unsavoury:
  caddish behaviour in affair with Baby Wentworth
  gambling
  heavy drinking
  dubious business dealings
  regarded as notorious by:
    Isobel
    NJ
    Stringham
    Templer
    Dicky Umfraville
compared to:
  Szymanski
  Harrison Wisebite
reformed and universally popular
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Flitton, Pamela

a femme fatale and wife of Widmerpool – BM 235

a) episodes involving

Stringham's wedding
the War:
  chauffeuring NJ
  Ted Jeavons’ party
  The Bartered Bride
  the V1 raid on NJ's flats

the party at Prasad's embassy

Erridge's funeral:
  in church
  after the service

the "Fission" launch-party
at Trapnel's flat
in Venice:
  at the Bragadin Palazzo:
    viewing the ceiling
    dinner later
  at Florian's and afterwards
nocturnal intrusion at the Bagshaws' house
at the performance of the "Seraglio" and afterwards

BM 235, 237; MP 62-3; BFR 54-5

Stringham's wedding

the War:
  chauffeuring NJ
  Ted Jeavons’ party
  The Bartered Bride
  the V1 raid on NJ's flats

BM 235, 237; MP 62-3; BFR 54-5

Stringham's wedding

the War:
  chauffeuring NJ
  Ted Jeavons’ party
  The Bartered Bride
  the V1 raid on NJ's flats

BM 235, 237; MP 62-3; BFR 54-5
Flitton, Pamela

b) character

described:
- **diversity of appearance**: MP 38, 85, 104, 214; BFR 52-3, 59; TK 49, 84, 88, 164, 171, 173, 237
- **references to beauty**: MP 38, 62, 64, 71, 130, 208, 214, 236; BFR 20, 53, 72, 77, 100, 110, 146-7, 176, 195; TK 84, 116, 261; HSH 193

wartime work:
- **ATS driver (aged about 20)**: attached to Liaison Section MP 37-8, 61-5, 68-72, 77, 128-9, 132, 201, 203; BFR 20, 27
  - **removed from**:
    - following suspected misuse of car MP 71-2
    - under excuse of illness MP 79, 85
  with secret organisation MP 85, 121, 128, 195, 207-8; BFR 27

personality:
- referred to as a "fiend" BM 237; MP 63
- "rankling animosity":
  - directed against:
    - the entire world MP 62, 64-5, 70, 133, 137-9; BFR 53, 92, 204; TK 84-5, 105
    - men:
      - desire to cause suffering to MP 79, 130, 139-40, 195; BFR 204, 208
      - part of seductive power over "the castrating girl" MP 64, 133; BFR 78-9, 174
  - manifested in:
    - aggressive crudity of speech MP 130, 133, 140, 214; BFR 76-7, 79-82, 174, 176, 218; TK 84, 90, 95, 158, 171-2, 174-6, 263-7
    - wilful perversity MP 214-5; BFR 54, 68, 84-6, 91, 186, 193, 233, 237; TK 102, 157, 179-80, 199-202, 241, 255-6, 259, 268; HSH 110, 189

anti-social behaviour:
- ostentatiously sick at:
  - S’ham’s wedding BM 237; MP 62-3; BFR 55; HSH 189
  - Erridge’s funeral BFR 88-93, 139
  - deliberate unpunctuality MP 103-4, 211, 214; TK 163
  - rudeness on election night TK 18
  - crudity at Bragadin’s dinner TK 157-8, 202
- sullen frigidity:
  - socially MP 61-2, 64-5, 68, 85-7, 106, 128, 131, 137-8, 214-5; BFR 27, 53-4, 59-60, 77-9, 82, 138-9, 146-7, 189; TK 84-5, 99-102, 105, 107, 111-2, 172, 175, 237
  - sexually MP 87, 133, 141; BFR 205, 239; TK 42, 84, 109
- eruptions of violence MP 78, 140-1, 143, 210, 215-8, 234-5; BFR 59-60, 174; TK 180
- calculated vandalism:
  - wastefulness at flat BFR 187-91
  - Trapnel’s work BFR 235-42
  - chair at French Embassy TK 52, 238
  - the crocodile shoulder-bag TK 179-80

love of death:
- noticed by Mrs Erdleigh MP 136-8; TK 109, 264-5
- recognised as defining characteristic BFR 53; TK 109
manifested in:

- wandering in the Blitz  MP 137-8, 141, 143
- behaviour at Erridge's funeral  BFR 53
- own conversation  BFR 146; TK 202, 265
- the "dynasty of dead lovers"  MP 216; TK 108-9; HSH 187
- dress at the Basilica  TK 164-5
- the concept of sacrifice  TK 96, 179-80, 274; HSH 72
- suicide  TK 270, 272-4, 284; HSH 41-2, 68, 70, 72, 89, 94, 188, 250; and see below – necrophilia

egotism  MP 69, 214-5; BFR 52-3, 174, 192, 201-2, 207-9; TK 84, 87, 95

sexual deviance:

- combination of nymphomania and frigidity  BFR 239; TK 42, 88, 90-1
- interest in voyeurism:
  - the Tiepolo ceiling  TK 88-90, 94-6, 157-9, 202
  - and practitioners of:
    - Sir Magnus Donners  TK 157-9
    - Widmerpool  TK 117-8, 266, 273-4; HSH 55, 59
- naked appearance in Bagshaw's house  TK 202

suggestions of:

- bisexuality  MP 84-7, 104, 106, 128, 215; BFR 60, 70, 81-2
- necrophilia:
  - in regular sexual behaviour  BFR 239
  - in deaths of:
    - Ferrand-Sénéschal  TK 50, 165, 194, 202, 265
    - Pamela herself  TK 272-4; HSH 72
  - sensed by Gwinnett  TK 48, 50, 165, 206

aroused by conflict  MP 133, 143, 188; BFR 207-8, 217-8, 263-4, 266

promiscuity  Flitton, Pamela – c) relationships

drug taking  TK 172-3, 273-4

final deliberate embrace of absolute evil  TK 261, 264-8

NJ muses on enigma of  MP 62, 64, 68, 79, 131, 207-8; BFR 204, 208; TK 84, 88; HSH 110-11, 185

Flavia's attempt to rationalise  HSH 187-90
c) relationships

family:

daughter of:

Flavia Wisebite:  
mentioned  
BM 235; VB 154; MP 62-3, 70, 201; BFR 100; HSH 185, 187

attempt by to rationalise  
BM 235; VB 154; MP 62-3, 79, 201; BFR 100; TK 156;  
HSH 185

presumably Cosmo Flitton

possibility of Dicky Umfraville:  
claimed by Umfraville  
BM 235; MP 105

rejected by NJ  
HSH 185

niece of Stringham:

child bridesmaid at wedding of (aged 6 or 7)  
closeness to  
and death of  
and will of:  
sole legatee  
the Modigliani drawing  
and thus Peggy Stepney  
also mentioned  
BM 235; MP 62-3; BFR 54-5  
MP 64, 209, 216; TK 109; HSH 189  
MP 63-4, 216; TK 109  
MP 209-10; HSH 189  
BFR 188, 192, 203-4, 241; HSH 189-90, 250  
BFR 110-11  
MP 105

Widmerpool:

much younger than  
early interest of shown by:  
inquiry at "The Bartered Bride"  
in status as Prince Theodoric’s mistress  
dalliance with in Cairo  
pursuit by  
engagement to  
marriage to:

general references to  
BFR 18-21, 27, 52, 55, 59, 61, 68-70, 72, 77, 86, 110,  
138-9, 142, 147, 149-50, 175-7, 196, 207,  
225, 227, 236-8, 251, 258-9; HSH 56, 69-70,  
72, 250  
MP 104, 105, 116  
MP 121, 195, 201, 207-8  
MP 208  
MP 201, 204, 206-8  
MP 105

foretold by Mrs Erdleigh  
BFR 139  
MP 250  
MP 204, 206, 208; BFR 176, 194, 204, 208, 239-40;  
TK 41-3; HSH 102, 189

wedding announced

incongruity of

sex in:  
lack of normal  
as object of voyeurism

disappearances and returns:  
frequent occasions of  
the Trapnel affair

the final parting  
BFR 186-95, 209, 211-2, 214-5, 217, 240, 251; TK 17,  
29, 32  
BFR 191, 195; TK 41-2  
TK 270  
BFR 96-7; TK 41-5, 165-8, 205-6, 237, 240, 253, 256;  
HSH 110-11, 188-90

attempts by observers to analyse  
BFR 186-95, 209, 211-2, 214-5, 217, 240, 251; TK 17,  
29, 32  
BFR 191, 195; TK 41-2

Widmerpool's speech on  
and the flat in Victoria:  
dislike of  
purchase of bidet for

rows with:  
frequent

MP 210
specific occasions of:
  at Prasad's embassy party MP 214-8, 235-6
  at the Bragadin Palazzo TK 115-8, 147; HSH 59
  after the "Seraglio" TK 255-6, 264-8
ruinous accusations made during concerning:
  the murder of Templer MP 216-8, 235-6
  voyeurism:
    in general TK 117-8, 264, 267; HSH 59
    death of Ferrand-Sénéschal TK 266-7
spying TK 115-8, 174, 267
expression of contempt for BFR 54, 59, 77, 79-80, 91, 145, 206, 211-2, 217;
  TK 100-1, 111-2, 114-7, 174, 264-7
lack of interest in peerage of TK 44-5, 101
reaction of to death TK 284; HSH 41
X. Trapnel:
  reads "Camel" by at Thrubworth BFR 76, 82, 85, 174
  meets at "Fission" launch-party BFR 146-7, 173
  conquest of BFR 171-4, 176-7, 208; TK 43
  elopement with:
    recounted by Short BFR 190-4
    considered by:
      acquaintances BFR 194-6
      Gwinnett TK 32-3
  leads to disappearance from scene BFR 194, 201-2, 205, 218, 226; TK 17, 29, 206
  also mentioned BFR 203-4, 227, 234, 242; HSH 66, 68, 70
  squalor of life with BFR 201-4, 210, 212, 216, 233, 241
  frequent rows with BFR 233
cruelty to:
  rudeness:
    at first meeting BFR 146-7, 173
    in the "Fission" office BFR 173-4
    rejection of love BFR 205, 209, 239; TK 42, 205
    treatment of "Profiles in String": BFR 207, 232-3
      jealousy of BFR 208-9, 225-6, 232-3, 238
      interference with writing of BFR 235-42; TK 29, 109, 177-80, 195, 225 240-1;
      HSH 66-7, 72, 104
    explanation of TK 177-80
    ruination of TK 33, 109, 195-6; HSH 67, 82, 104
    leaves to return to Widmerpool BFR 226, 236, 241; TK 29
    posthumous exaltation of: BFR 108-9, 177-80
      to the "dynasty of death" TK 109-10, 141, 156, 177-8, 195
    in the film project
Russell Gwinnett:
  meetings with:
    in Venice: TK 107-9, 111-12, 114-6, 118, 123; HSH 55-6
      first at the Bragadin Palazzo TK 123, 162-5, 172-3
      in the Basilica TK 171-81, 183
      at Florian's and later TK 199-202, 227
    at Bagshaw's TK 272-4; HSH 41-2, 94
    in St Pancras hotel TK 123, 158, 165, 176-7, 196-202, 205-7, 227-8, 241-2,
    256, 272-4; HSH 41, 72, 91
increasingly obsessive pursuit of TK 54, 107-12, 118, 123, 163-5, 177-80, 196, 205;
the love of death HSH 68, 82
TK 48, 50, 68, 108-9, 164-5, 179-81, 202, 272-4
violence towards:
- the grab in the basilica: TK 123, 163-5, 172-3
- on the canal bridge: TK 180-1
- suicide as sacrifice to: TK 272-4; HSH 41, 68, 70, 72, 89, 94
- Dr Brightman on relationship with: TK 181-2; HSH 56
- also mentioned: TK 271; HSH 92, 193

and other men:
- promiscuity:
  - indiscriminate in scope: MP 139; BFR 69, 208; TK 41, 109, 156
  - predatory cruising of the streets of Venice: TK 177, 180, 185

scandals involving:
- general notoriety: MP 77-8; BFR 19-21, 69, 96-7; TK 42, 45, 51, 171-2, 201; HSH 41
- rumour of abortion: BFR 92, 139, 186

specifically:
- Howard Craggs: MP 78; BFR 79
- military officers:
  - British: MP 78; BFR 208
  - Polish: MP 68, 70-1, 77-8, 87, 130
- at NATO HQ: TK 42
- civil servant: MP 78
- Conservative MP: BFR 21
- ambitious journalist: TK 43
- fashionable don: TK 41-2
- TUC delegate: TK 42
- Ferrand-Sénéschal:
  - admitted: TK 115-6, 165, 265-7
  - contempt for: TK 116, 266

other affairs:
- Calthorpe: BFR 252
- Bob Duport: MP 193-5, 214
- Louis Glober: first met at father's ranch: TK 156, 169
  - in Venice with: TK 82-3, 85-96, 106-112, 147
  - attitude to:
    - later contempt: TK 172-5, 261-4
    - desire of to marry: TK 150, 155-6, 158, 227, 241, 256
    - and films:
      - on Trapnel: TK 109-10, 141, 156, 177-8, 195, 226
      - desire to star in: TK 156, 226-7, 261-2
      - supplied with drugs by: TK 172-3
      - crocodile shoulder-bag from: TK 171, 173, 175, 179-80
      - dumped by: TK 226-7, 241, 256, 259-62
- John Mountfichet: BFR 96-7
- Odo Stevens: first meets in Cairo: MP 193-4
  - living together in London: MP 128-43; BFR 208; TK 168, 172, 260-1
  - harsh treatment of:
    - verbal: MP 128, 130, 134-5, 140, 143; TK 176, 263-4
    - physical: MP 132-3, 140-1, 143; BFR 138-9, 239; TK 171, 180
    - cold disregard: BFR 138-9; TK 172
  - "Seraglio" row narrated by: TK 260-8
- Szymanski: MP 87, 99-100, 131-3
Peter Templer:
  effect on exaltation of the “dynasty” and death of
Prince Theodor
Milton Wisebite
effect upon and comments made by:
  Bagshaw
  Bagshaw’s father
  Borrit
  Clanwaert
  Roddy Cutts
  Bob Duport
  Farebrother
  Vernon Gainsborough
  Horaczko
  Ted Jeavons
  Michalski
  Moreland
  Pennistone
  Quiggin
  L.O. Salvidge
  Short
  Siegfried
  Sillery
  Alfred Tolland
  Hugo Tolland
  Dicky Umfraville

and other characters:
  Barker-Shaw
  Jacky Bragadin
  Dr Brightman
  Frederica Budd
  Fiona Cutts
  Susan Cutts
  Gibson Delavacquerie
  Sir Magnus Donners
  Polly Duport:
    ousted by in Glober’s affections
    vengeful attack on after the “Seraglio”
Mrs Erdleigh:
  character understood by:
    in general assessment
    in the telling of fortune:
      vicious nature
      affairs and marriage
      approaching death
    momentarily tamed by
  Felicity
  Barbara Goring
  Isobel
  Priscilla
  Gypsy Jones:
    wartime dress reminiscent of mutual loathing
  Judy
Ada Leintwardine:

long friendship with:

as wartime colleagues in ATS
continued

ended
conflict with over Glober's attentions
behaviour reported by
abiding fascination felt by

Rosie Manasch
Lady McReith
Lenore Members
Mark Members
Pauline
Stella
Peggy Stepney
Norah Tolland
Baby Wentworth
Mrs Widmerpool

compared to:

Billson
Fiona Cutts
Jean Duport
Barbara Goring
Gypsy Jones
Audrey Maclintick
Matilda Moreland
Anne Stepney
Mona Templer
Priscilla Tolland

archetypal figures:

Angelica
bathing nymph
Candaules' queen
King Cophetua and the Beggar Maid
the Dutch Courtezan
the serpent
Titania
Venus
Flora

a woman in Jimmy Brent's life – QU 187-8
Flores, Colonel Carlos

the second husband of Jean Duport – MP 224

episodites involving:

family party at the Ritz (not explicitly named) AW 37-8, 40; MP 237
meeting after Victory Day Service MP 224-6, 233, 236-7; TK 56, 239
party before leaving England BFR 102-8; HSH 235-6 described

and native country in South America:

nephew of President KO 184

and the army:

officer's rank:

unspecified KO 184; MP 239
Colonel MP 224-6, 236-9, 241; BFR 102; HSH 136, 234, 236
General BFR 106; TK 239; HSH 136

military attaché:

appointed after political upheaval MP 224-5, 240; BFR 106
at Victory Day Service MP 224-6, 233-4, 236-7
receipt of CBE MP 234; BFR 104-5
official Rolls-Royce MP 237, 240-1; TK 56
still in post after War BFR 102-104, 106
recalled from BFR 106
also mentioned HSH 234

politics:

ambitious involvement in BFR 104-6
Head of Government TK 239-40; HSH 58, 234
retired from HSH 136
assassinated HSH 136, 233-4, 236

previous experience of England:

has stayed at Ritz AW 37-40; MP 237
excellent command of language and manners MP 225-6, 237-8; BFR 104

family:

large AW 37-8, 40; MP 237
nephew of President KO 184
married to Jean KO 184; MP 238-41; BFR 102-6; TK 240; HSH 58, 136, 233-4, 236
step-father to Polly MP 237, 239; TK 56, 239-40; HSH 58, 136

love of horses BFR 105

and other characters:

Gibson Delavacquerie HSH 136
Bob Duport KO 184; MP 239; BFR 104; HSH 236
Finn MP 224-5, 233-4
Barnabas Henderson HSH 233
NJ:

liked by MP 225; HSH 136, 236
regarded by as:

destined for greatness BFR 105
master of charm HSH 136

compared to:

Prince Theodoric MP 225; BFR 104
Sunny Farebrother MP 225
Alfred Tolland BFR 104
Rudolf Valentino KO 184; MP 239; BFR 104, 121
Flores, Madame

see Templer, Jean
Foppa

a restaurateur and club-owner – AW 153

described

background and family:

- Italian ancestry
- Patriotism
- Lack of enthusiasm for Fascist regime
- Possible internment in WW2
- Served as cook with British army in WW1
- Daughter

restaurant and club:

- Described
- Organisation of
- Russian billiards table
- Regular haunt of NJ and:
  - Barnby
  - Norman Chandler
  - Chips Lovell
  - Moreland
  - Jean

scene of Dicky Umfraville’s first meetings with:

- NJ
- Lady Anne Stepney

closed

source of memories:

- Poignant re Jean
- As part of the Dance

character:

- Given to whims
- Love of:
  - Billiards
  - Gambling:
    - Trotting races
    - Cards

and other characters:

- Jean Duport
- Dicky Umfraville
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Foppa, Miss

daughter of the club-owner – AW 153

described as beautiful  AW 153, 155
membership of Fascist Party  AW 153
part in the Foppa enterprise unknown  AW 155
Foxe, Amy (Mrs)

Stringham's mother – QU 13

episodes involved in:

- NJ's visit to Berkeley Square after leaving school QU 61-4; CCR 137-8
- lunch in Stringham's university rooms QU 201-2, 205-6, 210-12; CCR 46
- Stringham's wedding BM 235-6; HSH 190
- hostess of party for Moreland's symphony CCR 46, 89

background:

- South African QU 13, 23, 63, 66; CCR 46, 89
- father's huge fortune from gold QU 23; CCR 46

and men:

marriages to:

1) Lord Warrington:
   - first marriage to QU 57, 62; CCR 46, 170; KO 107; VB 162
   - relationship with:
     - much younger than QU 23; BM 127
     - enjoyed cavalry life with QU 62; CCR 170
     - death of leaves life-only inheritance LM 167; CCR 89; KO 107; VB 162

2) Boffles Stringham:
   - second marriage to CCR 87
   - ill-treatment of QU 71
   - divorced from QU 13, 62, 128, 171; CCR 46, 87, 89; VB 158

3) Buster Foxe:
   - third marriage to QU 13, 56, 70, 171, 210-11; BM 127; AW 159; LM 166; CCR 46, 132-3, 138, 145; KO 107; VB 158
   - seduced by VB 162
   - relationship with:
     - older than QU 210; VB 162
     - tendency to:
       - patronise QU 61-2
       - dominate QU 63, 210-11; LM 166; CCR 133, 144
       - and money QU 57-8, 169; BM 110; VB 162, 172-3; SA 79
       - tires of BM 68, 110; CCR 144
       - seeks divorce from VB 172-4; SA 79

"affair" with Norman Chandler:

- besotted with CCR 52-4, 88-90, 139-41, 145, 168, 182; VB 172-4; SA 79
- dependent upon CCR 138-9, 143-4, 160-1, 166-8
- influence on CCR 141
- as source of amused gossip CCR 56, 90, 131, 143-5
- follows on army posting VB 173-4; SA 79

mother of:

- Flavia Wisebite:
  - problems with QU 70; CCR 87; MP 63
  - otherwise mentioned BM 235; LM 161; VB 158, 162, 166, 173-4; MP 63; HSH 190

Charles Stringham:

- photograph kept by in school room QU 13
- ambivalent early attitude to:
  - school record QU 61
  - signs of brittle personality QU 61-3, 70
Foxe, Amy (cont'd)

career:
the army
Donners-Brebner

marriage

response to decline of:
wistful melancholy

desire to minimise:
interference with lifestyle
embarrassment

attitude of to affair with Chandler

South African holdings left to

NJ's reflections on relationship with:
as unlike anything he has met before
as Gertrude to Stringham's Hamlet
Mrs Andriadis's possessive jealousy

other references to

character:
power of

tendency to excess in

leading position in society:
beauty

wealth:
gold heiress
life interest in Warrington estate
also mentioned

fine houses:
Berkeley Square:
associated with grandeur of
scene of:
NJ's visit
party for Moreland

Glimber:
associated with grandeur of
life-interest only in
domestic arrangements of
abandoned for:
house in Sunningdale
cottage in Essex

luxurious lifestyle:
reckless spending
grand parties
as drain on the Warrington legacy

activities:
"unrelenting" pace of
"interfering" interest in politics
charity work for hospitals:
heavy involvement with
conflict with Lady Bridgnorth
appears in illustrated papers

and the arts:
supports Moreland
likes NJ's work
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death

and other characters:

Lady Amesbury

Barnty

the Bridgnorths:

conflict with Lady Bridgnorth over hospitals

and Stringham's marriage

John Mountfichet at "Duchess of Malfi"

Duke of Cambridge

Mr Deacon

Donders

Sunny Farebrother

Pamela Flitton

the Huntercombes:

Lady H regarded as figure of fun

at the party for Moreland

Venetia Penistone at "Duchess of Malfi"

Uncle Giles

Isobel

Lord Kitchener

Maclintick

Moreland

Matilda

Max Pilgrim

Sillery

Templer

the Tollands:

friendship with Lady Katherine

knows Isobel and Priscilla from childhood

Robert at:

"Duchess of Malfi"

party for Moreland

Susan on problems with children

Truscott

Dick Umfraville

Tuffy Weedon:

employment of as:

governess to Flavia

factotum

disliked by

Widmerpool

Rupert Wise
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Foxe, Lieutenant-Commander Buster

Stringham's stepfather – QU 56

episodes involved in:
NJ's visit to Berkeley Square after school
lunch in Stringham's university rooms
the party for Moreland's symphony
visit to Lady Frederica's

described

and the Navy:

stationed at:
Greenwich Naval College
the Admiralty

rank:
Lieutenant-Commander
Captain

retirement:
contemplated
accomplished

return to:
before outbreak of WW2
with secret unit at Thrubworth
brings promotion

DSC
also mentioned

lifestyle and character:

womanising:
Mildred Blaides
Dolly Braybrook:
seduction of
abandonment of
Amy Stringham
Matilda Moreland – squeezes leg of

luxurious lifestyle:
general enjoyment of
love of:
money
polo
cars

concern for appearance:
excellence of grooming:
cold perfection of
as facet of vanity
mistaken for butler
obsession with fitness and weight
also mentioned

charm
love of flattery
opinion on the Abdication
illness
death caused by accident with horse-box at Lingfield

and Stringham's mother:
seduction of
third husband of

relationship with:
   younger than
   married for money
   general subordination to
   reminiscent of the Jeavoneses
   rebellions against:
      sexually
      over country accommodation
      over Stringham
      in avoidance of unappealing duties
   and the infatuation with Chandler:
      happy to tolerate
      character subdued by
      irritated by:
         request for divorce
         Chandler’s ingratitude
   shows signs of difficulty

and Stringham:

   complexity of relationship with:
      apparent amiability
   underlying evidence of:
      Stringham’s:
         antagonism
         contempt
   Buster’s desire:
      to dismiss to Kenya
      to control
      for jealous revenge
   NJ sees as Hamlet and Claudius

   ideas for career of:
      Kenya with father
      completion of degree
      advantages of Donners-Brebner

   and marriage of:
      impressed by
      the present
      not present at

   and estate of Mrs Foxe

   and other characters:
      Lady Frederica Budd
      Norman Chandler
      Mr Deacon
      Erridge
      Sunny Farebrother
      Lady Huntercombe
      Ted Jeavons
      Maclintick
      Rosie Manasch
      Moffet
      Moreland
      Matilda
      Sillery
      Boffles Stringham
      Templer

Foxe, Lieutenant-Commander Buster (cont’d)

QU 56, 210-11; BM 127; AW 159; KO 107; QU 13, 56, 70, 171; BM 127; AW 159; LM 166; CCR 46, 132-3, 138, 145; KO 107; VB 158
QU 57, 210; VB 162
QU 57-8; VB 162
QU 63, 78, 210-12; LM 166-7; CCR 133, 141, 144
LM 166-7; CCR 132, 144
QU 169; BM 110
QU 201, 212; BM 235
BM 235; CCR 138, 142

CR 143-4; VB 173-4
CR 141-4
VB 172-4
VB 173-4
BM 68, 110; KO 217; VB 173-4; SA 79

CR 56-8, 62; BM 110; CCR 158; KO 107
BM 56, 58, 60, 169, 221; LM 166; CCR 181; KO 107;
VB 158, 169; SA 79
QU 73, 169; BM 110, 234; CCR 159-61, 164

BM 169
QU 169
QU 169, 201, 207, 212
BM 235; CCR 142, 181-2
QU 74

BM 199, 211-2
BM 207
BM 234-5
BM 235
VB 173

VB 169, 175
CCR 142-3
BM 127
VB 175
QU 77-8
CCR 138
LM 166-7
CCR 144-5, 149
BM 68
QU 210, 212
CCR 132-3, 142, 160
CCR 132-3, 144
QU 171, 210-12
VB 174
KO 107
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Priscilla

Dicky Umfraville:
-reminds NJ of contemporary of VB 158
-hated by:
  -on account of:
    -seduction & suicide of Dolly VB 158, 160-2
    -ruin of regimental career VB 160, 162-4
    -gambling debts VB 174
  -evident in:
    -meeting at Frederica's VB 170, 174-5
    -glee at death TK 7

Tuffy Weedon:
-compared to QU 60, 78
-as "rival powers" QU 60, 209; CCR 142-3, 181-2
-use of to remove Stringham from party CCR 181
-detested by LM 166; KO 217

Flavia Wisebite:
-visits at Lady Frederica's VB 168-75
-disliked by VB 169
-and Mrs Foxe's estate VB 168, 172-5
Fred

a hotel barman – KO 170

barman at the Royal Hotel on the south coast
described
and Bob Duport:
  well regarded by
  introduces to the Bellevue
  fictionalised as procurer for

KO 170, 174, 185
KO 174
KO 174
KO 171
KO 174, 184, 196
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Gainsborough, Vernon

see Guggenbühl, Werner
Gauntlett, Mr

a farmer and neighbour of NJ – HSH 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episodes Involved In</th>
<th>Pages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Meeting with Murtlock at the crayfishing expedition</td>
<td>HSH 22-5, 142-3, 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarry inquiry</td>
<td>HSH 142-9, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Described</td>
<td>HSH 22-3, 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life History:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As soldier:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>With Yeomanry in World War 1</td>
<td>HSH 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Khyber Pass</td>
<td>HSH 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retention of military air</td>
<td>HSH 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As farmer</td>
<td>HSH 20, 22-3, 25, 143, 149, 161, 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>As independent widower</td>
<td>HSH 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Character:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;Professional rusticity&quot;:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Archaic dialect</td>
<td>HSH 22-4, 142-9, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Floral buttonholes</td>
<td>HSH 22, 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Repository of lore concerning:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weather</td>
<td>HSH 142, 146</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildlife</td>
<td>HSH 23-4, 145, 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Devil's Fingers</td>
<td>HSH 27-8, 142, 144-5, 148-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The local area in general</td>
<td>HSH 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Possession of haunted house</td>
<td>HSH 23-4, 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Love of the past</td>
<td>HSH 23-4, 144, 148-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unflappability</td>
<td>HSH 22-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrative skill:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recognised by NJ</td>
<td>HSH 144, 148-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The story of Ernie Dunch and the orgy</td>
<td>HSH 143-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And other characters:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Conyers</td>
<td>HSH 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernie Dunch and family</td>
<td>HSH 143-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorpio Murtlock:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>And prophecy concerning Daisy</td>
<td>HSH 24-5, 142-3, 145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unmoved by paraphernalia of</td>
<td>HSH 22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr Todman</td>
<td>HSH 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mr Tudor</td>
<td>HSH 149</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dogs:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Daisy</td>
<td>HSH 22-5, 142-3, 145, 161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The replacement labrador</td>
<td>HSH 161</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Gauthier de Graef, Captain

a Belgian military attaché – MP 91

described

military career:

- dramatic escape from occupied Belgium
- with Belgian delegation in London:
  - ranked Captain
- assistant military attaché:
  - at Section HQ
  - at Prasad's party
- acting in charge:
  - between Lannoo and Kucherman
  - on trip to Brussels

opinions:

- exhibit typical Belgian impatience
  - expressed in particular on:
    - the Belgian:
      - character
      - resistance
    - aspects of the trip to Brussels:
      - the Normandy landscape
      - transport
    - puzzled by Asian domestic habits

and other characters:

- Hewetson
- Kucherman
- the Field-Marshal (Montgomery)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Geddes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Widmerpool's paternal grandfather – QU 133</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Lowland Scotch businessman  
  QU 133; LM 86
- Takes wife's maiden name of Widmerpool  
  QU 133; LM 86
Ghika

an Old Boy of Le Bas's house – AW 184

at Le Bas's dinner:

  still looks young                      AW 184
  embarrassed by Stringham             AW 192-3
  discusses cricket with Parkinson      AW 193
  ambivalent reaction to Widmerpool's speech AW 204

remembered as contemporary by NJ

BFR 247
Gilbert, Archie

a London socialite – BM 30

episodes involving:

Eaton Square and the Huntercombes’ ball  BM 30-3, 36, 38-40, 44, 46, 52-3, 55-7, 60-63, 69, 96, 131; MP 250

choosing a demob suit  MP 248-50
described

work:

as civilian in the city:

thought to be in "non-ferrous metals"  BM 31-2, 53, 63, 131; MP 248

knows Sunny Farebrother  BM 63

in army:

RA Captain  MP 248-9

commands AA battery in North London  MP 249

late marriage to suburban girl  MP 249

and débutante dances:

devotion to:

ever-present at  BM 31-2, 39, 52, 56, 63, 69, 84-5, 262; CCR 63; MP 248-9

epitome of the "spare man" for  BM 36, 39, 139; MP 248

encyclopaedic knowledge of  BM 52-3, 55-7; MP 249-50

at the Huntercombes'  BM 60-63, 69; MP 250

character:

blandness of conversation  BM 40, 46; CCR 63

diplomatic skills:

the problem of Lady Walpole-Wilson's taxi-tip  BM 61-3, 96

ability to deal with "intractable material"  BM 205

more important than intelligent conversation  CCR 63

preternatural perfection of:

punctuality  BM 31; MP 249

neatness and cleanliness  BM 31, 145, 252; MP 248-9

gentlemanly manners  BM 56, 62

utter trustworthiness  MP 248

NJ's doubts concerning:

first articulation of  BM 63

as part of the transition to Bohemia  BM 168

confirmed by marriage  MP 249

and other characters:

Margaret Budd  BM 39, 46; MP 249-50

Sir Magnus Donners  BM 145

Sunny Farebrother  BM 63

Barbara Goring  BM 44, 52, 55; MP 249

Horaczko  MP 249-50

Rosie Manasch  MP 249

Mark Members  BM 252

the Field Marshal (Montgomery)  MP 249

Johnny Pardoe  MP 249

Robert Tolland  CCR 63

Bill Truscott  BM 139, 205

Jock Udall  MP 249

Eleanor Walpole-Wilson  BM 32

Lady Walpole-Wilson  BM 32, 44, 52, 61-3, 96

Widmerpool  BM 36, 167-8; MP 250
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Gittins, Lance-Corporal Gareth

the storeman in Gwatkin's Company – VB 57

described as NCO:

- ranked Lance-Corporal
- Company storeman:
  - niggardly with stores
  - other references

position of responsibility in the mine

disregard of military ethos:

- use of storeroom as meeting-place for friends
- tendency to over-familiarity based on peacetime
- lack of ambition to improve rank
- scepticism towards army rhetoric
- enjoys Gwatkin's talk

and other soldiers:

- CSM Cadwallader:
  - brother-in-law of
  - causes disciplinary difficulties to
- Gwylt
- Sgt Pendry:
  - peacetime superiority over
  - knows problems of
  - troubled by death of
- Williams, IG
- Williams, WH

strength of character

compared to Finn
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episodes involving:
in London as young man (told in retrospect) TK 67, 70-9, 85-7, 106, 136-8, 234; HSH 61
in Venice:
  viewing the Tiepolo ceiling TK 82-3, 85-96, 99, 102-11, 120-2, 135; HSH 108
  at the Biennale TK 134-55, 160, 162, 171-2, 182, 238
  at Jacky Bragadin's dinner TK 156-8, 260
  at the performance of the "Seraglio" TK 234, 238-41, 249-50, 258-64, 266, 268-70, 273; HSH 46, 235
  the vintage-car rally TK 282-3
described TK 72, 85-6, 110, 282
family background TK 79, 105
business career:
generally:
cushioned start TK 79
fluctuations of fortune TK 68-9, 79-80
specific ventures:
publishing:
  New York firm: representative of TK 67, 70-2, 75, 79-80, 85
  brief return to TK 138
films:
in Venice for Festival proposals for: "Profiles in String" TK 109-10, 141, 155-6, 177, 195, 226
  "Match Me Such Marvel" TK 141-3, 155-6, 225-7, 234, 239-40, 262, 272; HSH 37
playboy:
  press stereotype of regularly described as TK 67-9, 79, 272
  lifestyle: TK 67-8, 136-7, 170
  stays at: Cosmo Flitton's ranch TK 156-7, 169-70
  Jacky Bragadin's palazzo TK 67-9, 79, 102, 112, 135, 156-8, 169, 174-5, 260
stories of:
  escapades with female celebrities TK 69
  fights TK 69, 170, 263-4
expensive hobbies:
  sports TK 68
cars:
  Grand Prix racing TK 68-9, 169, 272
  vintage:
    general interest in TK 68, 249-50, 262, 273
    the Bentley TK 249-50, 258-60
    L'don-Brighton rally TK 282-3
death in fast TK 272; HSH 37
art collection TK 67, 72-4, 76, 85-6, 151-3, 238
drugs TK 172-3
Dorothy Parker on TK 170
other aspects of character:
  interest in culture:
    the arts:
    literature TK 72, 87
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painting TK 67, 72-4, 76, 85-6, 88, 92-6, 102-3, 136-8, 146-8, 150-4, 238
sculpture TK 134-5
Indian TK 169-70
sociability marked by:
  combination of ease and energy TK 72, 77-8, 85, 88, 103-5, 136-7, 144-6, 150, 155, 158, 160, 239, 241, 260, 263-4, 266
desire to:
  assemble courts TK 74, 76, 102, 106, 139-40, 166, 239
  create dramatic situations TK 74, 107, 109, 169-70, 259
demotic speech TK 144-5, 238-9
lack of real intimacy TK 74, 88, 93-4, 103, 14, 146, 150-1, 260, 263
underlying melancholy TK 72, 121, 144
powerful memory TK 87
progressive views on morality TK 92, 142
philanthropy TK 169-70

and NJ:
involved with in negotiations:
  concerning the Cubist series TK 67, 70-2, 80, 85
  for the Augustus John drawing TK 72-7, 85-7
seen by as:
  one allotrope of American-ness TK 76, 86, 103-6, 120, 144-6
temporary king TK 85-6, 144, 272, 282-3
Don Juan TK 145
liked by TK 67, 69, 72, 273
compared by to:
  Colonel Cobb TK 120
  Sir Magnus Donners TK 86
  Bob Duport TK 79
  Sunny Farebrother TK 85
  Peter Templer TK 99
  Odo Stevens TK 166
  X. Trapnel TK 80, 170
  Bill Truscott TK 222
  Widmerpool TK 110-11

and Gwinnett:
stories narrated by of:
  background TK 79-80
  exploits TK 67-9
  behaviour at grave of wife TK 70
dead TK 272
as inimical characters:
  coolness between TK 68-9, 102-10, 155, 158, 162, 272; HSH 108
different American-ness of TK 103-6, 145
introduces to Pamela TK 106-7

and women:
wives:
  succession of exotic TK 70, 222
dead of Fleurdelys TK 70
frequent affairs:
  general references to TK 80
  the cushion TK 78-9, 145, 263-4
Polly Duport:
  instantly smitten by TK 226-8, 238-40
  accompanied by:
    at the "Seraglio" TK 238-41, 258-9, 263-4, 270; HSH 235
    on the vintage-car rally TK 272, 282
and films TK 234, 261, 272
relationship assessed

Pamela:
- first meets at Cosmo's ranch
- in Venice with:
  - and the Tiepolo ceiling
  - introduction of to Gwinnett
  - at Jacky Bragadin's dinner
- and films
- wants to marry
- supplies with drugs
- the crocodile shoulder-bag
- loses interest in
- disparaged by
- defends against Widmerpool's assault

Ada Leintwardine:
- in Venice:
  - instant appraisal of
  - at Biennale with
  - possibility of affair with
  - and the St John Clarke film
  - affairs discussed by

Mopsy Pontner:
- seduction of on dining table
- fond memories of
- also mentioned

Baby Wentworth

and other characters:
- Mrs Andriadis
- Dr Brightman
- Bob Duport
- Isobel
- the Lilienthals
- Rosie Manasch
- Matilda
- Moreland
- Short
- Odo Stevens
- Jimmy Stripling

Tokenhouse:
- and the Cubist series
- and revolutionary views of
- and work of:
  - flatters concerning
  - buys

Widmerpool:
- dislike of
- as husband of Pam:
  - attempt to understand
  - intervention in fight between
  - bizarre assaults upon:
    - the accidental peach
    - after the "Seraglio"
- hooting annoys
Goldney, Mr

a local historian – HSH 140

present at the quarry inquiry HSH 140, 142, 160
described HSH 140
retired from Political Service in Africa HSH 140
secretary of the local archaeological society HSH 140, 160
and Isobel HSH 140, 142
Gollop, Mr

a director of the quarry near NJ's home – HSH 140

and the quarry:
present at the inquiry concerning HSH 140-2, 150, 160
director of company HSH 140
aggressive defence of expansion by HSH 140-1, 160
described HSH 140

and other characters:
Mrs Salter HSH 141, 160
Mr Tudor HSH 141-2
Gomez, General

a South American politician – BM 24

cause of Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson's fall – BM 23-4
Goring, Hon. Barbara

an early girlfriend of NJ – BM 20

episodes involving:

- meeting by the Albert Memorial
  BM 21-3, 28, 234; AW 127
- dinner at Eaton Square
  BM 28, 41-8, 53, 55-6
- the Huntercombes' ball, especially the incident of the sugar
  BM 60-2, 69-81, 97, 138, 159, 216, 229, 233, 269, 279; AW 186; LM 33, 49; CCR 85; SA 57-8; MP 78, 250; TK 165, 267-8; HSH 46

described

family:

- daughter of:
  Lady Constance
  BM 25
  Lord Goring
  BM 88
- granddaughter of Lord Aberavon
  BM 275; VB 196, 198
- brother of:
  Tom
  BM 20-1, 275, 280
  David
  BM 21, 275
- niece of:
  Lady Walpole-Wilson:
    responsibility for "season" taken by
    BM 26
    otherwise mentioned
    BM 20, 25, 27-8, 60, 229, 275
  Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson
  BM 185, 275
  cousin of Eleanor
  BM 21, 27, 184, 190, 234, 275; AW 127; LM 94-5; VB 196, 198

character and behaviour:

hyperactivity:

- general references to
  BM 21, 28, 73-4, 69-70, 72-4, 135; LM 49
- reputation for
  BM 73, 78, 275, 279
- examples of at the Huntercombes’ ball:
  generally
  BM 70-5
  the incident of the sugar:
  mentioned in this respect
  compared to activities of:
  Pamela
  BM 76-81, 229; LM 49; MP 250; TK 267
  the Quiggin twins
  HSH 46

underlying insecurity

BM 41, 46, 55, 61-2, 78, 81

dislike of "sentimentality"

BM 28, 70, 185, 243, 269

eating habits:

- total abstinence from alcohol
  BM 73
- enjoyment of food
  BM 74

conventional attitudes:

- towards controversial art
  BM 45-6
- involvement in the season
  BM 53, 70, 74-5
- interest in horse-racing
  BM 74-5, 80

attitude to others:

- care for:
  Eleanor
  BM 27, 47, 81, 184; LM 95
  Lady Walpole-Wilson
  BM 81
  the poor of Bermondsey
  BM 80-1, 177, 179
  carelessness of:
    Widmerpool
    BM 70-72, 76-81
  old ladies at the Huntercombes'
  BM 73

NJ's relationship with:

first meeting

BM 21

early love:

as superior replacement for Jean and Suzette

BM 30, 152, 201
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intensity of:
- the moment by the Albert Memorial  BM 21-3, 28, 234; AW 127
- marked by:
  - pangs of jealousy  BM 29-30, 41-3, 47, 60, 72, 219, 279
  - attachment to letters  BM 47-8
  - longing in absence  BM 28, 55-6, 61, 69-70
  - sympathetic understanding  BM 41, 46, 55-6
- also mentioned  BM 87, 89
- unsatisfactory nature of  BM 20, 28-30, 41, 150, 269-70
- lasts less than a year  BM 28
decline of:
- vaguely sensed  BM 41, 43, 72
- precipitated by:
  - irritation at lack of response  BM 70
- treatment of Widmerpool  BM 79-80, 86
- confirmed by:
  - Mrs Andriadis's party  BM 150, 161-2
  - superiority of Jean Duport  BM 201
- fading memory  BM 234, 279; AW 186; LM 49, 94; VB 196
subsequent thoughts on:
- lingers in mind  BM 190, 234, 290
- recalled in Gypsy Jones  BM 135, 179, 243, 269-70; LM 49, 59
- seen as part of the "Dance":
  - particular memories of the sugar  LM 33, 49; SA 57-8; MP 250; TK 165, 267-8; HSH 46
  - sightings of "The Boyhood of Cyrus"  BM 20, 28-9; VB 196
  - reversal of fortunes apropos Eleanor  LM 95
  - possible family relationship to Gwatkin  VB 198

and Johnny Pardoe:
- and the Huntercombes’ dance  BM 60, 70, 74-5, 80
- invited to Scotland by  BM 70, 185, 192, 280
- engagement to  BM 278-81
- marriage to:
  - difficulties in over:
    - baby  LM 94
    - Pardoe’s depression  LM 94; MP 249
  - also mentioned  LM 95; VB 196
  - granddaughter from marries pop-star  HSH 46-7

and Widmerpool:
- country neighbour of  BM 65-6, 86
- at Eaton Square dinner  BM 41, 44
- ill-treatment of at the Huntercombes’ ball:
  - cuts dance with  BM 71-74; TK 167
  - pours sugar on:
    - the occasion  BM 75-6
    - the event  BM 77-8
  - lack of remorse for  BM 78, 80
- reflections on relationship with by:
  - Archie Gilbert  MP 249-50
  - NJ  BM 65, 87-9, 179, 208, 216, 218-9, 275, 281, 283; LM 49, 59-60, 94; SA 58; MP 114; HSH 46
  - Eleanor  BM 66
  - Widmerpool himself  BM 86-8, 216, 280; LM 58-9

and other characters:
- Margaret Budd  BM 23, 39
- Archie Gilbert  BM 44, 53, 60; MP 249-50
- Rosie Manasch  BM 60
- Tompsitt  BM 42-3, 47-8, 70-4, 81, 279
- Miss Janet Walpole-Wilson  BM 278-80
Goring, Hon. Barbara (cont’d)

Mrs Widmerpool

BM 274-5, 279
Goring, Hon. David

brother of Barbara – BM 21

youngest of family  BM 21
school:
  still at when NJ is seeing Barbara  BM 21
  not very successful academically  BM 275
Mrs Widmerpool on  BM 275
**Goring, Lady**

mother of Barbara – BM 25

**family:**
- daughter of Lord Aberavon: BM 25, 87-8, 275
- Christian name Constance: BM 73
- sister of Lady Walpole-Wilson: BM 25
- husband of Lord Goring: BM 25-6, 38, 68, 87-8, 274-5; LM 86-7, 94
- mother of Barbara: BM 25, 73, 274-5
- aunt of Eleanor: BM 66; LM 94
- known to the Widmerpools: BM 38, 66, 274-5

**character:**
- as reclusive semi-invalid: BM 25
  - on account of “nerves”: BM 25
  - London house rarely used for entertaining: BM 26
  - kindness, especially to the Widmerpools: BM 66
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Goring, Lord

father of Barbara – BM 25

family:

Christian name George BM 65
marriage to Constance:
  brings money from Gwatkin estate BM 87
  house in Berkeley Square for the season BM 26
  otherwise mentioned BM 25, 38, 68, 87-8, 274-5; LM 86-7, 94
uncle of Eleanor Walpole-Wilson BM 25, 65; LM 86, 94
regarded with some ambivalence:
  as reasonably "well-connected" by NJ BM 25, 68
  as of "a certain distinction" by Widmerpool BM 87
  with some disdain by Lady Frederica LM 86-7
work in politics:
  early promise of BM 88
  fading of BM 88
  Widmerpool's low opinion of BM 88
prefers country life:
  dislike of London:
    shuns when possible BM 25
    unsociable when there BM 26
  Pembringham estate BM 66, 87
expert agriculturist:
  experimental fruit farm BM 25; LM 87
  fine reputation BM 25, 88
  bought liquid manure from Widmerpool's father BM 65; LM 86-7
Goring, Brigadier the Hon. Tom

brother of Barbara – BM 20-1

oldest in family

school:

  contemporary of NJ
  trouble with Stringham over Latin crib
  not very successful academically

and the army:

  joins
  Rifleman in 60th
  Brigadier
  serves in North Africa

and George Tolland:

  long friendship with
  in same sector as
  at funeral of
  praises as competent officer

Mrs Widmerpool on
Gossage

a music critic – CCR 19

episodes involved in:

meeting at the Mortimer CCR 19-20, 23-4, 27-9
"The Duchess of Malfi" CCR 45-6
the party for Moreland's symphony CCR 139, 143, 145-8, 182; MP 101
the performance of the "Seraglio" TK 231, 242-4, 252
described
musical critic:
mentioned as such CCR 20, 56-7, 139; MP 101; TK 231, 235; HSH 62
works for weekly paper CCR 57
expression of opinion as on: TK 27
current concerts
Moreland's:

career CCR 137
symphony CCR 145-7
Vieux Port SA 132
the "Seraglio" performance TK 242-4, 252
attitude of Moreland to CCR 57
character:
snobbery CCR 45-6, 56, 146; TK 235
nervous desire to ingratiate:
the anxious snigger CCR 19, 23-4, 28, 148; TK 242; HSH 62
other manifestations of
homosexuality CCR 45-6, 56, 137, 145-7, 244
and other characters:
Carolo CCR 28-9, 139; TK 244
Chandler:
admires talent of CCR 27
sexual attraction to CCR 27, 56
regarded by with amiable contempt CCR 143, 145; HSH 62
at "Seraglio" with TK 231, 242, 244, 252
Mr Deacon CCR 19, 23, 27-8
Mrs Foxe CCR 45-6, 56
Lady Huntercombe CCR 182
Maclintick:
as fellow-critic:
source of irritation to CCR 24, 145-8, 196, 200
amiable discussions with CCR 27, 147, 196; MP 101
other references to CCR 20, 56-7, 139, 202
on relationship of to women:
preference for prostitutes CCR 105-6
Audrey:
source of introduction to CCR 200-2
catalyst of quarrel with CCR 148-9
and suicide of:
concern for CCR 196
clearing up after CCR 209-10
Audrey Maclintick CCR 148, 20-02; TK 242
Moreland:
on work of CCR 137, 145-7; SA 132; TK 242-3, 252
regarded by with amiable contempt CCR 56-7, 106, 200-1; SA 132; TK 235, 280
otherwise mentioned with CCR 23, 27-8, 196, 209-10
Matilda HSH 62
Stanley CCR 200-1
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Joy Grant</td>
<td>second wife of Dicky Umfraville</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dubious reputation:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&quot;stage name&quot;</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>cause of Dicky having to leave Regiment</td>
<td>VB 162-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>regimental promiscuity</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and particular men:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dicky Umfraville:</td>
<td>second wife of</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>goes to Kenya with</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>difficult relationship with</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>leaves</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Castlemallock:</td>
<td>leaves Dicky for</td>
<td>VB 163, 179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>much younger than</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>disenchanted with</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>leaves</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jo Breen:</td>
<td>leaves Lord Castlemallock for</td>
<td>VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>keeps pub in Thames Valley with</td>
<td>VB 163-4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Greening, Lieutenant Robin

A.D.C. to General Liddament – VB 99

episodes involved in:
- the General's inspection of Gwatkin's company at Div HQ
- chance meeting with NJ whilst Christmas shopping

described:
- normally
- as part of NJ's Egyptian fantasy

career:
- as a soldier:
- General Liddament's Aide-de-Camp at Div HQ
- promotion:
  - regarded as unlikely
  - managed as far as Captain
  - severely wounded at Anzio
  - after the war:
    - forestry consultant
    - married with three children

character:
- easily embarrassed
- willing eagerness
- given to schoolboy slang

and other characters:
- Bithel
- NJ:
  - well liked by
  - executes possible move of to Finn's HQ

Widmerpool:
- and Div HQ:
  - dislike of
  - the traffic debacle
  - the Recce Unit intrigue
  - the sacking of Bithel
  - and the alternative society
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Guggenbühl, Werner

a left-wing intellectual – AW 170

described
background: AW 173; BFR 142
  patrician German BFR 26
  attempt to deny in metamorphosis: BFR 26
    to left-wing politics
  shrewd escape from pre-Nazi land LM 126
  regarded as "good German" by:
    Sillery BFR 26
    Widmerpool BFR 142
  as respectable Englishman:
    takes name of Vernon Gainsborough BFR 26, 78, 142; HSH 39
  university career:
    Fellow at Sillery's college BFR 26
    lecturer in political theory HSH 39
  shows under stress AW 173; HSH 40
left-wing political activities:
  joins hunger marchers AW 172-3
  and literature:
    strong opinions on: AW 174
      expressed:
        as putative playwright AW 174
        as critic AW 174-5
        scorned by Dicky Umfraville BFR 142, 145
        at "Fission" launch-party BFR 142, 145
        published author BFR 253-4; HSH 39
  Trotskyism:
    vehemence of AW 174-5
    and St John Clarke AW 182; LM 126; CCR 75, 217; HSH 39
    abandonment of BFR 142, 254
    revisionist book on BFR 253-4; HSH 39
    work with German refugees LM 126
    not incompatible with liking for money LM 126, 154; CCR 75
  as part of the "Dance" AW 173
and other characters:
  Mrs Andriadis:
    lover of AW 170, 172, 183; BFR 78
    power over AW 170, 172, 173, 176-7
  Bagshaw BFR 254
  St John Clarke:
    doubtful opinions of AW 175-6
    secretary to AW 182-3; LM 126; CCR 75, 217; BFR 163; HSH 39
    political embarrassment to CCR 75, 217
    part in TV programme on HSH 39-40
  Ethel AW 170
  Pamela Flitton BFR 142, 145
  Gypsy Jones:
    affair with BFR 142
    and Stalinism of BFR 254
  Mark Members BFR 26
  Quiggin:
    NJ sees similarity with AW 173
    on elopement of with Mona AW 175-6
    ousted by as secretary to St John Clarke AW 176, 182-3; CCR 75, 217; BFR 163; HSH 39
    regarded with sourness by AW 182; LM 126, 154; HSH 39
    rapprochement with HSH 39
Siegfried BFR 78, 142
Sillery BFR 26
Lady Anne Stepney AW 174-5
Mona AW 175-6
Dicky Umfraville AW 170, 173, 175
Widmerpool BFR 142, 145
Willi AW 173
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Gullick</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the gardener at Stonehurst</td>
<td>KO 12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>described</strong></th>
<th>KO 76</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>at Stonehurst:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the gardener</td>
<td>KO 12-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cottage in pine-plantation</td>
<td>KO 12, 71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>illegitimacy:</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edith on leads to accidental discovery by NJ</td>
<td>KO 12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>held against him by wife</td>
<td>KO 45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>pessimism:</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>concerning crops</td>
<td>KO 12-13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on Albert's views of Kitchener's army</td>
<td>KO 76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>too old to fight in war</td>
<td>KO 76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Gullick, Mrs

wife of the Stonehurst gardener — KO 7

described KO 45
position at Stonehurst:
  wife of the gardener KO 12
  temporary help in kitchen KO 9, 45
  cottage in pine-plantation KO 12
relationships with staff:
  Gullick:
    "gives hard time" to KO 45
    regards as beneath her KO 45
  Billson:
    staunch friend of KO 45
    supports:
      over the cake KO 36
      in times of distress KO 45, 64
    refuses to countenance:
      claims by to vision of ghost KO 45
      threats of notice by KO 46
  Edith:
    shares interest in suffragettes with KO 7
    agreement with over cake incident KO 36
    admired by in treatment of Mercy KO 46, 64
    and the rumour of Dr Trelawney KO 77
  Mercy:
    responsible for introducing to household KO 23
    alone able to make work KO 46
  and NJ:
    part of imaginative life of KO 9
    phlegmatic attitude to ghosts disappoints KO 46
    source of bizarre rumour concerning Dr Trelawney KO 77, 85
Gwatkin, Blodwen

wife of Rowland – VB 22

family:
- née Davies VB 22
- father:
  - ill VB 95, 108
  - dies VB 243
  - mother to move in with VB 95, 243; MP 181
- and Gwatkin:
  - girl next door VB 22
  - marriage to VB 22, 95, 108
  - childless VB 22
  - rarely spoken of by VB 95
- Kedward on VB 22
Gwatkin, Captain Rowland

NJ's Company Commander and the central character in VB – VB 7

episodes involved in
VB passim (see below); SA 18, 59, 182-3; MP 179-81; BFR 178; HSH 125, 245

described
VB 12-13, 81-2, 217-8

family:

grandfather:
farmer on the Aberavon estate
shares Lord Aberavon's name
VB 195-6
VB 196-8
VB 195

father in insurance
VB 195

wife Blodwen:
girl next door
marries on rebound from Gwenllian Breeze
childless
concern for in-laws
VB 22, 201
VB 22
VB 95, 108, 243; MP 181-2
VB 196-8
VB 198

NJ muses on:
Celtic ancestry of
as part of the "Dance"
VB 196-8
VB 198

life outside the Army:
work in local bank:
as clerk:
before the War
VB 13, 16, 189-90; MP 181
resumed after leaving Army
MP 180-1
K Edward's low opinion of
VB 16; MP 181
continued interest in Army organisations
HSH 125-6
problems with health
MP 180-1
death
HSH 125

romantic character:

attitude to:
jobs
VB 189-91, 195
the purity of marriage:
the affair of Sgt Pendry
VB 94, 96, 105, 208
"The Hymn to Mithras"
VB 96-7, 240; SA 18; HSH 125
reaction to NJ's sophisticated tempting
VB 200-2, 207

susceptibility to love:

Gwenllian Breeze
VB 22, 201, 231
Maureen:

behaviour towards
VB 192-5, 223, 236-7
confesses love for
VB 199-202; BFR 178

effect of on thinking:
sense of being judged over
VB 208, 231; BFR 178
self-delusion over qualities of:
Castlemallock
VB 191, 200
Maureen herself
VB 199, 201-2, 207

preoccupation:
generally
VB 184-8, 199-200, 221
disastrously
VB 202, 207, 218, 230, 237, 243

jealousy over:
soldiers in bar
VB 195, 198
Gwyllt
VB 239-40

attitude to:
possibility of affair with
VB 200-2, 207, 236-7
parting from
VB 236-7
unfaithfulness of
VB 240
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Gwatkin, Captain Rowland (cont’d)

yearning for the military ideal:
images of:
  Stendhalian hero  VB 17-18, 228
  Kipling’s centurion  VB 63-4, 96-7; SA 18
  Owain Glendower  VB 81-2
  Vigny’s soldier  VB 115, 243-4, 246
visions of:
  the glamour of soldiering  VB 15, 19, 46, 50-4, 66, 71, 75-6, 82, 104, 125, 190-1, 208, 228, 231, 236-8, 243-5, 246; SA 18; BFR 178
  the burden of command  VB 13, 16-17, 52-3, 56, 65, 93, 108, 190, 194, 203, 225, 236, 238
  seen by NJ as “personal myth”  VB 76; BFR 178
desire to inspire in others:
  stirring addresses to the Company  VB 71-3, 249-50
  attempt to reform Sayce  VB 65-71
  sense of humiliation at failure to realise  VB 17, 53, 65, 71, 79-81, 86, 104, 108, 202, 225, 227-9, 242-3; MP 181; VB 178
continued after end of service  HSH 125-6
as Captain of the Company:
  general references to  VB 7-8, 12, 16, 20, 46-7, 56, 119, 177, 179, 181-2, 192-4, 199-202, 209-10, 227; SA 59; MP 179-80; BFR 178; HSH 125, 245
older than normal  VB 52
love of position  VB 56, 71-2, 75-6, 108, 184, 203, 209, 227, 236, 238, 242
attitude to military procedure:
  strictness towards:
    settling into billets  VB 12-17
    appearance of subordinate officers  VB 14-15, 35-6, 54
instances of inefficiency:
  codewords:
    mislaid  VB 61-3
    overlooked  VB 216-20, 238
  the exercise maps  VB 82
  distraction over the Alarm  VB 185-8
  clerical shortcomings  VB 185, 228
  inadequate supervision of stores  VB 207, 244
romanticism concerning see above
traits of character detrimental to success as:
  excessive bureaucracy  VB 62-3, 234
  inability to delegate  VB 52-4
  lack of confidence  VB 52, 83, 207
  need to deflect blame:  VB 54, 79, 87, 93, 107, 222
  sensitivity to criticism  VB 53, 129; SA 59
episodes of humiliating failure:
  failure to move the bren-carrier  VB 65, 227
  the kidnapping of Deafy Morgan:
    blaming of Bithel  VB 74, 79
    depression over  VB 71, 79
  the Divisional exercise:
    forgotten maps  VB 82
    convoluted briefing  VB 82-3
    disintegration into shambles  VB 84-7
    rocket from CO over  VB 87, 93, 222
    depressed by  VB 86, 93, 104, 207
  General Liddament’s visit  VB 100-4
Gwatkin, Captain Rowland (cont’d)

Pendry’s suicide:
- genuine care:
  - receives warning of problem VB 82
  - arranges leave VB 93-8
  - too easy assumption of success VB 95-6, 105-6, 201, 208
  - guilt at death VB 107-8

the arrest of Bithel:
- the order: VB 213-4; SA 182
  - given
  - explained VB 215
  - the escort forgotten VB 223; SA 182-3
  - the sentence countermanded VB 222, 224-5
- changing emotions towards:
  - annoyed by presence VB 208-9, 211-2
  - enraged at behaviour VB 213-4
  - depressed by outcome VB 224-5; SA 183

loss of the Company:
- announced VB 226
- made worse by:
  - Kedward’s triumphalism VB 226-9, 235; MP 179
  - Breeze’s promotion VB 230-1
- attempt to rationalise VB 236-7, 242
- move to ITC VB 227-8; MP 180-1
- discharge as invalid MP 181

and fellow officers:
Bithel:
- dislike of for slovenly behaviour VB 54-5
- blames over Deafy Morgan affair VB 74, 79
- detests company of VB 208-10
- arrests over “embrace” of Emmot VB 213-5; SA 182-3
- reflects bitterly upon defeat by VB 224-5, 234
- and romanticism of military stories SA 18
- vaguely remembered by HSH 245

Breeze:
- hatred of: VB 22, 231
  - based on rejection by Gwenllian
  - exacerbated by Breeze’s:
    - attitude VB 21-2, 50, 74, 79, 82, 86, 107
    - promotion VB 230-1
  - returned by VB 21
  - use of as scapegoat VB 54, 107
  - also mentioned in connection with VB 20, 46, 56

NJ:
- first meeting with VB 12-16
- friendship with expressed in:
  - invitation to share billet VB 55-6
  - apology over the support exercise VB 91-3
  - absolution over codeword debacle VB 219
- confidence over:
  - Kipling VB 63-5, 96-8
  - family life VB 96-8, 108, 195-8, 243
- dismissal from command VB 234-8
- held in growing respect by VB 13, 16-17, 82, 93, 206, 240, 245
- seen by as representative of his “old” war VB 119, 248, 253
Gwatkin, Captain Rowland (cont’d)

Kedward:
NJ senses difference from critical of over:
appearance VB 14
doubtful suitability of for command VB 73-4, 226
held in low esteem by for:
susceptibility to love VB 22, 208
inflated ambitions VB 16-17, 19, 73
inefficiency as:
banker VB 16; MP 181
commanding officer VB 82, 84-6, 185, 213-6, 220, 223, 229-30; MP 180-1
humiliated over replacement by VB 226-9, 235-6, 241; MP 179
also mentioned in connection with VB 7-8, 46, 55-6, 65, 82, 177, 233, 248, 253
Pumphrey VB 201
and other characters:
Gwenllian Breeze VB 22, 201, 231
CSM Cadwallader VB 14, 67, 70-3, 82, 108, 186-8, 234
the Castlemallock Commandant VB 185, 222-5
Col Davies VB 234; HSH 245
Daniels VB 55
Gittins VB 73
Cpl Gwyll VB 239-41
Gen Liddament VB 99-101, 103
Maureen see above
Sgt Pendry VB 15, 82, 93-6, 105-8, 208
Parry VB 235
Pinkus VB 222-3, 228
Phillpots VB 235
Cpl Rosser VB 229
Odo Stevens VB 125, 129
X. Trappel BFR 178
Widmerpool SA 182-3
Gwinnett, Professor Russell

an American academic – TK 23

episodes involving:
in Venice:
conversations with NJ around the Conference TK 23-9, 31-3, 40-1, 45-53, 160-1, 183-4, 195, 271; HSH 91, 192
centred on the Bragadin Palazzo TK 66-70, 79-82, 83, 97, 101-12, 115-8, 123, 141, 195; HSH 55-6, 95, 108
evening involving dinner at Florian's TK 162-80, 181
in London:
at the Bagshaws' et al TK 190-1, 197, 199, 200-202, 220, 256, 271
lunch with NJ TK 202-6, 218
the Donners Memorial dinner HSH 85-7, 89, 91-5, 99-100, 103, 106-8, 154, 192
at the quarry (including the orgy at the Devil's Fingers) HSH 150-9, 161-2, 172, 176
at the Cutts / Akworth wedding reception HSH 191-6, 198-9, 204, 208, 210, 214-9
described
background:
distinguished ancestry:
origin in Wales TK 54
among original emigrants TK 53, 162
descended from a "Signer" TK 54-6, 104-5; HSH 183
immediate forebears:
grandfather successful lawyer TK 56
father's behaviour leads to troubled family life TK 56, 105
career:
student:
incident at college TK 54-5
visits London TK 27
academic:
teacher of English at US women's college TK 23-5, 40, 46, 103, 162, 190-1, 272; HSH 41, 56, 72
professor at obscure US college HSH 56-7, 65-8, 71, 82-3, 85-6, 91, 94-5, 107-8, 183, 198, 221
water-skiing instructor in Spain TK 271-2; HSH 72, 83
writer:
early attempts at poetry TK 54
contribution to proceedings of Conference TK 97
possible beneficiary of Bragadin Foundation HSH 122
"Death's-Head Swordsman":
published doctoral dissertation in gestation HSH 65
TK 28, 41, 54-5, 102, 107-9, 155, 159, 162, 164, 181, 183, 186, 191, 195-6, 203, 220-1, 227, 271; HSH 41, 57, 155,
meaning of epigraph for HSH 67-8, 72, 93, 100, 214
wins Donners Memorial Prize TK 63-72, 81-3, 85-6, 88-9, 91-3, 99-100, 103-4
as revenge on Pamela HSH 68, 72
opinions of expressed by critics HSH 57, 65, 71-2, 91-2,
as possibly libellous HSH 66-7, 69-72, 81-3
on Jacobean drama HSH 93, 95, 134, 137, 154-7, 172, 221-2
character:
considerable accomplishments:
good at:
individual sports TK 53, 272; HSH 72
drawing TK 54
knowledge of:
American personalities TK 47, 67-70, 79-80
art and architecture:
in Venice TK 26-7, 48, 67, 80-3, 181; HSH 192
Gwinnett, Professor Russell (cont’d)

at Dogdene
at Stourwater
Venetian restaurants
thoroughly industrious
unnatural rigidity:
   social reticence
   nervous tension
love of Death:
   Gothic Romanticism
   excitement at mention of
   use of capital letter for
   fascinated by the Ferrand-Sénéschal story
   the idea of sacrifice:
      interest in:
         the legend of Iphigenia
         the Aztec ball-game
         the Stourwater dungeons
         scandal of the girlfriend’s suicide
         and Pamela:
            taking the veil
            the crocodile shoulder-bag
            parting words at Bagshaw’s
            suicide of
            kudos for in occult circles
            inspires NJ’s thoughts at Stourwater concerning:
               the legend of the daughter’s suicide
               the “skeleton staff”
   car
   and Pamela:
      as source of Trapnel material
      coins label of “the castrating girl” for
      relationship with:
         introduction to:
            earnestly sought
            effected by Glober
         understanding of
            increasingly obsessive behaviour of
         assaulted by:
            the grab in the Basilica
            on the canal bridge
   and Death:
      shared obsession with
      the Ferrand-Sénéschal story
      necrophiliac suicide of
      relationship also mentioned
   and NJ:
      liked by
      admires books of
      recognises as Trapnel expert
      attempt by to analyse:
         allotropic American-ness

TK 26-7
TK 192-4, 204, 214-5
TK 161
TK 54; HSH 65-6
TK 24-7, 46, 50, 52, 66-7, 160-1, 164, 173-4, 179-82; HSH 152, 154
TK 53-6, 87, 145, 181; HSH 68, 72-3, 93, 100, 134, 136-7, 154-5, 157, 164, 168-9, 193
TK 27, 50, 70, 204; HSH 136
TK 272; HSH 100, 137
TK 48, 50, 66, 165, 202, 206
TK 26-7, 48, 83, 273
TK 194-5
TK 193-4
TK 54-5, 70; HSH 68, 72-3
TK 164-5, 172
TK 179-80
TK 202
TK 271-4; HSH 68, 70, 72, 167
HSH 167-72, 240-1
HSH 192
HSH 214
HSH 152, 159, 183
TK 32-3, 45, 54, 101-2, 107-12, 123, 155, 165, 176-81, 228
TK 32, 41
TK 52, 101-2, 106-7
TK 106-7, 109
TK 111, 116, 164, 178-80, 184
TK 111-2, 118, 123, 155, 158, 163-5, 173-4, 177-80, 199-202, 205-7, 227-8, 241-2, 256, 271-4
TK 163-5, 172-3
TK 180-1
TK 109, 179, 181, 202
TK 48, 50, 52-3, 66, 165, 202, 206
TK 271-4; HSH 41, 68, 70, 72, 92 , 94, 107, 167
HSH 55-6, 182, 193, 210
TK 161-2, 273; HSH 100
TK 25
TK 27-8, 52, 66, 80, 183-4, 195, 202-3, 271
TK 24-5, 32-3, 69, 79, 103-6, 145, 162, 168, 203
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possible fatal character flaw:
  alcoholic
  homosexual
in archetypal terms:
  as Faust
  as crossing the Styx
failure of
and "Death's-Head Swordsman"
and X.Trapnel:
  obsession with:
    thirst for knowledge of
    attitude to comparison of with Glober
    desire to capture ethos of involves:
      visiting the haunts
      finding the girlfriends
      affair with Pamela
overall identification
and the works of:
  novels
  the Commonplace Book
possibility of film
biography of
and other characters:
  Bagshaw:
    desire to meet
    lodges with
  Bithel
  Jacky Bragadin
Dr Brightman:
  sometime colleague of
  career followed with interest by
  long friendship with
  character analysed by
  mutual respect
and "Death's Head Swordsman"
Evadne Clapham
  the Cutts family:
    Fiona:
      first meeting at the Devil's Fingers
      and escape from Murtlock
      employs as research assistant
      married to
    Roddy
    Susan
Gibson Delavacquerie:
  and the Donners Memorial Prize
  attempts by to analyse character
  and Gothic drama
  mutual liking
  as go-between with Murtlock
Felicity
Glover:
source of information on:
- background of TK 67-70, 79-80, 104
- death of TK 272
discussed by TK 155-6
fascinated by behaviour of at wife's graveside TK 70
coolness towards TK 68-9, 79-80, 103-10, 158, 169, 272; HSH 108
different American-ness of TK 103-6, 145
introduced to Pamela by TK 106-7, 109
and Trapnel:
- comparison to TK 80, 170
- film of TK 109-10, 141, 155-6, 177-8

Barnabas Henderson HSH 153, 204, 217, 240-1
Isobel HSH 86, 92, 99
Ada Leintwardine TK 97, 155-6, 158-9, 227-8; HSH 89-90
Mark Members HSH 65, 82, 92-3, 99, 114
Rosie Manasch TK 166
Moreland TK 274
Matilda HSH 86, 95-6, 99

Scorpio Murtlock:
interest in as Gothic reality HSH 137, 154-5, 157, 195
used by as ritual catalyst HSH 155-6, 167-9, 240-1
badly shocked by contact with HSH 151-9, 161
on marriage to Fiona HSH 219, 240
Pat TK 204
Pauline TK 204-6, 241-2
the Quiggin twins HSH 106
J.G. Quiggin TK 227; HSH 89
Rusty HSH 153, 157
Sally TK 204
L.O. Salvidge TK 28-9, 220-1; HSH 89
Bernard Shernmaker HSH 88-9
Quentin Shuckerly TK 97
Odo Stevens TK 166
Tessa TK 203-4, 218
Hugo Tolland HSH 184
Norah Tolland HSH 184

Widmerpool:
interest in as:
Pamela's husband TK 41, 45, 111-2, 116, 118, 205-6; HSH 68
Pauline's client TK 206
"Death's-Head Swordsman" HSH 68-9, 70, 72, 82-3, 90, 94-5, 103-4
and the commune:
arrangement of meeting concerning HSH 107-8, 137-8, 154, 165, 167, 169-70
at the Devil's Fingers HSH 153-7, 161, 198-9
also mentioned HSH 114, 182-3, 217, 240-1
Flavia Wisebite HSH 210
Gwither, Lance-Corporal

a cook at Div HQ – SA 69

described
plasterer's mate in civilian life
as cook to F mess:
  castigated by Biggs
  companion of Stringham

SA 72
SA 77
SA 69, 72, 77
SA 69, 72, 77
Gwylt, Corporal Ivor

NJ's Platoon Corporal – VB 46

described
as Platoon Corporal:

enlivens dull life
saves the day with respect to Gen Liddament's porridge
and theft of the company butter
lack of ambition to rise beyond

regarded by:

as useful to morale
as not totally reliable
with affection
as representative of Company

and NJ:

takes final leave of

and other members of the Company:

CSM Cadwallader:

teasing of
also mentioned

L-Cpl Gittins
Jones, D.:

seasickness of
death of

Sgt Pendry:

assistant to
bantering with
on marital problems of

Sayce – sceptical of malingering by
Williams, W.H.

a "character":

part of the gathering in the stores
singing
wit:

defining characteristic
Dai and Shoni jokes

constant flow of remarks on:
car journeys
country smells
girls
Lord Haw-Haw
porridge
the victims of seasickness

and the local girls:

banter with on disembarkation
hints of success with
Maureen
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Hackforth, Captain

a guest at the Huntercombes' ball – BM 63
Harriet

NJ's Great-aunt – LM 7

aunt of NJ's mother  LM 5, 7
wooed by Aylmer Conyers  LM 7
Uncle Giles on  LM 7
Harmer, Sergeant

an NCO at Div HQ – SA 44

described

Sergeant of Defence Platoon at Div HQ:

under NJ's command

ability as:

only "adequate"

fails to impress Colonel Hogbourne-Johnson

character:

steel works foreman in civilian life

wife recently died

lacking in energy

given to platitudes

SA 44-5

SA 44, 180-1

SA 45

SA 45

SA 45

SA 45, 53

SA 45, 51, 53, 105
**Hawkins, Brigadier**

a Staff Officer at Div HQ – SA 31

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>described</th>
<th>SA 31</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>at Div HQ:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commander of Divisional Royal Artillery</td>
<td>SA 31, 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friend of Gen Liddament</td>
<td>SA 52-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and the exercise</td>
<td>SA 52-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ regards as:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first-class officer</td>
<td>SA 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>example of Lyautey's &quot;gaiety&quot;</td>
<td>SA 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wise tactician in dealing with superior officers</td>
<td>SA 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Widmerpool</td>
<td>SA 31, 52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Haycock

second husband of Mildred Blaides – LM 43

character:
- Australian businessman
- solid but "rough"
- wealthy
- travels a great deal
- love of the Riviera

and Mildred Blaides:
- second husband of
- two children by

marriage relationship with:
- generally regarded as successful
- allows freedom to
- NJ's thoughts on re Widmerpool
- ended by death

Lovell on Sleafords and
Widmerpool on
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Haycock, Mrs

see Blaides, Hon. Mildred
Hegarty

a colleague of NJ at the film studio – LM 17

described
work at studio:
  longevity of
  proficiency of
character:
  several divorces
  heavy drinker
  tendency not to listen
and other characters:
  Feingold
    colleague of
    and gossip of:
      accepts as true
      caps with own
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Henderson, Barnabas

a member of Murtlock’s commune – HSH 6

episodes involved in:
- crayfishing with Murtlock HSH 6-10, 14, 16-20, 22, 25, 29-30, 34, 196, 229-31
- at the Cutts / Akworth wedding reception HSH 195-8, 202, 204, 208-9, 214-9, 239
- at the gallery HSH 227-9, 230-51

described
background:
- father killed in War HSH 14
- inherited wealth HSH 14

as art dealer:
- early work as abandoned to join Murtlock HSH 8, 14
- the Barnabas Henderson gallery:
  - co-ownership of HSH 14, 236, 238
  - described HSH 228-9, 238-9
  - exhibitions at:
    - the Bosworth Deacon Centenary HSH 225-232, 234, 236
    - Victorian seascapes HSH 225-8, 233-4, 236-8
  - and Mr Deacon:
    - enthusiasm for HSH 230-1
    - on Lord Aberavon and HSH 231-2
    - scepticism of NJ's knowledge of HSH 230-2
    - NJ sees as Astolpho to HSH 229
  - acquisition of the Modigliani drawing HSH 240, 243-5, 249-50
and Scorpio Murtlock:
- love of HSH 18, 241
- abject subservience to HSH 6-7, 16-20, 29-30, 229, 239, 241
- fear of HSH 29-30, 216, 218, 232, 240, 242, 249

and the commune:
- uniform of HSH 8, 22-3, 33-4, 195
- provision of caravan for HSH 8-9
- involved with in:
  - the crayfishing expedition HSH 6-10, 16-20, 22, 25, 29-30, 34, 196, 229-31
  - the Devil's Fingers orgy HSH 147, 153, 156
  - the run at Stourwater HSH 195-8, 209, 214
  - account of life with HSH 230, 232, 238-43
  - escape from HSH 215, 218-9, 229, 232-3, 239-41

and other characters:
- Bithel:
  - at Stourwater with HSH 195-6, 198, 204, 239
  - on position of in the commune HSH 239-42
  - use of to procure the Modigliani HSH 240, 243-5, 249-50
  - and the story of Widmerpool's death HSH 243-50
- Norman Chandler HSH 234, 236-7
- Chuck:
  - partnership with:
    - as homosexual lover HSH 197, 215, 232-3, 242
    - in business HSH 14, 232-4, 236-8
    - interrupted by time with the on HSH 14, 202, 215
  - rôle of in escape from commune HSH 197, 215, 217-9, 232, 239-40, 242
  - attends church with HSH 232
  - treats as dogsbody HSH 232-4, 236, 238, 250
- Fiona Cutts HSH 6-7, 9, 14, 18, 20, 22, 29-30, 147, 153, 156, 195-7, 202-4, 216-9, 240
- Bob Duport:
  - sells art collection of HSH 225-8, 233-4, 236-8
  - on personality of HSH 233
Jean Duport
Polly Duport
Canon Fenneau:
   attends church of
   source of information concerning Mr Deacon
   and rôle of in helping Murtlock
Flores
Gwinnett
Rusty
Widmerpool:
   at Devil's Fingers with
   at Stourwater with:
      part of run led by
      escape from commune opposed by
      explains relationship of with Murtlock
      reaction to death of

HSH 233-4
HSH 233, 238
HSH 232
HSH 240, 249-50
HSH 233
HSH 153, 156, 217
HSH 6-7, 9, 18, 20, 22, 29-30, 147, 153, 156
HSH 153, 156
HSH 195-8
HSH 214-5, 217
HSH 232, 238-43, 247-8
HSH 245-9
Hernandez

a South American military attaché – MP 224

predecessor of Flores
removed in political upheaval
Hewetson

a British Liaison Officer – MP 74

career:
solicitor in civilian life MP 74; TK 208
in the Army:
liaison officer:
in charge of Czech and Belgian affairs MP 74, 91-2; TK 208
efficient MP 91
hands over to NJ MP 75, 77, 91-2
opinions expressed on:
nationalities:
Belgians MP 91-2
Czechs MP 101
individual officers:
Gauthier de Graef MP 91-2
Hlava MP 101-2
Lannoo MP 92
jealousy between allies MP 101
Judge-Advocate-General's department in North Africa MP 75
NJ meets at Army reunion TK 208

character:
meticulous MP 91
successful with women MP 74
ignorant of music MP 101

accommodation:
in NJ's block of flats:
anecdotes of the roof MP 74
hatred of Miss Wartstone MP 74-5
with a friend whose girlfriend can cook MP 74
**Historical Figures**

### a) British

- **Abercrombie, General Sir Ralph** – tomb of in St Paul’s
  - MP 221
- **Alanbrooke, Field-Marshal Viscount** (*the CIGS*):
  - NJ electrified by momentary meeting with
  - comments on made by:
    - Finn
      - MP 59
    - Widmerpool
      - MP 115-6
    - Montgomery compared to
      - MP 188-9
    - also mentioned
      - MP 245
- **Alexandra, Queen** – Bridgnorth family legend concerning double entendre made by
  - AW 208
- **Anglesey, 1st Marquess of** – Wellington on 1st Earl of Warminster and rakishness of
  - LM 150
- **Anne, Queen** – raised Tollands to the peerage
  - LM 151
- **Asquith, H.H.**:
  - and political career of John, Lord Sleaford
    - LM 20-1
  - Ted Jeavons’ mordant views on
    - LM 170
  - Sillery on:
    - drops name as being on good terms with
      - QU 164
    - memory of once lunching with at Downing Street
      - BFR 13-14
- **Asquith, Mrs** – Mrs Conyers’s story concerning
  - KO 43
- **Attlee, Clement**:
  - and the Munich debate
    - KO 94
  - as Labour Prime Minister:
    - and Sillery:
      - confers peerage on
        - BFR 16
      - Short’s conversion to Labour discussed by
        - BFR 16
      - Tokenhouse regards as near-Fascist
        - TK 64
      - Alfred Tolland on Widmerpool and
        - BFR 72
- **Beckford, William** – Stourwater like Fonthill
  - KO 109
- **Blessington, Lady** – notorious affair with d’Orsay related to Castlemallock
  - VB 179
- **Boadicea, Queen** – as prototype vintage-car enthusiast
  - TK 281
- **“Bobetty” Cranborne, Viscount**
- **Burgess, Guy** – Widmerpool rumoured to be involved with
  - TK 43
- **Byron, Lord**
  - Literature – 
  - b) Byron
- **Cambridge, Prince George, Duke of** – Mrs Foxe’s stories of from her Warrington days
  - QU 62
- **Campbell-Bannerman, Sir Henry** – and political career of John, Lord Sleaford
  - LM 20-1
- **Caroline, Queen** – 1st Earl of Warminster on
  - LM 150
- **Chamberlain, Neville**:
  - and policy of appeasement:
    - opposed by:
      - Roddy Cutts
        - KO 93-4
      - Donners
        - KO 95, 117
      - supported by Fettiplace-Jones
        - KO 93-4
      - visit to Bad Godesborg
        - KO 126
      - speech of in Parliament on Hitler’s invasion of Poland
        - SA 8
  - Charles II, King – Lady Molly Jeavons in the taste of
  - KO 239
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Stringham's father's circumlocutions compared to Historical Figures – a) British (cont’d)

Stringham's sarcastic outrage concerning Widmerpool as Churchill, Sir Winston:

Roddy Cutts supports in the Munich vote KO 217
becomes Prime Minister VB 188
wartime oratory of:
quoted SA 8; VB 249
affects diction of Gwatkin and Widmerpool VB 249
presence of in background of the "Dance" sequence:
Donners’ influence on and the Belgian Resistance Army MP 55, 199-200
the death of Templer MP 195
Widmerpool's ambitions SA 186; MP 24
photograph of in the Ufford MP 66

Combermere, Viscount – Wellington on 1st Earl of Warminster and stupidity of LM 150
Connaught, Prince Arthur, Duke of – Stringham's story of lunch with at the Bridgnorths’ SA 77
Cooper, Lady Diana – Lady Molly very different from "fast set" of LM 158
Cooper, Duff – Roddy Cutts talks to on Munich KO 94
Cranborne, Viscount ("Bobetty") – Roddy Cutts on contribution of to the Munich debate KO 94
Cunedda – NJ muses on place of in the Jenkinses’ Celtic lineage VB 7
Ede, James Chuter (Home Secretary) – Sillery writes to BFR 12

Eden, Sir Anthony:
Roddy Cutts supports in the Munich vote KO 93
Alfred Tolland on eponymous silk hats BFR 70
Edward IV, King – a Tolland first knighted by LM 151
Edward VII, King:
relationships with:
John, Lord Sleaford - hatred KO 216
Lord Vowchurch – friendship LM 8, 89-90
as a bridge player LM 89-90
Capt Jenkins on concerning Gen Conyers radicalism KO 44
funeral of a shared memory for NJ and Moreland KO 85
Edward VIII:
as Prince of Wales:
effect on diction of Mildred Blaides and their social circle LM 49
Pennistone's story of Prince Theodoric and VB 117
as King:
Widmerpool welcomes as new broom CCR 124-5, 188
Abdication of:
as subject for social gossip CCR 133-4, 143, 161, 188
related to:
Buster Foxe's pretensions CCR 143, 161
Widmerpool's ambitions CCR 188
as Duke of Windsor VB 117
Elizabeth, Princess – present at Victory Day Service MP 226, 232
Elizabeth, Queen – present at Victory Day Service MP 226, 232
French, General Sir John – and Aylmer Conyers in the Boer War LM 6, 233
Gaitskell, Hugh – Roddy Cutts on Widmerpool’s peerage TK 44
George III, King – ancestor of General Cobb held commission from MP 76
George IV, King – Dogdene painted white and gold for visit by LM 212
George V, King:
Sir Gavin's nostalgic memories of at wedding of the Kaiser's daughter BM 54
coronation of one of NJ and Moreland's shared memories KO 85
War Office picture of welcoming King Albert of the Belgians MP 42
health of proposed at Le Bas's dinner AW 196
George VI, King:
health of proposed in Stevens's Mess SA 143
present at Victory Day Service MP 226, 232
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Historical Figures – a) British (cont’d)

Gladstone, William Ewart:
- salmon joggs Sillery's memory of QU 207
- Mrs Conyers on Lord Vowchurch's offensive remark to LM 37

Glenbower, Owen – Gwatkin as VB 81

Gort, General Lord ("Fat Boy") – Captain Jenkins seeks employment from in 1939 KO 209

Gwinnett, BUTTON (born in Gloucestershire) Historical Figures – b) foreign

Haig, Earl – controversy over statue of BM 45-7, 97

Henry VIII, King – a Tolland at the court of LM 151

Hertford, Marquess of – outbid for what becomes the Sleaford necklace KO 149

Jack the Ripper – Stevens invokes in hatred of Miss Wartstone MP 129

Jeffreys, Judge – Lord Huntercombe disputes authenticity of portrait of CCR 165

Kitchener, Lord:
- friendship of with Lord Warrington remembered by:
  - Mrs Foxe QU 62;
  - Lord Huntercombe CCR 165
- china collection of QU 62; CCR 165
- and recruitment of army for World War 1 KO 76
- bust of in War Office MP 55, 59

Lamb, Lady Caroline – at Castlemallock:
- letter from Byron to VB 179-80
- inspiration for Lady Caro's Dingle VB 179-80, 235

Lipton, Sir Thomas – story of Lord Vowchurch and Edward VII told to Mrs Conyers by LM 89

Lloyd George, David:
- as by-word for political corruption:
  - source of Templer's uncle's dubious baronetcy QU 69
  - Moreland invokes as epitome thereof KO 250
  - health insurance policy of extolled in Albert's poster KO 5, 22, 33

Lwyarch the Old – NJ muses on place of in the Jenkinses' Celtic lineage VB 7

Lonsdale, 5th Earl of – St John Clarke on croquet with CCR 185

MacDonald, Ramsay:
- National Government of disliked by Uncle Giles AW 11
- attack on in Fettiplace-Jones's maiden speech AW 198

Maclean, Donald – Roddy Cutts on rumours of Widmerpool involvement with TK 43

Macmillan, Harold – Roddy Cutts on award of Widmerpool's peerage TK 44

Marlborough, Sarah, Duchess of – Lady Katherine's biography of LM 206

Manners, Lady Diana

Margaret, Princess – present at Victory Day Service MP 226, 232

Mary, Queen:
- Sir Gavin remembers seeing at wedding of the Kaiser's daughter BM 54
- St John Clarke contributes to Gift Book CCR 186

Mary (Tudor), Queen – Tolland ancestor loses job at court on succession of LM 151

Mary, Queen of Scots – Pamela invokes in fantasy of dream of Ferrand-Sénéschal TK 115-6

Montgomery, Field-Marshal Bernard ("the Field-Marshal"): and military attachés' trip to Brussels:
- dress of MP 183-4, 190
- opinions of on:
  - the Belgian Resistance Army MP 184, 197
  - the VC MP 185
- disregard of for foreign languages MP 185
- dogs of MP 186, 188
- also mentioned MP 245

Colonel Hiava considers "a great man" MP 188

NJ:
- assesses character and impact of MP 176, 188-90
- impressed by expository skills of MP 186-7
- compares to:
  - Sunny Farebrother MP 190
Archie Gilbert

Colonel Hogbourne-Johnson
General Liddament
Colonel Pedlar
Dicky Umfraville
Duke of Wellington

Monolulu, Prince – Stringham recalls from his Bridgnorth days
Moore, Sir John – tomb of in St Paul's
Mosley, Sir Oswald – Craggs concerned about
Norman, Sir Montagu – Roddy Cutts and Widmerpool discuss financial policies of
Pitt the Younger, William – hat left at Thrubworth by
Ponsonby, Frederick – courtier and probable cause of Gen Conyers' pain
Ponsonby, Sir William – tomb of in St Paul's
Powell, Enoch – as conversational gambit at Donners Memorial Prize dinner
Richard I, King – General Conyers invokes as epitomising ignorance of modern warfare
Roberts, Field Marshal Lord ("Bobs") – Aylmer Conyers experiences of in Boer War:

Sandwich, 1st Earl of:

Sidney, Sir Philip:

Slim, Field-Marshal Sir William ("the CIGS") – mistake of over Kernével's late MBE

suffragettes, the:

Toland, John – Tolland family not related to

Victoria, Princess, the Empress Frederick – Mrs Conyers' story of:

Victoria, Queen:

Vortigern – possible place of in ancestry of the Gwatkin family

Wellington, Duke of:
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Historical Figures

b) foreign

Abdul Illah, Prince, Regent of Iraq – at Victory Day Service MP 226
Adler, Professor Alfred – General Conyers’ low opinion of LM 83
Albert I of Belgium, King – War Office picture of as wartime exile welcomed by George V MP 42
Alexander the Great – Dr Brightman on unsavoury sexual habits of TK 181
Alexandra of Jugoslavia, Queen – at Victory Day Service MP 226

Anders, General:
• place of in Polish politics discussed MP 21
• Widmerpool’s suspicion of MP 21
• and the release of Polish prisoners from Russia MP 40, 59

Bankhead, Tallulah – satirised in Max Pilgrim’s song BM 128

Bernhard of the Netherlands, Prince – Pennistone on Finn and MP 52

Biddle, Francis (US Attorney-General) – Widmerpool sees Pamela at functions given by MP 105

Blum, Léon – approved of by
• Erridge on Popular Front CCR 65
• Widmerpool on marriage CCR 126

Bonaparte, Napoleon – NJ and:
• quotes on the beginning of his military career VB 6
• reads Nievo on the invasion of Italy by TK 56

Bragadin, Matteo Giovanni:
• patron of Casanova TK 46
• Jacky claims to be descendant of TK 46

Bronstein, Lev Trotsky, Leon

Bruce, Evangeline (wife of the American Ambassador) – friend of Susan Cutts HSH 183

Caballero, F.L. (Spanish Republican P.M.) – St John Clarke supports appeal to Russia by CCR 94

Caesar, Julius – Dr Brightman on unsavoury sexual habits of TK 181

Cagliostro, Count Alessandro di – Dr Trelawney similar to KO 88, 200

Candaules, King of Lydia:
• Dr Brightman on history and legends of TK 92-6
• compared to:
  • Sir Magnus Donners TK 159
  • Widmerpool TK 117-8, 273-4
• and the themes of TK:
  • as Temporary King TK 93, 95-6, 273-4
  • as sexual exhibitor TK 92-6, 117-8, 159, 202, 273-4
• and see Visual Arts –b) pictures

Casanova, Giacomo:
• and the theme of CCR:
  • the eponymous restaurants CCR 32-3
  • discussion of the archetypal seducer CCR 35-6, 38-9, 203
  • consideration of Carolo as:
    • musician CCR 35
    • seducer CCR 203
• and the two nuns:
  • Dr Brightman on as exemplifying exhibitionism and sacrifice TK 96-7
  • Moreland’s wistfulness over TK 97
• as resident of Venice:
  • Jacky Bragadin claims descent from patron of TK 46
  • NJ’s musings on the city’s seamy side TK 185

Catherine the Great, Empress – Lady Katherine’s biography of LM 206

Chiang Kai-Shek – Chu killed fighting for MP 160

Christina of Sweden, Queen – Lady Katherine’s biography of LM 206

Citroën, André – dubious socialising of satirised in Pilgrim’s song BM 128

Clausewitz – General Conyers and Captain Jenkins discuss KO 57

Cronje, General Piet – Uncle Giles on mistake by to Aylmer Conyers’ advantage LM 6

Cunard, Lady (Maud – “Emerald”) – lionising of satirised in Pilgrim’s song BM 128
Cyrano de Bergerac:
  Clanwaert's nose like MP 99
  Pennistone writing book on TK 208; HSH 33
  and Trapnel's views on romance HSH 33
d'Annunzio, Gabriel – St John Clarke's bon mot concerning AW 130
Darlan, Admiral – effect of assassination of on liaison with Free French MP 89
de Gaulle, General Charles:
  Gen Conyers and views of on celibate officer corps LM 9
  good relationship with Finn SA 103
  lack of rapport with other officers SA 103; MP 11, 89-90, 146
  also mentioned MP 241
de Noves, Laura – Maclintick on de Sade's descent from CCR 224
de Sade, Marquis – Maclintick on Petrarch's Laura as ancestress of CCR 204
Dollfuss, Chancellor – anti-parliamentary policies of LM 65-6
d'Orsay, Count – affair of with Lady Blessington related to Castlemallock VB 179
Draga, Queen of Serbia – Gen Conyers remembers assassination of (1903) LM 230
Dreyfus – case of:
  NJ and Moreland fascinated by in childhood KO 85
  NJ reminded of by Free French legal red tape MP 146
Dulles, John Foster – Heather Hopkins' impersonation of TK 35
Enver Pasha – Gen Conyers apprehensive of KO 59
Evangeline Bruce, Evangeline
Felix of Luxembourg, Prince – Pennistone on Finn and MP 52
Foch, General – Gen Conyers applies "not exact science" dictum of to marriage LM 232-3
Franco, General:
  opposed by Erridge CCR 65, 77
  inspiration of:
    arguments between:
      George Tolland and St John Clarke CCR 94-5
      Maclintick and Audrey CCR 117-8
      prank played by Hugo Tolland on Sillery CCR 193
  Franz-Ferdinand, Archduke – assassination of KO 72-3, 75, 158
  Franz-Josef, Emperor – Time in Bronzino's "Allegory" whiskered like CCR 21
Freud, Sigmund:
  interest in cultivated by:
    General Conyers LM 83, 225, 228
    Mark Members AW 134; LM 219
    Chips Lovell's late discovery of CCR 194
    invoked by Moreland over Matilda's lost key CCR 207
Gandhi – Sillery's early enthusiasm for QU 164
George II, King of the Hellenes – at Victory Day Service MP 226
Giraud, General:
  succeeds Darlan in North Africa MP 89
  distaste of for de Gaulle MP 146
Goebbels, Joseph – Bagshaw imagines as subject for the head of Trapnel's stick BFR 116
Goering, Hermann – seen by Widmerpool as good candidate for the Garter LM 67
Ghengis Khan – Moreland on in relation to "normality" of jobs VB 13
Gorki, Maxim – St John Clarke's bon mot concerning AW 130
Guinan, Texas – Glober celebrates return of TK 69
Gwinnett, Button:
  signer of Declaration of Independence TK 54-5, 104; HSH 183
  name of suggests Welsh origins TK 54
  ancestor of Russell TK 54-6, 104-5; HSH 183
Historical Figures – b) foreign (cont’d)

Gyges:
- Dr Brightman on history and legends of
- and the themes of TK:
  - as slayer of the Temporary King
  - as voyeur

Hengist and Horsa – NJ attempts to relate Gwatkin’s ancestry to

Henri IV of France – Moreland on success of with women despite physical repulsiveness

Herod the Great – Dr Brightman on Nicholas of Damascus as secretary to

Herod the Tetrarch – Glober compared to

Hindenburg – despised by Widmerpool as typical of the old order

Hirohito, Emperor – Widmerpool opposes US retention of

Hitler, Adolf:
- political activities of:
  - mischief in:
    - Austria
    - the Spanish Civil War
    - Munich
    - the Soviet pact
  - as personification of Germany in:
    - approach of World War 2
    - the war itself
- attitude of characters to:
  - spoken of with:
    - admiration by:
      - Widmerpool
      - Uncle Giles
    - contempt and loathing by:
      - Ted Jeavons
      - Lady Anne Stepney
      - weary resignation by Albert Creech
      - blamed by Moreland for composer's block
      - used by Gwatkin to bolster rhetoric
      - Quiggin on Guggenbühl and
    - plot to assassinate
- Jackson, Gen Stonewall – Widmerpool’s aggressive entry compared to
- Joyce, William, “Lord Haw-Haw”:
  - speeches of listened to in storeroom at Battalion HQ
  - mention of in Odo Stevens’s "Guest Night"
- Jung, Carl – General Conyers’ interest in
- Kamenev, Lev Borisovich – Widmerpool knowledgeable on show trial of
- Károlyi, Count Mihaly – moderate views of admired by Sir Gavin
- Krupp, Gustav – despised by Widmerpool as typical of the old order
- Lenin, V.I. – works of:
  - subject of Vox Populi publications
  - quoted by Quiggin
  - as midwife of relationship between Erridge and St John Clarke
  - as part of Bagshaw's fascination for socialist theory
- Leopold III of Belgium, King – problems of military liaison associated with
- Liebknecht, Karl – admired by Guggenbühl
- Liman von Sanders, General Otto – mention of provides cue for Billson’s fateful entry
- Louis XIV, King – sarcastic retort by Pamela on identity of Louis Glober
- Ludwig of Bavaria, King – Stourwater in style of
- Luxemburg, Rosa – admired by Guggenbühl
- Lyautey, Marshal Hubert:
  - ideal of gaiety in soldiers propounded by
  - Dicky Umfraville’s veneration for
- Marat, Jean Paul – Members on Sillery’s description of Quiggin as
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Historical Figures – b) foreign (cont’d)

Maria-Theresa, Empress – Lady Katherine’s biography of

Marx, Karl:
message from delivered via planchette at the Templers’ party
political doctrine of:

St John Clarke’s conversion to

variously espoused by:

Erridge
Guggenbühl
Quiggin

ramifications of endlessly fascinating to Bagshaw

Chips Lovell’s desultory study of

and the arts

Mr Deacon on Dr Trelawney’s ignorance of

McCarthy, Senator Joseph – Quiggin likens the Widmerpool parliamentary question to

Mihailovich, General Draza – Allied support for switched to Tito

Molotov, Vyacheslav – Duport expresses contempt for on the Nazi-Soviet pact

Mussolini, Benito:

and the Foppas:
daughter’s enthusiasm for
father’s ambivalence towards

George Tolland on mischief of in Spanish Civil War
Tokenhouse’s hatred of renders domicile in Venice impossible

Nagy, Imre – Bagshaw on trial of

Nero, Emperor – Moreland compares himself to

Nicholas II, Tsar – Sir Gavin’s nostalgic memories of at wedding of the Kaiser’s daughter

Nostradamus

Olaf V of Norway, King

La Pasiónaria (Dolores Ibarruri):

Moreland on Gypsy Jones as

Priscilla on Norah and Eleanor’s admiration for

Paracelsus – Dr Trelawney in dispute with Mark Members over

Paulus, General Friedrich – surrender of at Stalingrad

Pavlov – Trapnel on treatment of dogs by compared to behaviour of Pam

Peter II, King of Yugoslavia – at Victory Day Service

Peter the Hermit – Mr Deacon’s wild appearance like

Pilsudski, Marshal Józef – as source of political complications in Polish liaison

Poincaré, Henri – War Office picture of meeting with George V in WW1

Princip, Gavril – Gen Conyers realises significance of

Proudhon, Pierre Joseph – Bagshaw’s anarcho-syndicalist friend obsessed with

Quisling, Vidkun – wartime Belgians lack any figure similar to

Rasputin – Dr Trelawney’s appearance reminiscent of

Regulus, Marcus Atilius – Finn’s heavy tread like return of to Carthage

Ribbentrop, Joachim von – Duport expresses contempt for on the Nazi-Soviet pact

Robespierre, Maximilien – quoted by planchette at the Templers’

Rommel, General Erwin:

George Tolland wounded during defeat of in North Africa

Dr Brightman on likeness of to one of the soldiers in “The Agony in the Garden”

Roosevelt, Franklin Delano – Widmerpool and:
discussion with Donners on possible devaluation of the dollar by
on project for post-war statue of

Sardanapalus – as indication of Ferrand-Sénéschal’s luxurious suite

Severus, Septimius – Hugo Tolland on rejection of the Old School Tie by

Skobeloff, General Mikhail – Gen Conyers quotes dictum of on Berlin and Constantinople
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Historical Figures – b) foreign (cont’d)

Sforza, Carlo, Count – moderate views of admired by Sir Gavin
BM 232

Sikorski, General Wladyslaw:
place of in Polish politics discussed at War Office meeting
MP 21
photograph of Polish HQ in the Ufford
MP 66

Simpson, Mrs – Widmerpool's excitement at imminent reign of
CCR 85, 124

Slansky, Rudolf – Bagshaw on trial of
TK 194

Sophie, Duchess of Hohenburg – Uncle Giles brings news of assassination of
KO 72

Sosnokowski, General Casimir – as source of political complications in Polish liaison
MP 20

Stalin, Joseph:
and the approach of World War 2
KO 228
Widmerpool and:
as admirer of
BFR 187
left badly exposed by thaw after death of
TK 116, 174, 193, 267
also admired by:
Stillery
MP 57; BFR 15
Quiggin
HSH 39
Mrs Widmerpool
BFR 187

Stauffenberg, Count Claus von – Kucherman on attempt by to assassinate Hitler
MP 149

Stilicho, Flavius – NJ muses on Cunedda's relationship with
VB 7

Sun Yat-sen – Nationalist revolution of discussed by Widmerpool and Tompsitt
BM 57

Thiers, President Adolphe – Maclintick’s spectacles resemble caricatures of
CCR 22

Tippoo Sahib – Sleaford necklace originally owned by
KO 149

Trotsky, Leon – beliefs of:
subject of Vox Populi publications
AW 125
and Guggenbühl / Gainsborough:
enthusiasm of for
AW 182; LM 125; CCR 75
apostasy of from
BFR 142; BFR 254; HSH 39
St John Clarke converted by to
AW 181-2; LM 126
book by on
BFR 254; HSH 39
hated by:
Gypsy Jones
KO 230
Quiggin
AW 182; LM 126; CCR 190; HSH 39

as part of Bagshaw's fascination for socialist theory
BFR 37; HSH 39

van Strydonck de Burkel, General Victor – Inspector-General of the Belgian armed forces:
at "The Bartered Bride"
MP 103, 105-6
described
MP 103, 105-6
romantic heroism in WW1 cavalry
MP 106
and Prince Theodoric
MP 105-6

Venizelos, M. Eleutherios – Sunny Farebrother’s passing acquaintance with
QU 85
Victor Immanuel III, King – Foppa gives prominence to portrait of
AW 152, 162
Victoria Louise, Princess – Sir Gavin's nostalgic memories of the wedding of
BM 54

Wilhelm II, Kaiser:
Sir Gavin's nostalgic memories of daughter's wedding
BM 54
Widmerpool rejects as typical of the old order
LM 66
Dr Trelawney on withered arm of as cause of World War 1
KO 195

Wilson, President Woodrow – Braddock alias Thorne looks like
QU 39

Yagoda, Genrikh – Bagshaw imagines as subject for the head of Trapnel's stick
BFR 116

Zaharoff, Sir Basil – dubious networking of satirised in Pilgrim's song
BM 128

Zinoviev, Grigory Yevseyevich – Widmerpool knowledgeable on show trial of
CCR 84
Hlava, Colonel

a Czech military attaché – MP 13

described

military career:

WW1:
- flying ace in Russian forces
- several medals for gallantry

between the wars:
- renowned test-pilot
- military attaché

WW 2:
- military attaché in charge of Czech affairs
- senior officer on trip to Brussels
- recalled to avoid Victory Day Service

post-war:
- promoted Major-General
- dies under house arrest

character:

- strength of
- racial origins
- good humour
- well-liked by NJ

love of music:

- piano:
  - competent player
  - duets with Dempster

- national composers:
  - helps organise "The Bartered Bride"
  - anecdotes of:
    - Smetana
    - Dvorák

- dislike of tzigane

opinions of:

- dogs
- the Field Marshal

other countries:

- Belgian backwardness
- British niggardliness over decorations
- Russia

- politics

and other characters:

- Dempster
- Finn
- Hewetson
- Kucherman
- Prince Theodoric
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Hogbourne-Johnson, Colonel Derrick

Chief of Staff at Div HQ – SA 11

described:
generally
the owl image:
introduced
developed as part of the Egyptian fantasy
in contrast to Finna

military career:
history of:
Sword of Honour at Sandhurst
Regular in Light Infantry
MC in WW1
damaging mistake in inter-war Palestine
Chief of Staff at Div HQ
relegated to Training

ambition:
hopes for promotion:
remain alive
doomed to danger of removal
finally dashed
frustration of breeds sourness

at Div HQ:
incidents involved in:
the three-day exercise:
dinner:
the sit-rep report
Pedar and the port
the transport debacle
manoeuvrings over command of Recce Corps
the Diplock affair

relationships:
generally disliked by all
individual officers:
Biggs
Cheesman
Cocksidge
Brigadier Hawkins
NJ:
assessed by as:
failure
lacking in "gaiety"
and Omar Khayyam
General Liddament
Colonel Pedlar:
compared to
the farce of the names
mutual tolerance
bullying contempt for

Widmerpool:
underestimated by:
in character
re the General
apparent satisfaction with
Hogbourne-Johnson, Colonel Derrick (cont’d)

feud with fuelled by affairs of:
  the transport SA 35, 54-9, 61-2; MP 117
  the Recce Corps SA 32-4, 205-6, 208
  Diplock SA 32, 59-64, 85, 169, 202-8
  and Corporal Mantle SA 45-6, 208

NCOs:
  Diplock:
    enjoys deference of SA 31, 60-2
    defence of:
      military record SA 61, 204, 207
      clerical methods SA 59-62, 85, 169, 203-5, 207-8
    sense of betrayal by SA 206-7
  Sergeant Harmer SA 45
  Corporal Mantle:
    objects to commission for SA 11, 45-6, 208
    wishes to promote as NCO SA 45

character and habits:
  bad temper SA 30, 40, 54-7, 205
  parsimony SA 41
  pomposity SA 31, 38, 52
  snobbery SA 31, 41-3; TK 213

literary affectations:
  Old English vernacular SA 39
  as parodist SA 202-3
Honthorst, Cheston

a contemporary of NJ at university – QU 171

American Rhodes scholar QU 171, 173, 177
family wealth QU 171
present at Sillery's tea-party: QU 171-2
described QU 173, 175
extreme politeness QU 177
leaves
Hopkins, Heather

a cabaret artiste – LM 96

described:

in domestic scruffiness
professionally:
surprising smartness
recalled by sight of Widmerpool in uniform

work:
pianist
places associated with:
the Café Madrid
Cannes
the Merry Thought
Dicky Umfraville’s club
The Hero of Acre
with Max Pilgrim

lesbianism:
evident in:
camp humour
masculinity:
butch aggression
clothes
talk of girlfriend
fancy for actress
relationship with Eleanor and Norah:
neighbour of
cause of:
excitement to
friction between
estrangement from

conversion to Roman Catholicism

and other characters:
Mildred
Norman Chandler
Ted Jeavons
Isobel
Matilda
Max Pilgrim:
opinion of
professional associate of

Dicky Umfraville
opinions expressed by:
Frederica Budd
Evadne Clapham
Ted Jeavons
Betty Templer
Peter Templer
Eleanor and Norah
Horabins, the
acquaintances of Templer's family – QU 93

hosts of the dance at which:
  NJ falls in love with Jean Templer   QU 93-4
  Templer establishes relationship with Lady McReith   QU 94-5
Horaczko, Lieutenant

a Polish military attaché – MP 31

described career:

- oil executive in civilian life
- with Polish army:
  - officer in lancers overrun by Germans
  - adventurous escape to England
- military attaché:
  - ranked Second-Lieutenant
  - assistant to Bobrowski
  - good relationship with NJ
  - compared to:
    - Clanwaert
    - Michalski

character:

- tact
- anglophilia
- air of romanticism:
  - NJ and Pennistone on
  - exemplified in:
    - military exploits
    - marriage to Margaret Budd

and Pamela Flitton
Hugford, Miss

an ancestress of the Tollands – BFR 49

heiress and daughter of Lord Mayor BFR 49
married to Lord Erridge in mid-eighteenth century BFR 49
first chatelaine of Thrubworth BFR 49
Humble

a contemporary of NJ at university – QU 203

undergraduate met at Short's lunch QU 203
and other characters:

Short QU 203
Smethwyck QU 203
Humphries, Sergeant

a member of Gwatkin's Company – VB 241

Sergeant in Gwatkin's Company
and CSM Cadwallader:
regarded as good officer by
promoted to CSM after retirement of
Huntercombe, Lady

a grand society lady – BM 29

episodes involved in:

Sunday at Stourwater:
- at lunch BM 197, 205, 209, 232
- part of the dungeon party BM 210, 213

Stringham's wedding BM 236; CCR 141

the party for Moreland's symphony CCR 138, 140-1, 150, 157, 182

"The Bartered Bride" MP 103, 105

described:
- at party for Moreland's symphony CCR 140-1
- reminiscent of Gainsborough's Mrs Siddons BM 209, 236; CCR 17; MP 103

family:
- Christian name Sybil CCR 53
- wife of Lord Huntercombe BM 197, 235; AW 128; CCR 90, 140; VB 156; BFR 97; and qv
- mother of Venetia Penistone CCR 90; BFR 97
- grandchildren at the Cutts / Akworth wedding HSH 180

position in society:
- regarded as epitome of by:
  - St John Clarke AW 133
  - Mr Deacon CCR 17
  - Mrs Foxe CCR 140
  - NJ BM 62, 68, 106-7
- and probably by:
  - Uncle Giles BM 104
  - Max Pilgrim CCR 53

house in Belgrave Square:
- described BM 64, 73
- buys Tunbridge-ware from Mr Deacon for CCR 17
- otherwise mentioned BM 60-1, 71, 75, 104-5

as hostess:
- of balls:
  - Frederica first saw Mildred at a main episode in BM: LM 84
    - the dance itself BM 63-83
    - and Mrs Andriadis's party BM 104-7, 112
    - disparaged by Pardoe BM 56
    - otherwise mentioned BM 29, 85, 100, 117, 216-7, 283; AW 218; LM 32-3, 49; MP 250; TK 267; HSH 46
  - incurs displeasure of St John Clarke AW 128, 223

charitable interests:
- music CCR 138, 140-1, 157, 182; MP 103
- Red Cross commandant during war MP 103

and other characters:
- Mildred Blaides LM 84
- Lady Frederica Budd LM 84
- St John Clarke AW 128, 133, 223
- Mr Deacon CCR 17
- Sir Magnus Donners BM 209, 213
- Mrs Foxe CCR 53, 140
- Buster Foxe CCR 138
- Gossage CCR 182
- Rosie Manasch BM 210
- Matilda CCR 141, 150
- Johnny Pardoe BM 56, 210
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prince Theodoric</td>
<td>BM 205, 210; MP 105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Tolland</td>
<td>CCR 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Walpole-Wilson</td>
<td>BM 205, 232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eleanor Walpole-Wilson</td>
<td>BM 210, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Janet Walpole-Wilson</td>
<td>BM 210, 213</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Huntercombe, Lord

a pillar of cultural society – BM 29

episodes involved in:
- Sunday lunch at Stourwater
  BM 197, 206, 222, 225-6, 232
- the party for Moreland's symphony
  CCR 140, 158, 164-6, 183
- "The Bartered Bride"
  MP 103, 105

described
BM 206; CCR 140

family:
- family name Penistone
  CCR 90; VB 156
- Christian name Walter
  BFR 74
- husband of Lady Huntercombe
  BM 197, 235; AW 128; CCR 90, 140; VB 156; BFR 97;
  and qv
- father of Venetia Penistone
  CCR 90; BFR 97
- grandchildren at the Cutts / Akworth wedding
  HSH 180

immense wealth
CCR 17

and the arts:
- powerful influence in
  CCR 140; MP 103
- trusteeship of art gallery
  BM 206; CCR 140
- delight in questions of attribution
  CCR 140 (see BM 64), 164-6, 183; BFR 74, 90

as collector:
- loan of items to exhibitions
  CCR 164-6
- predatory interest in other collections
  CCR 164-5

and other characters:
- Norman Chandler
  CCR 166
- Erridge
  BM 64; CCR 165-6
- Mrs Foxe
  CCR 158, 183
- NJ
  CCR 164-5
- Pennistone – no relation
  VB 156
- Smethyck
  CCR 164-5
- Prince Theodoric
  MP 103, 105
- Alfred Tolland
  BFR 74

the Walpole-Wilsons:
- neighbour of in the country
  BM 62
- and town society
  BM 68
- buttonholed by Sir Gavin at Stourwater
  BM 206, 222, 225-6

Lord Warminster
BFR 74
Isbister, Horace, R.A.

an establishment artist – QU 76

described as famous artist: AW 36
  "the British Frans Hals" AW 36
honours:
  RA QU 77; BM 94, 186; AW 45; CCR 184; HSH 39, 112
chance of knighthood:
  offered CCR 184-5
  refused:
    to spite wife CCR 184-5
    with artistic ostentation CCR 185
death brings:
  panegyrics CCR 184
  retrospective exhibition AW 113-20, 127, 219; LM 36
style:
  described QU 77; AW 113-4; MP 42
  (ignorantly) compared to Antonio Moro AW 119
despised by:
  Barnby AW 31, 33
  Mr Deacon BM 94, 186-7
  Bob Duport HSH 237
  Templer AW 45-6, 86
  NJ QU 77; AW 32, 113, 115, 220; CCR 101, 184; MP 42
  Smethyck AW 119
  Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson AW 115-6
admired by:
  Bijou Ardglass AW 120-1
  Widmerpool QU 94, 98; AW 1186; CCR 101
  the Warden of Sillery’s college AW 119
artistic similarity to St John Clarke AW 29; CCR 101, 184-5
NJ reminded of by:
  Jean’s postcard AW 220
  the War Office Oliviers MP 42, 152
follows spirit of the age AW 113-4
flattery of clients AW 125
as the antithesis of modernism:
  object of reinterpretation by:
    St John Clarke on conversion AW 31-2, 60, 123-5
    Members AW 39
    Quiggin AW 60, 86, 114, 123
  acquisition of nostalgia value MP 42; HSH 62-3
  and the Valley of Lost Things HSH 39
models:
  Morwenna AW 36; HSH 40
  not Mona AW 80
  famous treated obsequiously AW 125
specific works mentioned:
genre paintings:
  "Clergyman Eating an Apple" AW 116; HSH 40
  "The Old Humorists" AW 116
portraits of:
  Lord Aberavon BM 186; AW 115-6
  Bijou Ardglass AW 120-1
  St John Clarke (several) AW 25; HSH 39-40
  Sir Horrocks Rusby AW 116-7; HSH 62-3
  Saltonstall AW 115
Isbister, Horace (cont’d)

John, Lord Sleaford  
Mr Templer  
Cardinal Whelan  
wife of the Solicitor-General (possibly)  
Sillery (projected but not executed)

LM 21  
QU 76-7; BM 187; AW 45-6, 73, 86-7, 123; HSH 237  
BM 94; AW 116  
BM 94

"The Art of Horace Isbister":  
Tokenhouse's commission of  
NJ overseeing publication of  
continued failure to appear  
dependent on whims of St John Clarke

TK 60-1, 141  
AW 22, 25, 31, 36, 39, 45, 60, 73, 86, 122; MP 66;  
TK 71  
AW 36, 114, 117; TK 60-1, 141  
AW 22, 25, 29, 31, 33, 36, 39, 45, 60, 117, 123-5;  
MP 66; TK 71, 141-2

illness  
death

and other characters:

St John Clarke:  
friendship with:  
long  
Members suggests homosexual similarity to:  
social  
artistic  
rivalry between

AW 25, 31; CCR 184-5; HSH 39  
HSH 40  
AW 29; CCR 101, 184-5  
CCR 184-5  
AW 125, 184-5; HSH 40

Mark Members  
Morwenna:  
made  
married to  
sometime use of as model  
and other characters:  
and other characters:  
bitterness between:  
refuses knighthood to spite  
separated from

AW 36  
AW 36; CCR 185; HSH 40  
CCR 185  
CCR 185
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Isbister, Mrs.

see Morwenna
Jacqueline

sometime girlfriend of X. Trapnel – TK 204

Trapnel's mistress
traced by Gwinnett:
  married to journalist
  living abroad
Jean-Népomucène

a young boy at La Grenadière – QU 112

described

family:
-related to Mme Leroy
-and Paul-Marie:
-(probably younger) brother of
-contrasted with
-otherwise mentioned with
-father described

character and behaviour:
-formal greeting of NJ
-taciturnity
-lack of proficiency at tennis
-in relation to:
- the Örn / Lundquist quarrel
- the graffito of Widmerpool
-NJ's tryst with Suzette

and other characters:
-Berthe
-Mme Dubuisson
-Dr Szczepanowski
-Suzette
Jeavons, Lil

wife of Stanley and brother-in-law of Ted – KO 224

- wife of Stanley: KO 224, 226, 233, 255
- adaptable character: KO 255
- wartime lodging with Mrs Widmerpool:
  - negotiations concerning: KO 224, 226, 233, 241, 252, 255
  - proves unsuccessful: SA 84
Jeavons, Lady Molly

informal hostess and central character of "At Lady Molly's" – LM 12

episodes involving:

early visits by NJ:

first with Chips Lovell
LM 19, 22, 24-5, 27-46, 50-1, 79, 129, 132; CCR 86;
SA 156, 162

subsequently
LM 132, 159-61; KO 215

engagement party for NJ and Isobel
LM 215-7, 222-3, 234-6; KO 225

later visit concerning Widmerpool's mother
KO 239-242
described
LM 24; KO 239

background:
née Ardglass:
sister of:
Jumbo
LM 19, 31-2, 37, 45, 73
Lady Katherine Warminster:
younger than
LM 205; CCR 60
linked to the Tolland by
LM 34: CCR 101, 142; KO 215
compared with
LM 205-6, 210; CCR 60, 74, 81, 89; KO 148-9
and death of:
distressed by
KO 148
inherits cabinet of
KO 148-9, 236-7; SA 159
sister-in-law of Bijou
LM 19-20, 32, 45; SA 110; MP 107
and family traits
LM 21, 73
on Castlemallock as distant connection of
VB 179
as Marchioness of Sleaford:
first marriage to John, Marquess of
LM 19-21, 60, 80-1, 157-9; KO 149, 216, 237; MP 81
châtelaine of Dogdene
LM 11-12, 21, 42, 60, 159, 212-3, 215-6; CCR 81;
KO 149, 215-6
little contact with successor
LM 42, 214
many and varied relations
LM 28, 38, 41, 155-6; KO 234
character:
boisterousness:
in contrast to:
early shyness
LM 12, 158, 212; KO 239
dislike of fast life
LM 158, 172, 178
hints of in Dogdene days
LM 159; KO 149
"noisy directness"
LM 29, 35-6; KO 239; MP 81
love of teasing:
examples of
LM 27-41
referred to as:
regular habit
LM 77, 79, 81, 119, 210, 217; KO 235; BFR 70
as indication of unhappiness
LM 35
goSSIP about relatives:
the Ardglasses
LM 31-2, 37
the Tolland children
LM 30-1, 33-9, 81, 203, 216; CCR 62; VB 145; SA 160;
HSH 13
also mentioned
LM 19; SA 215
easy-going tolerance:
defining trait
LM 21, 61, 73, 158-9, 235; KO 225, 239, 250-1
in comparison to:
Frederica
LM 78, 80
Lady Katherine
LM 206; KO 148-9
Moreland
KO 250-1
Lady Alice Sleaford
LM 214
in home life
see below
adaptability:
of opinions
LM 160
Jeavons, Lady Molly (cont’d)

to circumstances:

changed status
LM 21, 108, 157-9; KO 148-9
whatever crops up
LM 44; SA 154, 161; BFR 97
generosity:

instinctive sympathy
LM 235-6; SA 154
practical charity:

at Dogdene during wars:
WW1 as Red Cross hospital
LM 11-12, 21, 43, 215-6
WW2 as relocated school
KO 215-6; SA 215
to Chips Lovell in boyhood
LM 164
provision of sanctuary for:

family:
relations
LM 20, 156; CCR 60; KO 148, 234; SA 109, 130, 154;
MP 80
dependants
LM 155, 164
Moreland
KO 233, 237, 239-44, 250-1
Stringham
CCR 86-9, 142, 159-60; SA 215
many unofficial
LM 164-5; KO 237; SA 130, 158; MP 27
love of animals:

ubiquity of in house
LM 160, 223; KO 148, 237, 239
Maisky the monkey
LM 160-1, 163-4, 167; KO 237; MP 83-4; BFR 12
leads to lodging for Moreland
KO 233, 237, 239-40
also mentioned
LM 165
childlessness
LM 206; CCR 60
lifestyle:
lack of money
LM 21, 155-6; CCR 88, 194; KO 239; MP 81
home:
in South Kensington
LM 19; CCR 60, 81; SA 156; MP 27, 81; HSH 58
chaos of:
permanent tendency of
LM 24, 42, 92, 155, 160-1, 206, 223; CCR 60;
KO 148-9, 236-7, 242; SA 130; MP 27, 80
worsening of in time of redecoration
CCR 81, 86, 194
employment of Tuffy Weedon alleviates
LM 162, 234-6
valuable pieces found in
LM 24, 151-2, 155, 158
hostess at:

variety of guests
LM 19, 37, 43-4, 73, 79, 155-7, 165, 197-8, 217;
CCR 69, 74, 86, 101, 174, 194; KO 236;
SA 156
excellence as
LM 24-8, 41, 46, 51, 171, 217, 219, 222-3, 234-5
instrumental in introducing:
NJ to the Tollands
LM 22-3, 27-39, 51, 90, 156
Widmerpool to Mildred
LM 60, 73
Erridge to St John Clarke
LM 126
Hugo to Mrs Baldwyn Hodges
CCR 194
offers sanctuary in
see above
also mentioned
LM 29, 54, 61, 72, 80-1, 90, 129, 131, 143, 168, 174,
193, 197, 203, 210, 215, 220; CCR 88, 174;
KO 232; SA 84, 155; BFR 70;
and see Places – b) London: fictional settings
death in blitz
SA 157-61, 215; MP 27, 80-1; BFR 70, 97

and Ted Jeavons:

first meetings:
at Dogdene during war
LM 21
at Motor Show
LM 21
marriage to:
as second husband
LM 19, 21, 80, 158; CCR 81; KO 148-9, 224
relationship with:
  affection for LM 37, 159, 178, 196, 215-6, 222; KO 148, 236
  benevolent rule over LM 156-7, 159, 176, 179, 215; KO 233
  dullness of life with LM 72-3, 81, 178; KO 148, 236-7
also mentioned
  LM 25, 42, 46, 64, 129, 165, 167, 171, 176, 179, 188, 191-2, 196, 219, 221-3; CCR 88, 159; KO 224-5, 234-5, 242, 252; SA 157, 161; MP 27, 83-4, 107; BFR 70, 97

assures financial security of:
  in life LM 21; KO 233
  after death MP 81

and other characters:
  Lord Amesbury LM 165
  Bijou Ardglass LM 19-20, 32, 45; SA 110; MP 107
  Jumbo Ardglass LM 19, 31-2, 37, 45, 73
  Mrs Baldwyn Hodges CCR 194
  Mildred Blaides:
    old friendship with from Dogdene days LM 11-13, 42-3, 48, 50, 60, 160, 176, 188, 191-2, 196, 215-6
    contrasted with LM 48, 61, 179, 198
    and relationship of with Widmerpool:
      arrangement of dinner to further LM 43-4, 46
      on unsuitability of LM 159-60, 235
  Lord Bridgnorth LM 165
  St John Clarke LM 126; CCR 69, 81, 215
  General Conyers LM 234; KO 215-6
  Mrs Conyers LM 12-13, 27-8, 30, 42-5, 72-3, 81-2, 223
  Buster Foxe CCR 142
  Chips Lovell:
    aunt of LM 18, 24-5, 80, 164, 214
    kindness to in boyhood LM 164
    personal history described by LM 19-22, 156-9; KO 149; MP 81
    also mentioned SA 109, 156
  Mark Members LM 217-8, 222-3
  Rosie Manasch LM 219; TK 231
  Moreland KO 233, 237, 239-44, 250-1
  John Mountfichet LM 37
  Lady Plynlimmon LM 165
  Quiggin LM 126
  Sanderson LM 165 (?); KO 233, 239, 241
  Alice, Marchioness of Sleaford LM 214
  John, Marquess of Sleaford LM 19-21, 60, 80-1, 157-9; KO 149, 216, 237; MP 81
  Smith LM 24, 31, 64, 129, 131, 143, 155, 234-6; MP 83; BFR 87
  Stringham CCR 86-9, 142, 159-60, 174; SA 215
  Mona Templer LM 108, 203
  Prince Theodoric LM 45; MP 107
  the Tollands:
    Blanche LM 38-9
    Erridge LM 24, 30-1, 33, 126, 132, 203, 216;
    Frederica:
      jokes at expense of LM 33-4, 77; VB 145
      very different in character from LM 78
      regarded with some distaste by LM 79-81
    George LM 38
    Hugo:
      and exploits of LM 36-7; CCR 69, 215; HSH 13
      and Mrs Baldwyn Hodges CCR 194
Jeavons, Lady Molly (cont’d)

role as family critic inherited by
Isobel
Norah
Priscilla:
  bird’s eye view of
  offers lodging to in Chips’ absence
dies with in blitz
Robert
Susan
Alfred:
teasing of concerning:
  family
  personality
also mentioned
Lady Katherine Warminster
Dicky Umfraville
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson
Tuffy Weedon:
  employs as secretary
  provides accommodation for:
    as friend
    as Stringham’s minder
Widmerpool
Mrs Widmerpool

BFR 87; HSH 13
LM 35-6; SA 160; MP 80; HSH 13
LM 39
SA 109-10, 130, 154-5
SA 157-8
LM 39; CCR 69
LM 38; CCR 86-7
LM 27-33, 35-41, 77, 81, 119, 210; KO 235; BFR 70
LM 29-30, 40, 217
LM 27
see above
LM 172, 179, 181
LM 36; SA 130, 160; HSH 13
LM 162, 234-6
LM 162; CCR 86, 174; KO 215-6
CCR 86-9, 142, 159-60, 174; SA 215
LM 43-4, 46, 60-1, 159-60, 216, 235; CCR 86, 101;
  KO 224-5, 240; SA 84
KO 240-1
Jeavons, Stanley

brother of Ted – KO 224

described

family:

brother of Ted:
  concept of fascinates NJ
  contrasted with
  highly regarded by
  also mentioned

wife Lil:
  attitude to
  arrangement of billet for with Mrs Widmerpool:
  negotiations
  (failure of after short while
  accountant in Nottingham
  and the army:
  World War 1
  World War 2:
    rejoined as Staff-Captain at the War Office
    instrumental in finding commission for NJ
    discussion of with Widmerpool
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Jeavons, Ted

husband of Lady Molly – LM 19

episodes involving:

NJ's early visits to Lady Molly's
at Dicky Umfraville's club
at NJ's engagement party
NJ's visit to Lady Molly's concerning Widmerpool's mother
Air-Raid Wardens' party
Erridge's funeral
described

occupations:

World War 1:

history of service:
  Green Howards
  Duke of Wellington's
  Machine-Gun Corps
M.C.
  wound:
    at Le Bassée
    severity of
    convalescence at Dogdene after
    lasting effects of
  character formed by

employment:

  car polisher
  small commission salesman
  generally desultory

World War 2 in ARP:

  air-raid warden
  promotion to administrative HQ

character:

  general air of depression:
    dullness:
      of intelligence
      of personality
  poor health
  narcoleptic tendency
  nostalgia:
    lost illusions
    old songs
    memories:
      surprising fund of
        of Mildred
        of Molly
occasional bursts of energy:

  sensed as latent by NJ
  in breaking out of restraints
  in productive activity

  amenable host
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idiosyncrasies:

of habit:

- bizarre travelling arrangements: BFR 47, 97
- chain smoking: BFR 97
- surprisingly good singing voice: LM 177; KO 255; BFR 99

love of:

- the entertainment world: LM 39-40, 51, 113, 175, 177; KO 241; HSH 58
- gossip: LM 172, 174-7, 181-2, 199; KO 235, 240-1; MP 81-3; BFR 93, 97
- lists: BFR 98
- snooker: LM 19, 219
- watching television: HSH 58

of opinion on:

- butlers: MP 83-4
- daughters: LM 182; KO 235
- Hitler and Germany: LM 165, 170; KO 195
- marriage and divorce: BFR 97
- Pamela Fliton:
  - treatment of Templer: MP 87; BFR 93
  - rumour of Mountfichet affair: BFR 97
- Pilgrim and Hopkins: LM 186
- sex: LM 180; MP 87

World War 1:

- life in: LM 170-1
- effect on society of: LM 178

NJ's opinion of:

compared to:

- Mildred Blaides: LM 48
- General Conyers: LM 192
- Uncle Giles: LM 169
- Odo Stevens: MP 128
- Alfred Tolland: LM 182
- George Tolland: CCR 72

as adventurer: KO 237-8
description of company as:

- interesting: LM 158, 168; KO 232
- exhausting: LM 200-1
dead:

family:

- brother Stanley: KO 224, 226, 233-4, 237-8, 240, 242, 252, 255-6; SA 84
- sister-in-law Lil: KO 233, 252, 255
- various others: LM 156, 164; CCR 60; KO 234; MP 80
- encyclopaedic knowledge of Molly's: LM 156; BFR 98

and Lady Molly:

first meetings:

- at Dogdene during war: LM 21
- at Motor Show: LM 21

marriage to:

- as second husband: LM 19, 21, 158, 172; CCR 81; MP 81
- lack of money in: LM 21-2, 155; CCR 81; KO 215
- childless: KO 237
- attitude to relationship:
  - comfort in: LM 37, 46, 51, 159, 178, 180, 196, 215-6, 220; KO 148, 233, 235; SA 159
  - acceptance of benevolent rule: LM 25, 156-7, 159, 166, 176, 179, 222, 235-6; KO 149, 233, 237, 242
occasional mutiny:

drinking:
  pub crawls with Stringham
  women
  reunion with Mildred Blaides

position as commoner amongst the aristocracy

also mentioned:
  as individuals
  as "the Jeavonses"

and death of:
  reaction to:
    immediately after
    family concern over
  left financially secure by
  holds on to in:
    affectionate memory
    South Kensington home:
      continuing occupation
      tradition of hospitality

and other characters:

Lord Amesbury

Mildred Blaides:
  weekend affair with during WW1
  not recognised by at subsequent meetings
  reunion with at Dicky Umfraville's club

Lord Bridgnorth

St John Clarke

General Conyers

Mrs Conyers

Pamela Flitton

Venetia Penistone

Chips Lovell

Mark Members

Moreland

John Mountfitchet

Lady Plynlimmon

Smith

Lady Anne Stepney

Stringham

Peter Templer:
  first meeting at Dicky Umfraville's
  gives lodging to
  affection for
    and Pamela Flitton

Prince Theodoric

the Tollands:

Frederica

Erridge

George

Hugo
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Jeavons, Ted (cont’d)

Isobel KO 240; HSH 58
Norah MP 80, 84; BFR 97
Priscilla CCR 173
Susan BFR 96-7
Alfred KO 235; BFR 53-4, 70
Lady Katherine Warminster CCR 86
Veronica HSH 180
Dicky Umfraville LM 172, 179-82; CCR 177; KO 233; VB 148; BFR 93, 98; HSH 58-9
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson SA 159
Tuffy Weedon LM 165, 167-8; MP 82
Widmerpool LM 174-6, 187, 193, 195; KO 224-6, 233, 252; SA 84; BFR 97
Mrs Widmerpool KO 233, 237-8
Jeff

post-war husband of Mona – BFR 62

and Mona

  married to BFR 62-3, 83
  lives close to Thubworth with BFR 62

and the RAF:

  ranked Air-Vice Marshal BFR 63, 83
  medals BFR 63
  official car BFR 62-3

opinions on:

  disadvantage of age in wartime BFR 63
  punctuality BFR 63

Quiggin on BFR 83
Jelf

an ex-student of Sillery's – BFR 10

part of Sillery's list of attempts to remember NJ

BFR 10
Jenkins, Captain

NJ's father  –  QU 19

described KO 39
and the army:
details of career:
  Sandhurst TK 60
  rank:
    Captain KO 14, 30, 46, 154
    Colonel KO 154
  with cavalry KO 83
  stationed:
    before WW1:
      in Brighton BM 11; KO 83
      in Colchester QU 174
      at Aldershot KO 11, 24, 46-7; VB 121-2
    after WW1:
      in West of England QU 62
      in variety of places QU 62
  war record:
    with B.E.F. in France KO 75-6, 154; VB 121-2
    wounded in Mesopotamia QU 85; KO 56, 149
    most of spent in Cairo QU 85
    survives KO 76
  at the War Office:
    the Paris Peace Conference QU 20, 85, 107, 118, 142; BM 14-15, 23, 98; MP 94-5
    involvement in Belgian affairs MP 94
    indeterminate employment QU 20-1
    on Corps HQ staff QU 62
    invalided out in late 1920s KO 149; TK 61
    anxiety to serve in WW2 KO 149-50, 208-9, 212
  complex attitude to authority:
    dislike of being subject to KO 40-1
    passionate belief in KO 41-2, 57-8
    confuses relationship with General Conyers KO 41, 43-5, 57-8
  dislike of Army Service Corps KO 42-3
  and NJ's:
    childhood love of soldiering KO 24, 84
    attempt to acquire a commission in 1939 KO 208, 212

class:
  tendency to apathy:
    as a defining characteristic KO 40
    evident in:
      desultory interests in:
        collecting KO 40; TK 59
        the Law KO 40
        the Stock Exchange KO 40, 51-2, 70
      dislike of:
        mental effort KO 17, 40-1, 57
        vigorous activity KO 39-40; VB 121
        preference for isolated life KO 26, 38-9, 41, 83; TK 59-60
        deleterious effect of on career KO 40-1
  hatred of clarity:
    as a defining characteristic KO 48
    evident in:
      ambivalence of:
        attitudes towards:
          Albert's cooking KO 38
authority: KO 40-2, 56-8

equestrian pursuits: LM 71; KO 30-1, 39

hospitality: KO 38

travel: TK 58-9

opinions of:

Stonehurst ghosts: KO 9, 55-7

popular art: TK 58

allusive expression: KO 47-8

sensitivity:

rooted in childhood neglect: KO 40-1

manifested in:

concern for appearance: KO 14, 30, 39

diffidence: TK 59

dislike of:

being criticised: KO 41

admitting ignorance: KO 59

ever: KO 44, 54-5, 59, 210; TK 61

misconception of retired lifestyle of:

irascibility: QU 21; KO 30, 70; TK 59-61

melancholia: KO 16, 30, 40-1, 209; TK 278

nervous tension:

permanence of:

evident in:

hunting breeches: KO 30-1

Albert's notice: KO 48-9

Giles's telegram: KO 49-51

the suitcases: TK 59

poor health:

extreme short-sight: KO 39

generally: KO 39-40, 149-50, 209, 212; TK 61

enjoyment of Continental holidays:

liking for the Latin temperament: TK 57

typical behaviour on: TK 57-8

NJ remembers holiday as boy in Venice: TK 5, 57

views on art:

generally:

varied taste and interest: TK 58, 60

receptive to modernism: KO 83; TK 58

particularly:

lack of enthusiasm for Mr Deacon: BM 8

contempt for the "Mona Lisa": TK 58

love of Whistler: TK 59

ownership of small car: KO 44, 54

ancestry:

Celtic roots of:

ancient and doubtful: VB 7

Hannibal of Cwm Shenkin: QU 27

recent military forebears: VB 5-6

great aunt as source of "the Trust": QU 24-5

and brothers:

much the youngest of the family: QU 24; KO 41, 51

Giles:

irritated by:

visits: QU 18, 21; KO 38, 49-52, 59, 70

lifestyle: KO 42, 51-2, 205; MP 135

opinions: BM 11; KO 42

complications concerning the Trust: QU 20, 24-5, 65; KO 49, 51, 69-70, 73

transfer to Service Corps: KO 42-3; SA 64
Jenkins, Captain (cont’d)

dead:
- timing
- contents of will

Tolerance of:
- gentlemen’s agreement over the Trust
- lends money to
- no active dislike
- shared interest in stock market
- unable to organize funeral of
- also mentioned

Martin:
- on poor terms with
- never sees
- other brothers unnamed

and wife:
- happily married to
- well suited to temperamentally
- soothing effect of
- also mentioned as part of "my parents"

and other characters:

Billson:
- baffled by breakdown of
- also mentioned

Bithel, VC

Mildred Blaides

Bracey:
- as master of
- mutual regard
- occasional loss of temper with
- similarity to in temperament

General Conyers:
- acquaintance with Mrs Conyers and:
  - long
  - not particularly close
  - on marriage of
- admiration for
- envious suspicion of:
  - range of interests
  - pursuit of the modern
  - attitude to authority
  - treatment of Dr Trelawney
- misconception of retired lifestyle of
- and engagement of to Miss Weedon
- also mentioned

Albert

Mr Deacon

M. Dubuisson

Sunny Farebrother

Commandant Leroy

Daniel Tokenhouse:
- long friendship with
- and publishing business
quarrel with:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Growth of</th>
<th>TK 59-61</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>culminates in row over Munich</td>
<td>TK 63, 127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson</td>
<td>BM 18, 23; LM 8-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Jenkins, Captain Giles Delahay

NJ's "Uncle Giles" – QU 17

episodes involving:
visit to Stonehurst KO 49-52, 58-9, 61, 69-73, 154, 158
appearance in Stringham's room at school QU 17-28, 29-32, 34, 37, 221
dinner at the Trouville QU 212-3, 222-3; LM 173
surprise meeting in Shepherd Market BM 163-7
at the Ufford with Mrs Erdleigh AW 7-20, 23-5, 87-8, 191-2, 199; MP 66
described QU 17-18, 108-9; BM 163; AW 8-9; KO 69
and the army:
service with:
  line regiment QU 65-6; KO 42-3
  Service corps QU 65-6; KO 42-3; SA 64
  as officer:
    commission KO 160-2
    rank of Captain doubtful QU 18-19; KO 160-1
unceasing dislike of QU 65; TK 60
departure from:
  amidst scandal and threat of court-martial QU 65-6
  after tiff with CO KO 42
  just before Boer War LM 6
also mentioned QU 26; BM 167; LM 169
business affairs:
employment:
  generally irregular AW 10-11; KO 145, 194
  particular jobs:
    "bucket-shop" stock-broking KO 42, 51-2
    Civil Service QU 67
    connected with paper BM 165
    with ex-servicemen's charity AW 11; LM 10
history of dubious:
  dealings QU 19-20, 23, 66; KO 42, 51, 150, 158-9; MP 135
  advice BM 166; AW 23; KO 52, 70
financial embarrassment:
  chronic BM 105; AW 24; KO 150; MP 32
  periodic crises QU 25, 66; BM 105; KO 70, 73
unresolved by regular employment AW 9
contradicted by size of estate KO 205
problem of the Trust:
  described QU 24-6; AW 10
  and NJ's father QU 20-1, 24-5, 65; KO 49, 52, 69-70, 73
  source of bad blood in family QU 25, 65
  reason for visit to Stonehurst QU 49, 69-70
  also referred to QU 167; BM 166; AW 10
possessions:
  new car BM 164
  clothes KO 156-8
  the Gladstone bag KO 156-65, 167, 184-5, 201
  estate:
    considerable KO 205; MP 135
    left to Mrs Erdleigh KO 205; MP 135
uncertain health:
  duodenal ulcers QU 20, 25
  teeth BM 166
  fatal stroke KO 149, 153
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Jenkins, Captain Giles Delahay (cont’d)

character:

egotism

general unreliability

"mastery of the hard-luck story"

nomadic lifestyle:

as self-definition

movements of:

secretive

unpredictable

sudden visits unwelcome to NJ’s parents

places associated with:

Aldershot

Aylesbury

Channel Islands

Chelmsford

Dover

Egypt

Isle of Man

Philadelphia

Reading

South Africa

hotels:

the Bellevue

the De Tabley

the Titan

the Ufford

cremation as appropriate conclusion of

epistolary habits

opinions:

“bit of a radical”
careless of inconsistencies

refusal to modify
generally critical attitude to all things:

defining feature of

described as “synthetic scepticism”

examples of

particular dislikes:

the Establishment:

the aristocracy:

old riches

noblesse oblige

the British Empire

City financiers

"influence"

the National Government

trappings of finery

the human race:

coloured people

family obligations

the middle classes

pushy people

the modern world:

Bohemianism

London

motor cars

post-war manners
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Jenkins, Captain Giles Delahay (cont’d)

progressive thinking
sundry modes of behaviour:
  afternoon tea
  frivolity
  indiscriminate company
  keeping late hours
  smoking under 21
  smoothness
  stinginess

approval of:
  the concept of strong tea
  the Germans:
    Weimar
    Hitler and approaching war
  rules for the young
  Surrey
  on fortune-telling

and family:
  ancestry of
  source of general unease to
  love of annoying
  brothers:
    Martin – irrevocable quarrel with
    NJ’s father:
      older than
      particular irritation to on account of:
        lifestyle
        opinions
        transfer to Service Corps
        the Trust
        visits
        death:
          timing
          contents of will
  tolerated by:
    no active dislike
    over the Trust
    lent money by
    interest in stock market
    inability of to organise or attend funeral
  others:
    unnamed
    two sons of
  KO 51

and NJ:
  sudden appearances in the life of:
  at Stonehurst:
    telegram sets the house in confusion
    visit brings news of doom
  at school:
    materialises in room
    cigarette complicates life with Le Bas
    leaves NJ “disturbed”
  by letter:
    announcing intended marriage
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offering:
- dinner at the Trouville: QU 212-3, 222
- tea at the Ufford: AW 7, 191; LM 71

in death:
- the supervision the funeral: KO 149-51, 170, 194, 204-5, 217
- the contents of the bag:
  - horoscope: KO 159, 161-2, 164, 172
  - officer's commission: KO 160-2, 256
  - "The Perfumed Garden": KO 162-5, 167

importance to in the concept of the Dance:
- as touchstone for developing ideas: QU 28, 54, 64-8, 167, 222-3; BM 103-8, 167;
  KO 149-52, 157-165, 205; HSH 110
- as harbinger of the Furies:
  - bringing news of Sarajevo: KO 70, 72-3
  - dying at outbreak of WW2: KO 149-50, 161, 202

in relation to:
- Bracey: KO 161
- St John Clarke: KO 205
- General Conyers: LM 169; KO 214
- Mr Deacon: BM 10-11, 104, 240; TK 63
- Bob Duport: KO 167, 172
- Erridge: LM 204; KO 145-6
- Sunny Farebrother: QU 213
- the Gorings: BM 25-6
- Mrs Haycock: LM 198
- the Huntercombes: BM 104-5, 107
- Ted Jeavons: LM 169
- Chips Lovell's father: LM 16
- Paul-Marie: QU 121
- Quiggin: AW 127
- Rosalie: QU 108-9
- Sillery: BM 131
- Jimmy Stripling: QU 80
- Peter Templer: AW 47
- Prince Theodoric: BM 131
- Daniel Tokenhouse: TK 60, 63
- Alfred Tolland: AW 190
- X. Trapnel: BFR 158
- Dicky Umfraville: AW 159
- Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson: BM 24-5, 33, 60, 192

and women:
- generally:
  - unreliable: QU 65-6; LM 204; TK 63
  - and marriage:
    - bachelor's rejection of interest in possibility of: AW 9, 47
    - vague rumours of: QU 65, 67, 69; AW 11, 19, 24
  - occasional involvements with:
    - affair in Egypt: QU 65-6
    - the widow in Reading: QU 65; KO 164-5
    - on the Isle of Man: QU 65, 67
    - possibly prostitutes: BM 163-4
  - Mrs Erdleigh:
    - visibly affected by presence of: AW 12, 15-17
    - contemplates marriage to: AW 19, 24; KO 156
    - split from: AW 191-2
    - renewed friendship with: KO 155-7, 177
with Dr Trelawney and attendance of at funeral leaves estate to and fortune-telling: interest in: palpable denied remembered by sense of the impropriety of also mentioned NJ’s reflections on
and other characters:
Albert KO 58, 73, 76, 144-5, 150-1, 153-6, 165
Bracey KO 73
Cattle QU 27-30
General Conyers:
NJ’s parents on relationship with at Stonehurst with opinions of: personally and the Boer War character assessed by funeral attended by also mentioned Mrs Conyers KO 51
Bob Duport KO 170, 167, 177, 194, 184-5, 201
Edith KO 58
Mrs Foxe QU 23
Mrs Foxe’s father QU 23, 66
Le Bas QU 21-2, 29-31, 37-8, 45
Stringham QU 18-19, 22-3, 28-30
Templer QU 23-4
Daniel Tokenhouse TK 60, 63
Dr Trelawney:
unmoved by bizarre sight of with Mrs Erdleigh and comments of on: character death and cremation linked in NJ’s mind with
Vera AW 8
Lord Warrington QU 23
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Jenkins, Lady Isobel

see Tolland, Lady Isobel
Jenkins, Martin

NJ's uncle — QU 21

a bachelor QU 24
in the Law KO 40
and the Jenkins family:

NJ's father:
older than KO 40, 51
on poor terms with KO 51
no contact with KO 51
Uncle Giles – irrevocable quarrel with KO 51
others unnamed QU 24

death:
in Battle of the Marne QU 24
problem of the Trust exacerbated by QU 24-5
episodes involving:  
- at Stonehurst: KO 8, 18-19, 23, 26-7, 30-1, 33-4, 36, 38-9, 43-62, 69, 73-6  
- visit to Mrs Conyers: LM 10, 12-13; KO 210

character:  
gentle warmth:  
- charitable work: LM 10  
- continued contact with former employees: KO 10, 76, 143  
- soothing of tension:  
  - over the cake: KO 36  
  - over visits of:  
    - General Conyers: KO 44-5  
    - Uncle Giles: KO 48-52  
- reception of Uncle Giles: KO 69

modes of expression:  
- frankness with regard to facts: KO 47-8  
- reticence with regard to opinions: LM 12; KO 18, 36, 39; TK 58  

tendency to self-denial: TK 58

timid shyness:  
- dislike of sociability: KO 26, 38  
- military wives in particular: KO 38  
- uninterested in gastronomy: KO 38, TK 58  
- ill at ease with the unfamiliar:  
  - the sophisticated world: KO 43  
  - Mildred Blaides' behaviour: KO 12-13  
  - the perils of motoring: KO 44-5, 53  
  - the approach of war: KO 26-7, 73  
  - Billson's breakdown:  
    - shock: KO 58, 61-2, 66, 74  
    - feeling of responsibility: KO 60

religion:  
- plain and trusting: KO 61-2  
- interest in the off-beat:  
  - ghosts: KO 8-9, 34, 56, 61  
  - biblical arcana: KO 34

and family:  
- mother: KO 10  
- sisters: KO 9  
- Captain Jenkins:  
  - happily married to: KO 41  
  - shared taste in holidays with: TK 5, 58  
  - soothing effect on: KO 18, 45, 48-52, 58  
  - worry over:  
    - with respect to WW2: KO 208-9  
    - nervous tension: TK 58  
  - similarity of temperamental to:  
    - born of marriage not nature: KO 26  
    - examples of: KO 9, 26, 38, 44-5, 48-51, 58, 67, 71, 208-9, 214, 219; TK 58, 61  
  - departures from: KO 27, 47-8
Jenkins, Mrs (cont’d)

also mentioned as part of "my parents" QU 20, 65, 108; BM 8, 11-12, 14, 18, 98, 100, 109, 125, 274; AW 24; LM 8-9, 14, 26, 41-3, 71; KO 9-10, 15-16, 26, 31, 33, 36, 38, 66-7, 69, 83-4; VB 121, 167; TK 5

Uncle Giles:
- concern for effect of on household KO 50-2, 61
- receptive welcome of KO 69
- also mentioned QU 20

NJ:
- general maternal dealings with KO 31, 46, 54, 66, 74; MP 222
- desire to protect: from worrying scenes LM 12-13; KO 47
- from career as soldier KO 84
- also mentioned QU 20

and the Conyerses:
- long acquaintance with LM 8-10, 14, 38, 50, 61-2, 71-2; KO 39
- receives at Stonehurst KO 13, 38, 43, 50-73
- on relationship between KO 39
- General:
  - distant cousin of by marriage LM 5; KO 38
  - disapproval of the engagement of KO 209-10, 213-4, 219

Mrs Bertha:
- enjoyment of gossip with KO 43, 55, 59
- exchange of letters with KO 39, 45, 75
- shares disapproval of Mildred with LM 12
- work with on soldiers’ wartime comforts LM 10

and other characters:
- Billson KO 19, 36, 56, 58, 60-2, 66, 74
- Mildred Blaides LM 10-13
- Bracey KO 18, 36
- Albert KO 10-11, 30, 46-9, 52, 56, 76, 143
- Mr Deacon KO 34
- Edith KO 36
- Mrs Gullick KO 23, 36
- Mercy KO 23
- Dr Trelawney:
  - encounters with KO 31-4, 66-71
  - strong dislike of KO 34, 67, 75
  - comparison of Mr Deacon to KO 34
Jenkins, Nicholas

The narrator of the “Dance”

Note: By definition, the whole of the “Dance” evolves through the interplay between the events and characters which Nick encounters, and everything is sifted through the filter of his narrative. As far as the Index is concerned, therefore, a comprehensive entry for him would simply replicate all the others. The following is a summary of the more salient links; greater detail can be found by entering "NJ" in the search-facility.

episodes involving

family:

father
mother
uncles:
Giles
Martin

early years and education:

childhood:
at Stonehurst
other references to tutelage of Miss Orchard

at school

at La Grenadière

at university

career:
in art-book publishing
in the film industry
in the Army during WW2:

platoon commander in an infantry battalion

on staff of Divisional Headquarters

with military liaison at the War Office

as writer:

novels

criticism:

work on Robert Burton

reviewing

as elder statesman of the literary world:

the Venice Conference

the Donners Memorial Prize committee

the Royal Academy banquet

retirement

relationships:

"Dance"-long entanglement with Kenneth Widmerpool

long-lasting friendships with:
Hugh Moreland
J.G. Quiggin
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Mark Members  qv
Charles Stringham  qv
Peter Templer  qv
X. Trapnel  qv

with women:
  youthful infatuation with:
    Jean Templer  qv
    Suzette  qv
    Barbara Goring  qv
  sordid sex with Gypsy Jones  qv
  passionate affair with Jean Duport  Templer, Jean
  marriage to Lady Isobel Tolland  qv

other significant friendships with:
  Lindsay "Books" Bagshaw  qv
  Ralph Barnby  qv
  Rowland Gwatkin  qv
  David Pennistone  qv
Jodrill, Dr

the Thrubworth GP – BFR 47

and Erridge:

- doctor BFR 47
- confidant of BFR 47
- suggests unsettling effect of George's death on BFR 47
- and Blanche BFR 47
Jones, A.

a soldier in Gwatkin's Company – VB 14

sick with ring-worm

CSM Cadwallader on

VB 14
Jones, D.

a soldier in NJ's platoon – VB 8

described as soldier: VB 11, 47, 205

member of the platoon:

and NJ's first encounter with his men:

sound of singing:

leader of VB 8-9, 11

CSM Cadwallader rebuke for VB 9

barrack room orderly in Sardis Chapel VB 9

sea-sick on voyage to Northern Ireland VB 47, 205

and the anti-tank rifle on exercise:

altercation with Sayce over VB 83-4

drops on foot of Williams, WH VB 88

tells Gen Liddament that he does not like porridge VB 103

killed after being drafted to France VB 205

regarded as:

handsome by Bithel VB 205

unlucky by:

Cpl Gwylt VB 47, 205

CSM Cadwallader VB 205
Jones, Gypsy

a political activist – BM 90

episodes involving:

- after the Huntercombes’ dance:
  - chance meeting at Hyde Park corner
  - at Mrs Andriadis’s party

- at Mr Deacon’s:
  - the birthday party
  - sex with NJ after the funeral
  - street-corner speech on eve of War
  - at Erridge’s funeral
  - at the "Fission" launch-party

- described:

- middle-class background:
  - Hendon
  - daughter of schoolmaster

- character:
  - violent nature of:
    - quarrelsome rudeness
    - "spirit of unrest"
  - effect on husband
    - in political machinations:
      - "arrangements"
      - cynical liquidation of "Sad Majors"
  - egotism:
    - as defining trait
    - desire for attention
    - vanity:
      - concerning looks
      - concerning title
  - sluttish appearance

- loose morals:
  - "indiscretion" as personal creed
  - promiscuous involvement with:
    - Bagshaw
    - Craggs
    - Erridge
    - Gainsborough
    - NJ
    - Len Pugsley
  - the saga of the abortion:
    - Mr Deacon and
    - Barnby and
  - deception of Widmerpool over suggestions of lesbianism
  - antagonism to religion
  - involvement with revolutionary politics:
    - activities concerning:
      - attendance at conferences
      - employment with the Vox Populi Press
Jones, Gypsy (cont’d)

hawking of tracts:
"War Never Pays"

unnamed

scrawling of slogans

soapbox oratory

talk of revolution

hard-line Stalinist position:

membership of Communist Party

on the Nazi-Soviet pact

use of Quiggin & Craggs to promote

derogatory labels resulting from:

"grubby Left Wing nymph"

"La Passionara of Hendon Central"

"toast of the 1917 Club"

death in Czechoslovakia

also mentioned

and Howard Craggs:

ever relationship with:

works for

presumed to sleep with

at Mr Deacon's party with

to attend fancy-dress ball with

temporarily parted from

lives with for years

marriage to:

wedding during War

"Lady Craggs"

dominant partner in

otherwise mentioned

widow of

and Mr Deacon:

partnership with:

perfectly chaste

as occasional lodger

as fellow political activist

socially

Barnby on

fatherly interest of concerning:

behaviour

well-being

and last days of:

at birthday party for

refuses to attend funeral of

and NJ:

arouses conflicting feelings in:

distaste

lust

sympathy

conversations with:

at Mrs Andriadis's party

at Mr Deacon's party

after Mr Deacon's funeral

sex with:

product of "somnambulistic force"

mutual indifference towards

also mentioned
Jones, Gypsy (cont’d)

and other characters:

Mrs Andriadis  
Bagshaw  

Bamby:

reciprocal dislike  
assessed by as to:

character  
relationship with Widmerpool  

Mr Deacon’s sister  
Erridge  
Pamela Flitton  
Gainsborough  
Barbara Goring – considered in relation to:

NJ  
Widmerpool  
Audrey Maclintick  
Mona  
Moreland  
Max Pilgrim  
Quiggin  
Stringham  
Tompsett  
Alfred Tolland  

Widmerpool:

early involvement with:

immediate effect on  
continued pursuit by  
expression of contempt for  
cynical use of re abortion  
place in memory of:

ostensibly displaced from  
disturbingly alive in  
also mentioned  
rapprochement with:

political affinities  
also mentioned  

BM 114; MP 231  
BFR 36, 41-2, 52, 152-3, 180, 222-3, 254; TK 143, 193;  
HSN 98  
BM 118, 121, 177, 242, 262, 266  
BM 180, 242-3, 252, 258-9  
BM 177-8, 180, 183, 217-8, 242  
BM 262, 269  
LM 124; BFR 41, 62, 76, 87  
BFR 77, 79-80, 87; MP 128  
BFR 142, 254  
BM 135, 243, 269-70  
BM 138, 179, 275, 281; LM 49, 59; MP 114  
SA 118  
BM 252; AW 93, 103; LM 124; BFR 62  
SA 118  
BM 248-50, 258; AW 93, 126; LM 124; BFR 55, 62, 79,  
91, 133, 224  
BM 100, 109, 155  
BM 95  
BFR 66, 91-2  
BM 93, 96-8; KO 229  
BM 114-5, 136-8, 177; KO 229  
BM 90, 134  
BM 216-9, 242, 259-60, 275; LM 49; KO 229; SA 208;  
BFR 56  
BM 283-4; LM 49, 59; VB 95; BFR 142  
LM 59; KO 230-2, 238; BFR 56  
BM 183; AW 218; SA 118; MP 114; BFR 153; TK 193;  
HSN 98  
BFR 56, 66, 139, 142, 152-3  
BFR 79, 91
Judy

a secretary at Quiggin & Craggs – BFR 196

described at Quiggin & Craggs:
and Bagshaw:
    introduced by BFR 196
    left in charge of the Widmerpool parody by BFR 199
    and Quiggin BFR 199
    Ada's jealousy of BFR 199
    Pamela's contempt for BFR 201
Kedward, Lieutenant Idwal

a fellow officer in NJ's Company – VB 5

described

family and civilian life:

story of father in WW1
aunt in Croydon
work as bank clerk
and Craddock's sister:
  engaged to
  later married to with two children

described

character:

unsophisticated enthusiasm:

romantic
provincial
youthful

streak of ruthlessness:

strong ambitions
cold realism

as army officer:

subaltern:

general references to

desire for efficiency:

strictness over organising the billet
welcome of Gen Liddament's reforms
disgust at Gwatkin's lack of
work on "improving his eye"

involvement in episodes with Bithel:

ragging of:

enthusiastic part in
efficiency in aftermath of
Deafy Morgan and
arrest of:

made escort for
anxiety over neglect of

Company Captain:

promotion to
first actions as
in liberation of Europe:
  action near Caen
  in Holland

Regimental pride

and NJ:

personal relationship with:

baffled by metropolitan sophistication of
shares rooms with
drinks with:
  in Battalion HQ
  at M'Coy's
  at Castlemallock

regarded by with:

respect as good officer
some doubt as to character

insensitive treatment of in:

concerns about age
rebuke over Platoon's performance
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reaction to posting and departure

reunion in Holland

and Company affairs:

- introduction to:
  - the Company in billets
  - Gwatkin
  - prime source of information on
  - amazement at memory of

seen by as representative:

- of Company life
- of his "old" war

contrasted by with:

- Bithel
- Gwatkin
- Odo Stevens

and Gwatkin:

- depreciated by
- frequently critical of with respect to:
  - high opinion of himself:
    - as banker
    - militarily
  - susceptibility to love
  - weakness as Company Commander:
    - the exercise in support
    - increasing clerical inefficiency
    - the code-word fiasco
    - handling of the Bithel arrest
  - and the episode with the bren-carrier
  - replacement of in command of Company:
    - obvious satisfaction over
    - sharp treatment of on hand-over
    - bitterness of

and other characters:

- Bithel
- Breeze
- CSM Cadwallader
- Craddock
- Elystan-Edwards
- General Liddament
- Phillpots
- Pumphrey
- Cpl Rosser
- Williams, I.G.
Keef, Captain

DAPM at Div HQ – SA 55

described as DAPM: SA 206
rank as Captain Commanding Military Police SA 56
incidents involving:
  transport control on three-day exercise SA 55-6
  the Diplock affair SA 75, 188, 204, 206-7
  Biggs's suicide SA 221
NJ's distaste for SA 206
and other characters:
  Bithel SA 173, 179
  Col Hogbourne-Johnson SA 206-7
  Col Pedlar SA 188, 204
  Soper SA 221
  Widmerpool SA 55-6, 75, 204, 206
### Kernével, Captain

*an officer on the staff of the French military attaché – SA 93*

**Character:**

Breton background:
- learnt French as foreign language – MP 144-5
- uninterested in Proust – MP 196, 243
- reminds NJ of Welsh regiment – MP 144

Conviviality:
- generous with wine – MP 145, 243-4, 246
- sense of humour:
  - story of Leprince – MP 244
  - amusement over MBE – MP 246

Military career:
- staff of military attaché:
  - long service as chief clerk – SA 93-4; MP 144-6, 245-6
  - promoted to Captain – MP 144
- decision to remain with Free French in London – MP 144, 243
- award of MBE:
  - problems over – MP 243
  - citation of confuses CIGS – MP 244

And NJ:
- remembered by from first meeting – SA 93-4; MP 144
- keeps in touch with afterwards – MP 245-6

And other characters:
- Borda – MP 243-4
- Masham – SA 93-4; MP 144
- General Philidor – MP 146
- Szymanski – SA 93
Kielkiewicz, General

Polish Chief-of-Staff – MP 21

military career:
- in Austro-Hungarian cavalry MP 30
- Polish Chief-of-Staff MP 21, 31, 33, 69, 71
- removed from post after War MP 219

character:
- has heard of Kafka MP 37
- speaks French better than English MP 69

and other characters:
- Bobrowski MP 219
- Finn MP 69
- Michalski MP 31, 71
- Pennistone MP 33, 37, 69
- Widmerpool MP 21
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Killick, Professor

a university don – BFR 8

university life:
  long service at NJ's old college BFR 8
  philosophy don BFR 8
  rugby player BFR 8

and NJ:
  seen by as representing passage of time BFR 8
  invites to dinner then forgets BFR 9
Klein, Jimmy

a cousin of Rosie Manasch – BM 68

cousin of Rosie Manasch
and Lady Peggy Stepney:
  long-standing love for
  eventually third husband of
and Widmerpool:
  at Donners-Brebner with
  used by to prove objection to anti-semitism

BM 68; BFR 109-110
BM 68; MP 118; BFR 110
MP 118; BFR 110; HSH 190
BFR 109
LM 66
Klein, Lady Peggy

see Stepney, Lady Peggy
Kniveton

an ex-student of Sillery’s – BFR 10

part of Sillery’s list of attempts to remember NJ

BFR 10
Kucherman, Major

a Belgian military attaché – MP 90

described career: MP 93-4

civilian life:
industrial magnate:
  head of major textile firm MP 93, 161
  coal owner MP 93
  interests in Far East MP 93

pre-War friendship with:
  Sir Magnus Donners MP 94
  Col von Stauffenberg MP 149
  Prince Theodoric MP 149

in Belgian Government MP 161, 184, 196, 220

as military attaché:
  ranked Major MP 91-2
  appointment to replace Lannoo MP 92
  respected by:
    Bob Duport MP 192
    Finn MP 92-3, 95, 200
    Gauthier de Graef MP 95
    NJ MP 150-1
    Pennistone MP 93

and the army of the Resistance:
  the problem MP 184, 196-8
  intrigues with NJ to use Donners MP 198-200
  Gauthier de Graef deputises for MP 92, 161, 184
  Bruylant replaces as MP 220
  also mentioned MP 90, 109, 184

opinions expressed by on:
  Chu and Chinamen MP 160
  military traditions in families MP 150-1
  political implications of:
    Resistance factions in the Balkans MP 149-50
    the Officers’ Plot MP 149-51

and NJ:
  interest in father of MP 94, 151
  amuses by:
    reaction to V1 MP 149
    idiosyncratic use of English MP 149, 151, 199
    joins intrigue with MP 198-200

and other characters:
  Clanwaert MP 95, 99
  Sir Magnus Donners:
    contrasted with MP 93
    has visited at Stourwater MP 94
    connection with used to woo Churchill MP 198-200
  Hlava MP 102
  Prince Theodoric:
    pre-War friendship with MP 149
    concern for future of MP 149-50
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Kydd, Alaric

an avant-garde novelist – BFR 127

character:
- arrogance
- bitterness
- homosexuality
- prolixity

as author:
- published by:
  - Clapham: BFR 166
  - Quiggin & Craggs:
    - poached by: BFR 162, 166
    - hopes of to profit from controversy: BFR 126-7, 134-5, 166
    - doubts felt by concerning:
      - personality: BFR 127, 162
      - work: BFR 165-6, 179, 220
    - causes loss to: BFR 220
    - also mentioned: BFR 143

*Sweetskin*:
- prosecution for obscenity:
  - possibility of causes concern: BFR 134-5, 143, 165, 197, 220
  - eventually brought to court: BFR 167, 220
  - dismissed: BFR 220, 254
  - own reaction to: BFR 220

poor quality of:
- felt by Quiggin: BFR 165-6
- slated by Trapnel: BFR 166-9, 178-9

ridiculed:
- in Trapnel’s parody: BFR 178-9, 198
- in court: BFR 220
- eventual success of: BFR 254

and the literary scene:
- absent from Venice Conference: TK 12
- present at:
  - Soviet Embassy lunch: TK 219-20
  - a sometime Donners Memorial dinner: HSH 87, 101, 103
  - living as expatriate: HSH 87

and other characters:
- Mark Members: TK 12
- Shenmaker: BFR 134-5
- Quentin Shuckerly: TK 12
- Trapnel:
  - attitude of to work: BFR 143-4, 166-9, 171, 178-9
  - and loan to: BFR 162-3
- Widmerpool: BFR 143-4
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lakin</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a protégé of Sillery – QU 165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

protégé of Sillery:
- related to Trade union official
- enables string-pulling during General Strike

character:
- dull
- found distasteful by NJ
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promotion leaves gap as Belgian military attaché:
  before Kucherman takes over MP 92
  filled by Gauthier de Graef MP 92
episodes involving:

at school:

Uncle Giles's cigarette QU 21-2, 28-32, 35, 37-8, 45
Templer's visit to London QU 31-2, 33-7
Sunday afternoon and Braddock alias Thorne QU 38-9, 41-5, 46-53, 55, 71-2, 127-9, 167, 216-7, 219; BM 137; AW 193, 210

visit to NJ at the university QU 214-7, 218-9
Old Boys' dinner at the Ritz AW 162-3, 184-5, 188-90, 192-3, 196-200, 204-5, 206, 209-10, 212, 223; LM 27-8, 32; CCR 98, 122, 206; BFR 71-2; HSH 101

NJ's post-War visit to school BFR 245-51, 252
described QU 29, 214; AW 188-9, 205; BFR 245, 247
background:

name revealed BFR 246
bachelor QU 29
success in youth:

as oarsman QU 34, 51, 215
"good at everything" QU 34
poetic ambitions QU 34, 39

and school:

as housemaster:
takes over from Corderey as AW 162, 190, 193; BFR 71
general references to as QU 11, 16, 21, 28-30, 33-5, 39, 44, 46, 48, 50, 61, 71-3, 127, 200, 219; BM 13, 100, 111, 151, 273; AW 26, 43, 50, 99, 178, 188-9, 196-7, 203, 205, 210; CCR 98, 100, 207; SA 172; MP 110; BFR 63, 245; HSH 179

as temporary librarian BFR 245-51
and pupils:

general attitude to QU 30-1
attempts to "keep up" with:
aromantic belief in QU 216; AW 196-8; LM 28
also mentioned AW 43, 162-3, 178, 185, 188-206; LM 27-9; CCR 98, 122, 206; BFR 63-4, 71-2; HSH 101

Duffers' Eight with Parkinson QU 215
visit to NJ at the university QU 214-8

memories of:
still evident after many years BFR 247-9
shown in sadness at wartime deaths BFR 251

tendency to confusion in QU 215; BM 111-12; AW 160, 188, 190; BFR 245-7

individuals see several references below

character:

idiosyncrasies of:

pose QU 29, 31, 41, 214-5, 217; BM 113; AW 99, 189
manner QU 52; BM 109; AW 188
rubbing of eyes QU 29, 43-4; AW 188-9; BFR 245, 247; CCR 207
speech QU 29; AW 196-8; SA 172; MP 67

nervous reserve:

accentuated by humiliation QU 52, 71-2
awkward severity of manner QU 30-1, 164; AW 187-8; MP 110; BFR 245-6

bachelorhood QU 34-5
Le Bas, Lawrence Langton (cont’d)

dislike:
- of the unfamiliar
  - AW 187-8
- of noise
  - HSH 179
- enthusiasm for fresh air
  - AW 204-5
- habits of Sunday relaxation
  - QU 41
- temperance
  - AW 204-5; SA 172
- uneasy attempts at strictness
  - QU 11, 21-2, 29-34, 37-8, 44, 48, 200; AW 49, 99, 162;
  - CCR 207; MP 68; BFR 250-1

opinions:
- literary tastes:
  - love of Victorian Hellenism
    - QU 42-5, 71, 217; BM 13-14, 111; MP 67-8
  - dislike:
    - of the modern
      - QU 132
    - as "morbid" of:
      - Burton
        - BFR 249
      - St John Clarke
        - BFR 249
  - ambivalence of on love and religion
    - politics
      - MP 67-8
  - vagueness
    - QU 32, 53, 215; BM 111-12; AW 160, 188, 190;
      - BFR 246

and NJ:
- seen by as:
  - symbol of a less complicated past
    - QU 30-1, 200
  - example of the Dance
    - QU 217-8; BFR 250
  - personification of pomposity
    - BM 109; AW 49

recalled by in relation to:
- Mrs Andriadis
  - BM 113
- Sir Bertram Akworth’s reading
  - HSH 179
- St John’ Clarke's novels
  - AW 26
- Mr Deacon’s painting
  - BM 13-14
- Maclintick
  - CCR 207
- Quiggin
  - AW 99
- Sillery
  - QU 164

- a civil servant at the War Office
  - MP 110

and Stringham:
- at school:
  - and affairs of the house
    - QU 16, 21-2, 28-30, 33, 38, 200
  - favourable opinion of
    - QU 30, 42-4; MP 67-8
  - on poetry
    - QU 42-4; MP 67-8
  - letters home about
    - QU 61
  - also mentioned
    - BM 100

subsequently:
- quickly forgotten by
  - QU 219-20
- concern for at news of leaving university
  - QU 215
- meets at Cowes
  - BM 111
- confuses with Dicky Umfraville
  - BM 111-12; AW 160, 188
- at the Old Boys’ reunion
  - AW 192, 209
- on death of
  - BFR 247

ridiculed by:
- verbally as:
  - unfilled romantic
    - QU 34-5, 39
  - ineffectual disciplinarian
    - QU 37
  - bombastic euphemist
    - SA 172
  - in caricature
    - QU 11; CCR 138
  - in dumb show
    - QU 29-31
  - as Braddock alias Thorne
    - QU 47-52, 71-2, 127, 129, 167, 219; AW 193, 210
and Templer:

at school:
- general dislike of
- the Akworth letter
- the visit to London
- the Sunday afternoon
- the tobacco pouch and expulsion
- also mentioned

at the Old Boys' reunion
- ridiculed by as:
  - alcoholic
  - Braddock alias Thorne
  - sexless
- on death of

and Widmerpool:

at school:
- and the Akworth affair
- and Braddock alias Thorne
- forgets to remove from house-list
- also mentioned

subsequently:
- at the Old Boys' reunion
- after the War
- uncertainty felt:
  - about
  - by
- compared to

and other pupils:

the Akworths:
- Bertram
- younger generation
- Bischoffsheim
- Brandreth
- the Calthorpes
- Fettiplace-Jones
- Fitzwith
- Ghika
- Maiden
- Parkinson
- Maiden
- Pyefinch
- Simson
- Summers-Miller
- Dicky Umfraville
- Whitney

and other characters:

Cobberton
- the Dean of NJ's college
- Mrs Foxe
- Uncle Giles
- Sillery:
  - acquaintance with
  - compared with by NJ
- Alfred Tolland
- Dicky Umfraville
- Mrs Widmerpool
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episodes involving:

the Brussels trip MP 156-7, 164, 171-2
the reception at the Soviet Embassy TK 223-4
described MP 156, 171-2
cracter:
  lacking in humour MP 28, 60
  anti-social MP 171
as military attaché:
  ranked General MP 28, 60, 156, 164; TK 223
  and Soviet politics:
    owes appointment to MP 171-2; TK 223
    very correct in MP 28, 172; TK 223-4
    not respected by others MP 156-7, 171-2
and other characters:
  Asbjørnsen MP 60
  Bobrowski MP 157
  Cobb MP 171
  Marinko MP 171
  NJ MP 171
  Pennistone MP 172; TK 223-4
Leintwardine, Ada

a novelist and leading figure in the literary world – BFR 22

episodes involved in:

NJ's post-War visit to Sillery
in the "Fission" office:
  the launch party
  dealing with Trapnel's parody of Widmerpool
in Venice:
  at the Bragadin Palazzo
  at the Biennale
the Soviet Embassy lunch
the Donners Memorial Prize dinner
described:
  generally
  as good-looking
character:
  daughter of Oxford doctor
strength of:
  businesslike competence
  self-possession
sociability:
  amiable nature
  enjoyment of:
    the good life
    gossip
sex-life:
  discretion concerning
  speculations concerning:
    with men:
      Nathaniel Sheldon
      Sillery
      Glober
    with women
      rumours of lesbianism
      Dr Brightman
      Evadne Clapham
and the literary world:
  favourable opinion of NJ's novel
  as Sillery's secretary
  own work:
    ambition concerning
    "I Stopped at a Chemist":
      writing
      published by Quiggin & Craggs
      effect of:
        on reviewers
        on Evadne Clapham
    dip in quality of
    reputation restored by:
      "Bedsores"
      "The Bitch Pack Meets on Wednesdays"
    success as virtual best-seller
    given up
Leintwardine, Ada (cont’d)

publishing:
- at Quiggin & Craggs:
  - reads for
  - on staff of
- at Clapham's:
  - and the Cubist blocks
  - promotion of with respect to:
  - St John Clarke film
  - Gwinnett's book on Trapnel

at Clapham's:
- TK 138, 154, 229-30
- HSH 37-8

promotion of with respect to:
- St John Clarke film
  - TK 140-3, 225-7; HSH 37-8
- Gwinnett's book on Trapnel
  - TK 159, 227; HSH 89

television:
- frequent appearances
- documentary on St John Clarke:
  - account of
  - seen by NJ as Astolpho

politically involved:
- committees
- knowledge of left-wing matters
- promotion of multiculturalism
- gatherings of the elite:
  - the Venice Conference:
    - speech at
  - also mentioned at
    - the Soviet Embassy lunch

and Quiggin:
- regards as the moving force in Quiggin & Craggs
- growing impression made on
- dubious effect of criticism by
- marriage to:
  - proposal
  - wedding
  - relationship:
    - the more famous figure
    - as business partners
    - influence on lifestyle of
    - judged a success
  - twin daughters, Amanda and Belinda:
    - anxiety at bizarre behaviour of
    - also mentioned

other references to
- TK 99, 150, 154

and other characters:
- Mrs Andriadis
  - BFR 42-3, 124-5, 147-8, 199, 221, 223; TK 227
- Bagshaw
  - BFR 27
- Jacky Bragadin
  - BFR 125
- Dr Brightman
  - BFR 125, 148, 253; HSH 91
- Evadne Clapham
  - BFR 29, 31, 79, 224; TK 154
- Howard Craggs
  - BFR 29, 31, 79, 224; TK 154
- Malcolm Crowding
  - BFR 125
- Sir Magnus Donners
  - BFR 27
- Polly Duport
  - BFR 27
- Cosmo Flitton
  - BFR 27
- Pamela Flitton:
  - friendship with:
    - begun in ATS
    - generally recognised
    - becomes one-sided
  - replaced by enmity
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Leintwardine, Ada (cont’d)

Leintwardine, Ada: gossips about
Vernon Gainsborough
Louis Glober: immediate impression on
and the possibility:
of affair with
of St John Clarke film by
on Pamela and
also mentioned in Venice with
Russell Gwinnett
Gypsy Jones
Mark Members
Len Pugsley
L.O. Salvidge
Nathaniel Sheldon
Bernard Shernmaker
Short
Quentin Shuckerly
Sillery: secretary to
unwise enthusiasm over diary of flirtation with
Odo Stevens
Daniel Tokenhouse
X. Trapnel
Baby Wentworth
Widmerpool: and Quiggin & Craggs
and Pamela
and the twins

BFR 196, 199; TK 147, 155-8, 226-8; HSH 56, 89-90
BFR 26
TK 99, 102, 106, 108-9
TK 134-6, 139-40, 150, 153-4, 171-2
TK 140-3, 155-7, 225-8; HSH 37
TK 155-8, 226
TK 144, 147, 149
TK 158-9, 227-8; HSH 56, 89-91, 106
BFR 224
BFR 26, 224; TK 12, 99; HSH 37, 56, 88, 90-1
TK 143-4, 147, 157
BFR 224
BFR 125, 148
TK 98; HSH 89, 91
BFR 26-7, 30, 32
TK 97-8, 122; HSH 56, 91
BFR 21-32, 42, 124; TK 99, 138
BFR 29, 223-4
BFR 21-4, 29-30, 42, 223-4
BFR 148
TK 138-44, 154, 157, 229-30
BFR 29, 168, 171, 173-4, 176, 195-7, 199
TK 157-8
BFR 197-200; TK 149
BFR 196, 199; TK 100-1, 149-50, 153-4, 158, 228;
HSH 90
HSH 88, 90-1, 102, 105
Leroy, Commandant

the owner of La Grenadière – QU 107

described
and the army:
    retired infantry officer
    gassed in war
    dislike of doctors in
    children all connected with
    at the Peace Conference
relationship with wife:
    quiet resistance to domination by
    also mentioned as "the Leroys"
character:
    continued poor health
    stoicism
and other characters:
M Dubuisson
Mme Dubuisson
the Jenkinse:
    knew Captain Jenkins at the Peace Conference
    regarded with affection by NJ
Widmerpool
Leroy, Madame
chabtélaine of La Grenadière – QU 107

described

family:

husband
three children:
  Emile
  Marcel
  Victorine

nieces:
  Berthe
  Suzette

the young boys:
  themselves
  father of

character:

strength of
tactfulness
warmth of

occasional migraines

as châtelaine:

Welcome and introduction of NJ
Concern for:
  the business
  the atmosphere

also mentioned

and other characters:

Burn
M & Mme Dubuisson
Örn and Lundquist
Rosalie
Widmerpool
Mrs Widmerpool
Leroy, Emile

son of Commandant and Madame Leroy – QU 111

son of the Leroy family QU 111
instructor at the French Cavalry School QU 111; MP 146-7
Leroy, Marcel

son of Commandant and Madame Leroy – QU 111

son of the Leroy
in Morocco with the Chasseurs d’Afrique

QU 111

QU 111
Leroy, Victorine

daughter of Commandant and Mme Leroy – QU 111

daughter of the Leroy QU 111
married to Army doctor in Saigon QU 111
episodes involving:

- inspection of Gwatkin's Company on exercise
- the three-day exercise

described:

- unorthodox appearance
- as part of the Egyptian fantasy
- reminiscent of Donners

bachelor and the Army:

- wounded early in
- decorated DSO and MC

command:

- of Division in N.Ireland:
  - ranked Major-General
  - referred to as
- of Corps:
  - promotion to
  - success in desert with

post-war promotion to the Army Council

enthusiasm for:

- priestly devotion to military life
- ambition for field command
- enjoyment of:
  - decisive action
  - tactical exercises:
    - immediate instigation of
    - relish of:
      - visit to
      - victory in
  - vigorous support for Recce Corps
  - speech at Army reunion

attention to details of command:

routine:

- famous for
- examples:
  - leaking thatch
  - latrines
  - boot-soles

subordinates:

- NJ:
  - and the Defence Platoon
  - possible posting to Finn
  - literary interests

soldiers:

- food
- quarters

NJ impressed by

eccentricity of character:

- habits:
  - Old English vernacular
  - teasing of subordinates
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accoutrements:
- dogs
- hunting horn

obsessions:
- porridge
- Trollope

and other characters:
- Breeze
- Cockside
- General Conyers
- Sir Magnus Donners
- Farebrother
- Finn
- Greening
- Gwatkin
- Brigadier Hawkins
- Colonel Hogbourne-Johnson
- Kedward
- Maelgwyn-Jones
- members of NJ's platoon:
  - Gwylt
  - Jones, D
  - Sayce
  - Williams, WH
- the Field-Marshal (Montgomery)
- Colonel Pedlar

Widmerpool:
- mutual dislike
- teasing of
- and the command of the Recce Corps

Liddament, Major-General H de C. (cont’d)

VB 100; SA 28-30; MP 186
VB 100; SA 28
VB 101-3
SA 47-9, 53, 80, 86; TK 208

SA 9, 104
SA 39, 43-4, 168
SA 47
SA 37
SA 198-9
SA 51-2, 99, 101-2, 167
VB 101, 103-4; SA 37, 52-3, 85-7, 89, 167, 199;
HSH 133
VB 79-80, 100-1, 103-4
SA 52
SA 30-1, 33-4, 39, 202
VB 79, 104
VB 99-100
VB 103
VB 103
VB 102-3
VB 101-2
MP 186
SA 37, 220
VB 251; SA 28-30, 34, 50, 52, 221; MP 116
SA 29, 39, 86-7
SA 33-4, 168-9, 198-9, 201-2, 205, 208, 215; MP 116;
TK 218
Lilienthal

a bookseller – TK 73

described
bookselling business:
    shop
    absorbed by
    particular transactions
and other characters:
    Mr Deacon
    Globor:
        at dinner given by
        sells Augustus John drawing to
    Xenia:
        business partnership
        marriage ends when left by
    Moreland:
        as habitué of the Mortimer
        as customer
    Mopsy Pontner:
        and the Augustus John drawing
        helped by in shop
        second husband of
Lilienthal, Xenia

a bookseller – TK 72

described TK 75, 87

described:
looks TK 75, 86
with heavy cold TK 72, 75, 77, 87

bookselling business:
shop TK 73, 86
absorbed by TK 75, 77
particular transactions TK 73-4

and other characters:
Glober:
  on looks of TK 72
  at dinner given by TK 74-7, 87
  sells Augustus John drawing to TK 74, 76
  remembered by after many years TK 87

Lilienthal:
  as business partner TK 73-4, 77
  leaves for Indian doctor TK 73, 86-7
the Pontners TK 73
Linda

sometime girlfriend of X.Trapnel – TK 204

Trapnel's girlfriend TK 204
Gwinnett fails to trace TK 204
Lintot

a British Liaison Officer – TK 209

at Army reunion described TK 209-11, 213, 215-6
wartime service: TK 209
as liaison officer: TK 209
pre-dates NJ and Finn
in charge of Neutrals
Censorship in Middle East
travel agent
and Cheesman:
employs as accountant TK 210-11, 215-6
and military history of:
surprised to discover TK 210-11
insensitive concerning Japanese experiences TK 213
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Literature

a) authors

Adams, Henry (1838-1918) – and the American-ness of Gwinnett
TK 53-5

Apollinaire, Guillaume (1880-1918) – and Moreland:
one of few authors on shelves of
quoted by
CCR 11

listed by as one of the banker-poets
CCR 56

Ariosto, Ludovico (1474-1533) – “Orlando Furioso” and the "Dance" theme
HS 31-5, 37, 49, 110-1

Arnold, Matthew (1822-88) – Le Bas's fondness for
QU 42-3

Ballantyne, R.M. (1825-94) – both NJ and Moreland dislike "The Coral Island"
KO 85

Balzac, Honoré de (1799-1850):

and NJ:

a favourite author of
SA 49

as the limited linguistic aspirations of
SA 49-50, 86, 95-6

Trapnel's citation of on the truth of the novel
BFR 229; HSH 80

Barham, Richard Harris (1788-1845) – brought to NJ's mind by the monuments in St Paul's
MP 221-2

Barrie, J.M. (1860-1937) – and St John Clarke:

bracketed with in NJ's mind
AW 27

once photographed with
AW 27

Baudelaire, Charles (1821-67):

and Moreland:

quoted by
KO 142

and the opinion of on the ordinariness of extraordinary jobs
VB 13

Dr Brightman on the combination of Classical and Romantic in
TK 55

Beaumont, Francis (1584-1616):

NJ interested in as cousin of Burton
HSH 94

collaboration with Fletcher
HSH 157

Blake, William (1757-1827):

and the appearances of:

St John Clarke's head
CCR 80

Mark Members' hair
HSH 39

NJ muses on at Victory Day Service
MP 229, 236

Evadne Clapham and Shemmaker argue about
BFR 137

Boethius (c.480-524) – Dr Brightman's book on:
in process of being written
TK 9, 221

success of brings author DBE
HSH 55

Brewer, Ebenezer Cobham (1810-97) – "Dictionary" used by Akworth Junior to rag Le Bas
BFR 250

Brightman, Rev Salathiel – Dr Brightman's Casaubon-like ancestor
TK 9

Brooke, Rupert (1887-1915) – Members disparagingly compares Truscott to
BFR 12

Browning, Robert (1812-89):

Mark Members influenced by
AW 93

Tuffy Weedon's favourite poet
SA 79-80, 212, 215

and Stringham:

found relevant to military life by
SA 79-80, 212, 214-5

quoted by
SA 214

NJ ambivalent about
SA 214

Burton, Robert (1577-1640):

and NJ:

long held as favourite by
BFR 7; HSH 94

subject of book by
BFR 6-7, 15, 23, 32, 102,
127, 151, 166, 194,
219, 249, 255; TK 8,
94; HSH 31

“Borage and Hellebore”

Evadne Clapham and Shemmaker argue about
BFR 137

NJ muses on at Victory Day Service
MP 229, 236

Evadne Clapham and Shemmaker argue about
BFR 137
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Erridge  
Pamela  
Moreland  
post-war moods  
Trapnel  
Dicky Umfraville  
visit to old school  
and the "Dance":  
central to themes of BFR  
ends the whole sequence  
and other characters:  
Bagshaw  
Dr Brightman  
Le Bas  
Moreland:  
admired by  
feeble joke made by  
Sillery  
and other authors:  
Ariosto  
Jacobean dramatists:  
Beaumont – cousin of  
Fletcher – Delavacquerie on  
Byron, Lord (1788-1824):  
cited as:  
archetypal Romantic by:  
NJ  
Dr Brightman as  
representative of the age of romance  
archetypal seducer by:  
NJ  
Maclintick  
association with Castlemallock  
Cabell, James Branch (1879-1958) – Globor wants NJ to meet as fellow author of novel-sequence  
Calverley, Charles Stuart (1831-84) – Le Bas mentions:  
notoriety of at Balliol  
relationship of Parkinson to  
Casanova, Giacomo (1725-1803):  
Moreland and Maclintick on Memoirs of  
Trapnel on the inferiority of "confessions" to the novel  
Callimachus (3rd century BC) – original author of "Heraclitus", loved by Le Bas  
Clapham, Evadne  
Clarke, St John  
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor (1772-1834) – Quiggin:  
engages in with the Tolland girls over quotations from  
finds himself increasingly interested in  
Conrad, Joseph (1857-1924):  
the Ufford like the schooners of  
first edition of in the Lilienthal’s’ catalogue  
Corelli, Marie (1864-1924) – one of only four authors to be found in the Stonehurst dining room  
Cornelius Agrippa, Heinrich (1486-1535) – Moreland and Mrs Erdleigh discuss Occult Philosophy of  
Cowley, Abraham (1618-67) – NJ muses on at Victory Day Service  
Creevey, Thomas (1768-1838) – first Earl of Warminster on the Reform Bill mentioned in diary of  

Literature – a) authors  
(cont’d)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Literature – a) authors (cont’d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cummings, E.E. (1894-1962) – lower-case graffito in block of flats reminds NJ of MP 126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyrano de Bergerac, Savinien (1619-55): Clanwaert's nose like MP 99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennistone writes book on philosophical ideas of TK 208; HSH 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Trapnel's views on romance HSH 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d'Annunzio, Gabriel (1863-1938) – St John Clarke's bon mot concerning AW 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dante Alighieri (1265-1321): film of forbidden to both NJ and Moreland in childhood KO 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max Pilgrim relates the bombed Café Madrid to SA 152</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Davidson, John (1856-1909): “A Ballad of Tannhäuser” relevant to Widmerpool and Pamela MP 208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dekker, Thomas (c.1570-c.1641) – Delavacquerie on Middleton and HSH 221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desbarolles, Adolphe (1801-86) – Mrs Erdleigh quotes as authority on palmistry MP 140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Descartes, René (1596-1650) – Pennistone writes book on VB 114, 120; MP 10-11; BFR 254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>de Tabley, Lord (1835-95) – Le Bas reads from MP 67-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dickens, Charles (1812-70): St John Clarke holds forth to Blanche on CCR 96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erridge possesses complete calf-bound set of BFR 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapnel on: Naturalism and BFR 229</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the truth of the novel HSH 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>used as eponymous label for discomfort of: the post-war winter BFR 151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tokenhouse's business premises TK 72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disraeli, Benjamin (1804-81): habitually (mis?)quoted by Le Bas to evasive pupils BM 111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapnel on Naturalism and BFR 229-30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dostoievsky, Fyodor (1821-81): Quiggin: poses as like character from AW 137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sees Erridge as Prince Myshkin LM 154; CCR 190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreland on KO 246</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pennistone attempts to draw Lebedev on the Grand Inquisitor MP 172; TK 223-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapnel on Naturalism and BFR 229-30; TK 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>discussed at the Russian Embassy party TK 223-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dr Brightman on mode of apology connected with HSH 55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dowson, Ernest Christopher (1867-1900): Moreland on the metaphysics of Cynara CCR 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ cites in relation to Tessa's leaving Trapnel BFR 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eliot, T.S. (1888-1965) – as one of Moreland's banker-poets CCR 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encyclopaedists, the – Members' hair reminiscent of HSH 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Epicurus (341-271 BC) – Pennistone writes book on French interpretations of philosophy of BFR 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrand-Sénéchal, Léon-Joseph gv</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feuerbach, Ludwig Andreas (1804-72) – Bagshaw on Marx and BFR 148</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fitzgerald, F.Scott (1896-1940) – Trapnel on Naturalism and BFR 231</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fletcher, John (1575-1625): Delavacquerie and Gwinnett share taste for HSH 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and collaboration with Beaumont HSH 157</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>“The Humorous L’tenant”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Franklin, Benjamin (1706-90) – Members' hair reminiscent of HSH 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gainsborough, Vernon Guggenbühel, Werner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galsworthy, John (1867-1933) – Uncle Giles' catch-phrase a quotation from QU 67-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gassendi, Pierre (1592-1655) – Pennistone writes book on MP 10-11; BFR 255</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gautier, Théophile (1811-72) – Dr Brightman on treatment by of the Candaules and Gyges story TK 83, 95-6; HSH 56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibbon, Edward – Quiggin adduces as authority for his attitude CCR 134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gide, André (1869-1951) – Dr Brightman on treatment by of the Candaules and Gyges story TK 95-6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gissing, George (1857-1903)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gogol, Nikolai (1809-52)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldoni, Carlo (1707-93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gontcharov, Ivan (1812-91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gorki, Maxim (1868-1931)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gosse, Sir Edmund (1849-1928)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grillparzer Franz (1791-1872)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grinling, Charles H. (1870-)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gronow, Captain Rees Howell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grote, George (1794-1871)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haggar, H.Rider (1856-1925)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardy, Thomas (1840-1928)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harington, Sir John (1561-1612)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauptmann, Gerhardt (1862-1946)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hemingway, Ernest (1898-1961)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henty, G.A. (1832-1902)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herbert, George (1593-1633)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermes Trismegistus – Mrs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopkins, Gerard Manley (1844-49)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horace (65-8 BC) – Stringham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>James, Henry (1843-1916)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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**Jenkins, Nicholas**

Jenkins, Nicholas

- *“Borage and Hellebore*" novels by NJ: BFR 128; TK 233

**Jonson, Ben (1572-1637) – quoted feelingly by Moreland**


- Maclintick sees as typical of modern art
- and Trapnel:
  - typical subject of pub monologues by cited by on the superiority of the novel to autobiography

**Kafka, Franz ((1883-1924):**

- awareness of an indication of Kielkiewicz's enlightenment
- Moreland on the artist as insurance agent

**Keats, John (1795-1821) – as part of Moreland's fantasy on life's vintage car**

**Kierkegaard, Søren (1813-55) – Members' passing interest in**

**Kipling, Rudyard (1865-1936):**

- and Kashmir
- as inspiration to Gwatkin
- and the headless dummies in the theatrical costumiers

**Kleist, Heinrich von (1777-1811) – and Mark Members:**

- part of German phase of
- subject of Oxford lecture by

**Kydd, Alaric**

**Laclos, Pierre Choderlos de (1741-1803):**

- admired by NJ
- Valmont's views on women cited:
  - by NJ in attempt to analyse Barnby
  - by Moreland in despair about ladies' committees

**Lang, Andrew (1844-1912) – Le Bas reading on the day of Braddock alias Thorne**

**Lawrence, D.H. (1885-1930) – Moreland on artificiality of sexual ideas of**

**Leintwardine, Ada**

**Lemprière, John (c.1765-1824) – Dr Brightman's ancestor contributed to work of**

**Lenin, V.I. ((1870-1924):**

- Quiggin refers to
- Erridge and speeches of
- Bagshaw on

**Lermontov, Mikhail Yurevich (1814-1841) – and NJ:**

- admired by
- cited by in respect of Pamela's indifference to adoration
discussed by as quintessentially Russian author at Embassy party

**Lévi, Eliphas (1810-75):**

- glanced at by Moreland
cited by:
  - Dr Trelawney
  - Mrs Erdleigh

**Luttrell, Narcissus (1657-1732) – read by NJ**

**Malraux, André (1901-76) – as example of breadth of Trapnel's subjects for pontification**

**Manasch, Isadore**

**Marlowe, Christopher (1564-93):**

- Matilda in "Tamburlaine the Great" by

**"Doctor Faustus" quoted by Dr Trelawney**

**Mann, Thomas (1875-1955) – Mark Members' pun on name of**

**Manzoni, Alessandro (1785-1873) – cited by Moreland in relation to Donners and Matilda**

**Marx, Karl (1818-83):**

- quoted by the planchette
- Chips Lovell attempts in digest form

---
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subject of Oxford lecture by Mark Members

Bagshaw on

Mayakovsky, Vladimir Vladimirovich (1894-1930) – Shermaker writes on poetry of in “Fission”

Members, Mark

Meredith, George (1828-1909) – source of disagreement between Quiggin and NJ

Middleton, Thomas (c.1570-1627):

Gwinnett's copy of plays by:
  borrowed and mislaid by Fiona HSH 221
  read and quoted by Delavacquerie HSH 221-2
  collaboration with Dekker HSH 221

Milton, John (1608-74):
  Mr Deacon's love of the antique spelling in "Paradise Lost" BM 10
  source of disagreement between Quiggin and NJ LM 104-5

Molière(1622-73) – NJ reflects on with respect to military life SA 27

Molnar, Ferenc (1878-1952):
  discussed at RA banquet HSH 115-6
  appreciated by Delavacquerie HSH 116

Montaigne, Michel Eyquem de (1533-92) -- NJ feels inspired to produce essays in style of BM 161

Nefzaoui, Sheikh (c.late 15th-early 16th centuries) – Uncle Giles owns “The Perfumed Garden” of KO 163-5, 184-5

Nekrassov, Nikolai Alexeevich (1821-78) – Lebedev prefers to Dostoievsky MP 172; TK 223-4

Newbolt, Sir Henry (1862-1938) – flippantly quoted by NJ in attempt to comfort Gwatkin VB 190

Nicholas of Damascus (1st century BC) – Dr Brightman on Canduales’ Queen as identified by HSH 56

Nietzsche, Friedrich Wilhelm (1844-1900):
  cited by Moreland:
    on living dangerously CCR 12
    on action and illusion VB 121
    on the complication of life BFR 129-30
  the Eternal Recurrences:
    Pennistone on SA 98, 105; BFR 130
    discussed by NJ and Fenneau with respect to Dr Trelawney HSH 120
    Sillery’s moustache once like QU 163

Nievo, Ippolito (1831-61) – read by NJ whilst in Venice TK 56-7

Nostradamus (1503-66) – Members’ confusion of with Paracelsus offends Dr Trelawney KO 88; HSH 120

Omar Khayyám (c.1048-c.1122) – “The Rubáiyát of...”

Orwell, George (1903-50) – as antidote to Col. Hlava's optimism concerning Russia MP 220

Paracelsus (1493-1541) – Members' confusion of with Nostradamus offends Dr Trelawney KO 88; HSH 120

Parker, Dorothy (1893-1934) – Glober’s Montana episode inspires witty remark by

Pasternak, Boris (1890-1960) – and the controversy over award of the Nobel Prize to TK 12, 132

Patmore, Coventry (1823-96) – Sillery’s verse said to suggest influence of BFR 14

Pennell, Elizabeth Robins (1855-1936) – NJ’s father buys life of Whistler by TK 59

Pennistone, David

Pepys, Samuel (1633-1701):
  pastiche of diary entry on visit to Dogdene LM 14, 194
  Widmerpool compared to LM 194

Petrarch (1307-74):
  favourite of St John Clarke CCR 84
  Moreland and Maclintick on the character of Laura CCR 204

Petronius (1st century):
  officers’ demeanour at Brussels recalls Trimalchio MP 175
  and X.Trapnel: BFR 229
    on Naturalism
    quoted regularly by HSH 81

Philalethes, Eugenius

Pinero, Arthur Wing (1855-1934) – Stringham behaves like character from CCR 168

Plato (c.428-c.348 BC) – Dr Brightman on treatment of the story of Gyges by TK 93
Poe, Edgar Allen (1809-49):
NJ's fondness for MP 230
NJ muses on at Victory Day Service MP 230-1
suggested by Dr Brightman as part of attempt to analyse Gwinnett TK 53, 55

Pope, Alexander (1688-1744):
MacIntock on views of concerning women CCR 38
NJ muses on low opinion of Cowley expressed by MP 229-30
vengeance of on Dr Brightman's ancestor TK 9

Proudhon, Pierre-Joseph (1809-65) – Bagshaw on his stepdaughters' competition for Gwinnett TK 200

Proust, Marcel (1871-1922):
NJ:
reading to alleviate wartime tedium MP 73, 124-5, 151
experiences a madeleine moment when hearing the word "Cabourg" MP 172-3
Kernével disapproves of MP 196, 243

Rabelais, François (c.1494-c.1553) – General Philidor's pride in sharing birthplace with TK 146

Racine, Jean (1639-99) – and NJ's musings on the style of "The Perfumed Garden" KO 163

Ralegh, Sir Walter (1552-1618) – NJ muses on at Erridge's funeral BFR 59-60

Renan, Ernest (1823-92) – cited by Pennistone on Blackhead's love of complication MP 60

Rilke, Rainer Maria (1875-1926) – Shernmaker writes on poetry of in "Fission" BFR 133

Rimbaud, Arthur (1854-91):
and NJ's musings on the style of "The Perfumed Garden" KO 163
quoted by Moreland on his reluctance to visit Dr Trelawney KO 87

Robespierre, Maximilien (1758-94) – quoted by the planchet AW 101-2

Robinson, Edwin Arlington (1869-1935):
suggested by Dr Brightman as part of attempt to analyse Gwinnett TK 53, 87
quoted by Globor with respect to Mopsy Pontner TK 87

Rochester, Earl of (1647-80) – NJ thinks on hatred for army life expressed by MP 187

Rousseau, Jean-Jacques ((1712-78) – and Trapnel on the inferiority of "confessions" to the novel HSH 80
Sacher-Masoch, Leopold von (1836-95) – Bagshaw on self-inflicted pain of Trapnel's life with Pam BFR 240

Salvidge, L.O qv

Sartre, Jean-Paul – Gainsborough writes on BFR 26

Saltykov-Schredin, Michail Evgrafovich (1826-89) – NJ reading whilst on Fire Duty MP 151-2, 154

Scott, Sir Walter (1771-1832):
Stourwater could have been created by BM 194
quoted by:
Stringham on the impossibility of joining the Cavalry SA 81
Moreland on Dr Trelawney KO 189-90
NJ on Rowland Gwatkin VB 16

Service, Robert William (1874-1958)- as one of Moreland's banker-poets CCR 56

Shakespeare, William (1564-1958):
acting in amateur production of compared:
by NJ to Sir Gavin's grip on his arm BM 33
by Sillery to dressing up in peer's robes BFR 16
suggested by Templer as author of Lang poem read by Le Bas QU 42
Delavaquerie on difference in view of Death between Murtlock and HSH 137
Guggenbühl despises AW 174
Moreland on understanding of sexual attraction VB 135
NJ:
on the necessary alternation of comedy and tragedy in QU 54
on the likelihood of time spent in the army by MP 175
squadraes Murtlock by mention of augury in HSH 22
imagines Mr Gauntlett as soldier in time of HSH 142
Sillery compaes dressing-up as peer to acting in play by BFR 117
Trapnel has stick with head of MP 57

and see references to individual plays in Literature – b) works of and Performing Arts – b) theatre and dance
Sheldon, Nathaniel
Shelley, Percy Bysshe (1792-1822):
   St John Clarke anxious to talk about
   and the reappearance of "Trapnel Unbound" in "The Hero of Acre"
   CCR 74
   TK 35-6
Shermaker, Bernard
Shuckerly, Quentin
Sidney, Sir Philip (1554-86) – admired by NJ as literary soldier
   MP 186-7
Sillery, Lord
Stendhal (1783-1842):
   heroes of compared to:
      Barnby as lover
      Gwatkin as romantic soldier
   cited by NJ:
      in discussion with Moreland on love and marriage
      in thoughts on:
         the monuments in St Paul's
         Nievo's description of Italy
   AW 30; VB 17
   VB 17-18, 228
   KO 80
   MP 221
   TK 56
Stevens, Odo
Stevens, Wallace (1879-1955):
   Moreland on the artist as insurance agent
   HSH 53
   quoted by Delavacquerie on Gwinnett and Death
   HSH 73
Stevenson, Robert Louis (1850-94):
   as possible destroyer of Le Bas's poetic ambitions
   QU 34
   Dicky Umfraville's tendency to self-caricature like Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde
   BFR 99
   Moreland describes Glober as like Long John Silver
   TK 234
Stifter, Adalbert (1805-1868) – as part of Mark Members' German phase
   LM 219
Stirner, Max (1806-56) – and Bagshaw:
   favourite philosopher of
   quoted by:
      at length when drunk
      on Widmerpool's bourgeois socialism
      BFR 36
      TK 20
Strindberg, August (1849-1912):
   seen by M.Dubuisson as possible key to understanding the Örn / Lundquist quarrel
   OU 141
   gloomy views of on marriage
   CCR 12, 67
   Polly Duport stars in play by
   HSH 233-4
Svevo, Italo (1861-1928) – admired by NJ
   SA 49
Swinburne, Charles Algernon (1837-1909):
   quoted by Mr Deacon to suggest Gypsy's lesbianism
   BM 121
   Dr Brightman on the combination of Classical and Romantic in
   TK 55
Symons, Arthur (1865-1915) – catty quotation of by Ada Leintwardine
   BFR 148
Tchekov, Anton Pavlovich (1860-1904) – discussed as quintessentially Russian author
   TK 223
Tennyson, Alfred, Lord (1809-92):
   NJ reminded of medieval romances by on seeing:
      Stourwater
      Murlock's crew
      Sillery describes Prince Theodoric in style of
      Stringham on sententiousness of
      quoted on occasion of Trapnel's reappearance in "The Hero of Acre"
      BM 194
      HSH 9
      BM 130
      SA 79
      TK 35-6
Thackeray, William Makepeace (1811-63) – NJ:
   thinks Maclintick looks like caricature of
   CCR 22
   thinks Sunny Farebrother looks like Colonel Newcome
   QU 78-9; SA 190
   attempts to read at Castlemallock
   VB 177, 189, 210
Toller, Ernst (1893-1939) – admired by Guggenbühl
   AW 174
Tolstoy, Leo (1828-1910):
   Trapnel and Bagshaw argue on Naturalism and
   discussed as quintessentially Russian author at Embassy party
   BFR 229-30
   TK 223
Tourneur, Cyril (c.1575-1626) – read by: 
Delavacquerie 
Moreland 
Gwinnett: 
source of epigraph for Trapnel biography by 
quoted by: 
at Donners Memorial Prize dinner 
after the orgy at the Devil’s Fingers 
obsessive presence in the mind of

Trapnel, X.

Trollope, Anthony (1815082): 
General Liddament's love of 
NJ's low opinion of

Valéry, Paul (1871-1945) – NJ remembers Moreland's habit of quoting with respect to:

the theme of the Dance 
the Atlantic below his ancestral house

Vaughan, Thomas (1621-66):
cited by:

Dr Brightman on Gyges and the Hollow Horse 
Mrs Erdleigh on:

the life of Baby Wentworth 
the “death” of Dr Trelawney 
Canon Fenneau on Murtlock and Harmony 
source of the title of HSH

Verlaine, Paul (1844-96) – Ferrand-Sénéschal produced early verse in style of

Vigny, Alfred de (1797-1863):
NJ:

acquainted with poetry of 
thinks of:

as similar to:

Sidney 
George Tolland 
in relation to Trapnel and destiny 
expounded at length by Pennistone 
military experience of provides touchstone for the nature of the soldier's life

Voltaire (1694-1778) – and NJ's musings on the style of "The Perfumed Garden"

Wallace, Edgar (1875-1932) – Templer's only reading

Warminster, Lady Katherine

Webster, John (c.1580-1625) – Moreland's fondness for

Wells, H.G. (1866-1946): 
and St John Clarke:

bracketed with in NJ's mind 
once photographed with 
Quiggin dressed like man of the future conceived by

Whitman, Walt (1819-92) – profoundly admired by Mr Deacon

Wilde, Oscar (1856-1900):
translator of Theocritus 
Stringham behaves like character from 
Mrs Maliphant confuses with Whistler

Wittgenstein, Ludwig (1889-1951) – as example of breadth of Trapnel's subjects for pontification

Wodehouse, P.G. (1881-1975) – as example of breadth of Trapnel's subjects for pontification

Wood, Anthony à (1632-95) – read by NJ

Woolf, Virginia (1882-1941) – admired by General Conyers but not NJ
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**Literature**

**b) works of**

"Abou Ben Adhem" *(Leigh Hunt, 1838)* – NJ recalls re Kernéval's Free French seniority

"Adam Bede" *(George Eliot, 1859)* – on Fire Duty, Curtis:

- brings to read
- begins explaining plot of to NJ

"Adolphe" *(Benjamin Constant, 1816)* – fittingly read to destruction by the bed-ridden Trapnel

"Alcooles" *(Apollinaire)* – tattered copy of on Moreland's shelves

"Alice's Adventures in Wonderland" *(Lewis Carroll, 1865)*:

- brought to mind by the diminishing script of the planchette
- comparisons to characters from:
  - Mrs Fettiplace-Jones and the Red Queen *(actually "Through the Looking Glass")*
  - the Field-Marshal (Montgomery) as beast from
  - Howard Craggs and the Mad Hatter
  - Widmerpool and the Frog Footman

"The Anatomy of Melancholy" *(Burton)*:

- quoted
- central importance of to BFR respecting:
  - themes and characters
  - Burton, Robert
  - "Borage and Hellebore"

ancient myths and legends:

- Agamemnon – as exemplifying absent heroes with errant wives
- Andromeda – Moreland teases Donners with bondage of
- Anubis – Colonel Pedlar as in the dinner scene at Div HQ
- Bacchus / Dionysus / Silenus:
  - used by Le Bas as euphemism for drunkenness
  - Van der Voort makes NJ imagine Dutch paintings of
- Charon – Albert considered as:
  - burdened labourer
  - Uncle Giles's ferryman
- the Eumenides:
  - seen as driving human behaviour
  - as the central theme of KO
- Horus – Colonel Hogbourne-Johnson as in the dinner scene at Div HQ
- Isis:
  - Mrs Erdleigh as priestess of
  - Canon Fenneau writes article on Chaldean magic and
- Mars – Dr Trelawney on the approach of WW2 as the advent of
- Marsyas – Moreland teases Donners with flaying of
- Mithras – Dr Trelawney on the approach of WW2 as the sword of
- the Oracle at Delphi – Odo Stevens treats Mrs Erdleigh as
- Pharaoh – General Liddament as in scene at Div HQ
- Osiris:
  - Dr Trelawney on the approach of WW2 as the slaying of
  - Canon Fenneau writes article on Chaldean magic and
  - Sisyphus – Albert as burdened labourer
  - the Styx:
    - Albert ferries Uncle Giles over
    - the destruction of "Profiles in String" seen as descent into
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"Anna Karenina" (Tolstoy):
the Templers' marriage imagined as equivalent to AW 179
Trapnel on Naturalism and BFR 230
"The Anniversary" (John Donne, c.1600) – Members quotes to entice NJ to Venice conference TK 12
"Anthology of Soviet Literature" – part of Erridge's out-of-date collection BFR 75
"Antony and Cleopatra" (Shakespeare):
the senior officers' party in Brussels conjures up the dance on Pompey's galley MP 175
and title of "Sad Majors" BFR 148
Trapnel deserted by his Hercules TK 33
"The Apple Cart" (George Bernard Shaw, 1929) – and a possible meaning of Bagshaw's nickname BFR 38-9
"Arabian Nights":
Jean's postcard reminiscent of AW 221
Sir Gavin as Haroun-al-Raschid BM 192
Moreland:
remembers as a favourite of his youth TK 277
sees as the world of Sir Magnus Donners TK 277
"The Art of Horace Isbister" – NJ's and production of Isbister, Horace, RA
"The Assignation" (Poe) – and NJ's affair with Jean Duport MP 229-30
"Astrophel" (Sir Edmund Spenser, 1596) – quoted by NJ in thoughts on Sidney as a literary soldier MP 187
"As You Like It" (Shakespeare) – quoted bitterly by Mr Deacon as friends desert his party BM 239
"Athenae Oxonienses" (Wood) – read by NJ MP 73
"The Atheist's Tragedy" (Tourneur):
Moreland searches for in the Lilienthals' bookshop TK 73
and Gwinnett:
quoted by at the Donners Memorial Prize dinner HSH 100
charnel-house scene an obsessive presence in the mind of HSH 155
Delavacquerie quotes with approval HSH 222
"Athlete's Footman":
novel by Quentin Shuckerly Shuckerly, Quentin
praised by Mark Members TK 12
"Attick and Roman Reckonings of Capacity ..." – magnum opus of Dr Brightman's ancestor TK 9
"Auguries of Innocencce" (Blake) – Evadne Clapham and Shernmaker argue on BFR 137
"Automne Malade" (Apollinaire – "Alcools") – Moreland quotes CCR 55
"Ave atque Vale" (Swinburne) :
quoted by Mr Deacon to suggest Gypsy's lesbianism BM 121
Moreland teases Donners with "strange loves" from KO 127
Baedeker's Guides – set of in Erridge's room LM 130
"A Ballad of Tannhäuser" (Davidson) – NJ reminded of by relationship of Widmerpool and Pamela MP 208
"Ballade of Theocritus" (Lang) – Le Bas reading on the day of Braddock alias Thorne QU 41-3, 71; BM 13
"Baroque Intermude" – travel book by Mark Members CCR 66
"Barrack Room Ballads" (Kipling) "Tomlinson"
"Bedsores" – novel with which Ada Leintwardine reasserts her voice Leintwardine, Ada
"Bel-Ami" (Guy de Maupassant, 1885) – NJ finds copy of at La Grenadière QU 140
the Bible:
the Garden of Eden:
Mrs Erdleigh likens Pamela to the serpent in MP 138
Fenneau on heretical uses of the nakedness of Adam in HSH 129
Noah's Ark – Stonehurst perched like on Mt Ararat KO 9
Lot's wife – Maclintick urges Moreland to remember CCR 38
Jacob and the Angel – wrestling with Blackhead's obstructiveness like MP 46
the Song of Deborah and Barak – Gwatkin quotes Popkiss's sermon on VB 72
David and Uriah – Glover on the story of Candaules and Gyges TK 94
I Chronicles 19:13 – quoted on the first Lord Warminster's tomb BFR 49
Vashti and Ahasuerus – Dr Brightman on Candaules and Gyges TK 94
Isaiah 35:
read at Victory Day Service MP 227-8
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Literature – b) works of (cont’d)

listening to, NJ muses on:
  the nature of "the wayfaring man" MP 228-9, 236
  its impenetrability like that of Blake MP 229
Ezekiel's vision of the valley of dry bones – Popkiss's sermon on and the theme of VB VB 41-3
  Chaldean flattery of Nebuchadnezzar used ironically by Daniel Tokenhouse TK 127
  Belshazzar’s feast – text on the wall in NJ's billet at the battalion's base recalls VB 9
  the Nativity – Dicky Umfraville on accommodation for Erridge's funeral BFR 44
  the Lord's Prayer – Fenneau jocularly misquotes HSH 123
  Jesus walks on the water – Pamela creates fantasy of dream of Ferrand-Sénéschal TK 116
  the Parable of the Unjust Steward – Hogbourne-Johnson as SA 33
  the raising of Lazarus – Crowding on Trapnel's reappearance in "The Hero of Acre" as TK 35-6
  "Render unto Caesar ..." – adapted by Fenneau with respect to Sillery HSH 118
the Passion:
  Peter:
    Prince Theodoric recalls whilst warming himself MP 56
    NJ refers to cutting off of the guard's ear by MP 56
  Pilate:
    Quiggin and Shernmaker trade insults on washing hands of Kydd BFR 135
    X. Trapnel and NJ discuss the meaning of "truth" HSH 81
I Corinthians 13 – read by Sir Bertram at the Cutts/Akworth wedding HSH 178-9
  the church in Sardis:
    NJ's billet at the battalion's base VB 7-9, 11, 44; TK 92-3
    Dr Brightman on Lydia TK 92-3
the Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse:
  Dr Trelawney on the approach of WW2 as the arrival of KO 195
  identified by Bagshaw as the subjects of journalism BFR 37
"Bibliotheca Classica" (Lemprétre) – work of Dr Brightman's ancestor helpful to compilation of TK 9
"Bin Ends" – Trapnel's volume of short stories
"The Bitch Pack Meets on Wednesday"
"Bleak House" (Dickens) – Glover and NJ on Tokenhouse's company premises TK 72
"Bonny Dundee" (Scott) – Stringham quotes on the idea of joining the Cavalry SA 81
"The Book of Abramelin the Mage" (Cornelius Agrippa) – Moreland and Mrs Erdleigh discuss TK258
"Borage and Hellebore: a Study" – NJ's work on Burton:
  conception BFR 6-7
  gestation BFR 6-7, 15, 23, 32, 40, 102, 127, 151, 166, 194, 219, 249, 255
  birth BFR 255
  Dr Brightman on TK 8, 94, 247
  otherwise mentioned HSH 31, 94
*A Brief Historical Relation of State Affairs from Sept 1678 to April 1714* (Luttrell) – read by NJ MP 73, 151
*Bronstein: Marxist or Mystagogue?* (Vernon Gainsborough):
  represents Gainsborough political realignment HSH 39
  published by Quiggin & Craggs BFR 253-4; HSH 39
  favourably reviewed by TLS BFR 254
  Bagshaw on BFR 254
"The Brothers Karamazov" (Dostoievsky):
  debate at the embassy dinner on etymology of the name referred to by: TK 224-5
  Dr Brightman on the abjectness of apology HSH 55
  NJ on death and Erridge's funeral BFR 59
  Moreland on the lame girl in KO 246
  Pennistone attempts to draw Lebedev on the Grand Inquisitor MP 172; TK 223-4
  X. Trapnel on the concept of the character in novels HSH 80
  the Cabbala – NJ expects to find in Dr Trelawney's room KO 191
"Cain's Jawbone" – Evadne Clapham's 35th novel HSH 90
"Cambises, King of Persia* (Thomas Preston, 1569) – Moreland reads in hospital TK 279
"Camel Ride to the Tomb" – X. Trapnel's first major work Trapnel, X.
Literature – b) works of (cont’d)

"The Castle of Fratta" (Nievo) – read by NJ whilst in Venice
TK 56-7

"City State and State of City" – Sillery’s only academic work
QU 163

"Chanson de la Plus Haute Tour" (Rimbault) – Moreland quotes on reluctance to visit Dr Trelawney
KO 87

"The Charterhouse of Parma" (Stendhal) – NJ finds view of Italy in different from that of Nievo
TK 56

"Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came" (Browning):

Stringham identifies with as he prepares for Far East posting
SA 212-5

provides title for "The Soldier’s Art"
SA 214

"A Christmas Carol" (Dickens) – cited by X. Trapnel on the concept of the character in novels
HSH 80

"City State and State of City" – Sillery’s only academic work
QU 163

Moreland’s habit of quoting
VB 5

remembered by NJ whilst contemplating the Atlantic beneath his ancestral home
VB 5-6

"Collected Poems" (Mark Members):

Members wins prize for late in life
HSH 88

brings together "Iron Aspidistra" and "H-Bomb Eclogue"
HSH 88

and see Members, Mark

"Le Comédie Humaine" (Balzac):

cited by NJ as:

favourite reading
SA 49

limit of French linguistic abilities
SA 49-50, 86, 95-6

Trapnel on Naturalism and
BFR 229

"Confessions" (Rousseau) – Trapnel on the inferiority of such works to the novel
HS 80

"Content" (George Herbert) – NJ meditates on at Erridge’s funeral
BFR 59

"Le Cor" (Vigny) – quoted by NJ in assumption that the author was solely a poet
VB 114

"The Coral Island" (Ballantyne) – disliking both NJ and Moreland
KO 85

"The Communist Manifesto" (Marx and Engels, 1848) – quoted by the planchette
AW 102-3

"Cupid's Revenge" (Beaumont and Fletcher) – reading of reminds Gwinnett powerfully of Murtlock
HSH 157

"The Cynotaph" (Barham – "The Ingoldsby Legends")

"Cynara" (Dowson) – Moreland on the metaphysics of
CCR 37

"The Cynotaph" (Barham – "The Ingoldsby Legends")

"David Copperfield" (Dickens) – St John Clarke holds forth to Blanche on
CCR 96

"Dead Souls" (Gogol) – NJ uses in teasing Widmerpool on the establishment of officers
SA 169

"Death in the Afternoon" (Hemingway) – Ferrand-Sénéschal tragically enacts title of
TK 21

"Death in Venice" (Mann) – Members’s pun on unwittingly introduces theme of TK
TK 11

"Death's-head Swordsman" – Gwinnett’s critical biography of X. Trapnel
Gwinnett, Russell

"Descartes, Gassendi and the Atomic Theory of Epicurus"

Penniston, David

"The Devil is an Ass" (Jonson, 1616) – quoted by Moreland on working with committee ladies
TK 233

"Dictionary of Phrase and Fable" (Brewer) – Akworth Junior uses in the ragging of Le Bas
BFR 250

"Doctor Faustus" (Marlowe) – quoted by Dr Trelawney denying fear of death
KO 198

"Doctor Jekyll and Mister Hyde" (Stevenson) – and Dicky Umfraville’s tendency to self-caricature
BFR 99

"Doctor Zhivago" (Pasternak):

Members on the Nobel Prize controversy concerning
TK 12

Tokenhouse disparages politics of
TK 132

"Dogs Have No Uncles" – posthumous work by X. Trapnel
Trapnel, X.

"Dogme et Rituel de la Haute Magie" (Lévi) – Moreland applies to Pamela
TK 280

"The Doll's House" (Ibsen) – provincial performance of seen by the young NJ
QU 113

"Don Juan" (Byron):

associations of Castlemallock bring to NJ's mind
VB 177

NJ wonders about character of Glober and
TK 145

"Don Quijote" (Miguel de Cervantes, 1605) – gauntness of Erridge like
LM 136

"The Dunciad" (Pope) – Dr Brightman’s ancestor named in
TK 9

"Dust Thou Art" – novel by St John Clarke
Clarke, St John

"The Dutch Courtezan" (Marston, 1605) – Moreland applies to Pamela
TK 280

"E'en the Longest River" – novel by St John Clarke
Clarke, St John

"Der Einzige und sein Eigentum" (Stirner) – quoted by Bagshaw
BFR 36; TK 20

"Endymion" (Disraeli) – habitually (mis?)quoted by Le Bas to evasive pupils
BM 111

"Endymion" (Keats) – Moreland applies quotation from to vintage cars
TK 279

"Engine Melody" – "The Pistons of our Locomotives ..." (qv) published as
BFR 253

"Esmond" (Thackeray) – NJ attempts to read at Castlemallock
VB 177, 189, 210
*Fabian Essays* (George Bernard Shaw and H.G.Wilshire, 1891) – Sillery's copy of:
  a signed first edition QU 183
  borrowed by Quiggin QU 183

*Faust* (Goethe):
  Members' misquotation of leads to the controversy with Dr Trelawney KO 88; HSH 120
  NJ wonders about character of Gwinnett and TK 145
*Fields of Amaranth* – novel by St John Clarke Clarke, St John
*For a Dead Lady* (Robinson) – quoted by Glober on memory of Mopsy Pontner TK 87
*For Name and Fame; or Through the Khyber Passes* (G.A.Henty) – loved by Sunny Farebrother BFR 25
*Friend's Passion for his Astrophel* (Sidney) – as evidence of Sidney's extra-military life MP 187
*From Peasant to Collective Farmer* – part of Erridge's out-of-date collection BFR 75
*Garnered at Sunset* – Sillery's memoirs Sillery
*Georges Dandin* (Molière, 1668) – NJ thinks of as epitomising the subaltern's life SA 27
*Goblin Market* (Christina Rossetti, 1862) – the dwarfish lieutenant in War Office corridors like MP 6
*The Golden Bough* (Sir J.G. Frazer, 1890-1915) – source of the title of TK TK 11
*Golden Grime* – the novel which marks the change in Evadne Clapham's style Clapham, Evadne
*Golden Treasury, The* (Francis Turner Palgrave, 1861) – may have led to Bagshaw's nickname BFR 38-9
*The Gothic Symbolism of Mortality in the Texture of Jacobean Stagecraft* – Gwinnett researches HSH 93, 95, 134, 137, 154-7, 172

*The Golovlyov Family* (Saltykov-Schedrin):
  NJ reads on Fire Duty MP 151, 154
  relevance of to Soviet era MP 154
*A Grammarian's Funeral* (Browning) – Members quotes to entice NJ to Venice TK 11
*Great Expectations* (Dickens) – St John Clarke holds forth to Blanche on CCR 96
*The Great Gatsby* (Fitzgerald) – Trapnel on Naturalism and BFR 231
*The Green Hat* (Michael Arlen, 1924) – NJ:
  feels drawn to London life portrayed by QU 197
  reluctantly lends copy of to Quiggin QU 197
*Guest Night* – poem by the youthful Odo Stevens said to have been inspired by Max Pilgrim SA 142-5
*Gulliver's Travels* (Jonathan Swift, 1726) – Buster's death beneath a "Houyhnhnm juggernaut" TK 7
*The Heart is Highland* – novel by St John Clarke Clarke, St John

*Henry IV, Part 1* (Shakespeare):
  Maclintick likens Barnby to Glendower CCR 41
  Chips Lovell likens Erridge to Prince Hal CCR 192
*Heraclitus* (Callimachus, trans. William Johnson Cory) – Le Bas's love of QU 43-4, 217
*High Tide on the Coast of Lincolnshire, 1571* (Jean Ingelow, 1863) – Ted Jeavons on recitation of LM 40
*Histoire comique des états et empires de la lune* (Cynro de Bergerac) – Pennistone discusses HSH 33
*History of the Great Northern Railway* (Grinling) – copy of in Moreland's flat CCR 11
*History of Greece* (Grote) – Curtis has read right through MP 32
*The History of the World* (Sir Walter Raleigh) – NJ thinks of at Erridge's funeral BFR 59-60
*An Horatian Ode upon Cromwell's Return from Ireland* (Marvell) – Brightman on Quiggin's clothes BFR 13
*Hunting Songs* (Rowland Egerton-Warburton, 1877)
*The Idiot* (Dostoevsky):
  Quiggin sees Erridge as Prince Myshkin
  Lebedev makes NJ think of his namesake in
  Trapnel on Naturalism and
*If Winter Comes* (A.S.M.Hutchinson, 1920) – NJ reading over the summer after leaving school QU 100, 132
*Imitations of Horace, 2.* (Pope) – NJ recalls opinion of Cowley expressed in MP 229-30
"The Indian Crisis" – part of Erridge's out-of-date collection

"Inferno" (Dante):
- film of forbidden to both NJ and Moreland in childhood
- Max Pilgrim relates the bombed Café Madrid to
  KO 85
  SA 152

"In Faith" (Ella Wheeler Wilcox, 1917) – Heather Hopkins' friend writes verse from in her album

"In Memoriam" (Tennyson) – and Trappel's reappearance in "The Hero of Acre"

"The Innocent Ill" (Cowley – "The Mistress") – NJ thinks of as perfect example of poetic wit

"Iron Aspidistra" (1923) – Mark Members first poem, published in:
- "Public School Verse"
- "Collected Poems"

"I Stopped at a Chemist" – Ada Leintwardine's first novel

"Jerusalem" (Blake):
- sung at Victory Day Service
- reminds NJ of Cowley

"Jude the Obscure" (Hardy) – Sillery's use of as oblique reference to Quiggin

"Das Kapital" (Karl Marx) – quoted by planchette

"Kashmiri Love Song" (Lawrence Hope, [Adela Florence Nicolson], 1901):
- musical version provides the Proustian moment in CCR
- subject of not the reason for Lord Warminster's visits to the land

"Kubla Khan" (Coleridge):
- Roddy Cutts' car sounds like the wailing of a demon lover
- Quiggin sees Thrubworth as pleasure dome

"A Lost Chord" (Adelaide Ann Procter, 1858) –
- Moreland applies complaint of Valmont's valet to charity-committee ladies
- Barnby like Valmont in

"Les Liaisons Dangereuses" (Laclos):
- Barnby like Valmont in
- Moreland applies complaint of Valmont's valet to charity-committee ladies

"Lays of Ind" (Aliph Cheem, 1888) –
- one of only four books in Stonehurst dining room
- "Life of Whistler" (Pennell) – NJ's father buys in Paris

"Little Lord Fauntleroy" (Frances Hodgson Burnett, 1886) – Maclintick mocks Carolo as child prodigy

"Macbeth" (Shakespeare) – Matilda's dress makes her look ready to play part in

"Masse Mensch" (Toller) – seen by Guggenbühl as example of political engagement

"The Last Days of Pompeii" (Edward Bulwer-Lytton, 1834) – as an example of an old classical taste

"The Lady of Shallott" (Tennyson) – quoted by Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson as typical of Stourwater

"Lady Clara Vere de Vere" (Tennyson) – NJ and Dr Brightman pun from on Gwinnett's ancestry

"King Candaules" (Gide) – Dr Brightman on

"King Lear" (Shakespeare):
- Lear's:
  - appearance compared to:
    - Mr Deacon at Hyde Park corner
  - daughters:
    - compared to:
      - Bagshaw's:
        - problems with in youth
      - Quiggin's
        - offer of accommodation by in old age
      - Smethyck's admiration for
        - Gypsy Jones as the Fool in

"Kubla Khan" (Coleridge):
- Roddy Cutts' car sounds like the wailing of a demon lover
- Quiggin sees Thrubworth as pleasure dome

"Lady Chatterley's Lover" (Lawrence) – Moreland on artificiality of
- "The Lady of Shallott" (Tennyson) – quoted by Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson as typical of Stourwater
- "Lady Clara Vere de Vere" (Tennyson) – NJ and Dr Brightman pun from on Gwinnett's ancestry
- "Lancer" (Housman) – Stringham quotes on enlisting and the military life
- "The Lost Days of Pompeii" (Edward Bulwer-Lytton, 1834) – as an example of an old classical taste

"Life of Whistler" (Pennell) – NJ's father buys in Paris

"Little Lord Fauntleroy" (Frances Hodgson Burnett, 1886) – Maclintick mocks Carolo as child prodigy

"Life of Whistler" (Pennell) – NJ's father buys in Paris

"Little Red Riding Hood" – Mrs Widmerpool grins like the Wolf in

"Les Liaisons Dangereuses" (Laclos):
- Barnby like Valmont in
- Moreland applies complaint of Valmont's valet to charity-committee ladies

"Lays of Ind" (Aliph Cheem, 1888) –
- one of only four books in Stonehurst dining room
- "Life of Whistler" (Pennell) – NJ's father buys in Paris

"Little Lord Fauntleroy" (Frances Hodgson Burnett, 1886) – Maclintick mocks Carolo as child prodigy

"Little Red Riding Hood" – Mrs Widmerpool grins like the Wolf in

"A Lost Chord" (Adelaide Ann Procter, 1858) – Moreland uses for title of imaginary autobiography

"Macbeth" (Shakespeare) – Matilda's dress makes her look ready to play part in

"Marmion" (Scott) – quoted by:
- NJ in thinking of Gwatkin as the romantic hero
- Moreland as describing Dr Trelawney

"Mass Mensch" (Toller) – seen by Guggenbühl as example of political engagement

"Masse Mensch" (Toller) – seen by Guggenbühl as example of political engagement
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"Match Me Such Marvel" – novel by St John Clarke

"McAndrew's Hymn" (Kipling) – Moreland quotes on Bagshaw's lifestyle in wartime India

"Medea" (de Tabley) – and Le Bas's enthusiasm for minor Victorian poets

"Memoirs of Lady Amesbury"

"Memoirs of Casanova":
- discussion of in the Mortimer
  Trapnel on the inferiority of such works to the novel
  CCR 35-8
  HSH 80

"Memorabilia" (Browning) – Crowding's students express amazement at his having known Trapnel

"A Midsummer Night's Dream" (Shakespeare):
- Guggenbühler uses as example of politically worthless literature
  AW 174
- Donners first meets Matilda at school performance of
  CCR 129
- Bottom and Titania cited by:
  - Moreland on women's preference for hideous men
    VB 135
  - Isobel in relation to Widmerpool and Pamela
    MP 204

"Mignon" (Goethe – "Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship") – Members quotes in enticing NJ to Venice

"Mimosas" – novel by St John Clarke

"Miscellaneous Equities" – Bernard Shernmaker's collected reviews

"Les Misérables" (Hugo) – Örn's copy of read by himself and Widmerpool at La Grenadière

"The Mistress" (Cowley)

"Le Morte d'Arthur" (Sir Thomas Malory, 1470):
- Stourwater like the Castle of Joyous Gard in
  KO 109; VB 181
- Pinkus like malignant dwarf from
  VB 181, 222
- NJ muses on Lwyarch the Old in his thoughts on his Celtic ancestry
  VB 7

"Moss off a Rolling Stone" – one of the many post-war autobiographies which NJ has to review

"Les Mystères de la Main" (Desbarrolles) – Mrs Erdleigh applies to Pamela Flitton

"Never to the Philistines" – novel by St John Clarke

"The Newcomes" (Thackeray) – NJ thinks of Sunny Farebrother as Colonel Newcome in

"New History" (Ptolemy Chennus) – Dr Brightman on Canduales' Queen as identified in

"The New Inn" (Jonson) – quoted by Moreland on his distaste for Modernism

"Nicholas Nickleby" (Dickens) – St John Clarke holds forth to Blanche on novels by NJ:
- first published
  AW 21, 29, 187
- changing reactions to show passage of time
  BFR 81
- admired by:
  - Norman Chandler
    CCR 139
  - Mrs Foxe
    CCR 139
  - Ada Leintwardine
    BFR 24
  - Quiggin
    AW 126
  - Lady Warminster
    LM 207; CCR 81
- ambivalently regarded by St John Clarke
  AW 29; CCR 81-3
- also mentioned in conversation with:
  - Bagshaw
    BFR 40
  - Mrs Erdleigh
    AW 21, 29
  - Major Finn
    SA 94-5
  - Audrey Maclintick
    CCR 115
  - Sillery
    AW 119; BFR 14, 24
  - Widmerpool
    AW 187
  - the wife of the Donners-Brebner director
    HSH 96

"Nineteen Eighty Four" (Orwell) – as antidote to Col. Hlava's optimism concerning Russia

"Oblomov" (Gontcharov) – fittingly read to destruction by the bed-ridden Trapnel

"The Old Curiosity Shop" (Dickens) – Glover and NJ on Tokenhouse's company premises

"The Old Man and the Sea" (Hemingway) – cited by Isobel on the frustrations of crayfishing

"The Old School List" (J.K. Stephen, 1891) – quoted by Le Bas at the Old Boys' dinner

"Oliver Twist" (Dickens):
- Gossage wonders about Mr Deacon as a modern Fagin
  CCR 23
- Trapnel on Naturalism and
  BFR 229

"On his Drinking a Bowl" (Rochester) – NJ thinks on hatred for army life expressed in

"Orlando" (Woolf) – admired by General Conyers but not NJ
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"Orlando Furioso" (Ariosto):
and NJ:
read by: 
whilst researching for book on Burton
in Harrington's translation years later
linked by to:
Gen Conyers on the personal myth
Mr Deacon in the rediscovery of his work
Trapnel in respect of genre
plot of summarised
quoted
relation of to HSH in terms of:
theme:
Orlando as prototypical drop-out
the Valley of Lost Things, waters of Oblivion and Temple of Fame
Time, the Waters of
and Poussin's "Dance to the Music of Time"
characters:
St John Clarke
Barnabas Henderson
Ada Leintwardine
Matilda
Murtlock
Pamela
Dr Trelawney
Widmerpool
"Othello" (Shakespeare) – the negro at Mrs Andriadis's party recalls
"Paper Wine" – L.O. Salvidge’s first volume of collected essays:
part of Salvidge's successful period
and Trapnel's decline:
NJ takes copy in response to Pam
Trapnel's failure to produce review
"Paradise Lost" (Milton) – Mr Deacon's love of the antique spelling in
"Paroles sur la dune" (Hugo) – quoted by Moreland on the bitterness of memory
"The Passing of the Third Floor Back" (Jerome K. Jerome, 1907) – NJ imagines Bagshaw as
"Peer Gynt" (Ibsen): makes NJ reminded of by:
Stourwater
South Kensington after the V1 strike
"The Perfumed Garden" (Sheik Nefzaoui):
Uncle Giles’ copy of:
found by NJ among his belongings
given to Bob Duport
NJ's meditation on
"Pericles" (Shakespeare) – Mr Deacon applies to his theory of picture-framing
"The Philosophy of Poverty" (Proudhon) – Bagshaw on his stepdaughters' competition for Gwinnett
"The Pied Piper" (Browning) – and Shuckerly's dismissal of Shernmaker
"The Pilgrim's Progress" (John Bunyan, 1678) – the approach of Apollyon:
Moreland and NJ remember fear of from childhood
NJ reminded of by Murtlock at Stourwater
"The Prisoner of Zenda" (Anthony Hope, 1894) – possible source of Flavia's name
"Profiles in String" – Trapnel's doomed second novel
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"I Promessi Sposi" (Manzoni) — cited by Moreland in relation to Donners and Matilda
TK 276

"Prometheus Unbound" (Shelley) — Crowding on Trapnel's reappearance in The Hero of Acre
TK 35-6

"Public School Verse" (annually from 1921-6) — Mark Members' first poem published in
QU 171, 195-6

"Puck of Pook's Hill" (Kipling) — Gwatkin:

- carries battered copy of
- discusses favourite stories in with NJ
- inspired by "A Song to Mithras" from

VB 63; SA 18

"Purged Not in Let he" — one of the many post-war autobiographies which NJ has to review
BFR 7

"Quæsitum Meritum" (Rowland Egerton-Warburton, 1877) — as example of Templer's literary taste
AW 50

"Quo Vadis" (Henryk Sienkiewicz, 1896) — as an example of an old classical taste
LM 168-9

"Remembrance of Things Past" (Proust) — NJ:

- sees Bithel's hat as like Saint-Loup's
- reading to alleviate wartimeedium
- reminded of Prince Theodoric by Princess de Guermantes' party
- experiences a madeleine moment when hearing the word "Cabourg"

VB 36; MP 73, 124-5, 151; MP 124-5; MP 172-3

"Russia's Productive System" — part of Erridge's out-of-date collection
BFR 75

"Servitude et Grandeur Militaire" (Vigny):

- and Pennistone:

- read by on train
- expounded at length by

VB 114; VB 114-6, 120, 243; SA 27, 97

"Secretions" — L.O. Salvidge's second volume of collected essays
BFR 254

"Select Charters … of English Constitutional History …" (William Stubbs, 1870)

"Servitude et Grandeur Militaire" (Vigny):

- and Pennistone:

- military experience of provides touchstone for the nature of the soldier's life

VB 114-6, 120, 181, 243-4, 246; SA 27; MP 186

"She" (Haggard) — Templer refers to Mrs Erdleigh as "She who must be obeyed"
AW 109
Sherlock Holmes stories (Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, late c.19) – volume of in Moreland’s flat
"Signe" (Apollinaire – “Alcools”) – Moreland quotes CCR 11
"Simples Contes des Collines”
"Sleeping Beauty" – NJ reminded of by inertia of visitors to Jacky Bragadin’s palazzo CCR 56
"Slow on the Feather" – one of the many post-war autobiographies which NJ has to review TK 119
"Some Things that Matter" (Lord George A. Riddell, 1922):
being read by Uncle Giles when NJ meets him for dinner QU 223
of title of provides virtually the last words of QU QU 223
"A Song to Mithras" (Kipling) "Puck of Pook’s Hill"
Sonnet 107 (Shakespeare) – NJ quotes in an attempt to puncture Murtlock’s superiority HSH 22
Sonnet 130 (Shakespeare) – Dr Brightman’s hair like the coiled wire of the Dark Lady in TK 23
"Sorrows of Satan" (Corelli) – one of only four books in Stonehurst dining room KO 63
"Stella Maris" (Symons) – catty quotation of by Ada Leintwardine on Evadne Clapham’s coiffure BFR 148
"A Stockbroker in Sandals" – one of the many post-war autobiographies which NJ has to review BFR 7
"Der Struwwelpeter" (Heinrich Hoffmann, 1847) – St John Clarke’s hair reminiscent of AW 137
"Stubb’s Charters" (William Stubbs, 1870) – being studied by NJ QU 216
"Sunday Morning" (Stevens – "An American poet") – cited by Delavacquerie on Gwinnett and Death HSH 73
"Sweetskin" – a controversial novel by Alaric Kydd Kydd, Alaric
"Theocritus: a Villanelle" (Theocritus, trans. Wilde) – Stringham teases Le Bas by quoting QU 43
"The Thin Man" (Dashiel Hammett, 1934) – fittingly read to destruction by the bed-ridden Trapnel BFR 204, 215
"The Three Musketeers" (Alexandre Dumas, 1844-5) – NJ on the original D’Artagnan at Maastricht MP 188
"Through the Looking-Glass" (Lewis Carroll, 1872):
and NJ’s passage to a soldier’s life
comparisons to characters from:
Mrs Fettiplace-Jones and the Red Queen KO 94
Bithel halfway between the Walrus and the Carpenter VB 36-7
"Time and Western Man" (Wyndham Lewis, 1927) – Chandler reading in theatre dressing-room CCR 48, 50
"Tomlinson" (Kipling – “Barrack Room Ballads”) – and the theatrical costumiers’ headless figures SA 7-8
"The Tempest" (Shakespeare) – NJ:
imagines Mr Deacon as an actor playing Prospero BM 14
puns on Prince Theodoric’s wartime relationship with his brother MP 24
"To Marguerite" (Arnold) – quoted on the proximity of Div HQ to the Irish Sea SA 22
"To W. A." (William Ernest Henley, 1888) – Moreland teases Donners with KO 127
"Towards the Understanding of Karl Marx" – part of Erridge’s out-of-date collection BFR 75
"Treasure Island" (Stevenson) – Moreland describes Glober as like Long John Silver TK 234
"The Triads" (St Gregory Palamas, c.1338) – Dr Brightman famous for work on TK 8; HSH 55
"Theocritus: a Villanelle" (Theocritus, trans. Wilde) – Stringham teases Le Bas by quoting QU 43
"Theocritus: a Villanelle" (Theocritus, trans. Wilde) – Stringham teases Le Bas by quoting QU 43
"The Three Musketeers" (Alexandre Dumas, 1844-5) – NJ on the original D’Artagnan at Maastricht MP 188
"Unburnt Boats" – Quiggin’s “fragment of autobiography” Quiggin, J.G.
"Uncle Tom's Cabin" (Harriet Beecher Stowe, 1852):
Stringham on Kenyan servants as characters from QU 54
Maclintick cites as exemplar of sentimental stories CCR 204-5
"Venetian Life" (Howells) – Gwinnett recommends TK 66-7
"The Vicar of Wakefield" (Oliver Goldsmith, 1766) – and the destruction of Trapnell’s manuscript BFR 235
"Vitea Lampada" (Sir Henry Newbolt, 1898) – NJ flippantly comforts Gwatkin with VB 190
"Un Voyage à Cythère" (Baudelaire) – Moreland on Stourwater as the playboy’s banal Eldorado KO 142
"War and Peace" (Tolstoy) – exploits of Horaczko’s cavalry reminiscent of MP 32
"War Never Pays!" – pamphlet hawked by Mr Deacon and Gypsy Jones Deacon, Edgar Bosworth
"The Waste Land" ( Eliot):
Barnby sees as epitomising highbrow literature
NJ reminded of during the War by:
the blitz over Belfast SA 21
the Thames MP 118, 154
wedding toast – quoted by Dicky Umfraville at wedding of Clare and Sebastian HSH 184
"The Wife of Candaules" (Théophile Gautier) – Dr Brightman on TK 83, 95
"Wilhelm Meister's Apprenticeship" (Goethe) "Mignon"
Lovell, Caroline

daughter of Chips and Priscilla – VB 145

episodes involved in:

- as a baby at Lady Frederica's on NJ's weekend leave VB 145, 147, 150, 154
- the Cutts / Akworth wedding HSH 208-9

and family:

- daughter of Chips and Priscilla: object of father's anxiety concerning:
  - his will SA 105
  - effects of mother's affair SA 111
  - orphaned by blitz SA 161
  - otherwise mentioned VB 145, 147, 150, 154; SA 109; HSH 209

Lovell grandparents:

- staying with because of mother’s affair SA 109
- to be brought up by after parents’ deaths SA 161

niece of:

- NJ and Isobel VB 145, 150, 154; SA 105, 109, 161; TK 9; HSH 208-9
- Frederica VB 145

cousin of:

- Jonathan Cutts HSH 209
- Sebastian Cutts HSH 209

married to soldier:

- named Alan Thwaites HSH 208
- worried concerning posting of to N.Ireland HSH 208-9

and other characters:

- Sir Bertram Akworth HSH 209
- Clare Akworth HSH 209
- childhood playmate of Barry VB 147, 150, 154
- best friend tutored at university by Dr Brightman TK 9
- Odo Stephens VB 150
Lovell, Chips

friend and brother-in-law of NJ – LM 9

episodes involving:

at Lady Molly’s on the occasion of NJ's:
  first visit LM 18-19, 22-3, 23-5, 27, 30-2, 34-5, 37, 45, 51-2, 80, 90, 159, 164; SA 156, 162

  engagement party LM 234

  chance meeting on the Underground CCR 187-9

  at the Café Royal SA 88-90, 105-15, 122-6, 129, 139

described LM 16; CCR 187

life history:

  child of impecunious elopement LM 16, 211-2

  script-writer at film studio LM 15-18, 23, 25, 39, 80, 113, 210-1, 215; CCR 61; SA 91, 107, 162

  gossip columnist:
    ambition to be LM 16, 18, 212; CCR 187; BFR 132
    work as CCR 187-8; KO 90-1; VB 124; SA 91, 113

  wartime service in Marines:
    commission:
      application for KO 241
      early service VB 119, 154-5; SA 88-9
      promotion to Captain SA 105
    postings:
      East Coast SA 89, 107, 109-10, 122
      HQ of Combined Ops in London SA 89, 105, 110, 129, 140
    ambition:
      for promotion SA 91, 105
      for action SA 165
    and the expense of uniform for MP 15
    death in Blitz on Café Madrid SA 153, 159, 165; MP 129

character:

  winsome cheek LM 16, 23-4; CCR 187

  strong ambitions:
    socially: LM 16; CCR 188; SA 90-1
    to marry well LM 16, 18, 212
    to work as gossip columnist: LM 16-17, 19
    use of connections to further SA 91, 105, 165
    militarily SA 92

  self-styled expert on aristocratic society:
    as typical subjects of gossip LM 19-20, 37, 141-2, 155-8, 214; KO 90-1; VB 146, 206; SA 110, 114-5, 160

  and family connections:
    obsession with ramifications of LM 19, 22, 197, 211-2; KO 38, 90, 234
    love of talking about LM 16, 30-1, 37, 210-11; CCR 61
    psychoanalytical theories concerning LM 213-4; CCR 192, 194
    doubtful reliability as LM 148, 156, 211; CCR 63, 188
    given to opinionated comments on:
      the meaning of "smart" LM 9, 156
      the "tailors' war" MP 15, 190
      adultery and the social classes VB 94
    mixture of realism and romanticism SA 90-2, 107
    tendency to enjoy:
      creation of dramatic effect SA 91, 106-7, 110, 126, 139
      intrigue LM 113, 197
    shortage of money SA 91; MP 15
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Lovell, Chips (cont’d)

car:
- of poor quality
  LM 18, 23; SA 162
- lift to Priscilla after Lady Molly’s soirée
  LM 51-2

and the Sleaford connection:

mother:
- Lord Sleaford’s sister
  LM 16, 211-2
- elopement with painter
  LM 16, 212

uncles:
- early deaths of eldest
  LM 20
- Uncle John:
  - on character of
    LM 20-1
  - and marriage of to Lady Molly
    LM 19-21, 80, 155, 157-9, 212; KO 149; SA 109-10, 160
- Uncle Geoffrey
  LM 20, 212-5; KO 149; CCR 188
- Aunt Alice
  LM 20, 212; CCR 188; MP 81; TK 26

and NJ:
- five years younger than
- colleague of at film studio
- introduction of to:
  - Lady Molly
    LM 18-25, 80, 159; SA 156, 162
  - possible compatibility with Isobel
    LM 23

informant of about:
- the Jeavonses
- the Sleafords:
  - the family
  - Dogdene:
    - the family house
    - the Sleaford Veronese
- the Tollands
- Widmerpool:
  - broken engagement of
  - grief of at abdication
    CCR 188-9
- upper-class life in general
  LM 9, 16, 141, 155-6
- character analysed at length by
  LM 19-22, 24, 155-8; KO 232-3, 235-6; SA 160

and Priscilla Tolland:
- closeness to:
  - as good friend
    MP 15, 130
  - as brother-in-law
    KO 38; VB 94, 119, 146; SA 123
  - use of as:
    - executor
      SA 105, 111
    - confidant
      SA 88-9, 105-11
- early interest in:
  - expressed
    LM 22-3, 45, 51-2, 90; SA 91, 162
  - retained despite period of rejection
    CCR 71, 187-8; SA 90-1
- engagement to
  CCR 216-8, 220; SA 110
- marriage to:
  - honeymoon in Venice
    VB 156
  - effect of on character
    KO 90
  - considered successful
    KO 89-91; VB 119; SA 91, 108-9
  - daughter Caroline:
    - as baby
      KO 91; VB 154
    - with parents
      SA 109, 161
    - concern for:
      - makes beneficiary of will
        SA 105
      - over mother’s affair
        SA 111
      otherwise mentioned
      HSH 209
difficulties in:

- rumours of growing tension: VB 154-5; SA 74, 88, 90, 124
- exacerbated by wartime separation: VB 154-5; SA 74, 107, 108-10, 122, 129-30, 140, 145
- culminate in affair with Stevens: see below

hope for reconciliation at the Café Madrid:

- the plan: SA 109-10, 114-5, 122, 128-30, 139
- the tragic failure: SA 153, 161-2; MP 129-30

also mentioned

- VB 146, 151

and other characters:

Lord Amesbury
Bijou Ardglass
Jumbo Ardglass
Mrs Baldwyn Hodges
Barnby
Mildred Blaides
Fred Collins
Mrs Coneyers
Feingold
Hegarty
Gwen McReith
Lady Molly

Moreland
Ted Jeavons
Pennistone
Max Pilgrim
Nathaniel Sheldon
Sillery
Smith
Odo Stevens:

- seen as similar to: VB 122, 124; SA 108, 131, 145
- and affair of with Priscilla: SA 106-9, 124-5, 128, 139-40; MP 129-30, 140, 145

Prince Theodoric
the Tollands:

Frederica
Blanche
Erridge
George
Hugo
Isobel
Priscilla
Robert
Uncle Alfred
Lady Katherine
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson
Tuffy Weedon
Widmerpool
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Lovell, Lady Priscilla

see Tolland, Lady Priscilla
Lundquist

a Swedish boarder at La Grenadière – QU 113

described
background and character:
  Swedish
  son of legal official student:
    before taking up career as journalist at La Grenadière in Bonn
  self-conceit
the quarrel with Örn:
  rooted in:
    mutual dislike nationalist prejudice
    possibly jealousy over girls
  occasioned by tennis:
    inferiority as player
    superiority in tactics:
      knowledge of the court
      the stratagem of the lob
  lasting rancour of
  ended by Widmerpool's diplomacy
and other characters:
  Berthe
  M Dubuisson
  Mme Dubuisson
  Stringham
  Suzette
  Bill Truscott
  Widmerpool
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Macfaddaan

an officer on the Aldershot course – VB 130

described
schoolmaster in civilian life
anxiety to impress:
  shown in:
    excessive keenness:
      to volunteer
      to produce voluminous written work
      search for alternative plans
    dislike of anonymity
  annoys Brent and NJ

VB 130
VB 130
VB 130
VB 130-1, 135, 142
VB 130-1
VB 130
Macfie, Major

Medical Officer at Div HQ – SA 66

military career:
- Major in RAMC – SA 66
- regular soldier – SA 66
- pre-war service in India – SA 66
- DADMS at Div HQ – SA 66, 164, 218-9, 221

unsociable character:
- at meal-times in 'F' mess – SA 66-7, 71, 164
- on death of Biggs – SA 221

and other characters:
- Biggs:
  - dislike of – SA 66-7, 71
  - after death of – SA 218-9, 221
- Colonel Pedlar – SA 218-9
- Soper – SA 164
- Stringham – SA 69
- Widmerpool – SA 221
## Macgivering

a British Liaison Officer – TK 209

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>at Army reunion</th>
<th>TK 209-10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>described</td>
<td>TK 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and the war:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spell at War Office predates NJ's</td>
<td>TK 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>injured at home in Blitz</td>
<td>TK 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>invalided out of Army</td>
<td>TK 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>business:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>public relations</td>
<td>TK 209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>connected with motor industry</td>
<td>TK 209</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maclintick

a music critic and friend of Moreland – CCR 11

episodes involved in:
  at the Mortimer and Casanova's Chinese Restaurant  CCR 19-20, 22-4, 27-9, 31-2, 34-41, 105-6, 203, 207
  at Mrs Foxe's party for Moreland's symphony  CCR 139, 144-9, 153, 163, 180, 183, 197; MP 101
at home:
  NJ's first visit  CCR 103-7, 108-14, 116-20
  after Audrey's departure  CCR 23, 196-7, 198-207, 208, 210
described  CCR 22, 35, 108, 144, 198
described
background:
  parents  CCR 202
  dead sister  CCR 170
  once taken to Strindberg's wife's night club  CCR 12
  educated at Bonn  KO 87
character:
  irascible nature:  CCR 19, 22, 35, 104, 105, 117, 145-8, 198, 206-8
  arrested on anti-fascist demonstration  CCR 118
  professional problems caused by  CCR 105, 196-7
depressive tendency:
  permanent melancholy  CCR 23-4, 28, 31-2, 34, 105, 108
  suicide:
    early hints of  CCR 36, 104, 120, 183, 210-11
    accomplished by gas  CCR 208-9
    effect of on Moreland  CCR 209-13; KO 248
    recalled  SA 117, 119
    brought to mind by Trapnel's flat  BFR 203, 242
sentimental romanticism:
  as ineradicable trait:
    sits ill with "spleenetic exterior"  CCR 23-4, 105-6
    causes interior conflicts  CCR 23-4, 106
  expressed in:
    attitude to Moreland  CCR 23-4
    love of:
      Pimlico  CCR 105, 115
      German philosophers  KO 87
    tenderness towards prostitutes  CCR 105-6, 148; SA 148; TK 18-19
opinions:
  honesty of  CCR 183, 197
  generally acerbic on:
    politics  CCR 117-9
    marriage  CCR 145, 202-5
    society parties  CCR 146-7, 163, 183
    women  CCR 105-6, 148
  strictly disapproving on:
    homosexuality  CCR 22-4, 28, 34, 37-8, 145
    the occult  KO 87
    womanising  CCR 34-40, 203
lifestyle:
  shabbiness of:
    "calculatedly humdrum appearance"  CCR 22, 108, 198
    "horrible little dwelling"  CCR 104-9, 111, 115, 198-9, 208, 210; SA 155; BFR 203, 242; TK 245
  hatred of:
    social occasions  CCR 145-6, 183
    formal dress  CCR 147, 163
    penchant for The Nag's Head  CCR 147-8, 196-7
shortage of money

CCR 105-6, 110, 120, 197, 199

drink:

love of Irish whiskey

CCR 22, 31, 114, 144-5, 149

excessive consumption of

CCR 22, 144, 173, 180, 183, 198-9, 204-7

pipe-smoking

CCR 35, 109, 117-8, 120, 147

and music:

central to life:

love of inherited from mother

CCR 202

incomparable to effect of other arts

CCR 204

as critic:

profession

CCR 20, 23, 27, 57, 109, 109, 170, 183, 196-8, 200-2, 207, 209; SA 132

loss of job through independence of expression

CCR 196-8, 200

of Moreland:

the symphony

CCR 145-9

"Tone Poem Vieux Port"

SA 132

personal library

CCR 107-9, 116-7, 120

and particular composers:

Chabrier

CCR 108, 117, 120

Delius

CCR 27

Sarasate

CCR 29

Shostakovitch

CCR 118

Smetana

CCR 147; MP 101

love of Russian

CCR 114, 118

work on Renaissance

BFR 128

magnum opus on musical theory:

unfinished

CCR 105, 114-5; SA 117

unreadable

CCR 114-5; SA 117

torn in pieces and flushed down lavatory

SA 117

on the perennial changelessness of musicians' lives

BFR 128

and Audrey:

meeting with and fatal attraction to

CCR 31, 104-21, 145, 147-9, 153, 155-6, 163-4, 170-4, 176, 180, 197, 202, 208; SA 116, 118, 132, 141, 148, 155; MP 62

acrimonious attrition of

CCR 109; SA 120

no desire for children from

CCR 117, 122-3, 132

some suggestion of amicability in

CCR 196-7, 199-200, 205; SA 115-7; TK 243

end of caused by elopement with Carolo

CCR 103, 139; SA 122-3, 148

also mentioned

CCR 199-200

and see Maclintick, Audrey

and Moreland:

as friend:

devotion to

CCR 22-3, 34, 104, 108, 112, 146-8, 153, 183, 204, 213; SA 119

regarded by with sympathy

CCR 104-6, 114, 119-1, 171, 196-200, 206-7, 209; SA 116-7; TK 18-19

introduced to NJ by

CCR 19

effect of death on

CCR 209-13; KO 248; SA 117

as musician:

hero worship of as creative artist

CCR 23-4, 57, 183, 207

understanding of as composer

CCR 11, 145-9

considered by as a critic

CCR 57; SA 117, 132, 153; BFR 128

discussions with on:

the seduction of women

CCR 35-8, 203

marriage

CCR 202-5

music

CCR 114, 117-8, 203-5
Maclintick (cont’d)

remembered by
BFR 128
also mentioned
CCR 12, 31; KO 87; SA 121; BFR 203

and other characters:

Barnby

Carolo:

low opinion of as musician
CCR 29, 111
iritation with as lodger
CCR 110-4, 116, 119-20, 199, 206
consideration of as seducer of Audrey
CCR 199, 201, 203
also mentioned
CCR 147, 180, 196; SA 115-7; TK 243, 245

Norman Chandler
CCR 27, 37-8, 145

Mr Deacon
CCR 22-3, 27-8, 31, 34, 37-8

Mrs Foxe:
gratitude to for support of Moreland
CCR 155
admired by for honesty
CCR 183

Buster Foxe:
mistakes for the butler
CCR 144-5, 149
compares to Baron Scarpia
CCR 145

Gossage:
as fellow-critic
CCR 20, 27-8, 57, 139, 145-7, 200-2; SA 132; MP 101
confides in
CCR 106, 201
iritated by
CCR 24, 28, 145-8, 196
as source of introduction to Audrey
CCR 200-2
well treated by after death
CCR 209-10

NJ:

first introduced to
CCR 19
dislike of sensed by
CCR 19, 104, 196
compared to Le Bas
CCR 207
attempt by to understand
CCR 200, 208, 212-3
remembered by in relation to:

X. Trapnel
BFR 203, 242
TK 18-19

Widmerpool

Matilda
CCR 149, 153, 155, 204, 205-6, 209

Norma
CCR 34

Stanley
CCR 200-2

Stringham
CCR 163-4

Dr Trelawney
KO 87; SA 121
Maclintick, Audrey

shrewish wife of Maclintick – CCR 31

episodes involved in:

- NJ's first visit to Maclintick's house
- at Mrs Foxe's party for Moreland's symphony
- the evening of the Blitz:
  - at the Café Royal
- at home
- at the performance of the "Seraglio"

described:

- normally at home
- dressed:
  - bizarrely at Mrs Foxe's party
  - inelegantly at the Café Royal
  - at the "Seraglio"

brother

- wartime work in canteen

character:

- permanent air of "formidable discontent":
  - as defining trait

bellicosity:

- ill manners to guests
- deliberate creation of quarrels
- seizure of opportunities to complain to:
  - Carolo
  - NJ
  - Odo Stevens
  - Stringham

lonesomeness

- opinions expressed on:
  - politics
  - music
  - poor housekeeping
  - softened in later years

and Maclintick:

- first meeting with:
  - through brother Stanley
- mutual attraction

marriage to:

- wretched misery of:
  - utter incompatibility
  - corrosive hatred
  - constant attrition

particular quarrels in concerning:

- the gas fire
- Carolo
- the Spanish Civil War
- housework
- Moreland's symphony
- Matilda
- some suggestion of amicability in
- childlessness of
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contempt for work of Carolo against:
- domestic arrangements
- carping comparisons
- elopement:
  - foreseen by Matilda
  - brings end to marriage
reaction to suicide of and other men:
Carolo:
- as landlady to
- elopement with
- lives with for three years
- left by
- concerned by sight of at the "Seraglio"
Moreland:
- in relation to Maclintick:
  - regarded by with:
    - apprehension
    - puzzlement
    - jealousy of friendship with
    - after death of
  - as mistress of:
    - development of relationship with
    - jealousy of over Priscilla
    - maternal figure to
- quietness of life with
- never marries
- and music of
- and foibles of
- also mentioned
and other characters:
Norman Chandler
Pamela Flitton – compared to in:
- air of resentment
- dress
Mrs Foxe
Glober
Gossage
Isobel
Gypsy Jones
Rosie Manasch
Matilda
Max Pilgrim:
- as landlady to
- maternal figure to
Odo Stevens:
- antagonism towards
- softened by:
  - charm of
  - quarrel of with Priscilla
- mentioned at the "Seraglio" with
Stringham:
  tamed by teasing of
  flirtatious response to
  uses as ear for complaints about marriage
  reaction to departure of

Priscilla

Tuffy Weedon:
  objection to
  defeat by

Maclintick, Audrey (cont’d)
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Maelgwyn-Jones

NJ's Battalion Adjutant – VB 13

described VB 53
short temper VB 53, 216, 218-9
and the Army:
regular soldier VB 53, 99
ambitious VB 53
unsentimental attitude to VB 53, 76, 108, 222
as Battalion Adjutant:
general references to VB 13, 24, 53, 108, 216, 232; SA 59
efficient and hard-working VB 53
concern for internal security VB 71, 78-9
and other officers:
Bithel VB 24, 203-4
Gwatkin:
very different from VB 53
irritation with over:
pass-word fiasco VB 216-9
Sayce's helmet VB 221-2
the hand-over to Kedward VB 232-4
rebukes of recalled by NJ SA 59
also mentioned VB 13, 99, 108
Kedward VB 217, 233
NJ:
confused with assistant by VB 13
announces posting of to:
Aldershot course VB 108
Div HQ VB 232-4
Widmerpool's predecessor VB 232, 248
General Liddament VB 99-100
Parry VB 13
and Pendry's funeral VB 108
Maiden

an Old Boy of Le Bas’s house – AW 184

described at school: remembered by NJ as contemporary nervous obsession with time

AW 184-5, 189-90

as adult: business in margarine

AW 189

retains nervous character

AW 189-90, 204

at Le Bas’s dinner: organiser of

chance meetings lead to attendance at by: NJ

AW 185

Stringham

AW 189

and others present: Templer

Widmerpool: sits by

AW 199, 204

reaction to speech of

AW 204

and Le Bas’s collapse

AW 205
Maliphant, Mrs

an ex-actress – TK 76

experiences as actress:
  date back to 1870's        TK 76
  rumoured affairs with the famous  TK 76
  memoirs of                TK 76
  now garbled in malapropic memory TK 77

and Glober:
  at dinner party given by   TK 76-7
  as possible publisher of memoirs TK 76
# Manasch, Sir Herbert and Lady

patrons of the arts and parents of Rosie – CCR 41

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>parents of Rosie</th>
<th>BM 49; CCR 172-3; BFR 108; TK 168, 230, 236-7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>friends of:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacky Bragadin</td>
<td>TK 168</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Molly</td>
<td>LM 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonard Short</td>
<td>TK 236-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and the arts:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>supportive interest in:</td>
<td>BFR 108; TK 230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mantle of inherited by Rosie and Odo Stevens</td>
<td>TK 230, 236-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>patrons of:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barnby</td>
<td>AW 77, 156; CCR 41; BFR 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreland</td>
<td>CCR 173; BFR 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Mark Members:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>frequent attendance by at house parties</td>
<td>LM 219</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rejection of pleas by to be involved in literature</td>
<td>BFR 108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sir Herbert as businessman:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concerning Donners-Brebner and the Balkans</td>
<td>BM 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>granted Papal audience</td>
<td>BM 54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Manasch, Isadore

a Bohemian poet – BFR 110

relation of Rosie Manasch
disreputable character
painted by Toulouse-Lautrec
small poetic output
Manasch, Leopold

former owner of Stourwater – BM 192

uncle of Rosie
enthusiasm for hunting and Stourwater:
expense of keeping
sale of to Sir Magnus Donners
Manasch, Rosie

a wealthy member of the social and artistic scene – BM 38

episodes involving:
- dinner at Eaton Square then the Huntercombes’ ball
- weekend party at Hinton Hoo – and thence Stourwater
- party at the Flores’
- "Fission" launch-party
- in Venice at Florian’s
- hosts the performance of the "Seraglio"

BM 38, 40-1, 44, 46-7, 51, 54-5, 60-1, 63, 67-69, 198
BM 38-5, 192, 194, 200, 204-5, 210, 212, 220, 228,
232; BFR 111

BM 185-6, 192, 194, 200, 204-5, 210, 212, 220, 228,
230

TK 230-1, 236-8, 245, 252-4, 258; HSH 46

described

BM 38, 67, 185; LM 177; BFR 110; TK 166

family:
- Jewish
- daughter of Sir Herbert
- cousin of Jimmy Klein
- Uncle Leopold
- Isadore
- at Papal audience with
- "Proustian" ancestor

BM 49; CCR 172-3; BFR 108; TK 168, 230, 236-7
BM 68; BFR 109-10
BM 192
BFR 110
BM 54
MP 125

character:
- great talker
- mixture of animation and melancholy
- air of alluring mystery
- house in Regent’s Park

TK 171
BM 67-9
BM 67-8; BFR 110; TK 166
KO 74; TK 230

generosity:

charity work:
- wartime
- African

BFR 108
TK 230-2

patronage of the arts:
- "Fission":
  - the "mysterious lady"
  - funds launch party
  - politically unconcerned with
  - withdraws after "Sad Majors"
- the "Seraglio"

BFR 101, 109-10, 140
BFR 130
BFR 153
BFR 221-223

TK 230-1, 233, 236-7, 245; HSH 46

mildness of political views

BFR 153; HSH 48

given to malicious comments:

on:
- the Bridgnorths
- Donners
- Pamela
- Mr and Mrs Foxe
- Audrey Maclintick
- Anne Stepney
- Peggy Stepney
- Stringham
- Baby Wentworth
- Widmerpool ("the Frog Footman")
- Matilda

BM 232
BFR 109, 111
TK 169
BM 68
BFR 110
BM 67-8
BM 67-8; BFR 110-11
BM 67-8, 232
TK 169

BM 67; BFR 109, 111; TK 169

BFR 109

to:
- Eleanor
- Pardoe

BM 192
BM 54-5

and the arts:

interest in:
- music
- the Haig statue
- X.Trapnel

BM 40-1; TK 231; HSH 48
BM 46-7
BFR 111
on Isadore’s involvement in KO 110
taste displayed in house TK 230
patronage of see above
and network of influential acquaintances:
Jacky Bragadin TK 168-9, 173-4
Sir Magnus Donners:
and Stourwater:
linked to by ownership of BM 192
visit to, including the dungeon BM 212, 220; BFR 111
and art collection of BFR 109
and Udall’s rivalry with TK 167
the Gorings BM 68
the Huntercombes BM 68, 210
Lady Molly LM 219; TK 231
Leonard Short TK 236-7
the Stepney girls:
Lady Anne:
at finishing school with BM 67
at the Eaton Square dinner with BM 38, 51
Lady Peggy:
on suitors of BM 67-8, 198
loathed by CCR 172-3
Prince Theodoric BM 192, 210; BFR 111
the Walpole-Wilsons:
general friendship with BM 38, 40-1, 60
particular object of:
Sir Gavin’s tenderness BM 44, 49, 51, 185-6, 194, 228
Miss Janet’s guarded acceptance BM 189, 210
Eleanor BM 185, 192, 210
the political and artistic establishment in general KO 74; BFR 254; TK 231, 237-8; HSH 48
and husbands:
Jock Udall:
difficult marriage to MP 249; BFR 109, 221
use of Fleet Street connections of BFR 254
other references CCR 172; KO 74; BFR 108; TK 167
Andrzejewski:
met during wartime charity work for Poles BFR 108-9
death of after few months BFR 109
Odo Stevens:
first noticed by BFR 140
growing relationship with BFR 153, 221-2; TK 166
uses influence to promote "Sad Majors" by BFR 221, 223, 254
battle with Matilda over TK 166-7; HSH 48, 50, 60
marriage to TK 166; HSH 50
taming influence on:
lifestyle TK 166-70, 175, 230-1, 237-8, 245, 252, 257
children TK 166
and NJ:
foot in taxi mistaken by for Barbara’s BM 61
seen by as mysterious representative of Bohemian circle BM 67-8
wartime glimpse of BFR 108
and the memories of:
recalled to by girl in Dicky Umfraville’s club LM 177
recalls Billson by story of maid in London house KO 74-5
and other characters:
Bagshaw BFR 101, 130, 153
Barnby:
friendship with AW 77, 156
rumours of affair with

Howard Craggs
Polly Duport
Ferrand-Sénéschal
Pamela
Archie Gilbert
Glober
Barbara Goring
Audrey Maclintick
Moreland
Pardoe
Stringham
Jean Temple
Hugo Tolland
Isobel
Baby Wentworth
Widmerpool
Matilda:

dislike of
rivalry with over:

Odo Stevens
respective salons
also mentioned

BFR 108
BFR 140
TK 175, 238
TK 174
BFR 110-11; TK 169, 173-6, 237
BM 38, 60; MP 249
TK 169, 238
BM 60
BFR 110; TK 232, 253, 258
CCR 173; BFR 109-10; TK 233, 236, 252-4, 258
BM 40-41, 54-5, 185, 210, 220
BM 67-8, 198, 232; CCR 172-3
BFR 108
TK 230
TK 231
TK 169
BM 67; BFR 109-11; TK 169
BFR 109; 50, 60
TK 166-7; HSH 48, 50, 60
TK 167; HSH 48
BFR 110; TK 238, 245
Mantle, Corporal

NJ's Platoon Corporal at Div HQ – SA 11

described

background:

father newsagent SA 11
local government clerk in civilian life SA 46

and the Army:

Corporal in Defence Platoon at Div HQ:
air-raid duty SA 11, 21, 44-6, 181
good at job SA 11, 45-6

application for commission:
supported by NJ SA 46, 73, 181, 208

opposed:

by Col Hogbourne-Johnson SA 11, 45-6
with Widmerpool's agreement SA 45-6, 73
because too good as NCO SA 45-6,

finally passed as W'pool's parting revenge on H-J SA 208-9
Marinko

Jugoslav military attaché – MP 171

Jugoslav military attaché:
on trip to Brussels  MP 171-2, 174
and factional politics:
supporter of Mihailovich  MP 172, 220
loses job to Tito supporter  MP 220
character:
melancholy  MP 172
desire for eau-de-cologne  MP 174
Marthe

the cook at La Grenadière – QU 119

described:
  aged 18 QU 119
  suffers from goitre QU 119
as cook at La Grenadière:
  permanently occupied in kitchen:
    segregated as occupying lowest social stratum QU 119
    disregarded as suspect for Widmerpool graffito QU 156
  very good at job QU 119
Masham, Captain

a British Liaison Officer — SA 93

described — SA 93

work in military liaison:

Captain in Intelligence Corps — SA 93-4, 97-8, 100
and the Free French:

   responsibility for — SA 93-8, 100, 102-3; MP 89
   extreme francophilia — MP 89
   opinion of de Gaulle — MP 89-90

and NJ:

   friendliness towards — SA 94-6
   has read novel by — SA 94-5
   interviews as regards proficiency in French — SA 94-7; MP 90, 144
   marks as failure — SA 100, 102-3

and other characters:

   Borrit — MP 89
   Finn — MP 90, 98, 100
   Kernével — SA 93-4; MP 144
   Pennistone — SA 97, 102-3; MP 89
   Szymanski — SA 93, 102; MP 89
Maureen

described

family background:

from the Republic

uncle in WW1

and the pub:

owned by parents

work as barmaid in

flirts with:

customers

Gwylt

everyone in sight

and Gwatkin:

object of infatuation by

developments in relationship with:

asked out by

agrees to sex with

shatters illusions of

cause of damaging distraction to

and NJ:

jocular attitude to

assessed by:

in general

as possible girl for Barnby
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M'Cracken

first husband of Mildred Blaides – LM 43

war record:

Flying Corps pilot  
LM 43

killed in raid over Germany  
LM 43

and Mildred Blaides:

first husband of  
LM 42-3, 62

short marriage to ended by death  
LM 42-3
McReith, Lady (Gwen)

a widowed friend of the Templers – QU 80

episodes involving:

NJ's first visit to the Templers’
"The Bartered Bride"
(reporting) Templer's dinner at the Carlton Grill

described

wartime officer in one of the women’s services:
in command of:

Bijou Ardglass
Norah Tolland
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson

also mentioned

husband:
business associate of Mr Templer
knighted just before death

character:

humour:
regarded as amusing
described as sardonic
shown as frivolous and loud

slovenliness

sexual chemistry of:
first stir’s NJ’s awareness of physical attraction
and Peter Templer:
flirtation with
sex with
brought to mind by Mme Dubuisson
ambivalence of suggested by:
comments by Jean
relationships with:
Babs
Norah and Eleanor
Pamela

and other characters:

Bijou Ardglass
Jimmy Brent
Sunny Farebrother
Pamela Flitton
Chips Lovell
Jimmy Stripling

the Templers:
in general
Mr Templer
Babs
Betty
Jean
Peter
Norah Tolland
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson
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Members, Lenore

wife of Mark – TK 10

author and journalist TK 10; HSH 42
much married TK 10
and America:
native of TK 10
spends large amounts of time in HSH 39, 42, 88
on the involvement of CIA:
in the Widmerpool spy affair HSH 42
in the death of Pamela HSH 42
and Mark Members:
older than TK 10
marriage to as fourth husband TK 10
good relationship with HSH 39
much time spent apart from HSH 39, 88
part of Matilda's set with TK 21-2
and Widmerpool:
meets at American university HSH 42
opinion on spy scandal of HSH 42
describes change in:
growth of new power base HSH 42-3
mental disturbance HSH 42-3, 45, 110
Members, Mark

a poet and ubiquitous member of the literary scene – QU 171

episodes involving:
- Sillery's soirée
  QU 171-7, 179-81, 183-4, 195-6, 203; AW 54; HSH 117
- Short's lunch-parties
  QU 196, 203-4; BM 251-2
- Mr Deacon's birthday party
  BM 247, 251-8; AW 60-1, 139; LM 107, 221
- in Hyde Park after the Isbister exhibition
  AW 127-39; CCR 80
- NJ's engagement party
  LM 217-223

brief encounters at:
- "The Duchess of Malfi"
  CCR 45
- the Scarlet Pimpernel
  KO 250-2
- the "Fission" launch-party
  BFR 135-7
- the Donners Memorial Prize:
  committee meetings for presentation dinner
  HSH 54-6, 63-7, 69-72
  HSH 86, 88-93, 99, 101, 113-4
- the Royal Academy banquet
  HSH 113-5, 117, 119, 126

described
- QU 171, 174; BM 251-2, 254; AW 28, 127, 129; BFR 12, 135; HSH 38-9, 113

as man of letters:

poet:
output:
- three or four early books
  BM 256
- declines over time
  HSH 88

titles mentioned:
- "Iron Aspidistra":
  in "Public School Verse 1923" QU 171, 196; HSH 88
  appreciated by:
  - Edmund Gosse
    QU 171
  - NJ
    QU 196
  - lionised by Sillery
    QU 173, 180-1
  - "H-Bomb Eclogue" (1966)
    HSH 88
  - "Collected Poems"
    HSH 88

style:
- influences
  QU 183; AW 93
- phases of taste:
  - art for art's sake
    AW 55
  - modernism & psychoanalysis
    AW 55, 123, 127, 134; LM 219
  - half-hearted communism
    LM 219
  - suicidal German romanticism
    LM 219

reputation:
- beginnings of
  QU 171, 173, 180-1, 196; HSH 117
- gradual establishment of
  BM 247, 251-3, 256; AW 66-7, 80
- culmination of in:
  fame
  AW 80, 127; HSH 99

awards of:
- literary prize
  HSH 57
- decoration
  HSH 113

also commended by:
- Jean Duport
  AW 67
- the undergraduate Fenneau
  HSH 117
- Quiggin
  AW 93, 127

also mentioned
- HSH 117

critic:
work as for:
- Boggis & Stone
  AW 125-6, 129; HSH 67
Members, Mark (cont’d)

an influential weekly:

- beginning of: BM 252-4
- as assistant literary editor: CCR 65, 103, 185

highly regarded by:

- NJ: BM 253, 258
- Short: BM 253

also mentioned: CCR 133, 189; KO 251; TK 10

lecturing:

- in America: LM 126, 202, 219-20
- in Oxford: BFR 12, 26

faux pas committed as:

- in controversy with Dr Trelawney: KO 88; HSH 120
- admonished for by Dr Brightman: HSH 55

opinions as of:

- Alaric Kydd: TK 12
- Quentin Shuckerly: TK 12
- Truscott’s verse: BFR 12
- Vox Populi: BM 256-7

speech on Trapnel at Donners Prize dinner: HSH 86-7, 99

travel writer – “Baroque Interlude”:

doyen of the literary establishment:

general eminence as: HSH 39

ubiquitous “spare man” at intellectual parties: LM 217, 219-20

international cultural conferences:

- attempt to create movement for: BFR 136-7, 139-40
- regular attender at: TK 10-11, 21-2, 166
- meets wife at: TK 10

the Venice Conference:

- involvement in organising: TK 9-13, 15, 24, 47, 194
- failure to attend in person: TK 10, 12; HSH 56

membership of prize committees:

- the Donners Memorial: HSH 54-6, 63-8, 69-72, 82, 99
- many other: HSH 47, 55, 72

misses Soviet Embassy lunch through illness: TK 220

careful promotion of self:

cultivation of image:

- in youth:
  - the student aesthete: QU 171, 174-5, 180, 184, 196; BM 251-2; AW 127, 130; HSH 38-9
  - the "professional young man": BFR 12-13

- in maturity:
  - the veteran sage: BFR 135; HSH 38-9
  - the elder statesman: BFR 136-7; TK 11-12

pursuit of ambitions:

evident in:

- toadying to Sillery: QU 171, 176, 183
- attempts to impress Truscott: QU 179-80
- persona of the "coming man": BM 253
- shifts in self-presentation: BM 251-2, 254, 257; LM 219-20; HSH 38-9

unfulfilled concerning:

- Truscott & Donners-Brebner: QU 179-80, 183-4
- patronage of the Manasches: BM 253, 257
- struggle over St John Clarke: BFR 108

see below

successful in the literary world:

- as writer: CCR 66, 133-4;
- as ambassador of culture: TK 10, 97
as grand old man of letters HSH 39
use of the progressive agenda:
  pragmatism of views concerning:
    lack of ideological conviction AW 55, 93; LM 219; CCR 76
    astute sense of fashion LM 219
examples of:
  Ministry of Information work BFR 26
  promotion of Odo Stevens BFR 135-6, 139-40
  name-dropping BFR 26, TK 12-13
increasing fondness for:
  luxury AW 38; TK 11
  drink HSH 101, 113
  own voice HSH 65-6, 86-7, 99
snobbery:
  intellectual LM 219-20, 222; BFR 12; HSH 119-20
  social QU 204; LM 220
streak of malice BM 254; LM 107, 202, 220-1; CCR 45, 103-4; BFR 12, 157; HSH 56, 71, 90
epigrammatic remarks:
  in persona of the aesthete QU 180, 184
  expression of ironic opinions on:
    the Abdication CCR 133-4
    Mr Deacon's party BM 253
    highbrows CCR 45
    the intellectual dinner circuit LM 219-20
    Moreland CCR 45
    Quiggin's politics AW 55; CCR 133-4
    temporary kings TK 11, 24
    X. Trapnel BFR 157
    Vox Populi BM 257
  and women:
    predilection for AW 35, 182
rumours:
  concerning Mona LM 221
  of impending marriage to rich girl CCR 66
Shermaker's scandals concerning TK 10
own joke concerning HSH 113-4
fourth husband of American author TK 10, 22; HSH 39, 88
and NJ:
  and the Isbister introduction:
    as prime cause of the problems concerning AW 32, 36, 39, 41
    Mrs Erdleigh's prophecy on AW 22
    viewed by as possible character for novel AW 39
    employment of as reviewer CCR 66, 103, 133
    introduced as contemporary of BFR 26
and St John Clarke:
  position as secretary to:
    appointment to:
      first mentioned BM 254-6
      swallowing of critical discernment over BM 254-5
  work in:
    excellence of AW 28, 34, 127-8
    exertion of modernising influence AW 29, 32, 34, 39, 130-4; CCR 82
    and the Isbister introduction AW 32, 36, 39, 41-2, 57
  competition with Quiggin over:
    roots of BM 255
    Mrs Erdleigh's prophecy concerning AW 22
culmination of:

Quiggin's successful coup
AW 56-60, 67, 80-1, 83, 107, 120, 122-3, 126-7, 128-34; LM 126; CCR 65

failure of counter-coup
AW 106-7, 122

dwindles into occasional librarianship
AW 58, 126, 131

also mentioned
AW 125; LM 126; CCR 75-6, 80-2, 92, 103-4, 184-6, 217-8, 220; BFR 163-4; HSH 38-9

and possible homosexuality of:

unfounded rumours of own relationship with
AW 34-5

own suggestion of relationship with Isbister
HSH 40

opinions of:

as a person:
affection for
AW 131, 136-7, 139

gossipy stories about
CCR 80-2, 184-6; BFR 163-4; HSH 40

as a writer
BM 254-5; AW 28; CCR 185

on death of
CCR 184-6

part in television programme on
HSH 38-40

and Quiggin:

closeness of background with:
impish suggestion of Sillery concerning:
proximity of homes
QU 176-7, 179, 204-5; AW 54, 120; BM 256

relationship as cousins
AW 54; HSH 38

finally admitted
HSH 39

rivalry with:

evident at university
QU 174, 176-7, 184, 204; BM 251; HSH 38

emphasised in:

attitudes to art and politics
AW 55, 93, 125-6, 129-30; CCR 76

competition over employment:
in journalism
AW 59

as St John Clarke's secretary
see above

also mentioned
BM 254; AW 22, 54, 66; LM 107, 220-1

friendship with:

general references to
BM 251, 253-7; AW 55, 80-1, 67, 131, 180-2; LM 107, 126, 203; CCR 65-6, 133-4; KO 250-2;
BFR 13, 135; HSH 37-8, 90

evident in:

mutual professional help:
employment
AW 125, 131; CCR 65-6; 133-4, 189; KO 251

promotion of work
BM 255,

reaction to Mona's defection
LM 220-1

marriage to Ada:

witness at wedding
BFR 224

comments on
HS 37-8, 88

seen by NJ:

as somehow linked:

inseparably
BM 247, 255-8; AW 53-4; LM 107; CCR 92, 185-6, 218

inversely
BM 251; AW 54; CCR 65-6, 133-4

as representative of opposite traditions
BM 257-8

eexpression of opinion on:
in own version of the coup
AW 129-34

concerning particular topics:

background
QU 204

literary talent
AW 131

political posturing
AW 55, 129-30; LM 202-3; CCR 133-4; HSH 37-8, 114

treatment of St John Clarke
AW 139
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teasing of over: bourgeoisification
  troubles with the twins
also mentioned
and other characters:
Bagshaw
Barnby
Brandreth
Dr Emily Brightman
Harold Brightman
Evadne Clapham
Howard Craggs
Malcolm Crowding
Gibson Delavacquerie
Mr Deacon
Sir Magnus Donners
Jean Duport
Erridge
Canon Fenneau
Ferrand-Sénéschal
Pamela Filton
Vernon Gainsborough
Archie Gilbert
Russell Gwinnett
Isbister
Alaric Kydd
the Manasches
Lady Molly
Ted Jeavons
Ada Leintwardine
Mona
Moreland
Morwenna
the Quiggin twins
L.O.Salvidge
Mrs Salvidge
Shermmaker
Short
Quentin Shuckerly
Sillery
Smethyck
Odo Stevens
Stringham
Alfred Tolland
X.Trapnel
Dr Trelawney
Bill Truscott
Lady Anne Umfraville
Widmerpool
Matilda
**Mercy**

the housemaid at Stonehurst – KO 8-9

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>at Stonehurst:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>housemaid</td>
<td>KO 8-9, 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lives locally</td>
<td>KO 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and Mrs Gullick:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>introduced by</td>
<td>KO 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>respect for</td>
<td>KO 46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on hand with to help after Billson's breakdown</td>
<td>KO 64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>not bothered by:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ghosts</td>
<td>KO 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the controversy over the cake</td>
<td>KO 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the triangle of love</td>
<td>KO 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opinions on expressed by:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Albert</td>
<td>KO 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Billson</td>
<td>KO 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edith</td>
<td>KO 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>character:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comparative youth</td>
<td>KO 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>severity of:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demeanour</td>
<td>KO 24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>views as member of narrow religious sect</td>
<td>KO 23-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reluctance to work</td>
<td>KO 46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Michael

a Naval officer – MP 110

present at one of Widmerpool's meetings MP 110-12

described MP 110

suspicious of Russia over Katyn MP 110-1

and other characters:

irritation at Tompsitt's insouciance MP 110-1

object of Widmerpool's jollity MP 112
Michalski

a Polish Army Officer – MP 31

described

scion of dynasty of portraitists

career:

industrial designer

the Polish Army:

in France with
ADC to General Kielkiewicz
ranked Second-Lieutenant

bitter sense of humour

and NJ:

good relationship with
source of information for on Polish personnel

and other characters:

Pamela Flitton
Pennistone
Bobrowski
Horaczko
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character:
gloomy QU 208
obsessive QU 208-9
and other characters:
Buster Foxe QU 212
Sillery QU 209
Stringham:
college scout of QU 208-12
loathed by QU 208-9
attempt to control QU 208
Mona

sometime model and member of the Bohemian set – BM 252

episodes involving:

Mr Deacon's birthday party
- BM 252-4, 258; AW 60-1, 66, 83; LM 221
at the Ritz
- AW 46-7, 60-69
at home for the weekend party
- AW 70, 72-3, 79-87, 90-3, 95-6, 98-110, 141, 147; MP 137-8
the Hunger March
- AW 136-9, 143, 146, 173; CCR 80
NJ's visit to Thrubworth
- LM 102, 106-13, 116-7, 119-21, 123-32, 134, 136, 138, 141, 1467, 149, 153-4, 204; CCR 129; BFR 62
Erridge's funeral
- BFR 61-3, 83, 103
described:
in detail
- BM 252; AW 60-2, 64, 137; LM 106-7
reference to:
beauty
- AW 60, 96, 137; LM 107-8, 113, 134, 185, 209; CCR 65; BFR 61
statuesque figure
- BM 252-4; AW 60-1; LM 107, 177
background:
family:
- exotic claims for AW 47
- apparent banality of AW 47
career as model:
for artists
- BM 252; AW 61, 80, 123, 157, 209; LM 106, 185, 209; BFR 63
in advertising
- AW 46, 60-1; LM 106-7, 112
character:
moodiness:
volcanic and excitable
- AW 60, 63, 66, 79-81, 101-2, 106
easily bored
- AW 65-6, 79, 84, 99, 109, 138, 140, 146; LM 112-3, 132, 204
sulky and irritable
- AW 79, 90, 107-10, 140, 173; LM 108-9, 112-3, 125, 141, 153-4; CCR 112, 129; MP 137
self-absorption:
as dominant trait
- AW 62, 64, 140, 146; LM 107; CCR 67
increasing power of
illustrated in:
attitude to the arts:
superficiality of
- AW 67, 80, 139
nostalgia for Bohemian days
- AW 66-8, 80, 84; LM 112
ambition to be in films
- LM 112-3, 119, 136, 209
craving for uxorious treatment
- AW 79, 84, 110, 140; LM 108-9, 112-3, 125, 128, 141
jealousy:
of attention paid to:
Bijou Ardglass
- AW 62
Erridge
- LM 154
the Tolland girls
- LM 138, 141, 154
Matilda Wilson
- CCR 129
of Templer's successes
- AW 183
lack of refinement:
"ineffable silliness"
- AW 66-7, 69; LM 110, 134; BFR 61-3
love of St John Clarke's novels
- AW 46, 67, 80
vulgarity
- AW 68-9, 104-5; LM 106-7
lesbian tendencies suggested by:
friendship with Gypsy Jones
- BM 252; AW 93, 103
dislike of men
- BM 254; AW 141; LM 107
fascination with "Mädchen in Uniform"
- AW 48, 69
Mona (cont’d)

taste for:
  drinking
  luxury
  the occult:
    Mrs Erdleigh’s conversation
    the planchette
    trouble-making
  chameleon quality

and men:
  in general:
    ambivalent effect on
    said to hate
    "adventurous past"
  husbands:
    Templer:
      first meeting with
      loved by
      ill-suited to
      marriage to:
        anniversary at the Ritz
        difficulties in
        ended by affair with Quiggin
        also mentioned
    divorce from
    Jean’s postcard as example of
    comments on:
      life of as divorcé
      death of
  Jeff:
    marriage to
    lives near Thrubworth with

affairs with:
  Erridge
  possibly Mark Members
  Quiggin
  and Quiggin:
    found attractive by
    interest in:
      not immediately evident
      born of desire to re-enter the Bohemian world
      inflamed by the planchette
    political conversion by
    eloement with:
    prophesied by:
      Quiggin
      Jean
    evident at the hunger march
    confirmed by:
      Jean’s phone-call
      Templer
      Quiggin
    facilitated by financial security:
    legacy from aunt
    continued maintenance by Templer
    possible cause of Quiggin’s rift with Clarke
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reflections on:
  bizarre rumours by NJ: AW 179
  attempt to rationalise comparison to:
  Anna Karenina by Stringham AW 179
  Jean's postcard by Templer AW 221
  Pamela & Trapnel also mentioned BFR 195
life together with:
  changes resulting from also mentioned LM 100, 104; CCR 129; BFR 195
  evidence of disenchantment with:
    rejection of treats life together with:
    LM 108-10, 127-8
    comparisons with Templer marriage comparisons with Templer marriage
    irritation at parsimony irritated at parsimony
possible marriage to:
  predicted by Guggenbühl possible marriage to:
  awaits divorce from Templer predicted by Guggenbühl
  doubts concerning possible marriage to:
  never undertaken predicted by Guggenbühl
ended by elopement with Erridge ended by elopement with Erridge
also mentioned ended by elopement with Erridge
as part of the Dance as part of the Dance
reaction by to marriage to Jeff reaction by to marriage to Jeff
and Erridge:
  evident interest in as part of the Dance
  seduction of:
    flirtatious approach reaction by to marriage to Jeff
    ruthless predation reaction by to marriage to Jeff
elopement with:
  leaves Quiggin for possible marriage to:
  duration of marked by trip to China:
    departure on as part of the Dance
    early and solitary return from reaction by to marriage to Jeff
    also mentioned reaction by to marriage to Jeff
reflections on by:
  the world in general possible marriage to:
  NJ life together with:
  Mark Members CCR 67, 190; BFR 76
  Quiggin and illness of
  the Tollands association with:
  brought about by Quiggin
  nostalgia memories of ended
  on behaviour of:
    idiosyncrasies:
      abstemiousness
      socialist charity
    possibility of affair with Gypsy Jones
and other characters:
  Barnby and other characters:
  the Burdens love novels of
  St John Clarke: and illness of
    loves novels of love novels of
    and illness of
    association with:
      brought about by Quiggin
      ended
Mr Deacon  BM 252; AW 60-1; BFR 63
Jean Duport  AW 48, 60, 62, 65-9, 73, 79, 86, 100, 139-41, 143, 146-7, 181, 220
Mrs Erdleigh  AW 87, 90-1, 93, 95, 98, 100, 109, 147; MP 137-8
Isbister  AW 80
Lady Molly  LM 108, 203, 210
Gypsy Jones  BM 252; AW 93, 103; BFR 62
Mark Members  AW 60-1, 66-7, 80, 138-9; LM 107, 220-1
Snider  AW 46
Lady Anne Stepney  BFR 62
Stringham  AW 209
Babs Stripling  AW 109
Jimmy Stripling  AW 84-5, 98, 100
the Tollands:
  in general  CCR 67, 72
  Frederica  CCR 67
  George  CCR 67
  Isobel  LM 138, 146-7, 154, 209; BFR 62-3
  Norah  CCR 67
  Susan  LM 138, 146-7, 154, 209
  Alfred  BFR 63-4
  Lady Katherine Warminster  LM 205, 208-10
compared in some way to:
  Bijou Ardglass  AW 62
  Pamela Flitton  MP 137; BFR 195
  Lady Molly  LM 108
  Betty Templer  LM 189
  girl in Dicky Umfraville's club  LM 177
literary heroines:
  Natasya Filippovna in "The Idiot"  CCR 190
  Anna Karenina  AW 179
Montsaldy, Captain

a Free French Officer – MP 244

described
served in WW1
on Kernével's staff:
ranked Captain
responsible for wine
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Moreland, Hugh

a musician and the central character of CCR – CCR 8

a) episodes involving

at the Mortimer and then Casanova's Chinese Restaurant
CCR 8, 14, 17-41, 42, 106, 207-8, 210
CCR 43-4, 45-58; HSH 135
TK 76-7

at and after "The Duchess of Malfi"
CCR 43-4, 45-58; HSH 135

Glober's party (retrospective)

PJ's first visit
CCR 104-121
CCR 23, 195-8, 198-208; BFR 203

after Audrey's departure
CCR 131-3, 137, 139, 149, 168-76, 180, 182-3, 186;
KO 107-8, 248; VB 172; SA 74, 127, 215-6;
TK 232, 254

Mrs Foxe's party for the symphony

HSH 135

weekend visit by NJ and Isobel, including the Stourwater tableaux

KO 96-116, 120-1, 123, 125-32, 134, 137, 140-2, 149,
156, 216, 246; HSH 44, 57, 60-1, 191

lodging with Lady Molly, including dinner at the Scarlet Pimpernel

KO 241-53; SA 90, 92

the evening of the blitz:
at the Café Royal

KO 241-53; SA 90, 92

at home

SA 88-90, 92, 111-23, 126-7, 129, 131-5, 139-48;
MP 213

the party at Prasad's embassy

MP 212-4

the night of the "Seraglio":

the party

TK 231-6, 242-4, 252-4, 273, 277
TK 257-70
TK 273-81; HSH 50-1

the narrative of Pamela's outburst

CCR 97-104, 108, 191; KO 137, 141, 243
CCR 209-13, 220
BFR 127-30

in hospital

CCR 7-13, 42-3; KO 250; SA 8
KO 78-81, 82, 186
KO 85-8

occasional conversations with NJ:
at the nursing home

Moreland, Hugh – c) relationships

after Maclintick's suicide

in Bloomsbury

narrated retrospectively:
in Gerrard Street

CCCR 7-13, 42-3; KO 250; SA 8
KO 78-81, 82, 186
KO 85-8

at the Hay Loft

Moreland, Hugh – c) relationships

concerning Dr Trelawney

and many fragments
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Moreland, Hugh

b) character

described childhood and family background:

parents:
father music teacher CCR 10
death of CCR 9

aunt (and uncle):
brought up by CCR 9-11, 83-4; TK 234
Bohemian poverty of CCR 10; KO 84, 251
musical influence of CCR 9-10, 24; KO 84
read "The Pilgrim's Progress" by HSH 216
early promise as musician CCR 10; KO 84
compared with those of:
Barnby CCR 9-10
NJ:
great differences in upbringing KO 83-4
strange similarities with in:
enthusiasms KO 85; HSH 216
awareness of Dr Trelawney KO 85-7

ill-health:
from childhood CCR 9
recurrent lung trouble KO 96; SA 111,113, 117; BFR 129; TK 87, 160, 231
last illness:
signs of at the "Seraglio" TK 233-4, 236, 252-4, 258, 269
in hospital TK 257, 273-81
close to death TK 280-1

as musician:
juvenile brilliance CCR 10; KO 84
career:
training at Royal College KO 86, 115
recipient of patronage from:
Sir Magnus Donners CCR 12-13, 20; KO 82, 100, 112
Sir Herbert Manasch CCR 173; BFR 108
jobs:
conductor:
of provincial orchestra CCR 97-8, 103; KO 144
also mentioned BFR 34; TK 242-3
hack work CCR 109
in Edinburgh SA 8
sponsored wartime tour of provinces MP 39, 213
as adviser for the "Seraglio" TK 231-6, 242-4, 253
as fire-watcher during War SA 113, 120, 135
also mentioned CCR 127
hatred of the intense musical world:
ionisation CCR 13-14, 98-104, 137, 139-40
highbrow snobbery CCR 27-8, 170
fashionable charity ladies TK 231-4, 261

as composer:
particular compositions:
incidental music for film of "Lysistrata" CCR 12-13, 20, 30; KO 82, 100
opera:
unfinished CCR 45
"Candaules and Gyges" idea TK 273-4, 280
symphony:
long gestation of CCR 131
completion of CCR 131-2, 134, 139
reception of:

- generally CCR 136-7, 141-2, 187
- by Maclintick et al CCR 145-9
- Matilda's worry for CCR 150-1, 155-6
- otherwise mentioned CCR 135, 182-3; VB 172; SA 74, 127, 216; MP 101; TK 232, 254

ballet

"Tone Poem Vieux Port":
- written in Marseilles TK 274
- Birmingham performance of SA 132-3
- admired by:
  - General Conyers KO 212-3
  - Maclintick SA 133
  - Odo Stevens SA 132-3, 147

"The Fire-Watcher's March" SA 120
- post-war hit recording TK 160
- invention of to squash Mark Members CCR 103

reputation:

- NJ's early assessment of CCR 20
- as avant garde CCR 146, 148
- generally admired by:
  - Chips Lovell's critic friend SA 113
  - Pennistone VB 113
  - Priscilla CCR 137; SA 126
- disparaged by Barnby CCR 30
- effect of on marriage KO 246

hardship of work as:

- the burden of creative work KO 83
- the need for favourable conditions CCR 105; KO 96; SA 119
- the curse of the critics CCR 57, 203; KO 79; SA 132
- periods of:
  - creative block CCR 14, 121, 213; KO 96-7; SA 119
  - intense effort CCR 187; KO 82, 89, 97-8; SA 93; TK 160

and other music:

- love of:
  - buskers CCR 7-9; KO 250; SA 10, 113
  - ballet CCR 11, 26, 54
  - mechanical pianos CCR 8, 14, 27-8, 43, 139, 220
  - popular songs CCR 27; BFR 129; TK 97, 235, 280
  - Saint-Saëns SA 10
  - Walton MP 232

- dislike of:
  - Brahms CCR 18; SA 131-2
  - Hindemith CCR 170
  - Honegger TK 275
  - ceremonial lollipops MP 223
  - "professional startlers" CCR 137
- occasional references to various composers CCR 10, 20-1, 108-9, 116-7, 118, 120, 170, 202-3; KO 79, 86, 243-4; SA 92

- naming of cat after Farinelli KO 101, 242

personality:

- artistic identity:
  - intensity of CCR 172; KO 79, 82-3, 105, 121, 131
  - claimed as non-existent CCR 131, 195
  - nonconformity CCR 11, 137, 148
- depression CCR 9, 97, 121, 127-8; KO 97, 100-1, 125, 241-2, 244, 250, 252; SA 93; BFR 128-30; TK 76-7, 160; HSH 60
Moreland, Hugh – b) character (cont’d)

diffidence:
  as defining trait CCR 42; KO 82; SA 111-2, 131
  exhibited in:
    modesty CCR 11, 132, 136, 139; KO 246; SA 113, 132-3
    secrecy CCR 12, 42-3, 125, 154, 157, 169, 180, 186-7; KO 245;
                HSH 135
  sensitivity to embarrassment concerning:
    awkward situations CCR 40, 97, 99, 107-8, 112-3, 116-7, 119, 199, 201;
                        KO 92-3, 98, 106; SA 123, 126, 138, 154;
                        TK 243-4
    civilian status in wartime KO 101; SA 112-3, 115, 135
    women:
      introduction of:
        Norma CCR 32-3
        Matilda CCR 43-4, 48-50; HSH 135
        Audrey SA 92, 113-6, 119, 133
      memory of Priscilla KO 91, 100; SA 90, 111, 115, 123, 126, 133, 138, 141, 143
  nostalgia CCR 8-9; SA 118, 121; BFR 129; TK 87, 232-5, 253-4;
            HSH 174
practical incompetence:
  indecisiveness CCR 12, 56-7, 99, 112, 119; KO 82-3; SA 111-2, 120-1
  personal disorganisation CCR 11, 13, 49-50, 56-8, 98, 127, 131, 136, 209;
                        KO 89, 240, 243, 249, 251; SA 116, 119-20,
                        149, 155; HSH 49
  shortage of money CCR 30, 97-8, 121, 127, 129, 213; SA 118, 127, 129;
                     TK 160
  exceptions to:
    tidiness of bachelor flat CCR 11, 127
    moments of decision CCR 12, 103
    in matters of work CCR 103; KO 82-3, 97; SA 116
romanticism CCR 9-10, 12-13, 212; SA 118
habits:
  conversation:
    as a defining trait CCR 127, 195, 213; BFR 32; TK 87, 253-4, 269, 280
    typically marked by:
      "aimless ramblings" KO 115; SA 119, 148
    allusions to the arts:
      literature:
        quotation CCR 36-7; 55-7; KO 87, 127, 142, 189-90; VB 5-6, 121;
                    BFR 128-30; TK 233, 254, 279-80; HSH 68
        other CCR 12, 37-8, 43, 56, 204; KO 80-1, 87, 219, 246;
                VB 13, 135; TK 233-4, 254, 258, 276-7, 279;
                HSH 53
      music CCR 18, 27, 108-9, 116-8, 120, 170, 202-3; KO 79, 86,
              243-4; SA 131-2; BFR 129; TK 235, 275, 280
      painting CCR 39, 48, 108, 204; KO 126; TK 275; HSH 53
      theatre CCR 30, 43, 47, 56-7; TK 97
  badinage CCR 21-2, 45, 170-2; KO 126-8; SA 143; TK 242-4
  elaborate development of:
    trivia CCR 9, 117, 170; SA 113, 131-2; BFR 39
    imaginative conceits Moreland, Hugh – d) comments and opinions
    stories CCR 209-13; KO 244-50; SA 115-8; BFR 39;
             TK 257-70, 273-9
    mischievous gossip CCR 24-5, 27-30, 47, 54, 56, 90, 98, 103-6, 128, 132-3,
                        203; KO 80-1, 86-8, 107-9, 156, 165, 243-4,
                        249, 251; SA 118, 121; BFR 127-8; TK 18-19,
                        233-5, 273-80; HSH 35
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Moreland, Hugh – b) character (cont’d)

word play
restorative effect of
drink
fondness for:
   Africa
   aspects of the arts:
      music
      literature:
         Burton
         Casanova's "Memoirs"
         renaissance dramatists
         French Symbolist poetry
   cats:
      Farinelli
      Hardicanute
   fairgrounds
   mechanical pianos
   newspapers
   the occult
   postcards
   pubs
dislike of:
   aspects of the arts:
      music
      literature:
         "The Coral Island"
         D.H.Lawrence
         painting:
            abstract portraits
            "La Madonna della Sedia"
   critics
   modernism
   politics

CCR 10, 18, 37, 45; KO 101; BFR 127, 129-130; TK 254, 279-80
CCR 169, 171, 201; KO 78, 244-5; SA 112, 121; SA 131, 144; TK 234, 257
CCR 7, 11, 30, 136, 171, 213; KO 130, 242, 253; SA 93, 149; BFR 34, 129; TK 73, 233, 236, 253-4; HSH 60-1
TK 232

see above

CCR 35-9
CCR 11, 55-6; KO 87, 142, 219; VB 5-6; BFR 128

KO 101, 233, 239-40, 242

TK 160

CCR 10, 211, 220-1
CCR 17-18, 21, 27, 98, 136; KO 101

CCR 97; SA 92

CCR 14, 127, 197; KO 89; TK 73

KO 85

KO 80-1

CCR 39

CCR 57; KO 79

BFR 128-9

BFR 36; HSH 68
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Moreland, Hugh

c) relationships

and NJ:

childhoods compared and contrasted:
  almost the same age  KO 85
  great differences in upbringing  KO 83-4
  strange similarities in:
    enthusiasms  KO 85; HSH 216
    awareness of Dr Trelawney  KO 85-7

friendship with:
  first meeting in the Mortimer:
    introduced by Mr Deacon at  CCR 17-19
    immediately rapport in  CCR 8, 19, 21
    also mentioned  CCR 8, 14, 106
  closeness of throughout the pre-war decade:
    asserted  CCR 155
    much time spent together  CCR 127; KO 88; and see Moreland, Hugh – a) episodes involving
  postcards during separation  CCR 97; SA 92
  memory of film attended together  VB 94
  gradual drift from:
    caused by:
      embarrassment over Priscilla  CCR 186-8, 195; KO 88-9
      move from London  KO 89, 156; SA 8
      military service  SA 93
      post-war meetings only occasional  TK 87, 160
      sense of loss in  SA 93; TK 160, 280-1
    affectionately renewed in occasional meetings  KO 241-4; SA 111-2, 155-6; BFR 127; TK 87, 233, 253, 273
    analysis of  SA 93
  use of as:
    encouragement in:
      courtship of Matilda  CCR 44
      visits to the Maclinticks  CCR 104-5, 120, 196
    convenience in affair with Priscilla  CCR 135-6, 156-7
    sympathetic ear in marital problems  CCR 103, 121; KO 245-50
  influence on ideas of:
    instrumental in introduction to Bohemian world  CCR 20, 45
    as touchstone for thoughts:
      on marriage:
        theory of trigamy  CCR 11-12, 208
        decisions concerning
          as an institution:
            in theory  CCR 11-12, 202-5, 211-3
            in practice  CCR 97, 103, 120-1
        on friendship  SA 93
      as constantly called to mind  CCR 7-14, 48-9, 59, 90, 131, 136, 152, 199, 220; KO 82-4, 156, 162, 166-6, 186, 192, 219-20, 237-8; VB 5, 13, 94-5, 121, 134-5, 200; SA 8; MP 223, 232; BFR 32; TK 18, 45, 78, 160, 257; HSH 35, 53, 68, 174, 135, 216
  and the "Dance":
    provision of key themes for:
      the blind singer  CCR 7-9, 43, 60; KO 250
      Casanova's Chinese Restaurant  CCR 31-3
      concept of the temporary king  TK 273-9
      analysis of the "Seraglio" incident  TK 257-8, 261-70
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symbolic images of:
the ghost train
CCR 10, 211, 220-1
the vintage car
TK 259, 279-80
blind man's buff
KO 219

and Maclintick:
friendship with marked by:
enjoyment of conversation
CCR 29, 34-40, 110, 114, 117, 200-5, 213; SA 121; BFR 128
understanding of character
CCR 104-6, 114, 196-7, 200-5, 210, 212-3; KO 87; SA 117; TK 18-19
concern for well-being
CCR 31, 104-5, 115, 120, 153, 171, 196-207; SA 116
respect for as critic
CCR 57, 115; BFR 128
regarded by with:
admiration as creative artist
CCR 23-4, 57, 183, 207; SA 132
jealous devotion as friend
CCR 22-3, 28, 34, 108-9, 114, 145-9, 153, 183, 204, 213; SA 119

and suicide of:
preamonitions of
CCR 104, 196, 210-11
after the event:
practical involvement
CCR 209-10
psychological effect
CCR 209-13; KO 248; SA 117
also mentioned
BFR 203
CCR 19-20; SA 122-3

and Matilda:
and the "princesse lointaine" complex
CCR 13
on family background of
CCR 128; KO 92
loving concern of expressed in:
maternal organisation
CCR 55-8, 98, 113; KO 82, 96-8, 249; SA 116, 121, 149, 155; MP 213; HSH 49
worry about reception of music
CCR 150-1, 155-6, 182
courtship of:
first meeting with
CCR 130-1, 155; KO 82
portentous secrecy over
CCR 7, 12, 42-3
embarrassment in
CCR 43-4, 49-50
intensity of
CCR 47-9, 50, 130-1
suitability of assessed by NJ
CCR 44-5, 55-8
also mentioned
CCR 52-4; HSH 57, 135
marriage to:
dated around a year before NJ's
CCR 58
difficulties in caused by:
the baby:

worry over impending birth of
CCR 98, 103-4, 108-9, 116, 119-21, 127
reactions to death of:
grief
CCR 127, 156; KO 97
ill health
CCR 127-8

Sir Magnus Donners:
memories of the past
KO 92-3; TK 274
the proximity of Stourwater
KO 92-3, 96-8, 100-1, 109, 120, 125, 142, 246-7
the frictions of life together:
discrepancy in character
KO 97-8, 103, 132, 248-9
exclusory artistic ambitions
CCR 156, 187, 195, 197-8; KO 88-9, 246, 249; VB 95; TK 246; HSH 57
undomesticated habits
CCR 97-8, 121, 127; KO 244
frequent poverty
CCR 149-53, 156-7, 182, 187, 211-3; KO 88-9, 100, 245-8; and see below
partial restoration of effected by:
  Maclintick's death
  passage of time
end of
  KO 240, 244-50, 252; SA 92-3, 114, 116; MP 212-3;
    TK 160, 276-7, 279
analysis of by:
  self
  Matilda
  NJ
other references to
  KO 88-9, 108
meets again at the "Seraglio"
  TK 234-5, 244
lasting love of
  BFR 129; TK 234; HSH 57
remembered by with affection
  HSH 57, 60
and other women:
in general:
  tastes in
    CCR 13, 34, 37, 44, 48-9; TK 242
  attractive to
    CCR 13; KO 81
  problems with
    CCR 13, 33-35, 42; KO 79-82, 246; TK 76, 97
  honourable attitude to friends' wives
    TK 73
Norma:
  assessment of
    CCR 32-5
  lack of success with:
    from early in relationship
      CCR 33, 35
    on intrusion of Barnby
      CCR 9, 39-42; TK 235
Priscilla:
at Mrs Foxe's party with:
  the ticket
    CCR 135-6, 151
  suspicions aroused in:
    NJ and Isobel
      CCR 135-7, 151-3, 168-9, 186-8, 197
    Audrey
      CCR 149; SA 122-3
    Matilda
      CCR 151-2, 156-7, 182, 205-7
    wider circles
      CCR 186-8, 216-7
  behaviour together
    CCR 168-71, 174-6, 180, 182-3; KO 108, 248; SA 215-6
    SA 74
  also mentioned
    VB 151
possibly gives brooch to
  CCR 135, 157, 186-8, 212; KO 247; SA 140
  never consummated
    KO 247-8; SA 89-90
  ended after Maclintick's death
    CCR 211-3; KO 248
  subsequent embarrassment over
    KO 89, 91, 100; SA 89, 111, 115, 121-3, 126, 130, 133,
      141, 143
  explained to NJ
    KO 245-8; SA 90
  also mentioned
    SA 139
Audrey:
as Maclintick's wife:
  nervous apprehension of
    CCR 31, 104-8, 113, 116-7, 119, 171, 205; SA 116
  puzzlement by
    CCR 105-6, 121
  on elopement of
    CCR 196-7, 199, 210
  also mentioned
    SA 115
as mistress:
  settles with
    SA 117, 119-21, 127, 129, 133, 135, 147, 149, 155;
      MP 213; BFR 110; TK 232-3, 236, 242-4,
      253-4, 258, 260, 279
  mothered by
  quietness of life with
    SA 118; TK 160
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jealousy of over Priscilla
never marries
also mentioned

and other characters:
Bagshaw:
   stories of
   asked by to write for "Fission"
   compared by NJ to
Barnby:
   similarities of childhood
   friendship with
   opinions of:
      as artist
      as seducer
   and the episode of Norma
Brandreth
Carolo:
   dislike of evident in:
      distaste for company
      malicious comments
   and the Maclinticks:
      as lodger with
      as seducer of Audrey
      as Matilda's husband
      also mentioned
Norman Chandler
General Conyers
Mr Deacon:
   friendship with
   and artistic tastes:
      agreement on
      dissent concerning
Gibson Delavaucquerie
Sir Magnus Donners:
   considered as:
      patron
      Matilda's lover
   man of action
   sexual deviant
   temporary king
   lack of respect for
   baiting of
   and the "fatal" illness of
   also mentioned
Jean Duport
Polly Duport
Mrs Erdleigh
Pamela:
   narrates behaviour of after the "Seraglio"
   initially struck by looks of
   horrified by sense of evil in
   fascinated by:
      image of Candaules
      death of
Foppa
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Buster Foxe
Mrs Foxe
Louis Glober:
  description of
  at dinner party given by
  and the idea of film music for
  and the Pamela incident
Gossage
Gwinnett
Lady Huntercombe
the Lilienthals
Sir Herbert Manasch
Rosie Manasch
Lady Molly
Ted Jeavons
Uncle Giles
Isobel
Gypsy Jones
Chips Lovell
Mark Members
Pennistone
Max Pilgrim
Ponnter
Mopsy Pontner
Quiggin
Short
Odo Stevens
Stringham:
  at Mrs Foxe's party:
    delighted by
    mastered by in conversation
    also mentioned
    contrasted to
Jimmy Stirling
Templer
Robert Tolland
Dr Trelawnney
Anne Umfraville
Tuffy Weedon
Widmerpool
Mrs Widmerpool
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CCR 132-3, 142, 160
CCR 54, 90, 131-3, 139, 168, 182; VB 172; SA 74, 216;
    MP 101; TK 232, 254
TK 234
TK 76-7, 234-5, 243
TK 234
TK 258-60, 266, 268
CCR 19-20, 27-8, 45-6, 56-7, 105-6, 145-7, 196, 200-1,
    209-10; SA 132; TK 235, 242, 244, 280
TK 274
CCR 140-1, 157
TK 73
CCR 173; BFR 108
BFR 109-10; TK 232-3, 236, 258
KO 233, 237, 239-44, 250-2
KO 233, 237, 242, 253
KO 162
CCR 98, 127-8, 131-2, 135, 196; KO 88, 96, 99,
    109-10, 142, 149; SA 8; TK 253-4
SA 118
CCR 187-8; KO 91; SA 89-90, 111-5,
CCR 45, 103-4; KO 251
VB 113; BFR 130
SA 114-6, 141-2, 145, 148-54
TK 73
TK 73-4, 87, 234-5; HSH 61
KO 251
TK 258-9, 270
SA 123, 130, 132-5, 142-5, 147; TK 235-6, 252-4,
    257-70
CCR 168-9, 171, 174-5; TK 254
CCR 170-3
CCR 160; KO 107-8; SA 216
CCR 172
TK 258-60
KO 104-6, 134, 251
CCR 149
KO 85-8, 156, 165, 189-90, 192; SA 121; MP 39;
    HSH 35
KO 115-6, 121, 123, 125-6, 251-2
CCR 175; KO 107-8, 216
CCR 100, 103, 191; KO 137, 141, 243, 246; TK 257-70,
    267-8, 270, 273-4
KO 243-4
Moreland, Hugh

d) comments and opinions

as evident in the narrative of the fracas after the "Seraglio"
elaboration of imaginative conceits on:
  action (including men of & crimes passionels)  KO 78-81, 186, 220, 237-8; VB 121
  approaching death  TK 274-5
the arts:
  practitioners of:
    as businessmen  CCR 55-6; HSH 52-3
    macabre families of  CCR 202-4
    Chabrier  CCR 108-9, 116-7
    Modernism  CCR 204-5; BFR 128-9
    subjects for the Stourwater tableaux  KO 126-7, 130
    the Spanish Civil War  CCR 116-7
    Kashmiri Love Song  CCR 8-10
    miscarriage  CCR 98, 100
    Nero's mourner  SA 132-3
    Norman Chandler  CCR 54-5
relationships between the sexes:
  the arts of seduction:
    Casanova  CCR 35-9, 203; TK 97
    Henri IV  VB 134-5
  marriage  CCR 11-13
  the practicalities of affairs  KO 248
  the story of Candaules and Gyges  TK 273-9
  ugliness as attraction  VB 134-5
Tamburlaine the Great  CCR 56-7
vintage cars  TK 254, 259, 277, 279-80
pronouncements on:
  the arts:
    in general:
      need for realism  TK 257
      the process of maturing  CCR 136
    in particular:
      literature:
        Burton  BFR 127-8
        Ben Jonson  BFR 128
        St John Clarke  TK 234
        D.H.Lawrence  KO 80-1
        "I Promessi Sposi"  TK 276
      painters:
        abstract portraitists  CCR 39
        Barnby  CCR 30
        influence of on fashion  CCR 55
        as story-tellers  CCR 204-5
        treatment of women by  CCR 48
      music:
        of Soviet Russia  CCR 118
        RAF bands  SA 113
        military marches  CCR 169
    various characters
      Moreland, Hugh – b) character and  Moreland, Hugh – c) relationships
    the meaning of life  KO 219; VB 231; BFR 129-30
    the importance of fortune  VB 13
    the unchanging human condition  BFR 128-9
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the sadness of youth  
CCR 59

Time and Space  
CCR 37, 42; TK 78

the occult:

- own dabblings in  
  KO 87
- Dr Trelawney  
  KO 85-8, 189-90

politics:

- the Abdication  
  CCR 134
- the venality of Lloyd George  
  KO 250
- pinkish views on  
  CCR 118

relationships between the sexes:

- desertion  
  KO 250
- female perversity  
  VB 134-5; KO 246, 249; SA 148

jealousy:

- variations of  
  KO 166
- subordination of to envy  
  TK 45

love:

- the exhausting effect of  
  CCR 37; VB 200
- impossibility of pigeon-holing  
  KO 142
- and the neglect of duty  
  VB 95
- platonic  
  CCR 54, 90, 131

marriage  
CCR 105, 131, 204

the sadness of discovering:

- friends’ sexual inclinations  
  CCR 152
- the nastiness of nice people  
  KO 247

society:

- Bloomsbury  
  BFR 128
- bourgeois Bohemianism  
  KO 84

houses:

- the Foxes’ in Berkeley square  
  CCR 131
- Stourwater  
  KO 98, 109, 141-2

salons  
BFR 32

the student life  
KO 114-5; HSH 44

the war:

- approach of  
  KO 96-7, 101
- the blitz  
  SA 113, 133-5, 156
- effect of on work and thinking  
  SA 119
- Bagshaw’s life during as part of PR in India  
  BFR 128
Moreland, Matilda

see Wilson, Matilda
Morgan, Deafy

a soldier in Bithel's Platoon – VB 71

described

character:

"deaf as a post" VB 74
miner VB 74
nagging wife VB 75, 79
sweetness of nature VB 74

as a soldier:

long service with Territorials VB 74
in Bithel's platoon VB 75, 77, 107
allowed to continue as on account of:

exemplary smartness VB 74
uncomplaining nature VB 74
popularity VB 74-5, 79

the incident of the rifle:

the ambush and theft VB 77-8
results of:

court-martial VB 79
reprimand and transfer to Second Line VB 79

effect of on Gwatkin:

increases hatred of Bithel VB 74, 79, 107
causes depression VB 71

and the issue of security VB 71, 78, 106, 185-6

and other men:

Sergeant Pendry VB 78
Sayce VB 74
Morwenna

Isbister's model and wife – AW 36

and Isbister:
  as model for  AW 36; CCR 185; HSH 40
  as wife of:
    bitterness towards over refusal of honour  CCR 184-5
    separated from  CCR 185
    also mentioned  AW 36; HSH 40

and other characters:
  St John Clarke  CCR 185
  Vernon Gainsborough  HSH 40
  Mark Members – lesbianism suggested by  HSH 40
  Quiggin  HSH 40
## Mountfichet, Viscount (John)

son of Lord and Lady Bridgnorth – AW 157

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>University career:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>success in AW 157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as protégé of Sillery AW 157</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>also mentioned CCR 46</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>killed in War BFR 96</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Son and heir of the Bridgnorths | AW 157; LM 37; CCR 90 |

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>And other characters:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Norman Chandler CCR 52, 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Susan Cutts BFR 96-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela Flitton BFR 96-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs Foxe CCR 46, 52, 54, 89-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Molly LM 37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ted Jeavons LM 37; BFR 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venetia Penistone: CCR 46, 52, 54, 89-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at &quot;Duchess of Malfi&quot; with marriage to: BFR 96-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nearly wrecked by Pamela Flitton discussed: BFR 96-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>negatively by Susan Cutts BFR 96-7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>positively by Ted Jeavons BFR 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hugo Tolland: LM 37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>at same college as relates outrandish stories of LM 37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norah Tolland BFR 97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robert Tolland CCR 46, 52, 54, 89-90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Murats, the

Parisian hosts – BM 102

one of hosts the meeting with Mrs Andriadis claimed by Mr Deacon BM 102, 115
Murtlock, Scorpio (Leslie)

the leader of an occult commune – HSH 6

episodes involved in:
- crayfishing at NJ's country home HSH 6-10, 14-30, 142-3, 218
- after the Stourwater wedding HSH 216-21, 239
- the orgy at The Devil's Fingers (reported) HSH 147-9, 152-7, 161, 163, 167-9, 171-2, 197, 246

described:
- childhood beauty as: HSH 121, 123
  the mature mage HSH 6-8
  Apollyon HSH 219

background:
- real name Leslie HSH 121-4
- parents:
  - newsagents HSH 122
  - members of fanatical religious sect HSH 122
- chorister:
  - in Fenneau's church HSH 122-3
  - scholar at choir-school HSH 123-5
  - work in antiques business HSH 12

character:
- remarkable intelligence HSH 121, 123-4
- practical efficiency HSH 7-8, 28-9, 78-9, 220-1, 249
- desire for power HSH 16, 29, 124, 130-1, 137, 161, 169-70
- sexuality:
  - hints of homosexuality HSH 10, 12, 75, 78
  - remarkable prowess of HSH 155-6
  - regarded as of secondary importance HSH 10, 13, 18, 123-4, 156

sinister power of:
- comments on recognition of made by:
  - Gibson Delavacquerie HSH 75, 137, 166, 170
  - Canon Fenneau HSH 122-31, 232
  - Russell Gwinnett HSH 153-7
  - Barnabas Henderson HSH 242
  - Isobel HSH 16, 30
  - NJ HSH 7-8, 15, 19, 21-2, 30, 124, 166, 168, 170, 197, 216-9, 232, 249
  - Blanche HSH 12-13, 15

exercised over:
- parents HSH 122
- the choir-schoolmaster HSH 123-5
- employers HSH 12-13, 29
- members of the commune HSH 6-8, 11-14, 16-20, 24-6, 29-30, 153-4, 161, 166, 169-72, 193, 195-7, 201-2, 204-5, 207, 216-20, 229-30, 232, 239-49

Quentin Shuckerly HSH 75

and the occult:
- self-naming as Scorpio HSH 12
- remarkable gifts recognised early HSH 122
- peculiarities of bearing:
  - priestly air HSH 7-8, 18, 24, 30
  - portentous language HSH 15-18, 20, 24, 26, 219

prophecy HSH 21-2, 24-6, 142-3

promotion of within the commune
and the Devil's Fingers:
- interest in talk of see below HSH 26-9, 145
midsummer orgy at:
reported by:
Ernie Dunch via Mr Gauntlett HSH 147-9, 161
Russell Gwinnett HSH 152-7
also mentioned HSH 163, 167-9, 171-2, 197, 246
and Dr Trelawney:
as reincarnation of:
the image of Ariosto's mage HSH 34-6, 111
claim to be HSH 121, 125
attempt to conjure HSH 155
and doctrines of:
use of the mantra HSH 12, 217
death as illusion HSH 17, 36, 125
and the commune:
activities of:
asceticism:
    fasting
    running:
        naked HSH 189, 241-2, 247-9
        regular HSH 188-9, 195-6, 220-1
    no beds HSH 247
use of drugs HSH 239, 246
fearsome penances HSH 201-2, 207, 218, 240, 242, 248
naked stag-mask dancing HSH 28, 111, 129, 147-9, 153, 155-6, 161, 189
sacrificial offerings HSH 6-7, 15-18, 24, 30, 125
other pagan rituals HSH 14-15, 19, 30, 111, 125, 134, 155-6, 167, 239,
    241-2, 246, 249-50
controversy concerning HSH 111, 121, 125, 127, 129
centrality of Harmony in HSH 9, 12, 15-17, 125, 137-8, 192, 199, 200-2, 204,
    207, 219, 242, 247-8
dress of HSH 7-8, 22-3, 33-4, 78, 88, 134, 165, 189, 197, 216-7, 230
geography of:
peregrinations in caravan HSH 8-9, 11, 14-15, 19, 22, 26, 30, 111, 122, 128, 142,
    153, 156, 199, 231
settlement at Widmerpool's house HSH 130, 132-4, 137, 156, 229, 232, 238, 241-2
individual members of see below
possible television programme on
also mentioned HSH 121-2
and Widmerpool:
mutual desire to meet HSH 127-30, 132
seriously underestimated by HSH 127-9
house of used as headquarters of commune HSH 130, 132-4, 137, 156, 229, 232, 238, 241-2
rivalry for supremacy with:
evident from the start HSH 130, 137, 240-1, 248-9
assertion of power over:
inexorable advance of HSH 153-4, 161, 198, 201, 218-9, 240-3
the fight at the Devil's Fingers HSH 153, 155-7, 197, 246
climax of:
after arrival of Bithel HSH 242
shown by:
abject humiliation
manner of death HSH 201-2, 205, 207, 217-20
HSH 246-9
and other characters:
Bagshaw HSH 121-2
Bithel:
rescue of HSH 201, 239
worshipped by HSH 239, 246
special regard for HSH 201, 204-5, 239-40, 242
and Widmerpool:

use as tool in persecution of HSH 201-2, 207, 220-1
narrates death of HSH 245-9
fearful desire of to escape HSH 246-8
Chuck HSH 219

Chuck

Fiona Cutts:

first acquaintance with HSH 10-11, 74-5, 163-5
power over HSH 6-8, 11-14, 16-18, 20, 24-6, 166, 169-72, 193, 195-6, 216-7
at the Devil's Fingers HSH 147, 153, 156, 167-9, 171-2
and the defections of: HSH 168-72, 184, 199, 219, 240

herself HSH 218
Barnabas Henderson HSH 111, 179-80, 182, 204
otherwise mentioned HSH 10-11, 13, 179-80
Roddy and Susan Cutts HSH 75, 137, 154, 164-72
Gibson Delavacquerie HSH 76, 78-9
Sunny Farebrother

Canon Fenneau:

part played by in early life HSH 121-5, 232
qualities of character recognised by HSH 121-4, 127-31
and Widmerpool:

meeting with:

strong warning against HSH 128-31
agreement to arrange HSH 130
and the aftermath of the murder of HSH 249-50
use of to launder unpleasant incidents HSH 240, 249-50

Mr Gauntlett HSH 22-4, 142-3, 145

Russell Gwinnett:

seen by as Gothic reality HSH 137-8, 154-5, 157, 167, 195
and necrophiliac experiences of:

interest in as ritual catalyst HSH 167-70, 240-1
use of at Devil's fingers HSH 155-6
shocking effect on HSH 151-9, 161, 167
on marriage of to Fiona HSH 219, 240

Barnabas Henderson:

loved by HSH 18, 241
power over HSH 6-8, 14, 16-20, 24, 29-30, 216, 218, 229-30, 232, 240-2, 249
at the Devil's Fingers HSH 147, 153, 156
and the defection of HSH 217-9, 239-40
rule of the commune assessed by HSH 232, 238-43, 247
and the Modigliani drawing HSH 245, 249-50

Isobel HSH 6-7, 16, 19, 28-30
Rusty HSH 6, 16-17, 20, 24, 153, 219
Jimmy Stripling HSH 78-9
Blanche Tolland HSH 11-15
Hugo Tolland HSH 10-13, 29, 184
Norah Tolland HSH 11-13, 184
Newspapers and Periodicals

"Boy's Own Paper":
  Erridge's collection of   LM 130; SA 17; BFR 75
  Bithel's enthusiasm for   SA 17-19; BFR 75
  read by NJ in childhood  SA 17

"Chums":
  Erridge's collection of   SA 17; BFR 75
  Bithel's enthusiasm for   SA 17
  read by NJ in childhood  SA 17

"Daily Mail" – Veronica's friend worked for  CCR 128
"Détective" – probable publisher of "L'après-midi d'un monstre"  TK 48-53, 83, 157, 174
"Dziennik Polski" – read by the old colonel at the Titian  MP 71
"The Economist" – read by Sunny Farebrother  QU 103-4
"La Figaro" – read by the man with the beard on train to La Grenadière  QU 107

"Fission"

Businesses and Companies:
  Quiggin & Craggs

"The Financial Times":
  reading of a sign of Templer's decline  KO 173
  read by Bob Duport  KO 188
  lent by Duport to Dr Trelawney  KO 188

"Health and Strength" – Bithel finds advert for shaving soap in  VB 41
"Herald-Tribune" – Glober's arrival in Venice reported in Continental edition of  TK 67-8
"Ici Paris" – possible publisher of "L'après-midi d'un monstre"  TK 48
"L'Illustration" – ancient copy of read by Commandant Leroy  QU 149
"The Lady" – old copies of at The Ufford  AW 10, 17
"The Morning Post":
  the "proper" dances reported by  BM 151
  Sunny Farebrother's obituary of Mr Templer in  AW 43
"The National Review" – M.Dubuisson's hope for publication in  QU 123
"News of the World" – read by Templer  AW 80-1
"The Queen" – photograph of Mrs Foxe in remembered by Mr Deacon  BM 127
"Ruff's Guide to the Turf" – used as image of Bagshaw's obsession with political factions  BFR 37
"The Tatler" – read by Babs and Lady McReith  QU 88-9
"The Daily Telegraph" – Widmerpool on interest rates satirised by leader in  BFR 139
"Time-Life" – Milton Wisebite works for  MP 76
"The Times":
  read by:
    St John Clarke in anxious search for honours  CCR 184
    Sir Magnus Donners on charity for the Czechs  KO 116
    Sunny Farebrother with particular attention to sports pages  QU 88
  Widmerpool:
    on the Haig Memorial  BM 45, 52
    at home when visited by NJ  BM 272
    Mrs Widmerpool for articles by Thomas Hardy's widow  BM 276
  letters to written by:
    St John Clarke on the Haig Memorial  BM 45, 52
    Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson on German influence in South America  KO 208; BFR 118
    Stillery in praise of Stalin's war aims  MP 57; BFR 15
    Sunny Farebrother in personal memory of Mr Temple  SA 192
  commented on by:
    Stringham on:
      the habit of reporting only the "proper" dances  BM 151
      the ranker's freedom from the society pages of  SA 80
    Widmerpool on editorship of as only occupation for a writer  QU 131

"The Times Literary Supplement":
  on death of St John Clarke  CCR 186
  on Gainsborough's "Bronstein"  BFR 254
  "Toilet Paper" – the Quiggin twins' "underground" magazine  HSH 177
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"Unità" – Tokenhouse wraps Glober's picture in sheets of TK 153
"United Services Magazine" – General Conyers' article on officers' celibacy in LM 9
"Vanity Fair" – Spy's caricature of Lord Vowchurch in LM 8
unnamed:

- newspaper used by NJ for bonfire, containing: HSH 226
  - obituary of Quentin Shuckerly
  - review of the Deacon Centenary exhibition
- Surrealist magazine KO 79
Nokes

a worker on the Hinton Hoo estate – BM 190

walker of hound puppies which Eleanor prefers to visiting Stourwater – BM 190
Norma

a waitress at Casanova's Chinese Restaurant – CCR 32

described
work as waitress
character:
  ambivalence of sensed by NJ
  insouciant
  tough
  witty
and Moreland:
  object of attention from
  lack of interest in
and Barnby:
  unflatteringly assessed by
  as model for nude portraits by:
    the proposition
    the pictures:
      produced
      bought by:
        Sir Magnus Donners
        the Manasches
      short affair with
      continued friendship with
subsequent marriage to tobacconist from Camden Town

CCR 33-4, 48
CCR 9, 32-5, 39, 42; KO 112; TK 235; HSH 191
CCR 34
CCR 35, 40-2
CCR 35
CCR 39
CCR 9, 32-5, 39-42; TK 235
CCR 35
CCR 34-5, 41
CCR 9, 40-2
CCR 41
KO 112; HSH 191
TK 235
CCR 41-2
CCR 42
CCR 42
Offord

a pupil in Le Bas's house – QU 9

remembered for:

parents living in Madeira QU 9
possession of coat like Widmerpool's QU 9
Orchard, Miss

the peripatetic governess of the military families in Aldershot – KO 6

as governess to the military families in Aldershot:

peripatetic habit KO 21-2, 54

teacher of all the local children KO 21, 54

NJ

and NJ:

childhood teacher of KO 6, 21, 54, 83, 151

enjoyed by as leaving freedom to explore unsupervised KO 21-2

importance to as introducing the idea of the Eumenides KO 6-7, 83

and General Conyers KO 54
Örn

a Norwegian boarder at La Grenadière – QU 113
(sometimes spelt Órn)

described: QU 113-4, 124; MP 60, 166

described background and character:

Norwegian: QU 124, 135, 137, 139, 141, 145-6, 152-3, 167; MP 60, 166

engaged to be married: QU 145

taciturn gloom:

seen by:

Berthe as Viking strength: QU 124
M.Dubuisson as similar to English: QU 141
NJ as typical of Ibsen: QU 112, 124
Lundquist as lacking in chic: QU 124-5
Widmerpool as needing to be accepted: QU 151-2

also mentioned: QU 136-8

the quarrel with Lundquist:

rooted in:

mutual dislike: QU 124-5, 131, 135-6, 140, 152-3
nationalist prejudice: QU 124-5, 152
possibly jealousy over girls: QU 124, 144-5

occasioned by tennis:

superiority as player: QU 124, 134, 136-7
inferiority in tactics:

knowledge of the court: QU 136
the stratagem of the lob: QU 136-9, 143, 151, 166; MP 166-7

lasting rancour of QU 137-9, 144-5, 149, 151-2

ended by Widmerpool's diplomacy: QU 150-4, 166

and other characters:

Asbjørnsen: MP 60, 166
Berthe: QU 124-5, 135-6, 145
M Dubuisson: QU 114, 139-41, 143-4
Mme Dubuisson: QU 139
Jean-Népomucène: QU 153
Paul-Marie: QU 153
Stringham: QU 167
Widmerpool: QU 131, 134-5, 137, 148, 150-4
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Pardoe, Johnny

a Guardsman – BM 38

episodes involving:
the evening of the Huntercombes' ball:
  dinner at the Walpole-Wilsons' BM 38-41, 44, 46, 54-6, 58-60, 279
  the ball itself BM 64, 73-5, 80
the ball itself BM 185, 192, 210, 220-1, 223, 227, 229, 232-3
described, especially as extravagantly moustached
  and the army:
  Guardsman:
    in Grenadiers BM 38; LM 94
    also mentioned BM 39, 54-5, 73-4, 278, 280; LM 94; VB 196
recall to:
  possibility of VB 19
  leads to:
    success in Burma MP 249
    restoration of health MP 249
cousin in Coldstreams BM 58
character:
  interests:
    country estates BM 56, 192
    golf BM 39-40
    horse-racing BM 58, 74-5, 80
    opera BM 40-1
    shooting BM 56; LM 94
wealth:
  recently inherited estate in Shropshire BM 40, 56, 58, 280; VB 196
  large fortune BM 40, 186, 278, 280
early flippancy:
  as "typical Guardee" LM 94
  exemplified in:
    conversation BM 38-40, 46, 54-5, 58-9, 73, 232-3
    extravagant moustache BM 40, 46
    reaction to the sugar incident BM 80
    horseplay in the Stourwater dungeons BM 220-1, 223
  sports car BM 60
later depression:
  caused by leaving Army LM 94; MP 249
  recovery from on rejoining MP 249
and Barbara Goring:
  and the Huntercombes' dance BM 60, 70, 74-5, 80
  invitation of to Scotland BM 70, 192, 280
  engagement to BM 232-3, 278-83
  marriage to:
    difficulties in over:
      baby LM 94
      depression LM 94; MP 249
    also mentioned LM 95; VB 196
    granddaughter from marries pop-star HSH 46-7
and other characters:
  Margaret Budd BM 38-9
  Sir Magnus Donners BM 192, 210, 220, 223
  Archie Gilbert BM 40; MP 249
  Lady Huntercombe BM 210
  Rosie Manasch BM 40, 44, 54-5, 185, 192, 210, 220, 232-3
  Prince Theodoric BM 210, 221
Pardoe, Johnny (cont’d)

Tomsitt
the Walpole-Wilsons:
   Lady
   Eleanor
   Sir Gavin
   Miss Janet
Widmerpool
Mrs Widmerpool

BM 59-60
BM 189
BM 44, 55, 185, 210, 220; LM 94
BM 40-1, 56, 59, 186
BM 185, 210, 278-81
BM 80, 58, 227, 229, 278-80, 282-3
BM 280
Parkinson

a member of Le Bas's house – QU 10

episodes involved in:

- at school QU 10
- Le Bas's dinner AW 193, 203

described QU 10

in some way related to Calverley QU 214-5

character:

- feebleness of QU 10
- simplicity of world-view QU 54-5

and games:

- captain of in Le Bas's house QU 10; BFR 247-8
- absorbing interest in QU 54-5; AW 193
- praises Widmerpool's keenness at QU 10
- particular mentions of:
  - cricket AW 193
  - football BFR 248
  - rowing:
    - misses Blue QU 215
    - partners Le Bas in Duffers' Eight QU 215

at Le Bas's dinner:

- talks about cricket AW 193
- bored by Widmerpool's speech AW 203

and other characters:

- Le Bas QU 214-5; BFR 247-8
- Templer AW 193, 203
- Widmerpool QU 10; AW 203
Parry

as officer in NJ's Battalion – VB 13

posts held:
- assistant to the Adjutant
- possible platoon commander
regarded as good by Kedward
and other officers:
  - Gwatkin
  - NJ:
    - not greatly liked by
    - possibility of taking over platoon from

Kedward
Maelgwyn-Jones
Pat

sometime girlfriend of X. Trapnel – BFR 225

Trapnel's mistress:
- remembered as by Bagshaw BFR 225
- relationship as on different level from that with Pamela BFR 225
- refusal to talk to Gwinnett about time as TK 204
- wife of Social Science don TK 204
Pauline (a)

a girl picked up by Jimmy Brent – QU 188

described QU 188
and the episode of Templer’s car:
picked up with Ena QU 188-9, 193; BM 150; AW 48; VB 125
unhurt by QU 190
and other characters in:

Brent:

- propositioned by QU 188
- monopolised by QU 189-90
- reaction to kisses of causes crash QU 190
- vaguely remembered by VB 125

NJ:

- character regarded by as:
  - dull QU 189
  - low QU 191; BM 150
  - querulous QU 191
- cause of:
  - discomfort to in seating QU 189
  - early sexual frisson in QU 189

Stringham:

- attempt by to engage in flirtation QU 189
- cause of discomfort to in seating QU 189
- and epically embroidered narrative by QU 194

Templer

- complaints about after crash QU 191-2; AW 48
- desire to meet again rejected QU 193
- returned to base by bus after QU 193
**Pauline (b)**

sometime girlfriend of X.Trapnel – BFR 225

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trapnel's former mistress:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>remembered as by Bagshaw</td>
<td>BFR 225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>investigated as by:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwinnett</td>
<td>TK 204-6, 241-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widmerpool</td>
<td>TK 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>accepted as by Pamela</td>
<td>TK 241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>call-girl:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>subsequent career as</td>
<td>TK 204-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>investigated as by Pamela</td>
<td>TK 241-2, 267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>voyeuristic services offered to:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrand-Sénéchal</td>
<td>TK 206, 267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widmerpool</td>
<td>TK 246, 267</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Paul-Marie

a young boy at La Grenadière – QU 112

described

family:

related to Mme Leroy
and Jean-Népomucène:

(probably older) brother of
contrasted with
otherwise mentioned with

father described

character and behaviour:

formal greeting of NJ

volubility:

flow of "synthetic humour" reminds:

NJ of Uncle Giles
Widmerpool of Stringham
Berthe and Mme Dubuisson amused by
disliked by:

M. Dubuisson
Widmerpool

lack of proficiency at tennis
in relation to:

the Örn / Lundquist quarrel
the graffito of Widmerpool

and other characters:

Berthe
Mme Dubuisson
Suzette
Pedlar, Colonel Eric

“A&Q” at Div HQ – 25

character:

named Eric
reliability
lack of:
ambition
Lyautéyan gaiety
self-confidence
speed of thought
NJ's canine images of as:
the faithful retriever
Anubis in the Egyptian fantasy

regular soldier:

MC in WW1
full Colonel

at Div HQ:

"A&Q"

incidents involved in:

the three-day exercise:
crucial temporary absence from
dinner during:
the sit-rep report
H-Johnson and the port
the Diplock affair
announcement of:
dearth of Biggs
Germany's invasion of Russia
new postings for:
NJ
General Liddament
Widmerpool

and other officers:

Biggs
Bithel
Cocksidge
Colonel Hogbourne-Johnston:
contrasted with
the farce of the names:
highlighted
evident in conversation
relationship with:
mutual tolerance but no more
bullied by
buffer between Widmerpool and
Keef
Brigadier Hawkins
General Liddament
Macfie
Widmerpool:

immediate superior of
buffer between H-Johnson and
regarded as slow by

VB 251; SA 25-6, 35, 37, 64, 67-8, 181, 188-9, 194, 204, 218-21
SA 35, 54
SA 37-41
SA 41-3
SA 63-5, 169, 188-9, 207
SA 218-9
SA 219-20
SA 220-1
SA 220
SA 67-8, 218-21
SA 181
SA 37, 39-40, 188
SA 35, 37, 40, 52; MP 189
SA 38
SA 38-43
SA 38-40, 65-6
SA 40-3, 66
SA 35, 54, 63
SA 207
SA 52
SA 37-8, 220
SA 218-9
SA 25, 35, 63-5, 169, 181, 188-9, 194, 204, 218, 220-1
SA 35, 54, 63
VB 251; SA 35, 40, 169
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Pendry, Cath

wife of Sergeant Pendry – VB 61

wife of Sergeant Pendry VB 61, 89, 94
affair of with Evans the checkweighman:
  subject of gossip amongst soldiers VB 61
  cause of husband's depression VB 89, 94
and other characters:
  Gittins VB 61
  Gwatkin VB 94
  Gwylt VB 61
  Williams, W.H VB 61
Pendry, Sergeant

NJ's Platoon Sergeant – VB 15

described:
as typically Welsh  VB 12
as having eyes which remind NJ of Templer  VB 12, 15, 149
as changed by trouble in marriage  VB 104

color:
easy-going friendliness  VB 15, 66, 80-1, 104
capacity for drink  VB 80
miner  VB 57
sententious moralising  VB 48-9

NCO in Gwatkin's Company:
ranks held:
corporal in Breeze's platoon  VB 23
Platoon Sergeant in NJ's platoon:
promotion to  VB 22-3
general references to  VB 15, 46-9, 57, 78, 80-2, 88, 98-9, 105-6, 220

quality of work as:
felt by:
Breeze to be doubtful  VB 22-3, 80, 88
NJ to be:
generally impressive  VB 78, 80, 84, 88, 104-5, 220-1
inexplicably below standard  VB 80, 84, 88-9, 93

affected by news of wife's affair  VB 80, 82, 84, 88-9, 95, 104-5, 221
replaced by Bassett as  VB 220-1

and other members of the Company:

Gwatkin:
naive optimism of over:
marriage problem  VB 82, 93-5, 98, 105, 201, 208
possible promotion to CSM  VB 105
anger of at death  VB 107-8
also mentioned  VB 12, 15

Breeze:

once corporal in platoon of  VB 23
doubt cast by on promotion to Sergeant  VB 22-3, 80, 88
responsibility for death felt by  VB 105-7; SA 32-3

Kedward  VB 82
CSM Cadwallader  VB 48-9, 57, 82, 108
Gittins  VB 57
Gwylt  VB 46-9, 80, 90-1
Maelgwyn-Jones  VB 108
Deafy Morgan  VB 78
Sayce  VB 66

tragic end:

wife's affair:
details of  Pendry, Cath
effect of on:
behaviour  VB 80-2, 88-9, 93-4, 98, 106, 149
efficiency as NCO  VB 80, 82, 84, 88-9, 95, 104-5
temper  VB 90-1, 104-5

home leave in attempt to sort out:
well-meant arrangement of  VB 82, 95-6, 98
failure of  VB 104-5

death:
circumstances of described  VB 105-6
assumed to be suicide  VB 106-7; SA 32
Pendry, Sergeant (cont’d)

effect of on:
  officers VB 107-8; SA 32
  other men VB 108
also mentioned VB 149, 208, 221
Penistone, Lady Venetia

daughter of the Huntercombes – CCR 46

at "The Duchess of Malfi" with Mrs Foxe et al and John Mountfichet:

- at "The Duchess of Malfi" with CCR 46, 52, 54, 89-90
- marriage to:
  - nearly wrecked by Pamela Flitton BFR 96-7
  - ends in death of husband BFR 96
- discussed:
  - negatively by Susan Cutts BFR 96-7
  - positively by Ted Jeavons BFR 97
Pennistone, David

a British liaison officer and friend of NJ — BM 148

episodes involved in:

Mrs Andriadis’s party
meeting on train during NJ’s journey to Aldershot

at Finn’s HQ:
NJ’s interview
in the course of duty

described

and the Army:

attachment to:
General Service
Intelligence Corps

rank:
2nd Lieutenant
Captain
Major

liaison officer at Finn’s Section HQ:
on the work done by
work with Polish liaison:
in charge of

explanation of
love of
continuance with until demobilisation

and particular issues involving:

fact-finding tour in Scotland
prisoner release into Persia
the Women’s Corps
problems with Szymanski
Katyn
the post-war regime

and individual Polish officers:
Bobrowski
Horaczko
Michalski
Kielkiewicz
the Lt-Colonel at the Titian

additional responsibility for Neutrals

and other officers:
British:
Borrit
Curtis
Dempster
Finn
Masham
NJ
Slade

foreign:
Asbjørnsen
Kucherman
Lebedev
Prasad

also mentioned

BM 148-9, 151-2, 155-6, 203; VB 111-3, 117, 132-3
VB 52, 110-117, 119, 156, 243; SA 27, 97-8, 104; BFR 130
SA 97-8, 102-5; MP 9
MP 9-11, 29-31, 33-9, 60-1, 69, 93, 96-8, 108, 196, 201-2
VB 111; SA 97; MP 30
VB 111-2; SA 97; MP 8, 191
VB 111, 117
SA 97
MP 8, 66
SA 98; MP 9, 28
MP 8, 12-13, 17, 20, 29-31, 33-7, 41, 43, 47-51, 56, 60-1, 66, 69, 77, 90, 95-6, 108, 196, 202; TK 208
SA 98
MP 202
MP 12-13, 29-30, 36
MP 29-31, 33-6, 41, 59, 90
MP 47-51
SA 102; MP 36, 88-9, 95-8
MP 108
MP 202
MP 30, 33, 37, 93, 98
MP 32-3
MP 31, 33
MP 33, 37, 69
MP 66
MP 155
MP 34-5, 37-9
MP32
MP 88
see below
SA 97, 103; MP 89
see below
MP 77, 95; TK 208
MP 196
MP 93
MP 172; TK 223-4
MP 196
MP 242; BFR 255; HSH 33
Pennistone, David (cont’d)

character:
cosmopolitan lifestyle:
    work in Paris:
        pre-war in textiles SA 104; MP 10
        resumed with Finn’s cosmetics firm SA 242
    multilingual proficiency MP 10
    travel VB 112-3; SA 104; MP 31
typified in relationships with women:
    life in Venice with older contessa VB 156
    marriage to French resistance-fighter TK 208
    value of in army career VB 114; SA 97-8; MP 10
as an intellectual:
defining trait SA 104; MP 10; TK 233
admirer of:
    Breughel VB 113; BFR 11
    Moreland VB 113
expertise in French philosophy:
    Cyrano de Bergerac TK 208; HSH 33
    Descartes VB 114, 120, 156; SA 104; MP 10-11, 36; BFR 255
    Gassendi MP 10-11; BFR 255
    Renan MP 60
    Vigny VB 52, 112, 114-6, 120-1, 243-4; SA 27, 97
and other philosophers:
    Epicurus BFR 255
    Nietzsche SA 98, 105; BFR 130
written works:
    reviews VB 156
    books:
        “Descartes, Gassendi and the Atomic Theory of Epicurus”:
            in progress VB 114, 120, 156; SA 104
            unfinished MP 10, 242
            published BFR 255
            on Cyrano de Bergerac HSH 33
snobbery:
    contempt for Mrs Andriadis’ guests BM 148-9
    disgust at the Duports’ Hill Street decor BM 149, 203; VB 132-3
    testing of acquaintances:
        NJ on travel and art VB 113
        Kielkiewicz on Kafka MP 37
        Lebedev on Dostoievski MP 172; TK 223-4
non-conformity:
    mischievous attitude to the authorities:
        low opinion of KO 41; SA 20, 29; MP 36, 98-9, 149, 196
        delight in:
            circumventing orders of VB 116; MP 45, 49-51, 60, 90
            anecdotes about BM 155; VB 103-4, 117; MP 30, 69, 93, 96-8, 172
    idiosyncrasies of equipment:
        uniform cap SA 97; MP 8, 29, 31, 34, 191
        watch MP 29, 34
    secretiveness SA 104; MP 242
and NJ:
    assessment of character by SA 104; MP 10
    friendship with:
        immediate rapport BM 149, 151-2; VB 112-6; SA 98
        possible help with army posting SA 104-5; MP 9
        continued by letter after the war TK 208
as superior officer of during war MP 8-13, 17, 20, 28-37, 46-51, 56, 60-1, 66, 69, 77, 90, 93, 95-6, 155, 196, 202; BFR 255; TK 208; HSH 33

and the "Dance" theme: offer of philosophical basis for VB 116; SA 98, 105

reappearances as illustration of VB 117; SA 98

effect on thinking of: recurrent presence in VB 52, 120-1, 132-3, 243-4; SA 20, 27, 29; MP 17-18, 30-1, 43-4, 52, 98-9, 172; BFR 130, 156, 178; TK 223-4; HSH 33

particular examples of: personal attitude to soldiering VB 120-1; SA 27

indirect insights into characters of: Bambvy VB 120

Gwatkin VB 52, 243-4; BFR 178

X.Trapnel BFR 156, 178

Dr Trelawney VB 121

and other characters: Mrs Andriadis BM 148-9, 155-6; VB 117; MP 54

Blackhead: opinion of MP 43-4

dealings with: via NJ on the straw palliasses MP 36, 46, 48, 50

in the devastating minute MP 48-51, 60

also mentioned MP 45, 90

Mr Deacon BM 148

the Duports: Bob: at college with BM 149

dislike of with respect to: manners BM 149

taste BM 149, 203; VB 117, 132-3

also mentioned MP 191

Jean: admiration of BM 149, 151

tells NJ of marriage of BM 151-2; VB 117

Farebrother MP 17-18, 52, 97, 119

Finn: business relationship with: pre-war SA 104; MP 10

post-war MP 242
takes over from on retirement TK 208

military subordinate of MP 9-13, 31, 33, 37, 61, 69, 77, 97-8, 155, 196

affectionate understanding of SA 103-4; MP 9-13, 33-4, 52, 59, 69

Pamela Flitton MP 201

the Huntercombes – not related to VB 156

Isobel VB 156

Chips Lovell VB 156

Moreland VB 113; BFR 130

Sillery BM 148; BFR 11

Slade MP 77; TK 208

Odo Stevens MP 97

Stringham SA 104

Templer BM 151

Prince Theodoric – untold story of Prince of Wales and BM 155; VB 117

Priscilla VB 156

Vavassor MP 56

Widmerpool MP 20, 201
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Peploe-Gordon

a military colleague of General Conyers – LM 230

success:

as soldier
at Sandhurst

excellence at:
shooting
riding
leadership of Tibet expedition

at attracting beautiful girls

failure as husband:
marrige annulled on grounds of impotence

subject of General Conyers' psychoanalysis:
compared to Widmerpool's debacle with Mildred

diagnosed as exaggerated narcissism

dead in Lebanon

and General Conyers:
at Sandhurst with

remembered with interest by
Performing Arts

a) music

composers

performers

titles

Composers

Auber, Daniel-François-Esprit (1782-1871) – Bob Duport on opera by MP 195-6
Beethoven, Ludwig van (1770-1827) – Moreland’s head shaped like CCR 20-1
Berlioz, Hector (1803-69):
Spanish fleas quoted in "Damnation of Faust" by CCR 117
Dr Brightman sees Gwinnnett as an American version of TK 55
Brahms, Johannes (1833-97) – Moreland’s hatred of CCR 18; SA 131-2
Chabrier, Emmanuel (1841-94) – life of:
Maclintick has copy of CCR 108-9, 116-7, 120
Moreland’s comments on CCR 108-9, 116-7, 120
Debussy, Claude (1862-1918) – Robert Tolland’s love of "Iberia " by CCR 63-5
Delius, Frederick (1862-1934) – Maclintick and Gossage attend Festival in Queen’s Hall (1929) CCR 27
Dvorak, Antonin (1841-1904) – Hiava on background of as a Czech national composer MP 103
Elgar, Sir Edward (1857-1934) – played during introduction to the Victory Day Service MP 223
Gounod, Charles (1818-93):
General Conyers wrestles with perfecting "Ave Maria" by LM 72, 74, 80, 88;
Moreland’s uncle once saw:
play at the Crystal Palace CCR 10
walking in Sydenham CCR 10
resemblance to of:
Hiava MP 102
the older Carolo TK 245
Lortzing, Gustav Albert 1801-51):
Moreland and Maclintick discuss family background of CCR 202-3
thought of opera on Casanova by recalls night at the restaurant CCR 203
Marcello, Benedetto (1795-1861) – General Conyers plays sonatas of LM 72
Moreland, Hugh
- MV
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus (1756-91) – and the "Seraglio" CCR 100
"The Seraglio"
Puccini, Giacomo ((1858-1924) – Gen Conyers remembers arguing about with Sir Gavin W-Wilson LM 86-7
Saint-Saëns, Camille (1835-1921):
played by:
General Conyers LM 75; SA 9-10
the wooden-legged fiddler with the eye-patch SA 9-10, 113
enjoyed by Moreland SA 10
Sarasate, Pablo de (1844-1908) – Maclintick mocks Carolo’s playing of as child prodigy CCR 29
Schubert, Franz (1797-1828) – Brandreth on medical problems of CCR 100
Scriabin, Alexandre (1872-1915) – Mrs Widmerpool buttonholes Moreland with enthusiasm for KO 243-4
Shostakovitch, Dimitry (1806-75) – Maclintick and Moreland on Communist treatment of CCR 118
Performing Arts – a) music (cont’d)

Smetana, Bedřich (1824-84):
Maclintick and Gossage discuss at Mrs Foxe's party as Czech national composer: Hlava organises performance of "The Bartered Bride" talks proudly of CCR 147; MP 101

Sousa, John Philip (1854-1932) – Moreland on bizarre choices for nocturnal music CCR 170

Strauss, Richard (1864-1949) – Moreland's memory of Dr Trelawney at performance KO 86

Stravinsky, Igor (1882-1971) – Moreland envies Chandler's attendance at ballet by in Paris
Moreland detests "half-baked imitations" of CCR 26

CCR 101-7

Tchaikovsky, Piotr Ilyich (1840-93):
awarded honorary degree by Cambridge University
Moreland's uncle drank wine with CCR 10

TK 244

Wagner, Richard (1813-83):
Brandreth on:
medical problems of Siegfried CCR 100
CCR 102-3

Brindley's:
uncle saw conduct at the Albert Hall
postcard of Slezak's performances in "Lohengrin" by discussed at the Waipole-Wilsons' dinner
Stourwater like scene from KO 98, 109

Walton, Sir William (1902-83):
"Grand March" by played at end of the Victory Day Service
Moreland admires MP 232

Performers
Billy Bennett (music hall comedian, 1887-1942) – Ted Jeavons remembers KO 241
buskers:
the blonde crippled opera singer CCR 7-9, 43; KO 250;
SA 113

the wooden-legged fiddler with the eye-patch SA 9-10, 113

the hotel singer in Venice TK 5-8, 22, 65, 245

Caroli Chaliapin, Feodor (Russian bass, 1873-1938) – as example of Jean's cultural snobbery VB 138
Collins, José – Ted Jeavons:
admired in "The Maid of the Mountains" LM 175
feels affinity with as having married into aristocracy LM 175

Farinelli, Carlo Broschi (Italian castrato, 1705-82) – Moreland's cat named after KO 101, 242

Hopkins, Heather qv

Lauder, Sir Harry (Scottish comic singer, 1870-1950) – Scottish soldiers' accents like VB 125
Montez, Lola (Irish-American dancer, 1818-61) – Isobel likens Pamela Flitton to re Prince Theodoric MP 106
New Hungarian String Quartet (1917-67) – Donners asks about KO 119

Pilgrim, Max qv

Sarasate, Pablo de (Spanish violinist, 1844-1908) – Maclintick mocks the child Caroli's imitation of CCR 29
Slezak, Leo (Austrian/Czech tenor, 1873-1946) – discussed at Waipole-Wilson dinner BM 40-1
Toscanini, Arturo (Italian conductor, 1867-1957) – Maclintick and Audrey on Fascist treatment of CCR 118
Vieuxtemps, Henry (Belgian violinist, 1820-81) – Chandler mocks the child Caroli's imitation of TK 244
Welsh Guards – band of plays at Victory Day service MP 223, 232

Titles
classical and operatic:
"Ave Maria" (Gounod) – General Conyers plays LM 72, 74, 80, 88
"The Bartered Bride" (Smetana) – Hlava organises performance of MP 101-7, 124
"Casanova in Murano" (Lortzing) – Moreland's recollection of the night at the restaurant CCR 203
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Performing Arts – a) music (cont’d)

"The Damnation of Faust" (Berlioz) – Spanish fleas in CCR 117
"Death and Transfiguration" (Richard Strauss) – Moreland’s memory of Dr Trelawney at KO 86
"Ein Deutsches Requiem" (Brahms) – Moreland’s idea of self-torture SA 132
"Faust" (Gounod):
  Donners disappointed by Sadler’s Wells’ 1938 performance of KO 119
  NJ as Mephistopheles tempting Gwatkin to adultery with Maureen VB 200
"The Fire-Watcher’s March" (Moreland) – Moreland plans in attempt to cure boredom SA 120
"Grand March" (Walton) – played at end of the Victory Day Service MP 232
"How happy could I be with either" ("The Beggar’s Opera", John Gay, 1728) – Moreland on TK 97
"Iberia" (Debussy) – Robert Tolland plays at Hyde Park Gardens CCR 63-5
"Idomeneo" (Mozart) – discussed at the Walpole-Wilsons’ dinner BM 41
"Lady Macbeth of Mtensk" (Shostakovitch) – Moreland’s favourite title CCR 118
"Lohengrin" (Wagner) – Slezak’s performances in discussed at the Walpole-Wilsons’ dinner BM 40
"The Merry Widow" (Franz Lehar, 1905) – waltz from:
  played:
    at the Huntercombes’ dance BM 71-2; TK 165
    in a Venice café TK 165
  Widmerpool’s favourite music BM 71-2; TK 165
"Messiah" (Handel) – Sillery moved by choirboys’ practising of QU 207
"La Muette de Portici" (Auber):
  staged to celebrate liberation of Brussels MP 195
  Bob Duport’s wry comments on MP 195-6
"Music for a Maison de Passe : A Suite" – Moreland’s sarcastic idea of to silence Members CCR 103
"Les Parfums de la Nuit" (Debussy – “Iberia”) – Robert Tolland’s particular love of CCR 64
"Prince Igor" (Alexander Borodin, 1887-90) – Moreland compares with "Tamburlaine“ CCR 57
"Le Sacre du Printemps" (Stravinsky) – Moreland uses as epitome the Modern BFR 129
the "Seraglio" ("Die Entführung aus dem Serail" – Mozart) – performance of:
  given:
    at the home of Odo and Rosie Stevens TK 230-3, 235-8, 240,
    in aid of African charity TK 242-6, 248, 252-3, 255-7; HSH 46
and Moreland:
  advice on production given by TK 231-3
  collapse of after TK 252-4
  Carolo plays in TK 242-5
  Gossage’s critical comments on TK 242, 244, 252
  also mentioned TK 273, 277
"Siegfried" (Wagner) – Mime:
  a recurrent motif for military bureaucracy:
    the stunted officer-clerk MP 6-7, 223
    the labyrinthine underworld of corridors MP 7-8, 39
    the size of the contentious bathroom in Cabourg MP 169
"Softly Awakes my Heart" (Saint-Saëns, “Samson et Dalila”) – the wooden-legged fiddler SA 113
symphony by Moreland Moreland, Hugh
"Tales of Hoffman" (Jacques Offenbach, 1861) :
  Priscilla’s idea of quiet music CCR 170
  playing at Florian’s TK 176
"Tone Poem Vieux Port" (Moreland) Moreland, Hugh
"Tosca" (Puccini) – Maclintick sees Buster Foxe as Baron Scarpia from CCR 145
"Turandot" (Puccini) – Donners:
  once pinched Matilda’s leg at performance of CCR 132-3
  moved to tears by HSH 49
"Water Music" (Handel) – played during introduction to the Victory Day Service MP 223
hymns:
  "At even ere the sun was set" – Stringham quotes as perfect summary of his family life MP 226-7
  "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" – as part of Moreland’s fantasy on vintage cars TK 280
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Performing Arts – a) music (cont’d)

"The day Thou gavest, Lord, is ended" – sung in chapel after Braddock alias Thorne
QU 52-3

"Father, hear the prayer we offer" – Stringham on the hard road to pleasure
CCR 178

"Follow, follow, I would follow Jesus" – Bithel remembers parody of from Battalion Mess
SA 175, 179; HSH 245

"Glorious things of thee are spoken" – Stringham on the fading of "the world's best pleasure"
MP 227

"Guide me, O thou great Jehovah" (Cwm Rhondda):
NJ’s battalion sings on marches
VB 44-5, 109, 247; HSH 200

Bithel heard singing at Stourwater
HSH 200

"Cwm Rhondda" – singing of marks movements of the battalion
VB 44, 109, 247; MP 182

"Hail, gladdening light" (Phos hilaron) – Murtlock’s solo of wins him choir scholarship
HSH 123

"Follow, follow, I would follow Jesus" – Bithel remembers parody of from Battalion Mess
VB 44, 109, 247; MP 182

"Glorious things of thee are spoken" – Stringham on the fading of "the world's best pleasure"
MP 227

"Guide me, O thou great Jehovah" (Cwm Rhondda):
NJ’s battalion sings on marches
VB 44-5, 109, 247; HSH 200

Bithel heard singing at Stourwater
HSH 200

"Cwm Rhondda" – singing of marks movements of the battalion
VB 44, 109, 247; MP 182

"Hail, gladdening light" (Phos hilaron) – Murtlock’s solo of wins him choir scholarship
HSH 123
Performing Arts – a) music (cont’d)

and Mr Deacon:
strong objection of to lyrics BM 123, 158
occasion of quarrel with Pilgrim BM 157-9, 240
revived at the Café Madrid SA 114
"We'll have a blue room" ("The Girlfriend", 1926) – played at the Huntercombes' ball BM 69
"When Father went down to Southend" – Ted Jeavons sings whilst working BFR 99

traditional songs:
"The Ash Grove" – sung by: VB 50-1
   NJ's battalion arriving in N.Ireland
   Bithel at Stourwater HSH 203
"D'you ken John Peel" – St John Clarke's fame likewise far away CCR 186
"Lilliburlero" – and Moreland's idea for history of popular song BFR 129
"Santa Lucia" – hotel musicians in Venice sing TK 22
"Song of the Volga Boatmen" – NJ on Brent's musical ignorance VB 138

military:
soldiers' songs:
sung by NJ's battalion:
   "We had ter join Belisha's army" on the march VB 45
   "Mick McGilligan's Daughter, Mary-Anne" – crude anti-Irish version of VB 246
   "Hurrah for the CRE" (corps song of the RE) – NJ hears Sappers singing VB 141
   "There's a long, long trail a-winding" – Ted Jeavons sings as WW2 begins KO 255
   "We're going to hang out the washing ..." – Irish children prefer "the Maginot line" VB 71

bugle calls:
Gwatkin embarrasses Cadwallader over words of VB 186-8
"Defaults" – Dicky Umfraville regards as fitting to his old age TK 6-7
Performing Arts

b) theatre and dance

(this page is restricted to theatrical performance; for drama as literature see Literature – a) authors and Literature – b) works of

Theatre

titles:

"Aladdin" – Bijou Ardglass's father and Max Pilgrim's mother played together in the Dance of the Seven Veils ("Salomé") – and Mrs Conyers' layers of wrapping as an episode in CCR

"The Duchess of Malfi" (Webster) – performance of:

cast of includes:

Norman Chandler as Bosola
Matilda Wilson as the Cardinal's mistress

significantly attended by:

Moreland
Mrs Foxe

"Henry IV, Part 2" (Shakespeare) – NJ talks to actor who played Shallow in

"The Humorous Lieutenant" (Fletcher) – Delavacquerie:

takes Gwinnett to see Polly Duport in

"The Martyrdom of St Sebastian" (Debussy, 1911) – Donners' tears at Ida Rubinstein in

performers:

Campbell, Mrs Patrick – Alfred Tolland heard in live reading
Chandler, Norman
Duport, Polly
Duse, Eleonora – Moreland sees Matilda as
Garrick, David – Moreland sees Barnby as artistic equivalent of
Irving, Henry:
Moreland sees Barnby as artistic equivalent of
Mrs Maliphant possibly slept with
Tree, Herbert Beerbohm:
Moreland sees Barnby as artistic equivalent of
Mrs Maliphant possibly slept with

Wilson Matilda

Dance

"Apollo Musagete" (Stravinsky, 1928) – probably the ballet which Chandler sees in Paris

Chandler, Norman

The Dolly Sisters (dance team popular 1911-1927) – subject of schoolboy argument

"The Martyrdom of St Sebastian" (Debussy, 1911) – Donners' tears at Ida Rubinstein in

Moreland, Hugh – writing of ballet by paralysed by the war

Rubinstein, Ida (1885-1960) – Donners moved to tears at portrayal of St Sebastian by
Performing Arts – b) theatre and dance (cont’d)

the Russian Ballet:

the Foxes’ attendance at:

whilst NJ is staying with them

QU 58, 60, 62; LM 161;
CCR 138

ticket for an example of Tuffy Weedon's defence of Stringham

QU 60, 62; LM 161

pictures of from early 20th century in Moreland's flat:

choreographers:

Diaghilev

CCR 11

Fokine

CCR 11

dancers:

Karsavina

CCR 11

the Legat brothers – artists responsible for the caricatures

CCR 11

Pavlova

CCR 11

Bakst, Leon (designer of, 1866-1924) – Foppa's picture of Victor Emmanuel recalls

AW 152

Nijinsky – Chandler imagined as in "L'après midi d'un faun"

CCR 51

Stravinsky, Igor (1882-1971) – Moreland and Chandler discuss new ballet of

CCR 26

Wise, Rupert

qv
**Performing Arts**

**c) film**

Venice Film Festival, 1958 – a recurrent backdrop for TK

**Titles**

"Birth of a Nation" (1915) – typical subject of Trapnel monologues

"Dante's Inferno" – (1909) – neither NJ nor Moreland allowed to see as boys

"Foolish Wives" (1922) – NJ and Barnby meet in the Mortimer intending to go on to

Hardy adaptation – Polly Duport stars in at Venice Film Festival

"Lysistrata" – private venture for which Moreland writes score

"Mädchen in Uniform" (1931) – watched by Mona and Jean before going to the Ritz

"Das Mädchen Rosemarie" (1958) – at the Venice Film Festival:

NJ interested in

Pamela's gibe on Glober and

"Man of Aran" (1934) – NJ meets Quiggin whilst waiting in queue for

"Match Me Such Marvel" – Glober's projected adaptation of:

Ada Leintwardine:

presses for

imagines Pamela acting in

Polly Duport as likely star in

Quiggin irritated by concept of
to be filmed in Spain
ditched

"Profiles in String" – projected film of:

Trapnel considers possibility of

Pamela presses for:

Glober to produce

leading role in
ditched

"Sally Goes Shopping" – film version of Ada Leintwardine's "I Stopped at a Chemist"

"The Song of Bernadette" (1943) – Sunny Farebrother moved by

Russian film seen by NJ and Moreland – theme of women and duty

"Silly Goes Shopping" – film version of Ada Leintwardine's "I Stopped at a Chemist"

"The Song of Bernadette" (1943) – Sunny Farebrother moved by

People

Bushman, Francis X. (1883-1966) – source of Trapnel's name

Chaplin, Charlie (1889-1977) – as comparison for

Sillery's trousers

Ted Jeavons's moustache

Clarini qv

Colbert, Claudette (1903-96) – Matilda compares Chandler's fringe to

Dietrich, Marlene (1901-92) – possible object of Glober's heroic rescue act

Duport, Polly

Garbo, Greta (1905-90) – star most admired by Lady Molly

Glober, Louis

Harlow, Jean (1911-37) – possible object of the story of Glober's heroic rescue act

Hepburn, Katharine (1907-2003) – possible object of the story of Glober's heroic rescue act TK 69

Karloff, Boris (1887-1969) – Trapnel:

great fan of

impersonations of

the Marx Brothers – exemplify breadth of Trapnel's subjects for pontification

Menjou, Adolphe (1890-1963) – Lady Molly once sat next to

Thiele, Herte (1908-84) – Mona falls passionately in love with portrayal of Manuela by

Valentino, Rudolph (1895-1926) – Colonel Flores compared to
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Perkins, Lord

a Labour peer – MP 206

at the party at Prasad's embassy

political career:

long experience in labour movement

author of book on industrial relations

peerage created by first Labour government

influence in courted by:

Sunny Farebrother

Widmerpool

third husband of Babs Stripling

MP 205-6, -11

MP 205-6, 211

MP 206

MP 206

MP 205-6

MP 211

AW 85; MP 206, 211
Philidor, General

French military attaché – MP 146

described
military career:
cavalryman:
  studied at Saumur
  served under Giraud in North Africa
rank:
  Brigadier-General
full divisional commander:
  in practice
  officially
as military attaché:
  accidental debacle with irascible officer
  on trip to Brussels
  doubts with regard to de Gaulle
  and other officers:
    Asbjørnsen
    Bobrowski
    Finn
    Kernével
    Prasad
also mentioned
family:
  father winemaker in Chinon
  wife accompanies to party at Prasad's embassy
character:
  love of:
    farcical situations
    homeland
    shooting
    wine
  calmness
  memory of as part of the "Dance" theme
  death in car accident
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Philidor, Madame

wife of General Philidor – MP 205

at the party at Prasad's embassy:
  friendship with Isobel MP 205, 218
  inquisitive interest in Prasad's wives:
    the practice of purdah:
    and Gauthier de Graef's curiosity on MP 205
    investigation of MP 205, 218
    comparative assessment of MP 218
### Phillpots

an officer in NJ's Battalion – VB 241

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wartime Service</th>
<th>VB 235, 241; MP 180</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>As officer in NJ's Battalion:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regarded as possible replacement for NJ and other officers:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gwatkin</td>
<td>VB 235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kedward:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seen by as inferior to Parry almost forgotten by</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NJ</td>
<td>VB 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parry</td>
<td>VB 241</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Later:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>VB 235, 241; MP 180</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Transferred to Regular battalion</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wounded in Crete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Pilgrim, Max

a cabaret artist – BM 122

episodes involving:

- Mrs Andriadis's party
- Mr Deacon's funeral
- NJ's visit to Dicky Umfraville's club
- Mrs Foxe's party for Moreland's symphony at Moreland's, after the blitz on Café Madrid

described as cabaret artist:

- theatrical mother
- career:
  - general references to partnership with Heather Hopkins
  - venues mentioned:
    - Mrs Andriadis's
    - Café Madrid
    - Dicky Umfraville's club
  - gradual fading of wartime revival:
    - part of nostalgia wave
    - work with E.N.S.A.
      - at Café Madrid:
        - during Bijou Ardglass's party
        - badly received
  - style
  - songs:
    - "Di, Di, with her collar and tie":
      - lyrics of opinions of by guests:
        - in general
        - the Templers
    - "Heather, Heather, she's under the weather":
    - "Tess of Le Touquet":
      - lyrics of reactions to by guests:
        - in general
        - Mr Deacon
      - revival of
    - "I want to dazzle Lady Sybil"
      - Odo Stevens' pastiche of

homosexuality:

- evident in campness of:
  - conversation
  - demeanour
  - lyrics
- suggested by:
  - relationships with:
    - Norman Chandler
    - Hugo Tolland
    - Audrey's doubts about air-raid shelters
    - Mr Deacon's anger
  - and other characters:
    - Mrs Andriadis
    - Bijou Ardglass:
      - childhood memories of
      - performing during fatal party of
Pilgrim, Max (cont’d)

Bithel
Mildred Blaides
Norman Chandler
Mr Deacon:
  offence given to:
    in the indeterminate past
    at Mrs Andriadis’ party
  attendance at funeral of
Mrs Foxe
Buster Foxe
Mrs Baldwyn Hodges
Heather Hopkins:
  distrusted by
  partnership with
Gypsy Jones
Audrey Maclintick:
  lodges with Moreland and
  mothered by
Moreland:
  long friendship with
  lodges with Audrey and
  also mentioned
the anonymous Negro
Odo Stevens:
  admired by
  pastiche written by
Betty Templer
Peter Templer
Hugo Tolland
Dicky Umfraville
Matilda
Rupert Wise

SA 175
LM 199-200
CCR 50, 52-4, 90, 140
BM 123, 158, 240
BM 122-3, 126, 157-9, 240, 262; LM 183
BM 262, 270
CCR 53-4, 90
CCR 181
KO 148
LM 97
LM 97, 181-6, 189, 198, 200; VB 148
BM 270
SA 114-6, 141-2, 148-55
SA 141-2, 149, 151-4
SA 114
SA 114-6, 141-2, 148-55
SA 145
BM 132, 157-8, 240
SA 142
SA 142-5
LM 189, 198
LM 189
KO 147-8; SA 150
LM 181-2, 198
CCR 54
CCR 140
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Pinkus, Captain

Adjutant-Quartermaster at Castlemallock – VB 181

described as Adjutant-Quartermaster at Castlemallock:
in RAOC
enjoyment of making life unpleasant:
genearly
in the affairs of:
Emmot:
bullying of
Gwatkin's trouble over
Sayce's helmet
exemplar of the dead-end Captain
and members of the visiting Battalion:
CSM Cadwallader
Gwatkin
NJ:

compared by to:
a misshapen Arthurian dwarf
Craggs' oily voice
appears in nightmare to
Places

a) London

general references

described:

- in the evening mist: LM 18
- in the heat of summer: BM 30, 97, 170-1
- in the cold of winter: AW 37
- as affected by the War:
  - during: VB 117; SA 88; MP 65, 70
  - after: MP 247; BFR 234
- in comparison to Tokenhouse's Venice: TK 126

as the capital city:
- a place of seductive allure: QU 35-6, 131, 197, 220; CCR 20; VB 18; HSH 117
- the centre of gravity for: business and finance – "the City":
  - place of employment of:
    - Sir Bertram Akworth: HSH 206
    - Jimmy Brent: QU 185, 195
    - Gibson Delavacquerie: HSH 53
    - Bob Duport: QU 185-6, 189, 195; LM 56; KO 171, 175
    - Sunny Farebrother: QU 78-9, 84, 87, 89, 96, 105; BM 63; AW 43; KO 223; VB 254; SA 25, 191; HSH 77
    - Finn: SA 51; MP 10
    - Archie Gilbert: BM 31, 63
    - Jimmy Stripling: QU 84; AW 94, 96; HSH 77
    - Mr Templer: AW 43
    - Peter Templer: QU 75, 89, 185, 195, 215; BM 150, 202; AW 45, 51, 94, 186; LM 56, 101, 206; KO 171; VB 136; SA 191
    - George Tolland: LM 38; CCR 62, 72-3, 84; BFR 51
    - Bill Truscott: HSH 117
    - Lady Katherine's first husband: LM 206
    - Widmerpool: QU 131, 157; BM 35, 85, 143; AW 51, 186, 199, 201; LM 46, 56, 85, 189, 229; CCR 84-5, 103, 123; KO 136, 175, 223; VB 254; SA 25; MP 210; BFR 18, 51; TK 111; HSH 206

and the post-war Labour Government: BFR 18, 96
Gen Conyers & Sir Gavin's livery dinner: LM 86
other characters' attitudes to:

- reverence for expressed by:
  - M.Dubuisson: QU 122-3
  - Canon Fenneau: HSH 117
  - General Liddament: SA 51

- Mildred's boredom with: LM 189
- Uncle Giles' hatred of: QU 68
- Quiggin's:
  - contempt for: AW 96
  - ignorance of: LM 101

- culture

- fashion and society:
  - the smart regiments: QU 169; KO 254; SA 190
  - the season: QU 205; BM 31-33, 48, 52, 63, 85, 119; LM 92; CCR 63, 89
Places – a) London: general references (cont’d)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Authors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QU 32-3, 35-6, 99, 169, 179, 200-1, 205, 207, 220; BM 252; AW 140; LM 112; SA 78; MP 90, 159; HSH 222</td>
<td>The good time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AW 140; LM 112</td>
<td>Mona</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSH 178, 180</td>
<td>Veronica Tolland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CCR 61</td>
<td>Lady Katherine Warminster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 98; MP 15, 108-9, 202; BFR 104, 106, 111, 202; TK 52, 220</td>
<td>National government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO 221; SA 86, 89, 98, 110, 129, 167; MP 35, 41, 144, 146, 160, 191, 224-6; BFR 109; HSH 234</td>
<td>Military government</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QU 131; TK 22, 29, 70, 98, 192</td>
<td>The press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QU 56; AW 72; LM 108-9; KO 121; VB 18; TK 63; HSH 132</td>
<td>Shopping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 121, 154, 168; KO 217, 233-4; VB 18; MP 181-2; BFR 11, 29; TK 70, 72, 98, 138, 210; HSH 172; and see references to individuals above</td>
<td>Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QU 42; LM 115; KO 89; TK 72</td>
<td>The paradigm of all that is horrible:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 99</td>
<td>Restless activity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 164</td>
<td>Dirt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 170-1; LM 99; CCR 20, 197</td>
<td>Tedium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 134-5, 156; MP 65, 174, 219; BFR 18</td>
<td>Exacerbated by the War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO 20</td>
<td>Hated as such:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LM 115</td>
<td>Always by:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 25</td>
<td>Billson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 22, 25</td>
<td>Ertridge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MP 174</td>
<td>Lord Goring</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 132, 134-5</td>
<td>Eleanor Walpole-Wilson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 21-2, 25, 231; LM 71-2, 112, 115; CCR 60-1; KO 20, 89, 208, 224; VB 20; SA 158; MP 25; HSH 138, 176, 222</td>
<td>As opposed to:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 119; BFR 8, 29; HSH 117</td>
<td>The country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VB 18</td>
<td>Academia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AW 140</td>
<td>The small town</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 8, 88, 132, 134-5, 156; MP 8, 27, 65, 74, 82, 118, 143</td>
<td>Suburbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 8, 88, 132, 134-5, 156; MP 8, 27, 65, 74, 82, 118, 143</td>
<td>And aspects of the War:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO 208; SA 132, 134-5; HSH 235-6</td>
<td>The Blitz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO 208, 224; SA 84</td>
<td>Defence during</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO 206, 208</td>
<td>Effect of on the inhabitants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO 221, 254; SA 190</td>
<td>Evacuees from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO 136; MP 15</td>
<td>The Phoney War</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO 10</td>
<td>Local regiments</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO 19-20</td>
<td>Soldiers' uniform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 225; AW 77-8; CCR 42</td>
<td>As sometime home of:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK 244</td>
<td>Albert Creech</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSH 172, 221</td>
<td>Barnby</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BM 5, 99, 171-2, 176</td>
<td>Billson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TK 244</td>
<td>Norman Chandler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HSH 172, 221</td>
<td>Fiona Cutts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>© B.J. Moule, 2007</td>
<td>Mr Deacon</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Places – a) London: general references (cont’d)

General and Mrs Conyers
the Duports:
  together
  alone:
    Bob
    Jean
Canon Fenneau
Pamela Flitton
Foppa
the Foxes
the Huntercombes
Captain and Mrs Jenkins
NJ:
  as a young man
during early period of marriage
during the war
after the War
Kernével
Ted Jeavons
Ada Leintwardine
Chips Lovell
Maclintick
Mark Members
Moreland
Stringham
Betty Taylor (or Porter)
the Tollands:
  Isobel and Susan
  Alfred
  Veronica
  Lady Katherine Warminster
X. Trapnel
Widmerpool:
  with mother
  with Pamela
  alone
occasional visits to made by:
  Bithel
  Jacky Bragadin
  Cheesman and friend
  Crowding
  Erridge
  Ferrand-Sénéschal
  Flores:
    with family as a young man
    with Jean as:
      military attaché
      politician
  Buster Foxe
  Glober
  Barbara Goring
  Gwinnnett:
    as a young man
    when researching:
      the life of Trapnel
      Jacobean drama
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Places – a) London: general references (cont’d)

To receive the Donners Memorial Prize: HSH 85, 90, 94

Historical figures:
- Casanova: CCR 36
- Stendhal: MP 221

The Jeavonses when younger:
- Lady Molly: LM 12
- Ted: LM 175
- Isobel: MP 80

Uncle Giles: QU 18, 213, 223; BM 164; AW 7; KO 151, 156

NJ:
- As a boy: LM 10
- During the holiday after leaving school:
  - To visit Stringham: QU 55-6, 69, 206, 210; LM 161
  - En route to Le Grenadière: QU 95, 104; CCR 72; SA 189
  - Dinner where Uncle Giles replaces Stringham: QU 213, 218, 223
  - Passing through on leave from the Army: VB 110, 112, 116-8, 120; SA 50, 88, 125, 158, 167
  - After settling in the country: TK 202, 279; HSH 47, 74, 76, 83, 132, 138

Kedward: VB 18
Lenore Members: HSH 39
Quiggin: AW 107, 122; LM 108-9
Sillery: BM 118-9; BFR 124
Odo Stevens: SA 122, 125, 127
Templer:
- As a schoolboy: QU 12, 23, 31-2, 35-6, 146
- Evening at the Ritz: AW 72
- Possibly at the time of Mona’s elopement: AW 138

Dicky Umfraville:
- As a soldier:
  - Garrisoned as a young guardsman: VB 160-2
  - Posted as wartime RTO: VB 149-50, 160
  - On leave from post-war Germany: BFR 45, 99
- As a man about town: AW 165

Miscellaneous references to:
- Bagshaw’s encyclopaedic knowledge of pubs in: BFR 112
- Mona’s face in advertisements on buses in: LM 107
- Sinister stories of told by:
  - Delavacquerie: HSH 223
  - Moreland: TK 277
Places

b) London

fictional settings

flats
small houses
town houses
hotels, restaurants, pubs, and clubs
business premises

flats inhabited by:

Mrs Andriadis:
located in Park Lane
AW 168, 177

described
AW 170

setting for visit with Dicky Umfraville et al
AW 166-7, 168-77

General and Mrs Conyers:
located in Chelsea, near Sloane Square
LM 10, 71, 88; KO 210

described
LM 10, 72

setting for NJ's visits:
as a boy
LM 10-13, 42, 50, 71-2, 87, 89

after meeting again at Lady Molly's
LM 71-88

at the outbreak of war
KO 210-8

Roddy and Susan Cutts:
located in Westminster
KO 93

described as "hideous"
KO 93

setting for the political dinner-party after Munich
KO 93-6

Gibson Delavacquerie:
located in the Islington area
HSH 165

Fiona living in
HSH 165-6, 171-3, 176, 179-80, 182, 184, 221

NJ never visits
HSH 165

Matilda as Lady Donners:
located in Eaton Square
HSH 57

next door to the Walpole-Wilsons' old home
HSH 57

described
HSH 57

setting for NJ's visit to be shown the tableaux photographs
HSH 57-62

left by before her death
HSH 176

Jean Duport:
located somewhere beyond Rutland Gate
AW 144, 219; MP 240

described
AW 144-5

temporarily borrowed from a friend
AW 121, 219

setting for assignations with NJ
AW 121, 144-51, 219, 223; MP 240-1; TK 202

Colonel and Mrs Flores:
located in Knightsbridge
MP 240

described
BFR 103

NJ's thoughts on proximity of to Rutland Gate
MP 240-1

setting for post-war party
BFR 102-11

NJ:
1) as bachelor:
located in Shepherd Market
BM 83, 162; MP 114; TK 77

close to Glober's hotel
TK 77

2) when married:

setting for:

the discussion of Erridge's will
CCR 213-21

receipt of Pamela's phone-call
BFR 200-2
Places – b) London: fictional settings (cont’d)

visits to made by:
- the Morelands: CCR 135, 151, 157
- Chips Lovell: CCR 189
- Priscilla: "introduction" to Moreland before the symphony CCR 135, 151, 157
- X. Trapnel: BFR 122-3
- also mentioned: CCR 102, 208; KO 106-7; BFR 200-2, 244

3) in wartime:
- located in Chelsea: MP 73, 149
- described: MP 73-5, 126-7
- presided over by Miss Wartstone: MP 74-5, 129, 136
- also houses:
  - Belgian officers, including Clanwaert: MP 95, 99, 127-8, 133-4, 143
  - Mrs Erdleigh: MP 134-43; TK 246
  - Pamela Flitton: MP 128-30, 133-40, 143
  - Hewetson: MP 74
  - Odo Stevens: MP 128-43; TK 246
- and the V1 raids:
  - described: MP 125-6, 143, 149
  - setting for episode in the hall during: MP 125-43; TK 246

Moreland:
1) as bachelor:
- located some way beyond Oxford Street: CCR 11
- described: CCR 11
- visited by NJ early in their friendship: CCR 11-12
2) after marriage:
- located off Gray’s Inn Road: HSH 57
- described as "bleak ... garret": CCR 127; HSH 57
- shared with:
  - Matilda: CCR 127, 187, 209; KO 97; SA 148, 155
  - Audrey: SA 114-6, 141-2, 148-56
  - suffers temporary eviction from: KO 240; SA 115
  - Max Pilgrim lodges at: SA 114-6, 141-2, 148-55
  - setting for the news of the Café Madrid bomb: SA 148-55

Leonard Short:
- located in the same building as Widmerpool: BFR 20, 27, 185, 190-3; TK 259
- Pamela calls at to leave the elopement message: BFR 190-3

Stringham:
- located in West Halkin Street: BM 102; AW 207, 210, 212
- described: AW 214-5
- occupied by as bachelor and after break-up of marriage: AW 214
- setting for bedding of by NJ and Widmerpool: AW 214-8; BFR 227

Norah Tolland:
1) and Eleanor Walpole-Wilson:
- located in Chelsea, on the attic floor: LM 88, 91
- described: LM 91-3
- Heather Hopkins on the ground floor below: LM 98-9; CCR 129
- setting for NJ’s visit to with Lady Frederica: LM 91-9; CCR 129-30
- abandoned after the War: HSH 13
- also mentioned: KO 100; SA 160
2) in later life:
- located in Battersea: HSH 11
- setting for discussion about Fiona and Murtlock: HSH 11-14

X. Trapnel and Pamela:
- located in Maida Vale: BFR 201
- described:
  - in its decrepitude: BFR 201, 203-4, 210, 212, 241-2
Places – b) London: fictional settings (cont’d)

as reminiscent of MacIntick’s house BFR 203, 242
setting for:

NJ’s visits:
  at Pamela’s request BFR 201-2, 203-18, 226
  after discovering the ruined manuscript BFR 241-2
  Widmerpool’s confrontation of Trapnel BFR 210-17, 251

Widmerpool and Pamela:
located in Victoria Street, Westminster, near the River TK 41; TK 259, 283
  near Mrs Widmerpool’s BFR 186
described BFR 184-7
despised by Pamela BFR 27, 139, 186, 192
setting for the discovery of Pamela’s elopement BFR 184-94, 207
other references to MP 201; BFR 20

Mrs Widmerpool:
located in Victoria, near Westminster Cathedral QU 131; BM 83; AW 218-9
described BM 272
shared with Widmerpool in his bachelor days BM 83-4, 272; AW 218-9; BFR 186
let during summer months BM 83-4
setting for NJ’s supper-visit BM 242, 259, 265, 272-85

small houses inhabited by:
the Bagshaws:
  located just north of Primrose Hill TK 187
  described TK 187-8, 198
lodgers at:
  Gwinnett TK 190-2, 197, 199-201, 220, 256
  sundry others TK 191
setting for:
  NJ’s visit to discuss Trapnel’s lodging TK 186, 187-94
  Pamela’s nocturnal intrusion TK 196-202, 203, 205, 220, 227, 256

the MacInticks:
  situated in Pimlico CCR 104-5, 115
  squalor of: CCR 106-7, 198-9
  brought to mind by Trapnel’s flat BFR 203, 242
despised by Audrey CCR 111, 115; SA 155
scene of MacIntick’s suicide CCR 208-10; BFR 203
setting for:
  NJ’s visits to keep Moreland company after: CCR 104-5, 106-21; TK 245
    meeting at the nursing-home CCR 196-7, 198-207; SA 117; BFR 203, 242
    Maclintick’s suicide

town houses of:
the Bridgnorths:
  located in Cavendish Square BM 234
  Stringham’s wedding presents on display at BM 234-5
the Duports:
  described BM 105, 112-3, 149
derogatory opinions of expressed by:
  Pennistone BM 149; VB 132-3
  Jean BM 203
owned by the Duports BM 149, 203, 245; AW 168-9, 172; VB 117, 132-3
rented by Mrs Andriadis:
ill-treated by
setting for the party given by
BM 203; AW 169, 172
BM 101, 105-160, 239-40, 285; VB 117, 132-3; MP 54

the Foxes:
located off Berkeley square
described
visited:
often by Bill Truscott
occasionally by the Morelands
Lord Huntercombe and the ornaments at
closed by Mrs Foxe during the Chandler affair
setting for:
NJ's lunch with Stringham and the Foxes
the party for Moreland's symphony
QU 56, 64; CCR 131
QU 56-7; CCR 137

the Huntercombes:
located in Belgrave Square
described
and the only worthwhile painting kept at
setting for the ball
BM 52, 61, 104-5, 107, 269
BM 64, 73, 77
BM 64; CCR 165

Lady Molly Jeavons:
located in South Kensington
described:
in detail
as in a permanent state of disorder
as damaged in the Blitz
as a "centre of miscellaneous hospitality":
scene of first meeting between:
Erridge and St John Clarke
Widmerpool and:
Mildred
Isobel
Hugo and Mrs Baldwin Hodges
CCR 86-9, 142, 159-60; SA 215
LM 23-4, 155, 160-1; SA 156, 159-61
LM 92, 155, 160-1, 206, 223; CCR 60, 81; KO 148-9,
236-7, 242
LM 156; CCR 60; KO 148, 234, 237; SA 109; MP 80
LM 155, 164
LM 164-5; KO 237; SA 130, 158; MP 27
LM 160; KO 233, 237, 239-40
LM 156; CCR 60; KO 148, 234, 237; SA 109; MP 80
LM 155, 164
LM 164-5; KO 237; SA 130, 158; MP 27
LM 160; KO 233, 237, 239-40
LM 19, 37, 72-3, 79, 155-7, 165, 197-8, 217, 220;
CCR 69, 74, 86, 174, 194; KO 236; SA 156
LM 29, 203

used as metonym for Lady Molly's opinion
setting for NJ's visits:
for the first time, introduced by Chips Lovell
LM 18-19, 22, 23-52, 54, 60-1, 79-80, 90, 129, 131,
143, 174, 210; SA 156, 162

on frequent occasions soon afterwards:
involving meetings with:
the Tolland sisters
Tuffy Weedon
after the night out with Ted Jeavons
also mentioned
for the party to celebrate engagement to Isobel
at the outbreak of war
on the night of the bomb
LM 156
LM 159-68; CCR 88; KO 215
LM 215-6
LM 81, 132, 168, 193
LM 215, 216-37; KO 225
KO 224-5, 232-43, 252-6
SA 156-62
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after Lady Molly's death:

described MP 84
remains as home of Ted: MP 81
during war:
temporary camp for SA 215
setting for party given by MP 80-7
divided into flats and inhabited by TK 51
shared by with:
   Templer MP 27, 81-2
   Norman Chandler HSH 58-9
   the traditional all-sorts MP 27
also mentioned BFR 70

and see Jeavons, Lady Molly

Rosie Manasch:

located in Regent's Park TK 230
during marriages to:
   Jock Udall – Billson once worked at KO 74-5
   Odo Stevens:
described TK 230
chauffeur's confusion over address of TK 270
setting for the "Seraglio" & its aftermath TK 230-70

the Walpole-Wilsons:

located in Eaton Square BM 19, 29, 34, 38, 92; AW 116; HSH 57
home of "The Boyhood of Cyrus" BM 5, 19-20, 28-9, 59, 91-3; AW 116; VB 196; HSH 5, 231-2
association with Barbara Goring BM 28-9; AW 116; VB 196
Widmerpool and BM 34, 38
NJ's visits to:
   the first occasion BM 19, 91
   for dinner before the Huntercombes' dance BM 29-60, 92
   also mentioned BM 5; HSH 231
later turned into an African embassy HSH 57

Lady Katherine Warminster:

located in Hyde Park Gardens LM 52, 94, 147, 205, 207; CCR 59-60, 62, 88, 186, 194, 215; KO 146-9
described LM 206; CCR 59-60, 83
tenor of life at LM 207; CCR 59-60, 88; KO 148
closing of after Lady Katherine's death KO 146-9
and NJ:
frequent visits by LM 205; CCR 59
setting for:
talk with Lady K before marriage LM 204, 207-10
Sunday lunch with St John Clarke CCR 59, 62-65, 68-96, 186, 215

and the Tolland family:
members of living at:
   Blanche CCR 59, 69-71, 83; KO 146
   Hugo CCR 59, 194-5; KO 146-8
   Isobel LM 94
   Priscilla LM 52; CCR 59, 69-7; KO 146-8
   Robert CCR 59, 62; KO 147
   centre of meeting for LM 94; CCR 59, 69, 73, 96-7

hotels, restaurants, pubs, and clubs:

the Bronze Monkey:
   scene of Mr Deacon's fatal accident BM 239-41; CCR 15; HSH 236
   closed down in police raid BM 239; CCR 15
remembered by Chandler as "Brass"

the Café (de) Madrid:

Bijou Ardglass holds 40th birthday party at
Max Pilgrim performing at:
   with Heather Hopkins
   on the night of the bomb
   also mentioned
Stringham once took Peggy to
never attended by Moreland
destruction of in the Blitz:
   story of told by Max Pilgrim
   causes deaths of:
      Bijou Ardglass
      Chips Lovell
      NJ reflects on
      also mentioned

Casanova's Chinese Restaurant:
   located in Soho
   described
   history of the name and the theme of CCR
   Norma waitress at
   setting for dinner with Moreland et al
   also mentioned

the De Tabley:
   and the Ufford:
      located opposite in Bayswater
      occasionally used by Uncle Giles in pique at
      requisitioned as wartime Food Office
Foppa's:
   located in Soho
   described
   frequented by:
      Barnby
      Chips Lovell
      Moreland:
         with NJ
         with Chandler – secret police incident
      Dicky Umfraville – location of:
         NJ's first meeting with
         start of affair of with Anne Stepney
      and Jean:
         setting for evening with
         associated with haunting memories of
The French Polisher's Arms – close to The Hero of Acre
The Hay Loft:
   situated off Tottenham Court Road
   described
   setting for discussion between NJ and Moreland on action
The Hero of Acre:
   described
   and X.Trapnel:
      favourite pub of
      annoyance of at Evadne Clapham's presence in
      seen in by:
      Delavacquerie seeking literary legends
      Salvidge with Pamela
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setting for episodes involving:
- confession by of love for Pamela
  BFR 167-78
- the last night of
  TK 35-40
and surrounding pubs
  TK 37
The Marquess of Sleaford – close to The Hero of Acre
  TK 37
The Merry Thought:
- a favoured haunt of Gypsy Jones:
  early attempts to seduce NJ via
  BM 135-6, 162
  fancy dress party at dressed as Eve
  BM 266, 270-1; KO 229
  Heather Hopkins plays the piano at
  LM 97; KO 137
the Mortimer:
  located near Gerrard Street, Soho
  CCR 7-8
described:
  before the War
  CCR 14-15, 29
  destroyed by the Blitz
  CCR 7, 14
  rebuilt
  CCR 14
as part of the Dance
  CCR 7, 20
and the Bohemian set:
  in general
  CCR 14, 29
  Barnby
  CCR 9, 14-16, 29-32
  Carolo
  CCR 19-20, 24-5, 27-8, 29, 116
  Chandler
  CCR 18-19, 21, 25-7, 43, 141; HSH 234
  Mr Deacon:
  regular haunt of
  CCR 15-18; KO 220
  setting for:
  intro'dn of Moreland to NJ by
  acquisition of the Bernini by
  CCR 17-19
  Gossage
  CCR 18, 25-6, 37, 43, 47; HSH 234
  the Lilienthals
  CCR 19-20, 23-4, 27-9
  Maclintick
  TK 73, 75
  Moreland:
  regular haunt of
  CCR 8, 14, 20, 24-5, 50, 139, 208; KO 220
  liked by for its mechanical piano
  CCR 14-15, 27-8, 43
  eschewed by after marriage
  CCR 127-8, 208
  setting for NJ's first meeting with
  CCR 8, 14, 18-32, 34, 43, 50, 105-6, 116, 141; KO 85
  the Pontners
  TK 73
  X.Trapnel
  TK 28
the Nag's Head:
  located in Pimlico
  CCR 197
  a haunt of prostitutes
  CCR 147
  Audrey's contempt for
  CCR 147-8, 197
  NJ meets Moreland in en route to Maclintick's house
  CCR 197
the Scarlet Pimpernel:
  located on Gloucester Road
  KO 242
  recommended by Lady Molly
  KO 242.
  setting for NJ's dinner with the abject Moreland
  KO 242, 244-52
the Strasbourg restaurant:
  located in Soho
  KO 88
  frequented by NJ and Moreland
  CCR 127, 131; KO 88; VB 136
the Titian:
  described
  MP 31, 70
  Uncle Giles once stayed at
  MP 31-2
  HQ of Polish army in exile:
  general references to
  MP 31, 33, 35, 60, 77, 96; BFR 108-9
  Pamela drives NJ to
  BFR 69-70
  Rosie Manasch sees NJ at meeting in
  BFR 108
the Trouville:
  located in Soho
  QU 222
Places – b) London: fictional settings (cont’d)

Described

Qu 222-3

Close to Dicky Umfraville's night-club

LM 173

Setting for NJ's dinner with Uncle Giles

Qu 213, 222-3; LM 173

The Ufford:

Located in Bayswater

Described:

In detail

AW 7-10; MP 66

In comparison with:

The ambience of Jean's postcard

AW 221

Lady Katherine's house

CCR 60

The hospital

CCR 97

The Bellevue

KO 151-2

The Tilian

MP 70

And Uncle Giles:

London pied-à-terre of

BM 164-5; AW 7-12, LM 71; CCR 60, 97; KO 144, 151-2, 158, 165; MP 31, 66, 70; BFR 158

NJ's visits to:

Periodic invitations to tea

AW 7, 9-11, 191; LM 71

Setting for meeting with Mrs Erdleigh

AW 11-24, 88, 94-5, 108; KO 157, 159, 199; MP 66, 136

Occasionally abandoned by for the de Tabley

AW 8; MP 31, 66-7

Second Bureau of Polish HQ billeted in

AW 9; MP 65-8, 70, 87, 136; BFR 158

Decline of:

Already evident in Uncle Giles's time

AW 8

Accelerated after War

BFR 158

Imagined as possible hang-out for Trapnel

BFR 158

The Wheelbarrow:

Close to the Hero of Acre

TK 37

Bagshaw's nightly last port of call

TK 37

And Trapnel's last night

TK 37

Nameless:

Curzon Street – hotel in neighbourhood of:

Described

TK 75

Close to NJ's bachelor flat

TK 77

Setting for Glober's:

Party

TK 74-7, 85

Seduction of Mopsy Pontner

TK 77-8, 85; HSH 61

Edgware Road – pub off:

Described

BFR 227

Setting for meeting with Bagshaw and Trapnel

BFR 226, 227-34; TK 224-5

NJ's club:

NJ offers Stringham drink at after Le Bas's dinner

AW 207

Setting for lunch with Widmerpool

CCR 102, 121-6

Great Portland Street – pub in:

Described

BFR 112

Bagshaw and

BFR 112

Setting for NJ's first meeting with Trapnel

BFR 112-22

St Pancras – hotel in:

Sordid squalor of

TK 284; HSH 41, 94, 134

Gwinnett stays in:

After leaving the Bagshaws'

TK 201, 203, 272-3; HSH 241

On visit to London for the Donners prize

HSH 87, 94, 107-8, 134, 170

Scene of the death of Pamela

TK 272-3, 284; HSH 41, 94, 107

Widmerpool's club:

NJ surprised by racy nature of

LM 50-1

Setting for lunch to discuss Mildred

LM 50, 53-68

Dicky Umfraville's night club

LM 172-201; CCR 177, 179; KO 108; MP 26
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Places – b) London: fictional settings (cont’d)

and placeless:

described TK 209
setting for the military reunion TK 209-19

business premises:

the Barnabas Henderson Gallery:

located in the neighbourhood of Berkeley Square described HSH 228
setting for NJ’s visit: HSH 228-9, 238-9
the Deacon and Seascapе exhibitions HSH 227-38
the news of Widmerpool’s death HSH 238-51
the workmen’s brazier outside QU 5-6; HSH 251

Mr Deacon’s antique shop:

located off Charlotte Street described BM 98, 171; AW 61; LM 106
Bambry’s studio above described BM 172, 246-7, 267-8
Gypsy Jones frequently lodges at BM 118, 121, 173, 177, 180, 241, 265; CCR 14, 19-20; HSH 229
Lilienthal’s shop just round the corner from BM 117-8, 176-7, 241, 243, 270
setting for:

NJ’s: BM 173-82
conversations with Bambry: BM 241-3
on first meeting after Mr Deacon’s funeral BM 262-4
as a regular thing BFR 67
sordid encounter with Gypsy Jones BM 265-71; KO 229-30; BFR 67
Mr Deacon’s birthday party BM 239, 241, 244-5, 246-61; AW 60-1, 83; LM 106; BFR 67
other references to BM 98, 125; CCR 11, 15, 26,141; KO 35;
the Donners-Brebner building:

situation of: CCR 120
opposite Millbank MP 153
visible from War Office roof
NJ visits Stringham’s office in QU 218; BM 49-50
Bambry’s frescoes for BM 182; AW 31; CCR 14; SA 8; MP 118; TK 128
in wartime:
destroyed in blitz CCR 14; SA 8; MP 118
houses Czech liaison offices MP 118

the nursing-home:

described CCR 97

Ertridge on return from Spain CCR 191, 195
Isobel for miscarriage CCR 63-4, 71, 73, 96-8, 102, 109, 128, 215
Matilda for complicated childbirth CCR 98, 104, 109, 128
Widmerpool for boils CCR 102; KO 137

setting for NJ’s: CCR 96-7
visit to Isobel chance meetings with:
Branchreth CCR 98-103, 191
Moreland CCR 97-104, 191; KO 137, 141, 243
Widmerpool CCR 99-103, 191; KO 137, 141, 243

Quiggin & Craggs:

located in Bloomsbury BFR 123, 127
described BFR 123-4, 131
setting for: BFR 130-50
the "Fission" launch-party discussion of controversies over:
the W’pool parody BFR 196-200
**Places – b) London: fictional settings (cont’d)**

“Sad Majors” otherwise mentioned BFR 221-4

the theatrical costumier’s:
- located in Gerrard Street (?), near Shaftesbury Avenue described BFR 127, 151, 166
- NJ buys army greatcoat from SA 5, 8
- symbolism of and the theme of SA: SA 5-7; MP 247
- the assistant’s mistake SA 6-7
- the opposing dualisms SA 6-8; MP 247

Tokenhouse’s publishing firm:
- spartan nature of: described TK 71
- alluded to by Glober TK 72
- NJ’s place of employment setting for first meeting with Glober BM 29, 171; TK 67, 70-4
- TK 67, 70-4, 85, 138

the Vox Populi Press:
- located in Charlotte Street, next door to Mr Deacon’s shop located BM 172, 243
- Quiggin’s sarcasm concerning facilities at BM 257
- and Gypsy Jones: employed at BM 243
- sometimes sleeps at BM 270

nameless art gallery:
- located in Piccadilly setting for the Isbister exhibition AW 113
- AW 113-21
Places

c) London

other locations

Note: references are entered as they occur in the books; e.g., streets are collated under district headings only if this is clear in the text.

the Albert Hall – Mr Deacon sells "War Never Pays" outside CCR 16
Arlington Street – the Flores family leave the Ritz into AW 40
the Athenaeum – Short invites NJ to lunch at BFR 32
the Bag of Nails – Stringham suggests taking Audrey to CCR 177, 179
Baker Street – Sunny Farebrother:
at SOE HQ in SA 195
finds cheap restaurant in MP 17
Barnes – Widmerpool drives golf-balls at QU 133-4; BM 36-7; LM 232
Battersea:
Mr Deacon's "unfortunate incident" in the Park CCR 17
background of "The Boyhood of Cyrus" resembles the Power Station HSH 231
Bayswater:
described in wartime MP 65
seen as an exemplar of:
dullness BM 151; AW 7
seediness BFR 158; MP 65
location of:
Norah's flat in later life
the Ufford
the De Tabley
Belgrave Square:
Uncle Giles's objection to all inhabitants of BM 104-5
location of:
the Huntercombes' town house
the Spanish Embassy BM 52, 69-70
Berkeley Square:
described QU 64; HSH 228
location of:
the Foxes' town house
the Barnabas Henderson Gallery
Bloomsbury:
sometime accommodation in for:
Mrs Andriadis in single room MP 54
Mr Deacon's sister in hotel BM 265
Gwinnett TK 183, 190
Quiggin as young man AW 83
X. Trapnel:
squalor of BFR 158; TK 183, 190
authentic atmosphere of sought by Gwinnett TK 183, 190
NJ encounters Moreland in BFR 127-30
as centre of the progressive literary establishment:
object of scorn by:
Gypsy Jones in vitriolic soap-box speech KO 229
Moreland in gloomy nostalgia BFR 128
parties in:
St John Clarke seen at AW 29
Mona longs for LM 112
location of offices housing:

Boggis & Stone
Quiggin & Craggs

Bond Street:
NJ sees Mark Members and St John Clarke in as centre of the high-class antique trade

the British Museum:
Dr Brightman on way to after Donners Prize meeting
Moreland spends hours in African section of

Buckingham Gate – Dicky Umfraville's barracks in
Buckingham Palace:
General Conyers on duty at inter alia
NJ sends Mme Dubuisson postcard of
Widmerpool advocates inviting Goering to

Bumpus's bookshop

Burlington Gardens – Van der Voort teases Ramos about
Burlington House – the Royal Academy:
the Exhibition – Isbister portrait at
the Banquet:
described
NJ meets Canon Fenneau and Widmerpool at
the Cabaret Club – Jimmy Brent admires girl at
the Café Royal
Regent Street
the Caledonian Market – Norman Chandler buys the Bernini model in

Camden Town:
sometime home of:
Barnby
Norma and her husband
X.Trapnel
NJ sees Mr Deacon's pictures in gallery near
the Carlton Grill
the Cavendish Hotel – Dicky Umfraville meets Joy Grant at
Cavendish Square – the Bridgnorths' house in
Chalk Farm – and the loss of the "Sad Majors" manuscript

Charlotte Street:
described
location of:
Mr Deacon's antique shop
the Vox Populi Press
a French polisher's workshop

Chelsea:
NJ given lift by Lady Frederica en route to
as the epitome of fashionable artiness:
remembered by:
Moreland for the Arts Ball in childhood
Mrs Maliphant imperfectly
despised by:
Pennistone
Stringham
Members

blocks of flats in:
(1) home of Miss Janet Walpole-Wilson
(2) pre-war homes of:
Norah and Eleanor on the attic floor
Heather Hopkins on the ground floor
(3) NJ's wartime base
the King's Road – NJ driven down by Lady Frederica
Sloane Square – location of the Convers' flat
Sloane Street – General Conyers meets Ted Jeavons on the City: described after the War
St Paul's Cathedral: described
Widmerpool does not wish for burial in setting for the Victory Day Service
Ludgate Hill – NJ walks down after Victory Day Service
New Bridge Street – NJ meets Flores in after Victory Day Service as centre of the financial and business world

Claridge's:
Buster sweetens the Bentley vendor with lunch at Le Bas's reunion dinners sometimes held at
Croydon – Kedward's visits to aunt in the Crystal Palace – Moreland's uncle heard Liszt play at
Curzon Street – location of nameless hotel

Downing Street – Sillery lunches with Asquith at Earls Court – NJ and Moreland share memory of the Exhibition the East End:
as a venue for good works: Tolland involvement in: Uncle Alfred Blanche as London's equivalent to the Bronx

Eaton Square: Belgian wartime ministries situated in location of:
the Walpole-Wilsons' town house Matilda's flat in later life

Edgware Road the Embankment: walked along by:
NJ with:
Moreland after visiting the Maclinticks Flores after the Victory Day Service Widmerpool when assailed by the vintage car rally Trappel occasionally reduced to sleeping on the statue of Boadicea – NJ's musings on: the political implications comparison with the vintage cars embassies:
the French – Pamela breaks chair during supper at the Russian:
described setting for literary lunch of an African country – formerly the Walpole-Wilson town house of Prasad's country – setting for party to celebrate the end of War the Embassy – Stringham's urgent desire for after Mrs Andriadis's party
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Places – c) London: other locations

(as eponymous of the London Press)

the Forty-Three – rejected by Stringham as too stuffy

Fulham – Moreland's childhood spent in

Gerrard Street:

the crippled singer in

part played by in the Dance

possible location of:

the Mortimer

the theatrical costumier's

Gloucester Road

Golders Green – Moreland pays for taxi to for Mr Cochran's Young Lady

Grand Union Canal

Gray's Inn Road – location of Moreland's flat

Great Portland Street – location of nameless pub

the Great West Road:

travelled en route to:

the Templers'

Europe with the attachés

the sign of the diving lady – NJ takes Jean in his arms by

Greenford – trotting races at attended by Foppa and Dicky Umfraville

Greenwich Naval college – Buster Foxe stationed at

Grosvenor Place – setting for NJ and Widmerpool's:

walk home towards after the Huntercombes' ball

chance encounter with Mr Deacon and Gypsy Jones

Grosvenor Square:

NJ's schoolboy relationship with Stringham ends in

General Philidor's staff housed near

Hammersmith – Templer drives through after the evening at the Ritz

Hampstead:

home of the bearded man at Mr Deacon's birthday party

despised as the epitome of bourgeois thinking by:

Norman Chandler

Gypsy Jones

the Heath – Members imagines Quiggin as Lear

Harley Street – consulting rooms of:

Truscott's father in

NJ's dentist:

in neighbourhood of

become Bobrowski's offices in wartime

Hendon – Gypsy Jones's family home

Hertford Street

Holland Park:

seen as an exemplar of:

pre-war dullness

post-war seediness

possible haunt of Trapnel

Hill Street – location of the Duports' house

Horse Guards Parade

Hyde Park:

described

used as metonym for:

chaos by Uncle Giles on the Modder River action

the French view of English life by Dr Brightman

NJ and Moreland share memory of George V's coronation festivities

setting for NJ's:

walk on which he falls in love with Barbara Goring
chance meeting with Members after the Isbister exhibition:  AW 127, 129-39
  conversation together  AW 134-9; CCR 80
sight of St John Clarke with the Hunger Marchers  MP 62-3
conversation with Pamela as wartime chauffeur

the Achilles Statue – meeting-place between NJ and:
  Barbara and Eleanor on the Sunday walk  BM 22; AW 127
  Members after the Isbister Memorial Exhibition  AW 127
Marble Arch – NJ loses sight of the marchers as they move towards
  AW 139
Rotten Row – NJ walks along with Barbara and Eleanor
  BM 22
Wellington Arch – NJ catches sight of after the Huntercombe's ball
  BM 89

Hyde Park Corner:
  Mr Deacon and Gypsy Jones sell "War Never Pays" at
    coffee stall at:
    Mr Deacon bound for with Gypsy Jones  BM 90, 96
  objections to:
    hygiene by Mr Deacon  BM 99
    coffee by Gypsy  BM 101
  setting for chance meeting with Stringham  BM 97-102

Hyde Park Gardens:
  used as metonym for the opinion of Lady Katherine  LM 147-8
  location of Lady Katherine Warminster's house

Islington:
  occasional haunt of X. Trapnel  TK 29; HSH 165
  location of Gibson Delavacquerie's flat

Kensal Green Cemetery:
  burial place of:
    Mr Deacon's mother  CCR 19
    Jimmy Stripling  HSH 77, 79
    NJ meets Sunny Farebrother returning from
      HSH 77, 79

Kensington:
  Ferrand-Sénéchal dies in luxury hotel in
  Kensington Gardens:
    the Albert Memorial:
      described  BM 22-3
      Barbara's magical touch on the steps of
        BM 22-3, 234; AW 127
    St John Clarke and the statues of:
      love for the Peter Pan  AW 26; CCR 186
      dislike of the Rima  AW 26
    Dr Brightman on the French view of English life  TK 50
    Kensington High Street – NJ walks along with the Quiggins
      TK 225-8
    Kensington Palace Gardens – NJ walks in with the Quiggins  TK 225-8

King's Cross station – Delavacquerie has lunch with Trapnel at
  the King's Road
  the Kit-Cat – Pennistone's companion moves on to after Mrs Andriadis's party
  BM 148-9

Knightsbridge – location of the Flores' flat

Jermy Street:
  Mildred Blaides in the habit of staying at Jules's in
  NJ meets Slade outside Bates hat shop in
  Lambeth – V-1s land on during NJ's fire-duty night  MP 154

Langham Place:
  Bagshaw see Trapnel by All Souls'
  Broadcasting House:
    NJ's chance meeting with Bagshaw inside
    Trapnel seen looking wistfully at
      TK 30
Lincoln's Inn – offices of Turnbull, Welford & Puckering in
  the London Pavilion – Moreland's one-legged busker plays by
    SA 113
Lower Grosvenor Place – and Ted Jeavons's old song
  LM 200
Ludgate Hill
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Maida Vale:
Isobel's low opinion of location of Trapnel and Pamela's flat Grand Union Canal – and Crowding's version of the swordstick story Regent's Canal: area of described and X.Trapnel: flat shared with Pamela just to the north of romantic thoughts about expressed by swordstick thrown into by as the deathbed of the "Profiles in String" manuscript: Pamela's vandalism setting for the discovery of Edgware Road: NJ approaches Trapnel's flat from nameless pub located off

Mayfair:
NJ walks home through after Mrs Andriadis's party Hertford Street – Uncle Giles goes towards after meeting NJ Shepherd Market: described: in detail as a haunt of prostitutes location of NJ's bachelor flat Uncle Giles's "club" close to the National Gallery – Constable's painting of Dogdene in Nelson's Column – NJ sends postcard of to Tokenhouse New Bridge Street the City Notting Hill: post-war seediness of as a standard haunt for Trapnel the Old Plantation nightclub – Jimmy Brent's efforts to seduce cigarette-seller at Olympia: described setting for NJ's meeting with Archie Gilbert choosing demob suits Oxford Street: NJ meets Ted Jeavons in "gin palace" to the south of Heather Hopkins yearns for black boater from shop off Moreland's bachelor flat located some way beyond Bumpus's – Lady Warminster collared by St John Clarke in Selfridges – Free French offices behind the Oval – and the loss of the "Sad Majors" manuscript VB 139 Paddington: as standard haunt for Trapnel Mr Deacon first meets Rupert Chandler at the Station Park Lane: NJ hears traffic from when leaving Mrs Andriadis's party location of Mrs Andriadis' new flat Piccadilly: described sight of French general in after War awakens NJ's army reflexes Farebrother sees Stripling driving vintage car along and Uncle Giles's contempt for the wearing of medals Trapnel once walked to West Kilburn from traversed by NJ: and Widmerpool: on leaving Mrs Andriadis's party taking Stringham home after Le Bas's dinner
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Piccadilly Circus</td>
<td>Moreland’s one-legged busker plays near the Ritz: described setting for: NJ’s fruitless wait for Mark Members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Le Bas’s Old Boys’ dinner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>as the epitome of high society: diners include:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bijou Ardglass</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Margaret Budd</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the young Flores and his family</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the Greek military attachés</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>NJ on Renoir’s fleshy women and Quiggin: normally eschews indoctrinates St John Clarke used metonymically as taunt by: Biggs to Stringham</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Soper to Biggs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>an anonymous army officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>the Carlton Grill: Brent’s affair with Jean begins at setting for NJ’s meeting with Templer et al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pimlico</td>
<td>seediness of Maclintick’s love for location of: the Maclinticks’ house the Nag’s Head the Free French HQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pimm’s</td>
<td>Templer sees Jimmy Stripling in Portobello Road</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trapnel enjoys market on Primrose Hill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>location of Bagshaw’s home Putney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Audrey Maclintick yearns for Moreland’s childhood in the Queen’s Hall – Moreland’s first sight of Dr Trelawney at the Queen’s Road – the Ufford west of the “Rag” (the Army and Navy Club) – NJ’s father: member of speaks to General Gort in</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regent’s Canal</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regent’s Park</td>
<td>location of Rosie Manasch’s house</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regent Street</td>
<td>described in wartime the Café Royal: described setting for episodes involving meals with: Bamby broken into by Quiggin and Members Moreland and Matilda after “The Duchess of Malff”Chips Lovell et al before the Café Madrid bomb</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Square tube station</td>
<td>Moreland once saw Bagshaw drunk at Rutland Gate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>location of Jean Duport’s flat</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sackville Street</td>
<td>NJ sees the CIGS in</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Places – c) London: other locations (cont’d)

St James’s:
- as a centre of the art trade  
  BM 24
- Horse Guards Parade – NJ & Widmerpool cross after the committee  
  MP 113, 115
- St James’s Palace – Gen Conyers drops eye-glass whilst on duty at  
  LM 244
- St James’s Park – NJ & Widmerpool walk through after the committee  
  MP 112-5

St John’s Wood – Isbister’s studio in  
  AW 125

St Pancras: location of the sleazy hotel where Gwinnett stays

St Thomas’s Hospital:
- identified though not named  
  TK 273, 281
- setting for NJ’s visits to the dying Moreland  
  TK 273-81

the Savoy:
- unsuccessful dinners at given by:
  - Moreland for Mr Cochran’s Young Lady  
    CCR 12-13
  - Widmerpool for the Duports  
    LM 56
- used by Soper to taunt Biggs with ignorance of etiquette  
  SA 70

Savoy Hill – Bagshaw and the old BBC  
  BFR 34

Shaftesbury Avenue:
- French resistance parachutist operates prostitutes on  
  MP 89-90
- location of:
  - the off-licence supplying the undrinkable port  
    CCR 7, 11; SA 8
  - the theatrical costumer’s

Shepherd Market

Shepherd’s Bush – Dr Trelawney lives in  
  KO 87

Sloane Square
  Chelsea

Sloane Street
  Chelsea

Soho:
- Lady Molly buys Maisky in  
  LM 160
- Rusty returns to after leaving Murtlock’s commune  
  HSH 219
- the 1917 Club:
  - Gypsy Jones "the toast of"  
    BM 180
  - Craggs and the girls of  
    BFR 152
- location of:
  - Casanova’s Chinese Restaurant
  - Foppa’s restaurant and club
  - the Strasbourg restaurant
  - the Trouville restaurant
  - Dicky Umfraville’s club
- also mentioned  
  HSH 20

South Kensington:
- location of Lady Molly’s
- Gloucester Road:
  - NJ travels en route to Lady Molly’s:  
    LM 23
    driven by Chips Lovell for first visit  
  - by bus on the night of the blitz  
    SA 156
- location of the Scarlet Pimpernel

Southwark – and the V-1s  
  MP 154

the Strand – and the V-1s  
  MP 156

Sussex Square – the Budds’ house in  
  BM 23

Sydenham – Moreland’s uncle had seen Liszt walking through  
  CCR 10

Tavistock Square – Trapnell’s "touch" of Alaric Kydd on way towards  
  BFR 162

Tottenham Court Road:
- described in relation to Charlotte Street  
  BM 171
- location of The Hay Loft

the Tower – as the archetypal punishment for treachery:
- unfounded rumour concerning Dr Trelawney being shot in  
  KO 77, 85; MP 39
- NJ imagines Widmerpool hanged, drawn and quartered in  
  TK 235

Upper Berkeley Street – the Gorings’ town house in  
  BM 26
Upper Grosvenor Street:
- General Philidor's staff housed in MP 243
- setting for NJ's farewell drink with Kernével MP 243-6
- the Victoria and Albert Museum – Lord H'combe imagines Mrs Foxe's china at CCR 166

West Halkin Street – location of Stringham's flat

West Kilburn – X. Trapnel:
- once walked from Piccadilly to BFR 175
- borrowed money from Widmerpool for taxi to BFR 175

Westminster:
- location of the Cutts' flat
- used as metonym for Parliament BFR 18, 55, 81, 149
- a large house in:
  - described SA 92
  - setting for NJ's failed interview with Finn SA 89, 92-105
- the Houses of Parliament:
  - Roddy Cutts needs to be within sound of division bell at KO 93
  - described BFR 181-2
  - setting for:
    - NJ's dinner with Roddy Cutts BFR 180-1, 207
    - chance meeting with Widmerpool BFR 181-4, 190, 207
    - Widmerpool invites Ferrand-Sénéschal to lunch at the House of Lords: TK 17
    - Sillery in London to attend BFR 124

- Widmerpool:
  - may have flown to Venice straight from TK 111, 127
  - on way to when the vintage cars pass TK 281, 283-4, HSH 41
  - St Stephen's Hall – chance meeting with Widmerpool near BFR 182

Parliament Square:
- the vintage car rally crosses TK 282; HSH 41
- and the committee meeting chaired by Widmerpool MP 14

Victoria:
- described BM 285; BFR 184
- location of Mrs Widmerpool's flat BM 95
- Victoria Station – Mr Deacon sells "War Never Pays at" BM 95

Victoria Street:
- described BFR 184
- block of flats in inhabited by: Widmerpool and Pamela
  - Leonard Short

Westminster Abbey:
- Cowley buried in MP 229
- Widmerpool would like to be buried in MP 235

Westminster Bridge:
- NJ thinks of "The Waste Land" and death MP 118
- the vintage car rally crosses TK 279, 281-2, 284

Westminster Cathedral – Widmerpool's flat near BM 83, 272

Whitehall:
- setting for:
  - NJ's:
    - return with Widmerpool from committee meeting MP 115, 117
    - sight of Colonel Hogbourne-Johnson MP 116-7
    - journey after seeing the vintage cars TK 283-4
    - Sunny Farebrother's horrific sight of Colonel Widmerpool MB 121-4
    - the Cenotaph – saluted by Farebrother when passing MP 121
- Headquarters of Combined Operations:
  - Chips Lovell at SA 105
  - Farebrother avoids Widmerpool outside MP 121-3, 201
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Places – c) London: other locations (cont’d)

the Cabinet Offices:
  described
  and Widmerpool:
    promotion of to
    setting for meetings chaired by about:
      the Polish forces
      Katyn
  Short attached to
  The War Office:
    described
  Blackhead’s office:
    described
    setting for NJ’s visit
  The roof:
    described
    setting for NJ’s fire-duty with Curtis
  Finn’s HQ:
    described
    NJ’s place of work
  Q (Ops) Colonel’s office – NJ visits
  the Army Council Room:
    Finn’s office on same floor as
    pictures outside
    Kernével’s investiture in
    street in setting for NJ’s walk with Templer after committee
  Wimpole Street – Priscilla’s school friend lives in
  Wormwood Scrubs – NJ imagines Widmerpool imprisoned in for spying
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Places

d) UK

country houses

Castlemallock:
- located in Northern Ireland: VB 186, 194-5
- described: VB 177, 179-82, 188, 203, 246
- historical associations:
  - with Byron: VB 177, 179-80, 246
  - as seat of the seducer of Dicky Umfraville's wife: VB 163, 179, 247
- the Corps School of Chemical Warfare ("Anti-Gas School"): described: VB 181-2, 210, 245
- the Company Office: VB 177, 181-2, 184, 186, 207, 212, 215-6, 218, 220, 226-9, 231, 234
- setting for the Company's Anti-Gas Course:
  - the episode: VB 177-246
  - boredom of: VB 177, 180-1, 184, 188, 191
  - particular references with respect to:
    - Gwatkin's decline and fall: VB 184, 186, 188-9, 191, 199-202, 208, 211, 216, 221-5, 228, 233-5; SA 182-3; MP 180; BFR 178
    - Bithel's "misadventure": VB 210-1, 223-5; SA 13, 182-3
- also mentioned: VB 56, 163, 247; MP 179
- the park:
  - the only good point of the whole estate: VB 191
- Lady Caro's Dingle:
  - described: VB 180, 235, 238
  - setting for the Maureen debacle: VB 238-40
- the local area:
  - the countryside: VB 247-8
  - the town:
    - M'Coy's bar: VB 189, 191
    - Maureen's bar:
      - described: VB 191
      - setting for evening drinks: VB 191-199
      - also mentioned: VB 221
- the Company passes through en route to:
  - Battalion HQ: VB 221
  - Divisional HQ: VB 246

Dogdene:
- seat of the Marquess of Sleaford: LM 11, 14, 16, 20-1, 60, 158-9, 172, 194, 212-5, 225-9; KO 149, 216; TK 26
- as an historical house:
  - in its heyday: LM 212-3
  - and works of art:
    - Constable's picture of the house: LM 13-14; TK 26
    - the Sleaford Veronese: LM 15, 226; TK 26-7; HSH 92, 209
- associated with:
  - Lord Byron: VB 180
  - Henry James: LM 213
  - Samuel Pepys: LM 14-15, 194
  - Prince Theodoric's country: LM 44
- wartime use as:
  - hospital in W W1: LM 11-14, 21, 43, 175, 195
  - girls' school in WW2: KO 215-6; SA 215
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and characters:

Lady Amesbury
LM 13

Mildred Blaides:
- VAD nurse at during WW1
LM 11, 13-14, 43, 60, 175, 195, 215-6
- debacle with Widmerpool at
LM 193-4, 214-5, 225-9

St John Clarke
CCR 81, 185

General Conyers
LM 225-9; KO 216

Mrs Conyers
LM 11-12, 43, 226

Lady Molly:
- sometime châtelaine of
LM 12-13, 21, 43, 60, 158-9, 172, 175, 212-3; CCR 81;
- first meets Ted Jeavons at
LM 21
- helps run school at during WW2
KO 215-6; SA 215

Chips Lovell
LM 15-17, 20-1, 158-9, 212-5; CCR 188; KO 149; TK 26

Dicky Umfraville
LM 172

Tuffy Weedon
KO 215-6

Widmerpool
LM 60, 193-5, 214-5, 225-9, 235; CCR 188

Glimber:
- the country house of Mrs Foxe:
left to by Lord Warrington for life only
QU 70; AW 215; VB 162
- and the difficulty of upkeep
QU 61, 64, 169; BM 110; KO 107; VB 173; SA 79
also mentioned
AW 206-7

later inhabitants of:
- Armenians
QU 169; BM 110
- evacuated government office during WW2
KO 217; SA 79

fame of
QU 70, 128, 173; AW 215; VB 162

and other characters:

Buster Foxe
QU 61, 169; BM 110; VB 162, 173

Sillery
QU 173

Stringham:
- ambivalent opinions of expressed by
QU 61, 70; BM 110; SA 79
- bolt-hole for
AW 207; KO 107, 216-7

Templer
QU 70

Dicky Umfraville
VB 162

Tuffy Weedon
QU 64; KO 107, 216-7

Widmerpool
QU 128

Flavia Wisbite
MP 201

Hinton Hoo:
- the country house of the Walpole-Wilsons
BM 60, 66, 84, 171, 184-7, 192, 206, 225, 230-1, 233,
- described
BM 186-7, 233; AW 116
- close to:
the Huntercombes’ estate
BM 62, 206
Stourwater
BM 189-90, 192, 194, 203-4, 230; KO 98
- the Widmerpools’ cottage
BM 66, 84, 230-1; LM 53
- setting for weekend house-party
BM 171, 184-94, 203-4, 225, 231-3, 242; CCR 14-15

Mountfichet:
- the seat of the Bridgnorths
AW 207-8; CCR 170-1

and other characters:

Stringham expresses horror of
AW 207-8; CCR 170-1
Priscilla once escaped visit to
CCR 171

Pembbringham Woodhouse:
- the seat of the Gorings
BM 25, 65-6, 87-8
- upkeep of expensive
BM 87
- notable experimental fruit farm at
BM 25, 65-6, 88; LM 86-7
- and the Widmerpools:
liquid manure provided by father
BM 66; LM 86
cottage on estate temporary dwelling for Eleanor’s first meeting with Widmerpool

Stourwater: as the country home of Sir Magnus Donners: described:

- the house: BM 194-6, 210-11, 220-1; KO 109-12; HSH 181, 191, 194, 204, 206
- works of art: BM 193, 196, 199-200; KO 112, 120; HSH 181, 191; and see Visual Arts – “The Seven Deadly Sins”

compared to:

- Bodiam BM 193
- Fonthill KO 109
- the Castle of Joyous Gard KO 109

history of:

- medieval origins BM 192-3; KO 109; VB 181; HSH 181, 192
- sleighted in the Civil Wars BM 193
- part of the Manasches’ empire BM 192

opinions of expressed by:

- Gwinnett HSH 192-3
- Rosie Manasch BM 192
- Moreland KO 98, 100, 109, 142, 252
- Templer KO 103, 106
- Isobel KO 109, 142
- the Walpole-Wilsons BM 189-90, 192-5
- Matilda KO 112

setting for:

- lunch-party, with the Walpole-Wilsons BM 189-194, 194-229, 230, 232, 242, 245, 275, 283; AW 48, 64-5, 141-2; KO 82, 98, 102, 110-11, 118; MP 54, 241; HSH 191-3
- dinner, including the tableaux KO 97-8, 100, 103, 105-6, 108, 109-41, 142, 169, 173, 175-6, 226-7, 246; VB 126, 181; MP 19, 25; TK 159; HSH 44, 55, 59-62

visited at sundry other times by:

- Barnby AW 161
- Jimmy Brent VB 126
- Kucherman MP 94
- Sillery BM 189
- Jean AW 161; VB 126
- Veronica HSH 180
- Matilda KO 100, 112, 246-7

subsequently:

- requisitioned in WW2 KO 252; TK 159
- girls’ school: described HSH 181, 191-2, 194-5, 204, 208-9, 213-4, 216
- expensively fashionable attending by: TK 41, 159
- the Quiggin twins TK 41; HSH 177
- Clare Akworth HSH 174, 177
- Sir Bertram Akworth governor of HSH 174
- setting for the wedding reception HSH 174, 180, 181-221, 229, 242-3, 246

close to:

- Hinton Hoo BM 189-90, 192, 194, 230; KO 98
- cottages of:
  - Mrs Akworth HSH 174, 186
  - the Morelands KO 92-3, 97-8, 100, 106, 252
  - the Widmerpools BM 230; LM 53; KO 108, 138, 223; TK 41; HSH 188
  - Flavia Wisebite HSH 186
Places – d) UK: country houses (cont’d)

childhood homes of:
Matilda CCR 128-9; KO 92; HSH 180
Veronica Tolland CCR 128-9; HSH 180

Thrubworth:
the seat of the Earls of Warminster
in Sussex (probably)
described:
in general
historically
objects of interest:
general mediocrity of
individually mentioned:
pictures
collections of:
glass
travellers’ trophies
the Chinese vases
Pitt’s hat
problems of over:
neglect
the memorial window
death of agent
possible sale of the woods
and members of the Tolland family:
Erridge:
ambivalent attitude of to
references to concerning
siblings:
Blanche – as housekeeper KO 146-7, 207; VB 158-9; BFR 33, 44, 73, 92-5, 141
Frederica LM 95, 99; CCR 219; KO 206
George LM 41; CCR 69
Hugo BFR 45, 98, 180
Isobel:
Isobel:
first meeting with NJ at
also mentioned
Norah
Robert
Susan
the extended family:
Jeremy – plans of for
Uncle Alfred
Roddy Cutts
Veronica
Dicky Umfraville:
employed as agent at
also mentioned
Lady Katherine
servants at:
butlers:
anonymous
Smith
Siegfried
Skerrett
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Places – d) UK: country estates (cont’d)

and other characters:

St John Clarke: CCR 92
visited by CCR 219
legacy of solves financial problems

Howard Craggs BFR 76, 82, 88, 126
Pamela BFR 89-92, 139
Buster Foxe VB 158, 168, 173-4
Gypsy Jones BFR 87
Chips Lovell LM 24
Quiggin LM 109, 117, 127-9, 131-2, 135, 141, 149, 152; BFR 62, 76, 82
Mona LM 125, 131-2, 149; BFR 62, 76
Widmerpool BFR 85, 91, 141

setting for:

visit for dinner with Quiggin and Mona LM 121-3, 125, 127-54, 202, 204
gatherings after Erridge's funeral:

     general BFR 73-92, 127, 139
     the family alone BFR 92-9
requisitioned in WW2 for:

     army Corps Headquarters KO 206-7; VB 158-9
     secret inter-service organisation VB 158, 168, 173-4; BFR 33
     camp for German POWs BFR 33, 48, 57, 63, 72-4, 180
close to Frederica's house KO 206; VB 159, 168, 173

associated places:

     the village church: described BFR 48-9, 61

     setting for funerals of:

     George BFR 46-8, 51, 57
     Erridge BFR 48-71
     Gibbet Down – Mona lives at BFR 62
     Quiggin's cottage:

     lent by Erridge AW 181; LM 102, 110-11, 117-9; CCR 129
     described LM 105-6, 110, 117
     setting for weekend visit LM 102-3, 105-28; CCR 129
     RAF station BFR 44, 62-3
     the Tolland Arms LM 138; BFR 44

unnamed – belonging to:

Lord Aberavon: BM 56; VB 195-6
Gwatkin's holiday in cottage on VB 195-6

the Alfrords:

Albert worked in KO 13-14
Lord Vowchurch and the mouse at KO 13-14

the Conyers:

in Hampshire LM 10
scene of Gen Conyers' accident LM 41-2

one of the Manasches:

Rosie on ownership of BM 192
Barbara Goring spends holiday at:

    NJ's relief at not sharing BM 70, 185
    culminates in engagement to Pardoe BM 280
    also mentioned BM 192

Johnny Pardoe:

on border of Shropshire and Wales BM 40, 56, 58; VB 196
described BM 40
expense of upkeep BM 40, 56
also mentioned BM 280
Lady Peggy Stepney's new husband: in Yorkshire notably haunted provides setting for a St John Clarke novel

AW 50; AW 157
AW 50; AW 157
AW 157
Places

e) UK:

other fictional settings

Battalion Headquarters:
located in Northern Ireland, close to the border VB 19, 41, 71, 78, 186, 194-5

as Gwatkin's centre of operations: described VB 56, 62
as Gwatkin's centre of operations: shared with NJ VB 55-6, 61-4
the rebuke of Sayce in the Store VB 55-61, 65, 73, 108-9
also mentioned the Store VB 51-5

the Mess SA 175-6; HSH 245

the surrounding area:
described VB 47, 50, 78, 81
described VB 56, 62
disembarkation at VB 47-50
setting for training exercises VB 54, 80-104
Deafy Morgan's ambush in VB 78
Sergeant Pendry's death in VB 105-7
the countryside:
around the rifle-range: described VB 78
Daniels on duty at VB 76-7

Platoon HQs:
a) the cowshed by the canal VB 86-91
b) the thatched barn VB 98-104

Battalion transit quarters:
located in South Wales VB 5-7
setting for NJ's first weeks with the Battalion VB 5-46
the town:
described VB 5-6
visited by NJ in the past VB 5
walked through by NJ with:
Kedward VB 18-22
Bithel VB 36-41

the officers' billet:
located in a hotel VB 23
Bithel's room:
described VB 29
setting for the rag VB 29-3, 34-5
the Mess:
described VB 23
setting for social evening VB 23-28
also mentioned VB 8, 14-15, 18, 21
the Orderly Room VB 13

Sardis Chapel:
described VB 7-9
the Company billet VB 7-16; TK 92
setting for NJ's introduction to:
Company life VB 7-16, 44, 59; TK 92-3
Rowland Gwatkin VB 12-15
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Recalled by:
  - The Tiepolo Ceiling
    - TK 92-3
  - Memories of Dr Trelawney
    - HSH 35
  - Church Parade in
    - VB 33, 36, 41-3
  - Departure from
    - VB 44-6

The Bellevue:
- Located in a seaside town
  - KO 144, 150, 172
- Described
  - KO 151-2, 157, 191-2
- Run by Albert Creech
  - KO 144-5, 150-7, 165, 168, 170-1, 186-8, 190-92, 194, 199, 204, 217; MP 142
- Possibility of wartime requisition
  - KO 204, 217
- Residents at:
  - In general
    - KO 165, 186, 188, 202
  - Bob Duport:
    - Used by as escape from creditors
      - KO 170-1
    - Setting for:
      - Dinner with NJ
        - KO 165-72, 226; MP 192
      - The rescue of Dr Trelawney
        - KO 186-204
      - Also mentioned
        - KO 174, 193, 201-2; MP 191
  - Uncle Giles:
    - As pied-à-terre of:
      - Regular stays at
        - KO 144-5, 151-2, 155-8, 177
      - Belongings in room at
        - KO 157-65, 185
      - Death of while staying at
        - KO 149-5, 156, 170, 197, 226
    - Mrs Telford
      - KO 156
  - Dr Trelawney:
    - Setting for asthma attack and aftermath
      - KO 186-201, 202, 204, 217
    - Death of while staying at
      - MP 142
    - Also mentioned
      - KO 155-7, 165, 177, 191, 193
  - And other characters:
    - Mrs Erdleigh
      - KO 155-6, 177, 187, 190-2, 198-200; MP 142
    - Lady Katherine Warminster
      - KO 148
    - Setting for NJ’s stay to attend Uncle Giles’ funeral
      - KO 151-72, 185-205, 217, 226; MP 12

Divisional Headquarters:
- Located in:
  - Northern Ireland
    - VB 71, 247-8
  - A city (presumably Belfast) containing:
    - University
      - SA 22
    - Shipyards and docks
      - SA 9, 22
  - And NJ:
    - Appointment of to
      - VB 232-4, 241-2, 244-6; SA 77-8
    - Arrival of at
      - VB 248; SA 8, 24, 28
    - Work of at:
      - In Widmerpool’s office
        - VB 248-54; SA 23-34, 59-65, 72-5, 84-7, 168-73, 181-209, 218-9; MP 23
      - Also mentioned
        - MP 50, 23, 43, 94, 148, 189; TK 212-3; HSH 133, 200
  - Remembered by:
    - In company with:
      - Cheesman
        - TK 212-4
      - Greening
        - HSH 133
    - In respect of:
      - Bithel
        - HSH 133, 200-2
      - Sunny Farebrother
        - MP 23
      - Colonels H-J’son and Pedlar
        - MP 189
  - Messes at:
    - F Mess:
      - Described
        - SA 22-3
      - Stringham waiter in
        - SA 68-74, 79, 163-4, 166, 177, 184
Widmerpool’s assessment of

NJ’s billet: setting for meals in
also mentioned

G Mess
the Senior Officers’ Mess
the Sergeants’ Mess

the offices of:
General Liddament
Colonel Pedlar
Widmerpool

the Mobile Laundry:
operation of described
a convenient backwater for Bithel
setting for talk with Stringham
also mentioned

the sports field:
Defence Platoon battery situated on
NJ walks round with Bithel
the cricket pavilion:
the lost key
Biggs’s suicide

the area surrounding:
the city:
described
in the Blitz
Command HQ also located in
the streets of setting for:
NJ’s talks with Stringham
Bithel’s collapse

farms in the countryside:
1) Advance HQ in “schemes”:
the General’s Mess
Greening’s room
the Platoon’s billet
2) as setting for the transport debacle
unspecified location of an exercise

NJ’s country home:
house and grounds:
setting for:
activities around Murtlock’s caravan
NJ and Isobel watching TV
the bonfire that resurrects Mr Deacon
also mentioned

the surrounding area:
the Devil’s Fingers:
the area described
legends surrounding
setting for:
Murtlock’s midsummer orgy
the quarry protest
encounter with Gwinnett
farms belonging to:
Ernie Dunch
Mr Gauntlett
the ruined mill
Places – e) UK: other fictional settings (cont’d)

the pool:
- described
- setting for the crayfishing expedition

the quarries:
- described
  a) trigger "Dance" memories in HSH by:
    - the sound of blasting
    - flights of duck
    - the shape of the cliff
  b) problem of the Devil's Fingers and

Gwinnett stays at pub in
- also mentioned TK 279

the Royal Hotel:
- located in the same seaside town as the Bellevue
- Fred barman at
- and Bob Duport:
  - used by for dirty weekend
  - setting for NJ's uncomfortable evening with

school:
- described
- and NJ:
  - schooldays of at:
    - setting for
    - memories of:
      - in relation to:
        - Stringham
        - Templer
        - Widmerpool
- also mentioned

Colonel Chu's wish to attend
- post-war visit to
- son registered for

Le Bas's house:
- described
- Cattle porter of
- the library
- Stringham's room:
  - described
  - setting for problems arising from:
    - tea and Uncle Giles' visit
    - Templer's return
- also mentioned

and see also, inter alia
- Akworth, Sir Bertram
- Le Bas, Lawrence Langton
- Parkinson
- Tolland, Hon Alfred

the chapel:
- described
- setting for evensong after Braddock alias Thorne

the library:
- described
- setting for post-war encounter with Le Bas

the surrounding area:
- the streets:
  - described
Places – e) UK: other fictional settings (cont'd)

setting for appearances of Widmerpool:
- running as a schoolboy QU 7-8
- cuckolded as a husband BFR 251-3

the countryside:
- described QU 39-40, 45
- the garage and tea-room QU 45-7
- setting for Braddock alias Thorne QU 39-48

Stonehurst:
- described KO 9, 11-13, 29, 63; VB 128; HSH 35
- NJ's childhood home:
  - setting for the episodes of childhood KO 5-77, 135, 154-5, 158, 256; TK 202, 281; HSH 35, 120

abiding memories of:
- as a place of ill omen:
  - isolation KO 8, 12-13, 24-6, 53-4; VB 121, 128; HSH 35
  - the ghosts KO 7-10, 36, 38, 45-6, 52, 55-7, 61, 63, 77, 89-90, 109; VB 121
  - aptness for the Furies KO 6-7, 31, 45, 53, 72-4, 77, 83, 89-90, 158, 204, 256

  as a theatre of human drama:
  - the kitchen triangle see below
  - Dr Trelawney KO 31-6, 66-72, 77, 85-6, 155, 189, 192; HSH 35, 120-1

other moments of memory KO 78, 85, 143, 153, 162, 189, 192, 210, 256; VB 203; MP 221; TK 202, 281

servants at, considered:
- collectively:
  - the image of Noah's Ark KO 9
  - the kitchen triangle KO 10, 14-23, 36-7, 47, 52, 63, 65, 135, 154-5
- individually:
  - Billson:
    - setting for tribulations of:
      - the ghosts KO 7-10, 36, 38, 45-6, 52, 56, 61, 63, 77
      - love and rejection KO 10, 16-22, 31, 35-7, 47, 52, 63, 65, 135
      - ultimate breakdown KO 20, 60-4, 65, 73-5, 135, 154-5; TK 202
    - also mentioned KO 15, 23-24, 29

  - Bracey:
    - presence only intermittent KO 7, 9, 14, 52
    - effect on kitchen morale of: "funny days" KO 15-17, 35, 37, 52, 154
    - love and rejection KO 16-21
    - also mentioned KO 22-31, 36, 41, 64, 73, 89, 154; VB 203

  - Albert:
    - room of described KO 7, 33; VB 203
    - ambitions of thwarted at KO 11, 38, 43
    - and the kitchen triangle KO 18-22, 47, 52-3, 135
    - notice of precipitates:
      - Jenkinses' gloom KO 46-9, 56
      - Billson's breakdown KO 52-3, 61, 63, 65
    - also mentioned KO 5-6, 8-11, 13-17, 24, 29-31, 58-60, 64, 73, 75-7, 143, 152-5, 204

  - Edith:
    - experience of the ghosts KO 8
    - also mentioned KO 7, 9, 12, 15-16, 19-24, 29, 31, 36-7, 46-52, 58, 61, 65-6, 73-4, 77

  - Gullick KO 12, 71, 76
  - Mrs Gullick KO 7, 9, 12, 23, 36, 45-6, 64, 77
  - Mercy KO 8-9, 23-4, 36, 46, 64
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Places – e) UK: other fictional settings (cont’d)

and other characters:

previous inhabitants
Uncle Giles:
occasional visits by
setting for visit by on eve of War
the Military Policeman
Moreland
Miss Orchard
General and Mrs Conyers:
setting for visit by
challenge to motoring skills of
Dr Trelawney:
sinister presence of in the area
setting for encounter with the Conyers

places associated with:

the village shop:
described
NJ’s mother sees Dr Trelawney in
Dr Trelawney’s house:
described
vacated at outbreak of War

university:

and NJ:
college of:
described
fellows of:
Killick
Jeremy Warminster
setting for:
conversation with Quiggin
visit of Le Bas
revisited for post-war research
also mentioned
time at remembered by

other colleges and rooms of:
Quiggin
Short:
setting for lunch party
also mentioned
Sillery:
described
setting for:
undergraduate tea-parties
post-war visits:
irresistibly drawn
later fruitlessly
also mentioned
Stringham:
described
Moffet scout at
setting for:
invasion of Templer et al
lunch for the Foxes
also mentioned
Hugo Tolland
the town:

the railway station:
  setting for encounter with Bagshaw BFR 34-5, 39
  also mentioned BFR 5, 7

the outskirts of QU 188
  also mentioned QU 162, 193

unnamed houses and cottages inhabited by:

Mrs Akworth – near to:
  Stourwater HSH 174, 186
  Flavia Wisebite HSH 186

Lady Frederica Budd:
  described KO 206; VB 143-4
  former vicarage VB 143
  near to Thrubworth KO 206; VB 159, 168, 173
  wartime sanctuary for:
    Isobel during pregnancy KO 206, 225, 240; VB 20, 117, 145, 152-6, 178
    Robert on embarkation leave VB 155, 167-71; HSH 186
  setting for NJ's weekend leave VB 142-76; VB 178; SA 106-7; HSH 186-7

the Morelands:
  described KO 96
  proximity of to Stourwater KO 92-3, 97-8, 100, 106, 252
  setting for NJ and Isobel’s weekend visit KO 91-3, 96-106, 141-2; HSH 60

the Templer family:
  described QU 72-3, 74-101, 104, 122, 130, BM 187, 200-2; AW 43, 82, 141; LM 56; KO 169, 177; VB 137; SA 189; TK 248-9; HSH 77
  setting for NJ's stay after leaving school AW 69-70, 72, 79-112, 147; KO 178, 199; HSH 237-8
  also mentioned AW 141, 193, 209

Peter and Mona Templer:
  located near Maidenhead AW 46, 193, 209; LM 101; KO 178; HSH 237
  described AW 72-4, 79
  pictures at:
    Isbister’s portrait of Mr Templer AW 73, 86; HSH 237
    Duport’s seascapes AW 86-7; HSH 237-8
  sold after Mona’s departure LM 101
  setting for NJ’s impromptu weekend visit AW 69-70, 72, 79-112, 147; KO 178, 199; HSH 237-8
  also mentioned AW 141, 193, 209

the Widmerpools:
  proximity of to:
    Hinton Hoo BM 66, 84, 230-1; LM 53
    Stourwater BM 230; LM 53; KO 108, 138, 223; TK 41; HSH 188
  mentioned as:
    holiday cottage BM 66, 84
    Mrs Widmerpool’s home LM 53; KO 108, 138, 223, 225-6, 239-40, 255; SA 84; TK 41; HSH 188
  cult centre of communes when:
    run by Widmerpool HSH 73, 108, 130, 133
    taken over by Murtlock HSH 130, 133-4, 137, 156, 188-9, 238, 241-2
  Flavia Wisebite HSH 186
**Places**

**f) UK**

**other locations**

Aldershot:
- setting for NJ's general training course:
  - the area described: VB 121-2, 128, 131
  - the course: VB 108, 118, 121-43, 151, 176, 178, 184, 230; SA 39, 106, 108, 124, 130-2; HSH 186

other characters' associations with:
- Mrs Conyers' sister stationed near: KO 44
- Albert's afternoons off spent in: KO 20-1
- Uncle Giles staying in on eve of War: KO 50, 70, 72
- NJ's father stationed at: KO 12; VB 121
- Widmerpool encounters Jimmy Stripling in: MP 206

the Common:
- regular scene of:
  - NJ's Sunday walks: KO 58
  - Dr Trelawney's cultic runs: KO 71; HSH 35
  - Kitchener's army in training on: KO 76

the Glasshouse:
- fear of used:
  - metonymically by Pendry about Sayce: VB 66
  - rhetorically by Gwatkin in rifles speech: VB 72-3
  - Jimmy Stripling lectures at: MP 206

Laffan's Plain:
- described: VB 131
- and the Sappers' song: VB 141
- setting for the "tactical exercise without troops": VB 129-43

general location of Stonehurst

Aylesbury – Uncle Giles heard of in: AW 11

Bath – Dr Brightman uses to illustrate incongruity of the Venice singer: TK 22

Birmingham:
- home town of:
  - Mona: AW 47
  - Odo Stevens: VB 123, 142; SA 108, 132-3
  - Tone Poem Vieux Port performed in: SA 132-3

Black Country, the – Ulster Blitz reminds NJ of forges in: SA 15

Bodiam – Sir Gavin compares Stourwater to: BM 193

Bournemouth – part of "Di's" frenetic itinerary in Max Pilgrim's song: LM 186

Brighton:
- and Mr Deacon:
  - pre-war home and studio in: BM 9, 11-12; CCR 16; KO 34, 83
  - acquaintance with NJ's parents cemented in: BM 11; CCR 16; KO 34
  - decoration of fish restaurant in rejected by: BM 9
  - NJ's father stationed close to before WW1: BM 11; KO CCR 16
  - 1st Earl of Warminster dies in lodgings at: BFR 50
  - Matilda in show at: KO 246
  - the Pavilion – NJ's parents attend concerts at: BM 11; KO 83

Bristol – Albert pursued and ultimately captured by "girl from": KO 10, 47, 53, 144, 151

Cambridge:
- and Byron's letter to Lady Caroline: VB 180
- Moreland's uncle drank wine with Tchaikovsky in: CCR 10
- Widmerpool rejects study at: QU 130

Cardiff – Bracey's brother a bricklayer in: KO 15

Cardigan – Albert has worked in: KO 10
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Caversham – trotting races at attended by Foppa and Dicky Umfraville AW 161; LM 180
the Channel Islands – Uncle Giles heard of in AW 11
Chelmsford – Uncle Giles heard of in AW 11
Cheltenham – Jo Breen suspended after misdemeanour at VB 163
Colchester – one of NJ’s childhood homes in QU 174
Cowes:
and Stringham:
associated by distastefully with Buster Foxe BM 111
Le Bas encountered by at BM 111
Squadron Lawn – Lord Vowchurch and Gen Conyers on LM 89
Cumberland – Albert worked in KO 10
the Curragh – Lord Warrington's house on QU 62
Cwm Shenkin – and the roots of the Jenkins family QU 27
Dartmoor – NJ imagines Widmerpool imprisoned for spying TK 228
Derbyshire – Widmerpool’s father possibly from LM 86
Dover – Uncle Giles heard of in AW 11
East Coast – Chips Lovell’s first wartime posting to SA 89, 107, 110, 122
Edinburgh:
Dr Brightman on Tiepolo painting at TK 83
Moreland has wartime job in SA 8
Epsom – Stringham's days spent racing at CCR 172
Essex:
Norman Chandler posted to during War VB 173
Mrs Foxe moves to labourer's cottage in VB 173-4; SA 79
Pennistone's low opinion of soldier from VB 113
Eton:
Colonel Chu wishes to attend MP 59-60
(though never named as such) – NJ’s school
Fonthill – Stourwater compared to KO 109
Glamis – Stringham's seclusion reminiscent of the monster of CCR 142
Glasgow – Widmerpool arranges for mother to live with relations near MP 206-7
Greenford – trotting races at attended by Foppa and Dicky Umfraville AW 161; LM 180
Gwynedd – Gwinnett's origins in TK 54
Hawthorn Hill – NJ see General Conyers at point-to-points LM 71
Henley:
Le Bas once won Diamond Sculls at QU 34
Bob Duport once collided with a lamp-post at QU 191
Isle of Man – Uncle Giles’ letter from hinting at impending marriage QU 65, 67
Kirkcudbrightshire – Mrs Widmerpool:
retires to cottage in TK 113
dies in TK 113
Lingfield – and Buster Foxe’s death TK 7
Liverpool:
and Lord Aberavon's business life VB 197
Bracey's brother a cabman in KO 15
Luton – Bracey spends leave with widowed sister-in-law in KO 14-15, 52
Maidenhead:
as a notorious place of assignation MP 225
the Ace of Spades – Mona’s unpleasant experience at AW 109
Skindles – Mona bored by the prospect of AW 109
location of Peter Templer's house
Manchester:
Mr Andriadis's business interests in BM 124
Professor Killick lectures at instead of dining with NJ BFR 9
officers from on Aldershot course VB 122
Melton Mowbray – Lord Vowchurch rides horse upstairs at LM 199
Middlesex
Mytchett – Robert Tolland stationed at VB 148, 166, 172, 174-5
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Places – f) UK: other locations (cont’d)

Northern Ireland:
- military postings in for:
  - NJ’s Battalion VB 19, 41
  - Caroline Lovell’s husband HSH 208-9
- location of:
  - Battalion HQ
  - Castlemallock
  - Divisional HQ

Nottinghamshire:
- Widmerpool’s father probably from LM 85-6
- Stanley Jeavons accountant in Nottingham KO 234

Oxfordshire:
- Eleanor Walpole-Wilson’s cousins live in BM 27
- Oxford University:
  - Lord Vowchurch sent down from LM 36
  - Widmerpool rejects study at QU 130
  - location (though never named as such) of university episodes

Reading – Uncle Giles:
- en route to when he calls in on NJ at school QU 18, 20, 28, 31, 65
- occasionally heard of in AW 11

Sandhurst:
- contemporary attendance at by:
  - General Conyers and Peploe-Gordon LM 230
  - Daniel Tokenhouse and NJ’s father TK 60
- Colonel Chu spends six enjoyable months at MP 59-60
- Colonel Hogbourne-Johnson won Sword of Honour at SA 30

Scotland:
- Barbara Goring’s holiday in a Manasch house MP 233
- Finn’s salmon delivered from MP 103
- Hlava on music of SA 106-7
- Priscilla and Stevens living at hotel in
  - possible destination for NJ’s battalion VB 19
  - Odo Stevens stationed at SA 107
- Polish Corps:
  - Norah Tolland driving for SA 160
  - Pennistone visits MP 12-13, 29, 36
  - problem of supplies for MP 36, 48
- Glasgow see above
- Kirkcudbrightshire see above

Shropshire:
- estates on border of belonging to:
  - Lord Aberavon
  - Johnny Pardoe
- Gwatkin spent holiday in VB 195
- the south coast – Hugo Tolland stationed on VB 119
- Staines – Templer and Mona first met at road-house near AW 46

Sunningdale:
- sometime homes of:
  - the Foxes BM 110; KO 107
  - Peter Templer KO (105), 107, 121-2
  - misery of Betty Templer compounded by KO 121-2

Suffolk – Billson’s family home KO 19-20, 22, 74

Sussex – location of:
- Quiggan and Mona’s cottage AW 181
  - hence (probably) of Thrubworth
- the Thames:
Places – f) UK: other locations (cont’d)

Bracey’s sister drowned in estuary KO 15
pub in Valley kept by Jo Breen and Joy Grant VB 163-4
subject of meditations on the Blitz MP 118, 154
and Flores’ proud knowledge of geography MP 237
crossed by the vintage cars TK 279
crossed by the vintage cars TK 279
Tranby Croft – the baccarat scandal at
unnamed seaside resort (Torquay?):

Moreland conducts orchestra in CCR 97; KO 144
Mrs Erdleigh lives in KO 156
NJ walks through with Bob Duport KO 172-3
location of:
the Bellevue KO 150, 197, 204-5
the crematorium
the Royal Hotel

Wales:

Bithel’s disastrous claim to have played rugger for VB 19, 25, 39-40
as part of Stringham’s means of amusing Prince Theodoric BM 199
North:
scene of Dr Trelawney’s scandal KO 86-7, 193
Gwinnett’s origins in Gwynedd TK 54

South:
Gwinnett’s “Button” name suggests connection to TK 54
NJ’s family connection with VB 5-7
location of the Battalion transit quarters

The Weald – Donners retires to cottage in for duration of false illness TK 275-6
Weston-super-Mare – Mrs Creech and second husband in MP 142-3
Windsor:
Dicky Umfraville’s Battalion moved to at critical time VB 161
the Castle:
and Colonel Chu’s love of English traditions MP 60
General Conyers and ghosts at KO 55
Places

g) Europe

fictional countries
fictional settings
other locations

fictional countries:
Eastern Europe – a People's Republic in:
  state trial in
  Belkin and
  Tompsitt ambassador in
  Widmerpool's dubious dealings in
Prince Theodoric's country:
  ambassador of at:
  Lady Molly's party
  Widmerpool's club
politics of:
  Prince Theodoric and
  discussed by:
  Mrs Conyers
  Chips Lovell
  Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson
  Miss Janet Walpole-Wilson
  Sillery
  and British involvement in wartime Resistance
  Widmerpool's involvement in
  palaces in

fictional settings:
La Grenadière:
  located in Touraine
  journey to
  described
  inhabitants of:
    family:
      Berthe
      Jean-Népomucène
      Commandant Leroy
      Mme Leroy
      Paul-Marie
      Suzette
    staff:
      Marthe
      Rosalie
    guests:
      Mme Dubuisson
      M Dubuisson
      Lundquist
      Örn
      Dr Szczepanowski
      Widmerpool

the dogs
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setting for NJ's summer stay after leaving school
the cabinet de toilette – graffito of Widmerpool in the garden:
described
setting for NJ's:
uncomfortable introduction
conversation with M Dubuisson
the summer-house:
described
haunt of the Dubuissons
setting for NJ's moments of romantic:
hope with Suzette
embarrassment with Mme Dubuisson
the tennis-court:
described
setting for the Scandinavian quarrel
La Petite Auberge:
located in Cabourg
described
billet for the overspill officers on the attachés' trip
setting for the episode of Prasad's bath
in Venice:
the Bragadin Palazzo:
described:
architecturally
works of art:
the Tiepolo ceiling
other
the Bragadin connection
guests at:
Glober
Baby Clarini
the Widmerpools
setting for:
the viewing of the Tiepolo ceiling
a dinner party
NJ's hotel:
located overlooking the Grand Canal
described
the old singer at
NJ stays in:
as a boy
whilst attending the Conference
Tokenhouse's antipathy to
also patronised by:
Dr Brightman:
setting for talk with
also mentioned
Gwinnett:
setting for talk with
also mentioned
Daniel Tokenhouse’s apartment:

- insalubrious location of described
- setting for visits by NJ:
  - alone
  - with Ada and Glober

other locations:

Austria:
- Sillery spends Long Vacation in
- and the outbreak of World War 1
- inter-war politics of discussed at Widmerpool’s club
- Odo Stevens’ apprentice exchange in

Vienna:
- NJ remembers awful journey to
- Pennistone loves Kunsthistorisches Museum

the Balkans:

- associated with:
  - business interests of:
    - Donners-Brebner
    - Bob Duport
  - NJ’s “Proust”
  - Szymanski:
    - possible origin of
    - known as dubious character in
  - wartime:
    - exploits of Odo Stevens
    - death of Peter Templer
  - dubious political activities of:
    - Daniel Tokenhouse
    - Widmerpool

Albania:
- Sir Philip Sidney killed charging cavalry of
- Tirana – Prince Theodoric stirs interest in

the Black Sea:
- Roddy Cutts on wine from
- Tokenhouse on socialist art depicting

Bosnia:
- Miss Janet Walpole-Wilson writing article about assassination of Archduke Franz-Ferdinand in

Greece

- qv

Rumania:
- Sunny Farebrother and the Finance Minister of Bucharest:
  - Prince Theodoric stirs interest in
  - Gypsy Jones on proposed peace conference in

Sofia – Prince Theodoric stirs interest in

location of Prince Theodoric’s country

Yugoslavia:
- King and Queen of at Victory Service
- military attachés of:
  - Maninko
  - replacement
- Miss Janet’s travels in:
  - based with friend married to a British consul
  - problems encountered during in:
    - the Banat
Nish
the Sanjak of Novi Bazar
politics of at end of WW2
Belgrade:
assassination of Queen Draga in
Prince Theodoric stirs interest in
Macedonia:
NJ reads about the politics of
as the origin of:
the new military attaché
possibly Szymanski
Belgium:
Sir Magnus Donners shows informed interest in
Odo Stevens' apprentice exchanges involve time in
Szymanski known in
Widmerpool on inter-war pact with
Kings of:
Albert pictured in War Office
Leopold in wartime controversies
art and culture of
surrender of
allied liaison with:
run from Finn's Section by:
Hewetson
NJ
Bijou Ardglass driving for
also mentioned
Brussels:
described in wartime
Clanwaert on changes in
visited by NJ:
with father as a boy
with military attachés:
Army Group HQ
setting for meeting with Bob Duport
also mentioned
and Belgian officers:
Clanwaert
Gauthier de Graef
Kucherman
NATO HQ – and a Pamela scandal
Mons – Private Bracey killed at
Waterloo – and the delicacy of the bath incident
Bosnia
Czechoslovakia:
Sillery's enthusiasm for
and the approach of WW2
trial of Slansky in
possible birthplace of Szymanski

Places – g) Europe (cont’d)
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Places – g) Europe (cont’d)

Gypsy Jones dies in
allied liaison with:
run from Finn's section by:
  Hewetson
  NJ
production of "The Bartered Bride" as part of
also mentioned
and see Hlava, Colonel

Prague:
  Pennistone remembers awful journey from
  Hlava recalled to at end of War

Denmark – German invasion of
Eastern Europe – a People's Republic in
Eire:
  neutrality of in WW2
  Div HQ near border with, facilitating:
    Deafy Morgan's ambush
    Diplock's desertion
  County Monaghan – Maureen's great-uncle from

Finland:
  Vaalkipaa and independence movement in
  and WW2:
    Russian invasion of
    as possible destination for NJ's Division

France:
  Burton on religious wars in
  and World War 1:
    General Conyers on unreadiness for the outbreak of in
    NJ's father and Bracey with B.E.F. in
    the Somme – Sunny Farebrother at
    Verdun – Willi at
    inter-war politics of:
    discussed by:
      the diplomats in Widmerpool's club
      M Dubuisson
      Sunny Farebrother
      Widmerpool
    liberal orthodoxy on opposed by:
      Bagshaw
      Widmerpool
  and World War 2:
    B.E.F. involvement in includes:
      NJ's battalion:
        as reinforcements for
        deaths in
      the Tollands:
        George
        Robert:
        preparations to leave for
        death in
      fall of
      Finn's son-in-law killed in
      Vichy government in
      the Free French:
    allied liaison with:
    run from Finn's section by:
      Finn himself
      NJ
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Places – g) Europe (cont’d)

Masham
NJ fails language test for changes after D-Day
also mentioned
SA 93-8, 100, 102-3; MP 89-90

MP 143-4, 202

MP 21, 91, 145-7, 234-6; BFR 5; and see 
Borda
Kernível, Captain
Montsalvy, Captain
Philidor, General

de Gaulle and
Lady Anne Stepney’s affair with one of Szymanski involved with
SA 93, 102; MP 87-8

Kernével, Captain
Montsaldy, Captain
Philidor, General

the Channel Ports:
Gwatkin’s gloom over news from scene of Robert Tolland’s death escapes from by contingents of:
Bobrowski’s Poles
Prince Theodoric’s resistance fighter
SA 93, 102; MP 87-8

SA 78

MP 30-1

SA 115

the Maginot Line:
Donners visiting at outbreak of war Kedward’s optimism over German advance on
anti-British Irish song about

VB 191

VB 21

VB 71

Normandy:
Allied landings in:
general references to Lyn Craddock killed at Caen
NJ visits with military attachés:
the landscape described
Cabourg
invasion artefacts:
the Mulberry harbour
Pluto

MP 118, 143

MP 178, 180

MP 161-63

see below – Cabourg

MP 173-4; TK 89

MP 163

see below

Paris
visited by NJ:
for childhood holiday with parents after leaving school at La Grenadière
with military attachés

and other characters:
Dr Brightman on moral attitudes of Ferrand-Sénéschal:

dubious avoidance of war in rumours of scandal in

NJ’s parents fondness for

Moreland:

film of “Lysistrata” made in restorative holiday in with Matilda

and the hotel singer

Albi – Lautrec’s portrait of Isadore Manasch hangs in

Algeria

Antibes – part of “Di’s” frenetic itinerary in Max Pilgrim’s song
Brittany – Dr Brightman’s interest in place names of Cabourg:
described overnight stay in by the military attachés:

leads to NJ’s moment of Proustian truth

PLACES – h) rest of the world

see below

LM 186

TK 52

MP 163

MP 171-3, 196, 223
the Grand Hotel:

described
most of party accommodated in
Proustian associations of

La Petite Auberge

the Channel:

the Jenkins family suitcases fall into

crossed by NJ en route:

to La Grenadière

with the military attachés

Chinon – General Philidor's father a winemaker in

Deauville – trip to made by Mrs Andriadis and Stringham

Dieppe – disaster of the Jenkins family suitcases

Lourdes – Sunny Farebrother and "The Song of Bernadette"

Marseilles – Moreland lives in while writing "Vieux Port"

Paris:

Peace Conference in:

attended by:

M Dubuisson
Sunny Farebrother
NJ's father
Commandant Leroy
Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson

the Versailles Treaty and Germany

German occupation of:

begun
ended in liberation

childhood visits to made by:

NJ
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson

as part of the journey to La Grenadière

as typically representative of French:

lifestyle

art

associations with particular characters:

Mrs Andriadis:

hostess of parties in

death in

Bithel remembers weekend in

Mildred Blaides fancies married life in

Colonel Cobb redolent of

Mr Deacon:

living in

on decadence of

Finn:

business in

first met Pennistone in

Buster Foxe cuts a dash in

Glober attended one of Mrs Andriadis's parties in

NJ's father:

at Peace Conference in

buys book on Whistler in

Rosie Manasch – at finishing school in

Moreland sees Stravinsky ballet in

Anne Stepney:

at finishing school in
married to Dicky Umfraville in AW 195

PlACES – g) Europe (cont’d)

living as artist in Pennistone
work in SA 104; MP 10, 242
first meets Finn in SA 104; MP 10

Widmerpool – weekend with Ferrand-Sénéschal in TK 17-18

Boulevard Saint-Michel – Mr Deacon living near BM 16
the Interallié club – Mr Deacon refuses lunch at BM 17
the Left Bank – Mr Deacon and BM 98
the Louvre:
setting for encounter with Mr Deacon BM 14-17, 18-9, 98, 100, 176, 183
NJ’s father on TK 58
Montmartre – Mr Deacon’s wistful hopes for QU 17
Rue des Moulins – NJ’s fantasy of Rosie Manasch in BFR 110
Passy – Walpole-Wilsons’ flat in BM 18
Perpignan – Finn retires to TK 208
the Riviera see below
Roussillon – Borda from MP 244
Saumur – cavalry school at:
Emile Leroy instructor at QU 111; MP 146-7
General Philidor attended course at MP 146-7

the South of:
Mildred Blaides’ life on LM 43, 48-9, 62, 166, 189-90, 198-9, 214, 236; CCR 126

Canon Fenneau’s father a chaplain on HSH 118
Mr Haycock owns villa in LM 43
Quiggin’s unexpected knowledge of AW 93
as part of Sillery’s network of interest HSH 118
Antibes:
Mildred sees Baby Wentworth in LM 199
Glober’s friend staying in TK 75

Cannes:
Mrs Andriadis’s great party in 1923 attended by:
Mildred Blaides CCR 198
Dicky Umfraville CCR 198
Mildred’s opening gambit on meeting NJ LM 49
at Mrs Andriadis’s party in CCR 198
Boffles Stringham meets wife in CCR 89
the Moyenne Corniche – Glober killed on TK 272

Touraine:
and Widmerpool’s mother:
visited by in girlhood QU 118
loved by QU 118
purest French spoken in QU 118
location of La Grenadière

Tours – Widmerpool’s search for medicine in BM 36

Germany:
Burton on religious wars in HSH 251
and World War 1:
General Conyers on KO 7, 56-7
M’Cracken killed in air-raid over LM 43
politics of between the wars:
opinions on expressed by:
Mrs Andriadis AW 173-4
Roddy Cutts CCR 74
M Dubuisson QU 123
Bob Duport KO 202-3
Erridge KO 146-7
Uncle Giles QU 22; KO 145

Places – g) Europe (cont’d)

Guggenbühl AW 174
Ted Jeavons LM 165, 170
Quiggin LM 126
Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson LM 58; KO 208
Widmerpool LM 66-7
Guggenbühl's escape from LM 126
French occupation of:
  the Rhineland BFR 36
  the Ruhr QU 83-4
Munich – used metonymously for the Agreement at KO 91, 93, 116, 125, 149, 169, 222, 226;
  MP 101; TK 63; HSH 44

and World War 2:
  Lord Haw-Haw's broadcasts from VB 58-9
  Jock Udall killed after escape from prison camp in MP 249; BFR 109
  Allied advance into MP 176
  also mentioned VB 71, 104; SA219; MP 150; TK 14

occupation of:
  Odo Stevens suffers "temptations" in BFR 140
  Daniel Tokenhouse makes protests concerning TK 64
  Dicky Umfraville with Military Government in BFR 44
Glober races in Grand Prix in TK 68-69
Tokenhouse's Cubist blocks to be made in TK 70
Bonn:
  Trelawney and Maclintick study at University of KO 87
  Godesberg – Chamberlain’s meeting with Hitler at KO 126

Berlin:
  the Walpole-Wilsons at wedding of the Kaiser's daughter in BM 54
  Hill Street decor reminiscent of BM 105
  NJ's father unfamiliar with, never having:
    visited KO 59
    heard of Skobeloff's dictum concerning KO 59
  fondness for expressed by:
    Pennistone loves:
      the Kaiser Friedrich gallery VB 113
      the Romanisches Café MP 31
    Max Pilgrim SA 155
Cologne – Bagshaw's schoolboy protest in BFR 36
Munich:
  visited by NJ's father KO 59
  the Nymphenburg – Donners has photographed KO 120
  the Agreement at see above
Potsdam – Conference at MP 201
Saxony – Bobrowski’s ancestors in MP 31

Gibraltar:
  Widmerpool on Ceuta and AW 186
  refugees from in wartime London MP 65
  Canon Fenneau’s father friend of Bishop of HSH 118

Greece:
  holiday in inspires Le Bas's bad poetry QU 34
  British withdrawal from in WW2 SA 88
Widmerpool supports Communists in Civil War in BFR 152-3
the Ægean – scene of a Pamela scandal TK 41-2
Athens – Prince Theodoric stirs interest in BM 131
Crete – German invasion of SA 168
Ancient:
  Delphi – Mrs Erdleigh as Oracle at MP 143
  Rhodes – Mulberry harbour as Colossus of MP 174
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Holland

Hungary:
as part of:
  the Hapsburg Empire KO 75
  Horaczko’s escape route in MP 32
trial of Nagy in TK 194
Budapest – NJ remembers awful journey to VB 112

Iceland:
  Lord Warminster goes fishing in LM 206
  Stringham imagines posting to SA 213
  one of Bagshaw’s lodgers from TK 191

Italy:
  Napoleon’s invasion of TK 56
  politics of as viewed by Foppa AW 152-3
  and WW2:
    Bithel on entry of into VB 225-6
    Greening wounded in HSH 132-3
    Monte Cassino – Polish troops at MP 91
visited by:
  Dr Brightman after the Venice conference TK 184
  NJ as a schoolboy with parents TK 5, 57-8
  Sillery habitually during the Long Vacation BM 119
  an early Lord Sleaford on the Grand Tour LM 15

Florence:
  Priscilla’s school friend about to visit LM 52
  Maclintick arrested by Blackshirts in CCR 118

Milan – Widmerpool flies to Venice via TK 101, 121
  the Parthenopean shore:
    Ischia – affair between Matilda and Odo Stevens in TK 167
    Naples – Dr Brightman on TK 22-3
    Pompeii – Dr Brightman accosted outside the lupanar TK 23
    Procida – and the hotel singer TK 6
    Vesuvius – and the hotel singer TK 6

Rome:
  NJ’s father has pocket picked in TK 58-9
  Rosie Manasch remembers winter holiday in BM 54
  Baby Wentworth lives after marriage to Clarini AW 31; LM 198
  left-wing protesters and MP 231
  Sistine Chapel – General Conyers’ energy suggestive of KO 211
  Palazzo Venezia – Foppa’s picture of Mussolini in AW 153
Ancient:
  Temple of Janus – the Ufford as MP 66
  Trajan’s Column – and memories of war BFR 5

Sicily:
  Le Bas’s romantic love of QU 43, 71; BM 13
  Sillery takes walking holiday in QU 206
Tuscany – Battalion HQ compared to towns in VB 6

Venice:
  described TK 133
  historically:
    architecture of and: TK 66-7, 80; HSH 192
      Gwinnett
    William Dean Howells TK 67
    Marinetti and the Futurists TK 8
    the Council of Ten:
      Blackhead as prisoner of MP 43
      and the Tiepolo ceiling TK 89
      the wedding of Doge to the Sea TK 8
Places – g) Europe (cont’d)

Blanche's jigsaw of 

Mark Members on the delights of 

home of:

Casanova 

Pennistone and the contessa 

Daniel Tokenhouse 

visited by:

Bijou Ardglass 

Dr Belkin 

Polly Duport 

Mrs Erdleigh 

NJ as a schoolboy with parents 

Pamela 

Louis Glober 

Chips Lovell and Priscilla on honeymoon 

Odo and Rosie Stevens on cruise 

Baby Clarini 

Widmerpool 

Prince Theodoric 

delegates to the Conference:

Dr Brightman 

Russell Gwinnett 

Ada Leintwardine 

Len Pugsley 

Quentin Shuckerly 

setting for NJ's visit to attend the Conference 

cultural events held in:

the Biennale 

the Film Festival 

the Conference 

location of the Bragadin Palazzo 

the Accademia – NJ and Gwinnett walk beyond 

the Arsenal – Daniel Tokenhouse's apartment in quarter of 

the Brenta – villa on:

Veronese frescoes at 

setting for NJ's first meeting with Gwinnett 

Cipriani's – Glober seen at 

the Doge's Palace – Tokenhouse's postcard of 

the Giardini:

described 

setting for visit with Tokenhouse to the Biennale:
lunch afterwards TK 125, 139-46, 162, 172

Places – g) Europe (cont’d)

the Grand Canal:
location of NJ’s hotel
Pamela “sees” Ferrand-Sénéschal’s ghost on TK 115
bridge near:
described TK 177
setting for talk to Pamela on “Profiles”:
exploration of the vandalism TK 177-80
re-enactment via Glober’s bag TK 179-80

the Gritti Palace – Glober meets contact at TK 155, 172
Harry’s Bar TK 123
the Labia Palace – Dr Brightman on Tiepolos at TK 83
the Lido:
hotel on accommodates:
Ada Leintwardine TK 97, 147, 155, 159, 172
Len Pugsley TK 147
Quentin Shuckerly TK 97
Baby Clarini recommends to Glober TK 121-2
Prince Theodoric and Bijou Ardglass seen on BM 245
and “Di’s” frenetic itinerary in Max Pilgrim’s song
also mentioned TK 94,
Mestre – Tokenhouse accused of industrial spying at TK 129
Murano – Dr Brightman on Casanova’s activities on TK 96
Piazzale Roma:
described TK 184-5
NJ’s departure for airport from TK 184-5
roved by Pamela at night TK 185
Riva Biagio – Tokenhouse’s apartment near to TK 125
Riva Ca Di Dio – Tokenhouse’s apartment near to TK 125
San Giorgio Maggiore – the Conference venue TK 24, 133
San Marco:
Basilica – Pam’s sinister meeting with Gwinnett in TK 123, 162-5
the Piazza:
described TK 165
Mark Members tempts NJ with TK 11
Gwinnett roams seeking Pamela TK 52-3, 66, 123, 164-5
Florian’s – setting for evening coffee TK 163-77
the Piazzetta – Pamela seen in TK 168
Quadri’s – first sighting of Pamela in TK 52
Via Garibaldi – Tokenhouse’s apartment near to TK 125
an unnamed restaurant in setting for meal with Gwinnett TK 161-3
Villa Valmarana (Vicenza) – Gwinnett on Tiepolo’s Iphigenia in TK 27, 48, 83
Luxembourg – allied liaison with:
run from Finn’s section by NJ MP 155
Finn and Prince Felix of MP 52
also mentioned MP 8, 48, 155
Madeira Portugal
the Netherlands:
as a place of business:
part of the commercial education of:
Odo Stevens VB 123
Peter Templer QU 72, 75-6
Tokenhouse’s Cubist blocks to be made in TK 70
Amsterdam – Mr Templer has interests in QU 75
and World War 2:
German invasion of VB 188
allied liaison with:
run from Finn’s Section by Borrit MP 34
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Finn and Prince Bernhard of MP 52

**Places – g) Europe** (cont’d)

also mentioned MP 8, 47, 52, 93, 202; and see

Van der Voort Smeets

NJ visits with military attachés:

setting for encounter with Kedward MP 177-82

the Field-Marshal’s Tactical HQ: described MP 183

setting for presentation to Field-Marshal MP 176-7, 183-90

NJ inspired by map at of:

Maastricht MP 187-8

Zutphen MP 186-7

Roermond – approach to described MP 176

Amsterdam see above

Hook of – Pennistone remembers awful journey to VB 112

Norway:

and World War 2:

German invasion of VB 104, 167; SA 82

work of Commandos in:

Lofoten – Odo Stevens at SA 107

also mentioned VB 124

allied liaison with:

run from Finn’s section by Dempster MP 8, 28

Finn and King Olaf of MP 52

also mentioned MP 12, 47, and see Asbjørnsen, General

Dempster and:

boyhood holidays with relatives in MP 28

timber business in MP 28, 220; TK 208

settles in on retirement TK 208

Trondhjem – Ørn’s fiancée from QU 145

Poland:

historically:

Burton on religious wars in HSH 251

as the Duchy of Warsaw MP 37

Bobrowski’s ancestors in MP 31

and World War 2:

military politics of MP 20-1, 202

invasion of:

imminence of KO 149, 172

Horaczko’s escape after MP 32

prisoners held by Russians after:

release of MP 5, 7-8, 12, 30-1, 35, 40-1, 90-1

General Anders in command of MP 21, 40

massacre of at Katyn MP 107-8, 109-12, 149; TK 238

allied liaison with:

run from Finn’s section by Pennistone: MP 7-8, 12-13, 20, 30-5, 37, 40-1, 43, 47-51,

56, 60-1, 66, 68-71, 77, 110, 116,

119, 131, 249; BFR 108-9

NJ Slade MP 77, 85-6; TK 208

also mentioned SA 98, 17, 87-91, 91, 96-8, 108, 202

HQs of based in:

Scotland SA 160; MP 12-13, 29

the Titian MP 31, 33, 35, 60, 69-70, 77, 96; BFR 108-9

the Ufford MP 65-8, 70, 87, 136; BFR 158

employs:

Bijou Ardglass SA 110
Norah Tolland | SA 160
---|---
Szymanski involved with | SA 102; MP 87-9, 97-8, 116, 119, 131
also mentioned | MP 5, 21, 245; and see
| Andrzejewski, Lieutenant
| Bobrowski, General
| Horaczko, Lieutenant
| Kielkiewicz, General
| Michalski, Lieutenant
---|---

Portugal:
- Lisbon – second Lord Castlemallock dies in | VB 179
- Madeira – Offord's parents live in | QU 9

Rumania
- Lord Warrington's ancestor on diplomatic mission to | QU 57

Russia / USSR:
- Lord Warrington's ancestor on diplomatic mission to politics of:
  - the Revolution:
    - Dempster fights in the War of Intervention in | MP 28
    - Sillery excited by | QU 164
  - between the wars:
    - show trials in | CCR 84-5
    - pact with Germany | KO 202-3, 228, 231; TK 63
  - admiration of expressed by:
    - St John Clarke | CCR 94
    - Erridge | BFR 75
    - Guggenbühl | AW 174-5
    - Gypsy Jones | KO 228, 231
  - dislike of expressed by:
    - Roddy Cutts | CCR 95
    - George Tolland | CCR 84, 94
    - Moreland's fudge on | CCR 118
- post-war:
  - admired by:
    - Hlava | MP 101, 220
    - Widmerpool | BFR 216
  - the "thaw" - Tokenhouse's interest in | TK 132, 134
- and World War 2:
  - invasion of by Germany | SA 219-20; TK 63
  - allied liaison with:
    - nature of | MP 9
    - also mentioned | MP 12-13, 33, 98, 108, 110-12, 171; and see Lebedev, General
  - Polish prisoners in:
    - release of:
      - to Iran | MP 5, 7-8, 12, 30, 33, 35, 90
      - from Central Asian republics | MP 35, 40-1:
      - General Anders in command of | MP 21, 40
      - massacre of at Katyn | MP 107-8, 110-13, 149
      - Alma Ata (Kazakhstan) – Polish soldiers and | MP 35, 40-1
      - Franz Josef Land – and missing Polish officers | MP 40
      - Katyn | see immediately above
    - Moscow:
      - Napoleon's retreat from | QU 109
      - Art Theatre of – Lady Anne Stepney and Guggenbühl on | AW 174-5
      - Murmansk – Dempster wins MC at | MP 28
      - Nijni Novgorod – St John Clarke's mopt on Gorkii and | AW 130
      - the Priepet Marshes – shooting party on:
        - Kucherman meets von Stauffenberg at | MP 149
Prince Theodoric at MP 149

Places – g) Europe (cont’d)

Smolensk – Katyn near MP 107
Stalingrad – battle of MP 41, 75, 77
Yangi-Yul (Uzbekistan) – Polish soldiers and MP 35, 40-1

Spain:
the Civil War:
   politics of:
      complexity of CCR 65, 190
      opinions on held by:
         St John Clarke CCR 92, 94-5; TK 13
         Roddy Cutts CCR 77, 95
         Ferrand-Sénéchal TK 13
         Lord Huntercombe CCR 165-6
         the Maclinticks CCR 117-8
         Quiggin CCR 66, 93, 189-91
         the Tolland's:
            Erridge see below
            George CCR 77-8, 94
            Hugo CCR 193
            Norah CCR 95, 191-3
            Priscilla CCR 95
            Eleanor Walpole-Wilson CCR 95
            Carolo's total disregard of CCR 119

participation in:
   Howard Craggs's son killed in CCR 191
   more shadowy involvement by:
      Bagshaw BFR 36, 127-8, 242
      Erridge CCR 64-6, 68-9, 77-8, 87, 91-4, 136, 165,
         189-92, 195, 219; KO 146-7, 208;
         BFR 58

particular places in:
   Barcelona:
      Erridge in CCR 69, 136, 190
      Quiggin's contacts in CCR 190
      the Alcazar – relief of CCR 65

allied liaison with in World War 2:
   run from Finn's section by:
      Borrit MP 34
      Stebbings MP 34
      also mentioned MP 186
   and the Venice hotel singer
   visited:
      with interest in social customs by:
         Borrit CCR 228-9; BFR 205
         Lady Katherine Warminster CCR 95-6
         scandalously by Pamela TK 41, 171-2
   setting for Glober's film of "Match Me Such Marvel"
   Catalonia:
   Barcelona:
      the Barrio chino – Quiggin's acquaintance with
         in the Civil War see above
      Craggs and the independence movement in LM 120
      St John Clarke on anti-clerical tradition in CCR 95
      Ceuta – Widmerpool on Gibraltar and AW 186
      Granada – Chabrier in CCR 108-9
      Navarre – Roddy Cutts on Royalist tradition in CCR 95
      south Mediterranean coast of – Gwinnett teaches water-skiing on
         Toledo: TK 271-2; HSH 83
NJ's battalion HQ and el Greco's painting of the Alcazar see above

Sweden:
Lady Katherine Warminster and the history of Stockholm:
Orn has always intended to visit
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson dies whilst visiting close friend in Yugoslavia

Places – g) Europe (cont'd)

Sweden:

Lady Katherine Warminster and the history of Stockholm:
Orn has always intended to visit
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson dies whilst visiting close friend in Yugoslavia
Places

h) rest of the world

Africa
the Americas
Asia
Australasia

Africa:
in general:

culture of:

subject of Ada's speech at the Venice Conference TK 97
source of endless fascination to Moreland TK 231-2
Mr Goldney with Political Service somewhere in HSH 140
Abyssinia – as exemplar of the distant unknown VB 122; MP 40

Africa:

and the translator of "The Perfumed Garden" KO 163

source of cheap wine for:
Pamela Flitton:

thrown over Craggs BFR 79
when living with Trapnel BFR 203, 205, 241
the Free French attachés MP 145-6, 244

Short and Glober discuss crisis in

and see below – North Africa

North Africa

Belgian Congo:

and one of Le Bas's old boys AW 199
wartime importance as part of allied:
territory MP 12
manpower MP 100, 107, 127

Clanwaert's love of MP 95, 100

Bir Hakim (Libya) – candidate for NJ's job killed at MP 90
Carthage – Finn as Regulus returning to MP 6

Egypt:

Widmerpool makes conversation over British garrison in

as a possible destination for NJ's Division VB 19
Hewetson and Hlava confuse each other over gypsies and

and particular characters:

Uncle Giles' first serious misadventure in QU 65
Bob Duport on business in MP 192-5
X.Trapnel's:

father a jockey in BFR 243, 255; TK 33-4, 203
childhood in basis for "Camel Ride" BFR 117-9, 243; TK 203

Ancient – mythology of

Cairo:

NJ's father saw war service in QU 85
race-meeting in:

X Trapnel's father rides in BFR 255
Dicky Umfraville wins money on BFR 255
Bob Duport's crude liaison with Pamela in MP 195
George Tolland in military hospital in MP 73, 154

SOE intrigues in:

concerning factions in Prince Theodoric's country MP 131-2, 193-4
involving:
death of Peter Templer MP 192-5
other characters:
Pamela Flitton MP 121, 128, 193-5, 207-8
Odo Stevens, MP 131-2, 194
Szymanski
Groppi’s – Widmerpool’s first meeting with Pamela in Port Said – and theories about the setting of “Camel Ride”

Port Said – and theories about the setting of “Camel Ride”

Abyssinia

Gold Coast:

Polish troops and
Borrit’s service in
Accra – Curtis confuses with Agra

Kenya:

the Happy Valley:

 sometime home of:

 Joy Breen
 Lord Castlemallock
 Cosmo Flitton
 Boffles Stringham

a lover of Babs Templer
Dicky Umfraville

Flavia Wisebite

Stringham’s visit to

Sillery on perils of life in

the Masai tribe – Borrit on customs of

Nairobi – hotel in scene of Dicky Umfraville’s honeymoon with Joy

Lagos (Nigeria) – Mr Collins’s business in

Limpopo, the – and Uncle Giles’ investment schemes

Morocco:

 M Dubuisson on water-power in
 one of Mme Leroy’s sons serving in

North Africa:

and the translator of "The Perfumed Garden"
Lyautey and the pacification of
Hewetson attached to military administration in
Widmerpool on Ceuto and Gibraltar
Free French in:

 politics of
 service in by:
 Borda
 Philidor

South Africa:

and Mrs Foxe:

 original home of in from
 fortune of made from gold in
 Uncle Giles’ unsavoury past in
the Boer War in:

 General Conyers and:
 involved in actions at:
 Kimberley
 Modder River
 Pretoria
 career advanced by

North Africa:

and the translator of "The Perfumed Garden"
Lyautey and the pacification of
Hewetson attached to military administration in
Widmerpool on Ceuto and Gibraltar
Free French in:

 politics of
 service in by:
 Borda
 Philidor

South Africa:

and Mrs Foxe:

 original home of in from
 fortune of made from gold in
 Uncle Giles’ unsavoury past in
the Boer War in:

 General Conyers and:
 involved in actions at:
 Kimberley
 Modder River
 Pretoria
 career advanced by
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Places – h) rest of the world (cont’d)

knew Geoffrey Sleaford in
also mentioned
Uncle Giles and
Tokenhouse’s quarrel with NJ’s father over
Cape Town:
Uncle Giles and
Mrs Foxe’s father’s business in
Port Elizabeth – Uncle Giles and
Zululand – General Conyers and
Sudan:
General Conyers and
the Congo army in
Tanganyika – Whitney speaks about at Le Bas’s dinner
Tripoli (Libya) – 8th Army in
West Africa – and World War 2:
regarded as graveyard posting
Polish forces in
unnamed country in the beneficiary of the Stevenses’ charity concert

the Americas:
Canada:
and imperial loyalty
Borrit’s children spend war with maternal grandparents in
Bob Duport’s oil business and
Prince Theodoric:
exile in
business success in
death in
Caribbean, the:
the Antilles – Gibson Delavacquerie’s:
family origins in
holiday with Polly Duport in
Bahamas – the Donners-Brebner director’s wife on non-holiday in
Cuba:
Dicky Umfraville’s time in:
shared with Mrs Andriadis
remembered by Ethel
Havana:
Dicky and Mrs Andriadis in
Delavacquerie’s joke about early warning in
Montego Bay – Baby Wentworth dies in
Mexico:
and Uncle Giles’ investment schemes
and Lord Warminster’s travel curios
South America:
and World War 2:
allied liaison with:
run from Finn’s section by:
Borrit
Stebbings
also mentioned
Ferrand-Sénéschal spends some of in
Lord Haw-Haw’s broadcast appeals to
NJ’s musings on when seeing the Flores family at the Ritz
Daniel Tokenhouse supports political activists in
and Lord Warminster’s travel curios
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involvement in of:

Jimmy Brent:
- business interests in KO 181-2; VB 126-7 138
- affair with Jean Duport in KO 181-2; VB 127, 133, 138-9; MP 239

the Duports:
- as individuals:
  - Bob – business interests in KO 139-40, 172, 175, 177-8; MP 157, 192
  - Jean:
    - affair with Jimmy Brent in KO 181-2; VB 127, 133, 138-9
    - life with Flores in see below
- as a couple:
  - married in BM 151-2
  - living in together LM 56; KO 102, 111, 175, 180-2, 184; VB 127, 133, 138-9

Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson:
- career in:
  - as British Minister BM 23
  - ended by diplomatic blunder BM 23-4; LM 86; MP 109
  - collection of artefacts from BM 186
  - article by on German influence in before WW2 KO 208

Bolivia – war between Paraguay and offers progressive cause for:
- Howard Craggs LM 120; BFR 13
- Sillery AW 120; LM 120; BFR 13

Brazil – liaison with:
- military MP 158, 160; and see Ramos, Colonel
- sexual – Prince Theodoric and BM 245-6

British Guiana – Duport and aluminium in KO 172

Caracas – Tompsitt in MP 112

Paraguay
- see above – Bolivia VB 211

Tierra del Fuego – as typifying the outlandish place
- Colonel Flores:
  - volatile politics of Flores, Colonel Carlos MP 224-5, 234, 236; BFR 102-5; HSH 234
  - allied military liaison with KO 111, 184; MP 238-41; BFR 102-8; TK 239-40; HSH 58, 136, 233-4

Paraguay
- political situation in BM 23-4
- Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson in see above

United States:
- the Civil War – Moreland and NJ share passionate interest in KO 85
- and World War 1 – entry of into gives employment to Uncle Giles QU 67; LM 10
- and World War 2: MP 9, 75-7, 98, 105, 186, 245;
  - allied liaison with and see Cobb, Colonel

- exile in of:
  - Ferrand-Sénéchal TK 13, 15-16
  - Prince Theodoric's family MP 24, 107
  - also mentioned MP 209; TK 213

- post-war politics of:
  - Roddy Cutta's interest in HSH 183
  - Leonard Short on the generosity of TK 259
  - Daniel Tokenhouse objects to TK 64
  - Widmerpool on involvement of in Japan BFR 91

- culture of:
  - and the film Quota LM 17, 55
  - discussed by:
    - Dr Brightman TK 53-6
Places – h) rest of the world (cont’d)

Gibson Delavacquerie
Mr Deacon’s:
  objection to influence of in Paris
  love of Walt Whitman
Trapnel’s familiarity with
Dicky Umfraville learns love of trotting in
Widmerpool and the student movement in
the national character:
  nature of considered by:
    Dr Brightman
    Gibson Delavacquerie
    NJ
  Ada Leintwardine
  Tokenhouse’s distrust of
  academic institutions in:
    an Ivy League university – Widmerpool teaches at
    a women's college – Gwinnett and Dr Brightman teach at
    an obscure college:
      Gwinnett professor at
      student unrest at
    Etienne Delavacquerie wins scholarship to
Mark Members:
  lectures in
  wife spends much time in
Sillery:
  intrigues of in:
    involving:
      Cheston Honthorst's wealth
      Dwight Wideman's mother
    continue into old age
  academic visit to
Baltimore – wife of Glober's friend from
Boston – home of Lenore Members
Cape Cod – part of "Di's" frenetic itinerary in Max Pilgrim's song
California – Widmerpool at centre for political research in
Detroit – NJ's regiment's battle honours include
East Coast – Widmerpool has post at Ivy League university on
Frederick – Widmerpool as Stonewall Jackson's entry into
Hollywood – film industry in:
  Colonel Cobb likely candidate for
  and Glober:
    reputed exploits of in
    career as producer in
  Stourwater reminiscent of film-set from
  Widmerpool's dismissal of
Hudson River – Harrison Wisebite on Lord Bridgnorth's complexion
Indianapolis – Glober races at
Miami:
  Harrison Wisebite dies in
  NJ's regiment's battle honours
  General's Cobb's remote relation fought at
  the Middle West – Fiona and Gwinnett in
  Minneapolis – Harrison Wisebite from
  Montana – Cosmo Flitton's dude ranch in:
  Glober:
    first meets Pamela at
    bizarre adventures of at
also mentioned

New York:
- St John Clarke reviews NJ's novel for paper in AW 29; CCR 82
- and Glober:
  - born in TK 79
  - publishing house in TK 70, 77
- and Matilda:
  - unsolicited gift of dress received by from MP 212
  - visited by with Donners HSH 95-6
- the Bronx – Glober's:
  - father makes fortune in TK 79
  - rumoured birth in TK 79
- Greenwich Village – Shuckerly murdered in HSH 226
- Luna Park (?) – Moreland longs for London version of CCR 10
- the St Regis Hotel – NJ meets Milton Wisebite at party at MP 76-7
- Pearl Harbour – General Cobb on bombing of MP 76-7

Philadelphia:
- Jacky Bragadin's mother heiress from TK 47
- possibility of Uncle Giles employment in QU 67

Washington – Matilda and Donners visit MP 213-4; HSH 95-6

West Coast Hollywood

Asia:
in general:
- culture of: celebrated in the Albert Memorial BM 22-3
- subject of Ada's speech at the Venice Conference TK 97
- and the fad for HSH 17
- political situation in between the wars LM 202
- scene of a Pamela scandal TK 42
- Miss Janet Walpole-Wilson's expedition across BM 284

Afghanistan – Aylmer Conyers a subaltern in LM 6

Central Asia:
- Alma Ata (Kazakhstan) – Polish soldiers and MP 35, 40-1
- Yangi-Yul (Uzbekistan) – Polish soldiers and MP 35, 40-1

China Far East, the:
- Mrs Erdleigh's husband employed in AW 16
- business interests in of: Kucherman MP 93
- Robert Tolland CCR 63; VB 155, 206

and World War 2:
- news of from: discouraging MP 57
- slow to arrive MP 209
- Lord Haw-Haw's appeal to inhabitants of VB 59
- the Mobile Laundry: posted to SA 183-4, 209, 213; MP 64; TK 212
- capture of in Singapore
- as possible posting for Odo Stevens SA 131
- Moreland's fantasy longing for instead of wartime England SA 131-2

Vavassor's:
- lengthy military service in MP 57
- gloom over news from MP 57, 59
- Miss Janet Walpole-Wilson in BM 284
- Bangkok – Moreland's fantasy wartime life as pianist in a brothel in SA 132
- Borneo – Pennistone on the absence of civilisation in MP 149
Burma:
Aylmer Conyers a subaltern in LM 6
Mrs Erdleigh's husband possibly served with police in AW 16
and World War 2:
British withdrawal from MP 8
Johnny Pardoe does well in MP 249

China:
association of with:
the exotic BM 276; AW 53, 170; LM 212; CCR 33;
KO 116, 119, 130; VB 216; BFR 74, 78, 91-3
the mysterious LM 210; VB 122; HSH 8
politics of between the wars:
discussed at:
Eaton Square BM 57-9
Thrubworth LM 135
fashionable enthusiasm for:
expressed by:
St John Clarke AW 134
Quiggin LM 135-6, 202
Erridge LM 136, 202-3, 208
dismissed by:
Mark Members AW 134; LM 202-3
the Tolland family CCR 68
wartime allied liaison with MP 59, 160; and see Chu, Colonel
Mrs Erdleigh's husband possibly customs officer in AW 16
Erridge's visit with Mona to LM 135-6, 203-5, 207-8, 216, 218, 236;
CCR 66-8, 76, 78, 92; BFR 56, 62-3

Hong Kong:
one of Mrs Andriadis' lovers gets DTs in AW 165
life in:
idea of appeals to Odo Stevens SA 132
memory of with Erridge appals Mona BFR 62
Kowloon – Johnny Pardoe's cousin in garrison at BM 58

Manchuria:
St John Clarke's new interest in the politics of AW 134
Mukden – Chu killed at MP 160

Peking:
Nationalist assault on discussed at Eaton Square BM 57
Sir Gavin once posted to BM 186

Japan:
association of with the exotic KO 238; SA 15; BFR 74, 91, 128
pre-war aggression of in China LM 135, 203; CCR 68
Widmerpool's interest in post-war regeneration of BFR 91
Osaka – one of Bagshaw's lodgers from TK 190
Tokyo – Sir Gavin possibly once posted to BM 186

Singapore:
the limit of Alfred Tolland's travels LM 218; BFR 64
fall of in World War 2:
as time marker for the beginning of MP MP 8
Mobile Laundry imprisoned at:
Cheesman:
in camp at TK 212-3, 215
freak rescue in move from (MP 209; TK 213)
Stringham:
captured at MP 63-4, 82, 105; TK 212, 215
death in camp at MP 227; (BFR 248); TK 215

Vietnam:
war in as a cliché of dinner conversation HSH 99
Saigon:
Victorine Leroy married to Army doctor in QU 111
Moreland's fantasy life as pianist in a brothel in SA 132

India:
association of with the exotic AW 97; CCR 7-9, 60; KO 63, 68, 160, 200; BFR 128, 240; TK 87; HSH 35
and the movement towards independence in:
Erridge has book on BFR 75
subject of Fettiplace-Jones's speech on at Le Bas' dinner AW 198-9
Parliamentary debate on CCR 85
and imperial forces in:
similarity of La Force Publique to MP 95
discussed by NJ's father and General Conyers KO 56-7
possibly destiny of NJ's Battalion VB 19
service in:
seen by:
Bagshaw BFR 35, 113, 128, 235; HSH 53
Aylmer Conyers LM 9; KO 55, 68
Gibson Delavacquerie HSH 52-3
NJ's ancestors VB 6
Macfie SA 66
the builder of Stonehurst KO 9, 29, 56, 63
X Trapnel BFR 39, 113; HSH 53
Bracey on avoidance of by soldier under arrest KO 28
Bombay – NJ imagines ancestors buried in VB 6
Kashmir – Lord Warminster's:
frequent visits to CCR 60
death in CCR 60; KO 200
Mysore – NJ imagines ancestors buried in VB 6
New Delhi – Trapnel's wartime service as clerk in BFR 39

Middle East:
and World War 2:
service in seen by:
Gibson Delavacquerie HSH 52
Bob Duport BFR 106-7; HSH 235
Lintot TK 209
Odo Stevens SA 131; MP 97
George Tolland MP 73; BFR 34
possibility of La Force Publique in MP 107
Persia see below
Syria – and the need for French liaison SA 168

Mesopotamia:
NJ's father wounded in QU 85; KO 56, 149
General Conyers on German influence in via:
the Baghdad Agreement KO 56
the Basra railway KO 56
Babylon – Hanging Gardens of brought to mind by:
the Mulberry harbour MP 174
the quarry HSH 5

Palestine:
Kedward's father in during WW1 VB 19-20
between the wars:
Ivo Deanery wins MC in SA 197
Places – h) rest of the world (cont’d)

Hogbourne-Johnson’s career-threatening failure in Jerusalem – friend of Robert Tolland's shot in

Persia / Iran:
- Burton on religious wars in Persia
- Polish prisoners released from Russia into MP 5, 30-1, 33, 59, 90-1
- Roddy Cutts' affair with cipher-clerk in MP 73; BFR 45; HSH 10
- Meshed – and the release of Polish forces MP 35
- Teheran – home of Roddy Cutts' cipherine BFR 45

Near East, the:
- Brightman on archaeological dig in Near East, the
- Asia Minor – as possible origin of Trapnel's maternal forebears BFR 119
- Lebanon:
  - Peploe-Gordon died in Beirut – and theories about the setting of "Camel Ride" BFR 118
  - the Levant – Clay's father a consul in QU 165
- Turkey:
  - Burton on religious wars in
  - General Conyers on the political situation in:
    - Enver Pasha and the Young Turks KO 59
    - German influence in KO 59-60, 63
  - the import of chromite from:
    - military implications of KO 175-6, 202-3
    - Donners-Brebner involvement in:
      - badly managed by Widmerpool KO 111, 139-40, 175-6, 202-3, 226-7
      - and Bob Duport: use of as the chosen agent KO 111, 139-40, 175-6, 226-7
      - ruination of KO 176, 203, 227
    - Mount Ararat – Stonehurst like Noah's Ark on KO 9
    - Constantinople – Skobeloff's dictum on KO 59
    - Smyrna – X. Trapnel has relations in BFR 119

Tibet:
- Peploe-Gordon led expedition to Lhasa – as typifying the outlandish place LM 230 VB 211

Turkey

unnamed country in:
- descriptive hints suggest Nepal MP 156, 163
- wartime allied liaison with Prasad, Major

Australasia:

Australia:
- Donners' black swans at Stourwater from KO 109
- Glober in fight with boxer from TK 69
- New South Wales – Sillery affects to believe NJ's home is in BFR 10

New Zealand:
- and imperial loyalty in war SA 143; MP 245
- one of Bagshaw's lodgers from TK 191
Plynlimmon, Lady

a friend of Lady Molly – LM 165

political snob

and other characters:

Lady Molly – calls on for tea

Ted Jeavons:

conversation with a remarkable thing

agreement with concerning Germany

Tuffy Weedon

LM 165
Ponsonby (Frederick?)

a courtier – LM 79

treads on General Conyers' gouty toe at the exhausting levée

probably to be identified with Frederick

see Historical Figures – a) British
Pontner

a member of the Bohemian set – TK 73

character:

  habitué of the Mortimer TK 76
  linguist and professional translator TK 73, 75
  and the arts:
    musical friendship with Moreland TK 73
    pictures:
      good taste in TK 73
    speculative dealings in:
      generally TK 73-4
      the Augustus John drawing TK 73-6

death of

and other characters:

  the Lilienthals TK 73-4
  Glober:
    forced to miss dinner with TK 74-5
    and the Augustus John drawing TK 73-6
  Moreland TK 73-4
  Mopsy:
    husband of TK 73-5, 86
    older than TK 74
    respect for as business partner TK 75
Pontner, Mopsy

a member of the Bohemian set – TK 73

described:
  at Glober's dinner TK 76, 87
  as "quite a beauty in her way" TK 74, 78

husbands:
  Pontner TK 73-5, 86
  Lilienthal:
    and the Augustus John drawing TK 73-4
    works in bookshop for TK 86
    marries TK 87

and other characters:
  Barnby:
    admired by TK 78
    rejection of TK 78
  Glober:
    sale of Augustus John drawing to TK 74-8, 85-7
    and the dinner with:
      coldness towards TK 77-8
      seduction by:
        mutual attraction TK 77-8
        the table TK 78, 85; HSH 61
        the snip TK 78-9
      also mentioned TK 106, 234
    remembered by:
      with affection TK 86-7
      in poetic quotation TK 87
  Xenia Lilienthal TK 73
  Moreland:
    fellow-frequenter of the Mortimer TK 73
    admired by TK 73-4; HSH 61
    nostalgically remembered by TK 87, 234-5

death of:
  during war TK 86
  of unexplained sadness TK 86-7
Popkiss, Rev. Iltyd

Anglican Chaplain in NJ's Battalion – VB 24

described VB 24

Anglican Chaplain to the Battalion:
introduced to NJ as VB 24
preacher of stirring sermons on:
  the Valley of Bones VB 41-3
  Barak VB 72
also mentioned as VB 25, 28-9, 31-2
and other officers:
  Bithel VB 25, 29, 31-2
  Breeze VB 24
  Dooley VB 24-9, 31-232
  Gwatkin VB 72
  Pumphrey VB 26-7

caracter:
generally overshadowed by Dooley VB 24-7, 29
embarrassed attempts at conviviality:
  the story of the French letter VB 26-7
  the ragging of Bithel VB 29, 31-2
also mentioned VB 41
transformed in the pulpit VB 41
Porter (or Taylor), Betty

see Templer, Betty
Prasad, Major

an Asian (Nepalese?) military attaché – MP 156

described MP 156, 164
position as military attaché: MP 156, 164
  country of origin: MP 156, 163
  Embassy hosts party for National Day MP 204-18
  ranked Major MP 156, 161, 163-9
  the trip to Brussels: MP 156
    military bearing contrasted with Lebedev MP 156
    religious observances cause problems with:
      eating MP 161
      the episode of the bath MP 164-71, 196
  and other characters:
    Al Sharqui MP 161
    Asbjørnsen MP 163-9, 196
    Bobrowski MP 163, 165, 167-8
    Finn MP 163
    Gauthier de Graef MP 161
    Lebedev MP 156
    Pennistone MP 196
    Philidor MP 163, 165

character: MP 156, 165
  exemplar of British "good form"

religion: MP 161
  of high caste MP 161
  and the ritual demands of:
    embarrassed by MP 164-6
    immovable on MP 165-6
    also mentioned MP 161, 168-70, 196
Progers

a soldier in NJ's Battalion – VB 205

described VB 205
soldier in the Battalion:
driver VB 205
killed in France VB 205
Bithel on VB 205
Prothero, Captain

an officer at Div HQ – SA 24

in command of the Defence Platoon at Div HQ

on sick leave:

caused by broken leg in fall from motor-cycle

leads to some duties passing to NJ
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Pugsley, Len

a member of the left-wing intelligentsia – BFR 162

lives at:

the Oval BFR 222
Chalk Farm BFR 222

as member of the left-wing intelligentsia:

involvement with Quiggin & Craggs:
reads for BFR 222
in the "Sad Majors" affair BFR 222
contributes to "Fission" TK 143, 147
lecturer at Venice Conference TK 147

analysis of Socialist Realism:
publication of in "Fission":
at behest of Gypsy Jones TK 143
Bagshaw annoyed by TK 143
provides opening to success TK 147
used by Ada to impress Tokenhouse TK 143-4, 157
basis for Venice speech TK 147
considered unsafe for the Russian Embassy lunch TK 220

and other characters:
Bagshaw TK 143
Gypsy Jones:
brief affair with BFR 222; TK 143
lives with after Craggs' death TK 143
Ada Leintwardine TK 143-4, 147, 157
Tokenhouse TK 143-4, 157
Trapnel – lends money to BFR 162
Pumphrey
an officer in NJ's Battalion – VB 23

described character:
  car salesman in civilian life VB 24
  coarse behaviour:
    concerning girls VB 201
    loud and aggressive conversation:
      defining trait VB 24
      exemplified in comments on:
        constipation VB 26-7
        miners as batmen VB 25
        the padre's French letter VB 27
        sex VB 201
    as leader in the ragging of Bithel VB 29-33
    as room-mate VB 51

as an army officer:
  subaltern VB 23
  desire for transfer to RAF VB 24, 51
  Williams, I.G., batman for VB 34
  NJ's room-mate VB 28, 33-4, 51, 56
  and other officers:
    Bithel VB 23-5, 29-33
    Breeze VB 23, 28-9, 31, 33-4, 51, 56
    Craddock VB 51, 56
    Dooley VB 23-7
    Kedward VB 28-31, 33, 51, 56
    Popkiss VB 23-7
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Pyefinch

an old boy of Le Bas's house – BFR 247

remembered as contemporary by NJ

BFR 247
**Quiggin, Amanda and Belinda**

twin daughters of Quiggin and Ada – TK 41

described:
- identical
- very like father

daughters of J.G. and Ada Quiggin:
- general mentions of
- cause of anxiety to

education at:
- Stourwater School
- Widmerpool's university

rebellious behaviour:
- withdrawn from school
- early incidents:
  - drug prosecution
  - kicking policeman
- major incidents:
  - paint attack on Widmerpool: transmitted live on TV
  - subsequent mentions of
  - stink-bomb at the Donners Prize dinner: incongruity of the invitation
demeanour before the deed
  - the Happening
  - subsequent mentions of

involvement with alternative society:
- Widmerpool's commune
- underground newspaper

and other characters:
- Dr Brightman
- Gibson Delavacquerie
- the Donners-Brebner director's wife
- Mark Members
- L.O. Salvidge
- Shernmaker
- Smethyck

Widmerpool:
- involved with:
  - as students of his university
  - attachment to his commune
  - in protest happenings
- revered by as archetypal youthful rebels

variously compared to:
- Barbara Goring
- Fiona Cutts
- Gypsy Jones
- Baby Wentworth
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Quiggin, J.G.

a critic and publisher – QU 172

a) episodes involving

at university:
- Sillery's tea-party
- visit to NJ's rooms
- Mr Deacon's birthday party
- at the Ritz
- at the Templers'
- with the Hunger Marchers
- NJ's visit to the cottage on the Thrubworth estate:
  - at the cottage
  - at Thrubworth
- Erridge's funeral
- the "Fission" launch-party
- the Russian Embassy lunch
- the Donners Memorial Prize dinner
- other occasional meetings with NJ:
  - after the Templer weekend
  - in the Café Royal
  - in the cinema queue
  - twice in Mark Members' office
  - at the Scarlet Pimpernel
  - in the Quiggin & Craggs office

QU 172-8, 179, 181-4, 196-7; AW 54; HSH 118
QU 195-9, 205
BM 247-58; AW 60-1, 83
AW 53-63, 64, 66-8, 108, 123
AW 136-9, 143, 146, 173; CCR 80
LM 100-2, 104, 105-127; CCR 129
LM 121-2, 125, 127-36, 138-46, 149, 151-4, 202;
  BFR 82, 86
BFR 52-7, 59, 62, 79, 81-6, 91, 125
BFR 132-8, 148-9
TK 219, 225-8, 229-30
HSH 88, 89-91, 97, 102, 105-6
AW 122-7, 136
AW 180-2, 191
LM 100-3
CCR 133-4; 189-90
KO 250-2
BFR 196-200
Quiggin, J.G.

b) career

at university:

  scholarships:
    awarded QU 172
    withdrawn BM 249
  at Brightman's college QU 172; BM 249
  reads history at:
    contemporary of NJ QU 173
    attends Brightman's lectures QU 195
  sent down from BM 249; AW 54
  as assistant in Mr Deacon's shop BM 248-9

as a writer:

  reviews:
    considerable reputation of:
      swift growth of BM 248-50, 255
      settled confirmation of AW 55, 66, 80, 120; LM 103-4, 202
    abrasive style of AW 54-5, 114
    admired by:
      Gypsy Jones BM 248, 250
      Mark Members BM 255
      Lady Katherine Warminster LM 209
    written for Mark Members' weekly
      CCR 65, 133-4, 189
    also mentioned
      AW 81, 84, 91; LM 104; VB 66
  political articles
    "Unburnt Boats": BM 254-5; AW 55, 126-7; BFR 13
    long gestation of:
      publication of:
        optimism concerning AW 180-1, 183
        long delay over LM 104
      eventually elicits favourable reception BFR 125
    expertise on contemporary poetry LM 105
    abandonment of BFR 13, 125, 148-9
    also mentioned KO 251; BFR 66, 81
  as secretary to St John Clarke see "Quiggin, J.G. – d) relationships"

in publishing:

Boggis and Stone:
  as literary adviser to AW 55, 125
  as wartime caretaker of in Craggs' absence BFR 13

Quiggin & Craggs:
  abandonment of writing for BFR 13, 125, 148-9
  founding of BFR 13, 28, 41, 43, 52, 56, 68, 83-4, 86, 105
  guiding principles of BFR 124-6, 133, 148-9, 152, 180, 196-7; TK 15
  personal involvement in particular controversies:
    "Sweetskin" BFR 134-5, 143, 165-7, 179, 197, 199-200, 206
    the Widmerpool parody BFR 197-200, 206
    "Sad Majors" BFR 144, 179-80, 199-200, 206
    "Garnered at Sunset" BFR 223-4
    and closing down of BFR 224, 253
    and see Businesses and Companies

Clapham's:
  director of BFR 224
  chairman of TK 98, 138, 142; HSH 37-8, 47, 89
  changed philosophy of TK 144, 226-7
  irritation at failure to win Donners Memorial Prize HSH 47, 88-9
  also mentioned TK 138, 142, 144
  success in TK 219; HSH 37, 39, 97
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Quiggin, J.G.

c) character

described

image of poverty and austerity: deliberate cultivation of:
in accent
in claim to:
penury of:
family background
lifestyle
monastic desire for work
in clothes as:
the impoverished student
the leather-clad "man of the future"
the unconventional dissenter
the para-military Partisan
"conscious acerbity of manner"
by Sillery in patronage
also evident in:
aggressive disregard for taste
dubious personal hygiene
parsimonious dislike of expenditure
actual falsity of increasingly suggested by:
obvious idleness:
recognised by:
NJ
Mark Members
sent down from university for
evident in:
protracted gestation of books
"congenial odd jobs"
avoidance of commitment
revelations about background
relations with the rich and influential:
ability to charm and impress
strong interest in
pragmatic use of
gradually shed in:
accent
appearance
manner
desire to make money
growth into the bon viveur
education of daughters at Stourwater School
willingness to publish Tory memoirs
egotism:
seen as a defining trait
"angry solitude of spirit": evident in:
"discontent against life"
intolerance of others
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Quiggin, J.G. – c) character (cont’d)

social unease:
- at beginning of parties: QU 173, 175; LM 126-7; BFR 133-4
- with women: AW 179
- attitude to authors and critics: AW 54-5; BFR 126, 135
- growing irascibility: TK 226-9; HSH 89-91, 105
- nurturing of grievances: QU 198; AW 61-2
- reminiscent of Widmerpool: QU 199, 202; BM 250; AW 186
- cultivation of air of mystery: LM 104-5, 110-11, 115, 118, 123; KO 251

as "man of the will":
- pursuit of ambition:
  - attempt to impress Truscott: QU 179, 181, 183
  - determination to succeed in publishing: BFR 125-6
  - love of power for self-advancement: LM 133
- ruthless ousting of:
  - Members as St John Clarke's secretary: see Quiggin, J.G. – d) relationships
  - Templer as Mona's husband: see Quiggin, J.G. – d) relationships
- similarity in to:
  - Maisky the monkey: LM 164
  - Widmerpool: LM 109-10

vanity:
- personally: AW 60-1, 83, 91-2; LM 105; BFR 83, 135, 138
- professionally: BM 255; AW 83-4; LM 111
- seen in clumsy attempts to charm:
  - Gypsy Jones: BM 248
  - the Tolland girls: LM 138-41, 145-6

left-wing political views:
- summarised: LM 104-5; BFR 41; HSH 118-9
- evident in:
  - activist participation:
    - with the Hunger Marchers: AW 136-9; CCR 80
    - on committees: LM 105, 120; BFR 57, 76
    - more theory than practice: LM 202-3; BFR 41, 115, 152, 200
    - also mentioned: LM 112, 115, 149, 219
  - early choice of reading matter: QU 183
  - the episode of the planchette: AW 100-3, 109, 123
- expression of opinions:
  - standard objections to:
    - the Abdication: CCR 133-4
    - the aristocracy: LM 124, 151; CCR 133
    - capitalism: QU 182-3
    - the police: LM 102
    - public schools: QU 195
    - religion: BFR 55
    - the Tories: LM 141
  - rationalist contempt for:
    - bourgeois:
      - aesthetics: BM 256-7; AW 60, 86, 114; LM 109-10, 152
      - values: AW 90; LM 120
      - the occult: AW 94-6, 104, 123; HSH118-9
    - on Mark Members' poetry: AW 93
    - on the Spanish Civil War: CCR 66
    - on WW2:
      - opposition to Munich: KO 116
      - anger at the conduct of: KO 252
      - on Widmerpool as McCarthyite victim: TK 228
  - interest in China:
  - relationships with:
    - Bagshaw: BFR 36, 40
St John Clarke: AW 60, 122-4, 125-6, 129-31, 133-4, 136-9; LM 125-6; CCR 75, 80, 186; HSH 39

Craggs: BM 157; LM 110-11, 120; BFR 76

Erridge: LM 110-11, 115, 120, 149, 203; CCR 62, 65-6, 76, 93-4; BFR 57

Sillery: QU 183, 206; AW 120, 138; LM 101

Tokenhouse: TK 154

Stalinism seen in:
- possibility of Party membership: LM 104-5
- analysed by Bagshaw: BFR 41, 152

Also evident in:
- defence of the purges: HSH 39
- dislike of:
  - Trotskyism: AW 181-2; LM 126; HSH 39
  - Spanish Civil War factions: CCR 190

Other opinions:
- characterised by:
  - dogmatic intolerance: LM 102
  - inconsistency: LM 104, 120

On particular topics:
- the arts:
  - books on recently dead writers: HSH 89
  - the charm of criminals’ memoirs: VB 66
  - the need for politicisation of freedom in: AW 55, 93, 123, 125-6, 133-4
  - parodies: BFR 199
  - publishing: BM 256-7; LM 111; BFR 125-6, 148-9, 224; HSH 89
  - the value of revues: BFR 133

The work of:
- St John Clarke: BM 254; CCR 185-6; HSH 40
- Glober: TK 226-7
- Isbister: AW 60, 120; HSH 40
- Alaric Kydd: BM 134-5, 165-6
- Ada Leintwardine: TK 98-9, 226
- Mark Members:
  - interest in: QU 196-7
  - respect for: AW 127
  - political poverty of: AW 55, 58, 92-3, 123, 125-6; CCR 76

- NJ: AW 126
- Odo Stevens: BFR 179-80, 200
- X. Trapnel: BFR 156, 199, 206

Individual liberty: LM 104

The university ethos: QU 176

On individuals:
- Bagshaw: BFR 83-4
- St John Clarke: LM 126; CCR 75
- Howard Craggs: BM 257; LM 111, 120; KO 252; BFR 84
- Roddy Cutts: LM 141
- Erridge: LM 110-11, 123-5, 154; BFR 83-4; CCR 66, 190
- Louis Glober: TK 226
- Guggenbühl: AW 182; LM 126
- Mona: BM 253-4; AW 123-4; LM 112; BFR 83
- Templer: AW 123-4; LM 108
- the Tolland family: LM 124, 151
- Jimmy Stripling: AW 89-93, 95, 122-3
- Widmerpool: BFR 84
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Quiggin, J.G.

d) relationships

family:
father:
  builder QU 203
dubious financial dealings of QU 203-4
involvement of in local politics QU 203
eyearly death of QU 204
false claims made as to poverty of QU 203
mother a town councillor QU 204
uncle a client of Mr Deacon QU 249

St John Clarke:
critical opinion of BM 254; CCR 185-6; HSH 40
post of secretary to:
  competition with Members over BM 255
  roots of AW 129-34
  Mrs Erdle'sh's prophecy concerning AW 22
  culminates in coup:
    version of told by:
      Members AW 56-60
      Quiggin
    also mentioned AW 67, 80-1, 83, 104, 120, 122-6, 129, 131, 136-9, 176;
      LM 117, 220; CCR 65, 75, 80-1, 92-3, 217-8, 220; BFR 163; HSH 38-9
  loss of to Guggenbühl AW 181-3; LM 126; CCR 75, 217; BFR 163; HSH 39
  otherwise mentioned AW 85-6, 176, 191; LM 117, 125-6; CCR 94, 185-6, 189; BFR 52; HSH 38-40

politicianisation of:
effects conversion of to Marxism AW 60, 122-4, 125-6, 131, 133-4; LM 125; HSH 39
influences opinions of on the arts AW 129-30, 133-4
takes on hunger march AW 136-9; CCR 80
disappointment with:
  artistically, by shallowness of work CCR 75, 186
  commercially, by dribbling sales of books HSH 37-8
  personally, by contents of will CCR 189-91, 217, 220
  politically, by:
    conversion to Trotskyism LM 126
    snobbery LM 126
    ultimate apostasy CCR 75
and the continuing reputation of:
obituary CCR 185-6, 189
disagreement with Ada over HSH 37-8
and the TV programme concerning HSH 38-40

Howard Craggs:
  and politics of BM 257; LM 111, 115, 120, 203; KO 252; BFR 57, 84

as publisher:
at Boggis & Stone BM 257; AW 55, 125; LM 111
at Quiggin & Craggs:
  co-founder of BFR 13, 28-9, 41, 52, 66-7
  co-director of BFR 82, 84, 88, 101, 124-5, 132-3, 139, 156, 168-9, 223; TK 142
differences of opinion with BFR 101, 126, 152, 168-9, 180
potentially of "Unburnt Boats" BM 256-7; LM 111
and social occasions:
at Erridge's funeral with BFR 52-7, 66-9, 71, 79-86, 91, 125
does not ask to wedding BFR 224
also mentioned

Erridge:

beneficiary of:
in general
particularly in:
  tenancy of Thrubworth cottage
  as a vague proposition
  fledged as "Fission"
  royalties of St John Clarke's novels
attitude to:
  pride in as aristocratic acquaintance
  fond admiration for socialism
  latent conflict with strong will
  on elopement of with Mona
  on Spanish Civil War and
  bitterness over St John Clarke's relationship to
  attends funeral of
NJ:

initial acquaintance with as contemporary at university
continuing friendship with:
  nature of summarised
  renewed strongly after war in work for "Fission"
effect on life of through invitation to Thrubworth
seen by as part of the Dance
Mark Members:
closeness of background with:
  impish suggestion of Sillery concerning:
    proximity of homes
    relationship as cousins
    finally admitted
  rivalry with:
    evident at university
  emphasised in:
    attitudes to art and politics
    competition over employment:
      in journalism
    as St John Clarke's secretary
also mentioned
friendship with:
  general references to
seen by NJ as:
  somehow linked:
    inseparably
    inversely
  representative of opposite traditions
evident in:
  mutual professional help:
    employment
    promotion of work
Quiggin, J.G. – d) relationships (cont’d)

- teasing by over:
  - political bombast: CCR 133-4
  - bourgeoisification: HSH 37, 114
  - troubles with the twins: HSH 38, 88-91, 113-4

- reaction of to:
  - Mona’s defection: LM 220-1
  - marriage to Ada: BFR 224; HSH 37, 88

- attitude to literary work of:
  - interest in: QU 195-6
  - respect for: AW 127
  - on political backwardness of: AW 55, 92-3, 123, 126; CCR 76

- Widmerpool:
  - at Erridge’s funeral with:
    - opinion of:
      - as progressive MP: BFR 84, 142-3
      - in spy scandal: TK 228
  - resentment of interference by:
    - on Trampel’s parody of: BFR 197-200
  - compared by NJ to:
    - also mentioned: QU 199, 202; BM 250; AW 186; LM 109-10
    - BFR 138

- women:
  - Ada Leintwardine:
    - growing influence of:
      - proposal to: BFR 224
    - marriage to:
      - wedding: BFR 224; TK 98
      - submission to fame of:
        - as business partners: TK 99, 139, 219, 226
      - jealousy of over Glober: TK 98, 138, 142, 225-7, 229-30; HSH 37-8, 89
      - influence of in mode of life:
        - on work of: TK 99, 140; HSH 38
      - general references to:
        - daughters Amanda and Belinda:
          - very like him: TK 98
          - irritation at antics of:
            - otherwise mentioned: HSH 37-8, 47, 88-91, 97, 102, 105-6, 113-4
            - TK 41, 136; HSH 96

- Mona:
  - early interest in:
    - development of:
      - elopement with:
        - prophesied by:
          - the planchette: AW 102
          - Quiggin himself: AW 124
          - Jean: AW 140-1, 143
          - evident at the hunger march:
            - confirmed by:
              - Jean’s phone-call: AW 146-7
              - Templer: AW 178-9, 183
              - Quiggin himself: AW 181
        - effect of on relationships with:
          - NJ: AW 181; LM 100, 102
          - St John Clarke: AW 182
        - reflections on:
          - bizarre rumours: AW 179
Quiggin, J.G. – d) relationships (cont’d)

compared by NJ to:

Vronsky
AW 179
Jean’s postcard
AW 221
Pam and Trapnel
BFR 195
by Mona herself
BFR 62

possible marriage to:

as a subject of speculation
AW 176; LM 102, 129-30, 185, 204-5, 209
awaits Templer divorce
AW 182
never undertaken
CCR 67

nature of relationship with:

fear of
LM 134, 221
attempts to ingratiate
LM 108-10, 112-3, 125, 128, 131-2, 141, 209
mutual jealousy
LM 123, 138, 141, 146-7, 154; CCR 129
relief at ending
CCR 65; BFR 83
compared to that of:

Templer and
LM 107-8, 125
the Maclinticks
CCR 112

loss of to Erridge

reflections by
BFR 62
Lady Anne Stepney:

article read by
KO 116
in Scarlet Pimpernel with
KO 250-2
living with
VB 153; BFR 62

other characters:

Mrs Andriadis
CCR 66
Bagshaw
BFR 36, 40-1, 43, 68, 81, 83-4, 86, 101, 119, 152,
165-6, 179, 199-200, 223-4
Harold Brightman
QU 203-5; BM 249; BFR 13
Lady Frederica Budd
BFR 82
Carolo
CCR 28
Evadne Clapham
HSH 89-90
Roddy Cutts
LM 141; BFR 85
Mr Deacon
BM 248-9; AW 60-1
Sir Magnus Donners
QU 181-2
Mrs Erdleigh
AW 96, 106-8, 122
Canon Fenneau (Paul)
QU 173; HSH 118-9
Pamela
BFR 59, 80, 84-6, 91, 138
Louis Glober
TK 226
Guggenbühl
AW 173, 176; LM 126; CCR 75, 217; HSH 39-40
Russell Gwinnett
TK 227; HSH 89
Honthorst
QU 173
Isbister
HSH 40
Lady Molly
LM 126
Ted Jeavons
LM 200
Gypsy Jones
BM 248, 250, 258; LM 124; BFR 52, 54-6, 62, 66, 69,
71, 79-86, 91, 125, 224

Judy
BFR 199-200
Alaric Kydd
BFR 134-5, 143, 162, 165-7, 179, 197
Morwenna
HSH 40
L.O.Salvidge
HSH 47, 89
Sheldon
BFR 84, 133-4
Shermammer
BFR 84, 133-4, 148-9; TK 98
Short
QU 2-3-4
Sillery
QU 172-7, 182-4, 198, 204-6; BM 249; AW 120, 137-8;
LM 101; BFR 13-14, 26, 28, 52; TK 99; HSH 38, 114, 118
Smith
LM 129-30, 143-4
Quiggin, J.G. – d) relationships (cont’d)

Odo Stevens
Stringham
Jimmy Stripling
Jean Duport
Templer

Tokenhouse
Alfred Tolland
Isobel
Susan Tolland
X.Trapnel

Truscott
Dicky Umfraville
Vaalkipaa
Matilda

VB 122; BFR 136, 138, 148, 179-80, 200, 206

QU 173, 197-9

AW 89-90, 93, 95-6, 103, 105-6, 122

AW 92-4

AW 57, 60, 66-8, 81-2, 104, 109, 141, 179, 181, 183;
LM 101

TK 154

BFR 91

LM 138-9, 144-6; BFR 134

LM 138, 141, 144-6; BFR 86

BFR 119, 123, 126, 142-3, 156, 162, 167-9, 179, 206;
TK 227; HSH 89

QU 179, 181-2, 197-9

VB 153

QU 173

CCR 129
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Quiggin, Ada

see Leintwardine, Ada
**Rajagopalswami**

a protégé of Sillery – QU 165

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>uncle:</th>
<th>QU 165</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nationalist politician</td>
<td>QU 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>smooths appointment of tutor to Indian prince</td>
<td>QU 165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>useful protégé of Sillery</td>
<td>QU 165</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Ramos, Colonel

Brazilian military attaché – MP 158

described MP 159
Brazilian military attaché: MP 158
newly appointed MP 159
on trip to Brussels:

butt of Van der Voort and Chu because of: MP 158-60
sickness from reaction to wartime food
poor command of English

NJ’s concern for MP 159, 223
at Victory Day Service MP 223
**Robbins, Private**

a Mess-Waiter at Div HQ – SA 70

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>waiter in &quot;F&quot; mess:</td>
<td>SA 70, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>precedes Stringham as</td>
<td>SA 70, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>incompetence as</td>
<td>SA 70, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>opinions of Biggs and Soper on</td>
<td>SA 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in hospital with rupture</td>
<td>SA 70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rosalie

a member of the staff at La Grenadière – QU 107

described at La Grenadière:

peculiar position in household QU 119
hard work QU 156
and NJ:

the taxi journey QU 107-9
treatment of on arrival QU 110, 119
hatred of the dogs QU 110, 119-20
Rosser, Corporal

an NCO in Gwatkin's company – VB 229

promotion to Sergeant:
  decided by Gwatkin  
  deferred by Kedward  

VB 229  
VB 229
Roxborough-Brown, Mrs

an army wife in India – KO 65

paramour of the young Aylmer Conyers
Uncle Giles on reputation of
Rusby, Sir Horrocks, K.C.

a fashionable barrister – BM 88

"once celebrated advocate":

KC BM 88; AW 116

fame:

increased by the Derwentwater divorce case BM 197

biography of:

regarded by NJ as pedestrian HSH 62

wins first Magnus Donners Prize HSH 62-3

portrait of by Isbister AW 116-7; HSH 62-3

at Stourwater luncheon party BM 197

and other characters:

St John Clarke CCR 185

the Huntercombes CCR 185

Baby Wentworth BM 197

Widmerpool BM 88, 197
Rusty

a member of Murtlock's commune – HSH 6

described character: HSH 6-7, 9, 34
vacuity of:
  symbolised in lack of surname HSH 6, 11
evident in speechlessness HSH 7, 18, 25, 30

crude sexuality:
evident in demeanour HSH 6-7, 9, 25, 157
work in Soho HSH 219

and Murtlock's commune:
  involved with in:
  crayfishing at NJ's HSH 6-7, 9, 16-18, 20, 25, 30
  the orgy at the Devil's fingers HSH 147, 153, 157

relationship to Murtlock:
  subservient to HSH 16-17, 20
  relatively unafraid of HSH 30
  escape from HSH 219

and other characters:
  Ernie Dunch HSH 147
  Gwinnett HSH 153, 157
  Sam HSH 11
  Blanche Tolland HSH 14
Ruys

a Belgian officer – MP 134

artillery officer
friend of Clanwaert
possible acquaintance with Pamela Flitton

MP 134
MP 134
MP 134
Sally

sometime girlfriend of X. Trapnel – BFR 202

relationship with Trapnel:
  lived with in Notting Hill
  Bagshaw on
  Gwinnett seeks information on
  death of

BFR 202
BFR 225
TK 204
TK 204
Salter, Mrs

a conservationist neighbour of NJ – HSH 139
(sometimes spelt "Slater")

described character: HSH 139-40
combative strength of HSH 139, 141, 160
in charge of Nature Trust: HSH 139, 149, 160
the symbolic pruning-hook HSH 139, 141-2, 149-50, 158, 160
active in the quarry inquiry

and other characters:
Mr Aldredge HSH 141, 158
Mr Gollop HSH 141, 158, 160
Isobel HSH 139
Mr Tudor HSH 141, 160
Saltonstall

a diplomat — BM 54

appalling portrait of by Isbister
and Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson:
  place at wedding of Kaiser's daughter taken by
  regarded by as pretentious poseur

AW 115-6
BM 54; AW 115
AW 115-6
Salvidge, L.O.

a literary critic – BFR 84

eisodes involving:
the "Fission" launch-party BFR 137
the Russian Embassy lunch TK 220-1
chance meeting with NJ in London HSH 47, 48, 63
the Donners Memorial Prize dinner HSH 88-9, 91
described as having glass eye HSH 47

as literary critic:
member of the establishment:
refuses job as literary editor of "Fission" BFR 84
ubiquitous presence:
on prize committees HSH 47
at gatherings BFR 137; TK 220-1; 88-9, 91
part in TV programme on St John Clarke HSH 39-40, 47
political trepidation as TK 220-1

collected essays:
"Paper Wine" BFR 202, 205, 226-7, 254
"Secretions" BFR 254

of X.Trapnel:
consistent champion of BFR 157; TK 40, 221; HSH 88-9
and particular works of:
praise for "Camel Ride" BFR 157
introduction for "Dogs Have No Uncles" TK 29, 40
favourable review of Gwinnett's biography of HSH 88-9

and other characters:
Evadne Clapham BFR 137
St John Clarke:
early secretarial work for HSH 39
on parsimony of as repressed homosexuality HSH 40
opinion of as "old fraud" HSH 47
Malcolm Crowding BFR 137
Pamela Flitton BFR 195
Gwinnett TK 28-9, 220-1
Isobel HSH 91
NJ BFR 202, 205; HSH 47-8, 91
Ada Leintwardine:
worst at wedding of BFR 224
and the biography of Trapnel HSH 89

Mark Members:
agrees with on international cultural co-operation BFR 137
co-witness with at Quiggin’s wedding BFR 224

J.G.Quiggin:
offered literary editorship of "Fission" by BFR 84
worst at wedding of BFR 224
on daughters of HSH 47
and irascibility of HSH 47, 89

Bernard Shernmaker BFR 84, 137; HSH 88

X.Trapnel:
as critical champion of see above
sometime source of loans to BFR 162
confirmatory sighting of with Pamela BFR 195
and the non-existent review by of "Paper Wine":
irritated by BFR 226-7
sought by Gwinnett over TK 28-9, 220-1
also mentioned BFR 202, 205

fourth wife HSH 88, 91, 93
Salvidge, Mrs
wife of L.O. Salvidge – HSH 88

Described and L.O. Salvidge:
- Fourth wife of HSH 88
- Recently married to HSH 88, 91, 93
- Much younger than HSH 88
- At Donners-Brebner prize dinner with HSH 88, 91, 93

And other characters:
- NJ HSH 91
- Mark Members HSH 93
- Isobel HSH 91
Sam

an associate of Hugo Tolland – BFR 45

described career: BFR 45
as seaman HSH 11, 232
wartime service in army BFR 45
antique business:
good eye for bargains BFR 45
shop shared with Hugo BFR 45; HSH 11
death HSH 11

and Hugo Tolland: BFR 45
army friendship with
partnership with:
in business BFR 45; HSH 11
as homosexuals HSH 11, 232

effect of death on HSH 11

compared to: HSH 232
Chuck HSH 11
Rusty
Samson, Mrs

a society hostess – BM 56-7

debutante's ball given by:
  "rival" to that of the Huntercombes – BM 56
  Ambrose playing at – BM 56
  Archie Gilbert likely to look in on – BM 56

daughters:
  Daphne – "out for ages" – BM 56-7
  Cynthia – the present debutante – BM 56-7
Sanderson

a vet – KO 233

a vet

and Lady Molly:
great friend of
finds wartime homes for pets
surgery scene for meeting of with Moreland

KO 233, 237, 239, 241

KO 239

KO 237, 239

KO 233, 241
Sayce

a soldier in NJ's Platoon – VB 65

described the company’s "bad character":
transferred as unsuitable from regular battalion
VB 65-6
typical misdemeanours
VB 66, 102, 115, 221, 242

particular incidents:
appearance on charge before Gwatkin:
  bewilderment at:
  intensity of pep-talk VB 65-9
  absence of punishment VB 69-70
  behaviour unaffected by VB 70-1

during the exercise in support:
  altercation with Jones, D. VB 83-4
  attempt to malinger VB 88
  Gen Liddament's porridge question VB 102-3

before leaving Castlemallock:
  turns up helmetless for inspection VB 221-2
  presumed to have stolen:
    Commandant's helmet VB 221-223
    Company's butter VB 242

as bane of NCOs:
Sgt Basset VB 221-2
CSM Cadwallader VB 67
Cpl Gwylt VB 242
Sgt Pendry VB 66

seen by NJ as:
the antithesis of:
Gwatkin's romanticism VB 65-71, 115
Deafy Morgan's saintliness VB 74
a faint shadow of Szymanski as trouble-maker MP 88
Sheldon. Nathaniel

a journalist – LM 16

at "Fission" launch-party

journalism:

all-purpose
editorial staff of evening paper
on the Nuremberg trials
literary reviewer:

for "Fission"
regular column in daily paper
positive opinion of "Engine Melody"

populist philistinism of expressed in:

contempt for reading as pleasure
style of writing
antagonism to Shernmaker

character:

old
given to:

sex
drink
enjoyment of own opinions

and other characters:

Bagshaw
Craggs
NJ
Ada Leintwardine
Chips Lovell:

promise of influence on behalf of
disappointment of
Quiggin
Shernmaker
X. Trapnel
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Shernmaker, Bernard

a literary critic – BFR 84

episodes involved in:
the "Fission" launch-party  BFR 132-6, 147-9
the Russian Embassy lunch  TK 220
the Donners Memorial Prize dinner  HSH 88-9, 91

as critic:
eminence in profession  BFR 86, 132
arrogant view of calling  BFR 132-3, 135-6, 148
loss of nerve in later life  TK 98
work for "Fission":
  unavailable for post as literary editor of  BFR 84
  article in first edition of  BFR 133
on particular artists and writers:
  Blake  BFR 137
  Ferrand-Sénéschal  TK 22, 98
  Gauguin  BFR 148
  Alaric Kydd  BFR 134-5
  Ada Leintwardine  TK 98
  Mayakovsky  BFR 133
  Musil  HSH 91
  Rilke  BFR 133
  Rimbaud  BFR 148
  Sillery  BFR 253
  X.Trapnel  BFR 133, 162; HSH 88-9
and “Death’s-Head Swordsman”  HSH 88-9, 91
collected essays – "Miscellaneous Equities"  BFR 132, 254
also mentioned  TK 10

character:
splenetic petulance:
  prickly vanity:
    sensitivity to slights  BFR 133-4, 136
    dislike of success in others  TK 98
  use of aggressive epigrams and epithets  BFR 135-7, 148; TK 98
  malicious gossip  TK 10, 98
  irascible moods  HSH 88-9

drink  HSH 89
unmarried  HSH 88

and other characters:
Bagshaw  BFR
Evadne Clapham  BFR 137
Malcolm Crowding  BFR 147
Ada Leintwardine  HSH 91, 98
Mark Members  BFR 136-7; TK 10; HSH 89
Quiggin  BFR 133-5, 148-9; HSH 91
X.Trapnel  BFR 133, 162; HSH 88-9

antagonism to:
  Nathaniel Sheldon  BFR 132-5
  Quentin Shuckerly  TK 98, 106
  Odo Stevens  BFR 136
Short, Leonard

a civil servant – QU 162

episodes involving:

at university:
- lunch-party in undergraduate rooms QU 203-5
- post-War conversation in Sillery’s rooms BFR 10-14, 16-23, 25-28, 30-32
- as news bearer of Pamela’s elopement with Trapnel BFR 190-3, 195, 207
- the night of the “Seraglio” TK 236-7, 240-1, 255, 258-60, 269-70

post-War conversation in Sillery’s rooms BFR 10-14, 16-23, 25-28, 30-32

as news bearer of Pamela’s elopement with Trapnel BFR 190-3, 195, 207

the night of the “Seraglio” TK 236-7, 240-1, 255, 258-60, 269-70

career:

at university a year ahead of NJ QU 162; BM 29; CCR 20; BFR 11

ambition to be Liberal MP QU 162, 164

Civil Service:
- early entry to BM 29; CCR 20; BFR 11
- on loan to Cabinet Office during War BFR 11, 17
- high position in BFR 11, 16, 23
- knighthood TK 236-7, 256, 270
- reflected in character see below

described QU 162; BFR 11; TK 237

character and habits:
- comfortable wealth QU 203
- assiduous networking:
  - personally:
    - giving of lunches QU 196-7, 203
    - care to keep up with old acquaintances QU 203; BM 29, 251-2; CCR 20, 193; BFR 11, 31-2; TK 236-7
  - professionally BFR 17-18
- as the ultimate civil servant:
  - marked by:
    - prim discretion QU 163-4; BFR 12, 14, 16-17, 19-21, 25-6; TK 237
    - emollient blandness QU 196, 203-4; CCR 20; BFR 11; TK 255-6
    - authoritative obstinacy: increases with advancement BFR 11; TK 255, 270
    - reminiscent of Blackhead BFR 11
- attitude of others:
  - mocked by Sillery BFR 23
  - appreciated by Widmerpool BFR 185
- political interests:
  - as defining trait QU 162
  - early Liberalism QU 164; BFR 16
  - movement to the Left BFR 16, 18
  - conversation on Algeria TK 259
- interest in music TK 236-7
- attitude to women:
  - unmarried BFR 20, 26
  - embarrassed by:
    - presence of Ada BFR 26, 30, 32; TK 237
- problem of Pamela: Sillery’s gossip concerning BFR 19-21
  - commission as envoy for BFR 190-3

and Sillery:

at same college as:
- as undergraduate QU 162
- as possible Honorary Fellow BFR 33
- introduction of NJ to QU 162-4, 166, 170; BFR 11
- lasting awe of:
  - admiration of as a "power in the land" QU 162-4, 166, 202; BFR 11, 25, 28, 32
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embarrassment by:
in conscience QU 163-4
by teasing BFR 16, 19-23, 26
fear of BFR 20

and Widmerpool:
personally:
lives in same block of flats as BFR 16, 20, 27, 185, 190, 207; TK 259
and relationship of with Pamela BFR 19-21
and transport to the "Seraglio":
   brings as guests TK 236-7, 240-1
   muddle over:
      cause of friction with TK 255, 269-70
catalyst for Pam's outburst TK 255-6, 258-60

politically:
acquainted with from:
   wartime dealings at Cabinet Office BFR 17
   involvement in same post-war Ministry BFR 16, 185, 190
   admires efficiency of BFR 17-18
   useful to:
      in finding seat BFR 18
      within the Ministry BFR 185
      possibly as sign of exculpation TK 237
   prophesies rise of BFR 17-19, 32

and other characters:
Brightman QU 203; CCR 193; BFR 32
Craggs BFR 13
Pamela BFR 20-21, 190-3, 207; TK 237, 240, 258-9
Glober TK 259-60
Humble QU 203
Ada Leintwardine BFR 22-3, 26-7, 30, 32
Sir Herbert Manasch TK 236
Members QU 196-7, 203-4; BM 251-3
Quiggin QU 203-4; BFR 13
Smethwyck QU 203
Odo Stevens TK 236-7, 270
Tompsitt TK 240-1
X.Trapnel BFR 191-2
Truscott QU 178-9; BM 140; BFR 12, 14, 16-17
Shuckerly, Quentin

an author – TK 12

described
and the literary establishment:

work as writer:

"Athlete's Footman" TK 12
poetry TK 97-8; HSH 75

assiduous involvement with:

attendance at conferences:

famous for TK 12, 97, 166; HSH 91
in Venice for TK 12, 97, 99, 102, 106; HSH 56
cultural mission in New York HSH 226

membership of committees TK 98

present at:

at the Russian embassy lunch TK 220
the Donners Memorial Prize dinner HSH 91

and other members of:

Dr Brightman TK 99, 102
Malcolm Crowding TK 97-8
Gibson Delavacquerie HSH 75
Alaric Kydd TK 12
Ada Leintwardine TK 97-8; HSH 56, 91
Mark Members TK 12, 97
Shenmaker TK 98, 106
Odo Stevens TK 166

obituary notice found in NJ's bonfire newspaper HSH 226

character:

acerbic wit TK 97-8, 106

sexual tastes:

homosexuality:

subject of writing TK 12

relationships with:

Malcolm Crowding TK 97-8
Scorpio Murlock HSH 75

for being beaten:

rumours of TK 98, 122; HSH 75
murdered in New York HSH 226
Siegfried

a German POW – BFR 73

described character:

German POW BFR 74, 93, 180
enthusiasm BFR 73, 78
love of order BFR 86-9
ability as conjuror BFR 180

compared to:

Odo Stevens BFR 78
Guggenbühl BFR 78, 142
Smith BFR 87

and Thrubworth:

assigned to land-work at BFR 74, 77
love of jobs around the house BFR 73-4, 77-9
protégé of Erridge BFR 73, 87
and the village:

increasing popularity BFR 180
engagement to the Skerretts' granddaughter BFR 180

and other characters:

Lady Frederica BFR 94
Roddy Cutts BFR 93-4, 180
Pamela Flitton BFR 77-9
Hugo Tolland BFR 93, 180
Norah Tolland BFR 74, 93-4
Widmerpool BFR 79, 88-9
Sillery

a university don – QU 162

episodes involving:

- tea-party in his rooms
  QU 162-6, 170-84, 195-7; BM 112, 138, 140, 203; AW 54, 160; CCR 193; BFR 9; HSH 116-8

- lunch in Stringham's rooms
  QU 201-2, 205-12; BM 204

- Mrs Andriadis's party
  BM 117-20, 122, 128-34, 141, 148, 162, 176; AW 118; MP 57

- the Isbister exhibition
  AW 118-2, 122, 138

- the Hunger March
  AW 135-7

- NJ visits on post-war return to university
  BFR 9-33, 52, 124-5, 135, 247

academic life:

- legendary figure in:
  - seemingly endless tenure
    QU 162-3; BFR 9, 12
  - tea-parties:
    - characterised by stale rock buns
      QU 162, 171-2, 175-7; BM 119; BFR 9
    - as places of gossip and intrigue
      QU 164, 173, 197-8; BM 138, 145, 203, 249; AW 163
    - considered as:
      - a court
        BTK 222
      - a "salon"
        AW 118; BFR 32-3
  - peerage
    BFR 15-16, 32, 124
  - laudatory obituary
    HSH 48
  - also mentioned
    BM 238; BFR 11, 42

authorship:

- "City State and State of City"
  QU 163
- slim volume of poetry
  BFR 14
- memoirs – "Garnered at Sunset":
  preparation of
  BFR 23-5, 28-31
  publication by Quiggin & Craggs
  BFR 29, 148, 223-4, 253
  reception of:
    - negative by publishers
      BFR 223-4
    - approval by Shernmaker
      BFR 253

and other academics:

- general reputation among
  QU 166; TK 9
- Harold Brightman:
  - perennial quarrel with
    QU 165, 173, 202, 205-6; AW 119; CCR 193; BFR 32
  - late-blossoming friendship with
    HSH 48
  - competition with over D-B fellowships
    BFR 13; TK 9
  - 90th birthday party given by
    TK 9, 99, 222
  - temporary post in America
    AW 118

character:

- affectation of insignificance:
  - air of vagueness
    QU 163, 166, 176, 210; BFR 10
  - disparagement of own:
    - appearance
      QU 163; AW 119
    - position in university
      QU 164
    - memoirs
      BFR 24-5
  - eccentric turns of speech
    QU 172; BM 132-3; AW 119; BFR 15, 24
  - "reluctance" to accept honours:
    - the portrait
      AW 119
    - the peerage
      BFR 15-16
  - actual:
    - desire to be centre of conversation
      QU 207-8; BFR 24, 27-8
    - high self-regard
      BM 237
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desire for influence:
analysed by Canon Fenneau: HSH 117-8
obsessive cultivation of useful connections:
- promising undergraduates: QU 162-5, 171-3, 175-9, 181, 199-200, 202, 205-6; BM 119; AW 91, 118, 157; CCR 193; BFR 10; TK 222; HSH 52, 117-8
- the rich and powerful: QU 163-4, 171, 200, 206-7, 209-12; BM 119-20, 130-3; AW 135-6; CCR 193; HSH 47-8
- delight in name-dropping: QU 170, 173, 182-3, 207, 210; BM 131, 133-4, 145; BFR 12-14
- the "intelligence system": BM 129-30; AW 54; BFR 27-8

gossip:
- vast stock of: QU 166; BM 119, 133, 176; BFR 19
- barbed malice of towards:
  - Mrs Andriadis: BM 131
  - Bijou Ardglass: BM 133
  - Brightman: QU 172, 175, 205-6
  - Craggs: BFR 31
  - Mr Deacon: BM 130, 176
- Mark Members, concerning:
  - early knowledge of Quiggin: QU 176-7, BM 256; AW 54, 120; HSH 38
  - artistic affectations: BFR 12-13
- Quiggin, concerning:
  - early knowledge of Members: QU 176-7; BM 256; AW 54, 120; HSH 38
  - "Unburnt Boats": BFR 13, 125
- uncouth:
  - bearing: HSH 114
  - speech: LM 101
  - dress: BFR 13-14, 52
  - Prince Theodoric: BM 130-1; MP 57
  - Stringham: BM 129; AW 119-20
  - Truscott: QU 179-80; BFR 14, 16-17
  - Dicky Umfraville: QU 171; AW 160, 163
  - Baby Wentworth: BM 133
- Widmerpool, with respect to:
  - advancement: BFR 18
  - Pamela: BFR 19-21, 26-7
  - Truscott: BFR 16-17

habits:
- teetotalism: QU 205; BM 129
- the Long Vacation: QU 206; BM 118-9
- of reading: BFR 15
- love of intrigue: QU 165-6, 177, 183, 200, 202; BFR 10, 15-17, 27-8; HSH 48

sexual tastes:
- generally doubtful: QU 202, 208, 210; BFR 21-3
- Brightman's malicious allusion to: BFR 32
- possibility of some liaison with Ada: BFR 21-2, 29-30, 42

shrewdness:
- compared for to:
  - Tiresias: QU 202
  - Maisky the monkey: BFR 11-12
  - inadvisability of ignoring: AW 163
  - strength of will: BFR 23, 30, 253
  - NJ's early underestimation of: QU 164-5, 200

longevity:
- age never mentioned in reference books: BFR 12
- 90th birthday: TK 9, 99, 222
and left wing politics:

- movement towards from early Liberalism
- identification of as "The Good Life"
- support for standard causes of as possible fellow-traveller:
  - Bagshaw's analysis of enthusiasm for:
    - Russian Revolution
    - Western collaboration with
defence of Stalin:
  - war aims
  - in Yugoslavia
  - possible membership of Party
connections in world of with:
- Howard Craggs
- Quiggin
- Widmerpool
embarrassed by Hugo's pro-Franco pamphlets
inconsistency of snobbery with

and NJ:

- introduction of to:
  - Quiggin
  - Members
  - Truscott

- compared by to:
  - Brueghel's apes
  - St John Clarke
  - Mr Deacon
  - Mrs Erdleigh
  - Uncle Giles
  - Le Bas
  - Tiresias

- absent-mindedness regarding
- lack of interest in work of on Burton

and other characters:

- undergraduate protégés:
  - Clay
  - Canon Fenneau ("Paul")
  - Flannigan-Fitzgerald
  - Honthorst
  - Lakin
  - Mark Members
  - John Mountfichet
  - Quiggin
  - Rajagopalswami
  - Short
  - Smethyck
  - Stringham
  - Hugo Tolland
  - Bill Truscott
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other characters:

Mrs Andriadis
Bijou Ardglass
Bagshaw
Barnby
Dr Emily Brightman
Harold Brightman
Colonel Budd
Craggs
Mr Deacon
Gibson Delavacquerie
Sir Magnus Donners:
  acquaintance with
  and business interests of
  and possible fellowships from
  and Stringham’s job with
Erridge
Buster Foxe
Mrs Foxe
Vernon Gainsborough
Isbister
Le Bas
Ada Leintwardine:
  as secretary:
    work of on memoirs
    upset by defection of
    benefits from support of
    also mentioned
    flirtation with
    and 90th birthday celebrations
Moffet
Shernmaker
Boffles Stringham
Prince Theodoric
Dicky Umfraville
the Walpole-Wilsons
Tuffy Weedon
Baby Wentworth
Widmerpool
Flavia Wisebite
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Simon

an army officer – MP 109

rank of lieutenant-colonel
at Cabinet office meeting with Widmerpool
and the problem of King Leopold
Simson

an Old Boy of Le Bas's house – AW 184

described

career as:
  successful barrister
  keen Territorial officer

and Le Bas's dinner:
  conversation with Fettiplace-Jones at
  speech at:
    asks for TA recruits
    well received by Widmerpool
  reaction to Widmerpool's speech at

remembered:
  by NJ as contemporary
  by Le Bas as:
    dying in war
    drowned when troopship torpedoed
Skerrett

the Thrubworth gamekeeper – BFR 58

described BFR 58

old age:

invariable epithet BFR 58, 61, 70, 114

comparison to Trapnel's death's head stick BFR 114

bearer at Erridge's funeral BFR 58, 114

and other Tollands:

Isobel BFR 61, 70

Blanche BFR 70

family:

Mrs Skerrett

grandchildren:

boy fellow-bearer at funeral BFR 58

girl's impending engagement to Siegfried BFR 180
Skerrett, Mrs

a servant at Thrubworth – BFR 73

frailty:
  difficulty in coping BFR 74
  not asked to clean Pamela's vase BFR 93

and other characters:
  Blanche BFR 73-4, 93
  Siegfried:
    greatly helped by in house BFR 73-4
    impending engagement of granddaughter to BFR 180
Slade

a British liaison officer – MP 77

Pennistone’s assistant working with Poles:
  successor to NJ as MP 77, 96
  and Bobrowski on the Szymanski affair MP 95-6
  also mentioned TK 208

career as schoolmaster:
  school in Midlands: MP 204
    teacher of languages at
  headship of:
    in line for MP 204
    in position TK 208
  also mentioned MP 77

post-war encounters with NJ:
  in Jermyn Street:
    buying cheese MP 204
    tells of Borrit MP 204
    at army reunion TK 208
Slater, Mrs

an occasional misprint for Salter, Mrs
Sleaford, Earls of

ancestors of the Marquess – LM 14

1) at the time of the Restoration
   connected by marriage to Lord Sandwich
   Pepys on:
   dalliance of with Lady Castlemaine
   displeasure of the King with
   excellence of Dogdene
   LM 14
   LM 15
   LM 15
   LM 14-15

2) at the time of the Regency
   Byron on suffering after supper with
   VB 180
**Sleaford, Marchioness of (Alice)**

wife of Lord Geoffrey  –  LM 20

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>LM References</th>
<th>KO References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>unsociability:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dullness</td>
<td>LM 213-4, 226; KO 149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>excessive economy</td>
<td>LM 229; KO 216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lack of social awareness</td>
<td>LM 226, 228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>latent hunger for adventure</td>
<td>LM 214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>interest in garden at Dogdene</td>
<td>LM 226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

and other characters:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Character</th>
<th>LM References</th>
<th>KO References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mildred Blaides:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>friendship with</td>
<td>LM 60, 214, 226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>paradoxical preference of over Lady Molly</td>
<td>LM 214</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General Conyers</td>
<td>LM 226, 228; KO 216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs Conyers</td>
<td>LM 42, 81, 226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lady Molly</td>
<td>LM 42, 214; KO 216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chips Lovell</td>
<td>LM 20, 213-4; KO 149</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lord Geoffrey – childless marriage to</td>
<td>LM 20, 213-4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuffy Weedon</td>
<td>KO 216</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widmerpool</td>
<td>LM 60, 226, 228</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Sleaford, Marquess of (Geoffrey)

the current holder of the title – LM 20

family connections:
family name Fines
ancestors:
pre-marquisate earls friends of:
Lady Castlemaine
Byron
grandfather and Tippoo Sahib's necklace
siblings:
brothers:
John
two killed young
sister mother of Chips Lovell
unexpected succession to title
marriage to Lady Alice:
one of dynastic duty
childless
Chips Lovell's "second Sleaford uncle"
and Dogdene:
inheritance of
lifestyle at
and the Veronese:
refusal to pay for cleaning of
sale of
invitation of Widmerpool and Mildred to
and see Places – d) U.K.: country houses – Dogdene
army career:
in cheaper cavalry regiment
incompetence in
character:
dull and unsociable
marked by early poverty and insignificance
reminiscent of:
Erridge
Alfred Tolland
and other characters:
General Conyers
Mrs Conyers
Lady Molly
Smethyck
Widmerpool
Sleaford, Marquess of (John)

ex-husband of Lady Molly Jeavons – LM 19

family connections:
- first husband of Lady Molly
- Chips Lovell's "first Sleaford uncle"
- ancestor and Lord Byron
- younger brothers:
  - two killed young
  - Geoffrey

character:
- dull competence
- strong sense of honour
- pomposity
- stinginess

public service:
- offer of Dogdene as officers' hostel in WW1
- as liberal politician:
  - ministerial office
  - resignation over Marconi scandal

Isbister's portrait of

death from Spanish flu

strongly disliked by:
- General Conyers
- King Edward VII

and other characters:
- Mrs Conyers
- Chips Lovell
- Alfred Tolland
- Dicky Umfraville
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Smeets

a Dutch liaison officer – MP 159

(probably) assistant to Van der Voort MP 159
partiality to ladies of Burlington Gardens MP 159
Smethyck, Michael

an expert in works of art – QU 203
(spelt Smethwyck in QU)

episodes involving:
  Short's lunch QU 203-4
  the Isbister exhibition AW 117-20
  the Royal Academy banquet HSH 113-4, 116
at university:
  contemporary of NJ AW 117; CCR 164-5
  favourite of Sillery AW 118
  described HSH 113, 116
  vanity AW 117; HSH 113
and the arts:
career:
  museum official AW 117; CCR 164-5
  head of a gallery TK 26; HSH 113
  retirement from HSH 113
present at:
  the Isbister exhibition AW 117-20
  the Royal Academy banquet HSH 113-4
progressive views on
  St John Clarke AW 117-8
  Isbister AW 119-20
  Barnby AW 119
professional opinions:
  advice given to:
    General Conyers re van Troost LM 226; KO 211
    Lord Huntercombe re Van Dyck CCR 165
    Geoffrey Sleafords re Veronese LM 226; TK 26
  doubts on provenance of the Donners collection HSH 181
  and the theatre QU 204; HSH 114
and other characters:
  Bagshaw HSH 114
  Clapham AW 117-8
  General Conyers LM 226; KO 211; TK 26
  Canon Fenneau HSH 116
  Humble QU 203
  Lord Huntercombe CCR 164-5
  Chips Lovell TK 26
  Members HSH 113-4
  Quiggin HSH 113-4
  Sillery AW 118-9
Smith

the Thrubworth butler – LM 23

Smith described work as: butler at Thrubworth LM 24, 31, 131-5, 142-3, 146-7, 155; CCR 195; KO 146; MP 83; BFR 87 occasional manservant at Lady Molly’s LM 23-4, 31, 42, 64, 129, 131, 143, 155, 216, 234-6; MP 83; BFR 87

character:

unobliging sureliness and alcohol: problematic consumption of LM 31, 133, 142-7, 235; MP 83; BFR 87 jealous guardianship of LM 133-5, 142-3, 146 other unsavoury elements of:
incident of the postal order LM 234-6 dubious acquaintances LM 235 opinions on expressed by:
employers LM 31, 235-6; MP 83-4, 107 visitors LM 42, 144; BFR 87

uncertain health and marriage:

long-time widower MP 83 views on the problems of celibacy MP 83, 107

death:

hint of “horrible circumstances” KO 146-7; MP 83 revealed as septicemia after bite by Maisky MP 83 and the Tollands:

Erridge:

attitude of:
class-guilt as employer LM 134, 144-5 personal discomfort LM 131-2 battle of wills with LM 133-5, 142-3, 146 on the horrible death KO 146-7; MP 83

Hugo BFR 87

Isobel LM 142, 144

Norah KO 147

Susan LM 142, 144, 147

and other characters:

Mrs Conyers LM 42

Lady Molly LM 24, 31, 234-6

Ted Jeavons LM 235-6; MP 83-4

Chips Lovell LM 24

Mona LM 129

Quiggin LM 129-30, 143-4

Siegfried BFR 87

Tuffy Weedon LM 234-6
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Snider

an advertising agent – AW 46

employer of Mona

Templer’s low opinion of

AW 46

AW 46
Soper, Captain
Catering Officer at Div HQ – SA 65

described

SA 65, 221; BFR 11

background:

service in WW1
manager of restaurant chain

SA 65-6
SA 65, 70

at Div HQ:

Divisional Catering Officer:

rank of Captain
obsession with work
butt of complaints
responsible for appointing Stringham
otherwise mentioned

SA 65, 76
SA 65
SA 65-6, 70-2, 221
SA 76
BFR 11

and other officers:

Biggs:
bullied by
reveals social ignorance of
as Pedlar to Hogbourne-Johnson of
and troubles of:
general moroseness
suicide
also mentioned

SA 65-8, 70-2, 221
SA 66, 70
SA 65-6
SA 164, 166
SA 221
SA 8

NJ:
mealtime companion in 'F' Mess
cheats concerning duty-roster
compared by to:
Douanier's ape
Colonel Pedlar
Keef
Macfie

SA 8, 65-72, 163-6
SA 67
BFR 11
SA 65-6
SA 221
SA 164

and other soldiers:

Robbins
Stringham
Stringham's successor

SA 70
SA 69-72, 76, 163-4
SA 163
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Soundness, Mrs

a society hostess – BM 84

Widmerpool not invited to dance given by BM 84
Stanley

occupation as bank clerk

and music:

love of Sibelius

Maclintick impressed by appreciation of

and other characters:

Gossage:

friendship with:

over the counter

as music lovers

visit to fateful concert with

Audrey:

brother of

intended as blind date for Gossage

Maclintick:

indirectly responsible for disastrous marriage of

lasting friendship with
Stebbings, Sydney

a British liaison officer – MO 34

career:

retail fruit business  
MP 34-5, 203-4

in military liaison:

in charge of Spain and Latin-American countries  
MP 34, 204

succeeds Borrit  
MP 34

regarded by:

Finn as inferior to Borrit  
MP 224

NJ as having good judgment  
MP 35

security service as risky  
MP 35

invalided out after breakdown  
MP 203-4

character:

nervous problems:

breakdowns:

first related to firm's bankruptcy  
MP 34

invalided out of Army after second  
MP 203-4

habitual tic  
MP 34-5

afraid of Finn  
MP 35

suicide by gas  
MP 204

Portuguese wife  
MP 35

and other characters:

Borrit:

successor to  
MP 34, 224

link with through fruit trade  
MP 35, 203-4

news of death told by  
MP 204

Finn  
MP 35, 224
### Stella

one of Bagshaw's stepdaughters – TK 200

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Stepdaughter of Bagshaw</th>
<th>TK 192, 200-1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>and Pamela's nocturnal intrusion</td>
<td>TK 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as possible part of Bagshaw's peripatetic lodging system</td>
<td>HSH 114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and sisters:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avril</td>
<td>TK 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Felicity</td>
<td>TK 200</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stepney, Lady Anne

Bohemian daughter of the Bridgnorths – BM 38

episodes involving:

the Walpole-Wilsons’ dinner at Eaton Square

Stringham's wedding

evening at Foppa's and Mrs Andriadis'
at Stourwater – the tableaux
at Scarlet Pimpernel

described

BM 38, 43-4, 47, 49-52, 55, 60, 68, 109, 111, 198, 254, 260; AW 78

BM 156-64, 166-7, 171, 174-5, 177; LM 180; VB 164

KO 113, 115-7, 119, 121-2, 125-35, 140, 173; HSH 60

KO 250-2

BM 38, 198, 236-7; AW 77-8, 157; KO 115, 131

BM 49-50; AW 78, 157-9, 171, 195; LM 182

BM 236-7; AW 157

BM 67; AW 157

BM 50, 68, 111, 198; AW 78, 171, 208; KO 115

BM 67

BM 115-7, 129; HSH 60

BM 47, 52; AW 158, 174-5, 208; CCR 170

BM 52, 260; AW 78, 175; KO 115-6, 125

BM 55, 67; AW 77, 157, 159, 195; LM 182

BM 38, 198, 236-7; AW 77-8, 157; KO 115

BM 76-8

BM 78-9, 221

AW 156, 164, 166-7, 177, 180; LM 180

KO 115

AW 76-7, 208

AW 194-5; KO 123

AW 194-5; KO 123

KO 115

KO 122-3, 126; MP 62

KO 122-3, 126; MP 62

KO 129, 131, 134-5

KO 131

KO 131, 135

KO 129, 131, 134-5

KO 131

BM 158-61, 163, 166-7, 177; LM 180

AW 195

KO 122-3

AW 208, 221; CCR 170; VB 164

character:

"self-conscious rebellion":

sensed by:

Barnby as defining trait

NJ as similar to that of:

Eleanor Walpole-Wilson

Pamela Flitton

Umfraville as dislike of grown-up life

manifested in:

anger

aggressive adoption of bohemian life:

attachment to "artists"

avant-garde tastes

left-wing opinions

rejection of aristocratic associations

unkempt appearance

as revealed in the tableaux:

aristocratic vitality

dramatic skill

sexual seduction

mellowing of with time:

already evident at Stourwater

settled life in Paris after divorce

relationships with men:

Barnby:

affair with:

chance meeting leads to

seen by NJ as typical "entanglement"

end of

also mentioned

drawing by

Dicky Umfraville:

first meeting with

marriage to:

as fourth wife

takes place in Paris

mellowing effect of

also mentioned
Stepney, Lady Anne (cont’d)

divorced from after only a year

Sir Magnus Donners:
mistress of

teasing of in encouragement of the tableaux
parted from

Templer:
seductive behaviour towards at Stourwater
affair with:

breaks marriage of

at an end

Quiggin:
enthusiastic approval of political article by

seen at Scarlet Pimpernel with

living with

affair with a Free French officer

married to a Negro psychedelic painter

and other characters:

Mrs Andriadis
Margaret Budd
Robin Budd
St John Clarke
Bob Duport
Guggenbühl
Ted Jeavons
Isobel
Rosie Manasch
Mark Members
Mona
Moreland
Stringham:
sister-in-law of

opinion of as pompous

regarded by with whimsical disdain

Betty Templer
Alfred Tolland
Tompson
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson
Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson
Widmerpool
Matilda
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**Stepney, Lady Peggy**

a society beauty married briefly to Charles Stringham – QU 220

family:

- daughter of Lord and Lady Bridgnorth: QU 220, 222; BM 50, 235-6; AW 78, 157, 171; CCR 172; MP 118
- sister of Lady Anne: BM 50, 67-8, 111, 236; AW 78, 171, 208, 221; CCR 170; KO 115
- described as well-known beauty: QU 220; BM 67, 196, 198, 223; AW 50; CCR 172

husbands:

- Stringham:
  - courtship by: cause of Stringham's cutting NJ: QU 220; MP 118
  - apparent end of: BM 51, 67-8, 111, 198
  - restoration of: at Stourwater lunch together: BM 196-9, 212, 222-3; KO 102
  - engagement official: BM 206-7, 222; KO 102
  - Rosie Manasch on: BM 232
  - hints of doom in: QU 220; BM 207, 212, 222
  - marriage to: wedding: BM 234-6; HSH 190
  - fashionable house: AW 50
  - visit to the Café Madrid: SA 215
  - called to mind by: Jean's postcard: AW 221
  - Flavia's tears: HSH 190
  - seemingly inevitable failure of: BM 235-6; AW 49-50, 171, 207
  - Stringham's bitter memories of: AW 207-8; CCR 170-3; SA 83, 215
  - divorce from: AW 49, 78, 119-20, 157, 162; CCR 46; KO 115; SA 83; BFR 110

- second:
  - older cousin: AW 50, 207-8, 221
  - killed in War: MP 118
  - life with in Yorkshire: AW 50, 157
  - Stringham on: AW 207-8
  - other references to: KO 115

- Jimmy Klein:
  - always loved by: BM 68; MP 118; BFR 110
  - eventual marriage to: MP 118; BFR 110; HSH 190

and other characters:

- Pamela Flitton: BFR 110-11
- Rosie Manasch:
  - rivalry with over Stringham: BM 68, 232; CCR 172
  - loathed by: CCR 172; BFR 110-11
  - cousin of by marriage: BFR 110
- Baby Wentworth: BM 223
Stevens, Herbert (Odo)

an acquaintance of NJ from Army days – VB 122

episodes involving:

the Aldershot course
VB 122-5, 128-9, 142-3, 176, 178; SA 39, 106, 108, 124, 130-2; MP 194

NJ's leave at Lady Frederica's
dauring nights of the blitz:
at the Café Royal
VB 142-8, 150-1, 166-7, 174-6; SA 106-7
in the hall of NJ's block of flats
MP 128-43, 188; BFR 138-9; TK 171, 180, 246-7
the "Fission" launch-party
BFR 135-6, 138-41
in Venice at Florian's
TK 166-73, 175-6, 230, 246
the performance of the "Seraglio":
the party
TK 230-1, 235-7, 241, 245-7, 249-54, 277; HSH 46
the narrative of Pamela's outburst
TK 256-70
the vintage car rally
TK 282-3
described
VB 122; SA 125; MP 128; BFR 135; TK 166, 282

family and background:

name:
real name Herbert
VB 143
origin of "Odo"
VB 143
from Birmingham
VB 122-4, 142; SA 108, 132
business in costume jewellery:
father and
gives opportunity for:

European travel
VB 123-4; BFR 141
chatting up girls
VB 124, 151, 167
revealing comments on:
maternal grandfather
VB 143
brother-in-law
VB 143
relatives near Thrubworth:
uncle estate agent
VB 142-3
Aunt Doris
VB 145

and the Army:

service in:
Midland regiment as subaltern
VB 22; SA 143
Commandos:
initial attempt to join thwarted
VB 124
success as:
reputation
SA 74, 107-8; MP 136; TK 176
promotion to lieutenant
SA 125
heroic deeds:
in Norway
SA 107-8
in Middle East
SA 131; MP 97, 128, 136
attitude to
SA 134-5
possible posting to Far East
SA 131
also mentioned
MP 129
SOE:
with Farebrother in
MP 97, 132
promoted to Major
MP 128
and the Balkan resistance:

involvement with Szymanski in:
escape
MP 97, 129-32
murder of Templer
MP 131-2, 194; BFR 140, 179
with Partisans
MP 131-2, 143, 194; BFR 138-40, 179, 223; TK 167
also mentioned
MP 129; BFR 135; TK 217, 246, 251-2, 257, 267
Army of Occupation in Germany
BFR 136, 140
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decorations:
- MC and bar: SA 125, 130; MP 97, 128; BFR 141
- medal from Balkan régime: BFR 140
- DSO lost through political scandal: BFR 140

Secret Service War record: TK 167-8

ambitions in:
- to have fun: VB 124-5
- to be abroad: VB 178

lack of respect for hierarchy of:
- carelessness of:
- examples of: VB 129, 148, 178; SA 39
- disciplined for:
  - Returned to Unit: VB 178; SA 106, 108
  - sacked in Germany: BFR 140

suits SOE work: MP 131

security: MP 131-2, 194

comments on officers' sexual naivety: VB 200-1

Also mentioned: TK 176, 257, 267

writing:

journalism:
- early forays into: VB 124, 142; BFR 140
- on Army of Occupation: BFR 136

reviewing:
- for "Fission": BFR 140-1
- occasional: TK 167

verse: SA 143-5; BFR 141; TK 167

"Sad Majors":
- dark portrayal of work with Partisans: BFR 138-40, 179, 223
- and Quiggin & Craggs:
  - as apparently perfect publishers: BFR 139
  - source of increasing trouble to over:
    - the title: BFR 148
    - political problems: BFR 179-80, 200, 206, 223
    - Gypsy's destruction of mss: BFR 180, 222-3
    - Rosie's funding withdrawn: BFR 220-1
  - spare manuscript successfully published: BFR 254; TK 167

and the literary establishment:
- introduced by Mark Members to: BFR 136, 139-40
- feels left out of: TK 166-7

class:

summarised by:
- Mrs Erdleigh: MP 136
- NJ: SA 108, 125; BFR 140-1

powerful sense of self:
- narcissism:
  - attractive in its:
    - shamelessness: VB 123-4; SA 125, 128, 131; BFR 138, 221-2; TK 168, 264
  - chameleon enthusiasms: VB 143, 157; SA 124-5, 130; MP 136; BFR 141; TK 175, 246
  - masks possible insecurity: SA 128; MP 130, 132-3, 141
  - taste for forming courts: MP 135; BFR 159; TK 166
  - capacity for:
    - isolating self: VB 129
    - being impervious to criticism: VB 129; BFR 140, 200
    - hypocritical emotion: MP 129-30
Stevens, Herbert (Odo) (cont’d)

going things done:
- dealing with Croxton: VB 128-9
- black-market petrol: VB 142
- Priscilla’s brooch: VB 151, 166-7, 178
- post-war career: BFR 140-1
- the third manuscript: BFR 254
- Moreland’s collapse: TK 252-3

falling on feet:
- sinecure with Members: BFR 135, 139-40
- profitable publication of “SM”: BFR 254
- marriage to Rosie: TK 166-7

occasionally cracks:
in face of female conflict:
- Priscilla: SA 139-40, 144-7
- Pamela: TK 171-3, 175

shade of melancholy: SA 144-5
weak head for drink: MP 130
love of music: SA 132-3, 147; TK 230

and cars:
- wartime Morris: VB 142-6, 150, 167, 171, 175-6, 178; SA 106
- vintage:
  - enthusiasm for: TK 175, 246, 249-51
  - participation in London to Brighton rally: TK 282-3
  - satirised by Moreland: TK 254, 277

opinions on:
- the Blitz: SA 134
- the experience of combat: SA 134-5

and NJ:
early acquaintance with:
- first meeting with: VB 122-4
- provides transport for: VB 142-6, 150, 167, 171, 174-6, 178; SA 106
- takes freely into confidence: VB 123, 143
inhabits same block of flats as: MP 129; TK 246-7
character seen by:
- with some distaste: SA 106, 131; MP 129-30, 132
- in narrative style of the “Seraglio” incident: TK 257-8, 261, 263-9
  - as being:
  - opposite to Gwatkin: VB 125, 129, 200-1
  - a “wayfaring man”: MP 228; BFR 140-1

compared by to:
- Sunny Farebrother: MP 129; BFR 217
- Glober: TK 166
- Guggenbühl: MP 78
- Ted Jeavons: MP 128
- Kedward: VB 122
- Chips Lovell: VB 122, 124; SA 108, 131, 140, 145
- Quiggin: VB 122
- Siegfried: BFR 78
- X. Trapnel: BFR 159, 239
- Dicky Umfraville: VB 157, 159

and women:
generally: VB 124, 143, 176; SA 108, 128, 137; MP 194; BFR 159

Priscilla Lovell:
- immediate affinity with:
  - in games with children: VB 150
  - the brooch: VB 151, 166-7, 175, 178; SA 106-7
  - noticeable to observers: VB 150, 154-5, 166-7, 175
Stevens, Herbert (Odo) (cont’d)

affair with:
  development:
    swift beginning SA 107
    life together in Scotland SA 74, 106-7
    possibility of marriage SA 109, 111
  obviousness of in London SA 123-4, 126-9, 136-7; MP 129-30
  failure to understand SA 136-7, 140-2
  final parting from SA 135-9; MP 141
  and death of SA 161; MP 129-30, 134

Pamela Flitton:
  affair with MP 128-43; BFR 208; TK 168, 172-3, 261
  treated by with:
    contempt MP 130, 132-3, 138-40, 188; BFR 138-9; TK 172, 175-6, 263-4
    violence MP 140-1; BFR 138; TK 171, 180
    challenge of to self-esteem MP 133, 141, 143; BFR 208, 239; TK 171, 173
    and the outburst of after the "Seraglio" TK 260-1, 263-70

Rosie Manasch:
  first attracted to BFR 140
  development of relationship with BFR 153, 221-2; TK 166-7
  part played by in:
    the demise of "Fission" BFR 220-1
    the saving of "Sad Majors" BFR 254
    and affair with Matilda
  marriage to:
    general references to TK 166-7, 176, 230-3, 236, 243, 245, 255-6, 259;
      HSH 46, 48, 60
  taming effect of:
    fear of displeasing TK 168, 170, 176, 252, 260
    lifestyle changed by:
      enforced idleness TK 167, 170, 176, 257
      life of luxury TK 168, 230-1, 256-8
      children TK 166, 252

Matilda Donners:
  brief affair with TK 166-7; HSH 50
  and Rosie TK 166-7; HSH 50

and other characters:
  Bagshaw BFR 153, 179-80, 221, 223
  Jacky Bragadin TK 168, 260
  Brent VB 129, 178
  Brian SA 145-7
  Clanwaert MP 134
  Lady Frederica:
    admires name of VB 143
    at ease with VB 144-5
    good impression on VB 152, 167
  Evadne Clapham BFR 137
  Croxton VB 128-9
  Bob Duport MP 194
  Polly Duport TK 259-64
  Mrs Erdleigh:
    fascinated by MP 134-43; TK 246-7, 264-5
    fortune told by MP 134, 141-3; TK 247
    in relation to Pamela MP 136, 138-9; TK 264-6
  Sunny Farebrother MP 129, 132; BFR 217
  Glober TK 170, 249-50, 260, 261-3, 268-70
  Isobel VB 150, 154; TK 230, 237
  Ada Leintwardine BFR 148
Chips Lovell:
- NJ sees similarity with attitude of to affair with Priscilla
  
Audrey Maclintick:
- initial hostility of
- effect of charm on
- after the "Seraglio"

Mark Members

Moreland:
- encounter with at Café Royal
- admiration for "Vieux Port" by
- concern for at the "Seraglio" party
- narrative of Pamela's outburst shared with

Pennistone

Max Pilgrim

Shenmake

Short

Quentin Shuckerly

Quiggin

Jimmy Stripling

Szymanski

Prince Theodoric

Robert Tolland:
- familiarity of address with
- gives lift to Mytchett

the Tompsitts

Dicky Umfraville

Miss Wartstone

Widmerpool:
- and Quiggin & Craggs
- on the spy scandal
- and the "Seraglio" incident
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Stevens, Rosie

see Manasch, Rosie
Stringham, Boffles

father of Charles Stringham – QU 13

Stringham's memory of:
- keeps photographs in rooms QU 13; AW 214
- visits in Kenya QU 55; BM 109-10; LM 161-2

handsome QU 13; CCR 89

past life:
- once in Grenadiers QU 62-3
- excellent manners QU 55
- known by Sillery QU 170

and Stringham's mother
- divorced from prophecy concerning doom of marriage to Buster VB 174

father of Flavia Wisebite
- known by Sillery HSH 187

life since divorce:
- remarried to Frenchwoman: CCR 89
  - met in Cannes QU 13; BM 110, 127; LM 167; CCR 89; KO 217; VB 153; HSH 187
  - live on farm in Kenya
  - described in photograph AW 214
  - inherits all money KO 217; SA 79

"pacy" lifestyle:
- money: QU 13
  - lots of money LM 167; CCR 89; KO 217
  - disappearance of drinks too much QU 55; AW 162
  - friendship with Dicky Umfraville AW 162, 214; VB 158, 174; HSH 187
  - disastrous effect on Stringham LM 161-2

death VB 153; SA 79
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Stringham, Charles

a friend of NJ – QU 11

a) episodes involving

at school:
  mess tea
  Braddock alias Thorne
  NJ's visit to Berkeley Square

at university:
  at Sillery's
  Templer's car-jaunt
  lunch party in own rooms
  non-dinner with NJ
  the night of Mrs Andriadis's party:
    chance meeting with NJ and Widmerpool
    the party

Stourwater lunch party
wedding
Le Bas's Old Boys' dinner and its aftermath

Mrs Foxe's party for Moreland's symphony

at Div HQ:
  waiting at table in 'F' Mess
  meetings with NJ:
    in town
  at the Mobile Laundry
  the attempt to rescue Bithel
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Stringham, Charles

b) character

described

places associated with:

Glimber

Kenya:

visit to father in

scene of:

first sexual experience

riding accident

family house in Berkeley Square

flat in West Halkin Street

Singapore

rooms at:

school

university

Singapore

as student:

at school:

episodes

messmate of NJ and Templer

relationships with:

Le Bas

other contemporaries

tenoted for appalling handwriting

and extra-curricular activities:

attitude to sports

brief membership of choir

Christmas leaver

at university:

late start because of riding accident

dislike of student life

early exit made voluntarily

occupations:

post as secretary with Donners-Brebner:

negotiations concerning

desultory time spent in

departure from

also mentioned

the Army:

rejection of early maternal ambitions for

as wartime Private:

in RAOC:

difficulties in enlisting

unpleasant life as

drafted from to Div HQ

also mentioned

in 'F' Mess:

position as mess waiter:

work as

attitude to
Stringham, Charles – b) character (cont’d)

Widmerpool on
with the Mobile Laundry:
transfer to:
unexpected
contrived by W’pool
attitude to:
expounded
Cheesman on
posting to Far East with
capture at Singapore
also mentioned
death in POW camp

Widmerpool on
SA 72-4

Widmerpool on
SA 163-7, 172
contrived by W’pool
SA 166-7, 176-8, 183-6, 214
expounded
SA 212-6
Cheesman on
TK 213-5
posting to Far East with
SA 183-4, 209, 211, 213-5; MP 63, 105
MP 63-4, 82, 105, 209, 227; TK 215
SA 175-6; TK 211
MP 118, 209, 211, 227; BFR 58, 248; TK 215; HSH 187

Widmerpool on
SA 72-4

gradual disintegration of life:
analysed by Tuffy Weedon:
cause of – failure to grow up
LM 162
catalyst of – the visit to Kenya
LM 162
difficulties with money:
family wealth:
originally extensive
QU 13, 70, 128, 167-8; LM 167
diminished by extravagance
LM 167; VB 173; CCR 89; KO 217; SA 79; MP 209
increasing shortage of
CCR 179; SA 79
posthumous inheritance
MP 209
failure of marriage
Stringham, Charles – c) relationships
poor health
KO 217; SA 68-9, 70-1, 76, 82, 165, 184, 213; TK 215
problem with alcohol:
development of:
root traced to:
inability to face life
QU 169; SA 80
the stay in Kenya
QU 169; LM 161-2; VB 158
earliest:
admission of
QU 169
recognition of by NJ
BM 101
increasingly seen as defining trait
AW 120, 192; LM 55, 163; CCR 86-7; KO 107, 217;
SA 72, 171-2, 184; HSH 189

Stringham, Charles – c) relationships

own attitude to:
jocular:
acceptance
QU 169; BM 101-2; AW 189, 208, 210; CCR 159, 171
reminiscence
SA 172, 177, 216
denial
CCR 162

specific examples on occasion of:
the night of Mrs Andriadis’s party
BM 101, 153-5
the evening of Le Bas’s dinner:
behaviour at
AW 192-3, 199-200, 204
incapability after
AW 207-18, 223; LM 55, 163; CCR 46, 206; SA 72, 180,
184; BFR 227

Mrs Foxe’s party:
appearance at
CCR 158-60
bizarre behaviour during
cure of:
proposed
CCR 166-7, 181
effected
CCR 175-81; KO 108; SA 216

general references to
KO 217; VB 158, 165; SA 73, 80, 172, 177, 180, 215-6;
MP 64, 82; TK 34
part played by Tuffy Weedon in
Stringham, Charles – c) relationships
social unreliability:
cutting of dinner with NJ
QU 219-20; MP 118
departure from Mrs Andriadis’s party
BM 152-55
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late arrival Le Bas’s dinner
womanising:
hinted at by Rosie Manasch
particular examples of
summarised:
by mother as “such a lot of trouble”
by sister as “how sad ... how sad”
winsome manner:
brilliance in conversation
charm
humour:
fondness for japes and jokes
marked by:
  excellent mimicry
  whimsical self-deprecation
constitutional instability:
”liveliness weighed down with melancholy”
chronic melancholia:
  characterised by:
    extreme volubility
    ironic self-detachment
    final desire to arrange the mind
    need for sleeping pills
noticed as a defining trait by NJ:
at school
  QU 12; AW 207-8, 213, 215-7; CCR 159-64, 169-79;
  SA 76-83, 214-6

at the prospect of Kenya
  QU 63

at university
  QU 168-9, 186

at Mrs Andriadis’s party
  BM 112
  QU 52, 168; AW 217; CCR 159, 162-4, 169-72; SA 172,
  176

in comparison with:
  Hamlet
  Dicky Umfraville
  Flavia Wisebite

part played by in problem with drink
moments of exhilaration
restless dissatisfaction with whatever is:
as a defining trait
  boredom
  hunger for strangeness
rejection of the beau monde:
  rejection of family ambitions
  experiment with bohemian lifestyle
  hatred of:
    the Bridgnorths
dances and parties
  wilful undoing of marriage
disappearance from the scene
resentment of attempts to impose control by:
  Mrs Andriadis
  family
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Stringham, Charles – b) character (cont’d)

the RAOC Conductor
Tuffy Weedon
Widmerpool
subversive behaviour at school:
  exemplified by:
    Braddock alias Thorne
    defacement of notice-board
    the Horace crib
    truancy for a race-meeting
    Uncle Giles's cigarette
    compared to that of Paul-Marie
  patient submission as escape from
and the arts:
  visual:
    penchant for unconventional cartoons
    therapeutic painting of "costume designs"
    the Modigliani drawing
  poetry:
    discussion of:
      with Le Bas
      on Browning and "the soldier's art"
    dislike of Tennyson
    recognition of
    quotation of
    hymns
  singing
and cars belonging to:
  Buster
  himself
  Templer
  Tuffy
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c) relationships

extended family:

- outlined by Lady Katherine
- mother, Mrs Foxe:
  - undercurrents of conflict with
  - abandoned by
  - on Norman Chandler and
  - as Gertrude to Hamlet
  - left South African holdings by
  - also mentioned

- father, Boffles:
  - stays with in Kenya after leaving school
  - ironic detachment of attitude to
  - left nothing by
  - also mentioned

- sister Flavia

Pamela Flitton:
- uncle of
- behaviour of as bridesmaid at wedding
  - "closeness" to
  - as sole legatee:
  - South African holdings
  - Modigliani portrait

Buster Foxe:
- attitude to one of:
  - ironic acceptance
  - antagonism
  - contempt
  - as Claudius to Hamlet
  - and family money
  - also mentioned

grandfather
- also mentioned

NJ:
- slightly older than
  - at school:
    - messmate of
    - liked and admired by
    - episodes shared with
    - also mentioned
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Stringham, Charles – c) relationships (cont’d)

138; KO 108, 217; VB 125, 153, 169;
SA 72-3, 77, 166; MP 67; BFR 248

drift away from:
noticed in:
  passing of shared humour
  air of detachment
attributed to:
  changed milieu
  "the all-obliterating march of events"
  culminates in cutting of dinner date
  expression of remorse at
  Sillery on
also mentioned
and the Dance
importance to
at Div HQ:
  mutual recognition in 'F' Mess
  meetings with in town:
    accidental encounter
    the attempt to rescue Bithel
    final parting
  attempt by to help with respect to posting
other occasional meetings with
  thoughts of on death
long friendship with also mentioned
other acquaintances from school:
  Akworth
  Budd
  Dickinson
  Ghika
  Tom Goring
  Le Bas:
liked by
  sadness of at unconventional behaviour
  and poetry
  on sex life of
baiting of in:
caricatures
remarks:
  on Uncle Giles's cigarette
  on sexually ambivalent poetry
the episode of Braddock alias Thorne:
  conception of
  excitement during
  reaction to:
    shame
    calm
    quick forgetting
    amused memories
    NJ’s musings on anomaly of
Widmerpool on
in later years:
  encounter at Cowes
  memory of
  remembered by
  confused by with Dicky Umfraville
also mentioned
Stringham, Charles – c) relationships (cont’d)

Maiden
Parkinson
Templer:
school messmate of
and school episodes:
   shared with:
   illegal visit to races
   Braddock alias Thorne as commentator on:
   the Akworth letter
   the day in London
   end of friendship with
and NJ’s musings on:
   contrast with
   links with:
   in loss of interest in women
   in death:
   subject of gossip by
   comments on
   also mentioned
George Tolland
Widmerpool:
imitations of
and school episodes:
   Budd’s banana
   Braddock alias Thorne:
   baiting of with regard to
   horror of at truth concerning
   the Akworth letter
   and Donners-Brebner
   and other episodes:
   the evening of Mrs Andriadis’s party
   the evening of Le Bas’s dinner:
   amusement at speech
   reaction to being put to bed:
   anger
   submission
   also mentioned
and the Army:
   influence of:
   in posting
   hence in death
   incident of Bithel’s drunkenness
   comments on
   also mentioned
women:
   Milly Andriadis:
   “intimately linked” with
   end of affair with
   NJ’s reflections on
   divorced wife of a coffee planter in Nairobi
Audrey Maclintick:
- outrageous flirting with CCR 162-4, 167-9, 170, 173, 176-8; SA 127, 215-6; TK 232
- compares notes with on the miseries of marriage CCR 164, 169-74, 176

Rosie Manasch
- BM 67-8, 232; CCR 172-3; BFR 110

Lady Peggy Stepney:
- first interest in QU 220; BM 50
- "more or less" recognised BM 68
- broken BM 51, 67-8, 111, 198
- restored BM 196-8, 206-7, 222-3, 232
- also mentioned KO 102
- marriage to:
  - unpropitious early thoughts of QU 220; AW 165; HSH 189-90
  - wretchedness of AW 49-50, 207; VB 165; SA 215
  - bitter recollection of AW 207-9; CCR 170-4
  - also mentioned AW 221
- divorce from AW 49-50, 78, 119-20, 157, 162, 171, 206, 208, 211;
  - CCR 46; KO 115; SA 83; BFR 110
- on remarriage of AW 207-8

Tuffy Weedon:
- attitudes towards:
  - detached acceptance QU 59-60, 169; BM 111, 285; LM 162
  - acknowledgement of influence SA 80, 212, 215-6
  - cruelty QU 63
  - resentment SA 63, 80-1, 165, 177
  - submission CCR 179-80
- object of possessive devotion from:
  - considered as:
    - intense love QU 59-60; LM 161, 165-6; CCR 88, 175; MP 64
    - controlling power CCR 181-2; KO 218; MP 64; TK 34-5
  - exemplified by:
    - behaviour at Berkeley Square QU 59-60; LM 161-2; CCR 88
    - championship within family QU 60, 63, 74, 169, 206-10; LM 161
    - close guardianship at:
      - Lady Molly's CCR 86-9, 138, 142-3, 159-60, 175, 183; SA 215;
        - MP 82
      - Glimer KO 107, 216-7
      - Mrs Foxe's party CCR 174-80; KO 107-8; SA 216
    - removal of money CCR 179-80; TK 34-5
    - successful cure of drinking LM 163-4; CCR 88; KO 107, 216-8; SA 80-1, 215;
      - MP 64, 82; TK 34-5
    - comments on QU 60, 169; SA 80-1, 212
    - also mentioned QU 58; BM 110-1
  - loss of interest in SA 82, 216; MP 27

other characters:
- Ablett SA 212-3, 216-7
- Bijou Ardglass BM 208
- Barnby BM 78, 170, 181; AW 78; BFR 58, 60
- Biggs SA 67, 69-71, 76-7, 79, 164-6, 171
- Bithel SA 165-6, 172-80, 184, 187, 212
- Jimmy Brent QU 185, 192
- the Bridgnorths BM 235-6; AW 207-8; LM 165; CCR 170-2; SA 77
- Norman Chandler CCR 139, 142, 160-1, 166-8; SA 79
- Cheesman SA 212; TK 213-5
- General Conyers KO 216-8; SA 80
- Roddy Cutts CCR 86-7
Stringham, Charles – c) relationships (cont’d)

Mr Deacon
Sir Magnus Donners:
    knowledge of
    employed by
    amusement at "whims" of
Bob Duport
Ena
Erridge
Cosmo Filton
Gwither
Lady Huntercombe
Lady Molly
Ted Jeavons
Uncle Giles
Gypsy Jones
Maclintick
Members
Moffet
Mona
Moreland
Paul-Marie
Pennistone
Quiggin
Sillery:
    first meeting with
    taken up as protégé by
    involvement of in finding job
    continuing interest of
Soper
Lady Anne Stepney:
    regarded as "pompous" by
    amused by arty ideas of
    on marriage of
Babs Templer
Jean Templer
Prince Theodoric
Priscilla Tolland
Susan Tolland
Robert Tolland
X Trapnel:
    and female guardians
    as part of Pamela’s dynasty of death
Treadwell
Bill Truscott
Dicky Umfraville
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson
Lady Warminster
Baby Wentworth
Harrison Wisebite

BM 100-2, 109, 127, 134-5
QU 182, 184; BM 145-6
BM 111, 131-2, 141, 144, 181, 282; AW 78, 120;
    KO 102; TK 214, 223
BM 208-12, 220-1, 223
QU 185, 188; BM 149-50
QU 189-90
BFR 58, 60
SA 79
SA 69, 72, 77
BM 209; CCR 140-1
CCR 86-7, 159; SA 215
CCR 159-60, 173, 177; SA 215; MP 82
QU 18-19, 22-4, 28, 34, 38, 45, 221
BM 109
CCR 163-4
QU 184
QU 208-9
AW 209
CCR 160, 168-75; KO 108; SA 119, 215-6; TK 254
QU 126
SA 104
QU 173, 197-9
SA 69-72, 76, 163-4
QU 170-1
QU 173, 175, 184, 200, 205-6; AW 160
QU 197-200, 211-2; BM 204
BM 129, 132-3; AW 119-20
BM 50-1, 68, 109
BM 111; AW 208; CCR 170
AW 208; CCR 170
BM 207
BM 207-8
BM 199, 208
CCR 168-71, 173-5; SA 215
CCR 86-7
SA 78-9
TK 34-5
TK 109
SA 211-2
QU 179, 182, 184, 199, 201; BM 132, 140-1, 143-4,
    196, 206-12, 282; TK 214, 222-3
QU 171; BM 111-2; AW 160, 162, 165-6, 208;
    CCR 170, 177, 179; VB 158, 163, 169
BM 223
CCR 87-9
BM 180, 199, 208, 223; AW 78
SA 77, 79
Stringham. Charles

d) comments by

on himself

on family and associates:
- Lord Bridgnorth: AW 208; CCR 172; SA 77
- Norman Chandler: CCR 160-1; SA 79
- Mrs Foxe: CCR 170
- Buster Foxe: QU 56, 61; BM 110; CCR 160-1, 164
- Lady Anne Stepney: AW 207-8; CCR 170
- Lady Peggy Stepney: AW 207-8; CCR 170-2
- Boffles Stringham: BM 110
- Tuffy Weedon: QU 60, 169; SA 80-1, 212
- Flavia Wisebite: BM 207; SA 79

on family and associates from school:
- Budd: QU 14
- Le Bas: QU 37, 39, 45; BM 111

Templer:
- behaviour of: QU 14-16; BM 79
- clothes of: QU 32-3, 58; KO 104; MP 28
- undomesticated nature of: QU 58-9, 114, 168; BM 244
- other aspects of: QU 36, 193-4; AW 209

Widmerpool:
- odd appearance of: QU 8, 10-11, 13, 16, 40, 50, 149; AW 211
- and the banana: QU 14-16; BM 79
- ominously prophetic utterances concerning:
  - "I don't know what [I'd] do without ..." QU 40
  - "that boy will be the death of me" QU 51
  - "how could I ever forget Widmerpool?" AW 215
- treatment by after Le Bas's dinner: AW 217; SA 180
- and the move to the Mobile Laundry: SA 177-8

on other characters:
- Ablett: SA 212-3
- Mrs Andriadis: BM 102; CCR 162, 169
- Biggs: SA 77, 79
- Brandreth: AW 209
- Mr Deacon: BM 109, 134-5
- Sir Magnus Donners: QU 184; BM 145-6, 208
- Ted Jeavons: CCR 159, 177
- Uncle Giles: QU 38
- Macintock: CCR 163
- Audrey Macintock: CCR 162-3
- Members: QU 184
- Moffet: QU 208
- Mona: AW 209
- Quiggin: QU 199
- Truscott: QU 184; BM 140
- Dicky Umfraville: CCR 177

on life:
- the absurdity of:
  - the Abdication: CCR 161
  - ambition: QU 207; SA 80
- the Army:
  - bureaucracy in: BM 170; SA 81-2
  - traditions of: CCR 170; SA 212
  - life as a waiter in: SA 76-9
- aspects of fashionable life:
  - Chelsea: SA 82
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### Stringham, Charles – d) comments by

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>social announcements</td>
<td>SA 80, BM 100-1, 153; CCR 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dances and parties</td>
<td>AW 207-8; CCR 170-1; SA 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>life at Mountfichet</td>
<td>BM 153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>night clubs</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the Ritz</td>
<td>SA 70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunningdale</td>
<td>BM 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>university</td>
<td>QU 64, 168-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the car crash with Templer</td>
<td>QU 192-3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>QU 55; VB 163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>morality</td>
<td>SA 174, 216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sexual intrigue</td>
<td>QU 167</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the sadness of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;awfully chic to be killed&quot;</td>
<td>SA 78-9, 165; BFR 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>getting old</td>
<td>SA 82, 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>marriage</td>
<td>AW 210-11; CCR 164, 170-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attempt to escape from</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>through:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>drink</td>
<td>QU 168-9; AW 210, 213; CCR 159-60, 164; SA 177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sleep</td>
<td>AW 217-8; CCR 171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sorting things out</td>
<td>SA 80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other comments on</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gratitude</td>
<td>SA 177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poetry</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Browning</td>
<td>SA 212-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hymns</td>
<td>MP 226-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other poets</td>
<td>QU 43-4; SA 79; MP 67-8, 79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&quot;synthetic charm&quot;</td>
<td>MP 53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Stripling, Babs

older sister of Peter Templer – QU 69

and the episode of NJ's visit to the Templers' after leaving school described:

on first meeting
as like Mrs Erdleigh

family:
sister of:

Peter:
older than
fondness for
and death of
also mentioned

Jean
older than
and Mr Templer
also mentioned

character:
restless volubility
"always getting divorced"

and other characters:
unnamed beau who shot himself in the Happy Valley
Bob Duport
Mrs Erdleigh
Sunny Farebrother:
discomforting effect on
and the collar-turner
also mentioned
husbands:
unnamed dragoon:
unhappiness with
left during war
Sunny Farebrother on
Jimmy Stripling:
mariage to:
genral references to
coolness in
leaves
divorce from
Lord Perkins:
mariage to
help with work of
Lady McReith:
ssexual frisson between
also mentioned
Stringham
Widmerpool
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**Stripling, Jimmy**

a friend of the Templers – QU 69

episodes involving:

- NJ's first visit to the Templers’ weekend at Maidenhead after the "Seraglio" described

occupations:

- racing motorist
- finance: Lloyd's underwriter success in views on regarded:
  - as mistaken by Sunny Farebrother
  - with disdain by Mr Templer
  - with respect by Peter Templer
- lecturer to troops in wartime on history of motor racing

character:

- early brashness: affected laughter practical joking self-satisfaction disappearance of
- passion for cars see below
- fascination with the occult: in general the planchette exploitation of by Murtlock's cult:
- low intelligence
- uncertain health: paradox of as cause of avoidance of war which: allows seduction of Babs leads to obsessive:
  - guilt hatred of Sunny Farebrother
- halitosis decline in after accident:
  - mentally
  - physically
- apparent improvement in with age
- vileness of expounded by Bob Duport

and cars:

- consuming passion for: in general vintage
- racing motorist: success as serious accident at Brooklands also mentioned
- and particular models: ownership of:
  - Armstrong-Siddeleys
  - Mercedes
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contempt for Farebrother's Ford
envy of Glober's
Mrs Erdleigh's ban on driving fast
as providing lift for Quiggin
participation in vintage-car rally

and women:
Babs (née Templer):
  marriage to:
    general references to
    coolness in
  left by
  divorce from
Jean Duport:
  brief affair with
  continued tenderness for
  also mentioned
Mrs Erdleigh:
  dominated by:
    psychologically
    in exploitation of wealth
  oddity of relationship as regarded by:
    NJ
    Sunny Farebrother
    Quiggin
    Templer
  also mentioned

and other characters:
Bob Duport
Polly Duport
Sunny Farebrother:
  strong dislike of
  use of as butt:
    in general derision
    in the episodes of the:
      collar-turner
      chamber pot / hat-box
    counter-productiveness of
    sentimental nostalgia towards
    funeral attended by
    remembered by
Glober
Lady McReith
Mona
Moreland
Scorpio Murtlock
Quiggin
Odo Stevens
Mr Templer
Peter Templer:
  generally despised by
  respected by for
    financial acumen
    success with women
  also mentioned
Widmerpool
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Summers-Miller

an old boy of Le Bas's house – BFR 247

remembered as contemporary by NJ  BFR 247
Suzette

a niece of Mme Leroy at La Grenadière – QU 112

described:
appearance
younger than Berthe
character:
enigma of
pastimes:
eccentric bridge
reading
unskilful tennis
and NJ:
immediate impact on as reminder of Jean Templer
attempts by to take initiative fail because of:
Widmerpool's interruption
confusion of identity with Mme Dubuisson
farewell to
long remembered by as a touchstone for early love
and other characters:
Berthe:
gossip with about:
Mme Dubuisson
the Örn / Lundquist quarrel
shared weakness at tennis
also mentioned
the dogs
Mme Dubuisson
Örn and Lundquist:
tennis with
and the quarrel between:
warns NJ of
favours Lundquist in
excited by
Widmerpool:
dull conversation with
NJ muses on with respect to:
possible feelings of
responsibility for the graffito
Szczepanowski, Dr

a Polish boarder at La Grenadière – QU 157

character:
friendly manner QU 157, 160
Legion d'Honneur QU 157
practical skills QU 160

and La Grenadière:
takes Lundquist's place at QU 157
walks with M.Dubuisson QU 157
helps Jean-Népomucène QU 160
Szymanski

a maverick agent – SA 93

dubious history of:
speculations as to true:
nationality MP 88, 221
name MP 36, 88
widespread notoriety MP 88
reminds NJ of:
Cosmo Flitton MP 88
Sayce MP 88

and the allied liaison organisations:
rejected by Belgians SA 88
cause of trouble to the:
Free French SA 93, 102; MP 87, 89
Poles SA 102; MP 87, 89, 98, 119, 131
the British:
subject of parliamentary question MP 88
detained at barracks run by MP 89, 96
Finn's Section:
Finn MP 97-8, 118-9, 123-4, 156
NJ MP 87-8
Masham SA 93, 102; MP 89
Pennistone SA 102; MP 36, 87-9, 96-8

and the SOE:
sprung from detention by MP 96-8
operation in Cairo:
concerned with Balkan resistance factions MP 116, 124, 130-2, 194-5
and the murder of Templer MP 192-5
brought out safely MP 195
Bob Duport on MP 192-5
involvement with:
Sunny Farebrother MP 97, 116, 118-20, 123-4, 132, 156
Odo Stevens MP 97, 129-31, 143, 194
Pamela Flitton:
relationship with hinted at MP 87, 99-100, 130-1, 132-3
in the Cairo operation MP 194-5

Widmerpool's interest in MP 116
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Taylor (or Porter), Betty

see Templer, Betty
Telford, Mrs

a resident of the Bellevue – KO 156

interest in:

welfare of the maids
ambulance classes

KO 156
KO 156
Templer, Babs

see Stripling, Babs
Templer, Betty

second wife of Peter Templer – LM 183

episodes involving:
  - evening at Dicky Umfraville's club
  - the tableaux at Stourwater
  
described:
  - beauty
  - reminiscent of Mona

husbands:
  - first:
    - surname in doubt
    - and money

character:
  - desire to be amused:
    - bored by previous husband
    - fascinated by night-club
    - lack of sophistication
  - mental instability:
    - nervous behaviour
  
gives rise in NJ to thoughts of:
  - Donners' love of the dungeons
  - "dottiness" compared to that of
    - Blanche
    - Billson

horror of the tableaux:
  - having to act herself
  - Templer's suggestive performance

breakdown:
  - beginning of at Stourwater
  - Templer blamed for
  - causes confinement to asylum

and Templer:
  - first meeting
  - besotted with
  - marriage to:
    - the fact
    - the disastrous relationship

and other characters:
  - Bob Duport
  - Ted Jeavons
  - Matilda
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Templer, Jean

younger sister of Peter Templer and sometime mistress of NJ – QU 69

episodes involving:

NJ's visits to Templers' house after leaving school

after leaving school

QU 74-83, 88, 93-7, 100; BM 200-2; AW 89, 141-2; LM 56, 199; KO 169; MP 238

after meeting at the Ritz

AW 70-3, 79, 81, 85-6, 89, 93-7, 100, 109-12, 144, 147-8; KO 178; MP 157; HSH 237-8

evenings with NJ:

at flat, Foppa's and Mrs Andriadis's

AW 121, 143, 144-52, 154-6, 161, 163-5, 167, 171-2, 177; KO 178-9; VB 141, 148; MP 240-1; TK 202

at flat

AW 219, 223

surprise meetings:

before the affair:

lunch party at Stourwater

BM 200-4, 206-8; 223-6; AW 48, 141; KO 102, 120, 169; MP 241; HSH 191

at the Ritz

AW 60, 63-70

in later years:

after the Victory Day Service

MP 238-41; TK 56, 234, 239

at a commemorative post-war party

BFR 102-8; HSH 235-6

at Henderson's gallery

HSH 229, 233-7

family:

youngest in

daughter of Mr Templer

QU 69

sister of:

Peter

QU 69, 75, 77, 79-80, 188; BM 30, 200, 202, 207; AW 48-9, 63, 69, 139-42, 146-7, 181, 183-4, 206, 223; LM 56, 70, 101, 198-9; KO 102, 111, 168-9, 171, 177, 184; VB 117, 126, 136-8; MP 240; BFR 107; HSH 237-8

Babs

QU 69, 80, 95-6; KO 177; VB 137; MP 240

described:

appearance:

generally

QU 74-5; BM 151, 200-1; AW 63-4, 140-2; MP 230, 238; BFR 103-4; HSH 234-5

in comparison to paintings

BM 226; AW 64

voice

QU 75; BM 200-1

character:

interests:

the arts

AW 67, 69, 93, 142; VB 138

games:

Russian billiards

BM 285-6; AW 154-6; VB 148

tennis

QU 75, 79

mystery of:

enigmatic reserve

QU 75, 83, 88, 147; BM 201, 206, 226; AW 66-8, 79, 141-2; MP 238; TK 57

wit and intelligence

BM 201; AW 142, 220

streak of cruelty:

responsible for stirring troublesome episodes:

the chamber pot / hat box

QU 96

the planchette idea

AW 96-7

habit of making humiliating disclosure of affairs:

to NJ

AW 149-51; VB 141

to Bob

KO 178-84; VB 140

rudeness to:

Brent

VB 140
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Templer, Jean (cont’d)

Sunny Farebrother
NJ
Widmerpool
also mentioned
snobbery
driven by love of:
money
power
residences:
London:
house in Hill Street
described
rented to Mrs Andriadis
flat in Rutland Gate:
described
borrowed from a friend
scene of assignations with NJ
flat in Knightsbridge:
described
scene of post-War party
NJ aware of proximity to Rutland Gate
South America:
with Duport
with Flores
and NJ:
during visit of to the Templers' house:
immediately affects feelings of:
sense of mysterious desire
awareness of first love
remoteness towards
enthusiasm to meet again
part in youthful memories of:
embodied in Suzette
fares into dimness
stirred by:
news of Duport marriage
meetings at:
Stourwater
the Ritz
arouses ambivalent new feelings in:
rebirth of attraction
sensed as of a different character
thoughts of further meeting
part of the change at the thematic heart of BM
affair with:
hint of in the future forms ending of BM
prophesied by Mrs Erdleigh
progress of:
the weekend at Templer's house:
sudden initial passion
burgeoning of intense love
the day of the naked greeting
at Foppa's
sundry assignations
still alive when NJ first meets Moreland
problems in:
need for discretion
Templer, Jean (cont’d)

personal tensions  
end of caused by Bob’s return  
referred to as in the past

memories of stirred by:
- dining at Foppa’s  
- Widmerpool’s talk of marriage  
- thoughts of Templer
  - Isobel:
    - first meeting with  
    - mention by  
    - sight of the Stourwater tapestries  
    - stories of affairs with:
      - Stripling told by Duport  
      - Brent told by:
        - Duport  
        - himself  
- driving up Great West Road  
- thoughts of Poe’s “The Assignation”  
- sight of Polly  
- invitation to flat in Knightsbridge  
- the gesture of farewell  
- meeting at the post-war party  
- story of Pamela’s naked apparition  
  - at the gallery:
    - the seascape pictures  
    - the soft laugh  
- pain caused to by revelations of affairs with:
  - Jimmy Stripling  
  - Jimmy Brent  
  - cool towards in last meeting  
  - NJ’s assessment of  
  - and the “Dance”  
  - and other men:
    - Jimmy Brent:
      - interest in obliquely hinted to NJ  
      - brief affair with recounted by:
        - Bob  
        - Brent:  
          - origin  
          - reason for “reconciliation”  
          - end  
          - summary  
- later attitude to:
  - grateful for help to Bob  
  - dismissive of decline into domesticity  

Bob Duport:
- early interest expressed by  
  - said to be “mad about”  
  - marriage to:
    - early days of  
    - troubles in:
      - before affair with NJ  
      - after affair with NJ
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AW 112, 142, 144, 149-51, 165-6; CCR 12; VB 136-7
AW 223; KO 175
LM 18, 56-7, 70, 101, 137, 198-9; CCR 11-12; KO 102, 110-1, 166-7, 169, 172, 175, 178, 181-4; VB 126; MP 230, 240-1; BFR 102-3; TK 240; HSH 135, 234-5
LM 18
LM 70
LM 101
LM 137
KO 102
KO 120
KO 178-9
VB 126, 135-8
MP 157
MP 230-1
MP 238-40; TK 57, 240
MP 240-1
MP 241
BFR 105, 107-8
BFR 103; TK 240
TK 202
HSH 237-8
HSH 237-8
AW 149-51
KO 179-84
HSH 234-5, 237
BFR 103; TK 240
AW 69-70
VB 137; BFR 107
KO 179-82; MP 239
VB 136-8
VB 138-9
VB 139-41, 178
VB 126, 133-4
BFR 107
BFR 107
QU 187-8
AW 49
BM 149, 151-2, 202-4, 208, 226, 245; KO 170; VB 117; HSH 191
AW 48-9, 63, 65, 121, 143, 163; LM 56; KO 184, 196-7; MP 195; HSH 191, 237
LM 198
temperate restoration

AW 184, 206, 223; LM 56, 70; KO 102, 111, 175, 184; VB 127, 138-9

divorce

KO 111, 168-70, 178; VB 126, 141; MP 195, 240; BFR 106-7; HSH 135-6, 233, 235

NJ's reflections on

in South America with

BM 152, 245; LM 56; KO 102, 180-2, 184; VB 126-7, 138-9

opinion of

BFR 107

affairs recounted by

KO 178-84, 248; VB 127, 133-4; MP 239

relationship with restored

HSH 233, 235-7

Colonel Flores:

marriage to

KO 111, 184; MP 238-41; BFR 102-8; TK 56, 239-40; HSH 58, 136, 233-6

pride in success of

BFR 106

NJ wonders about

BFR 105

Jimmy Stripling:

sometime sister-in-law of

AW 89, 148

shows excessive interest in

AW 89, 93

brief affair with

AW 149-51; KO 178-82; VB 141

defends against NJ's contempt

AW 147-8; VB 141

also mentioned

QU 95; AW 97, 100

and daughter Polly:

in early years:

pregnant with

BM 245

three years old

AW 49

domestic arrangements

AW 121, 140; KO 175

Brent affair revealed to Bob by

VB 140

as adult:

with:

Victory Day Service

MP 238; TK 56, 239

Henderson's gallery

HSH 233-7

and ambitions of

BFR 106

NJ compares and contrasts with

MP 238-9; TK 57, 239-40; HSH 235

otherwise mentioned

KO 167; VB 139; HSH 58, 135

and other characters:

Mrs Andriadis:

house let to

BM 149, 203; AW 168-9, 171-2

distaste for

BM 203-4; AW 169

visits with NJ

AW 167, 171-2

Bijou Ardglass

AW 63, 65, 121, 142-3

Barnby

AW 161

Mrs Burden

AW 147

Norman Chandler

HSH 234, 236

Sir Magnus Donners

AW 64, 97, 142-3, 161

Mrs Erdleigh

AW 97

Barnabas Henderson

HSH 233

Isobel

KO 102; BFR 102-3, 105

Rosie Manasch

BFR 108

Pennistone

BM 149, 151-2; VB 117

Lady McReith

QU 81-3; VB 136-7

Mona:

evening out with

AW 48, 60-73

weekend at house of Templer and

AW 79, 100, 109-10

understanding of:

flawed character

AW 66, 139-40, 221

attraction to Quiggin

AW 140-1, 143, 146
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Templer, Jean (cont’d)

concerned for marriage of and the postcard
Matilda KO 248
Moreland KO 102
Quiggin AW 92-3, 140-1, 181
Stringham BM 207-8
Betty Templer VB 136-7
Prince Theodoric BM 204
Dicky Umfraville AW 163-5, 169, 171
Baby Wentworth: friendship with BM 204, 208; AW 64-5, 97, 142-3, 161
in Italy with LM 198
Widmerpool LM 56-7, 70
Templer, Mona

see Mona
Templer, Mr

the father of Peter Templer – QU 69

described

family:

  brother
  wife dead
  daughters:
    Babs
    Jean
  son Peter

portrait of by Isbister

and the world of business:

  chairman of several businesses
  money made mostly in cement
  retirement after error investment error
  plans for Peter in rather than formal education
  continued interest in

lifestyle in retirement:

  house by the sea
  money:
    stock market success
    reasonable wealth
    tightness with in Peter's eyes
    charitable giving
  love of boxing
  fitness regime
  given to fits of gloom

death

and other characters:

  Sunny Farebrother:
    business friend of
    brusqueness towards
    regarded by awe:
      devotion
      fear
    obituary written by
  Le Bas
  Lady McReith
  Jimmy Stripling:
    father-in-law of
    attitude to
a friend of NJ – QU 11

a) episodes involving

at school:
- late return from visit to London: QU 12, 23-4, 28, 31-7
- the afternoon of Braddock alias Thorne: QU 38-49, 52, 71, 128
- conversation with NJ: QU 69-71, 81, 109

NJ's visit to the family house: QU 72-3, 75-6, 79-80, 82-4, 87-96, 98-101, 167; AW 141-2, LM 56, 199; SA 191; TK 248; HSH 79

visit to NJ and Stringham at university:
- in Stringham's room and a restaurant: QU 185-88; KO 109
- the ill-fated car-jaunt: QU 187, 188-93; 194, 222; BM 48; LM 56; KO 109, 167-8, 181; VB 125

weekend with NJ:
- chance meeting at the Ritz: AW 42-52, 57-8, 60-1, 63, 65-70, 178
- at home: AW 69-70, 79-87, 90-1, 98-9, 101-11; KO 199; HSH 237-8

Le Bas's Old Boys' dinner: AW 178-80, 183-6, 190-3, 200-1, 203-4, 206

evening at Dicky Umfraville's club: LM 183-7, 199, 196-9; 201; KO 104, 117; MP 26; BFR 93

dinner at Stourwater, including the tableaux: KO 101-3, 104-11, 122-3, 126, 128-30, 132-5, 137-40, 176, 184; VB 126; MP 19; HSH 60

at and after Widmerpool's Cabinet Office meeting: MP 18, 19-20, 22-28, 52
Templer, Peter

b) character

described

QU 32-3, 75; AW 42, 178; LM 184; KO 104, 133-5, 138;
MP 19, 22

career:

school:

episodes:

as part of the narrative

reported indirectly:

Budd’s banana
QU 14-16

the Akworth incident
QU 16-17, 128-9; HSH 175

messmate of NJ and Stringham

see Templer, Peter – c) relationships

troublesome record at:

subversive attitude to rules:

enjoyment of on principle

examples of:

the London trip:

lateness
QU 12, 31-2, 36-7

the "tart"
QU 35-6

the race-meeting
QU 33

smoking
QU 33, 40-2, 44-5, 72

whisky
QU 33

not "a credit to the house"
QU 33, 55, 128

"more or less asked to leave"
QU 72, 129

leaves one term early
QU 72

as stockbroker:

preparation for:

rejection of academia
QU 72, 130, 215

time in Amsterdam
QU 75

success in:

considerable wealth
BM 150-1, 202; AW 42, 45; LM 107; KO 173; VB 136

affected by the slump
AW 70, 124; KO 173

involvement in with:

Sir Magnus Donners
KO 103, 110-1, 138-40, 176; VB 126

Bob Duport
QU 185; AW 52, 183-4, 206; KO 110-1, 138-9, 171

Jimmy Brent
QU 185

Widmerpool
AW 51-2, 183, 206; LM 55-6, 183, 186; KO 110, 138-40

explanation of the Acceptance World
AW 51, 178

also mentioned
QU 185, 215; AW 45; LM 108, 185; KO 102, 122;
MP 24

during the war as:

Government financial adviser in MEW
VB 126; SA 83, 191-2; MP 18-20, 22-3, 26

secret service agent:

personal motivation for
SA 192; MP 26, 82-3, 87, 206

death as:

murdered in Balkans
MP 192-5, 216-8, 227; BFR 179-80, 248, 250

also mentioned
MP 240; BFR 58, 60-2; TK 109, HSH 61

houses associated with:

of family near seaside
QU 74, 99; and see Places – e) U.K.; other ...

when married in:

Maidenhead
AW 72-3; and see Places – e) U.K.; other ...

Sunningdale
KO 104-5, 107, 121-2

as single man in London:

flat bombed in blitz
MP 26

lodging with Ted Jeavons
MP 26-8, 81-3, 87; BFR 93

embodiment of "wealth" versus "bohemianism":

pre-occupation with money
BM 150-1; AW 44-5, 86, 93, 180, 183; LM 187; KO 103
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734
lack of interest in:
the arts:
  as a defining trait KO 105
  literature:
    dislike of QU 12, 48
    low taste in:
      hunting poem AW 51
      News of the World AW 80-1
      Edgar Wallace QU 48; AW 51
  ignorance of:
    poetry QU 42, 45
  film AW 48, 65, 69
  paintings:
    father's portrait AW 45-6, 86
    Duport's seascapes AW 87; HSH 237-8
  on subjects for the tableaux KO 126
  unmoved by Mona's enthusiasms for
  the intangible generally QU 38; AW 98-9; MP 227
"suburban tastes":
  bridge AW 45; KO 103
  cars:
    enthusiasm for QU 85, 186-7, 189; AW 46, 70; KO 102, 110
    also mentioned QU 190-3; KO 72, 104-5, 166-8, 181; VB 125
  clothes QU 32-3, 58; AW 46, 66, 178; KO 102, 104
  golf QU 33, 98-9; AW 45, 73; KO 102-3, 107
  grooming MP 22
  places of residence see above
  tennis QU 33; AW 73
maverick tendency:
  defined as:
    difficulty in "settling down to any one set ..." AW 44-5, 47
    "doesn't exactly fit in with home life" QU 59, 114, 168; BM 244; AW 47
  evident in:
    avoidance of close ties QU 168; BM 202; AW 43, 47
    enjoyment of:
      deviant behaviour at school QU 12, 37, 75
      frisson of argument AW 90, 98, 102-5
    dislike of:
      aristocratic businessmen AW 45; LM 206
      country pursuits AW 50
      "respectable" society functions BM 151; AW 43; KO 103
    search for danger in war MP 26, 82-3, 87
  compared to Uncle Giles in AW 47
womanising:
  as a defining trait AW 209; LM 71, 108, 185; KO 102-3, 124;
  and see Templer, Peter – c) relationships
  schoolboy obsession with QU 33, 35-6; BM 169; SA 83
  intensive philandering:
    in general BM 150-1; AW 50; KO 124, 173; MP 81; BFR 93;
    TK 159
  particular women see Templer, Peter – c) relationships
  possibility of deviant tastes KO 173; TK 159
  part played by in self-esteem:
    "armour-plated egotism as a 'ladies' man":
      bragging of the conquests QU 35-6, 99; BM 151; AW 46-7, 50; LM 186-7; KO 103,
      117, 124; MP 27, 81; BFR 93
      exhibiting the trophies LM 71, 107-8, 186-7; KO 103, 117
increasing brittleness of engendered by:
  domestic difficulties
  encroaching age

AW 42, 44, 47, 179, 193; LM 198; KO 104-5, 117-8, 124, 130; MP 19, 25-6

MP 23, 26-7, 82-3, 87, 193
family:

middle one of
father
QU 69, 72-3, 75-6, 79, 82-3, 85, 99-100, 102; AW 43, 45-6, 72-3, 123; LM 56; CCR 72; SA 192; HSH 237

mother dead

sisters:

Babs
QU (17), 69, 75, 80; AW 82, 85, 109, 192; LM 199; KO 177; VB 137; MP 206, 211, 240; HSH 77

Jean:

compared with
affectionate concern for
and relationship of with NJ
also mentioned
QU (17), 69, 74-5, 77, 79-80; BM 30, 151, 200, 202, 207, 222; LM 56, 70, 101; KO 102, 169, 171, 184; VB 117, 126, 136-8; MP 240; BFR 107; HSH 77, 237-8

uncle

NJ:

slightly older than
at school:

host of in home visits:
after leaving school
after meeting at the Ritz
regarded by as touchstone of sexual experience:
established by early episodes:
"Peter's unfortunate incident"
Lady McReith
brought to mind by:

behaviour of:
Stringham
BM 169
Barnby
BM 170; AW 184
Glober
TK 99
Mr Deacon's necklace story
BM 125
Widmerpool's problem re Gypsy Jones
BM 218
Mrs Erdleigh's cards
AW 20
failure of marriage to Mona
AW 179-80; LM 102, 107
birth of affair with Jean
AW 71
Jean's postcard
AW 222
appearance with Peggy
LM 185; KO 124
brilliance as Lust in the tableaux
KO 133-5

detached from:

by:

movement in different circles
QU 188, 195, 200-1; BM 150-1; AW 43-5, 68; LM 55, 100-1; CCR 20; VB 136
uncomfortable memory of Jean
LM 101
for considerable time
LM 198; KO 102-3, 106, 122, 168-9
Templer, Peter – c) relationships (cont’d)

reflections of on death
other acquaintances from school:
Akworth
Cobberton
Le Bas:
animosity towards
persecuted by:
in general
in particular:
the late return from London
eventual sack
later reflections by:
gloomy prophecies
on death:
surprisingly aware of
linkage of with Widmerpool
also mentioned
Maiden
Parkinson
Stringham:
at school:
  messmate of
  episodes shared with:
    Braddock alias Thorne
    Budd's banana
    illegal visit to races
    also mentioned
  afterwards:
    disaffection of after ill-fated car-jaunt
    lack of interest in other than gossip
    nostalgically remembered by
regarded by with ironic humour
comments on
and quotation habit of
and NJ's musings on:
  contrast with
  links with:
  in loss of interest in women
  in death:
  in NJ's thoughts
  in Widmerpool's role
also mentioned
Widmerpool:
  attitude to:
    dislike of
    mockery of
  embarrassment at being seen with
regarded by with disapproval
increasing involvement with:
in the world of business:
  shared rejection of academia
  occasional meetings
  grudging respect for as:
    businessman
  political influence
Templer, Peter – c) relationships (cont’d)

friendship with
during the War:
Cabinet Office meeting with
death:
enengineered by
hypocrisy of after
women:
Lady McReith
Mona:
account of first meeting with
uxorious love for
ill-suited to
marriage:
anniversary of celebrated at the Ritz
assessed by:
NJ
Quiggin
Jean
house in Maidenhead
evident difficulties in
donuts of:
NJ’s realisation of
Templer on
reactions to:
bizarre rumours
by Stringham
by Widmerpool
divorce
effect of on confidence
also mentioned
comparisons to:
Jean’s postcard
marriages of:
Karenin and Anna
Quiggin and Mona
Templer and Peggy
Trapnel and Pamela
also mentioned
remembered by
Betty:
pursuit of:
first meeting
dinner at Carlton Grill
at Dicky Umfraville’s club
marriage to
need for devotion fed by
treatment of:
genreth
patronise
unfaithfulness
and the breakdown at Stourwater:
attempted kindness
unintended cruelty
also mentioned
Lady Anne Stepney (Umfraville):
mutual seduction at Stourwater
affair with afterwards

Pamela Flitton:
- obsession with
- cruel treatment by
- involvement of in death:
  - indirect responsibility for
  - accusation of Widmerpool's part in
  - the dynasty of

other characters:
- Bijou Ardglass
- Mildred Blaides
- Jimmy Brent
- Broadbent
- the Burdens
- St John Clarke
- Sir Magnus Donners:
  - friendly familiarity with
  - and the world of business:
    - dealings with
    - cynically used by
    - on Widmerpool and
  - helped by in wartime career
  - and sexual habits of

Bob Duport:
- considered as:
  - brother-in-law
  - businessman
  - man about town
  - and the ill-fated car-jaunt
- account of death given by
- and the seascape collection belonging to
- also mentioned

Mrs Erdleigh
- Sunny Farebrother:
  - regards with:
    - amusement
    - respect
    - regarded by as showing promise
    - involvement of in wartime career:
      - assistance with move to SOE
      - blithe innocence with regard to death
    - also mentioned

Colonel Flores
- the Foxes
- Heather Hopkins
- Isbister
- Ted Jeavons:
  - first meeting with at Dicky Umfraville's
  - friendship with as lodger

Isobel
- Moreland
- David Pennistone
- Max Pilgrim
Quiggin:
contempt for
AW 66-8, 81-2, 109, 178-9; LM 101
loss of Mona to
AW 124, 138, 143, 146, 178-9, 183; LM 100-1, 185;
CCR 67; BFR 195
negotiations with re Isbister portrait
AW 86-7
also mentioned
AW 57-8, 60, 93, 103-4, 106-7, 123
Snider
Lady Peggy Stepney
AW 50
Odo Stevens:
depressed by with regard to Pamela
MP 194-5
probably murdered by
MP 194-5; BFR 179
Jimmy Stripling:
sometime brother-in-law of
QU 81; AW 82, 84-5, 90, 192; HSH 77
contemptuous dislike of
AW 82, 85, 90, 108-9, 148, 191
grudging respect for in respect of:
business acumen
AW 82, 94
driving
AW 107
success with women
AW 192
vaguely remembered by
TK 248-9
also mentioned
QU 84-5, 88-9, 92; AW 87, 106-7, 190
Szymanski
Prince Theodoric
MP 24, 52-3, 193-4
Bill Truscott
AW 52
Dicky Umfraville
LM 186, 201; VB 149
Tuffy Weedon
KO 107-8
Matilda
KO 106, 120, 134; HSH 60-1
compared and contrasted:
generally with:
Bob Duport
KO 171
Jean
AW 140
Stringham
QU 59
in appearance:
of clothes with Buster Foxe
QU 58
of eyes with:
Sergeant Pendry
VB 12, 15, 149
Dicky Umfraville
VB 149
in sexual behaviour with:
Bijou Ardglass
LM 71
Barnby
BM 170; AW 120
Donners
KO 173; TK 159
Glober
TK 99
in death with:
Erridge
BFR 58, 60
Stringham
BFR 58, 60
George Tolland
BFR 58, 60
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on characters:

the Burdens
Bob Duport
Sunny Farebrother
Cosmo Flitton
the Foxes
Heather Hopkins
Le Bas

Lady McReith's:

husband
lipstick
Max Pilgrim
Quiggin

Stringham:

smell in room of
likely end of friendship with
on grand lifestyle of
on tendency of to play a part
and drink
and women

Jimmy Stripling
Betty
Mona

Widmerpool:

at school:
odd clothes
manner of:

breathing
walking
and Budd's banana
"so wet you could shoot snipe off him"

and Mildred Blaides

on life:

the aristocracy
money
planchette
poetry and poets
society dances
suburban life
Templer family marriages
Wimbledon

women and sex:

adulterers and discretion
cynical approach to
the encounter with the tart
lust
Templer's uncle

brother and business-partner of Templer's father – QU 69

in cement business with Templer's father

given baronetcy by Lloyd George
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sometime girlfriend of X. Trapnel – BFR 225

described as attractive BFR 170
as Trapnel's mistress:
in respect of Pamela:
  last girl before BFR 170; TK 203-4
  briefly kept Trapnel from BFR 170
  very different relationship BFR 171, 225
  ambitions for TK 204
  leaves after row BFR 147, 170; TK 204
  memories of TK 204
later secretary to Chairman of large merchant bank TK 203-4, 218
and other characters:
  Bagshaw remembers BFR 225
  Gwinnett interviews TK 203-4
Theodoric, Prince

member of a Balkan royal family  –  BM 52

episodes involving:

Mrs Andriadis’s party  BM 118-20, 129-34, 147-8, 174, 205, 221; VB 117; MP 54, 57
Stourwater lunch party  BM 189-92, 196-7, 205, 208, 210-11, 221, 226, 232, 245, 282; KO 102, 120; MP 54; BFR 111; HSH 192

wartime meetings at:

Section HQ  MP 51-7, 58, 193
"The Bartered Bride"  MP 103, 104-6, 107, 116, 124
the Victory Service  MP 219-20, 225, 226

described

family:
descent of from Queen Victoria  BM 130-1
individual members of:
father  BM 53, 191, 233
brother  BM 53, 232; MP 24, 226
wife:
Scandinavian princess  SA 114
in America during War  MP 107
influence of on behaviour  SA 114; MP 54
also mentioned

as a member of the Royal Family of a Balkan country:
summary of personal opinions on
between the wars:
views on discussed by:
Sillery  BM 131-3; BFR 14-15
the Walpole-Wilsons  BM 52-3, 191, 196-7, 232; MP 55
a weekly magazine  BM 130-1, 252
progressive influence on
visit to England in promotion of:
with Donners-Brebner:
base metals  BM 53, 131-2, 204
the D-B fellowships  BM 132; BFR 14-15; HSH 48
also mentioned

object of assassination attempts in
during the War:
pro-British attitude concerning  KO 102; VB 117; SA 114; MP 24, 52-3, 57, 107, 219-20
escape from Germans followed by exile from  SA 114; MP 24, 51, 149, 220
anxiety concerning Resistance movements in  MP 54-5, 116, 194
at Victory Day Service  MP 219-20, 226
post-war exile from
also mentioned

post-war life in Canada:
as successful businessman  HSH 48
death in 1960s  HSH 48

character:
bravery  MP 51-2, 54
enjoyment of beautiful women  see below
gentlemanly perfection in:
manners  BM 120, 196, 205, 226; MP 51-2, 105-6
old-fashioned use of English  BM 196; MP 52, 54; BFR 104
knowledge of the Bible  MP 56-7
well-meaning stolidity  BM 53-4, 211, 221, 232; BFR 111
Theodoric, Prince (cont’d)

change in over years:
  effected by marriage
  issuing in more royal confidence

and NJ:
  seen by as typifying a world of:
    power and influence
    sex appeal

  compared by to:
    Jean’s postcard
    Albert Creech
    Colonel Flores
    Proust’s Prince Odoacer
    Alfred Tolland

  and women:
    Bijou Ardglass:
      at Mrs Andriadis’s with
      press photo with (& Brazilian beauty) in Venice
      affair with
      with
    Pamela Flitton
    Baby Wentworth:
      at Mrs Andriadis’s with
      failure with
      also mentioned

  and other characters:
    Mrs Andriadis
    Asbjørnsen
    Barnby
    Colonel Budd
    Mrs Conyers
    Sir Magnus Donners:
      battle with for Baby Wentworth
      business dealings with
      time at Stourwater with
      wish to harness wartime influence of
    Bob Duport
    the Prince of Wales
    Sunny Farebrother
    Finn
    Hlava
    the Huntercombes
    Kucherman
    Lady Molly
    Ted Jeavons
    Chips Lovell
    Rosie Manasch
    Moreland
    Johnny Pardoe
    Pennistone
    Sillery
    Odo Stevens
    Stringham
    Szymanski
    JeanTempler
    PeterTempler
    Bill Truscott
    Vavassor
    Eleanor Walpole-Wilson
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Theodoric, Prince (cont’d)

Lady Walpole-Wilson  BM 52-3, 196, 205
Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson  BM 53-4, 190-1, 196, 226, 232-3, 282; MP 55
Miss Janet Walpole-Wilson  BM 190-1, 196-7, 210-11, 226, 232
Widmerpool  BM 53, 282; MP 116; BFR 111
**Thwaites, Alan**

husband of Caroline Lovell – HSH 208

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>married to Caroline Lovell</th>
<th>HSH 208</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in Army:</td>
<td>HSH 208-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>serving in N.Ireland</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>misses Sebastian's wedding because of</td>
<td>HSH 208-9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Todman, Mr

a local government official – HSH 140

at quarry inquiry HSH 140, 142, 160
career:

Army:

- involvement with Mulberry harbours HSH 140
- retention of: HSH 140, 142
  - military air HSH 140
  - nostalgia for the War HSH 140

Planning Authority HSH 140, 142

and other characters:

- Mr Gauntlett HSH 142
- Mr Goldney HSH 142
- Isobel HSH 140, 142, 160
- Mr Tudor HSH 140
- anonymous aide-de-camp HSH 140
Tokenhouse, Daniel McN.

an old friend of the Jenkins family – TK 59

episodes involving:
  Globier’s visit to London (told in retrospect) TK 70-1, 74, 85, 136
  meetings with NJ in Venice:
    at the flat TK 59, 64-5, 124-5, 126-31, 146-54, 182-3, 238-9
    at the Biennale TK 131-4, 136-46, 150, 162

described
  career:
    the Army:
      Sandhurst TK 60
      WW1:
        serves with BEF TK 60
        invalided home with typhoid TK 60
        reaches rank of major TK 60, 64, 238
        dislike of TK 60-1, 126
        resignation from TK 60-1, 64, 126
        also mentioned TK 125
    publisher of art books:
      ambition to be:
        of long standing TK 60
        fulfilled through legacy TK 60-1
      success as based on:
        hard work TK 62
        sound business acumen TK 60-1, 126, 138-9
        willingness to take risks TK 60-1, 70-1, 136-8
    problems as with:
      own puritanism TK 61
      St John Clarke TK 60-1, 71, 140-2
      retirement from TK 62-3, 138, 149

and see Businesses and Companies

career:
    painter:
      decision to become:
        surprises acquaintances TK 62-3
        leads to settling in Venice TK 63-4, 87
      insistence on status of serious amateur TK 62, 124, 128-9, 133, 146-7, 150, 182
      developments as in:
        style TK 62, 124-5, 128-31, 148, 151
        subject matter TK 128-31, 151-2
      pictures sold only twice, to:
        Belkin TK 152
        Glober TK 151-5

character:
    imagined analysis of by General Conyers TK 62
    rigidity of:
      apparent sexlessness TK 61-3, 127, 138, 215
      asceticism TK 61-2, 127, 137, 139-40, 142, 146
      possibility of “muted sadism” TK 131
      retention of military:
        bearing TK 64, 125-6, 131-2
        rank TK 238

anti-clericalism:
    displaces desire to enter Church TK 61, 126
    fanatical vehemence of illustrated in:
      attitude to own name:
        dislike of TK 61
        ironic quotation from book of TK 128-
paintings TK 125, 128, 130-1
refusal of religious funeral TK 132, 149
caucistic comments TK 125, 151

egotism:
absorption in self TK 124, 127, 130, 132, 136-8, 146, 150-1
contempt for:
intellectuals TK 64-5, 124, 132, 182-3
titles TK 148, 151
vanity concerning own:
business acumen TK 137
paintings TK 124, 127, 133, 146-51

extreme left-wing views:
crisis in leads to nervous breakdown:
development of TK 63
culmination of with Nazi-Soviet pact TK 63
treatment of by Party member TK 154
effect of on lifestyle:
attitude to acquaintances:
NJ's father TK 63, 127
St John Clarke TK 142-3
choice of back-streets in Venice TK 125-6, 147, 153, 184
change in approach to art TK 128-31, 134, 136, 138, 146, 151-2, 154
reading matter TK 132, 143, 153
refusal to live in:
Italy under Mussolini TK 64
Attlee's "near-fascist" Britain TK 64
response to charities TK 151-2
hatred of the West:
letters of protest TK 64
dislike of all things American TK 64, 136, 153
on the "thaw" TK 132
Socialist Realism TK 128-31, 134, 142-4, 148, 151-2, 157, 184, 221
spying:
the incident at Mestre TK 129-30
"usefulness" to Belkin TK 126, 132-3, 148, 152-4, 182, 229
and Widmerpool TK 148-9, 151-4, 182-3, 229
irascible temper

and the Jenkins family:
NJ's father:
long friendship with TK 59-62
shared interest in art TK 60-2
quarrel with:
growth of TK 59-61
culmination of in row over Munich TK 60, 63, 127
Uncle Giles TK 60, 63
NJ:
employment of in publishing house TK 60-3, 70-1, 74, 77, 125;
and see Businesses and Companies
later contacts with:
meetings by:
chance in post-War London TK 63
arrangement in Venice see above
exchange of postcards TK 229-30
intended use of as courier TK 154, 182-3
related by to theme of TK TK 64-5
compared by to:
Cheesman TK 215
Mr Deacon TK 62-3
Tokenhouse, Daniel McN. (cont’d)

Uncle Giles TK 60, 63
the hotel singer TK 65
Widmerpool TK 127

and other characters:
St John Clarke TK 60-1, 70-1, 140-2
Mr Deacon TK 63
Glober:

and the Cubist series TK 70-1, 74, 77, 85, 87, 136-8;

source of court-building amusement to TK 137-40, 142, 146-8, 150-4, 238-9
paintings bought by TK 151-5, 238-9
also mentioned TK 182

Russell Gwinnett TK 145
Ada Leintwardine:
charmed by TK 140-4
and the Cubist blocks TK 138, 140, 154, 229-30
and the mention of Tiepolo TK 153-4, 157

Len Pugsley TK 143-4, 157
Quiggin TK 136, 154

Widmerpool:

annoyed by:

intrusion of TK 148-9, 150-3
ignorance of with respect to art TK 150
embarrassment of by mention of Tiepolo TK 153-4, 157
in relation to Belkin TK 148-9, 151-4, 182-3, 229

and see Businesses and Companies
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Tolland, Hon. Alfred

uncle of the Tolland siblings – AW 190

episodes involving:

Le Bas's Old Boys' dinner
       AW 190, 193-6, 203-4, 206; LM 27, 29, 32, 89; BFR 71-2

at Lady Molly's on occasion of NJ's:
       first visit
       engagement party
       LM 27-33, 35-6, 38-41, 77, 79, 81, 89, 152, 210
       Erridge's funeral
       BFR 52-5, 59, 63-6, 70-2, 74, 77-9, 91-2

and the Tolland family:

generations of:

Lucius as distant ancestor
       BFR 55

the previous
       LM 41; CCR 76

his own:

brother of the older Lord Warminster
       AW 195-6; LM 33; BFR 74

brother-in-law of Lady Katherine
       LM 35

the present – uncle of:

Erridge
       AW 196; LM 30-3, 41, 119, 152, 218; CCR 192;
       BFR 65, 70, 72

Blanche
       LM 38-9; CCR 70; BFR 68, 79

Frederica
       LM 33, 77, 79, 89-90; BFR 88

George
       AW 195-6; LM 33, 38, 41, 210; CCR 76; BFR 65

Hugo
       LM 36-8; BFR 63-4

Isobel
       LM 216; KO 235; BFR 64-6, 71

Norah
       AW 196; LM 33, 35-6

Susan
       LM 38

and see Tolland, the

love of illustrated in:

attendance at Isobel’s engagement party
       LM 217

authoritative knowledge of history:

delight in abstruse details of
the Thrubworth collection
       BFR 74

concern for:

the memorial window (father's)
       LM 41, 152; CCR 76

the plight of debutantes in wartime
       KO 235

distress at:

mockery concerning
       LM 31-3, 35-8

inability to attend George's funeral
       BFR 65

uneventful life history:

school:

in Corderey's house:

just before takeover by Le Bas
       AW 190, 193; BFR 71-2

memories of the name "Umfraville" at
       AW 194; BFR 71

commitment to Old Boys' dinners
       AW 190, 206; LM 27-9, 218; BFR 63-4, 66, 70

lack of:

career
       LM 213

social life
       AW 206; LM 29-30, 79, 217; BFR 70

uncharacteristic moments in:

sometime service in the Guards
       AW 195; LM 79

journey to Singapore
       LM 218; BFR 64

work as air-raid warden
       KO 235; BFR 54

ill health in later life
       CCR 76; BFR 65

character:

dedication to duty:

charitable work
       LM 35; CCR 70

concerning family
       see above
"keeping in touch" AW 190; LM 28, 218; BFR 63, 70
gentle diffidence AW 30, 190, 193; LM 27-9, 32, 38, 90, 217-8; BFR 54, 63-4, 68, 70, 77, 79
habitual inarticulate vagueness AW 194-5; LM 28-9, 33, 40, 218; BFR 54, 64-6, 68, 72, 77-8, 87
melancholy air AW 193-5; LM 27, 33, 34-8; BFR 64
moral dignity AW 193; LM 27, 213; BFR 65, 71, 92
old-fashioned demeanour:
as a defining feature BFR 104
perfect correctness of BFR 52, 64, 70
preference for the old ways CCR 192; KO 235
NJ's thoughts on:
comparison to:
General Conyers LM 27
Erridge LM 119
Colonel Flores BFR 104
Ted Jeavons LM 182
Uncle Giles AW 190
Geoffrey, Lord Sleaford LM 213
as recurrent part of his life LM 217-8
possible relationships with women BFR 64
and other characters:
Colonel Brabazon LM 89-90
Brandreth AW 206
the Bridgnorths:
distantly related to AW 194-5
on reaction of to marriage of Lady Anne AW 195
Mrs Conyers LM 27-30, 79, 81, 210
Howard Craggs BFR 66, 91
Pamela Flitton BFR 54-5, 59, 66, 72, 77-9
Lord Huntercombe BFR 74
Lady Molly Jeavons:
related to by second marriage of LM 34-5
frequenter of soirées given by LM 79, 81
constantly teased by LM 28-30, 33-41, 81, 119, 210, 217; KO 235; BFR 70
Ted Jeavons KO 235; BFR 53-4, 70
Gypsy Jones BFR 66, 91-2
Le Bas AW 190, 193, 204; BFR 71-2
Chips Lovell LM 27
Maiden AW 190
Mark Members LM 217-9
Quiggin BFR 66, 91
Siegfried BFR 78-9
John, Lord Sleaford LM 35
Lady Anne Stepney AW 194-5
Dicky Umfraville AW 194-5; BFR 70-1
mistaken memory of:
as fag at school AW 194; BFR 70-1
as possible friend of Lord Warminster AW 195
and marriage of to:
Frederica BFR 70-1
Lady Anne Stepney AW 194-5
Lord Vowchurch LM
Widmerpool AW 203-4; BFR 54, 63-4, 66, 68, 71-2, 88, 91-2
Tollands, the

NJ’s in-laws – LM 30

ancestry and family history
the siblings considered:
generically

individually – see
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Tollands, the

NJ’s in-laws – LM 30

ancestry and family history
the siblings considered:
generically

individually – see

Budd, Lady Frederica
Erridge, Viscount
Tolland, Lady Blanche
Tolland, Hon. George
Tolland, Hon. Hugo
Tolland, Lady Isobel
Tolland, Lady Norah
Tolland, Lady Priscilla
Tolland, Hon. Robert
Tolland, Lady Susan
Tolland, Lady Blanche

sister-in-law of NJ – LM 22

episodes involving:

- Erridge's funeral: BFR 68, 70-1, 73-4, 79, 92-5
- the Cutts / Akworth wedding: HSH 184

described: CCR 70

NJ knows by sight from years previously: LM 22

character:

*dottiness*:

as defining feature: LM 22, 38-9, 45; CCR 63, 70; KO 146

consisting in chronic vague passivity:

analysed by NJ: CCR 70; KO 118; BFR 33, 47; HSH 11, 14

illustrated in:

- gentle habits: CCR 70-1
- the jigsaw
- flower arranging: CCR 83
- tolerance of St John Clarke: CCR 96
- approach to charity work: CCR 70
- ignoring of family controversy: BFR 95; HSH 11
- lack of interest in men: CCR 70-1, 216; KO 118; HSH 11
- Widmerpool on: BFR 141
- contrasted with that of Betty Templer: KO 118

gives sympathetic rapport with:

- animals: HSH 11
- rebellious youth: HSH 11

kindness:

charity work:

- well known and respected for: KO 118
- specifically:
  - with Uncle Alfred: CCR 70-1
  - locally as proxy for Erridge: BFR 33
  - work for animal sanctuary: HSH 11

after Erridge's funeral: BFR 68, 70-1, 79, 93

as Thrubworth housekeeper:

- for Erridge: KO 146-7, 207; VB 158-9; BFR 33
- continuation after Erridge's death: BFR 73-4, 79, 92-5, 141
- possession of decrepit car: BFR 71, 73

and family:

general comparison and contrast: LM 77; CCR 70

Tolland siblings:

Erridge:

- keeps house for: KO 146-7, 207; VB 158-9; BFR 33

Frederica: LM 77; BFR 68, 93

Hugo: BFR 92; HSH 11-13, 184

Isobel: BFR 70-1

Norah: KO 147; BFR 71, 73-4, 95; HSH 11-13, 184

Priscilla:

- strong likeness to: LM 45, 77

Robert: CCR 70-1

*and see* CCR 63, 69-70, 216

other relations:

- the Alfores: BFR 68
- Fiona Cutts: HSH 11-14
- Lady Molly: LM 38-9
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Tolland, Lady Blanche (cont’d)

Chips Lovell
Uncle Alfred
Lady Katherine:
  favourite of
  lives with at Hyde Park Gardens
  residuary legatee in will of

and other characters:
  Dr Jodrill
  Scorpio Murtlock
  Siegfried
  Skerrett
  Mrs Skerrett
  Betty Templer
  Dicky Umfraville
  Widmerpool

LM 22
LM 39; CCR 70-1; KO 118; BFR 68, 71, 79
CCR 61; KO 146
CCR 59
KO 146
BFR 47
HSH 11-15
BFR 73-4
BFR 70
BFR 73-4, 93
KO 118
VB 158-9
BFR 141
Tolland, Hon. George

brother-in-law of NJ – (AW 195)

described career: CCR 72

school – contemporary of NJ AW 195-6; LM 31, 38; CCR 84-6

the Army:

Coldstream Guards:

Coldstream Guards: retirement from LM 38; CCR 62, 72, 123

Coldstream Guards: distinctive air CCR 72

Coldstream Guards: return to on outbreak of war KO 240

Coldstream Guards: service with in France VB 119

Coldstream Guards: rank: Captain VB 119

Coldstream Guards: rank: Major SA 78

Divisional Staff:

Divisional Staff: Lt-Colonel A&Q: MP 73

Divisional Staff: stationed in Middle East BFR 58

Divisional Staff: competence as wounded in service:

Divisional Staff: seriousness of MP 73, 227; BFR 34, 47

Divisional Staff: long spell in Cairo hospital MP 73, 154

Divisional Staff: return to England from BFR 34

Divisional Staff: the City LM 38; CCR 62, 72, 74, 84-5, 123; BFR 51, 57

department:

department: following relapse after return to England BFR 34

department: funeral BFR 44-8, 50-1, 57-8, 65

department: reactions to by:

department: absence of from funeral BFR 46-7

department: probable contribution to death of BFR 47

remainder of family BFR 58, 95-6

NJ BFR 47-8, 58, 60
timing of saves death duties BFR 95

class and opinions:

class and opinions: dull normality:

class and opinions: dull normality: in contrast to:

class and opinions: dull normality: in contrast to: Erridge see below

class and opinions: dull normality: in contrast to: Hugo LM 38

class and opinions: dull normality: in contrast to: Lady Katherine CCR 61

regarded as:

regarded as: excessively "correct" by Lady Molly LM 38; CCR 62

regarded as: steady by NJ BFR 57-8

regarded as: boring by Chips Lovell CCR 62, 72, 77

regarded as: the nicest of the family by Norah BFR 95

regarded as: defence of snobbery CCR 72

regarded as: and current affairs:

regarded as: the Spanish Civil War CCR 77-8, 94

regarded as: Stalin's show trials CCR 84-5

regarded as: strong sense of duty CCR 69, 72; BFR 57-8, 95

regarded as: and family:

regarded as: second son of CCR 69; BFR 34

regarded as: Sunday lunch with at Hyde Park Gardens CCR 69, 71-4, 76-7, 84-5, 94

regarded as: Tolland siblings:

regarded as: Blanche BFR 47
Erridge:
attitude to CCR 76-8
contrasted with in respect of:
    Thrubworth LM 41; CCR 69, 76-7; BFR 94-5
    escapades LM 33; CCR 67, 76-8; BFR 57-8
    sense of duty BFR 46, 57-8
effect of death on BFR 46-7, 95
Frederica CCR 61, 67; BFR 44-5
Hugo LM 38; BFR 44-5, 95
Isobel KO 240; MP 73; BFR 44, 181
Norah BFR 44, 95
Priscilla CCR 71
Robert CCR 62, 69
Susan:
    particular closeness to CCR 74
grief of at death BFR 95-6
    and see Tolland, the
other relations:
    father of
Roddy Cutts:
    irritated by CCR 73-4; BFR 181
    possible jealousy of CCR 74
discussion with on:
    Erridge and Spain CCR 77-8
    Widmerpool and politics CCR 84-5
Lady Molly LM 38, 41
Ted Jeavons CCR 72; KO 240; BFR 47
Dicky Umfraville BFR 44-5
Uncle Alfred LM 33, 38, 41; CCR 76; BFR 65
Veronica:
    marriage to shocks family CCR 72
    younger than CCR 73
    somewhat under thumb of CCR 73
crucial pregnancy of BFR 34, 45
    and children:
    Jeremy, Earl of Warminster BFR 141
    (step) Angus and Iris CCR 76; BFR 57-8
    Lady Katherine CCR 61, 77, 89
    also mentioned CCR 69, 71, 128
and other characters:
    St John Clarke CCR 94
    Sunny Farebrother CCR 72
    Tom Goring BFR 47, 58
    Stringham CCR 86
    Widmerpool CCR 84-6, 123; BFR 51, 141
episodes involving:

Erridge's funeral
the Cutts – Akworth wedding
described

career:

at university:

at same college as John Mountfichet
outrageous behaviour at:
examples of
regular threats of being sent down
as protégé of Sillery
eventually graduation from

the Army:

joins Gunners in ranks
anti-aircraft Lance-Bombardier on South Coast
no desire for commission

as interior designer and antiques dealer:

early work with Mrs Baldwyn-Hodges
own business:
early thoughts of with Max Pilgrim
reality of with Sam
sale of:
bidet to Pamela
candlesticks to Max Pilgrim
French commodes to Rosie Manasch

character:

outrageous behaviour:

at university:
"thick sea mist of gossip"
clothes
the "dated" aesthete
pro-Franco pamphlets
motor accident related to
sobered by War

homosexuality:

dubious companions
relationships with:
Max Pilgrim
Sam
other indications

colourful conversation
reading of "Camel Ride to the Tomb"

and family:

as the problem child of:
youngest son
childhood incidents:
being sick on St John Clarke
fears concerning:
exacerbated by youthful behaviour
confounded by
graduation
success in employment
unrecognised toughness
enlistment as soldier
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Tolland, Hon. Hugo (cont’d)

fear of possibility of succeeding to title
abandonment of visit to Mountfichet

Tolland siblings:

Erridge:
the rival sick-bed salon
low opinion of executor of

Blanche
CCR 194-5
BFR 45, 87, 94
BFR 44, 67, 183

Frederica
CCR 215; BFR 44, 67, 94-5, 183

George
BFR 95-6

Isobel
CCR 215; KO 110; SA 150; HSH 10

Norah:
unfailing difference of opinion with
irritation of by:

CCR 193; HSH 13

wasteful behaviour
CCR 195

making fun of:
politics
CCR 195

lifestyle
CCR 195; KO 110; HSH 184

also mentioned
BFR 94-5

Priscilla
CCR 59, 171

Robert
CCR 59, 62; KO 146

and see Tolland, the

other relations:

brothers-in-law:

NJ
KO 199; VB 119; SA 78, 150; BFR 94

Roddy Cutts
BFR 45, 80, 88, 93-4, 96, 180, 183; HSH 12

Dicky Umfraville
HSH 184-5

Fiona Cutts
HSH 10, 12-14, 184

Lady Molly:
source of gossip to
comes to resemble
part played by in career
also mentioned
LH 36-7; HSH 13

HSH 13
CCR 194
BFR 87

Ted Jeavons
KO 240-1; BFR 94, 98-9

"the Chemist-Earl"
BFR 49

Uncle Alfred
LM 36-8; BFR 63-4, 91

Lady Katherine
CCR 59; KO 146

and other characters:

Mrs Baldwyn Hodges
CCR 194; KO 147, 199

Harold Brightman
CCR 193

St John Clarke
CCR 69, 215

Howard Craggs
BFR 91

Pamela Flitton:
unwitting introduction of to Trapnel
fascination with
sale of bidet to
BFR 82
BFR 88, 91-2, 139
BFR 139

Mrs Baldwyn Hodges:
meeting with
employed by
mother-fixation upon
CCR 194
CCR 194; KO 147-8, 199
CCR 194

Mrs Conyers
LM 37-8, 42

Russell Gwinnett
HSH 184

Heather Hopkins
KO 110

Gypsy Jones
BFR 91

Chips Lovell
LM 37; CCR 194

Rosie Manasch
TK 230

John Mountfichet
LM 37
### Scorpio Murtlock
- HSH 10-14, 29, 36, 184

### Max Pilgrim
- KO 147-8, SA 150

### Quiggin
- BFR 91

### Sam:
- army friendship with
- partnership with:
  - in business
  - as homosexuals
- grief at death of

### Siegfried
- BFR 87, 93, 180

### Sillery:
- object of attention from
- cause of embarrassment to

### Smith
- LM 37; CCR 193

### Widmerpool
- BFR 87
- BFR 67, 80, 91, 141, 183

---

**Tolland, Hon. Hugo** (cont’d)
Tolland, Lady Isobel

NJ's wife – LM 23

episodes involving:

- NJ's visit to Thrubworth
- engagement party at Lady Molly's
- in the nursing home
- Mrs Foxe's party for Moreland
- Sunday tea at home
- weekend at the Morelands', including Stourwater tableaux

- NJ's weekend leave at Lady Frederica's
- Ted Jeavons's party
- "The Bartered Bride"
- the party at Prasad's embassy
- Erridge's funeral
- the Flores' party
- the performance of the "Seraglio"
- at the Jenkins country home:
  - the visit of Murtlock and his companions
  - watching TV
  - the quarry inquiry
  - the Donners Memorial Prize dinner
  - the Cutts / Akworth wedding
- described (but only ever tangentially)

character:

- liveliness:
  - freshness and informality
  - given to teasing:
    - Erridge
    - NJ
    - Susan
  - part in the Stourwater tableau

- comments on:
  - behaviour at Mrs Foxe's party
  - Erridge and Mona
  - Pamela Flitton
  - Russell Gwinnett
  - Maida Vale
  - Matilda and Donners
  - Murtlock
  - Stourwater
  - Norah and her ménage
  - the Tolland Arms
  - Trapnel
  - fascinated by scandals of:
    - Byron at Castlemallock
    - Ferrand-Sénéschal
  - love of literature:
    - "a bit highbrow"
    - quotation
    - encyclopaedic knowledge of St J Clarke's novels
  - sympathetic concern for others

and NJ:

- early relationship with:
  - object of early interest by
first meeting with:
  
  love at first sight: LM 137
  sense of old acquaintance: LM 137
  encouragement of: LM 148, 153
  further meeting with: LM 156
  engagement to: LM 201-2, 204, 207, 215-20, 223-4, 234, 235; VB 20

marriage to:
  
  the wedding: CCR 58
  Templer not at: KO 104
  general references to: CCR 71, 85, 101; KO 225
  the relationship:
    impossibility of describing objectively CCR 96; VB 143
    awareness of Jean Duport KO 102
    communication in absence:
      wartime:
        letters VB 44, 179-80, 206; SA 8, 10; TK 160
        visits VB 150-6, 158-9, 175-6, 178; MP 25, 80, 199
        telegram BFR 33
      general references to: CCR 63, 97, 135, 139, 142, 166, 168, 197, 208, 213,
      215, 220; KO 88, 91-3, 96, 99, 149, 208, 215,
      225, 234, 240-1, 243; VB 20, 134, 145, 150,
      156, 175, 178, 216; MP 24-5, 80, 101, 105;
      BFR 62, 202, 251; TK 18, 218-9, 230, 237,
      248, 252-6; HSH 14, 30, 39, 46, 57, 60, 79,
      86, 91-2, 149, 160-1, 174-5, 214

children:
  
  early miscarriage CCR 63-4, 71, 73, 96-8, 102, 109, 128, 215
  first son: KO 150, 206, 240; VB 20, 117, 119, 146, 150, 175-6
    pregnant with VB 178; SA 106
    born immediately after NJ's leave MP 25; BFR 134
    referred to
  second son: BFR 194
    birth
    same age as the Cuttses' BFR 180-1, 194
    otherwise mentioned HSH 180
  and family:
    considered generically:
      as typifying the aristocracy KO 131
      otherwise mentioned CCR 63, 97, 135, 139, 142, 166, 168, 197, 208, 213,
      215, 220; KO 88, 91-3, 96, 99, 149, 208, 215,
      225, 234, 240-1, 243; VB 20, 134, 145, 150,
      156, 175, 178, 216; MP 24-5, 80, 101, 105;
      BFR 62, 202, 251; TK 18, 218-9, 230, 237,
      248, 252-6; HSH 14, 30, 39, 46, 57, 60, 79,
      86, 91-2, 149, 160-1, 174-5, 214

Tolland siblings:
  
  fifth child and youngest girl but one
  "different" from others: LM 23, 136; CCR 71
  Blanche: BFR 70; HSH 11
  Erridge LM 136-9, 145, 148, 150-3, 216, 220; CCR 191;
    KO 213; VB 15; BFR 33, 62-3, 65
  Frederica CCR 213, 215, 218-9; KO 206, 225, 240; VB 20, 117,
    143, 145-6, 152-6, 176; SA 10, 106, 158;
    HSH 175, 215
  George MP 73
  Hugo CCR 215; KO 100; SA 150; HSH 10
  Norah LM 93; KO 100; MP 85-6; BFR 44, 48; HSH 215
  Priscilla CCR 71, 135-7, 149-50, 183, 197, 216, 218, 220; KO
    88, 100, 108; VB 119, 154-6, 178
  Robert CCR 63-4, 149, 183, 216, 218; VB 153-6, 158, 206
Tolland, Lady Isobel (cont’d)

Susan
otherwise mentioned
and see Tollands, the
other relations:
the Alfords
Robin Budd
Fiona Cutts
Roddy Cutts
Sebastian Cutts
Chips Lovell
Lady Molly
Ted Jeavons
Lady Anne Stepney
Uncle Alfred
Veronica
Dicky Umfraville:
and Lady Frederica
and Flavia Wisebite
Lady Katherine
interested in:
history of
restoration of Thrubworth
and other characters:
previous relationship close to an engagement
Audrey
Barnby
Barry
Carolo
Norman Chandler
St John Clarke
General Conyers
Gibson Delavacquerie
Sir Magnus Donners
Jean Duport
Mrs Erdeleigh
Sunny Farebrother
Pamela Flitton
Mrs Foxe
Mr Gauntlett
Glober
Mr Goldney
Gwinnett
Barnabas Henderson
Heather Hopkins
Kedward
Audrey Maclintick
Rosie Manasch
Hugh Moreland
Matilda Moreland
Scorpio Murtlock
David Pennistone
Madame Philidor
Mrs Prasad
Quiggin
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Salvidge and his wife
Skerrett
Mrs Slater
Smith
Odo Stevens
Stringham
Betty Templer
Peter Templer
Mona
Mr Todman
X. Trapnel
Jack Udney
Odo Stevens
van Strydonck de Burkel
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson
Widmerpool
Flavia Wisebite:
and Robert
and Dicky
and Harrison Wisebite

HSH 91
BFR 61, 70
HSH 139
LM 142, 144
VB 143, 150; TK 237
VB 153
KO 133
KO 104, 134; MP 24-5
LM 138, 146-7, 154, 209; BFR 62-3
HSH 140, 160
BFR 227
VB 145
TK 237
MP 102
KO 100; SA 158, 161
CCR 101-2; BFR 251; MP 105; TK 18; HSH 46
VB 153-6, 158
VB 153-4, 158
VB 154
Tolland, Lady Norah

sister-in-law of NJ – AW 115

episodes involved in:
visit by NJ and Frederica          LM 91-99, 118, 183, 200
Ted Jeavons's ARP party           MP 81, 84-6
Erridge's funeral                 BFR 44, 48, 60-1, 71-4, 81-2, 85, 93-6
cornerstone at flat about Fiona   HSH 11-14
the Cutts / Akworth wedding       HSH 184, 215
described                        LM 93; MP 84; HSH 13
flats:
attic in Chelsea with Eleanor    LM 36, 86, 91-99; CCR 95, 129-30; SA 160; HSH 13
in Battersea alone               HSH 11-14

class:
awkwardness of:                   LM 36, 93, 137; MP 81
belligerence
touchiness

lesbianism:
rejection of men                  CCR 71; MP 80
relationships                     see below
remains unmarried

politics:
serious left-wing attitude to     CCR 95, 131, 191
disillusion with

work as driver:
in women's services during War    KO 208; VB 196; SA 160; MP 81, 86; HSH 13
director of car-hire firm         HSH 13

and the family:
considered generically            LM 30, 34, 39-41, 136, 142, 148, 157, 203, 207, 216-7;
                                 CCR 59, 62, 67, 91, 101, 191-2; KO 91, 146,
                                 240
regarded as a problem by
combative relations with:
in general                        LM 94-6, 99, 207; CCR 193; BFR 94-5; HSH 11-13, 184
individually

see below

Tolland siblings:
Erridge:
strained relationship with       LM 96; CCR 68; BFR 61
visit to at Thubworth
agreement with political opinions of
annoyed by on account of:
break up with Mona
abandonment of Spain
hypochondria
maintenance of Thubworth
on the butler succession
in tears at funeral of
also mentioned

Blanche
Frederica:
hostility towards
also mentioned

George:
on superiority of to Erridge
on the memorial window
moved by death of

Hugo
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Isobel: source of amusement to KO 100 at various functions with MP 85-6; BFR 44, 48; HSH 215

Priscilla CCR 71, 95
Susan LM 136-7; BFR 95; HSH 13

and see Tolland, the

other relations:

the Alfrd HSH 184, 215
Fiona Cutts HSH 11-13, 184
Roddy Cutts BFR 44, 93-4; HSH 13
Lady Molly LM 35-6; SA 160; HSH 13
Ted Jeavons MP 80-1, 84-5; BFR 97
Chips Lovell LM 23
Lady Katherine:
apathy towards during life LM 207; CCR 61; KO 146
praise for after death KO 146
Uncle Alfred LM 35-6

lesbian relationships:

Eleanor Walpole-Wilson:
early friendship with AW 115, 196; VB 196
shared life with:

the "ménage": SA 160
establishment of LM 22-3, 35-6, 86, 91-99, 200; CCR 95, 129-30;

KO 100, 208; HSH 13
temporary soured by Heather Hopkins LM 96-7, 99; KO 100
wartime colleague of KO 208; VB 196
and death of:

bequeathed pugs by HSH 13-14

tender memories of HSH 13

Pamela Flitton:
at Ted Jeavons's party with MP 81, 84-6
intense feelings for MP 84-6, 128; BFR 60, 70

left by MP 128; BFR 60, 81-2, 70, 85
on marriage of to Widmerpool MP 204; BFR 96-7
on behaviour of at Erridge's funeral:
appearance BFR 60
being sick in the Chinese jar BFR 93

Heather Hopkins:

initial enthusiasm for LM 96, 98-9; CCR 130
later shame over CCR 129-30

Lady McReith KO 208; MP 86

and other characters:

Howard Craggs BFR 81-2
Russell Gwinnett HSH 184
Mona CCR 67
Scorpio Murtlock HSH 11-13, 184
Siegfried BFR 74, 93-4
Smith KO 147
Widmerpool MP 204; BFR 96
Matilda Wilson CCR 129-30
Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson AW 115, 196; LM 36
Tolland, Lady Priscilla

sister-in-law of NJ – LM 22

episodes involving:
- NJ's first visit to Lady Molly's
- Sunday lunch at Hyde Park Gardens
- the evening of Moreland's symphony:
  - dinner with NJ and Isobel
  - reaction to the performance
  - at Mrs Foxe's party
- at Lady Frederica’s for NJ's weekend leave
- at the Café Royal

described:
- generally
- as increasingly beautiful

life history:
- pre-debutante
- job in opera promotion
- death in blitz

character:
- strength of:
  - resilience
  - decisiveness
- naiveté:
  - tendency to blush
  - of opinions on:
    - the Spanish Civil War
    - music
- less pleasant side to:
  - restlessness
  - truculence born of:
    - guilt
    - jealousy
  - disparaging anecdotes
  - as possible femme fatale
- change in after marriage

and family:
- youngest child in
- typical of in:
- features
- character

Tolland siblings:
- Blanche:
  - living at home with
  - good relationship with
  - compared to
  - also mentioned
- Erridge
- Frederica:
  - compared to
  - staying with during war
  - also mentioned
- George
- Hugo
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Isobel:
close relationship with suggested by:
visit to in nursing home  CCR 71
anxiety of over affairs  CCR 135, 183, 197; KO 88-9; VB 154-5
also mentioned or alluded to with NJ  LM 23; CCR 138, 149-51, 216, 218, 220; KO 100, 108, 245; VB 146, 178; SA 74, 123, 127, 215

Norah
Robert:
job arranged by  CCR 71, 135
engagement announced by  CCR 216-8
also mentioned  LM 39; CCR 59, 69, 150, 183

and see
other relations:
Lady Molly:
  frequent visitor to  LM 22, 39; CCR 174; SA 162
  staying with during war  SA 109-10, 130, 138, 154-5
  killed with in blitz  SA 157-8, 162, 215
Ted Jeavons  CCR 173
Veronica  CCR 69, 71
Lady Katherine  LM 51-2, CCR 59, 138

and men:
generally:
dissatisfaction with early beaux  CCR 71, 152
found attractive by  CCR 151, 136
Chips Lovell:
pursuit by  LM 22-3, 45, 51, 90; CCR 187-8; SA 91, 162
engagement to  CCR 216-8, 220; SA 110
marriage to:
  possibly on the rebound  SA 90
  honeymoon in Venice  VB 156
  effect of on character  KO 91
  assumed to be successful  KO 89-91; VB 119; SA 91, 108-9
  daughter Caroline  KO 91; VB 145, 147, 150, 154; SA 105, 109, 111
difficulties in:
  rumours of growing tension  VB 154-5; SA 74, 88, 90, 124
  wartime separation  VB 154-5; SA 74, 107, 108-10, 122, 129-30, 140, 145
  affair with Stevens  see below
also mentioned  VB 146, 151
and will of  SA 105

Moreland:
early acquaintance with:
  development of  CCR 135-6, 139, 157
  growing seriousness of  CCR 151-3, 156-7, 169, 176, 212; KO 248
at Mrs Foxe’s party with:
  the ticket  CCR 135-6
  reaction to the symphony  CCR 137
  behaviour together  CCR 139, 168-71, 174-6, 180, 182-3; KO 108, 248; SA 215
affair with:
  secrecy concerning  CCR 157, 180, 187
  suspicions of aroused in:
    NJ and Isobel  CCR 135-7, 139, 151-3, 168-9, 186-8, 197
    Audrey  CCR 149
    Matilda  CCR 151-2, 156-7, 182, 205-6
    Stringham  SA 215
    Tuffy Weedon  CCR 174-5
    wider circles  CCR 186-8, 216-7; SA 74, 215
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ended:
by Maclintick’s death CCR 211-3; KO 248
without consummation KO 247-8, SA 89-90
also mentioned KO 88-9, 91, 100, 245; SA 111, 115, 121-3, 141, 155
analysed by Moreland KO 245-8
as possible source of the brooch VB 151
chance meeting with at Café Royal SA 126, 133, 138

Odo Stevens:
first meeting with at Lady Frederica’s:
playing with Caroline VB 150
the brooch VB 151, 166-7, 175, 178; SA 106-7
attraction noticeable:
the blush VB 166
desire to be together VB 150-1, 175
analysed by NJ SA 145
suspicion aroused at VB 152, 166-7

affair with:
development:
begins quickly SA 107
life together in Scotland SA 74, 106-7; MP 129
possibility of marriage SA 109, 111
obviousness of in London SA 122-131, 137
Chips on SA 74, 105-11
also mentioned SA 147; MP 130, 194
irritation with SA 133-42
final parting from SA 135-9

and other characters:

Bijou Ardglass SA 110, 122, 129-30
Barnby VB 119
Barry VB 147, 150, 154
the Bridgnorths CCR 170-1
St John Clarke CCR 91, 95
Mrs Conyers LM 45
Pamela Fitton MP 130, 141
Mrs Foxe CCR 138
Buster Foxe VB 172
Audrey Maclintick CCR 168-9; SA 121-3, 126, 133-4, 138-41
Matilda CCR 151-3, 156-7, 213; KO 100, 245-8
Max Pilgrim SA 142
Stringham CCR 168, 170, 173, 175
Jack Udney VB 144-5
Dicky Umfraville VB 166
Eleanor Walpole-Wilson CCR 95; SA 130, 158
Tuffy Weedon CCR 174-5
Tolland, Hon. Robert
brother-in-law of NJ – LM 31

episodes involving:
- Sunday lunch at Hyde Park Gardens  CCR 62-5, 68-9, 71, 89
- Mrs Foxe’s party for Moreland’s symphony  CCR 149-51, 157, 182-3
- tea at NJ’s flat  CCR 213, 216-9
- NJ’s weekend leave at Lady Frederica’s  VB 147-8, 166-72, 174-6; SA 79; HSH 186

described  CCR 62-3; VB 147

character:
- emotional detachment  CCR 63-4, 70, 216; VB 147, 155, 166
- good manners  CCR 63; VB 147
- interest in the arts  CCR 63-4, 134, 149; VB 147
- opinions on:
  - Spain  CCR 64-5, 68-9, 219
  - the Abdication  CCR 133, 150
  - the progress of the war  VB 167

social life:
- regarded as a “mystery”  LM 39; CCR 59, 62-3, 70, 150, 216; KO 147; VB 119, 153, 155-6, 206
- outwardly conformist  CCR 62; KO 147
- rumours of irregular behaviour  CCR 62-3; VB 146, 206

career:
- in export business  LM 39; CCR 63; VB 155-6, 206
- wartime service:
  - thoughts of joining Navy  KO 241; VB 156
  - with the Army:
    - in Field Security:
      - stationed at Mytchett  VB 148, 166, 172, 175
      - suited to by character  VB 156, 166
    - rank:
      - lance-corporal  VB 119, 147-8, 168
      - attitude to commission  VB 119, 155-6, 166, 206
    - desire for action:
      - at expense of commission  VB 155-6, 206
      - shown by rare excitement  VB 167, 171
      - considered by NJ  VB 166, 171-2, 206
    - sudden cancellation of leave  VB 168-72, 174-6
    - death in France  VB 205-6; SA 78-9; HSH 186-7

and family:
- position as seventh child and third son  CCR 62
- regarded by as detached  KO 147; VB 155
- NJ as most congenial of  CCR 62; KO 145
- Tolland as impassive  VB
- Blanche:
  - shares emotional detachment of  CCR 63, 70
  - also mentioned  CCR 59, 69, 216; KO 146
- Erridge:
  - shares disregard for public opinion  CCR 62
  - and involvement of with:
    - the Spanish Civil War  CCR 64-5, 68-9, 71, 219
    - St John Clarke’s legacy  CCR 219
    - Thurbworth  CCR 69, 219
- Frederica
  - CCR 133, 150-1, 213, 216-9; VB 145-7, 153, 170; HSH 186-7
- George:
  - compared and contrasted with  CCR 62
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and the maintenance of Thrubworth

Hugo

Isobel:

and illness of thoughts of concerning:
relationship with Flavia
the effect of war

Priscilla:
influential in finding job for on presence of at Mrs Foxe’s party
brings news of engagement of also mentioned

and see

other relations:

Chips Lovell
Lady Molly
Veronica
Dicky Umfraville
Lady Katherine

and other characters:

St John Clarke
Mrs Foxe:

at cultural events in entourage of:
"The Duchess of Malfi"
Moreland’s symphony

on character of

Buster Foxe
Archie Gilbert
Lady Huntercombe
Moreland
Matilda
Max Pilgrim
Odo Stevens
Stringham

Flavia Wisebite:
considerably younger than
at Lady Frederica’s with on embarkation leave
nature of relationship with:
assumed to be love affair
remains enigmatic:
Robert’s natural secrecy
Flavia’s grief at departure
left unresolved by death

Tolland, Hon. Robert (cont’d)
Tolland, Lady Susan

sister-in-law of NJ – LM 31

episodes involving:

- NJ’s first visit to Thrubworth
- Sunday lunch at Lady Katherine’s
- dinner at Westminster flat
- Erridge’s funeral
- Sebastian’s wedding

described

character:

- strength of will
- sociability:
  - as part of ambition for Roddy
  - lively high spirits
- bouts of nervous melancholy

and family:

Tolland siblings:

- Erridge
- Frederica
- Hugo
- Isobel:
  - several years older than
  - friendly competition with
    - also mentioned
- Norah:
  - compared to
  - rivalry with
    - also mentioned
- George:
  - favourite sister of
  - and funeral of

other relations:

the Alfords
Lady Augusta Cutts
Lady Molly
Lady Katherine

and Roddy Cutts:

- engagement to:
  - imminence of
  - announcement of
  - excitement about

- marriage to:
  - flat in Westminster
  - power over
  - and affair of
  - constituency support for
    - otherwise mentioned

- children:
  - Jonathan
  - Sebastian
  - Fiona:
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also mentioned BFR 180-1, 192, 194
resemblance to HSH 9
attitude to lifestyle of:
  anxious resignation HSH 10-11, 13, 74, 182-3, 240
  attempt to:
    avoid reference to HSH 111, 170, 179-80
    find optimism about HSH 172, 182, 240

and other characters:
- Barnby VB 119
- Mildred Blaides CCR 86
- Etienne Delavacquerie HSH 74
- Gibson Delavacquerie HSH 179, 182
- Pamela Flitton BFR 86, 88, 96-7
- Russell Gwinnett HSH 182-3
- Mona LM 154, 209
- Rosie Manasch BFR 109
- John Mountfichet BFR 96
- Scorpio Murtlock HSH 10-11, 180
- Quiggin LM 138, 141, 146, 154, 209; BFR 86
- Smith LM 143-4, 147
- Stringham:
  - crush on as young girl CCR 86
  - finds being "looked after" at Lady Molly's CCR 86-7
- Tuffy Weedon CCR 86-8
- Widmerpool CCR 86; BFR 96-7
Tolland, Veronica
wife of George – CCR 69

episodes involved in:
- Sunday lunch at Hyde Park Gardens
  CCR 69, 71-3, 76, 85
- the Cutts / Akworth wedding
  HSH 178, 180
described
CCR 73
family background:
- father an auctioneer near Stourwater
  CCR 128; HSH 180
- school
  CCR 128; HSH 180
described
CCR 73
character:
- adaptability of
  HSH 180
- strength of
  CCR 73
- preference for city life
  HSH 178
husbands:
1) Fred Collins:
   - divorced from
     CCR 72-3, 128; HSH 178
   - children Angus and Iris
     CCR 72-3, 76; BFR 57-8, 141; HSH 178
   - grandchildren
     HSH 178
2) George:
   - marriage to causes family astonishment
     CCR 72
   - older than
     CCR 73
   - domination of
     CCR 73
   - as widow of
     BFR 34, 45, 141
   - also mentioned
     CCR 69, 76, 128
and the Tolland family:
- adaptation to and from
  HSH 180
- generally popular with
  CCR 73
individual members of:
- Isobel
  CCR 73
- Priscilla
  CCR 71
- Susan
  CCR 85
- Lady Katherine
  CCR 73
mother of Jeremy Warminster:
- pregnancy:
  - well advanced at George's death
    BFR 34
  - and absence from Erridge's funeral
    BFR 45
  - importance of baby to succession
    BFR 34, 45, 141
  - otherwise mentioned
    HSH 178
and Thrubworth:
- move to after Erridge's death
  BFR 141; HSH 178
- departure from on Jeremy's majority
  HSH 178
and other characters:
- St John Clarke
  CCR 73
- the Fettiplace-Joneses
  HSH 180
- Ted Jeavons
  HSH 180
Matilda:
- school-fellow of
  CCR 128; HSH 180
- revelations concerning history of
  CCR 128-9
Widmerpool:
- dislike of
  CCR 85
- widowed lifestyle investigated by
  BFR 141
Tompsett

a civil servant – BM 42

episodes involved in:
the Walpole-Wilsons' dinner  BM 42-4, 47-9, 52-5, 57-60, 69, 95, 130
the Huntercombes' ball  BM 64, 70-74, 76-81
Widmerpool's Cabinet Office meeting  MP 109-13; TK 238
the performance of the "Seraglio"  TK 237-8, 240-1
described
character:
ambitious  BM 48-9, 53, 57, 81-2, 142
lack of manners:
incivility  BM 52, 59-60, 74, 82
peevish irritability  TK 238
unpunctuality  BM 42-4, 47, 49
left-wing views on Katyn  MP 110-11; TK 238
self-complacency  BM 47-8, 53, 55, 70-1, 82; MP 109
career in Foreign Office:
cramming for  BM 48-9
unconventional material for in terms of:
attitude to ceremony  BM 55
background  BM 48-9, 59-60
dress  BM 48, 55, 95; MP 109; TK 238
mode of speech  MP 110, 113
nickname of "Tomp"  MP 110, 113
progress in:
service in Caracas  MP 112-3
unnamed but "respectable" post  MP 109
ambassador to country of Widmerpool's troubles  TK 237
and other characters:
Pamela  TK 240-1
Archie Gilbert  BM 53
Barbara Goring:
seen by NJ rival for affections of  BM 42-3, 47-8, 72, 162, 279
found attractive by  BM 43, 47
and the incident of the sugar  BM 70-74, 76, 79
Michael  MP 110
Johnny Pardoe  BM 59-60
Short  TK 240-1
Lady Anne Stepney  BM 55
Odo Stevens  TK 237
Prince Theodoric  BM 53, 130
wife:
rich Swiss-German  TK 237
in some fear of  TK 237-8
Bill Truscott  BM 142
the Walpole-Wilsons:
Sir Gavin:
first meeting with  BM 48
protégé of  BM 44, 48-9, 59-60; MP 109
anxiety to impress  BM 48, 52-4, 57-8
disliked by:
Lady Walpole-Wilson  BM 42, 44, 47
Eleanor  BM 44
Widmerpool:
sense of mutual respect based on:
disregard for social sophistication  BM 49, 57, 60, 81-2, 142
shared professional interests  BM 53, 57, 130; MP 110-11, 113
somewhat patronised by in later years | MP 113
at "Seraglio" with | TK 238, 240-1
**Tompsett, Mrs**

wife of Tompsett – TK 237

at the "Seraglio" described as:

- grim in: TK 241
  - looks TK 237, 241
  - demeanour TK 238, 241
  - wealthy TK 238, 241
  - Swiss-German TK 237

husbands:
- previous TK 237
- Tompsett TK 237-8, 240-1

and other characters:
- Pamela TK 241
- Odo Stevens TK 237, 241
- Widmerpool TK 238, 241
Transport

a) air, rail, and water

Air
journey across the Channel to Normandy:
by Dakota MP 158
involving much badinage between the attachés MP 158-61
horrors of the night flight to Venice:
spoken of feelingly TK 84, 101, 184
avoided by Widmerpool’s preference for the Milan route TK 101, 121, 184

Rail
episodes involving journeys by:
to London:
with Sunny Farebrother from the Templers’:
marked by Farebrother’s:
insistence on Third Class QU 102
vast quantity of luggage QU 101-2, 105
opinions of the Templers QU 102-5
also mentioned QU 95, 99; CCR 72; SA 189
en route for Aldershot:
described VB 110-13
fellow-travellers:
Pennistone VB 110-17, 158; SA 27, 97
others VB 110-3, 115
from Paris to Touraine for La Grenadière:
marked by discomfort of:
heat QU 105-6
coarse seating QU 106-7
voluminous luggage QU 106
fellow-travellers QU 106-7, 157-8
return journey QU 162
after many years absence at opening and close of BFR:
to and from University:
memories aroused by BFR 5, 7
meeting with Bagshaw BFR 34-5, 39-43
to and from school BFR 219, 253
other journeys by NJ:
for funerals:
to and from Thrubworth for George and Erridge:
Ted Jeavons’s idiosyncratic itinerary BFR 47, 97
rest of the family BFR 47, 70-1, 77, 8
Uncle Giles KO 151, 154
for visits to:
General and Mrs Conyers LM 13
the Morelands CCR 96
Quiggin and Mona LM 105
the Walpole-Wilsons BM 185
Finn SA 88
from London:
after dining with Uncle Giles QU 223
to Aldershot VB 120-1
with the Battalion:
the length of Wales VB 46
from port to barracks VB 47, 50
to the West of England after visiting Stringham’s home QU 62
other characters’ journeys by:
Transport – a) air, rail and water (cont’d)

Barnby meets Lady Anne Stepney on AW 76-8, 156
Bithel back from London after delivering the Modigliani HSH 251
Uncle Giles to and from NJ’s school QU 31
Quiggin persuaded by Mona to visit them at Maidenhead AW 81, 83
Odo Stevens after embarkation leave SA 127, 129, 138, 146-7
Jean back to London during her affair with NJ AW 219
Templer from London back to school by a late train: QU 31-2, 35
as a result of his "unfortunate incident"
bone of contention with Le Bas QU 31-7
Lord Vowchurch and the incident of the newspaper LM 219

Widmerpool:

to La Grenadière QU 118
from Milan to Venice TK 101, 110

other references to particular lines:
Baghdad to Basra – and the approach of WW1 KO 56
near Birmingham – Quiggin’s claim concerning father’s work QU 203-5
the Blue Train – Glober’s friend’s anxiety about TK 77
line running past school QU 7, 40, 47, 49
proposed in Prince Theodoric’s country BM 53
the Tube:

NJ encounters Sunny Farebrother on HSH 76-9
Mona’s toothpaste adverts on walls of AW 60

attitudes of characters to:
Mr Deacon’s dislike BM 9
Captain Jenkins’s parsimony TK 58
Moreland’s interest CCR 11
Odo Stevens’s contempt VB 142
Uncle Alfred’s anxiety BFR 70, 87
Robert Tolland’s impatience VB 171
Dicky Umfraville RTO VB 149-50

Water

steamer across the Irish Sea with the Battalion VB 46-7
boarding ship in Dieppe cause of the Jenkins family’s luggage disaster TK 59
Venice:
canal journeys TK 125, 155, 159
the Stevenses arrival at from Greek cruise liner TK 166
Transport

b) road

**buses**

**cars**

**caravans**

**taxis**

**Buses**

journeys by:

NJ:

- to college after Templer's car crash
- towards South Kensington:
  - with Widmerpool to see Lady Molly
  - on the night of the Blitz
- with the Company for the Divisional exercise
- with Moreland on first:
  - visit to Maclintick
  - encounter with Bagshaw
- to the airport in Venice

Bagshaw, involving:

- an "all but disastrous incident"
- a fleeting glimpse of Trapnel
- Quiggin and Ada after the Russian Embassy party
- Odo Stevens on leave in London
- Tokenhouse to Mestre for "industrial espionage"

Delavacquerie's story of the girl running for

Mona's toothpaste adverts on walls of

Sleaford brother killed by

Trapnel's rejection of

complaints concerning by:

- Mark Members on expense of
- Miss Janet Walpole-Wilson on lateness of

**Cars**

military staff-cars:

at Div HQ:

- General Liddament's
- Widmerpool's share of
- Biggs's complaints about

at the Section:

- described
- driven by Pamela Flitton
- source of conflict between Pennistone and Borrit
- used by Finn illegally to fetch salmon

fleet of for the attachés' European tour:

- in England
- in Europe

the CIGS'S tumultuous arrival in

Mona driven to Erridge's funeral in

other chauffeur-driven vehicles:

- official:
  - Colonel Flores' diplomatic Rolls
  - Short's and the "Seraglio" incident
  - rejected by Prince Theodoric

- belonging to:
  - Sir Magnus Donners
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Transport – b) road (cont’d)

Mr Templer QU 94-5, 100-1
Peter Templer AW 46, 84, 86, 144
Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson BM 194, 228-31

Sebastian and Clare's honeymoon departure delayed by HSH 209, 214

particular models owned by:

Ernie Dunch – Land Rover:
  use of for lamping rabbits HSH 146
  near-wreck of in escape from Murtlock's orgy HSH 147-8, 159

Sunny Farebrother – old Ford QU 95; TK 249

Buster Foxe:
  Isotta (Fraschini) sold QU 57, 61, 73
  Bentley bought QU 57, 61

Louis Glober:
  1931 Bentley TK 249-50, 258-60
  Bugatti 35 contemplated TK 250

the young Odo Stevens – broken-down two-seater Morris VB 142-6, 150, 167, 171, 175-6, 178; SA 106

Jimmy Stripling:
  Mercedes QU 85-7, 95
  1926 and 1927 Armstrong-Siddeleys TK 249-5

Peter Templer:
  Buick AW 70
  Vauxhall QU 187-94, 222; BM 150; KO 109,166-8, 181; VB 125-6
  "torpedo"-shaped sports car TK 101-2, 104-5, 110, 122, 124

Blanche Tolland – dilapidated Morris 8 BFR 66, 71-3

Widmerpool – ancient Morris BM 226-9, 233, 281-2

unnamed vehicles owned by:

General Conyers:
  as pioneer KO 12, 44, 53, 71-2; TK 281
  negotiation of the Stonehurst drive by KO 12, 44-5, 53, 65-6, 73; TK 281
  harbinger of the Furies KO 72
  sight of causes:
    envy in Captain Jenkins KO 44, 54
    wonder in Dr Trelawney's disciples KO 67, 69
    detached admiration in Uncle Giles KO 71-2

the A.R.P warden SA 161
Lady Frederica Budd LM 88
Roddy Cutts LM 138, 146, 153
Buster Foxe VB 168
Russell Gwinnett HSH 152, 159, 183
Captain Jenkins KO 44, 54
Uncle Giles – new one BM 164
the young NJ LM 18; (KO 96)
Chips Lovell LM 18, 23, 51; SA 162
Johnny Pardoe – two-seater sports BM 60
the older Odo Stevens TK 252-3, 258
Stringham QU 167, 219, 221
Tuffy Weedon CCR 176-7, 179
Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson BM BM 194

vintage models:

particular marques discussed by Stripling and Stevens:
  1902 Renault Voiturette TK 250
  1903 Panhard et Levassor TK 250

as key motif of TK:
  and characters of:
    passionately loved by:
      Louis Glober TK 68, 249-50, 282-3
      Jimmy Stripling TK 246, 249-50, 258, 262, 282-3; HSH 78
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Transport – b) road (cont’d)

Odo Stevens
satirised by Moreland
and events of:
the “Seraglio” incident
the London to Brighton rally
and themes of:
death and evanescence
sexual horror

TK 175, 246, 249-51, 282-3
TK 254, 259, 270, 277, 279-80
TK 249-50, 258-60
TK 279, 282-4
TK 254
TK 277

NJ’s journeys by:
with:

Lady Frederica to Norah’s
Pamela in the Section car:
    to and from the Ufford
    to Bobrowski’s office and the Titian
Chips Lovell to and from Lady Molly’s
Odo Stevens on weekend leave at Frederica’s
Stringham to Grosvenor Square
Templer:
    to his house:
        as a boy to stay
        after the evening at the Ritz
the episode of the girls
    to Stourwater
Mr Templer’s chauffeur:
    from the Horabins
    to the station after stay
Widmerpool from Stourwater
across Normandy and Belgium
to and from the Stourwater lunch-party:
    Sir Gavin’s efforts to accompany Rosie Manasch
    NJ chauffeur-driven
other journeys by:
General Conyers
Quiggin’s:
    arrival at the Templers’
    return to London with Jimmy Stripling
Tuffy’s removal of Stringham from Mrs Foxe’s party
as serving to define the characters of:
General Conyers
Jimmy Stripling
Peter Templer
involvement of in sexual relationships:
Peter Templer and Lady McReith
    birth of NJ’s:
        affair with Jean
        relationship with Isobel
        first meeting of Ted Jeavons and Lady Molly
scandals involving Pamela Flitton and:
    two RAF officers
    a Treasury official
mishaps involving:
crashes:
Templer with the girls near Oxford
Jimmy Stripling at Brooklands
Widmerpool and the urn at Stourwater
Hugo’s leg broken in

qu 74-5
aw 70-3, 144
qu 187-94
ko 101, 106-11, 122, 140; hsh 60
qu 94-5
qu 100-1
ko 140-1
mp 161-3; 171-4, 176, 182-3, 188
bm 194, 228
bm 194, 229-31
aw 84, 86
aw 106-8
CCR 178-80
KO 44
QU 69; TK 249; HSH 78; and see Stripling, Jimmy
KO 102; and see Templer, Peter: b) character ...

KO 102

aw 70-3, 144
LM 153
MP 78
MP 78
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Transport – b) road

(b) road

Glober
Philidor
Uncle Giles on the assassination of the Archduke
General Conyers almost runs over Dr Trelawney
failure of Short's to arrive precipitates "Seraglio" incident

other references to:

Bijou Ardglass's complaint about
Ted Jeavons's attempt to sell atomiser to Mark Members
jokes concerning:
Le Bas and Braddock alias Thorne
the Haig statue
old ones dumped near Devil's Fingers
racing in by:
Louis Glober
Jimmy Stripling
stories involving:
Moreland's myth of the castrating female
Delavacquerie's friend's seduction
miscellaneous

Caravans

the commune's:
described
horse-drawn
probably owned by Barnabas Henderson
and Murtock's peregrinations:
at NJ's
to unnamed megalithic site
at the Devil's Fingers
render him difficult to contact

the Field-Marshal's

Taxis

associations of with particular characters:
Bobrowski fatally run over by
Uncle Giles as witness in case concerning
Norah Tolland's career as director of hire-car business
Robert Tolland's friend shot getting into in Jerusalem
Trapnel's penchant for
NJ's journeys by:
to:

La Grenadière:

idiosyncrasies of the vehicle
unpleasantness of journey

the Huntercombes' ball:

embarrassment with Rosie
Archie Gilbert and Lady W-Wilson's tip
rejected as a means of getting home

Quiggin's cottage

with:

Sunny Farebrother after drive from the Templiers'
Moreland after:

visiting the Maclinticks
the evening at the Café Royal
Stringham after the Old Boys' dinner
Dicky Umfraville et al to see Milly Andriadis
other journeys by:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bijou Ardglass leads to resentment at expenditure</td>
<td>AW 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roddy in escape from Widmerpool's flat</td>
<td>BFR 194</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pamela:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in eloping with Trapnel</td>
<td>BFR 191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in leaving Trapnel</td>
<td>BFR 241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreland and the Mr Cochran's Young [Lady]</td>
<td>CCR 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priscilla from the Café Royal to Lady Molly's</td>
<td>SA 139-40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stringham in escape from Milly Andriadis</td>
<td>BM 156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trapnel with pound borrowed off Widmerpool at &quot;Fission&quot;</td>
<td>BFR 150, 175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widmerpool:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>in departure from La Grenadière</td>
<td>QU 157; BM 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>with Stringham after Old Boys’ dinner</td>
<td>AW 213-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and party for Erridge's funeral:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shared by Uncle Alfred</td>
<td>BFR 64, 66, 71, 88, 91-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>also mentioned</td>
<td>BFR 68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to confront Trapnel in Maida Vale</td>
<td>BFR 213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>other mentions of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>BM 30, 42, 96; CCR 29; SA 146, 156; MP 248; BFR 184; TK 155, 255-6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Trapnel, X. (Francis Xavier)

a writer and leading character in BFR — BFR 29

episodes involved in:

pub meetings with NJ:
  for introduction by Bagshaw BFR 43, 111-23
  to discuss love for Pamela BFR 166-78, 179
  on the night of the destruction of "Profiles" BFR 225-6, 227-34; TK 224-5
the "Fission" launch-party BFR 130-1, 142-7, 149-50, 173, 176, 214
NJ's visit to the Maida Vale flat BFR 200-202, 203-18, 251
discovery of the "Profiles" manuscript in the canal BFR 234-42, 253, 255; TK 37-8, 177-80, 225
last night (narrated retrospectively) TK 33-40, 256; HSH 43
described BFR 113-6, 119, 130, 151, 204-5, 215; TK 30, 36

family and early life:

Gwinnett's productive research on BFR 203
Middle Eastern background:
  father:
    NJ's false romantic speculation about BFR 119, 243-4
    jockey:
      most of career in Egypt BFR 243, 255; TK 33-4, 203
      known by Dicky Umfraville BFR 255
      horse as last words of BFR BFR 255
      also mentioned HSH 82
    mother from English Levantine family BFR 243
    in relation to "Camel Ride to the Tomb" BFR 117-9, 243
Roman Catholicism:
  upbringing in and as source of Christian name BFR 119
  lapsed from BFR 113, 119
wartime work with Ministry of Information:
  in New Delhi BFR 39, 113; HSH 53
  invalided home with blood poisoning BFR 40-1
  in film unit BFR 40

as a writer:

passionate about craft BFR 113, 119-23, 126, 156, 160, 207, 212, 220
opinions expressed on:
  censorship BFR 143
  critics BFR 119-21
  Naturalism BFR 115, 119-20, 228-31, 233, 250; TK 224-5
  the novel as true biography HSH 33, 80-1
œuvre summarised TK 40

novels:

"Camel Ride to the Tomb":
  relation of childhood to:
    in general BFR 117-9, 243
    as source of title BFR 117-8
  taken over by Quiggin & Craggs BFR 117, 123, 168
and readers:

admired by:
  Bagshaw BFR 39-40
  Pamela BFR 82, 174
  Gwinnett TK 29
  NJ BFR 39-40, 113, 117, 149, 193
  Rosie Manasch BFR 111
  L.O.Salvidge BFR 157; TK 40, 221
  Shermaker BFR 133
  Dr Brightman's pupil TK 54

disappointment to:
  Crowding TK 40
modern students TK 40
Hugo Tolland BFR 82
and other characters:
Moreland on title of TK 254
ignorance of expressed by:
Dr Brightman TK 50, 54; HSH 57, 64, 93
Widmerpool BFR 111
also mentioned TK 40; HSH 64
"Profiles in String":
early gestation of BFR 123, 169, 176, 178
optimism concerning BFR 123, 206-7, 233
and the offence of Widmerpool's hat BFR 212
Pamela's treatment of:
manipulative criticism BFR 207-9, 226, 233
destruction of manuscript BFR 234-42, 255; TK 29, 38, 110; HSH 66-7, 72, 104
elements of reappear in short story BFR 255
as possible film see Performing Arts – c) film
short stories:
"Dogs Have No Uncles":
contractual row over BFR 123; TK 40
published with Salvidge introduction TK 29, 40
also mentioned HSH 64
"Bin Ends" collection BFR 116, 123, 165, 169, 176, 207; TK 40
other:
in first number of "Fission" BFR 121, 132, 143
later work BFR 255; TK 30
parodies:
in general BFR 165
in particular of:
Evadne Clapham BFR 198
"Sweetskin" BFR 178-9, 198
Widmerpool BFR 197-9, 206, 214, 221, 223
journalism:
general BFR 165, 216-7, 242, 255; TK 29-30
reviewing for "Fission":
regular contributions BFR 120-1, 161, 165, 178, 201-2, 206, 211, 218; TK 40
unpublished:
diatribe on "Sweetskin" BFR 166-72, 178-9
review of "Paper Wine" BFR 202, 205, 218, 226-7; TK 28-9
proposed critical work on "The Heresy of Naturalism" BFR 228
the Commonplace Book TK 40-1, 66, 178, 183-4, 195, 202-3
and publishers:
habitual rows with BFR 123, 151, 168-9
Quiggin & Craggs:
"Fission" BFR 41, 113, 120-1, 143, 146-7, 149, 153, 161, 165-6, 178, 196-9, 201-2, 206, 211, 226-7, 243;
"Fission" TK 18
work published by problems with over:
money BFR 123, 153, 160-1, 168-9, 177
the "Sweetskin" review BFR 165-9
Widmerpool BFR 197-9, 206-7, 214-5
future writing BFR 119
biography of see Gwinnett, Russell
idiosyncrasies:
headed walking sticks:
a Shakespeare lost BFR 117
the death’s head sword:
  described BFR 114, 116-7
  use of:
    for effect:
      indication of mood BFR 130-1, 228, 232; TK 36
      sacrifice in canal BFR 236-8, 240-1, 255; TK 37-8, 179-80
      against Widmerpool BFR 215-7
      to poke the “Profiles” debris BFR 235-6
      NJ muses on significance of BFR 165, 255
      remembered by Delavacquerie HSH 53, 68
      provides title of Gwinnett’s biography HSH 67-8, 100
  other bizarre accoutrements BFR 114-5, 119, 151, 228, 234; TK 36
handwriting:
  description of BFR 172, 207
  insistence on over typewriters BFR 207
serious attitude to pubs:
  elaborate grading of BFR 122-3
  objection to interlopers in BFR 155
  particular ones:
    “The Hero of Acre”:
      mentioned as favourite haunt BFR 155, 158-60, 163, 195; TK 28, 31; HSH 53
      specific episodes set in:
        Pamela confession BFR 167-78
        the last night TK 33-40
    “The Mortimer” TK 28
  taxis:
    penchant for BFR 130-1, 164
    borrows pound off Widmerpool for BFR 150, 214
    elopes with Pamela in BFR 191
  use of notes by bearer rather than post BFR 122, 160, 178
other traits of character:
  and the arts:
    encyclopaedic knowledge of literature BFR 155, 160, 164, 205, 228-31; TK 36, 224-5, 239;
      HSH 33, 53-4, 80-1
    love of:
      detective stories BFR 204, 213, 218
      films BFR 40, 116, 119, 121, 233, 242, 255; TK 36-8
    examples of reading matter BFR 204-5, 215
  disorganised lifestyle:
    accommodation:
      nomadic BFR 122, 130, 158-9, 175, 178, 201-2; TK 29-30, 183, 186, 190-1, 201, 203; HSH 165
      squalid BFR 145, 20, 203-4, 212-3; TK 190, 284; HSH 41, 94
      tendency to "go underground" TK 28-9
  money:
    constant borrowing of:
      integral to persona BFR 131, 153, 160-5, 168-9, 177, 210
      list of victims BFR 162
      the pound from Widmerpool BFR 149, 161, 174-8, 214
      Members of HSH 65-6, 87, 99
      shiftless attitude to BFR 131, 156-7, 160-1, 233; TK 34-5
      frequent poverty BFR 151, 155, 158-9, 164-5, 204-5, 210; TK 29, 34-5, 39
    "study" of accountants BFR 161
    the final £100:
      speculation as to origin of TK 32-5
      squandered in prodigality TK 35-6
      remnant stolen from corpse TK 39
Trapnel, X. (Francis Xavier) (cont’d)

poor health:
  frequently mentioned BFR 40, 178, 200-1, 204-5, 209, 215, 217-8, 226, 231;
  TK 37
death:
  utter moral exhaustion TK 39
  described TK 39-40
  otherwise mentioned TK 28-9, 256; HSH 43, 54, 64
use of stimulants:
  drink – though not heavily BFR 145, 147, 163, 171, 205, 231-3, 237, 239; TK 27-8,
  38-9; HSH 81
  pills BFR 163, 171, 201, 216, 226, 231, 237, 239, 241-2, 255; TK 39
independence:
  dislike of authorities BFR 39, 112, 123, 131, 168
  lack of interest in politics BFR 39, 112-3
role playing:
  habitual presentations of the "personal myth" BFR 116, 118, 121-2, 142, 153-7, 163, 165, 175, 213-4,
  228, 233-4, 237-9, 255; TK 35-8, 170, 181;
  HSH 71, 82
  ability as mimic BFR 121, 123; TK 37-8
  the Complete Man TK 33, 80
  presented in description of last hours as:
    Mark Antony TK 33
    Lazarus TK 35
    Shelley TK 36, 39
talk:
  love of BFR 121, 123, 160, 163, 228-31; TK 28, 31, 36-7;
  HSH 53
  style of BFR 115, 121; TK 31
and NJ:
  work admired by BFR 39-40, 113, 117, 149, 193; TK 27, 40
  first meeting with BFR 113
  romantic ideas of background imagined by BFR 119, 243-4; TK 34
  not seen by for last five years of life TK 28
  analysed by:
    on first impression BFR 113-22
    in later depth BFR 153-65
    as subject for:
      Burton BFR 154, 172-3
      General Conyers BFR 157
      Pennistone BFR 156, 178
  after death TK 196, 225; HSH 33, 81-2
part played by in the wooing of Pamela:
  original thoughts concerning BFR 146
  as confidant for the declaration of love BFR 171-4
  as conceiver of the repayment plan BFR 175-8
seen by in comparison with:
  Bithel BFR 227
  King Cophetua BFR 205
  Glover TK 80, 170
  Gwatkin BFR 178
  Quigg in Mona's elopement with BFR 195
  Odo Stevens BFR 159
  Stringham BFR 227; TK 34-5
  Dicky Umfraville BFR 121
  as source for Gwinnett's biography TK 33-41, 183, 271
and women:
  not compulsive predator on BFR 159, 168
Trapnel, X. (Francis Xavier) (cont’d)

considered as guardians
serial relationships with:
  as part of persona
  typical example described
  Gwinnett's exhaustive research concerning
individuals mentioned:
  Jacqueline
  Linda
  Pat
  Pauline
  Sally
  Tessa

Pamela:
  development of relationship with:
    unpropitious first meeting with
    fateful moment in "Fission" office
    obsessive love for
    affair with:
      the plot for contact
      the elopement:
        suspected
        told by Short
        varied reactions to
        confirmed by Salvidge
        squalor of life during
        disappearance from scene:
          during
          after
          and Widmerpool
            see below
    left by
  cruel treatment by:
    contemptuous rudeness:
      at first meeting
      in the "Fission" office
    rejection of tenderness
    sexually
    over writing:
      jealousy of
      interference with
      vicious destruction of
    frequent rows with
    attempts to understand
    psychologically destructive effect of
    and the dynasty of death
    and the film of "Profiles in String"
    also mentioned

and other characters:
  Bagshaw
  Dr Brightman
  Evadne Clapham
  St John Clarke
  Tim Clipthorpe
  Malcolm Crowding:
    victim of the "touch"
    final hours described by
  Howard Craggs
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Trapnel, X. (Francis Xavier) (cont’d)

Roddy Cutts
Gibson Delavacquerie
Glober:
  compared to
  as putative producer of film
Gwinnett
Alaric Kydd
Ada Leintwardine:
  and Quiggin & Craggs
  and Pamela
Mark Members
Quiggin
Len Pugsley
L.O. Salvidge

Nathaniel Sheldon
Bernard Shernmaker
Short

Widmerpool:
  bizarre flattery of at "Fission" party
  borrows pound from
  as Pamela’s husband
  parody of
  violent quarrel with
  expressions of attitude by
  collection of "auxiliaries"

BFR 193
HSH 53-4, 64-7, 71-2, 138

TK 80, 170
see Performing Arts – c) film
see "Gwinnett, Russell"
BFR 143, 162, 166-72, 179

BFR 162

BFR 29, 147, 159, 168, 171, 173-4; TK 227
BFR 171, 173-4, 176, 195-6

BFR 157, 162-3; HSH 64-6, 86-7, 99
BFR 119, 133, 142-3; TK 227
BFR 162

BFR 157, 162, 195, 202, 205, 218, 226-7; TK 28-9, 40,
  221; HSH 88
BFR 162

BFR 162; HSH 88
BFR 190-3

BFR 142-5, 175
BFR 149, 161, 174-8, 214
BFR 147, 175-7, 214-7; TK 42, 45, 205-6
BFR 197-9, 206-7, 214-5, 221, 223
BFR 211-18, 251
BFR 111, 149, 215; HSH 82-3, 104
BFR 160, 178, 195-6, 202; TK 30-1, 36-9; HSH 53
Treadwell, Corporal

a Corporal at Div HQ – SA 211

described with the Mobile Laundry
and Stringham

SA 211
SA 211
SA 211-2
Trelawney, Dr

the leader of a quasi-religious cult – KO 31

episodes involving:

- at Stonehurst
- at the Bellevue

described

places associated with:

- Aldershot – community near Stonehurst
- the Bellevue:
  - staying at
  - room in described
- Bonn – studied at university of
- North Wales – scandal with girl disciple in
- Shepherd's Bush – early sojourn in

as thaumaturge:

"messiah" of various communities:

- general opinions of disciples:
  - bizarre dress
  - predominance of youth:
    - including children
  - the pianist's suicide
- diet:
  - semi-starved vegetarianism
  - the incident of the cake

habits:

- bizarre appearance
- running
- foul practices
- interest in music
- black masses

beliefs:

- visionary utopianism characteristic of the age
- increasing involvement in sorcery

language:

- the mantra
- visionary gibberish

seen as fraud in:

- magician's pretensions
- financial embezzlement
- desire for attention
- name

possible problems with:

- unfounded rumour of being shot as spy in WW1
- unacceptability of dubious rites

revival of interest in:

- as part of the youth culture by Murtlock:
  - claim by to be reincarnation
  - conjured by at the Devil's Fingers
  - imitated by

health:

- asthma
- drink
drug addiction KO 187-8, 200-1; MP 39, 142
death MP 142; TK 250; HSH 36

and NJ:

part in imaginative development of:

general frisson of enjoyable menace KO 31, 85-6, 189; HSH 121
fearful fantasies of:

the bandaged soldier KO 31
orphaned membership of the cult KO 32-3, 35
the Military Policeman KO 33, 67
the ritual symbolism KO 67, 189
abiding fascination to KO 165, 189, 192-4, 201; TK 250; HSH 35-6, 81,195
comparisons imagined by with:

Cagliostro KO 88, 200
Sir Magnus Donners:

community discipline as bondage KO 87
Stourwater as magically conjured KO 110
wartime Jacks-in-office KO 192
entering the "other" world of the Army VB 44; MP 247
Ariosto's Mage HSH 34-5
Gwinnett's biography of Trapnel HSH 81
Scorpio Murtlock HSH 34-5

considered by as a harbinger of the Furies:

the crucial timings KO 66-71, 75, 206
prophetic ravings KO 194-5, 200-1
bizarre dream on the eve of WW2 KO 201
Flavia and the death of Robert Tolland VB 206
the Blitz SA 161

seen by as part of the "Dance":

"hearing secret harmonies" TK 250; HSH 36
the late memory HSH 35-6
Murtlock's "reincarnation" HSH 195, 217

long acquaintance with also mentioned KO 177; HSH 120

and other characters:

Billson KO 36
General Conyers:

long acquaintance with KO 72
near-accident involving KO 66-7
characteristics shared with:

aura of ritual KO (53,) 67
sense of the ominous KO 68
ideas taken seriously by:

sharing of the mantra KO 67, 71
lengthy conversation KO 67-71
desire for deeper study of KO 218

personally dismissed by as:

impostor KO 72, 217
degenerate KO 72

Albert Creech KO 36, 155-7, 186-8, 190-1, 204
Mrs Creech KO 155
Mr Deacon:

bracketed with by Mrs Jenkins KO 34
acquaintance with KO 34
regarded by as charlatan KO 34

Bob Duport:

as fellow lodger at the Bellevue KO 177, 188, 192-4, 198, 200-2, 204; VB 121
bizarre conversation with about:

war KO 194-5
the power of the will KO 195-6; VB 121
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Edith</td>
<td>KO 31, 77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs Erdleigh:</td>
<td>KO 155-7, 177, 198-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>and acquaintance with Uncle Giles</td>
<td>KO 198-9; HSH 36, 119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as fellow magician</td>
<td>KO 187-8, 190-1; MP 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as controller by means of drugs</td>
<td>KO 187-8, 190-1; MP 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>on death:</td>
<td>MP 142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>account of</td>
<td>TK 250-1; HSH 36, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mystical interpretation of</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canon Fenneau</td>
<td>HSH 119-21, 125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs Gullick</td>
<td>KO 77, 85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russell Gwinnett</td>
<td>HSH 155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncle Giles</td>
<td>KO 69, 155-7, 177, 187, 194, 197-9; HSH 110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ted Jeavons</td>
<td>KO 195</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mrs Jenkins:</td>
<td>KO 33-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>the meeting in the Post Office</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reaction of a mixture of:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fascination</td>
<td>KO 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sense of creepiness</td>
<td>KO 34, 67, 75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maclintick</td>
<td>KO 87; SA 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mark Members</td>
<td>KO 88; HSH 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moreland:</td>
<td>KO 85-8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>long known by</td>
<td>KO 85-8, 189-90; SA 121; MP 39; HSH 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>regarded by with morally detached amusement</td>
<td>KO 85-8, 189-90; SA 121; MP 39; HSH 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>theory of names suggested by</td>
<td>KO 86; HSH 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>also mentioned</td>
<td>KO 156, 192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scorpio Murtlock</td>
<td>see above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jimmy Stripling</td>
<td>KO 177, 193</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Truscott, Bill

personal secretary to Sir Magnus Donners – QU 177

episodes involving:
- Sillery's tea-party QU 177-84, 197; BM 138; HSH 117
- Mrs Andriadis's party BM 137, 139-44, 147-8, 215
- the Stourwater lunch party BM 196, 198-200, 205-6, 208-12, 215, 219-222
- the Russian Embassy lunch TK 221-3, 225
described QU 177-9; BM 139, 141; TK 221-2

charm and diplomatic skills:
- ability in smoothing potential difficulties BM 198-200, 205, 208-10
- attitude to and effect on others QU 179-80; BM 205
- universal popularity:
  - as favourite "spare man" BM 139
  - also mentioned QU 179-80; BM 139-40

considered in comparison with:
- Sunny Farebrother TK 222
- Archie Gilbert BM 139, 205
- Glober TK 222
- Lundquist QU 179

- less evidence of in later years TK 221-2

family:
- father:
  - Harley Street specialist QU 178

- left considerable capital by QU 178

- remains a bachelor QU 178; TK 222

career:
- "the coming man": QU 178; BM 139-40, 253; LM 77; TK 221-2

- powerful ambition BM 140, 142, 264

- protégé of Sillery see below

- promise as never quite fulfilled:
  - academically - first only scraped QU 178

  - in literature:
    - poetry unpublished QU 178; BM 140; LM 77; BFR 12, 14

    - loss of interest in TK 222

- Widmerpool as catalyst for BFR 16-17

as personal secretary to Sir Magnus Donners:
- recruitment for of: QU 181-4, 197-9

- Widmerpool BM 139-43, 215

personal service to concerning:
- arrangements re Baby Wentworth BM 140-1, 144, 146-8

- the mollifying dungeon visit BM 209-11, 215, 219-20

- dismissal from engineered by Widmerpool
- also mentioned QU 181-2, 199; BM 132, 205, 221-2, 282;TK 214, 221-2; HSH 117

coal industry:
- move into "by-products of coal" AW 214; LM 76

- with NCB BFR 14; TK 221

and other characters:
- General Conyers LM 76-7
- Canon Fenneau HSH 117
- Sir Magnus Donners see above
- Mrs Foxe QU 184, 201
- Buster Foxe QU 210
- Mark Members QU 179-81, 183; BM 253; BFR 12, 26
- Quiggin QU 179, 181-3, 197-9, 203; BFR 26
Truscott, Bill (cont’d)

Short
Sillery:

protégé of QU 178-9; BFR 12, 14

slighted by:
in snide comments BFR 12, 14, 16-17
ninetieth birthday party TK 222

Lady Peggy Stepney

Stringham:

previous acquaintance with QU 178-83, 200, 210; BM 132, 145; BFR 12, 14, 16-7, 26; TK 222; HSH 117

as fellow-secretary to Sir Magnus Donners

affection for BM 196, 198

Jean Duport QU 179, 184

Tompsitt QU 181-4, 197-9, 201; BM 132, 143-4, 196, 206, 208-12, 220, 282; TK 214, 222-3

Miss Janet Walpole-Wilson

Tuffy Weedon BM 144; TK 223

Baby Wentworth BM 140-1, 144, 146-8, 200, 208, 212

Widmerpool:

and the relationship of business and pleasure BM 138

and Donners-Brebner:

recruitment of to BM 137, 139-43, 215

forced out of by AW 52, 214; LM 76-7; BFR 16-17; TK 223

subsequent hatred of LM 76-7; TK 225

on the spy scandal involving TK 223

compared to by NJ BM 142, 264
Tudor, Mr

a local government official – HSH 140

described HSH 140
and the quarry inquiry:
present at field-trip concerning HSH 140-2, 149, 160
importance to:
as clerk of NJ's local Rural District Council HSH 140-1
for shrewd diplomatic skills HSH 140-2
in subsequent work on HSH 161

and other characters:
Mr Gauntlett HSH 149
Mrs Salter HSH 160
Mr Todman HSH 140
Udall, Jock

first husband of Rosie Manasch – CCR 172

and the world of business:

- heir to newspaper magnate
- arch-enemy of Sir Magnus Donners

marriage to Rosie Manasch:

- wedding used as time-reference by Stringham
- difficulties in
- childless
- also mentioned
- shot in mass escape from POW camp
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Udney, Jack

a courtier – LM 9

elderly widower by time of WW2 VB 144
activities associated with:
  the Court LM 9; VB 144
  horse-racing VB 144-5
and other characters:
  compared to the Budds LM 9
  "smarter" than General Conyers LM 9
  the Tollands:
    Frederica: possible drunken proposal to VB 144-5
    interestingly defended by VB 145
    Isobel – thought a bore by VB 145
    Priscilla as source of gossip VB 144-5
Umfraville, Lady Anne

see Stepney, Lady Anne
Umfraville, Dicky

an ex-colonial socialite – QU 171

episodés involving:
  evening at Foppa's and Mrs Andriadis's
  visit by NJ and Ted Jeavons to night club
  at Lady Frederica's on NJ's weekend leave
  at the Cutts / Akworth wedding

described:
  age
  appearance

background:
  family
  school:
    in houses of:
      Corderey
      Le Bas
    sacked from
    identity confused:
      by Le Bas with Stringham
      by Uncle Alfred with Umfraville, RHJ
    and Old Boys' dinners

career:
  the Army:
    in WW1
    Welsh Guards:
      rank of Captain
      ambitions concerning
      ruined by:
        Buster's affair with Dolly
        marriage to Joy
      otherwise mentioned
    in WW2:
      promotion:
        renewed ambitions for
        rank of Major
      posts with:
        Movement Control as RTO
        SOE in charge of transit camp
        Civil Affairs
      post-war:
        with Control Commission in Germany
        rank of Lieutenant-Colonel
      opinions on:
        qualities needed by a CO:
          in general
          Marshal Lyautey's "gaiety"
          Robert's enthusiasm
        progress of the war
      as civilian:
        manager of a night club
        agent at Thrubworth
        retirement
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character:

air of disreputability:
- immediately sensed by NJ: AW 161-3, 166, 214
- association with typical playboy venues:
  - Cairo: BFR 255
  - Cannes: LM 198
  - Cuba: AW 168-9
  - Kenya: QU 171; BM 111-2; AW 160, 162-4; CCR 177; VB 149, 153-4, 158, 163-4; BFR 99-100; HSH 185
notorious marital history: AW 166, 195; LM 172; VB 149, 153, 157; KO 115; TK 43; and see below

reputation:
- warning of by Sillery: QU 171; BM 112; AW 160
- other comments on by:
  - Mrs Andriadis: AW 168-9
  - Barnby: AW 166
  - Ted Jeavons: LM 181
  - Stringham: CCR 177
  - Isobel: VB 153, 158
raffish comments:
- on women: AW 165; KO 83; VB 161, 237; BFR 99-100; TK 43
- on tailors: HSH 58
self-assessment as "cad":
- charm: AW 160-3, 167; LM 179; VB 157, 160; HSH 185
involvement with the turf:
- defining trait: AW 158-9; TK 19
- background in as:
  - son of horse-breeder: VB 159
  - successful gentleman rider: BM 111; AW 160; LM 172; VB 159
encyclopaedic memory for evident in stories of:
- Lord Bridgnorth: AW 159, 171
- X. Trapnel’s father ends BFR: BFR 255
- Buster Foxe’s death at Lingfield: TK 7
enthusiasm for trotting:
- also mentioned: VB 149; TK 6-7
and money:
- gambling: AW 159-61, 164, 168; VB 174; BFR 255; TK 6, 19
- easy attitude to:
- shortage of: LM 172, 174, 179
skill as mimic:
- strain of melancholy:
- upon encroaching age:
  - cynicism:
    - heroes: VB 171
    - on politics: AW 175
    - on pretty girls and TB: MP 79
nostalgia for the old Kenya: AW 163-4
seen by NJ as:
- a subject for Burton: BFR 100
- typical of:
  - the war-span generation: AW 160-1
  - men of the turf: VB 149; TK 6
increasing unpredictability of in later years:
- and wives:
  - 1) Dolly Braybrook:
    - daughter of Regimental Colonel: VB 160
    - sedulous courtship of: VB 160-1
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Umfraville, Dicky (cont’d)
marriage to:
  initial happiness of       VB 161
  end of by:
    Buster's seduction      VB 161-2
    suicide                 AW 166; VB 153, 162

2) Joy Grant:
    as consolation in anti-military rebellion VB 162-3
    move to Kenya with                 VB 163
    end of by Lord Castlemallock's seduction AW 166; VB 163, 179
    also mentioned                     VB 153

3) nameless:
    seduction of from Kenya District Commissioner VB 164
    death of after six months           VB 164
    also mentioned                      AW 166; VB 153

4) Lady Anne Stepney:
    first meeting with:
      at Foppa's                         AW 158-9, 163, 167; VB 164
      instant attraction to             AW 163, 167, 177; LM 180; VB 164
    marriage to                         AW 194-5, 208, 221; LM 172, 180-2; CCR 170; KO 115, 122-3; VB 153, 164
    divorced from after a year          LM 172, 180-2; KO 115; VB 164

5) Lady Frederica Budd:
    meeting with via Robert and Flavia VB 153
    attraction to                      VB 157, 164
    engagement to                      VB 150, 152-3, 157-9, 164, 166; HSH 186
    rejuvenating effect on             VB 144-7, 149, 152-3; BFR 70; TK 7
    satisfaction with after so many attempts
    otherwise mentioned                BFR 44-5, 71, 98; TK 6-7; HSH 175-7

and other characters:

Mrs Andriadis:
  old friend of                     AW 165, 167-9
  escapades with                    AW 168-9, 171; LM 198
  unpaid debt to                    AW 168
  the visit to see                  AW 166-177

Clare Akworth                      HSH 187
Bijou Ardglass                     AW 163
Bagshaw                            TK 19
Barnby                             AW 166-8, 177, 221
Mildred Blaides                    LM 185, 198, 201
Lord Bridgnorth                    AW 158-9, 171
the Budd children                  TK 6
Lord Castlemallock                 VB 163, 179
Norman Chandler                    HSH 58
Roddy Cutts                        BFR 96
Bob Duport                          AW 163
Erridge – refusal to attend funeral of BFR 44, 70-1
Ethel                               AW 169-70
Sunny Farebrother                   MP 120, 190
Cosmo Flitton                       VB 154, 158; MP 79; BFR 100
Pamela Flitton:
  on sexual predations of           MP 79; BFR 69
  possible father of                BFR 100; HSH 185
  on survival of Widmerpool marriage TK 43
Foppa                               AW 154-5, 161; LM 180
Mrs Foxe                            VB 162, 174
Buster Foxe:
  hatred of:
    strongly expressed              VB 158-62, 170-2, 174

Umfraville, Dicky (cont’d)
based on affair of with Dolly
aggravated by unpaid gambling debt
satisfaction at death of
use of to get position in secret organisation
compared to
Guggenbühl
Heather Hopkins
Lady Molly Jeavons
Ted Jeavons
Le Bas
Max Pilgrim
Sillery
Lord Sleaford (John)
Lady Peggy Stepney
Odo Stevens
“Boffles” Stringham
Charles Stringham
Jean Duport
Peter Templer
the Tolland:
the older generation:
Uncle Alfred
Lord Warminster
the younger generation:
Isobel
Priscilla
Robert
Hugo
Lord Warminster
Widmerpool
Flavia Wisebite:
on unfortunate marital experiences of relationship with:
took virginity of possible fatherhood of Pamela by as part of personal myth of
Harrison Wisebite
compared by NJ to:
Robin Budd
Sunny Farebrother
Buster Foxe
Uncle Giles
Guggenbühl
Gwatkin
Sgt Pendry
Odo Stevens
Stringham
Flavia
Templer
X. Trapnel
Jekyll and Hyde
Umfraville, Lady Frederica

see Budd, Lady Frederica
## Umfraville, R.H.J.

*a schoolboy in Alfred Tolland's time – AW 193-4*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>at school:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>in Corderoy's house</td>
<td>AW 193-4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uncle Alfred's fag</td>
<td>AW 194; BFR 71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>confused by Uncle Alfred with Dicky</td>
<td>AW 193-4; BFR 71</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Updike, Betty

see Wilson, Matilda
Upjohn, Victor

an Army officer – SA 34

infantry officer SA 34
highly regarded by Widmerpool:
  acquainted with in TA SA 34
  preferred candidate of for command of Recce Corps SA 34
Vaalkipaa

a contemporary of NJ at university – QU 171

presence at Sillery's tea-party

described:

- Finnish
- older than most undergraduates

sober character:

- anxiety concerning work
- humourless conversation

QU 171-4, 177

QU 171, 173, 177

QU 171

QU 171, 174
Van der Voort

a Dutch military attaché – MP 35

described MP 93-4, 159, 183, 220

Dutch military attaché:

- at Section HQ MP 35
- rank of Colonel MP 93
- presence on the trip to Brussels MP 156, 158-60, 183-4, 186
- absence from Victory Day Service MP 220

character:

- sense of humour:
  - the distant V.2 MP 156
  - the teasing of Ramos MP 158-60
  - Chu’s love of the limelight MP 160, 186
- desire to be in the fashion MP 183-4, 190

and other characters:

- Bobrowski MP 183-4
- Borrit MP 35
- Smeets MP 159
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van Strydonck der Burkel

see Historical Figures – b) foreign
Vaughan, Richard

a contemporary of NJ at Aldershot – KO 54

one of Miss Orchard's pupils

father:
in South Wales Borderers
killed in World War 1

KO 54
KO 54
KO 77
Vavassor

described
phlegmatic character
service career:

8 years in the Far East
War Office porter:
on duty as
characters met as:
usefulness to:

Finn
NJ and Pennistone
awe at sight of CIGS
apathy towards Prince Theodoric

and the Victory Day Service:
not invited to
discussion with NJ

retired from
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815
Vera

a waitress at the Ufford – AW 8

enemy of Uncle Giles
**Visual Arts**

**a) painters**

Addams, Charles (American cartoonist, 1912-88) – NJ and Dr Brightman on Gwinnett's character in Stourwater school dining-room TK 53

Alma-Tadema, Sir Lawrence (English Classicist, 1836-1912) – idea of Mr Deacon's style given by BM 6

Annigoni, Pietro (Italian, 1910-88) – reproduction of the Queen in Stourwater school dining-room HSH 191

Barbizon school (French landscape artists of mid 19th century) – Chips Lovell's father like LM 16

Barnby, Ralph

Beardsley, Aubrey (English Art Nouveau, 1872-98) – Moreland on the artist as insurance agent HSH 53

Bonington, Richard Parkes (English landscape, 1802-1928) – Duport's seascapes reminiscent of HSH 238

Bonnard, Pierre (French Nabi, 1867-1947) – Barnby's alliteration AW 33

Bosch, Hieronymus (Flemish Renaissance, c.1450-1516) – Moreland teases Donners with KO 126

Botticelli, Sandro (Italian Renaissance, c.1445-1510) – only painter to interest young Anne Stepney BM 52

Boucher, François (French Rococo, 1703-70) – as painter of women AW 75

Bouguereau, Adolphe William (French Academic, 1825-1905) – Barnby's alliteration AW 33

Braque, Georges (French Fauvist/Cubist, 1882-1963) – Lady Anne Stepney's later taste for AW 208; CCR 170

Breugel the elder, Pieter (Flemish Baroque, c.1605-38) – thought of Belgian soldiers brings to mind VB 113; BFR 11

Bronzino, Agnolo (Italian Mannerist, 1503-72) – Moreland like Folly in "Allegory with Venus & Cupid" CCR 21

Brouwer, Adriaen (Flemish Baroque, c.1605-38) – thought of Belgian soldiers brings to mind MP 93

Burne-Jones, Sir Edward – (English Pre-Raphaelite, 1833-98):

idea of Mr Deacon's style given by BM 6

Trapnel and Pamela as King Cophetua and the Beggar Maid BFR 205

Camden Town Group (English Post-Impressionists, 1911-13) – Tokenhouse's early work in style of TK 62, 128

Callot, Jacques (French Baroque engraver, c.1592-1635) – the Houses of Parliament after the Blitz BFR 181-2

Canalotto (Italian Rococo, 1697-1768) – Shepherd Market could have been painted by BM 163

Cézanne, Paul (French Post-Impressionist, 1839-1906):

St John Clarke finds "bourgeois" CCR 48

Moreland on one’s preferred style of woman ARM 133

Chardin, Jean-Baptiste-Siméon (French Rococo, 1699-1779) – card-players at Foppa's AW 158

Claude Lorraine (French Baroque, 1602-82) – Lord Huntercombe's "Van Dyck" by AW 154

Constable, Charles (British/Australian, 1688-1909) – drawings at Stourwater KO 112

Cort, Jean-Baptiste-Camille (French Realist, 1796-1875) – Normandy landscape like MP 162

Cubists, the (early 20th century) – Tokenhouse and the proposed series of books on TK 67, 70, 77, 85, 136-8, 229-30

Daumier, Honoré (French Realist, 1808-79) – Welsh garrison town reminiscent of VB 8

Deacon, Edgar Bosworth

Delacroix, Eugène (French Romantic, 1798-1863) – Jean Duport like one of Algerian women AW 64

Degas, Edgar (French Realist/Impressionist, 1834-1917) – equestrian snapshot of Foppa recalls AW 154

Dobson, William (English Baroque, 1611-46) – Lord Huntercombe's "Van Dyck" by CCR 165

Douanier

Dufy, Raoul (French Fauvist, 1877-1953) – Lady Anne Stepney's taste for Roussea, Henri

Ensor, James Sidney, Baron (Belgian Expressionist, 1860-1949) – and the arrival in Brussels AW 208; CCR 170

Foujita, Tsugoharu (French-Japanese, 1886-1968) – Sir Gavin's distaste for MP 174

Fromentin, Eugène (French Romantic, 1820-76) – NJ imagines North African scene by AW 116

Géricault, Théodore (French Romantic, 1791-1824) – fresco in Pimlico HQ as Free French version of KO 163

Giordano, Luca (Italian Baroque, (1634-1705) – at the Bragadin Palace TK 8

Gleizes, Albert (French Cubist, 1881-1953) – Moreland dislikes idea of portraits by CCR 39

Gobelin (French, from 16th century) – tapestries at Stourwater possibly by BM 199

Goya, Francisco de (Spanish Rococo/Romantic, 1746-1828):

Gypsy Jones's post-coital pose recalls "Maja Nude" by BM 269

"Winter" and thoughts of conditions in the Spanish Civil War CCR 64

Henderson describes Jean as "sad Goya duchess" HSH 233-4
Gozzoli, Benozzo (Italian Renaissance, 1420-97) – Lord Huntercombe’s victory over attribution of CCR 140
El Greco (Spanish/Greek Mannerist, 1541-1614) – Welsh garrison town like winter in Toledo by VB 6
Greuze, Jean-Baptiste (French Rococo, 1725-1805) – at Lady Molly’s LM 24, 158; SA 159
Guardi, Francesco (Italian Rococo, 1712-93):
    NJ’s view of Venice TK 8
    Dr Brightman wonders if sister of was model for Candaules’ wife TK 92
Guys, Constantin (French Realist, 1802-92) – equestrian snapshot of Foppa recalls AW 154
Hals, Frans (Dutch Baroque, c.1582-1666) – Isbister the “British ...” AW 36
Holbein the Younger, Hans (German Renaissance, 1497-1543) – an Erasmus by at Stourwater BM 193, 196
Hollar, Wenceslaus (Bohemian engraver, 1607-1677) – engraving of Glimber in the style of AW 215
Isbister, Horace, RA qv
Jordaens, Jacob (Flemish Baroque, 1593-1678) – and Foppa’s imaginary mistress AW 154
John, Augustus (British Camden Town Group, 1878-1961):
    as a main figure of the age AW 80
    drawings by:
        at Stourwater KO 112
        bought by Glober from Mopsy Pontner via the Lilienthals TK 72-4, 76, 85-6
Khnopff, Fernand (Belgian Symbolist, 1858-1921) – Mr Deacon compared to HSH 226
Klinger, Max (German Symbolist, 1857-1920) – Mr Deacon compared to HSH 226
Landseer, Sir Edwin Henry (English, 1802-1873) – “Bolton Abbey” by at the Ufford AW 10
Lavery, Sir John (Ulsterman, Glasgow School, portraitist, 1856-1941) – portrait by of Lady W-Wilson BM 33
Lawrence, Sir Thomas (British portraitist, 1769-1830) – the only reasonable picture at Thrubworth by LM 149-50, 152
Leonardo da Vinci (Italian Renaissance, 1452-1519) – Captain Jenkins on art tourists TK 58
    the Legat brothers (caricaturists of the Russian Ballet, c.1900) – in Moreland's flat CCR 11
    Lely, Sir Peter (English Baroque, 1618-80) – Lord Huntercombe in controversy over attribution to CCR 165
Lewin, John Frederick (British, 1805-76) – NJ imagines North African scene by KO 163
Lhote, André (French Cubist, 1885-1962) – Moreland dislikes idea of portraits by CCR 39
the London Group (in 1930's includes John Piper, et al) – Barnby sees exhibition of CCR 31
Longhi, Pietro (Italian rococo, 1702-85):
    Mrs Erdleigh’s hairstyle KO 199-200
    cartoons by at the Bragadin Palace:
        Dr Brightman compares the Conference delegates to TK 82, 97
        Gwinnett studies TK 97, 101
Lovell (Chips’s father) – landscapes of like the Barbizon school LM 16
Manet, Edouard (French Impressionist, 1832-83) – Gypsy Jones’s post-coital pose recalls “Olympia” BM 269
Marinetti, Filippo Tommaso (Italian Futurist, 1876-1944) – plans of for Venice TK 8
Masaccio (Italian Renaissance, 1401-28) – Barnby uses as alliterative representative of the oldest art BM 211
Matisse, Henri (French Fauvist, 1869-1954):
    Barnby uses as alliterative representative of the most modern art BM 211
    St John Clarke's ignorance of AW 130
Meissonier, Jean-Louis-Ernest (French Academic, 1825-91) – portrayal of military heroes VB 17
Memling, Hans (Netherlandish Renaissance, c.1435-94) – thought of Belgian soldiers brings to mind MP 93
Michelangelo (Italian Renaissance, 1475-64) – Gen.Conyers’ energy recalls the Sistine Chapel ceiling KO 211
Modigliani, Amadeo (Italian Expressionist, 1884-1920) – Stringham’s drawing by:
    in Stringham's flat AW 215; HSH 250
    and Pamela Flitton:
        bequeathed to BFR 188; HSH 190, 250
        follows movements of BFR 188, 192, 203-4, 241
        kept by Widmerpool after death of HSH 250
        “rescued” by Bithel for Barnabas Henderson after Widmerpool’s death HSH 249-50 (and 240, 243-4)
Monet, Claude (French Impressionist, 1840-1926) – Members’ pretentious description of the weather QU 184
Moro, Antonio (Dutch, c.1517-77) – and Isbister AW 119
Murillo, school of (Spanish Baroque, 17th century) – at the Huntercomes’ BM 73
Orozco, José Clemente (Mexican Social Realist, 1883-1949) – Glober flatters Tokenhouse with TK 148
Pannini, Giovanni Paolo (Italian Neoclassical, 1691-1765) – could have painted Shepherd Market BM 163
Visual Arts – a) painters (cont’d)

Perugino, Pietro (Italian Renaissance, c.1445-1523) – Mr Deacon on BM 14, 16
Picasso, Pablo (Spanish Cubist, 1881-1973):
  Chandler like Blue Period of Moreland:
    admires depth of
    teases Donners with CCR 204
Piranesi, Giovanni Battista (Italian Neoclassical engraver, 1720-78) – could have created:
  Shepherd Market BM 163
  the Houses of Parliament after the Blitz BFR 181-2
Poüssin, Nicolas (French Baroque, 1594-1665):
  the "Dance" theme QU 5-6; HSH 33, 161
  NJ greatly admires TK 48
Raphael (Italian Renaissance, 1483-1520):
  Mr Deacon on the Louvre’s false attributions to BM 16
  "La Madonna della Sedia" – both NJ and Moreland dislike reproductions of when young
Rembrandt van Rijn (Dutch Baroque, 1606-69) – Moreland on one’s preferred style of woman CCR 48
Renoir, Pierre-Auguste (French Impressionist, 1841-1919) – and women’s skin AW 40.75
Sargent, John Singer (American, 1856-1925):
  Mrs Maliphant confuses with Shannon TK 77
  Dicky Umfraville can’t tell from Snaffles LM 181
Shinwell, Kurt (German Dadaist, 1887-1948) – Ada on the exhibits at the Biennale TK 135
Sickert, Walter Richard (British Camden Town Group, 1860-1942):
  once commented favourably on a Deacon drawing at Stourwater BM 176; HSH 229
  KO 112
Sisley, Alfred (French Impressionist, 1839-99) – snowy scene at Temple’s Maidenhead house like AW 72
  “Snaffles” (Charles Johnson Payne – British illustrator, 1884-1967) – Umfraville’s ignorance of art LM 181
Solomon, Simeon (English Pre-Raphaelite, 1840-1905) – Mr Deacon’s "master" BM 9
Spy (Leslie Ward – British illustrator, 1851-1922) – caricature of Lord Vowchurch in "Vanity Fair" LM 8
Stein, Jan (Dutch Baroque, c.1625-79) – Van der Voort reminds NJ of typical Dutch genre painting MP 159
Surrealists, the (1920s) – equation of action with violence KO 79
Svatogh (Soviet Social Realist) – Ada stuns NJ and Tokenhouse by knowing of TK 143-4, 147
Teniers the Younger, David (Flemish Baroque, 1610-90) – thought of Belgian soldiers brings to mind MP 93
Tiedje, John (English Golden Age illustrator, 1820-1914) – Barnby's grandfather in tradition of BM 182
Tiepolo, Giovanni Battista (Italian Rococo, 1696-1770):
  NJ greatly admires TK 48
  Dr Brightman on possibility of wife as model TK 83, 92
  Tokenhouse on unmanageable size of TK 153
  and recurrent motifs of TK: Iphigenia
    the Bragadin Palazzo ceiling by TK 27, 47-8
    Candaula and Gyges
  Toidze, Irakli M. (Soviet Social Realist, 1902-85) – Ada stuns NJ and Tokenhouse by knowing of Tokenhouse, Daniel
Visual Arts – a) painters (cont’d)

Toulouse-Lautrec, Henri de (French Post-Impressionist, 1864-1901) – and the Manasches:
  painted Isadore BFR 110
  NJ imagines painting Rosie BFR 11
(Van) Troost, Cornelis (Dutch, 1697-1750) – General Conyers owns guard-room scene by
  painting of Prince Rupert at the Huntercombes’ may be wrongly attributed to
  Isbister has beard like
  St John Clarke’s ignorance of AW 36
  LM 226; KO 211-2
Van Dyck, Sir Anthony (Flemish Baroque, 1591-1641):
  painting of Prince Rupert at the Huntercombes’ may be wrongly attributed to
  Isbister has beard like
  St John Clarke’s ignorance of AW 31
Van Dongen, Kees (Dutch Fauvist, 1877-1968) – St John Clarke’s ignorance of
Van Gogh, Vincent (Dutch Post-Impressionist, 1853-90) – Moreland on Donners’ “terminal” illness
  painting of Prince Rupert at the Huntercombes’ may be wrongly attributed to
  Isbister has beard like
  St John Clarke’s ignorance of
  TK 275
Veronese, Paolo (Italian Mannerist, c.1528-88):
  Stringham like Alexander by
  "Iphigenia" at Dogdene ("the Sleaford Veronese")
  NJ meets Gwinnett sitting beneath frescoes by
  Tokenhouse on unmanageable size of canvases by
  TK 24, 45
  TK 153
Vuillard, Edouard (French Post-Impressionist, 1868-1940) – the Stonehurst landscape like
  Stringham like Alexander by
  "Iphigenia" at Dogdene ("the Sleaford Veronese")
  NJ meets Gwinnett sitting beneath frescoes by
  Tokenhouse on unmanageable size of canvases by
  TK 24, 45
  TK 153
Watteau, Jean-Antoine (French Rococo, 1684-1721) – and decorative style of the New Casanova
  CCR 32
Watts, George Frederic (English Pre-Raphaelite/Symbolist, 1817-1904) – idea of Mr Deacon’s style
  BM 6
Whistler, James McNeill (American Tonalist, 1834-1903):
  Mr Deacon’s wistful thoughts of re Montmartre
  NJ’s father admires
  Mrs Maliphant confuses with Wilde
  Mrs Erdleigh’s drapery resembles nocturne by
  BM 17
  TK 59
  TK 77
  TK 246
Wilson, Richard (British landscape painter, 1714-82) – at Lady Molly’s
  Stringham like Alexander by
  "Iphigenia" at Dogdene ("the Sleaford Veronese")
  NJ meets Gwinnett sitting beneath frescoes by
  Tokenhouse on unmanageable size of canvases by
  TK 24, 45
  TK 153
Zoffany, Johann (German Neoclassical, 1733-1810) – portrait by at Hinton Hoo
  BM 186
b) pictures

"The Agony in the Garden"
"Christ ...Gethsemane"

"An Allegory with Venus and Cupid" (Bronzino, 1540-50) – Moreland like Folly in
CCR 21

"And the Sea Gave up the Dead which were in it" (Frederic, Lord Leighton, 1892) – Mr Deacon's party
BM 253

"Angry Seas off Land's End" – one of Duport's seascapes
HSH 227

Antony and Cleopatra sequence (Tiepolo, 1740-45) – Dr Brightman on model for Candaules' wife
TK 83

"Any Complaints?" (Tokenhouse) – sale of to Belkin
TK 152

"Scene ... Bolton Abbey"

"The Boyhood of Cyrus" (Deacon):
in the hall of the Walpole-Wilsons' house at Eaton Square
BM 19-20, 29, 59, 91-3;
AW 116; VB 196;
HSH 5, 231

history of:

Aberavon provenance
resurrected by Barnabas Henderson

significance of to NJ:
as first sight of a Deacon canvas
and the "Dance" theme:
as subject for re-introduction to Mr Deacon
as a memorial of Barbara Goring
as symbolism of the past – like the sight of Widmerpool
brought to mind by the local quarry
encountered again in Barnabas Henderson's centenary exhibition

"The Boyhood of Raleigh" (John Everard Millais, 1870) – Members' pose like
QU 174-5

"Bubbles" (John Everard Millais, 1885-6) – print of in Mr Deacon's shop
BM 172

"By the Will of Diocletian" (Deacon):

and the decoration in the gin-palace
figure in like Scorpio Murtlock

and Barnabas Henderson:
in centenary exhibition arranged by
Canon Fenneau quoted by on the provenance

Candaules and Gyges (Tiepolo) – ceiling in the Bragadin Palazzo:
described
TK 88-92

Dr Brightman's:
excitement at the prospect of seeing

academic explanation of
as a recurrent motif in TK:
Pamela's fascination with

archetypal example of voyeurism

and the concept of the Temporary King
cave paintings of the Dordogne – graffito of Widmerpool like
QU 155

"Le Chapeau de Paille" (Rubens, c.1626) – Jean Duport reminds NJ of
BM 226; AW 64

"Christ in the Garden of Gethsemane" (Tiepolo) – Gyges like soldier in
TK 92

"Clergyman Eating an Apple" (Isbister):

Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson examines at the retrospective exhibition
AW 116

Mark Members contends that central figure is St John Clarke
HSH 40

Conchita – drawing of by Augustus John bought by Glober from Mopsy Pontner via the Lilienthals
TK 72-4, 76, 85-6

"The Countess of Ardglass with Faithful Girl" (Isbister) – Bijou admires at exhibition
AW 120-1

"Cupid Chastised" (Bartolomeo Manfredi, 1605-10) – statuette of at Stourwater
KO 112
*A Dance to the Music of Time* (Poussin, c.1638): introduces the whole cycle and Time in Ariosto concludes the whole cycle

"Dante and Beatrice" (Henry Holiday, 1883) – Maclintick and Moreland’s contempt for CCR 204

"Les Demoiselles d’Avignon" (Picasso, 1907) – Moreland teases Donners with KO 126

"The Doge in Bucentaur..." (Francesco Guardi, 1766-70) – NJ’s view of Venice TK 8

"The Embarkation of the Queen of Sheba" (Claude Lorraine, 1648) – and Templar’s House QU 74

"The Embarkation of St Ursula" (Claude Lorraine, 1641) – and Templar’s House QU 74

"The Enchanted Castle" (Claude Lorraine, 1664) – and Templar’s house QU 74

"Entry of Christ into Brussels" (Ensor, 1898) – and the arrival of NJ’s party in Brussels MP 174

"The Epic of American Civilisation" (Orozco, 1932-4) – Glober flatters Tokenhouse by comparison to equestrian prints – in Stringham’s rooms QU 12-3, 185; AW 214

"The Family of Darius before Alexander" (Veronese, 1565-70) – Stringham as QU 12, 57

"Femme d’Algers dans leur aparment" (Delacroix, 1836) – Jean Duport reminds NJ of AW 64

"The Finding of Moses" (Tiepolo, 1730) – Dr Brightman on the model for Candaules’ wife TK 83

The First Jubilee – old-fashioned painting of at Thrubworth BFR 74

"For he had Spoken Lightly of a Woman’s Name" – print of in Mr Deacon’s shop BM 172

"Four priests rigging a miracle" (Tokenhouse): NJ mistakes for garage scene TK 128-9

Tokenhouse explains TK 128-30

"Gannets Nesting" – one of Duport’s seascapes HSH 227

"The Garden of Earthly Delights" (Bosch, c.1504) – Moreland teases Donners with KO 126

"Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II" (Annigoni, 1955) – in dining-room at Stourwater school HSH 191

"A Hopeless Dawn" (Frank Bramley, 1888) – Moreland on narrative paintings CCR 204

"The House of Cards" (Chardin, 1736) – card-players at Foppa’s AW 158

"Hunters in the Snow" (Pieter Breughel the elder, 1565) – one of NJ’s favourite pictures VB 113

"Iphigenia" (Veronese) – at Sleaford: Chips Lovell disparages Gwinnet interested in and the market: first sold for a very large sum record price negotiated by Jonathan Cutts also mentioned LM 15, 226

Isadore Manasch (Toulouse Lautrec) – described by Rosie BFR 110

portrait of Judge Jeffreys – Lord Huntercombe questions attribution to Lely CCR 165

"King Cophetua and the Beggar Maid" (Burne-Jones, 1884) – Trapnel and Pamela as BFR 205

"The Long Engagement" (Arthur Hughes, 1853-5) – Moreland on narrative paintings CCR 204

"La Madonna della Sedia" (Raphael, 1514) – both NJ and Moreland dislike reproductions of KO 85

"Maja Nude" (Goya, c.1800) – Gypsy Jones’s post-coital pose recalls BM 269

"Mars and Venus" (Tiepolo, 1757) – Dr Brightman on similarity of to Candaules and Gyges TK 83

"The Martyrdom of St Sebastian" (Perugino, 1478) – Mr Deacon examines in Louvre BM 14, 16, 19

"Merville, 1st December, 1914" (Herbert Arnould Olivier, 1916) – in the War Office MP 42, 51

"Mona Lisa" (Leonardo da Vinci, c.1503):

Lady Anne Stepney claims likeness to Captain Jenkins’ dislike of art tourists TK 58

*Moses Saved from the Water* BM 209, 236

*Mrs Sarah Siddons* (Gainsborough,1785) – Lady Huntercombe’s dress recalls murals for the Donners-Brebner building BM 182; AW 31; CCR 14; SA 8; MP 118; TK 128

"The Needles: Schooner Aground" – one of Duport’s seascapes HSH 227

Norma – drawings of by Barnby: modelling of bought by:

Sir Magnus Donners the Manasches KO 112; HSH 191 TK 235

"The Old Humorists" (Isbister) – Sir Gavin Walpole-Wilson examines at the retrospective exhibition AW 116
*Olympia* (Manet, 1863) – Gypsy Jones’s post-coital pose recalls BM 269

*The Omnimonent* (Arild Rosencrantz, 1907):

in Mrs Widmerpool’s flat BM 272; HSH 197

Widmerpool’s robed appearance reminds NJ of HSH 197

*On the Threshold of Eternity* (Van Gogh, 1890) – Moreland on Donners’ apparently terminal illness TK 275

portraits by Isbister Isbister, Horace, RA

portrait by Romney in Mrs Foxe’s Berkeley Square house QU 57; CCR 141

postcard from Jean sums up the love theme of AW and ends the book AW 219-223

*Prince Rupert Conversing with a Herald* – Lord Huntercombe’s painting by Dobson not Van Dyck BM 64; CCR 165

*Pupils of Socrates* (Deacon) – and the decoration in the gin-palace LM 168

*Rainy Day at Marrakesh*:

example of pastel Moroccan scenes at Lady Molly’s SA 160

all gone after the Blitz MP 84

*The Raft of the Medusa* (Géricault, 1819) – fresco in Pimlico HQ seems Free French version of MP 145

*The Rape of the Sabine Women* (Rubens, 1635-40) – Moreland teases Donners with KO 126

*The Ridotto* (Longhi, 1740s) – Mrs Erdleigh’s hairstyle recalls KO 199-200

Russian ballet – caricatures of by the Legat Brothers in Moreland’s flat CCR 11

*The Sacrifice of Iphigenia* (Tiepolo, 1757) – Gwinnett:

excited by TK 27, 48, 83

links to Pamela TK 48

*The Salon in the Rue des Moulins* (Toulouse-Lautrec) – NJ fantasises about Rosie Stevens in BFR 110

*Scene in the Olden Time at Bolton Abbey* (Landseer, 1830-5) – at the Ufford AW 10; MP 66

the Sistine Chapel: the Cumaean Sibyl (Michelangelo, c.1500) – General Conyers’ energy recalls KO 211

*The Seven Deadly Sins* – tapestries at Stourwater: BM 199

*Luxuria*:

described BM 199-200

occasion of NJ’s renewed acquaintance with Jean Duport BM 200-202; KO 120; MP 241; HSH 191

subjects of the tableaux KO 127-35, 227, 246;

59-62, 191

and the “Dance”:

photographs found by Matilda HSH 44, 54, 59-62, 191

remembered in the visit to Stourwater for the wedding HSH 191-3

*Tropical Forest with Monkeys [Tropique]* (Henri Rousseau, 1910) – Soper resembles BFR 11

*Two Monkeys* (Pieter Breughel the elder, 1562):

Pennistone loves VB 113; BFR 11

Sillery resembles BFR 11

*View of Toledo* (El Greco, 1597-9) – Welsh garrison town like winter version of VB 6

*Where Belgium Greeted Britain, 4th December, 1914* (Herbert Arnold Olivier) – in the War Office MP 42, 51

*Winter* (Goya, 1786) – NJ and Robert Tolland on the Spanish Civil War CCR 64
Visual Arts

c) sculpture

practitioners
Bernini, Gianlorenzo (Italian Baroque, 1598-1680)
considered as unfitting sculptor of Mona
St John Clarke's objection to Rima by
AW 80
BM 253-4
AW 26

Epstein, Jacob (British Expressionist), 1880-1959):
as a main figure of the age
considered as unfitting sculptor of Mona
AW 80
BM 253-4

Ernst, Max (French Dadaist-Surrealist, 1891-1976) – Glober on the exhibits at the Biennale
TK 135

Lipchitz, Jacques (Lithuanian/French Cubist, 1891-1973) – as possible sculptor of Mona
BM 253-4

Mestrovic, Ivan (Croatian/American Expressionist, 1883-1962) – and the Haig statue
BM 47

Rodin, Auguste (French, 1840-1917)
AW 80

Zadkine, Ossip (French/Russian, 1890-1967) – as possible sculptor of Mona
BM 253-4

artefacts
the Albert Memorial (Giles Gilbert Scott, 1882):
the Arts and Sciences – Eleanor Watpole-Wilson on muscles of "Manufactures"
BM 22
the Continents – NJ falls in love with Barbara Goring by "Asia"
BM 22-3
"Le Baiser" ("The Kiss" – Rodin, 1886) – as possible memorial to Templer
AW 222
Caracalla – (Roman, 3rd century A.D.) Ted Jeavons’s hair like sculpted head of
BM 22

ceramics:
Chinese vases at Thrubworth:
Lord Huntercombe and the provenance of
BFR 74
Pamela sick into
BFR 90-4
and Widmerpool's ignorance of art
BFR 91
Meissen porcelain: Marcolini – at the Foxe's
CCR 165-6
Vienna porcelain: Indianische Blumen – at the Foxe's
CCR 165-6

"The Dying Gladiator" (Roman, 230-20 B.C.) – Members’ pose like statues:
Achilles (Hyde Park, Richard Westmacott, 1822) – NJ meets Barbara Goring near to
BM 22
Boadicea (the Embankment, Thomas Thornycroft, 1902) – and the vintage-car rally
TK 281
Haig – discussion of controversy over at Eaton Square
BM 45-7, 97; AW 26
Kitchener – bust of in the War Office
MP 55, 59
In Kensington Gardens:
Peter Pan (George Frampton, 1912) – St John Clarke's love of
AW 26; CCR 186
Rima (Epstein, 1925) – St John Clarke’s opposition to
AW 26
Quadriga (Wellington Arch, Adrian Jones, 1912) – on the way from the Huntercombes’ ball
BM 89

St Paul's – tombs of Abercrombie and Moore
MP 221-2
Trajan's Column – and the fading memories of war
BFR 5
"Truth Unveiled by Time" (Bernini, 1645-52) – model of:
and Norman Chandler:
first acquired by
CCR 18, 21, 141
sold to by Mr Deacon:
the deal in the Mortimer
CCR 18, 25-6, 37, 47;
HSH 234
never paid for
CCR 47
recovered by
CCR 47, 141,
CCR 141, 164; HSH 234
taken by to Mrs Foxe's house
CCR 18, 25-6, 37, 47,
141; HSH 234
and Mr Deacon

despised by Lord Huntercombe
CCR 164
long lost
HSH 234
**Vowchurch, Jack**

brother of Baby Wentworth – LM 199 (AW 121?)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>family:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>father’s succession to Vowchurch title</td>
<td>LM 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brother of Baby Wentworth</td>
<td>BM 133; LM 199</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>distant cousin of Mildred Blaides</td>
<td>LM 199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>rakish character:</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>possible involvement with Bijou Ardglass</td>
<td>AW 121</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as described by Mildred</td>
<td>LM 199</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Vowchurch, Lord

an Edwardian eccentric, father of the Blaides girls – LM 8

family:

father of:

six daughters, including:

eldest married to a general
Mrs Conyers
Mildred Blaides

no sons

title succeeds to distant cousin – father of Baby Wentworth

friendships with:

Colonel Brabazon
King Edward VII
pursuit of Lady Alford

eccentric character:

subject of:

Spy cartoon
anecdotes by:

Mildred
Lady Frederica
Ted Jeavons
Sir Thomas Lipton
Uncle Alfred

eccentric character:

examples of buffoonery:

introduced monkeys at an ambassador's ball
set fire to traveller's newspaper on train
rode horse upstairs at Melton Mowbray
squeezed ink over archbishop at wedding
clockwork mouse in Albert's sleeve

motoring:

early pioneer of
serious accident leaves partially disabled

sharp tongue:

bad temper
habit of mordant banter

offence given to:

King Edward VII
Mr Gladstone

effect of on daughters
moderation of with age and disability
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Vowchurch, Lord

father of Baby Wentworth – LM 11

and the Vowchurch title:

distant cousin of the Blaides family

succession to on death of Lord Vowchurch without sons

father of:

Jack Vowchurch

Baby Wentworth
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Walpole-Wilson, Lady (Daisy)

aunt of Barbara Goring – BM 20

episodes involved in:
  the dinner at Eaton Square and the Huntercombes’ dance
    BM 32, 42, 44-7, 49, 52-5, 60, 63, 93, 96; AW 26; HSH 231; and see below
  NJ's weekend at Hinton Hoo with lunch at Stourwater
    BM 189, 191, 193, 196, 205, 229-32; and see below

described:
  in Lavery’s portrait
    BM 33
  in reality
    BM 26

family:
  daughter of Lord Aberavon
    BM 25, 92, 186, (275); AW 116; (VB 196); HSH 231-2
  sister of Lady Goring
    BM 25, (275)
  aunt of Barbara:
    appreciation of femininity of
      BM 26
    sense of responsibility for coming-out of
      BM 26, 60, 229
    also mentioned
      BM 20, 25
  marriage to Sir Gavin:
    relationship with
      BM 42, 44, 53-5, 184
    daughter Eleanor
      BM 26-27, 32, 46, 55, 61, 229, 231
    uncongenial sister-in-law, Miss Janet
      BM 189, 193, 231
  as part of "the Walpole-Wilsons":
    episodes involving:
      the Eaton Square dinners
        BM 5, 27-29, 30, 35, 38-9, 44, 60, 65-6, 85, 91, 106-7, 130, 161, 167, 251
      the weekend visit
        BM 171, 225, 242; AW 26, 48; LM 9, 33-4, 53, 86; CCR 15, 82, 98-9, 111; MP 54; HSH 5, 57, 192, 232

houses:
  flat in Paris
    BM 18
  Eaton Square
    see Places – b) London: fictional settings
  Hinton Hoo
    see Places – d) UK: country houses

and NJ:
  friendship with parents of
    Barbara Goring
      BM 20, 27-8, 30, 60
    and the crucial change
      BM 106-7, 161, 167, 183; AW 114
    and the Dance
      see Visual Arts – b) pictures: The Boyhood of Cyrus

and other characters:
  Sir Magnus Donners
    KO 98
  the Huntercombes
    BM 62, 68, 106-7, 236
  Rosie Manasch
    BM 38, 68
  Prince Theodoric
    BM 130
  Widmerpool
    BM 35, 37-8, 66, 84-5

NJ's affection for

nervous character:
  as family trait
    BM 25
  anxiety in the face of social challenges:
    as hostess at Eaton Square
      BM 26, 32-3, 42, 44-5, 47, 49, 55, 93
    embassy functions
      BM 53
    the Huntercombes' dance
      BM 61, 81
    the Stourwater lunch:
      worried about:
        Donners' origins
          BM 191
        Widmerpool's crash
          BM 229
      relief afterwards
        BM 232
    the taxi-driver's tip
      BM 61-2, 96
  also troubled by:
    the pain of the War
      BM 54, 191
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Walpole-Wilson, Lady (Daisy) (cont’d)

the problem of Eleanor  BM 26-27, 32, 46, 55, 61
the thought of Widmerpools as neighbours  BM 229-31
dead  HSH 231
and other characters:

Sir Magnus Donners:
   personally  BM 189, 191, 232
   admiration of Stourwater  BM 193
Archie Gilbert  BM 32, 60-2, 96
the Huntercombes  BM 205, 232
Rosie Manasch  BM 54, 60, 189
Johnny Pardoe  BM 54, 189, 229
Sillery  BM 189
Prince Theodoric:
   family of  BM 53
   himself  BM 189, 196, 205, 232
Tompsett  BM 44, 47, 49, 52
Baby Wentworth  BM 232
Widmerpool  BM 54, 93, 229-31
Walpole-Wilson, Eleanor

a cousin of Barbara Goring – BM 21

episodes involving:

NJ’s meeting with Barbara in Hyde Park  BM 21-2, 234; AW 127
dinner at Eaton Square and the Huntercombes’ dance  BM 32, 41, 44-7, 55, 60-1, 63-6, 82; LM (36), 86; HSH 231
the visit to Stourwater  BM 210, 220, 233
at home with Norah to NJ and Lady Frederica  LM 91-9, 124, 183
after the blitz at Lady Molly’s  SA 157-62
described  BM 22; LM 92; SA 158-9

family:

grandfather Lord Aberavon  VB 196, 198; HSH 231
grandfather Lord Aberavon parents:
a problem to  BM 26-7, 61, 184, 277; AW 114-5; SA 159-60
other mentions of:
father Sir Gavin  BM 190; AW 196; KO 99-100, 208; HSH 231
mother Lady Walpole-Wilson  BM 32, 44, 46, 55, 61, 229, 231
aunts:
Miss Janet:
admiration for  BM 185, 188, 231
and trips with to:
Stourwater  BM 192, 196-7, 210, 213, 220
Guatemala  BM 277
also mentioned  BM 273
Constance (Lady Goring)  BM 66
cousin Barbara Goring:
aptronised by  BM 27, 184; LM 95
on troubled marriage of  LM 94-5
also mentioned  BM 21-2; AW 127; LM 94; VB 196, 198
uncle Lord Goring  BM 25

a "problem":

strangeness regarded as a defining characteristic  BM 223; LM 22-3, 36, 95
air of smouldering resentment:
evident in:
truculent manner  BM 27, 32, 45-6, 65, 190, 192, 231; LM 92
appearance  BM 38, 64
particular dislike of social occasions  BM 27, 47, 60-1, 82, 184, 186, 190, 192, 205, 231, 233; LM 92; SA 159
compared to that of Lady Anne Stepney  BM 38, 51
mellowed by:
relationship with Norah  LM 92; SA 158
tragedy of war  SA 158-61
lesbianism:
remaining unmarried accepted as inevitability  BM 27, 275-6; SA 160
relationships with:
Norah Tolland  see below
Swedish doctor  HSH 14
NJ’s sympathetic understanding of  BM 27, SA 158
preference for:
country over town  BM 22, 25, 27, 184; AW 114-5
animals over people  BM 22, 32, 186, 190,205, 233; AW 115; SA 159-60
activities involved in:
love of dogs:
training  BM 22, 32, 190,193, 205, 220, 233; AW 115; SA 159
breeding  AW 115; SA 160
also mentioned  HSH 14
driving:
- early efforts at cause of damage to family car in wartime for a women's service
  - BM 60
  - KO 208; VB 196
- Girl Guides
  - BM 41, 55
- hunting
  - BM 192
- local politics
  - HSH 13-14

opinions:

- naive approach to art:
  - "The Boyhood of Cyrus": confusion as to subject of sale of after parents' death
    - BM 28-9; HSH 231
    - HSH 231
  - comments on:
    - the Albert Memorial
    - BM 22-3
    - the Haig statue
    - BM 45-6
  - increasing interest in left-wing politics
    - CCR 95, 130, 195
  - flirtation with Roman Catholicism
    - KO 100
  - death in Stockholm
    - HSH 14

and other characters:

- Lady Frederica
  - LM 86-7, 92, 96-7
- Sir Magnus Donners
  - BM 213, 223
- Gwatkin
  - VB 196, 198
- Heather Hopkins:
  - baleful influence of in relationship with Norah
    - LM 96, 99; CCR 130
  - serious quarrel with
    - LM 200
  - as abiding irritant
    - KO 100
- Lady Huntercombe
  - BM 210, 213
- Lady Molly:
  - subject of bizarre descriptions by
    - LM 36, 160
  - lasting fondness for
    - SA 160
  - originally disliked by
    - LM 35-6; SA 130, 160
  - wartime lodging with
    - SA 130, 157-61
  - and death of
    - SA 158-61
- Ted Jeavons
  - SA 158, 161
- NJ:
  - childhood meeting with in Paris
    - BM 27
  - Stringham’s fantasy of marriage to
    - BM 223
  - lasting affection for
    - LM 92, 94, 96; SA 158-61
    - LM 94-5; VB 196, 198
- Rosie Manasch
  - BM 185, 192, 210, 220
- Lady McReith
  - KO 208
- Nokes
  - BM 190
- Johnny Pardoe
  - BM 44, 46, 185, 210, 220, 233; LM 94
- Lady Anne Stepney
  - BM 38, 51, 60
- Stringham
  - BM 223
- Prince Theodoric
  - BM 192, 210
- the Tolland’s:
  - Hugo
    - CCR 195
  - Isobel
    - KO 100; SA 158, 161
  - Norah:
    - friendship with:
      - first mentioned
        - AW 115, 196
      - as a "ménage"
        - LM 22-3, 36, 86-7, 91-99, 200; 95, 129-30; CCR 95, 128-30; KO 100, 208; VB 196; SA 160; HSH 13
    - the subject of jokes by:
      - Lady Molly
        - LM 36; SA 160
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Hugo CCR 195
explained to NJ SA 160
leaves pugs to HSH 14
tenderly remembered by HSH 13

Priscilla CCR 95; SA 130, 158

Tompsitt BM 44

Widmerpool:
  tension in presence of BM 45-6
  and father's liquid manure BM 65; LM 86
  dislike of BM 65-6, 231
  disregarded by BM 273
  also mentioned BM 47, 55, 229, 276

Mrs Widmerpool BM 66, 275, 277

Matilda Moreland KO 100
Walpole-Wilson, Sir Gavin

a retired diplomat and friend of NJ's father – BM 5

episodes involved in:
the Eaton Square dinner
weekend house-party including visit to Stourwater
described

family:
history of:
exposition of

BM 187
distant relationship to Lady Bridgnorth
purchase of Hinton Hoo

in the present:
wife Daisy
daughter Eleanor
sister Miss Janet

career in the Diplomatic Service:
junior Secretary in an Oriental country
as minister to:
Prince Theodoric's country:
charged d'affairs in
friendship with old King of

a South American republic:
occasion of KCMG award
mistake in:
cause of resignation from
despised by Widmerpool

nostalgic memories of
plan for exhibition of paintings concerning
also mentioned
later work in Paris with refugee charity
death during WW2

described

character:
anxious sensitivity:
as defining characteristic

evident in:
bitterness towards Saltonstall
bitterness towards Saltonstall

depressive pessimism
self-important habits of:

name-dropping
portentous quotations
tendentious assertions

continued interest in foreign affairs:
China

the Balkans
South America:

Bolivia and Paraguay

letters to "The Times"

interest in the arts:
opera

opinions on:
the Haig statue
the "man of taste":

Aberavon's honest vulgarity
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disgust at Saltonstall's:
portrait AW 115
pretentiousness AW 115-6
remembered by NJ VB 133
Stourwater BM 192-3, 195, (198)
and Hinton Hoo:
artefacts in BM 186-7
proposed exhibition at BM 206, 222, 225-6
lack of imagination BM 24-5
progressive views:
on Foreign Office recruitment BM 48, 59-60; MP 109
on other matters BM 24, 44, 189, 191
increasingly left-wing nature of MP 55
and other characters:
Margaret Budd BM 60
General Conyers LM 86
Sir Magnus Donners BM 190-1
Lord Huntercombe BM 62, 206, 222, 225-6
NJ:
friendship with father of BM 18; LM 9
compared to Uncle Giles in:
appearance BM 33
touchy character BM 24, 60, 192
Rosie Manasch flirtatious attraction to BM 49, 51, 185-6, 194, 228
also mentioned BM 41, 44,
Johnny Pardoe BM 41, 58, 185-6
Saltonstall BM 54; AW 115-6
Sillery BM 189; AW 120
Lady Anne Stepney BM 44, 60
Prince Theodoric BM 191, 226, 232-3, 282; MP 55; HSH 192
Norah Tolland AW 115, 196; LM 36
Tompitt BM 44, 48-9, 54, 59-60; MP 109
Widmerpool BM 33, 37-8, 59-60, 84; AW 219; LM 53
Walpole-Wilson, Miss Janet

unmarried sister of Sir Gavin – BM 185

episodes involved in:
- weekend at Hinton Hoo including visit to Stourwater: BM 185, 189-94, 205, 210-11, 213, 220-1, 225, 232; AW 118
- supper at Widmerpool's: BM 273-5, 276-284; AW 219

described
- BM 188, 276; KO 224

family:
- brother Sir Gavin: BM 185, 188-9, 228, 232, 277; KO 224
- niece Eleanor: admired by: BM 185, 188, 197
- trips with to:
  - Stourwater: BM 192, 196-7, 210, 213, 220
  - Guatemala: BM 277
- also mentioned: BM 273

character:
- flat in Chelsea: BM 276
- jobs:
  - variety of: BM 188; KO 224
  - wartime work with WVS: KO 224
- cantankerous nature:
  - desire for pre-eminence:
    - in conversation:
      - announcement of news: BM 277, 280
      - arguments with Sir Gavin: BM 189, 191
      - also mentioned: BM 193, 284
    - in friendship with Mrs Widmerpool: BM 276-7, 284
- reflection of in:
  - relationships:
    - irrational dislikes: BM 185
    - torment of Widmerpool: BM 278-81
    - sulky attitude to Stourwater trip: BM 193, 196-7, 205, 211, 220-1, 225, 228, 276-7; KO 118
- "woman of wide interests"
  - history of dubious "adventures": BM 185, 284
  - particular interest in the Balkans:
    - irritation with Sir Gavin over:
      - the "misunderstanding": BM 190-1
    - recent visit to: BM 188, 191-2
    - progressive views: BM 189, 191-2, 277; AW 120
    - also mentioned: BM 205, 277

and other characters:
- Sir Magnus Donners: BM 191, 220
- Barbara Goring: BM 278-80
- Tom Goring: BM 280
- Lady Huntercombe: BM 210, 213
- Lil Jeavons: KO 224
- NJ: AW 219
- Rosie Manasch: BM 185, 189, 210, 228
- Johnny Pardoe: BM 185, 189, 210, 278-9
- Sillery: BM 189; AW 120
- Prince Theodoric: BM 190-1, 196-7, 211, 232
- Truscott: BM 205
- Widmerpool: BM 273, 278-81; AW 219
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Walpole-Wilson, Miss Janet (cont’d)

Mrs Widmerpool:
  friendship with          BM 231, 274-5, 276-81
  wartime lodging with     KO 224
Warminster, Earl of (Alfred)

see Erridge, Viscount
Warminster, Earl of (the Chemist-Earl)

Victorian forebear of the Tolland family – BFR 48

and the Tolland family:
  the line of succession: BFR 48-9; HSH 178
  the generation of the "Dance":
    great uncle of HSH 178
    regarded by:
    generally:
      only as "the Chemist-Earl" BFR 48-9
      as something of a joke BFR 49; HSH 178
      by Hugo as his favourite forebear BFR 49
      as spiritual ancestor of Jeremy HSH 178

dead:
  unmarried in the eighteen-eighties BFR 48-9
  modest memorial to in Thrubworth chapel BFR 48-9

as a scientist:
  Fellow of the Royal Society BFR 48
  famed for work on:
    marsh gases BFR 49; HSH 178
    deodorization of sewage BFR 49; HSH 178
    alcohol radicles BFR 49
    possession of a fine library BFR 76
Warminster, Earl of (grandfather)

grandfather of the Tolland children – BFR 48

(succesion to title after death of childless brother BFR 48-9)
mentioned as grandfather of:

Erridge
George
Norah
troublesome Thrubworth window in memory of

glass collection of

LM 41; CCR 76; BFR 95
CCR 76
BFR 95
LM 41; CCR 76; BFR 95
LM 135
Warminster, First Earl of

Georgian forebear of the Tolland – LM 149

and the Tolland family:

name and titles:

Henry Lucius
Erridge:
   4th Lord Erridge
   Baron Erridge of Mirkbooths
   Viscount Erridge

1st Earl of Warminster:
   named as
   elevation to possibly a political reward

and modern members of:

   discussed by Erridge, Isobel and Susan
   mentioned in relation to Alfred

memorials to at Thrubworth:

   portrait by Lawrence on staircase
   ornate tomb in chapel

career:

   the army:
   Lieutenant-General
   Knight Grand Cross of the Order of the Bath
   held in low esteem by Wellington

   politics:
   shrewdness over Reform Bill
   as possible source of earldom

character:

   quarrelsome duellist
   elegant dandy
   notorious philanderer

and contemporaries:

   Marquess of Anglesey
   Lord Brougham
   Beau Brummel
   Queen Caroline
   Viscount Combermere
   Thomas Creevey
   Captain Gronow
   Duke of Wellington
Warminster, Earl of (Hugo)

father of the Tolland family — AW 196

family:

brother of Uncle Alfred  
AW 195-6; LM 33; BFR 74

marriages:

1) unnamed wife:
   ten children by  
   death of  
   AW 196; LM 34
2) Lady Katherine:
   prophesied by Mrs Erdleigh  
   provides stepmother for children  
   little contact or affection  
   childless  
   also mentioned  
   KO 200

and Erridge:
   dubious relationship with  
   succeeded by  
   and Frederica – Dicky Umfraville on  
   LM 34-5  
   AW 196; LM 148; CCR 60
   VB 164

character:

wealth  
KO 146

travelling:
   as big-game hunter:  
   renown as  
   examples of  
   collection brought back from:  
   described by Uncle Alfred  
   the Chinese jars  
   LM 148; CCR 60
   LM 206; CCR 60
   BFR 74
   BFR 74

death:
   in Kashmir of blood poisoning  
   prophesied by Mrs Erdleigh  
   other references to  
   CCR 60; KO 200
   KO 200
   LM 35, 148; CCR 192

and other characters:

Mrs Erdleigh  
KO 200
Lord Huntercombe  
BFR 74
Dickey Umfraville  
AW 195
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Warminster, Earl of (Jeremy)</strong></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>son of George Tolland – BFR 141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**described**

| posthumous son of George and Veronica | BFR 34, 45, 141; HSH 178 |
| and the succession to earldom: |  |
| yet unborn at death of Erridge | BFR 34, 45 |
| Hugo's fears and relief at | BFR 45, 141 |
| and Thrubworth: |  |
| occupation of Erridge's small flat | BFR 141; HSH 178 |
| plans for use of as institute for scientific research | HSH 178 |
| and the Cutts children: |  |
| cousin of | HSH 9, 178 |
| admirer of Fiona's glamour | HSH 9 |
| best man at Sebastian's wedding | HSH 178 |

**character:**

| severity and strength of | HSH 178 |
| and science: |  |
| reputed brilliance at | HSH 178 |
| position as Research Fellow at NJ's old college | HSH 178 |
| as heir to the Chemist-Earl | HSH 178 |
| plans for Thrubworth concerning | HSH 178 |
| and girls | HSH 9, 210 |
Warminster, Countess of (Katherine)

stepmother of the Tolland family – LM 34

episodes involving, both at Hyde Park Gardens:

- NJ's first visit
- Sunday lunch

described

family:

- sister of Lady Molly Jeavons: 
  - née Ardglass

source of the Tolland connection with

contrasted with in:

  - appearance
  - character

legacy to of marquetry cabinet

also mentioned

marriages:

1) to wealthy stockbroker
2) as second wife of Lord Warminster

both:

  - without affection or common interest
  - childless
  - end in widowhood

stepmother to the Tollands:

general relationship with:

  - generally considered successful
  - disinclination to interfere in lives of
  - effect of death on
  - summarised

specific mentions of:

Erridge:

  - on title of
  - and legacy of Thrubworth
  - and liaison of with Mona
  - and St John Clarke
  - also mentioned

Blanche – favourite of the ten

Frederica

George

Hugo

Isobel

Norah

Priscilla

Robert

Susan

and in-laws:

Roddy Cutts

NJ:

  - approval of:
    - novel written by
    - engagement of to Isobel
  - liked by
    - Uncle Alfred
    - Veronica

  - great knowledge of affairs concerning
  - effect of death on

Warminster, Countess of (Katherine) (cont’d)
character:

- air of deceptive vagueness:
  - eccentricity: LM 148, 205; CCR 61-2; KO 148
  - habitual unpunctuality: CCR 74
  - "infinite obliquity" in discussion: LM 205, 207-10; CCR 88-9, 95-6; KO 148
  - interest in the occult:
    - witch-like aura: LM 205-7; CCR 74; KO 211
    - consultation of Mrs Erdleigh: CCR 74; KO 157, 200
  - formidable toughness: LM 148, 205; CCR 61-2
  - horror of alcohol: CCR 81, 87, 89
  - hypochondria: LM 148, 205-6; CR 61, 93

- lifestyle:
  - dislike of country life: LM 148, 206; CCR 60-1
  - house in Hyde Park Gardens: see Places – b) London: fictional settings
  - preference for dull retirement: CCR 59, 87-8; KO 148

literary life:

- writing of historical biographies:
  - subjects of: LM 206, 209; CCR 61, 69, 83; KO 148
  - acceptance of occasional "help" with: CCR 69
  - awareness of the literary scene: LM 207, 209; CCR 81, 83

and other characters:

- Lady Bridgnorth: CCR 88
- Norman Chandler: CCR 89
- St John Clarke:
  - as fellow writer: CCR 69, 81-4
  - as friend of Erridge: CCR 78, 91-4
  - opinion of:
    - as man: CCR 74-6
    - as novelist: CCR 75
- Mrs Erdleigh: CCR 74; KO 157, 200
- Mrs Foxe: CCR 87-9, 138
- Ted Jeavons: CCR 86
- Chips Lovell: LM 34, 147-8; CCR 61
- Mona: LM 209
- J.G. Quiggin: LM 209
- "Boffles" Stringham: CCR 89
- Charles Stringham: CCR 87-9
- Lord Warrington: CCR 89
- Tuffy Weedon: CCR 88
- Flavia Wisebite: CCR 87-8
Warrington. Brigadier-General the Earl of

first husband of Stringham's mother – QU 23

Christian name Piers  
marriage to Amy:
  large discrepancy in age  
  houses:
    family estate of Glimber  
    on the Curragh  
  death soon after  
  disposal of estate  
  otherwise mentioned  
character:
  and the Cavalry:
    brigadier-general in  
    possession of famous stud  
    also mentioned  
  respectability  
  ill-health  
  interest in objets d'art  
  friendship with:
    the Duke of Cambridge  
    Lord Kitchener  
and other characters:
  Mr Deacon  
  Lord Huntercombe  
  Uncle Giles  
  Stringham  
  Dicky Umfraville  
  Lady Katherine

CCR 170

QU 23; BM 127; CCR 46

AW 215; VB 162

QU 62

BM 127

AW 215; LM 167; CCR 89; VB 162

CCR 46, 170

QU 62; BM 127

QU 62; VB 162

CCR 170

BM 127

BQU 57; CCR 165, 183

QU 62

QU 62; CCR 165

BM 127

CCR 165

QU 23

CCR 170

VB 162

CCR 89
Wartstone, Miss

a property manageress – MP 74

manageress of NJ's block of flats

character:

naturally:

contentious

officious

adversely affected by blitz

analysed astrologically by Mrs Erdleigh

MP 74-5, 129

disliked by inhabitants:

antagonistic graffiti:

on notices

in lift

reminiscent of:

school

La Grenadière

particular mentions of:

Hewetson

Odo Stevens on
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Wauthier

a Belgian officer – MP 134

artillery officer
friend of Clanwaert
possible acquaintance with Pamela Fliton
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Weedon, Geraldine (Tuffy)

sometime secretary to Stringham's mother – QU 58

episodes involving:

at the Foxes' house:

NJ's visit as a schoolboy
the party for Moreland's symphony
the lunch in Stringham's rooms at university

at Lady Molly's:

after the Thrubworth visit
NJ's engagement party
NJ's visit to General Conyers

described

occupations:

governess to Flavia Stringham
secretary to:

Mrs Foxe:
in action as
departure from on inheritance of legacy
also mentioned

Lady Molly
supervisor in MI5

character:

formidable efficiency evident in:

aura of:
coldness
perfect composure
businesslike organization
"professional authority"

execution of delicate tasks:

the meeting with Sillery
Smith's postal order
removal of Stringham from the party

effect on others

use of Stringham to indulge
achievement of by self-abasement

images of as:
dictator
governess
iron grip
nanny
Medusa
political power brokering
Polonius

love of Browning
malice:
abiding hatred of Buster Foxe
barbed comments

death
and Charles Stringham:

possessive devotion to:

intense love
desire to control

ambivalent response by:

and career of

at wedding of
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and decline of:

blames visit to Kenya for management of:

early attempts at close guardianship:

installation at Lady Molly's control of money removal from mother's party at Glimber

success in subsequent boredom

husbands:

1) General Conyers:

chance meeting with at concert engagement to marriage to relationship with seen as:

happy a mutual challenge revelation by of the name "Geraldine" widowed by death of

widowed by death of

2) Sunny Farebrother:

engagement to marriage to suited to in:

approach to gathering power penchant for economies

and other characters:

Lord Amesbury Billson Mildred Blaides Lord Bridgnorth Finn Mrs Foxe:

secretary to also mentioned

Buster Foxe:

compared to mutual antagonism towards

Lady Molly:

close friendship with secretary to

Ted Jeavons Audrey Maclintick Moreland Lady Plynlimmon Sillery Smith Boffles Stringham Priscilla Tolland Susan Tolland Bill Truscott Lady Katherine Widmerpool Flavia Wisebite:

governess to continued contact with
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Wentworth, Baby

a society beauty — BM 118

episodes involving:

Mrs Andriadis's party

the Stourwater lunch party

in Venice

described

and the Vowchurch family:

daughter of present Lord

sister of Jack

Mildred Blaides:

distant cousin of

compared to

character:

beauty:

strikingly unusual nature of

effect of on men

also mentioned

sexual adventures:

affairs

notoriety as:

as a defining trait

involvement in divorce scandals:

Flavia and Cosmo Flitton

the Derwentwater case

Pamela on

detrimental effect of life as

sulky temper:

displayed in social gatherings

spoken of by acquaintances in respect of:

ill-treatment of lovers

reaction to annoyances

death in Montego Bay

and men:

Barnby:

painted by

pursued obsessively by

affair with:

birth of

end of

also mentioned

Sir Magnus Donners:

as "girl" of:

gifts from:

the hated cottage

jewellery

the planchette

indeterminate nature of relationship

apparent unhappiness with:

proximity of

sexual proclivities of

also mentioned

relationship ended
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Wentworth, Baby (cont’d)

Cosmo Flitton:
- affair with causes Flavia’s divorce
  - BM 133, 181, 198, 223; VB 154; MP 63
- refusal of to marry
  - VB 154

Glober:
- pursuit of
  - TK 111, 120-2, 157
- war with Pamela over
  - TK 157
- also mentioned
  - TK 110, 169

Prince Theodoric:
- attempts to ingratiate
  - BM 118-20, 129-30, 133-4, 147, 174, 246
- possible relationship with
  - BM 205, 208, 232; TK 111
- rejection of
  - BM 245-6
- also mentioned
  - BM 264

husbands:
- 1) Wentworth – divorced from
  - BM 181
- 2) Signor Clarini:
  - marriage to:
    - apparent happiness with
      - AW 31, 64; LM 198; TK 120
    - also mentioned
      - TK 111, 169
  - estranged from
    - TK 157, 272
- 3) rich Greek
  - HSH 98

and other characters:

Bijou Ardglass:
- compared to in beauty
  - BM 119-20,133-4
- rivalry with
  - BM 118-20, 133-4, 208; CCR 154-5

Jacky Bragadin
- TK 120, 169

Jean Duport
- BM 204, 208; AW 64, 97, 142, 161; LM 198

Mrs Erdleigh:
- long friendship with
  - TK 247
- enthusiasm for
  - TK 121
- the planchette
  - AW 97; TK 247
- mystically analysed by
  - TK 247-8

Pamela:
- hated by
  - TK 157-8, 169
- compared to by Mrs Erdleigh
  - TK 247-8

Ada Quiggin
- TK 157

the Quiggin twins
- HSH 98

Rosie Manasch
- TK 169

Sillery
- BM 133

Stringham
- BM 181, 198-9, 209, 221; AW 78

Templer
- LM 198

Isobel
- VB 154

Truscott
- BM 141, 146-7, 198-200, 209, 212

Lady Walpole-Wilson
- BM 232

Widmerpool
- TK 110-1, 121

Matilda
- CCR 129, 154-5; KO 96
Wentworth, Lord and Lady

guests at the Huntercombes' ball – BM 64
Westmacott twins, the contemporaries of NJ at Aldershot – KO 54

named Thomas and Henry
father:
in Royal Artillery
killed in World War 1
pupils of Miss Orchard

KO 54
KO 54
KO 77
KO 54
Whitney

an Old Boy of Le Bas’s house – AW 184

at Le Bas’s dinner:
  described AW 184
  own speech on Tanganyika AW 199
  reaction of to speeches by:
    Le Bas AW 197
    Widmerpool AW 204
possible family BM 84
remembered as contemporary by NJ BFR 247-8
**Whitneys, the**

host and hostess of a debutante dance – BM 84

Widmerpool and NJ not invited by

BM 84; and see Whitney
Wideman, Dwight

a protégé of Sillery – QU 165

useful protégé of Sillery
influential aunt facilitates banning of novel disliked by Sillery

QU 165
Widmerpool, Kenneth

a friend of NJ and central character throughout the "Dance" – QU 7

a) episodes involving

at school:

Budd's banana
(told by Stringham QU 14-16); BM 39, 79, 81; SA 57-8; TK 158

Braddock alias Thorne
QU 38, 40, 48-50, 127-9, 167; BM 137

at La Grenadière
QU 116-9, 125-35, 137-9, 148-57, 158-9, 167-8, 201, 205, 211, 215-6; BM 34-7, 66, 76-7, 85, 88, 253, 273-4; AW 113, 201, 203; MP 126; TK 18; HSH 205

the evening of the Huntercombes' dance:

dinner at Eaton Square
BM 33-9, 41, 44-7, 49, 52-5, 57-8, 60, 85, 130

the dance, with the incident of the sugar
BM 64, 71-9, 81-9, 100, 138, 159, 162, 179, 219, 229, 233, 283; AW 186, 219; LM 33, 49, 58-60; CCR 85; SA 57; MP 78, 250; TK 165, 267-8; HSH 46-7

encounter with Gypsy Jones and Mrs Andriadis's party
BM 89-90, 93-7, 99-100, 114-5, 136-43, 178-9, 197, 215-7; AW 116, 218

after the lunch-party at Stourwater
BM 213-9, 222-3, 226-9, 230-1, 233, 242, 259-60, 281-3; KO 110

supper at home with NJ
BM 259, 265, 272-6, 278-84, 285; AW 51-2, 219; LM 231; VB 95

the evening of Le Bas's Old Boy' dinner:

the dinner itself and its aftermath
AW 183, 185-8, 197-206, 209-10, 212; CCR 122; BFR 71-2; HSH 101

putting Stringham to bed
AW 211-19; LM 55; CCR 46, 206; SA 72-3, 180, 184

at Lady Molly's:

to mark his engagement to Mildred
LM 43-4, 45-51, 159, 174

at NJ's engagement party
LM 235-7; CCR101; KO 225

lunches with NJ:

at own club
LM 53-68, 193, 232; CCR 121-2, 125

at NJ's club
CCR 102, 121-6

at Dicky Umfraville's night club
LM 183-4, 187-9, 191, 193-6, 197, 200-1, 216; KO 108

disastrous weekend at Dogdene with Mildred
LM 60-5, 125, 193-4, 214, (told by General Conyers 224-30, 231-6; CCR 188

meeting in the nursing-home
CCR 96-102, 191; KO 137

after dinner at Stourwater
KO 108, 110, 136-41, 169-70, 175, 227, 233, 246; HSH 62

preparations for war:

NJ's visit seeking help towards commission
KO 220-226; VB 252

visit to Lady Molly's about Mrs Jeavons
KO 226-33, 236-43; VB 252-3; SA 118

during WW2:

at Div HQ:

NJ's arrival
VB 248-54; SA 9

general conduct of business
SA 24-5, 28-34, 46, 59-65, 72-5, 76, 83-7, 166-70, 181-8, 194-200, 203-10, 221; HSH 77

the three-day exercise
SA 54-8, 59; MP 117

meetings at the Cabinet Office
MP 13, 15, 18, 19-23, 109-17; TK 238

"The Bartered Bride"
MP 104-5, 116

the party at Prasad's embassy
MP 206-11, 214-8, 235

the Victory Day Service
MP 235-6

Erridge's funeral
BFR 51-6, 59-60, 64, 66-9, 71, 79-81, 85-9, 91-2, 96

drinks party at the Flores'
BFR 110-1

the "Fission" launch-party
BFR 138-9, 141-6, 147, 149, 150, 175, 178, 185, 214
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the evening of Pamela's elopement:
  at the House of Commons
  at home
accosting of Trapnel in the Maida Vale flat
visit to school
in Venice:
  at the Bragadin Palazzo
  at Tokenhouse's flat
the night of the "Seraglio":
  at the performance
  the debacle afterwards
meeting on the Embankment
installation as University Chancellor
the Donners Memorial Prize dinner:
  presence at
  particular incidents during:
    the speech
    the stinkbomb
the Royal Academy banquet
bizarre ritual at The Devil's Fingers
after the Stourwater wedding
death:
  told by Bithel
  triggers memory which begins the dance

Widmerpool, Kenneth – a) episodes involving (cont’d)

BFR 182-4, 207
BFR 184-93, 207
BFR 210-18
BFR 248, 251-3

TK 100-1, 110-22, 127, 149, 157-8, 184, 251; HSH 55, 59, 95
TK 148-54, 157, 182-3
TK 236-8, 240-1
TK 255-6, (pieced together from narratives by Moreland and Stevens 258-60, 264, 266-70), 274;
   HSH 46, 235
TK 281-4; HSH 40-1

HSH (TV report 40-5), 46-7, 73, 85, 87-8, 98, 105
HSH 84-5, 87-91, 94-5, 96-9, 101-9, 110, 113-5, 137
HSH 101-5, 137
HSH 105-9, 110, 114
HSH 114, 115, 126-30
HSH (told by Russell Gwinnett 153-7), 161, 165, 167, 169-70, 172, 197, 246
HSH 195-221

HSH 245-9

QU 5-8; HSH 247-52
Widmerpool, Kenneth

b) career

at school:
episodes
in Le Bas's house as contemporary of NJ
unremarkable obscurity
decision "to cut university"
articles with firm of solicitors
in the City:
Donners-Brebner:
   Truscott's encouragement to join
   increasing influence with
   travels on behalf of
   departure from
   return to in advisory capacity
bill-breaking – "the Acceptance World":
nature of explained by Templer
successful reputation in
other references to
banking:
on board of
   removal from by Akworth and Farebrother
   rejection of after War
   experience of useful in politics
in the Army:
   Territorial commission
   "embodiment"
ranks:
   Captain
   Major
   Lt-Colonel
   full Colonel
   further promotion halted only by end of War
posts held:
   DAAG at Div HQ
at the Cabinet Office:
   move to:
   announced
   jeopardised
   effected
   as Military Assistant Secretary
   award of OBE for
in politics:
   consideration of:
   Parliament
   Colonial governorship
Labour MP:
   seat:
   won in by-election shortly after War
   Short's help in arranging
   source of paper for "Fission"
   Trapnel on joys of
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lost in Election of 1955

advancement as:
PPS
junior Minister

reputation as:
better in committee than debate
a coming man
object of satire by:
the "Daily Telegraph" Trapnel

also mentioned

life peerage:
possible reasons for elevation to
personal attitude to
also mentioned

position in jeopardized by the spy scandal:
palpable fear of
growing threat of
the Parliamentary question
possible involvement of CIA
escape from
withdrawal from

in publishing with:
Quiggin & Craggs:
backing for "Fission"
efforts to influence policy
usefulness of government contacts to
and collapse of

as alternative-society guru:
years in American universities:
Ivy League
California
TV appearances
book
possibility of Nobel Prize
university chancellor:
bizarre:

events at installation as
behaviour as
position as also mentioned
resignation from
transformation into "Ken"
and the cult-commune:
leadership of
reputation as Holy Man
vaulting ambition in
loss of power over
attempt to leave

dead
Widmerpool, Kenneth

c) character

described:

at school
at La Grenadière
at Le Bas's dinner
at Lady Molly's
at Dicky Umfraville's
at nursing home
in uniform
at Erridge's funeral
at the House of Commons
in Venice
on the embankment
as covered with paint
at the Donners Memorial dinner
at the Royal Academy banquet
as a member of the commune

homes:

holiday cottage: on Pembringham estate near Hinton Hoo and Stourwater

and the cult-commune: developed as centre of

bequeathed to

mother's flat near Westminster Cathedral

own flat in Victoria:

described

and Pamela:

disliked by

elopement of

frequent absence from

in same block as those of:

Clapham

Short

oddities of:

body:

appearance
breathing
manicure
movements

voice

comparison to aquatic life

clothes:

dirtiness
failure to fit

habitual incongruity

the inappropriate overcoat

shoes
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health:

specific ailments:

- boils
  QU 11; CCR 101; KO 137
- gastric trouble
  BM 36; LM 54
- jaundice
  BM 36; LM 159-60, 166, 183-4, 188-9, 193, 195-6, 216, 228

treatment by:

- abstinence
  AW 212-3, 218; LM 54; TK 255
- consumption of patent medicines
  AW 212; LM 191; CCR 122
- spell in nursing home
  CCR 101-2; KO 137

ultimate destruction of by Murtlock
HSH 197-9, 201-3, 218, 246-9

single-minded determination:

all-importance of the will:

as the driving force of everything
LM 109; HSH 197-8, 240-1, 247-9

ambition to control shown in:

- the Army
  VB 251-2; SA 28-9, 58, 170, 186, 196; MP 115-7
- the commune
  HSH 240-1, 243
- politics
  MP 210-11; BFR 102
- procurement of NJ as assistant
  SA 23-4, 64

"vigorous and instantaneous assertion[s] of the will" exemplified in:

dealing with the drunken:

Stringham:

- calling a taxi
  AW 211
- putting to bed
  AW 215-7

Bithel – removal of from:

- the street
  SA 178-80
- the Army
  SA 181-3

demotion of Farebrother
MP 116, 120

marshalling party at Erridge's funeral
BFR 53, 71, 79, 88-9

penance towards Akworth
HSH 207, 211-3

pursuit of Gypsy Jones
BM 115, 136

resolution of the Örn/Lundquist quarrel
QU 150-3

response to Trapnel's bizarre threats
BFR 215-6

seizure of Barbara
BM 75-6

desire to eliminate the inconvenient:

attempts to banish the uncomfortable thought:

from conscience:

Akworth
QU 128-9; HSH 205

Bithel
SH 201-2

Stringham
MP 211

Templer
MP 211, 235-6

Truscott
AW 214

from embarrassment:

Mildred Blaides
LM 236-7; CCR 125-6

Barbara Goring
BM 216, 281; LM 58-9

Gypsy Jones
BM 281, 283-4; LM 49, 59; KO 238

relentless pursuit of Diplock
SA 63, 75, 97, 168-9

ruthless methods:

Akworth – report to Le Bas
QU 16

Bithel – use of the drunken incident
SA 181-3; HSH 133

Duport – the chromite deal
KO 196, 203, 226-7; VB 126-7; MP 195

Stringham – posting to Far East
SA 72-5, 167, 183-5, 214; MP 105

Templer – the Balkan resistance paper
MP 216-8; BFR 248, 250

Truscott – relentless campaign against
AW 52; BFR 16-17; TK 223

dislike of:

failure
BM 65; AW 219; SA 187

imperfection
LM 54

obstruction
BFR 183-4, 208; TK 255
effect of Pamela on:
  failure in face of assault
  reassertion after suicide
symbolised by:
  accident of remaining on school list
  appreciation by Siegfried

egotism:
"complete absorption ... in his own efforts and aspirations"
as cause of difficulties
complacent self-esteem:
  "inordinate, almost morbid"
visible and obvious
really believes inflated self-opinion

disregard of others:
  attempts to monopolise:
    NJ
    Barbara
in social situations:
  Le Bas's dinner:
    the speech
    after Le Bas's collapse
  Stringham's stupor
also exemplified by behaviour involving:
  Bithel
  Gwinnett
  menu at lunch with NJ
  Mildred's story of Ted
  Moreland at Stourwater
  NJ's military ambitions
  Stringham
  Delavacquerie

as "the embodiment of thankless labour and unsatisfied ambition":
  at school:
    "keen"ness at games:
      exemplified in:
        daily runs
        entry for races
        practice
      rewarded by:
        near place in house soccer
        Parkinson's praise
    the sacred Sunday walk
at La Grenadière:
  keen to observes "French-only" rule
  complaint of tennis "not being taken seriously"
desire to be at the centre of things:
  audible involvement at Le Bas's dinner
  chameleon language:
    military slang
    Churchillian orotundity
    of the alternative society:
      youth slang
      mystical gibberish
entry into society:
  attempt to elicit invitation to Dogdene at the Ambassador's party
  as described in the "Détective" story
effort made with:
  dancing
  conversation
  croquet

membership of:
  the commune:
  running
  Harmony
  self-abasement
  the progressive elite – "conventional ... condemnation of conventionality":
contempt for:
  bourgeois attitudes
  The Establishment
titles
  completeness of change

name-dropping:
  Biddle
  at his club
  the Minister
  Prasad's Ambassador
  Sir Horrocks Rusby
  Mrs Simpson

shown in attitudes to:
  the accession of Edward VIII
  the story of Le Bas's arrest
  work in the Cabinet Offices

slavish devotion to the useful thing:
  attitude to work:
  attempt to maintain discipline in
  as source of advantage
  creation of for its own sake
  diligent efficiency in
  precedence of above all things

rejection of what is not "improving":
  blatant materialism
  minimal knowledge of the arts
  philistinism

also mentioned

other miscellaneous examples of:
  church going
  golf balls at Barnes
  pedantic reverence for procedure
  pre-marital sex with Mildred as usage du monde

lack of humour:
  concerning himself
  concerning other episodes and characters:
  Braddock alias Thorne
  Paul-Marie
  Templer's army joke
  Fenneau's warnings against Murlock
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Widmerpool, Kenneth – c) character (cont’d)

pomposity:
examples of

love of intrigue

pleasure in "self-immolation":
examples of:

Budd's banana
Barbara's sugar
cult penances
"Death's-Head Swordsman"
Donners' urn
Glober's:
  peach
  left hook
the Quiggin twins':
  paint
  stinkbomb
the weekend at Dogdene with Mildred Blaides:
  prior discussion of with NJ
  actual disaster of
  presentation from tyrant to suppliant
politics:
steady movement towards the Left
and the Labour Party:
  MP and member of Government
  and the Cheap Money policy
  quotation of "We are the masters now"
crypto-Communism:
analysed by:
  Bagshaw:
    with increasing certainty
    image of the balcony spitter
  Cutts
  Farebrother
  Pamela
  Stevens
involvement in the Balkans:
  abandonment of old resistance allies
  the controversy re "Sad Majors"
  friendship societies:
    founder membership of two
    visits with
    problems arising from:
      embezzlement
      spying
  pro-Soviet attitude to Katyn
suspected of spying:
involvement with:
  Belkin
  Tokenhouse
rumours re Burgess and Maclean
scandal concerning
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Widmerpool, Kenneth – c) character (cont’d)

opinions unmoved by Quiggin & Craggs as useful vehicle concerning TK 283-4
rejection of for the alternative society: contempt for traditional institutions glorification of youth HSH 42, 69, 73, 101, 104-5, 128-9132
sexuality: affectation of sophistication in analysed by: General Conyers: intuitive introvert exaggerated narcissism influence of mother excess of thought LM 228; TK 21 LM 230; MP 236 LM 231 LM 234
Gibson Delavacquerie HSH 85, 95
Barnabas Henderson HSH 240-1
Trapnel BFR 236; TK 42
Widmerpool himself HSH 208
and enjoyment of humiliation HSH 46; and see above
horror of women:
reaction to story of Lady McReith QU 129
shrinking from Berthe’s touch BM 76
fear of Mildred LM 63-4, 193-4, 196, 228-9; TK 19
inability with Pamela BFR 240; TK 19
failure at the Devil’s Fingers HSH 156
masochistic voyeurism:
and filming at the Devil’s Fingers HSH 153, 161
and Pamela’s affairs:

general interest in MP 116; BFR 213
perverted enjoyment of TK 240; TK 42, 158
the death of Ferrand-Sénéschal TK 266-7
also suggested by prurient interest in:

how badly Templer behaved QU 129
nakedness HSH 85, 129, 153, 161, 189, 241, 247
comparison with Sir Magnus Donners TK 277
symbolised by:

the grille at Stourwater BM 214
the picture of Candaules and Gyges TK 117-8, 153-4, 157, 273-4; HSH 55, 59
repressed homosexuality suggested by:

Etienne Delavacquerie’s report of the commune HSH 85
references to Templer as “rather good-looking” QU 128
Stringham’s story of the Akworth letter QU 16; HSH 175
unease at mention of:

part played in the Akworth case QU 128-9
Templer and Lady McReith QU 129
use of prostitutes MP 113-4; TK 18-19, 206, 267
social life:

own opinion of:
as source of advantage QU 133; SA 84, 170; MP 116
success in BM 35-6; MP 207
the reality as suggested by:

own evasiveness QU 133
Roddy Cutts CCR 85
Rosie Manasch BM 67
Eleanor BM 86
Widmerpool, Kenneth

d) relationship with NJ

at school in Le Bas’s house:
  two or three years older than NJ
other references to
QU 7-18, 37-8, 40, 48-51, 53, 116-7, 125-7, 134, 148, 158; BM 36, 39, 65-6, 75-6, 81, 109, 137, 143, 178, 273; AW 52, 186, 188, 203, 213-4; LM 46, 48, 61, 75, 84, 87, 165, 225; CCR 84-5, 122; KO 108; VB 250; SA 24, 72-3, 77; MP 22; BFR 247-8, 250; TK 158; HSH 97, 175, 205-7, 212

sudden irruptions into life of:
  the bizarre and symbolic:
    the runner looming through the dusk
    at Stourwater
    behind the grille
    after the tableaux
    arrival with the cult runners
death as trigger of the “Dance”
QU 5-8; HSH 247-52
  the simply unexpected:
    at La Grenadière
    at Eaton Square
    at Le Bas’s dinner
    at Lady Molly’s:
      on NJ’s first visit
      at NJ’s engagement party
    at Dicky Umfraville’s
    as DAAG at Div HQ
    at Erridge’s funeral
    in the House of Commons
    at Trapnel’s flat
    when revisiting school
    in Venice at:
      the Bragadin Palazzo
      Tokenhouse’s flat
    on the Embankment as the vintage rally passes
    on TV news
    in sundry occasional meetings
organised meetings with:
  at Widmerpool’s club
  at NJ’s club
overall relationship with:
  sporadic loss of contact
friendship
long acquaintance mentioned
organised meetings with:
  at Widmerpool’s club
  at NJ’s club
organised meetings with:
  sporadic loss of contact
friendship
long acquaintance mentioned
patronising attitude towards:
examples of lofty condescension:
  assumption of superior knowledge regarding affairs of:
    Sir Magnus Donners
    Tolland family
  contempt for NJ’s work:
    on “art books”
    on the Quota
    as author
  disregard of NJ’s:
    “common” surname
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Widmerpool, Kenneth – d) relationship with NJ (cont’d)

wedding invitation to lunch altruistic feat of memory CCR 101 CCR 102 BM 36-7

"forgetting" of:

NJ’s:

Christian name occupation promise to look after Army posting AW 186 LM 54 SA 28, 186-7

offers of advice on:

how to improve marriage permission to “call me Kenneth” surprise at finding at Victory Day Service QU 131-2; LM 55 BM 237 BM 272-3, 284 MP 235

reluctant chauffeuring treatment of throughout the War:

as superior officer at Div HQ:

general references to SA 8, 23-8, 36, 73-5, 77-9, 83-5, 169-70, 181-5, 197-8, 220

as representing assumption of control contempt for:

experience with Battalion knowledge of Farebrother performance as officer attachment to Stringham work in liaison VB 250-2; SA 26-8, 77-8 VB 252; VB 254; SA 25, 195 SA 187 SA 72-4, 167, 183-5, 214 MP 23, 109, 235

allotment of:

billet duties dismissal of appeal for help re commission exclusion from "highly secret matters".smugness regarding own success KO 220-2, 226; VB 252-3 MP 23 KO 221-3, 231-2; VB 250-4; SA 73-4, 187

use of as convenient:

sounding board concerning treatment of Mildred intermediary with respect to Erridge’s will witness of altercation with Trapnel LM 50, 58-64, 193-4, 232 BFR 66-7 BFR 211

importance to developing opinions of regarding:

Widmerpool himself as:

essentially incongruous:

at school choice of club engagement to Mildred appearance at Dicky Umfraville’s master of unscrupulous intrigue possessing a sex-life:

capability of relationships with girls:

attendance at dances Barbara Gypsy Jones wartime arrangements disastrous ineptitude in suffering from contagious disease possessed of powerful will:

resolution of the Örn/Lundquist quarrel handling of the drunken Stringham compensating for obvious limitations building personal power in contrast to Gwatkin the phoenix vengeful enemy of society QU 153-4, 158 AW 212-3, 218 AW 213-4 SA 24-8 SA 182-3 BM 233 TK 21, 252; HSH
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possible object of respect by:
  Tompsitt           BM 81-2, 142
  Truscott           BM 141-3
  Templer            AW 52; LM 183

life in general:
  the Dance:
    recollections of school  BM 34-5
    sense of ubiquity        BM 99-100
    the intermingling of worlds BM 167-8, 247
    as a milestone on the road of life  LM 47
  the concept of the Furies  KO 135-6
  love:
    puzzling possibilities of marriage  BM 87, 178; LM 48-9, 69-70
    the meaning of the Acceptance World  AW 51, 178
    the need for ambition             QU 130-2
  the possibility of psychological motivation:
    crippling disabilities:
      liquid manure           BM 65; LM 231
      domineering mother      LM 231
      displacement of deep envies QU 205
      conversation with General Conyers on
        and harnessing of     LM 225-32
      how sympathy can lead to affection  BM 81-2
    incongruity in other characters  CCR 80
Widmerpool, Kenneth

e) relationships with women

in general:
"an exceptional mixture of vehemence and ineptitude"

MP 114

rules concerning:
the need for:
usefulness
BM 65
money
BM 88
the priority of business
BM 284; LM 49; VB 95

sexuality

see Widmerpool, Kenneth – c) habits and behaviour

Pamela Flitton:

early interest in:
inequities at "The Bartered Bride"
MP 104-5, 116
dalliance with in Cairo
MP 121, 195, 201, 207-8
the postcard
MP 208
engagement to
MP 201, 204, 206-8
marriage to:

wedding announced
MP 250
general references to
BFR 18-21, 27, 52, 59, 61, 68-70, 72, 77, 86, 110,
138-9, 176, 207, 227, 251; TK 49; HSH 56
difficulties in:
rows:
frequent
MP 210; BFR 176
at Prasad's embassy party concerning:
dinner
MP 214-5
Templer's murder
MP 216-8, 235-6
at the Bragadin Palazzo
TK 115-8, 147
after the "Seraglio"
TK 264, 266-9
inability with sex
BFR 239-40; TK 19
Pamela's affairs:
regularity of
TK 41-2
Trapnel:
elopement with
BFR 190-4, 207-8, 211-2, 214, 240; TK 17, 206
returns after
BFR 215, 217, 251; TK 29
also mentioned
HSH 66
Glober
TK 255-6
as potential for libel
HSH 66-7, 69-74, 104

incongruity of:
general sense of
MP 208, 218; BFR 18, 176, 194; TK 32, 228
attempts to explain
MP 204; BFR 96-7, 204, 208, 240; TK 19, 42-5, 156
Flavia's horror at
HSH 188-90

fear of:
abject deference to:
at Prasad's party
MP 215-6, 218
at Erridge's funeral
BFR 54, 59-60, 79-80, 88-9, 91-2
over visit to Calthorpe's room
BFR 252-3

anxiety concerning whereabouts of:
at Erridge's funeral
BFR 68-9, 79-80
at the "Fission" launch-party
BFR 141-2, 149-50
on return to the empty flat
BFR 186-9
use of private detective
BFR 213; TK 206
in Venice
TK 110

embarrassment at behaviour of
MP 214-5; BFR 85, 183, 189, 191; TK 157
also mentioned
TK 158, 205, 237

self-deception concerning:
pretence of normality
MP 235; BFR 68, 89, 186-9, 191, 193-5, 199, 211,
252-3; TK 42, 113-4, 149-50
claim to understanding MP 235; BFR 142, 186, 214-5, 217; TK 42

treated with contempt by BFR 54, 59, 77, 79-80, 145; TK 101, 100-1, 111-2, 115-8, 157-8, 237, 266-7

and death of:

effect of suicide TK 283-4; HSH 41, 84

inheritance of Modigliani drawing HSH 189-90, 250

Barbara Goring:

neighbourly acquaintance with BM 66, 86

assumption of a sort of engagement to BM 41, 44, 86, 88; LM 59-60, 94; MP 114; HSH 46-7

ill-treatment by:

cutting of dance BM 71-2, 74-6; TK 267

pouring of sugar BM 76-81, 138, 159, 233; LM 33, 49; SA 57; MP 78, 250; TK 165, 267-8; HSH 46

reaction to engagement of BM 278-80

dismissal of from mind BM 216, 281; LM 58-9

Mildred Haycock:

disparity between in:

age LM 44, 59, 68-9, 75, 166, 174-5, 236

character LM 48, 76, 87-8, 160, 188-9, 195-6, 216, 227-8

engagement to:

imminence LM 43, 47, 57, 63-4, 83-4

as established fact LM 159-60, 165-6, 174, 186, 193, 214

as thing of the past LM 215, 225, 235-7; CCR 86, 188; MP 114; TK 121

fear of regarding:

sophisticated experience of sex with LM 61-2, 187-8

practical problems if married to:

abandonment of Territorials LM 67-8

responsibility for stepsons LM 62-3, 191, 227, 236

position of mother LM 57, 191, 236-7

place of residence LM 189-90, 236

weekend at Dogdene with:

plans for LM 61-5, 193-4

manufactured invitation to LM 60, 193, 214, 226; CCR 188

disastrous outcome of:

strained atmosphere LM 228

early departure LM 229

narrative of LM 228-9

compared to life with Pamela TK 19

subsequent attempts to brush off memory of LM 236-7; CCR 125-6; KO 224-5; MP 236

Gypsy Jones:

attraction to:

cause of strange excitement BM 136-7

as possible rebound from Barbara BM 138, 179

suddeness of BM 96-7, 115

effect of in putting business out of mind BM 137-43; LM 49; VB 95

development of affair with BM 177-9, 258

treatment by:

insults BM 90, 134; HSH 98

as source of money for abortion BM 216-9, 242, 258-60; LM 49; CCR 100; SA 207-8; MP 114; BFR 56, 153

subsequent attitude to:

abiding embarrassed CCR 100; KO 229-32, 238; SA 118

attempt to dismiss from mind BM 281, 283-4; LM 49, 59

tolerable coexistence based on politics BFR 56, 139, 142

views of Bagshaw on BFR 153

at Erridge's funeral with BFR 51-2, 55-6, 66-7, 71, 79-80, 87-8, 91-2

Pauline TK 205-6, 267
Widmerpool, Kenneth

f) other relationships

family:
ancestry
mother:
lives with
reverence for
rudeness to
use of as social secretary
in relation to Mildred
analysed by General Conyers
plot to avoid evacuees
growing irritation with
dispatch of to Scotland
failure to attend funeral of
father:
business of liquid manure
financial difficulties

Akworth:
long-standing bitterness between:
instrumental in sacking of from school
sacked from bank by instrument of
abject repentance towards at the Stourwater wedding

Bagshaw:
analysed by in respect of:
political position
relationships with:
Gypsy Jones
Pamela
as editor of "Fission":
distrust of
grudging satisfaction with
and particular incidents:
the Trapnel parody
the Ferrand-Sénéschal review

Belkin

Biggs

Bithel:

and the hero-myth:
naïve approval of
resentment concerning
gratitude of over Stringham
ousts from Army:
quest for opportunity
execution:
discovers drunk
swiftly arranges dismissal
and the commune:
forced to perform painful penances towards
attitude to:
disrupts Harmony
angers Murtlock
story of death narrated by
and the theft of the Modigliani

Borrit – compared to as example of late marriage
Widmerpool, Kenneth – f) other relationships (cont’d)

Jacky Bragadin
Brandreth:
  at Le Bas’s dinner
  as personal physician
  self-importance fed by
Jimmy Brent
Dr Brightman
Cheesman
the CIGS – fear of offending
General Conyers
Howard Craggs
Roddy Cutts:
  ill-suited in social life
  as fellow MP
  as relation of Erridge
  and the discovery of Pamela’s elopement
  attempt by to account for peerage
  innocent hints by of Balkan irregularities
Fiona Cutts
Mercy Cutts
Etienne Delavacquerie
Gibson Delavacquerie
Sir Magnus Donners
Diplock:
  irritation at obstructionist methods of
  suspicion of fraud by
  use of as weapon against Hogbourne-Johnson
Bob Duport:
  and the Donners deal:
    helps to arrange
    pulls the plug on
    loathed by
    dismissive of
    and marriage to Jean
Jean Duport:
  part in reunion of with Bob
  impressed by
Sunny Farebrother:
  comments on:
    approvingly
    more doubtfully
    as Brigade-Major
    as opposite number at Command
    feud with:
      dates from City days
      exacerbated:
        at Div HQ:
          generally
          in matter of Recce Corps
          in Szymanski affair
          by Widmerpool’s superior:
            job at Cabinet Office
            rank

TK 100, 112, 114, 122, 157-8, 168-9, 174, 260

AW 204, 212; CCR 122
CCR 100-1, 122, 191; KO 137
CCR 100-1
VB 126-7
TK 119, 122; HSH 69
SA 209-10, 217; TK 213
MP 115-6
LM 69, 75-7, 224-32; MP 236
MP 78; BFR 51-2, 54, 56, 66-7, 79, 91, 139, 141-2, 146
CCR 85; BFR 81, 85-6, 189-90, 192-3
CCR 85; BFR 80-1, 84-5, 96, 182-5, 189, 193, 207; TK 44
BFR 183-4, 188-9, 192-3
BFR 185-94
TK 43-5
TK 43-4
HSH 196, 199, 202-3, 205, 217-8
BFR 81
HSH 83, 85
HSH 69-74, 82-3, 85
BM 282-2; LM 53; CCR 121; KO 110-1, 136, 138-40, 140-1, 169-70, 175-7, 227; VB 126;
TK 17, 277; HSH 59, 69-70, 102-3, 189, 198, 201
SA 59-62, 85
SA 62-5, 75, 84-5, 97, 168-9
SA 59, 62-3, 85, 169, 203-8
AW 52, 183, 206; LM 56, 183, 186; KO 110-1, 138-40, 175-6, 226
KO 176-7; VB 126-7; MP 195
KO 170, 175-7, 196, 202-4; MP 195; HSH 235
KO 226-7
LM 56
LM 56
LM 56
QU 129-30; KO 223
VB 254; SA 25-6
KO 223; VB 254
VB 253-4; SA 25-6, 188-200
SA 25; HSH 206
SA 25-6, 64, 189, 191
SA 193-200; HSH 77
MP 116, 120
MP 18
MP 120-3, 201, 206
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and the spy scandal compared to as example of late marriage

Canon Fenneau

Ferrand-Sénéschal: reviews book of for "Fission"
looks like instant rapport with mutual entertainment shared: sexual perversions involvement in spy scandal betrayal of

Finn

Cosmo Flitton – visits with Pam
Mrs Foxe
Vernon Gainsborough
Archie Gilbert

Louis Glober: disliked by as lover of Pam bizarre assaults by: the accidental peach after the "Seraglio" annoyed by hooting of the Gorings

Greening

Russell Gwinnett: and Pam and "Death's-Head Swordsman" and Murtlock's cult

Barnabas Henderson

Colonel Hogbourne-Johnson: contempt for: regards as has-been-underestimates power of avoids contact with at the three-day exercise: slated by over transport problem injustice of fuels hatred towards ongoing feuds with over: command of the Recce Corps Diplock and Mantle: rare agreement over use of as parting shot of revenge abiding hatred of

Keef

Jimmy Klein
Lady Molly

Stanley Jeavons
Ted Jeavons

Le Bas: opinions on comments by: puzzlement
subliminal linkage with Templer's death and Old Boys' dinners
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visits after the War

Ada Leintwardine:
- and Quiggin & Craggs
- and Pamela
- and the twins

General Liddament:
- opinion of:
  - with respect to ambitions:
    - a block to fulfilment of
    - no longer relevant to
    - given to undignified buffoonery
    - as field commander
    - teased by
- and administration of the Division:
  - the positions of:
    - Hogbourne-Johnson
    - NJ
    - command of the Recce Corps

Chips Lovell – attempt to use for publicity
- Rosie Manasch:
  - dubbed "the Frog Footman" by
  - co-opts as backer of "Fission"
  - on marriage to Pam

Mantle
- Lenore Members
- Mark Members
- Moreland
- Matilda

various military officers:
- anonymous:
  - at Div HQ:
    - CRASC
    - MGA
  - at the Cabinet Office
  - Michael

Scorpio Murtlock:
- admiration for as dissenter
- opinions and habits moulded by
- power struggle with:
  - confidence of victory in
  - always evident
  - gradual defeat by:
    - inexorable advance of
    - the fight at the Devil's Fingers
    - death caused by

Örn and Lundquist
- Paul-Marie and Jean-Népomucène
- Colonel Pedlar:
  - subordinate to at Div HQ
  - regards as slow
  - as buffer in relationship with Hogbourne-Johnson

Pennistone
- Amanda and Belinda Quiggin:
  - involvement in life of:
    - low opinion of
    - helps to avoid sacking from university
    - and the house-cult
rumours of sexual relationship with
and outrageous behaviour of:
  the incidents:
    the paint throwing
    the stink-bomb
  approval of:
    excitement over
    insistence on bringing to Donners Prize

J.G.Quiggin:
  reminds NJ of
  sense of shared ambition
  attends Erridge's funeral with
  meets at "Fission" launch-party
  approved by as progressive politician
  resentment by over interference in business
  and Trapnel's parody
  annoys with respect to the twins

Rusty

Smethyck

Leonard Short:
  help of in arranging Parliamentary seat
  admired by as coming man
  close dealings with:
    in same Government Department
    living in same block of flats
    patronising opinion of
    and the fiasco of the "Seraglio" transport

Siegfried

Sillery:
  regards as useful
  discussed by concerning:
    coup against Truscott
    politics
    gossip surrounding Pamela

Simon

Lord Sleaford

Odo Stevens:
  and Pamela
  and the Balkans
  at the "Seraglio"

Stringham:
  butt of:
    comments by
    mimicry by
    opinions of
    comments on mother of
    disapproval of drinking by
    embarrassed by:
      presence in "F" Mess
      involvement in finding of Bithel
      mention of death of
    control of:
      puts to bed after Le Bas's dinner
      manages posting to Laundry and Far East
      responsibility for death of
      mentions of as contemporary at school
and Pamela's:

inheritance from MP 209-10; HSH 188-90, 250
relationship to MP 105, 208-9, 216

Templer:

comments by QU 9, 16-17, 40, 48; AW 206; MP 23
opinions of QU 128-9
respected by:
as businessman AW 51-2, 183, 206; LM 55-6, 183; KO 108-11, 137
for political influence MP 23-4
at Dicky Umfraville's club with LM 183-96
treatment of at Cabinet Office meeting MP 22-3
part in death of MP 216-8, 235-6; BFR 248, 250

the Tolland family:

Uncle Alfred
 Erridge:

never met BFR 67
and politics of BFR 56, 72, 84-5
and will of BFR 67, 83-4, 141, 183-4

Lady Frederica

George:

remembered by as contemporary at school CCR 84-5
dinner with CCR 84-5, 123
impresses as:

businessman CCR 84-5; BFR 51
prospective MP CCR 85
not impressed with CCR 123
finds useful as Territorial contact CCR 123

Hugo BFR 67, 80, 91, 139, 141, 183
Isobel CCR 101; MP 105
Norah MP 204; BFR 96-7
Susan CCR 86; BFR 96-7

Prince Theodoric:

hopes to meet BM 282
and Pamela MP 116
and Yugoslav politics MP 116; BFR 111

Daniel Tokenhouse:

and involvement with Belkin TK 148, 152-3, 182-3, 229
offends by visiting in Venice TK 151-3

Tompsett:

and social position of:

appreciation of unconventional background BM 60
contempt for lack of sophistication MP 113
agreement with over Katyn massacre MP 110-1; TK 238
and the Balkans TK 237-8

Mrs Tompsett TK 238

X.Trapnel:

attitude to BFR 111, 149, 213-5; HSH 82-3, 104
flattered outrageously by at "Fission" party BFR 142-5, 147, 175
lends pound to BFR 149, 161, 174-8, 214
suffers parody written by BFR 197-9, 206-7, 214-5, 221, 223
confrontation with BFR 211-18

Truscott:

different views on business and pleasure BM 138
recruitment by to Donners-Brebner BM 139-43, 215
forces out of Donners-Brebner AW 52; LM 76-7; BFR 16-17; TK 223
dismissal from mind AW 214
hated by LM 76-7; TK 223, 225

Upjohn SA 34
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>the Walpole-Wilsons</td>
<td>BM 37-8, 84, 93, 230-1, 273-9; AW 219; LM 53, 86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baby Wentworth</td>
<td>TK 110-1, 158</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flavia Wisebite</td>
<td>HSH 188-90, 209, 213</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Widmerpool, Kenneth – f) other relationships (cont’d)
Widmerpool, Kenneth

**g) opinions expressed by**

the business of getting on in life:
- importance of serious employment: QU 130-2, 201; BM 85-6; AW 187-8, 201; CCR 188; SA 24-5
- the preoccupations of men of substance: BM 281-2; CCR 121
- the need to take games seriously: QU 151; BM 37
- the pre-eminence of usefulness:
  - social life: QU 133; CCR 122
  - business and pleasure: BM 138, 167-8; CCR 121, 124-5
  - learning from mistakes: BM 233; CCR 125; VB 95
  - as opposed to "charm": BM 282; SA 25
- the Territorial Army: LM 67; CCR 123

society and public behaviour:
- the dangers of:
  - family wealth: QU 127-8
  - drink: AW 212-3, 218
- horror of crime:
  - the Braddock alias Thorne deception: QU 127
  - the Gypsy Jones abortion: BM 217-8; CCR 100
- marriage:
  - and traditional views of: LM 63; TK 16-17
  - as expert on: LM 236-7
  - rejection of: HSH 104
- bourgeois:
  - liberal law: TK 284; HSH 128, 207
  - social and artistic life: HSH 108
  - institutions generally: HSH 102-5
  - attitudes to sex: HSH 208
- morality:
  - of Mildred Blaides: CCR 125
  - and public office: KO 227
- the possibility of Gwinnett's book being libellous: HSH 82-3

the arts:
- the Haig statue: BM 45-6, 49
- Isbister: BM 93-4
- the Quota: LM 55
- "Death's-Head Swordsman": HSH 82-3, 104-5

foreign affairs:
- Germany:
  - the situation post-Versailles: BM 54
  - approval of Hitler and Nazis as socialist: LM 66
  - doubts over Jewish policy: LM 66
  - suggests Garter for Goering: LM 67
- China: BM 57-8
- Spain, Gibraltar and Ceuta: AW 187
- the Russian show trials: CCR 84
- the success of Munich: KO 139, 222
- Polish leaders: MP 20-1
- the Katyn massacre: MP 110-1
- American post-War policy in Japan: BFR 91
- the Iron Curtain: BFR 252
- "genuine internationalism": TK 283-4

domestic politics:
- personal movement "to the left": LM 66
- objection to rearmament: LM 66
Widmerpool, Kenneth – g) opinions expressed by (cont’d)

economics:
  national policy                      AW 201-2; LM 66-7
  analysis of stocks                   CCR
recruitment to the Foreign Office    BM 59-60
the reign of Edward VIII:
  excitement at "new broom"            CCR 124-5
  grief at Abdication                  CCR 188
censorship                           BFR 144
the fuel crisis                       BFR 185-6
the Army:
  military security                   KO 231-2
  the SOE                             SA 196
  the making of officers              SA 45-6, 73-4, 187
  pre-eminent importance of the group SA 45-6, 50
Widmerpool, Lady

see Flitton, Pamela
Widmerpool, Mr

father of Kenneth – QU 130

family background of
business of liquid manure
financial difficulties
and Widmerpool:
  died near in teenage years of
  reticence of concerning
  otherwise mentioned by
and other characters:
  Lady Frederica Budd
  General Conyers
  Lord Goring
  Eleanor Walpole-Wilson

QU 133
BM 65; LM 86-7, 231
QU 130, 133
QU 130, 133; LM 231
QU 133; BM 65
QU 130, 132-3
LM 87
LM 231
BM 65; LM 86-7
BM 65; LM 86
Widmerpool, Mrs

mother of Kenneth – QU 118

described
residences:
cottage on Pembringham estate near Stourwater BM 66, 84; LM 53; KO 108, 138, 223-4, 239, 255:
TK 41; HSH 188-9
flat near Westminster Cathedral BM 83, 272; BFR 186; HSH 197
the Scottish lowlands – Kirkcudbrightshire MP 206-7; BFR 186-7; TK 113

gerelationships with:
Kenneth:
changing treatment by:
reverence QU 118, 132, 149; BM 272-3; LM 53, 57; CCR 125
rudeness BM 274-5
diminishing warmth SA 84
dismissal MP 206-7
failure to attend funeral TK 113
pride in:
as soldier KO 238, 243
as M.P. BFR 187
concern for:
over Gypsy Jones incident BM 219
overwork CCR 124-5; KO 239

and candidates for marriage to:
Mildred Haycock:
approval of engagement to LM 57, 236
difficulties with foreseen LM 57, 191
welcomes split with LM 236-7; CCR 125

Pamela Flitton:
initial row over MP 206
continued distaste for BFR 187
analysed by General Conyers LM 231

as social secretary CCR 101

the Gorings:
cottage on Pembringham estate BM 66, 84
opinion of:
generally BM 275, 277
Barbara BM 275, 278-80

NJ:
invites to supper BM 242, 259, 265, 272-84; SA 41
first met by BM 273
at Lady Molly's KO 239, 242-3

Moreland KO 243-4

the Walpole-Wilsons:
cottage near BM 66, 84; LM 53
friendship with Miss Janet BM 231, 274-6; KO 224

and the arts:
interest in books QU 132, 276, 284; KO 239, 243
picture of "The Omnipresent" BM 272; HSH 197
and La Grenadière QU 118, 149; BM 273-4

and the war:
the problem of evacuees:
accommodates Mrs Lil Jeavons in order to avoid:
the plans KO 223-6, 232-3, 236-41, 252, 255
the failure SA 84
billets for short time SA 84
serious opinions on KO 243-4
admiration of Stalin BFR 87
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Willi

a German friend of Mr Deacon – AW 173

friend of Mr Deacon AW 173
German:
in battle at Verdun AW 173
brought to NJ’s mind by Guggenbühl AW 173
Williams, G.

a soldier in NJ's platoon – VB 103

as part of General Liddament's investigation into porridge

VB 103
Williams, G.E.
a soldier in Gwatkin's Company – VB 14

on loan Brigade for a week at NJ's arrival
Sergeant-Major Cadwallader on

VB 14  VB 14
Williams, H.

a soldier in Gwatkin's Company – VB 14

on leave at NJ's arrival
Sergeant-Major Cadwallader on

VB 14
VB 14
Williams, I.G.

a soldier in Gwatkin's Company – VB 34

character:

enjoyment of Bithel’s discomposure VB 34-5

eccentricity:

and friendship with Gittins VB 183

the Red Indian war-dance VB 183

and the Company:

officers:

Bithel:

temporarily deputed to look after VB 34, 36
discovery of in drunken stupor VB 34-5

Kedward VB 34-5

Pumphrey – usual batman of VB 34

soldiers:

Daniels VB 36

Gittins VB 183
Williams, T.

a soldier in Gwatkin's Company – VB 14

absent on MT course at NJ's arrival
Sergeant-Major Cadwallader on
Williams, W.H.

a soldier in NJ's Platoon – VB 8

described

and the Company:

barrack-room orderly on NJ's first arrival at Sardis

character:

good singer
joker
not bright

Platoon runner

on the exercise in support:
suffers anti-tank rifle dropped on foot
manages to obtain tea from local farm
annoys General Liddament over porridge

and other characters:

Sergeant-Major Cadwallader
Lance-Corporal Gittins
Corporal Gwylt
Jones, D.
Sergeant Pendry:

and the rumour concerning the wife of
also mentioned

Sayce
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Wilson, Matilda

an actress and sometime wife of Moreland – AW 31

episodes involved in:
- the night of "The Duchess of Malfi" CCR 43-4, 47-58; HSH 135
- at Mrs Foxe's party for Moreland's symphony CCR 131-2, 141, 149-57, 182; KO 108
- weekend visit by NJ & Isobel, with Stourwater tableaux KO 91, 96-101, 104-6, 108-10, 112, 114, 119-20, 123, 125, 129, 132, 134, 141-2, 149; KO 246, 248; HSH 54, 57, 58-62, 191
- at Prasad's embassy party MP 212-4
- at the performance of the "Seraglio" TK 232-5, 238, 244-5
- the showing of the tableaux photographs HSH 54, 57-62, 191
- at the Magnus Donners Memorial Prize dinner HSH 86, 95, 99, 102, 106-8
described:
- generally CCR 47-9, 55; KO 106, 113; MP 212; HSH 49-50, 95
- as "jolie laide" AW 31; CCR 43, 49; KO 82; HSH 49
previous background:
- born Betty Updike CCR 128-9; HSH 180
- daughter of a chemist CCR 128; KO 92
- at school with Veronica Tolland CCR 128-9; HSH 180
as actress:
career:
- early struggles TK 245-6
- stage-name Matilda Wilson AW 31; CCR 43-5, 47-50, 129; KO 81-2
parts:
- Julia in "The Duchess of Malfi" CCR 43, 46-8, 130; HSH 135
- Zenocrate in "Tamburlaine the Great" CCR 56-7, 187, 195, 197-8, 209; KO 89
show in "Brighton or somewhere" KO 246
- as source of marital friction CCR 57, 156, 195, 197-8; KO 89, 246, 249; HSH 57
ultimate failure as KO 247
part in the Stourwater tableaux KO 122, 125, 132, 134, 246; HSH 60
as essential part of character KO 132; HSH 50, 62, 95, 102-3
death HSH 176, 180
character:
strength of shown in:
- ambition CCR 156; KO 99, 249
- spirit of rivalry KO 132; TK 166-7; HSH 48, 50, 60
- will power CCR 49; KO 247; TK 277; HSH 61, 176
discretion HSH 50
emotional depth:
- as defining trait CCR 128, 150; KO 246
exhibited in:
- periods of depression CCR 128, 131; KO 91-2, 97; HSH 61-2
- increasing nostalgia MP 212-3; HSH 49, 57, 62, 191
- understanding of others CCR 54, 154-6, 209; KO 93; HSH 60-2
intelligence CCR 55, 154; MP 217-8
taste for:
- power and influence:
  - for its own sake KO 93, 249-50; VB 95
  - for its trappings MP 212-3, 238; TK 234
- the unpredictable adventure CCR 127; KO 249; HSH 50, 62, 106
and the arts:
- informed knowledge of CCR 55; MP 217; HSH 56
- patronage of HSH 48-52, 54-5, 62, 83, 86, 106-7
sexuality:
- found attractive by:
  - men CCR 129, 132, 157
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women preference for company of men and society:
  early dislike of later:
    as leading light in increasing interest in:
      politics friendship with women
return to quieter lifestyle

and Sir Magnus Donners:
on original affair with:
  first meeting
    as successor to Baby Wentworth
    attitude to habits of
also mentioned
continued friendship with:
  lent cottage by
  visits to
  behaviour with
reinstatement by:
  as mistress
  as wife

attitude of Moreland concerning
CCR 43-5; KO 82, 92-3, 98, 100, 106, 125, 244,
246-50; TK 160, 234, 274, 279

widow's memory:
only left dormant
sudden resurrection of:
  after fifteen years
    the image of Ariosto’s swans
exhibited in:
  changes of:
    conversation
    decoration
  the Memorial Prize
  the photographs
otherwise mentioned
and Moreland:
deep love for
early relationship with
ability to organise:
  importance of
as a cause of friction
marriage to:
dated around a year before NJ’s
problems in:
  difficult childbirth:
    long stay in nursing home
death of baby
  subsequent illness
Sir Magnus Donners:
the past relationship
the proximity of Stourwater
the frictions of life together:
  discrepancy in character
Wilson, Matilda (cont’d)

exclusory artistic ambitions: CCR 156, 187, 195, 197-8; KO 88-9, 246, 249; VB 95; TK 246; HSH 57
undomesticated lifestyle: CCR 97, 127, 131, 206-8; KO 89, 92; HSH 49
frequent poverty: CCR 97-8, 121, 127; KO 244
Priscilla Tolland: CCR 149-53, 156-7, 182, 211-13; KO 88-9, 100, 245-8
Sir Magnus Donners: KO 92-3, 106, 120; TK 274
memories of the past: KO 92-3, 96-8, 100-1, 109, 125, 142, 246-7
the proximity of Stourwater: KO 92-3, 96-8, 100-1, 109, 125, 142, 246-7
partial restoration of effect: CCR 209, 211-3; KO 248
Maclintick’s death: KO 88-9, 108
end of: KO 240, 244-50, 252; SA 92-3, 114, 116; MP 212-3; TK 160, 276-7, 279
analysis of: CCR 150-7
by: self: CCR 150-7, 152; KO 88-9, 245
NJ: CCR 127-8, 131; KO 97, 244
Moreland: CCR 103, 105, 121, 211-3; KO 245-50
other references to: CCR 207-9; KO 81-2, 91, 104-6, 110, 113, 132, 134, 137, 141, 149; SA 119, 121, 141, 148-9; MP 217-8; BFR 109; TK 73, 87, 234-5, 243-4; HSH 57, 62
continuing affection for: MP 212-3; BFR 129; HSH 57, 60
and other men:
  Carolo: brief marriage to: CCR 153-5, 198, 203; KO 81-2; TK 244-6; HSH 62
  on character of: CCR 154-5
  on affair with Audrey: CCR 155
Norman Chandler: as professional colleague:
  first meeting with: CCR 130
  “The Duchess of Malfi”: CCR 130
  influence of in getting part: CCR 130
  on stage: CCR 48
  backstage: CCR 48-54; HSH 57
  as abiding friend: CCR 50-1; HSH 49, 57-62
Gibson Delavacquerie: HSH 50, 76,
rumours of affair with: HSH 50-2, 54, 83, 86, 95, 106-7
and the Donners Memorial Prize: HSH 176
also mentioned: HSH 50
Odo Stevens - brief affair with: TK 166-7; HSH 50
and other characters:
  Bijou Ardglass: CCR 154
  Dr Brightman: HSH 55, 57
  Jean Duport: HSH 58
  Polly Duport: HSH 58
  Ferrand-Sénéschal: TK 21-2
  Pamela Flitton: MP 212-3
  Mrs Foxe: CCR 52-5, 132, 182
  Buster Foxe: CCR 132, 144
  Gossage: CCR 56; HSH 62
  Russell Gwinnett: HSH 86, 95-6, 99
  Heather Hopkins: CCR 129-30
  Lady Huntercombe: CCR 141, 150
  Isobel: CCR 127-8, 132; KO 88, 91-2, 97, 110, 149; MP 199, 213; HSH 50, 57-8, 60, 99
the Maclinticks: on marriage and: CCR 153, 155, 209, 211-3
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Wilson, Matilda (cont’d)

Audrey:
  as Moreland's mistress       MP 213; BFR 110; TK 232-3, 244, 246
  mutual dislike               CCR 155; TK 232-3, 244
  also mentioned               CCR 149

Maclintick:
  as devotee of Moreland       CCR 57
  fondness for                 CCR 209
  also mentioned               CCR 116, 149, 205-6

Lenore Members               TK 21-2
Mark Members                 CCR 45; TK 21-2 HSH 55
Rosie Manasch:
  comments by                 BFR 109-10
    rivalry with over:
    Odo Stevens               TK 166-7; HSH 50
    status as smart hostess   TK 167, HSH 48, 60
  also mentioned              TK 237-8, 245

Mona                        CCR 129
Norma                       CCR 48
Quiggin                     CCR 129
Betty Templer               HSH 60-1
Peter Templer               KO 106, 120, 134; HSH 60-1
Norah Tolland               CCR 129-30
Priscilla Tolland           CCR 151, 156-7, 213
Veronica Tolland            CCR 128-9; HSH 180
Lady Anne Umfraville        KO 123, 132; HSH 60
the Walpole-Wilsons         KO 98
Baby Wentworth              CCR 154-5; KO 96, 102, 112
Widmerpool                  KO 141; HSH 62, 102-3, 108
Wise, Rupert

a ballet dancer – CCR 140

described as:
- extremely handsome
- boringly conventional
- morally strict

impending marriage to another ballet dancer

and other characters:
- Norman Chandler:
  - admiration for work of
  - refusal to respond to overtures from
- Mrs Foxe:
  - present at party given by
  - wedding present from
- Max Pilgrim
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Wisebite, Flavia

sister of Charles Stringham – QU 13

episodes involved in:

Stringham's wedding BM 235; VB 146
NJ’s weekend leave at Lady Frederica's VB 145-6, 147-8, 153-6, 164-74, 175; SA 74, 79; HSH 186
the Cutts / Akworth wedding HSH 18-90, 209-10, 213-4
described QU 13; BM 235; VB 147, 164-5; HSH 185

family:

mother Mrs Foxe:
relationship with:
difficulty of CCR 87; MP 63
concerning financial affairs: VB 172-4
the elopement with Chandler
left nothing in will by MP 209
gesture reminiscent of HSH 190
otherwise mentioned VB 162, 168, 172-4

brother Charles Stringham:
compared to in demeanour VB 147
relationship with:
somewhat distant QU 13; VB 153
photograph kept by in rooms at school QU 13
at wedding of BM 235
discussion of with NJ VB 165-6; SA 74; HSH 186-90
canonisation of in death HSH 187
otherwise mentioned QU 60, 69-70; BM 100-1, 133, 181, 198, 207, 223; LM 161; CCR 87, 174; VB 145-6, 158, 165-6, 173; SA 74, 79; HSH 185

daughter Pamela:
failure as mother to HSH 188-9
and relationship of with:
Stringham HSH 189-90
Widmerpool HSH 188-90
otherwise mentioned BM 235; VB 154; MP 62-3, 70, 201; BFR 100; HSH 185, 187-9, 214

stepfather Buster Foxe VB 168-175

places associated with:

the Happy Valley QU 69; VB 153-4, 158; BFR 99-100; HSH 185-7
cottages: on the Glimber estate MP 201
near Stourwater HSH 186, 188-9

war work with Red Cross library MP 63

character:

melancholy: as defining trait VB 147, 164-5; HSH 185
evident in:
spells in mental hospitals HSH 186, 188
behaviour at Stourwater wedding: in conversation HSH 186, 190, 200, 209-10
at sight of Widmerpool HSH 213-4

sentimentally nostalgic HSH 185-7

and men:

considered as a bringer of doom to VB 206
husbands:

1) Cosmo Flitton:
mariage to QU 13, 70; VB 153-4, 158; MP 62, 201; BFR 100; HSH 185, 210
divorce from:
Baby Wentworth and otherwise mentioned

2) Harrison F. Wisebite:
marriage to
divorce from
widow of
considered together:
awfulness of
as providing experience of alcoholics "always getting divorced"

Robert Tolland:
at Lady Frederica's with for embarkation leave considerably older than relationship with:
assumed by all to be love affair
enigmatic nature of:
Robert's natural secrecy
Flavia's grief at departure
left unresolved by death

Dicky Umfraville:
and the Happy Valley:
loss of virginity to as possible father of Pamela upsetting memories of compared to as rebel also mentioned suicidal admirer in Kenya

and other characters:
the Akworths:
neighbour and friend of
doting godmother to Clare helped by Sir Bertram after collapse

the Alford-Greens

Bithel

the Cutts family:
Fiona
Roddy
Sebastian

Lady Frederica:
contemporary of on the social scene opinions of on affair with Robert and engagement of to Dicky Umfraville

Russell Gwinnett
Templer
Isobel

Tuffy Weedon:
as governess in touch with in later years

Lady Katherine

Widmerpool:
mother-in-law of neighbour of deep hatred of collapse on at Stourwater wedding
Wisebite, Harrison F.

second husband of Flavia Stringham – BM 235

American family and life-history:

birth:
  in Minneapolis VB 154; MP 63
  son of hardware millionaire ruined in the slump MP 63

dead:
  of drink in Miami VB 154
  also mentioned VB 145; SA 77; MP 201; HSH 185
  uncle of Milton Wisebite MP 76
  otherwise mentioned BM 235; CCR 87

deral character:
  dissipation VB 154, 165; MP 63; BFR 100; HSH 185
  jocularity SA 77; MP 63; BFR 100

and Flavia Stringham:
  (second) husband of BM 235; CCR 87; VB 145, 154, 158, 165; SA 77, 79;
  divorce from MP 201
  and other characters:
    Lord Bridgnorth SA 77
    Fred Collins HSH 185
    Stringham SA 77, 79
    Dicky Umfraville VB 158; BFR 100
Wisebite, Milton

nephew of Harrison F. Wisebite – MP 76

and the literary world:
  work for "Time-Life" MP 76
  meeting with NJ at publisher's party in New York MP 76-7
wartime service in Europe MP 76

and other characters:
  memories of Colonel Cobb MP 76-7
  affair with Pamela Flitton MP 77
  nephew of Harrison F. Wisebite MP 76